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With the preparation of the Central Portion-Rotunda and Dome Historic Structure Report we will begin The Capitol Preservation team is commencing a fourth major restoration and rehabilitation project in the 

our most challenging project to date, the restoration and rehabilitation of the Wisconsin State Capitol Wisconsin State Capitol. Through a wealth of “hands on” experience, we have learned that a success- 

Rotunda. Although the project poses many new and difficult challenges, the knowledge and insight ful historic preservation project requires a detailed knowledge of the past; a clear understanding of the 

gained through this report will allow us to undertake the work with enthusiasm and confidence. spaces and objects to be preserved; and an ability to discern future needs. 

The preparation of this book, like all Capitol work, has been an intensive team effort with significant These elements, not coincidently, are the basic building blocks for the Historic Structure Report. The 

contributions by many individuals and firms. Initial planning was accomplished by Art Chadek, Joyce report, as the key element in a restoration of this magnitude, provides the ground rules and road map for 

Inman, and Charles Quagliana well in advance of the first research and writing efforts. design and implementation of the project. Reflecting on past Capitol remodeling projects, it is difficult to 

Beccarch was conducted by Aini# Bicbel nid Joyce Inten: Wrinen material was conttibuted by Aline penis that these were a without an pre ye report = preparation. oe for decades, little 

Bichel, Fred Groth, Joyce Inman, Jeff Neidorfler, Jeff Parker, Charles Quagliana, Darrell Schiffman, if any research or cleat apg was done prior to the profusion of unsympathetic remodelings from the 

and Kurt Strauss. Special acknowledgment is extended to Anne Biebel for the writing efforts of Chapter aa 

Three-Historical Research, which centers on dome history and the influences on the Wisconsin State i mie i 

Capitol. Survey and documentation work were undertaken by Anne Biebel, Julie Gran, Jeff Neidorfler, Capit Historic Structixe Report Preparations 

Gretchen Pfaehler, Jessica Powers and Darrell Schiffman. The cooperation and assistance of the State With direction and interest from the State of Wisconsin Building Commission, a different approach to- 
Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives has been greatly appreciated. wards historic buildings has been taken. In September 1991, the Division of Facilities Development un- 

dertook the first Historic Structure Report on a large state-owned building. The successful completion 

The task of proofing copy and reviewing completed sections was completed by Anne Biebel, Art of the University of Wisconsin Armory and Gymnasium Report in July 1992 led to a second major His- 

i Chadek, Robert Corbett, Laura Davis, Dale Dumbleton, Julie Gran, Fred Groth, Joyce Inman, Jeff toric Structure Report for Lathrop Hall in June 1993. Incorporating a preservation methodology that 

oo Jeff Parker, Gretchen Pfachler, Jessica Powers, Charles Quagliana, Elizabeth Ragsdale, includes comprehensive survey and documentation, research, and analysis has proven to be a beneficial 

Tania Richley, Darrell Schiffman, and Kurt Strauss. procedure. As this methodology was refined, and as a result of State experimentation with the Historic 

Many Capitol staff also contributed to the success of this book including Mike Bath, Terri Clough, Structure Report concept, the idea ofa historic structure report for the Capitol was conceived. 

mm, and Geri Schneider. Greg Bares, Chuck Johnson, and Lynn Lauersdorf of the Division of With the experience and insight from these first two State sponsored Historic Structure Reports, the Di- 
Facilities Development also provided information. vision of Facilities Development embraced a comprehensive Historic Structure Report for the Wisconsin 

Special thanks to Michael Mills of Ford Farewell Mills and Gatsch Architects of Princeton, New Jersey, State Capitol. The Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation team began working on the report in the sum- 

and Jim Sewell, Senior Preservation Architect of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison, mer of 1993. The first several months were spent studying other Historic Structure Reports, developing 

Wisconsin, for their professional peer review of this book. Once again their constructive comments have a format and an overall outline. 

contributed greatly to the process and the quality of the report. The National Park Service Guideline for Historic Structure Reports, NPS-28, was reviewed in prepa- 

Thanks to Joyce Inman for her role as project coordinator. Coordinating all the team members efforts ration for defining the Capitol Historic Structure Report. It was determined that as currently outlined, 

has been instrumental in the success of this historic structure report. NPS-28 provided a broad, flexible framework for preparation of Historic Structure Reports. Using the 

i E : ; 3 guidelines, and many quality examples of completed Historic Structure Reports, the team developed a 
I would also like Pp acknowledge the continued encoun pemnea of the State apie and eee Resi- BP romiiisttiao struc ri i eo sv dia te a nature of the Capitol project, the resources avail- 

dence Board. Their support of our work effort and its value to the preservation of the Wisconsin State oes i 
Bal cncerely arnnscinicd. able, and the anticipated audience. 

Charles J. Quagliana, AIA The South Wing and Southeast = Southwest Pavilions Historic Structure Report was ihe first devel- 

State Capitol Project Manager and Preservation Architect oped. sn documentation = survey — and research had been complcied in advance of 

March 1997 formally beginning the book, the writing began in January 1995 and was completed in September 1995. 
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Purpose and Content The Capitol Historic Structure Report will include the following key components: 

The primary purpose of the Wisconsin State Capitol Historic Structure Report is to assess the appropri- 1. A compendium of all known information about the building, 

ateness of the 1987 Capitol Master Plan. The Capitol Master Plan, its related guidelines, and feasibility 2. Ananalysis of the information. 

— were developed without the benefit of a complete nn of ag history, anaes or 3. An assessment of the implications of the proposed action. 

exe aa the Capitol. Additional purposes include: documenting and analyzing the building’s initial 4. Recommendations for appropriate preservation treatments. 
construction and subsequent alterations through historical, physical, and pictorial evidence; documenting 5. A disposition list for all materials. 

and analyzing the current state of the building’s architectural materials and structural stability; and select- 
ing appropriate historic preservation treatments; and establishing priorities for project work items. In contrast to the NPS-28 Guidelines, the Wisconsin State Capitol Historic Structure Reports will not 

include cost estimates or work priorities. Cost estimates are not included for two reasons. Adequate 

Historic Structure Report Content funding for this building is a priority for the State, and no project will receive higher priority for funding. 

To fully evaluate the Capitol Master Plan, the team’s approach required the preparation of a compre- peer. the cost of recent — scope projects in the Capitol : well documented. Cost estimates 

hensive Historic Structure Report in a series of books with each book becoming a separate volume will be generated as part of the preliminary deniaiua ena eeneeueet- 

about a specific entity or component of the Capitol. The comprehensive Historic Structure Report envi- Work priorities or phases of projects were not included since all work outlined will be accomplished in 

sioned will include eleven separate books: a comprehensive manner. As there is a great dependence upon Legislative, Judicial, and Executive time- 

L Comprchensited tables, tight project schedules are required since occupants are residing in leased space for the duration 

Il. Site of each project. 

III. West Wing and Northwest Pavilion 3, i 

IV. South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions (September 1995) Definitions Of Piqjaae se gerreues reatinients 
V. Central Portion (March1997) After much discussion and thought, the team reconciled the following definitions as proposed preserva- 

VI. East Wing and Northeast Pavilion tion treatments. Due to the complexity and the variety of conditions found in the Capitol it is necessary 

VII. North Wing to utilize more than one approach. These approaches follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 

VII Exterior for the Treatment of Historic Properties 1992 as closely as possible. Specific treatments or spaces in- 

IX. Furniture and Fumishings clude preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and renovation, whereas specific treatments for objects 

X.. Artwork and Decorative Finishes include replication and conservation. 

XI. The Capitol Heat and Power Plant 
Treatments for Spaces 

Utilizing 11" x 17" format, each book will be approximately 250 -600 pages in length. Each report, de- Preservation 

spite its size, will not be all-inclusive. As investigation continues, more will be learned about the Capitol Preservation is the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity, 

and the architect who designed it. Therefore these reports will be updated by addendums as appropri- and/or materials of the building or space. This work generally focuses upon the stabilization and repair 
ate. In addition, the reports are also keyed to several appendixes that contain supplemental detailed in- of historic materials and features as well as ongoing maintenance. Limited and sensitive upgrading of me- 

formation. The Comprehensive Summary will be accompanied by detailed appendices which contain chanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make the building or space 

supplemental information, reference sources, a chronology, a glossary, and raw survey data. functional is appropriate. 

Although all eleven books comprise the complete work, books two through eight are planned to to di- Specific considerations include (1) using the space as it was historically; (2) retaining and preserving the 
rectly address the Capitol Master Plan. Books one, nine, ten, and eleven will focus on individual yet in- space’s historic character and distinctive features; and (3) stabilizing, consolidating, and conserving ex- 

tegral issues. These will contribute greatly to the comprehensive nature of the final report. isting historic materials and features to be physically and visually compatible, and documented. Ex- 

amples of spaces to be preserved include the Rotunda and the inner dome space. 
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Rehabilitation through documention; (4) replicating the treatment with the materials, finishes, features, and construction 
Rehabilitation is the act or process of making possible an efficient contemporary use through repair, al- techniques that characterize the object; and (5) replicating the original object such that it can coexist 
terations, and additions while preserving those portions and/or features that convey its historical, cul- with the original. Specific examples include the replication of decorative stencils or painting on the Ro- 
tural, or architectural values. tunda drum wall, and the replication of original elements such as the lighting fixtures in the Rotunda 

Specific considerations include (1) adapting the space to new compatible uses or retaining architectur- Basement when an insufficient number of artifacts exist. 
ally and/or historically significant spaces; (2) repairing deteriorated historic features when possible; (3) Conservation 
replacing historic features when necessary by matching the old in design, color,texture, and where pos- Conservation is the process of maintaining and/or stabilizing the features or form of an object with the 
sible, materials; (4) substantiation of the work with documentation; (5)protecting the integrity of the least amount of intervention. Some physical intervention may be required to ensure the continued integ- 
space by making the new work compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale, proportion, rity of the object/surface. 

Be Peatina ne taerarchry of spaces; and (6) using the gentlest means possible for chemical or physi- Specific considerations include (1) using the object/surface as it was historically; (2) analyzing the cal treatments. Examples of objects to be rehabilitated and reused include light fixtures and grilles. object’s treatment of materials, finishes, features, and construction; (3) maintaining and/or stabilizing the 

Restoration object through the gentlest means possible; and (4) substantiating the treatment through documentation. 
Restoration is the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and character as they ap- Specific examples include the cleaning and maintaining of the stone and marble and the artwork in public 
peared at a particular period of time by means of the removal of features from other periods in its his- spaces. 

tory and reconstructing missing features from the restoration period. oon 

es oo beg — - ay ee recon i iy Foetal oe As we reflect on our recent work, in particular the continued development of the historic structure re- the space’s restoration period; (2) preserving distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction b i 1 A i i R techniques that characterize the restoration period; and (3) repairing, rather than replacing, deteriorating pert, we have witnessed a residual effect on wor preservation oe in proeess and/or in the - 
; : : : : ning stages. We trust that the work and accomplishments of our Capitol team have influenced others in features (when replacement is required, the new shall match the old in design, color, texture, and materi- a ; nes : ; ‘i ; ae : the same positive manner that our peers have influenced us. Realizing our accomplishments are not lim- als where possible); and (4) documenting the replacement of missing features. A specific space to be : : BUS : Bia hee Roturida Basement. ited to the boundaries of ot team, it is our mene we have honored eur ancestors, enhanced the in- 

terest of our contemporaries, and have left a continuing legacy for our children. 
Renovation 

Renovation is the act or process of removing the original form and features, and replacing those materi- 
als and features with new fabric and materials which are contemporary in nature. Specific considerations Charles J. Quagliana, AIA 
include (1) using the space as it was historically and/or giving new use that reflects the space’s utilitarian March 1997 

needs; and (2) providing the space’s needs with contemporary technology to manage and facilitate the 
building’s systems. 

Treatment for Objects and Surfaces 

Replication 
Replication is the creation ofa duplicate ofan extant artifact. The duplicate may coexist with the original. 
This treatment specifically occurs when the object’s condition is beyond preservation or restoration. 

Specific considerations include (1) using the object and/or the duplicate as it was historically; analyzing 
the object’s treatment of materials, finishes, features, and construction; (3) substantiating the treatment
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yy he Ee ee tee INTRODUCTION 
es we ee 

a = oT ee 2) " . i a : ndesign and construction the Wisconsin State Capitol exemplifies the American adaptation 

ee 4 be og od cee : a i oe oo. oe ; : a ” & I of the French Beaux-Arts style popular in this country at the turn of the century. The Capitol 

ag bas i : - : re | ; : . 5 ee Pe ie : ee % rounded by a balustrade, the dome sits on a drum with arched windows through which light enters the 

a e ee ee i a Ps ie ee Ee Rotunda. Groups of sculpture are placed at the drum’s base. As the Capitol’s major iconographical fea- 
a . es er a i. Br ‘as, oe sh os coh a ture and symbol, the dome is seen from miles when approaching the city of Madison. Clad in granite, 

5 ee ea ae a a Pty. c. Sy ea ee the dome is the only one of its kind in the United States. In the Capitol’s interior, two axes intersect at 
4 : - 3 SS ay ile ad Py, er ee ae a right angles in the Rotunda, the building’s major interior space, directly beneath the dome. If the building 

ES seatete ie fs e ‘ ; Me bs] Po ie . were cut in two, the elevation and plan of each wing would be essentially the same. The building is con- 

on on a og aS Xo a Pia structed of an exterior load-bearing wall of solid brick and stone masonry with an interior steel frame. A 

» ae fo =F a i. oe a! i ms predominately marble and stone interior features major rooms and/or halls covered with vaults or 

i 3 ee , * { Binns a PY SI i domes. Additional adornment and decoration throughout the building include large murals and mosaics. 

as aa LF ; Be Sere : i é is Sat The Capitol was built in five phases using the finest tum-of-the-century materials, the latest engineering 

; my ; ’ j - / aay " ahi ' as and craftsmanship techniques, and grandiose artwork. Construction began with the West Wing in the fall 
my i ; 7 ’ nt és ee of 1906 and continued with the East Wing starting in 1909. In the spring of 1910, the Central Portion 

a oy : ae Be f i was started followed by the South Wing in December of 1910. The project culminated with the comple- 

3 i Pp ea ae tion of the North Wing in 1917. This phased approach spread the fiscal expenditure of $7,203,826 over 

ia 7 y a = aperiod of many years and allowed temporary use of portions of the previous capitol structure that had 

_.. oN Rin. survived the fire of February 1904. Following is a brief history of George B. Post, the competition and 

: “| a A Ws Ra AS N subsequent design implementation in regard to the Central Portion and the restoration and rehabilitation 

Bee : oat is at ee project’s background. A complete history of the Capitol may be found in Volume I of the Wisconsin 

aoe . # r Cay Qs \ : BASS State Capitol Historic Structure Report. 

- > cae iM aS George B. Post, Architect 

3 ‘ 4 A “ j George B. Post, a leader during the late 1800s in skyscraper development and classical revival build- 

= : en ings, was also a specialist in planning and structural design, and active in city planning and zoning. His 

training as an architect in New York City in the 1850s with Richard Morris Hunt in the Beaux-Arts tra- 

Figure I-1 dition provided him with a solid foundation in design principles that drew inspiration from historical ar- 

Portrait of George B. Post, painted posthumously by C.S. Munro, 1922. This painting chitecture. Executed prior to the Wisconsin State Capitol, Post’s other significant buildings included the 
was the first in a painting series of “Famous American Architects” produced by Pratt Equitable Life Insurance Building (1868), thought to be the first commercial building with an elevator; 

and Lambert, Inc., Buffalo, New York. The complete portfolio consisted of twelve archi- : sya: 
tects, who were selected as outstanding figures in American architecture. the Western Union Building (1873—75), often noted as the first skyscraper; the New York Produce Ex- 

Photographer: Eric Oxendorf, “Reproduced under permission from The Sherwin- change (1881-84), known for its cage construction; the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building at the 

Williams Company” World Columbian Exposition of 1893, the largest building in the world at the time; the St. Paul Building 
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(1898), the world’s tallest building at the time; and the New York Stock Exchange (1901-04). mended to the legislature. However, in 1905 the legislature enacted a law for anew competition. The 

Throughout his career, Post contracted with numerous artists, decorators, and sculptors to execute their Capitol Commission Minutes reported that Lew F. Porter, a prominent Madison architect, was asked to 

work in his buildings. Among those involved were Edwin Howland Blashfield, Daniel Chester French, prepare a program for this competition.' The program was influenced by the previous 1905 competition 

Karl Bitter, Elmer Garnsey, and Kenyon Cox. On 28 November 1913 Post died at his home in requirements and opinions of the Capitol Commission members. Judge Marshall presented to the Capi- 

Bernardsville, New Jersey. His sons and partners in the firm, James Otis Post and William Stone Post, tol Commission the advantages of a building designed in the form of a St. Andrews Cross, a Greek 

took full control of the firm and supervised the completion of the unfinished portions of the Capitol. Cross plan positioned at a 45 degree angle relative to the site. By 20 February 1906, five architectural 

firms were invited to participate: Cass Gilbert of New York; Ferry & Clas of Milwaukee; H. C. Koch 

Competition & Co. of Milwaukee; McKim, Mead & White of New York; and Shepley Rutan & Coolidge of Bos- 

; : : a ; : ton. Because only three firms—Ferry & Clas, H.C. Koch & Co., and Shepley Rutan & Coolidge— 

By ae ee Sev cee oem Wale go verniTNetn (eakizee We en ee responded, an additional four firms were invited. These included Carrere & Hastings of New York, 
ee noon ane) Deca s = * aa a be Ss odaharhewgar George B. Post & Sons of New York, Babb Cook & Willard of New York, and Peabody & Stearns of 

cone due to the 22 oe, oe are ae ee =o apo aeas, West, and Boston. The firms of George B. Post & Sons and Peabody & Stearns responded, and after reviews of 
South Wings. A competition was held and the appointment of Cass Gilbert, as architect, was recom- the five designs by Lew F, Porter of Madison and Daniel Bumham of Chicago, the design of George B. 

Post and Sons of New York was selected in July 1906 as having the most merit? 

— — Design and Development 

P ROGRAM [=| The competition program prescribed the general features for the new Capitol.> All competitors were to 

Dom ltt selene genet meet the same requirements set forth in the building program, which included the following design com- 

0) BR Bas ponents for the central or dome portion: 
| Plans preliminary to the election of an 

ae Ree eee Figure I-2 + The building is to be susceptible of construction section by section, each section being sub- 

; The competition program pre- stantially complete in itself, the number of sections to be five, consisting of four wings and the 

eee Sh scribed the features for the new central or dome portion. 

i Photocopy: State Historical Soci- * The inner corners, or extensions of the same, of the four wings are to unite so as to inclose 

ety of Wisconsin Archives [sic] a dome area of size in scale with the building, but not exceed 20,000 square feet. 

* The West and East Wings will be considered as sections one and two, and shall be designed 

to be constructed in the order named and to include the substructure, and the superstructure if 

thought best, for a new dome, so far as such construction may necessarily form parts of the 

Wh. enclosures of the wings at the inner ends. 

/ ( * The design shall contemplate the probable completion of the four wings prior to the construc- 

nV LA tion of anew dome. 

\ i J } Figure I-3 * The design shall contemplate the probable retention of the present dome for a considerable 

oe f A diagram in the competition pro- length of time, and with that view a corridor shall be designed occupying the territory between 

\ Prepay gram presented the proposed plan the old dome walls and the new dome walls.* 
e i ee in Greek cross relation to the ex- 

- i a isting building’s plan. A diagram was included as a part of the building program that defined perimeters for the new structure.° 

Photocopy: State Historical Soci- Limitations of space specified in Section VIII stated that: 
ety of Wisconsin Archives 
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the plan so adopted by the commission outside of section bearing the dome, which shall cover intersecting the dome, and a perspective. Each architectural firm could provide other drawings as 

not more than 20,000 square feet, shall contemplate a structure exclusive of approaches, ter- deemed necessary. All drawings, except the perspective, were to be done at a sixteenth-inch scale. The 

races, areas or other appurtenances when fully completed, covering not more than 100,000 perspective was to be drawn with “plane of picture at an angle of sixty and thirty degrees with the faces 

square feet, containing not more than 6,000,000 cubic feet outside of said dome section, and of the building. Point of sight is to be six feet above the level of the first floor and four hundred feet dis- 

costing not more than forty cents per cubic foot.* tant, at a scale of 1/8 inch to one foot and fully rendered in sepia showing permanent accessories of the 
+ 5 es ‘ i : ; 

Thus, the square footage of the Central Portion space was established in the program, which also indi- a a Sam by age i ore: eh Be ee wee eae ee e 

cated that the new dome should be in outline similar to the dome still standing but at a scale consistent . as eG asic er a Ste oe. es an aati es a “ faa 
with the new building,’ of dome structure and the dome and its supports.’ Actual enclosed cubical space was to be calcu- 

lated." 
The commission required that each competitor provide the following drawings: a plan of each floor, an 

elevation of each dissimilar facade, longitudinal and cross sections taken through the building ona plane 

ter : 4 at en Re ee Se ee 
een UuL ee 

+t p48 8 oe = ae wee oe ee ee eo si sig = : 
. EF epee. i Sa a ene a page caeOn CUP CN AS Aine 

es r y eG ae ‘ i rf em RES ieee Soe, Sten 3 ee pede ese eh ae Re eer ee ee ma Bae Neo Povo ew fa a 

—— ee : — TREEEZERE Wie BURR ROR RR RREET 
; : “ Sey eS ES eS eee “Eee =e i be ee ees eT 

Ce ee aS — | nee Tot. FEED pie ie ie i | 

oo Be _— oS : De a ee a PRO, PARMA Bone neers Pe ERS 27 

Figure I-4 Figure I-5 
Designed by George B. Post, the competition rendering featured the building with four tourelles at The elevation rendering reveals the overall symmetrical composition used throughout the exterior 

the dome’s base, lions on the Podium roof balustrade, and niches on the facades of the wings’ ends. facade. 
Photographer: Eric Oxendorf, Rendering by Firm of George B. Post and Sons Photographer: Art Chadek, Rendering by Firm of George B. Post and Sons 
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After receiving the program, Post wrote Porter to verify his understanding of the requirements regarding neither of these four sections the limitations of cubic contents are exceeded, and if the design 

the Central Portion: does not extend beyond the limitations of the circle shown on the drawing on sheet 16, the 
ee esi 

Ipresume. . . the central or Dome building is not to cover more than 20,000 feet but that its OTe epee inin ie compa with. 

height or consequent cubic contents is not definitely limited. I understand that while the He also requested the commission accept a color rendering, as opposed to sepia, stating that a 

Programme speaks of “the inner corners” or extensions of the Wings to unite to enclose the color perspective would give a more accurate representation of the design once constructed. In addi- 

Dome, it means neither that the walls supporting the dome measured in the 20,000 square feet, tion, he suggested the scale of the perspective be reduced from 1/8" to 1/16" so that the colorist charge 

must be square in plan or that these inner corners must be square; in other words I understand could be minimized.” He indicated in this letter that he or one of his partners would visit Madison 

the object of these restrictions to be that the design shall be such that there will be five sections shortly in order to view the site and develop a more complete understanding of the requirements. 

which could be i eparat iz; i ings; that ifi 2 : : ae : 
Rosin envied s a) Via ees ee ete Porter responded to Post’s letter and sent copies of his response to all the competitors clarifying certain 

; sections of the program. Porter’s letter of 27 April 1906 stated: 

EE SOS Ge ee ee ee The diagram referred to was made as explanatory of restrictions on the preceding pages of 

ee oe eels ee oo Te se a oo ote 38 programme and using an assumed probable height as the height of the building. It is not 

: ey : ioe Os. ee of Pe, a to be taken as fixing the outline of the building nor more than in general ways its extent. 

ee a eg a . The limitations as to area, cubical contents and area covered by the Dome Structure are matters 

eee of aw and mms be sretly pamapliod wih 
Ce ee ee ee . . imi oe ee La ee ee ne eS The height and cubical contents of Dome Structure are not limited. 

SS oe ee Oe ee : : : 
Poe i ae y a | bo pet el ge Be tgis ee Se The comers of wings or their extension may . . . be of any shape in plan. The same applies to 

ee BS ee ee ee 
oe ee eS ay ee cone & 

Eee) et : ee 4 Pf a ae oe a sa ab Soe SRK ee . .. the limitation as to the building not extending beyond circle on page 16 is to be construed 

: ee age ees } ma Oe ea ee cae liberally. It is the desire of the Commissioners that the building should not spread over a large 
Bee ee Ee a 1 ee eat ate, oo eae i : : : ; 3 be 

ae oe yey a ea. ee a portion of the park, hence its boundaries should approximately be included in the space indi- 
oo oo ge aa - a et 
Be ee ee Be ed ee ee en cated. oo 
pe a 2 ee eee eS It will be necessary in order that the scale and rendering of the perspective be changed that the 
a ae act set Ee belay a : a ae Commissioners and the competing architects agree to such change. If possible I will bring it be- 

te eas [ ee ae fore them but I doubt whether at this date such a change will be feasible."° 

aed za 4 e 3 Porter’s statement concerning the cubical contents and area covered by the dome structure as being 
bo : i oa oo i . | matters of law requiring compliance contradicted his next statement that the height and cubical contents 

I ee ee of the dome structure were not limited. Evidently a typographical error occurred regarding the cubical 
oo BN eee ee = contents of the dome. An act relating to the state capitol building, amending chapter 516 of the law of 

oe ee TT eR | oA eee NORM ea 1905, read as follows: “The plan so adopted by the commission, outside of the section bearing the 

Figure I-6 ‘ dome which shall cover not more than 20,000 square feet, shall contemplate a structure . .. covering 
The competition section revealed an interior view of the wings and the Central Portion. Early not more than 100,000 square feet, containing not more than 6,000,000 cubic feet outside of said dome 

design ideas, such as the coffered ceiling, cathedral windows, and decorative pendentives, were section.” Outly squat Ease dee ties denne fociinesn: Ba ee yee 
implemented. : ge for the dome’s footprint was 

Drawing: George B. Post and Sons designated.'> For the competition, Post did submit his rendering at the scale required by the program in 

Photo: Courtesy of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin (Whi (X3) 29574) sepia tones and shades. 
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Competition Review 

THE In addition to the Post firm, Ferry & Class of Milwaukee, H. C. Koch & Co. of Milwaukee, Shepley 

Rutan & Coolidge of Boston, and Peabody & Stearns of Boston submitted drawings. The Capitol 

LAWS OF WISCONSIN Building Commission met on 15 June 1906 to review all the plans from the five contending architectural 
firms. As instructed by the Capitol Commission, Porter secured Daniel H. Burnham, a prominent Chi- 

bias Sas) : cago architect, for a sum of $1,000 to review the competitors’ submissions . Burnham analyzed the sub- 

missions during a visit to Madison on 9 July 1906. Following Capitol Commission directions, Porter 

“pecial Session of the Legislature also studied the designs.'* Both Burnham and Porter submitted letters to the Capitol Commission in 

which they critiqued the submitted competition plans according to relevant points. 

Commencing December 4, 1905. 

Burnham’s Critique 

In regard to the Central Portion, Burnham stated that 

gah etielendl anger the advantage of making all of the principal entrances on the ground floor becomes clear when 
5) Figure 1-7 we study the plans of the principal [first] floor. Large suits [sic] for the Executive and other high 

| In 190 5, the Legislature enacted Chapter 15. an officers of State can be carried across the faces of the ends of the cross, where they will be in 
mena pLADISOS, WHR: act relating to a state capitol building, which full view and directly accessible from the center of the building. Placing the principal entrances 

EN 1955 amended previous laws. on the ground floor then allows access to all areas on the principal floor.!” 
Photocopy: Legislative Reference Bureau 

Post had placed a grand staircase between the domed space and the Executive offices, which Burnham 

felt was a mistake. Bumham indicated the repetition between the first story and the one above was all 

that was necessary. With this change he felt “Post’s principal floor should be equal to anything ever built, 

for the plan is beautiful and impressive in itself and in its relation to the dome above and the space below 

it.”'’ Subsequently, Post modified the plan by designing two smaller grand staircases instead of a single 

grand staircase leading to the principal or First Floor. Each smaller staircase flanked the corridor ex- 

tending from the Rotunda to the wings’ ends. In this way, an unbroken visual line was established from 

one wing’s end through the Rotunda to the opposite wing’s end. 

Seetiox 2. Section 5 of said chapter is hereby amended to Bumham felt the Post plan was 

Ree. Ee pete pean rag ae capable of the better architectural effect. This is always the case when the scheme of planning is 
Rea eee ee superior, for beauty results from reasonable conditions, not otherwise. The interior of the Post 

Bee at ee Bn cae dome will be more impressive than that of the others; because, for its height it has more 
ee bs breadth—an ideal proportion in fact, which is not shown by any of the other designers." 

Concerning the exterior treatment, Burnham wrote: 

The Post design . . . shows something more than mere scholarship; it has a quality that goes with 

Figure I-8 its terrace, which . . . is unusually good. This is due to the just treatment of the dome and plat- 

Section 5 of Chapter 195 set forth the square form through which the dome rises. This general mass is impressive and beautiful. In detail the 

and cubic footage of the dome. ribs are too heavy, at least they so appear on the perspective, although Posts’ elevations indi- 
Photocopy: Legislative Reference Bureau cate more delicacy. . . . If the Post design be used, the round turrets below the dome line should 
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be modified. They are too large. But this can be corrected and the best outline assured by put- I shall take the plan personally as I am anxious to see the lot and also to meet the Commission, 

ting up full sized models before cutting the stone.” and there are many points which should be definitely settled before the measured drawings for 

With these critique comments Burnham summarized his appraisal, stating: “George B. Post & Sons have me neers anaperaio usp 

presented a superior block-plan, ground floor plan, principal floor plan, interior design and exterior de- The question of forced ventilation for the building was critical to the development of measured 

sign, and I recommend that they be selected as the architects of the building.””! drawings for the foundation. An additional point was the necessity of thorough borings” throughout the 

site to ensure a perfect foundation. A perfect foundation could result only from the footings being placed 

Porter’s Critique ona solid subsurface.*° The development of the building’s footings and other structural considerations 

Porter expressed a partiality for the designs featuring a large dome, writing: “Larger domes in the de- were significant given the mass and weight of the proposed Capitol. Having previously established him- 

signs of Post and Koch are to be preferred to the smaller ones of the other competitors. They alone are selfs an architect concerned with economy, Post knew when decisions should be made in order to 

satisfying on this size of a building.” He also felt “the corridors around dome in the Post design make have a construction proceed in an orderly manner within budget. 

an unsurpassed interior.”” Porter concluded: By 28 September 1906 Post was pressing that an exact center for the new dome be determined by an 

After an extended study of the plans I am of the opinion that those submitted by Geo. B. Post & expert surveyor. Its location needed to be established because all other dimensions on the plans would 

Son are the best ones from which to develope [sic] a design for the Capitol. . .. 1am lead [sic] figure from that point.”! Post wrote again 4 October 1906 that “an enormous amount of preliminary 

to this conclusion by the arrangement with view to fit the diagonal possition [sic] of the lot, being work needed to be done in connection with the dome and other Wings and staircases and connections 

the arrangement of the terrace. The angle portico and carriage porches, together with the en- has [sic] to be thoroughly studied before it is safe to make tentative plans that would be sufficiently ac- 

trances directly in the building from the terrace, the interior arrangement of stairs to first floor, curate.”>? Later that month, he wrote that “constant study is improving the whole plan both in arrange- 

the compactness of plan, its evident economy of space and the satisfying exterior of the Post ment and design greatly and I shall be very much disappointed if this Wisconsin State Capitol is -_ 
design when completed by far the most dignified and artistic of any similar structure in the country. The im- 

In addition to these comments, Porter reminded the Capitol Building Commission that the purpose of 

the competition was the election of an architect, not the adoption of a plan. He went on to say that 

“when an architect is elected it will be necessary for him to redraft his design making such arrangements : 

as may be shown to be necessary. . . . It is therefore wise to select a design from its general features ‘i = 

rather than because of its detailed arrangement.” A . : 

This review, coupled with the critiques from Bumham and Porter, led the Capitol Building Commission i = es 
to notify Post on 17 July 1906 that his architectural firm had been selected.” On 24 July 1906 the e Bs eA s 

Commission enacted their first resolution of change: The center of the new building was to coincide with ee ia & 

the center of the park.?’ - aa Fs 

Central Portion Design and Development —_ * > 

Asa designer, George B. Post was concerned that the Central Portion be studied carefully in determin- a ” ae > = .. % 

ing the size and scale of other aspects of the design. Post stated in a letter dated 23 August 1906 to = ae iad 
Porter that his son James Otis had been to Madison to look at the site. Upon his return, the firm began oe "oer 3 Figure I-9 

to work on the general layout. However, Post wrote to Porter that Daniel H. Burnham, a prominent Chicago archi- 
tect, was secured to critique the submissions for 

it would be impossible to make a plan which would give you any degree of accuracy the size of ot Tao Ae the 1906 Capitol Competition. 

any one of the Wings until the entire central portion of the plan was quite thoroughly studied. . . . "ta pong H. Burnham Architect Planner of 
ities, 
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provement in the design is particularly in the interior. °° Evidently, the Capitol Building Commission had Woodbury Granite Company of Bethel, Vermont, was awarded the contract to provide the granite for 

expressed the view that Post’s firm was slow in the design process because Post wrote two weeks later: the exterior of the building*’ and began cutting stone for the Capitol’s West Wing in August 1907. By 

We are hard at work at the study of the interior design for the building for we are bound if pos- thea Be sore Nearer & Buen owith ENS firm the ances RAO Me sors 

sible to make it a model of its kind and something of which the State as well as your architects and sekverea ihentp ne Moodoury Granite Conan: Wosk for ihe dome began 1 Pacgnher 1909 

may be proud, and from indications I think we will be very successful. .. . Isuppose the Capitol with the specific quarrying, cutting, and storing of the dome’s granite facing. 

Commission think that we are very slow but I assure you that we are not wasting one moment. The design of the Capitol, although promulgated by the architects, received technical scrutiny by the 

We are bound to do something not ordinarily good but very good no matter what material it is Woodbury Company through the years as the stone was being prepared. Any changes, such as the sub- 

built in, for the material will not affect the design, and in order to accomplish this result we have stitution of the statuary groups for the tourelles” or redesign of the cornice and lantern ribs supplied 

got to study thoroughly all of the salient features of the interior before we tie ourselves up by cause for additional expenditures and increased communications among the Post firm, Capitol Commis- 

submitting plans of arrangement for consideration for these plans will be governed almost en- sion, and Woodbury Granite, resulting in time delays. Representative delays included communications 

tirely by the preceding study of the architectural features of the main rooms in the upper portion between the architects and Woodbury Granite necessary for approval of jointing plans. Additional 

of the Capitol Building.* problems arose over the prolonged storage of cut stone.” Steel erection, brick laying, and stone laying 

Bact the tome fox commumication between the Poa rh and thie Capital Building Com- had to be comity coordinated such that one phase of the work was not holding up the next phase. In 

mission. Every feature of the design would be carefully studied and Post’s firm was not to be hurried. May.1913.a.strike of eommon labamanmominmted sions Jayine fom progressing, 

Post wrote to Porter: The contract for the structural steel work for the South Wing and the Central Portion had been let to 

aes nip enidein ta sich 0 sony ta hee afeviocionn bc bheensilia pithecdedtiona Lime- Modem Steel Structural by February 1909,“ and the contract for the ee ee masonry, 

stone, White Granite or Marble and that the Interior can be constructed . .. with a combination a ssh ag pmo — page 
F : of hey : Post that they were ready to start the construction of the tunnel under the Central Portion, that would 
in appropriate places of the very beautiful limestones and sand stones, marbles and polished ; + fing 5 ; 
Gerattee for the wails: floors. colutans etc. or in plaster and Keene cement painted. ... lam connect to the te Plant, in February 1910.*° At this time Post decided to make a change in the 

making my design in sucha way that the material selected will not require any radical change.*® ee 

A constant study of design development and steady dialog continued from 1906 through the last years On account of the Pree magnitude ad IRAEIEGG of the Dome construction for the Capi- 

es : tes ies : : tol and on account of the intermittent way in which the structural work has been studied upon it 
of the Capitol’s construction. This activity involved such issues as creating plaster models for every type : Ly 

of detail, preparing finish schedules, selecting construction materials, and developing the dome design. during the several years we had deemed it important #0 take the ntatter up denovo, 

After careful consideration of the whole subject we were convinced that a very large ultimate 

Exterior Development and Construction economy and absolute structural permanency would be secured by making the whole supports 

; of the Dome of large reinforced steel construction. If this is done it will lead to an economy also 
Although Post adhered in a large measure to the exterior design he had prepared for the competition, he inthe scaffolding” 

also implemented the suggestions of Porter and Burnham. A notable example was Post’s proposed de- 

sign change to omit the tourelles and substitute statuary positioned around the base of the dome.** Sub- Post wrote again several days later: 

sequently, this change was enacted; in late 1910 Post wrote to Porter indicating the Woodbury Granite This is not intended as an alternate form of construction, but as in our opinion, anecessary form 

Company had made a contract with Karl Bitter to furnish statuary groups for the dome’s base.”” of construction. . . . after a most careful and laborious computation of the loads and stresses 

A discussion concerning the use of marble or granite for the exterior facade began in late 1906 and con- throughout the entire structure, we became convinced that unless a radical change were made in 

tinued through April 1907. A decision was finally made by the Capitol Building Commission following the entire architectural design, the stresses could not be safely met... . 
their April tour of buildings and quarries in Chicago, Atlanta, Washington, D.C., New York, and Ver- . .. Statements are not the result of guess work, but of careful and exhaustive analysis and thor- 

mont.** Following this tour, Post presented to the Commission his views concerning the pros and cons ough study for between four and five months of both the original form of construction, and the 
of granite and marble, after which the Commission favored granite for the exterior finish. onesve naw recommends



As aresult of Post’s study, the structural design of the dome supports in the Podium Wall was modified By late October 1914 Porter wrote the Post firm that the floors should be going in the corridors around 
to reinforced concrete construction. An additional contract with Modern Steel Structural for the struc- the Rotunda because the plaster and other work was practically completed, and Edwin Howland 
tural steel work of the superstructure of the dome was in place by September 1910.*° Actual construc- Blashfield notified the Post firm that his painting in the crown of the dome was in place.*’ Kenyon Cox’s 
tion of the steam pipe trenches in the Basement to connect the wings began in March 1910.°° Over a mosaics installation was completed by the Decorative Stained Glass Co. by 21 October 1914. At 
year later, in April, the dome support was considered complete, though riveting and painting had not nearly the same time, the decorative firm Mack, Jenney and Tyler indicated that their drawings for the 
been finished.*! Robert M. Doyle, inspector for the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, made weekly reports Rotunda decoration were nearly completed® and that they would begin work sometime in November 
to Porter on the progress of the dome support, dome proper, and the South Wing. By 9 September : ; : 

c om * S# PITTSBURGH TESTING LABORATORY, "=" 
1911 the lantern’s steel structure was completed; and one week later 75% of the Central Portion’s { Soret Bodo 
structural steel was erected and 25% riveted.* se a pe 

Simultaneous to the erection of the steel, the Commission was continuing work with Woodbury Granite ee ee nes 

Co., suppliers of the granite for the exterior. George H. Bickford, Woodbury’s president, wrote Porter ae Hee te, bee ate mtn eer senate 
in December 1910 concerning the change that had been made to include statuary at the dome’s base. rein oo ig Poe ee 
He indicated the company could not proceed until the jointing plans from Bitter were received so they ii Oh OR oma eee mana 
would know what size stones to cut. In addition, he noted they had received no orders for any stone PO ok VT Mgt “al ar 
cutting operations relative to the dome.™ Work on cutting stone for the dome began in 1911 and occa- ee es itr Pe ee aa 
sionally included changes evidenced by Post’s request that a change order, known as “order number <a aa reat eee 
one” be issued for granite work in the Central Portion, additional granite work, and a change in cornice hee ee 
and ribs of lantern of the dome. He reasoned the “change was occasioned by re-studying of the design, le 
to give more character to this portion of the Lantern.” Setting granite on the dome began in the spring 

of 1913* and continued throughout the year, with the final details being finished in May 1914.5’ The 
statuary groups were put in place in July 1913. Figure I-10 

Weekly inspection reports from the Pittsburgh 

Testing Laboratory indicated the progress of the 
Interior Development and Construction ‘ steel being erected. 

A lis f Photocopy: State Historical Society of Wisconsin 
The drawings for the interior of the Central Portion were under development by Post’s firm during the archives 
construction of the structural and exterior components, but specifications for estimates of materials were 

not ready until after the middle of August 1910.*? It was not until 1 August 1912 that James Otis Post 5 cer, 
wrote Porter to indicate that the full size details for the interior of the Central Portion had been com- Ms a ' al oe Q oe... 
pleted. The initial design concept of the Ground Floor had been modified the previous summer, taking & — Wee ee . 
the octagon as its primary motif.“' During 1912, the plans and specifications for interior finishing were EB a —— Aes S - a 
sent to the firms who had been awarded the various contracts.” . a ie ‘i : : ‘ , — 

In early 1912 work was progressing on the ceiling over the coffer dome,® and by December 1913 Por- ' : , = Peer | oe am 
ter wrote to the Pike River Granite Company that the building was now ready for the interior marble fin- ‘ a , at 1 | ‘ is eked ce 4 i ena alia 
ish.“ The McNulty Brothers Company was authorized in September 1914 to proceed with a change in Boa lal Bega cha, we ce a th gin wl ‘Portion, framework 
the plaster work for the interior finish of the Central Portion by making the columns, between the round yl a = i leernr im nears completion in 1911. Note 
headed windows located in the drum, of scagliola instead of plain plaster. : asa Tat) ll Be ist sacar at Baie f mained. 

; a Moa a Ae @ © Photo: “from the Collection of the 
Seek oe ee oe eee = New-York Historical Society” 
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1914. Mack wrote the Post firm that the decorative work in the Rotunda should be completed by 15 The building as provided for in this program is of adequate size only for the present departments 

December 1914.” In March 1915 the decorative firm advised Porter it would be best to paint the ceil- of the government and it should be so designed that additions when necessary to supply future 

ing panels for the Basement restaurant in the New York studio and apply them later in Madison.” needs may be made to it without destroying its usefulness or architectural appearance.” 

The inner circle of sixteen marble piers made of Berlin Rhyolite on the Ground Floor of the Rotunda be- Thus, from the beginning it appears Post understood he had to design a building that could meet future 

gan to deteriorate by turning white and gray,” and by June 1915 the condition was such that Porter felt needs. Post was knowledgeable of the nonstructural clay tile system for walls, which allowed for walls 

the quality of the stone furnished had to be compared with the specification sample.” Finally, the piers to be removed or added within a space. The use of this wall system in the Capitol facilitated 

were replaced with a Norwegian Labradorite granite beginning in late summer of 1916.” During this remodelings through the years because interior office spaces could be easily altered. 

ca aS ae ae 2 ret gg Dabo eptey a a oe ee ao hho As State government grew in the twentieth century, different state agencies grew in size and relo- 
replaced in 1916.”° Work continued throughout the Central Portion with the restaurant furnishings in the ; . ‘ : ‘ é 

f ; hi F i ; cated to spaces outside the Capitol. Their previous spaces were gradually assigned to legislators 

ae am aneog the last bie gd - Liat pace. hm pon a a ee onic and their staffs. By the late 1950s all legislators and their staffs were housed in the Capitol and 
in the building as soon as each wing was finished, it was not until 1917 that the entire building was con- : : . 

q i : : : numerous remodelings took place to accommodate the new occupants and their changing needs 

eee ens ee soy _ ™ - — _ en mneaegh and tastes. In 1964 a major remodeling began on the Ground, First, Third, and Fourth Floors of 

"e — pee aan va ae eee ert — ‘i eens the South Wing; Ground Floor of the East Wing; and Second Floor of the West Wing. Many al- 

es i scl ln dpa Shoe Wt a th GR i terations resulted from conservation attempts made during the energy crisis of the 1970s. However, 

State along with the alterations, elements were introduced that were not in character with the building, such as 

acoustical dropped ceilings, metal office system partitions, and suspended strip fluorescent lighting. In 

Capitol Restoration Pr oj ect Backgr ound addition, skylights were covered over and paint schemes were changed, obscuring much of the original 

When the Capitol was completed in 1917, it housed all of Wisconsin state government. The office and decorative work of Mack, Jenney, and Tyler, and Elmer Garnsey. The ornate elevator doors, including 

support spaces throughout the building were specifically designed for their intended functions at that the grille work and gears, were removed. Original light fixtures were removed and original furniture sold 

time. Office space was not assigned to individual legislators except for those in leadership positions. in the 1970s. The installation of window air conditioners became prominent. Overall, a noncoherent ap- 

However, as time passed and governmental space and operational needs changed, the functional de- proach had been taken by meeting the needs of the moment. By the late 1970s the building was show- 

mands placed on the building changed. Office and support spaces have undergone constant change ing significant signs of age and the mechanical, electrical, and telephone systems were becoming seri- 

since the building was occupied. When the Competition Program was prepared in 1906, the necessity ously outdated. By the early 1980s historically inconsistent elements were being phased out and remod- 

of looking to the future was realized. The addition of Section IX in the Competition Program stated: eling attempts were being made with some resemblance to the original fabric and appearance of the 
building. The Ground and Second Floors of the West Wing were remodeled. However, standards of 

interpretation varied and in many instances substandard materials were implemented as in the use of 

a oo ug 7 f ‘i a At Se ~ ee plain sawn oak to replace the quarter sawn oak trim originally used. 

ee z : k 4 —_ ie . Y Bs) e o . As the focal point of the Capitol’s interior, the Rotunda received the least amount of change. This public 

Bes 2 ae i ow ae fees we pe Figure I- 12 space has not been subject to the decorating whims of temporary occupants. Additionally, the extensive 

’ fom be me a Ol = — =| oo : vio i .¥ ‘Bras cd ret tsi photograp! i a original decorative program that included the use of marble and artwork has probably deterred remod- 

be We gee | psy era llE te a siark. panels x =o a joe - eling efforts. However, the decorative artwork on the drum walls and the coloration of the coffered ceil- 

: : cE ae os E bie pe s | visible at bottom of photo) in the ing have been changed through the years. In addition, the electrical/mechanical systems for the Central 

Bt ee ee Eamin| last stages of completion. Note Portion have become antiquated. 
ee en ieee] = that some gallery post lamps are 

; : = | Pt =| 5 fi) still wrapped. The decorative yiniy ‘ 

ae = | je = — B plasterwork without its decorative Guidelines for Restoration 
; aa OE an = ‘ i finish, remains white. Realizing that significant utility improvements and interior changes in the Capitol were imminent that 

oe a oe = se ed a would necessitate major remodeling, the Department of Administration developed the State Capitol



Restoration Guidelines in late 1980." This document outlined criteria for potential space use, interior Although the Plan indicated schematically a floor plan for each level of each wing, the Plan was not in- 
and exterior architectural considerations, and recommendations for further study of the mechanical/elec- tended to be definitive in its design. It was considered a working plan, subject to research concerning 
trical systems. In addition, the Guidelines advocated the preservation of the public spaces, legislative the building, site conditions, and occupants’ needs. The Plan determined that the building was to remain 
chambers, hearing rooms, and other principal areas as essential. These grand spaces, the main features a working Capitol and not become a museum. Specifically, the organizations to be located in the Capitol 
of the building’s interior, provide the grandeur, spatial sequence, architectural details, and symbolism fre- were to have sufficient and appropriate space for the current and future needs of personnel and equip- 
quently associated with the Beaux-Arts style. That the public spaces have remained intact is a direct re- ment, ina manner compatible with the high standards of restoration work proposed for the Capitol. The 
flection of the respect and appreciation generations have held for these magnificent architectural spaces. Plan incorporated many of the recommendations made in the Guidelines and directed that the public 

The State Capitol Restoration Guidelines also differentiated between the public spaces and the pri- ae ee ser re ante ree ives are eG an 
: : adjacent staff offices would be provided. All mechanical, electrical, and communication systems would vate offices/support spaces, noting that the office/support spaces have undergone constant change since ‘ Ltt: t 

the buildin sil eallnrtine Hic facia soddndiog of lini. @ sate iasta de tee a aeeint be renovated to contemporary standards, and air conditioning would be installed. All artwork would be ig Was occupie! g p: g ‘ s : 
changed. Overall, the document addressed the needs of the building in relationship to general elements, conserved and most of the decorative finishes would be either restored or recreated. 

and was not too specific to spaces or to assignment of organizations. Thus, the needs of the Central A project of this magnitude required that the scope of work be done in multiple phases, one wing ata 
Portion, per se, were not addressed. time over a period of approximately ten years. This phasing would allow temporary relocation of build- 

ing occupants to rental space adjacent to the Capitol square. 

Air Conditioning and Electrical Power Capacity Studies The Plan defined the scope of work in that it set the goals and guidelines. It attempted to balance the 
A Capitol Air Conditioning study followed the State Capitol Restoration Guidelines in 1985. needs ofa significant structure with those of a functioning seat of government. Interpretation, investiga- 
This study investigated various alternatives for air conditioning the building and upgrading the tion, and implementation were understood to be the responsibility of the restoration and rehabilitation 
seventy-year-old mechanical systems. An Electrical Power Capacity study was done in 1986 to access team members. 

future power needs of the building. Both studies became part of the Guidelines. 

1987 Capitol Master Plan Recommendations for the Central Portion 

Capitol Master Plan The Central Portion was not specifically addressed in the larger Capitol Master Plan. However, inte- 
The Joint Committee on Legislative Organization approved the Capitol Master Plan*' for restoration, rior and exterior artwork, the electrical system, air conditioning, and the Basement cafeteria were dis- 

preservation, and improvement of the State Capitol Building and grounds on 4 June 1987. The Plan cussed only in general terms. 

an ee nh ee ae ae a. aa a a, gee cia An Art Work Inventory and Condition Survey was completed in late summer of 1986. In regard to 
functions housed in the Capitol could perform efficiently and effectively while preserving Wisconsin’s : : ie 
presi ed incipient lara cdelnan = Central Portion this study evaluated the —— Basement ceiling canvases a the Rotunda mosa- 

ics and mural. It concluded that the decorative treatments were stable and determined that a program of 

The specific purpose of the Plan involved four components: examination, maintenance, and restoration be implemented. A conservation study in April 1986 was 

1. To assure that the organizations to be located in the Capitol have sufficient and appropriate space conducted for the outside se acs gn omamentation and art, ping Danie teats Mech state 

for the current and future needs of personnel and equipment, in a manner compatible with the high 2 top of the egy At that time the statue’s gilding was deteriorating and the report recommended a 
standards of restoration work that should be maintained in the Capitol. variety of possible treatments. In 1990 the statue was conserved and regilded. 

2. To locate only those organizations in the Capitol that are required to be there to carry out their Reference to the electrical power distribution system included concerms regarding the transient fluctua- 
responsibilities. tions affecting the power and grounding systems. It was recommended that a study be undertaken to 

determine the system’s current capacity and the feasibility of installing new electrical feed through an un- 
3. To minimize the frequency or duration of disruptions from the construction work associated with derground facility.*® Because public events occur in the Rotunda of the Capitol approximately sixty to 

restoration, air condition, asbestos abatement and functional changes. seventy times per year, an evaluation of the electrical power supply was needed. In 1996 the capabil- 

4. To proceed with the construction work in the most economical manner possible, consistent with ity to run.a 220V direct line exists from the Ground Floor janitor’s closet closest to the Rotunda. Al- 
the functional and operational needs of the Capitol building occupants.” though unsightly, it meets code.*° 
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f The Capitol Air Conditioning Study completed in 1985 recommended the Rotunda be air conditioned 

KF to provide consistent temperature and humidity conditions throughout the entire building to minimize 

ee damage to ornamental plaster work, murals, and other decorative finishes due to rapid temperature and 

gS oi i ; a humidity fluctuations between this space and the building’s wings. 

rs Fi It was recommended that the cafeteria area in the Rotunda Basement be restored to its original function 

— a, and configuration as nearly as practical. This recommendation also included the reopening of the ap- 

proach such that routes for pedestrian ingress and egress would be available. The Plan included a plan 

oe a by, for seating in the Basement restaurant and for serving from a northwest Basement space. 
CSS peas t, at 

sn vr + 4 The above recommendations for the Central Portion were the only ones included in the Plan. Further 

f airs — recommendations for these spaces developed from research, surveys accompanied by documentation, 

a a 2 fh 4 and analysis appears in Chapter Ten of this historic structure report. These recommendations are impor- 

= iD re tant in providing a foundation for the decisions made for the restoration and rehabilitation project. 

Figure I-13 

STATE CAPITOL RESTORATION State Capitol Restoration Guidelines was devel- Notes £8 

) I D E i, I N E S oped : 1980 as = first ieee to guide fu- ' Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 19 January 1906, ser. 346, vol. A (Madison, Wis.: State Histori- 

ne eee cal Society of Wisconsin Archives, 1905-1917), 4. 
november dures. reg 

Photocopy: Department of Administration 2 Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 20 February 1906-16 July 1906, ser. 346, vol. 1 , 1-16. 

3 Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 19 January 1906, ser. 346, vol. 1, 4. 

ie ee 2 ! aM 
ets ae ke eS 4 Capitol Commission Competition Program, 10 March 1906, ser. 833, (Madison, Wis.: State Histori- 

es eae : cal Society of Wisconsin Archives, 1903-1918), 14. 

ae co os an > Capitol Commission Competition Program, 10 March 1906, ser. 833. 

CS “ees 6 Tbid., 29. 
ae TTbid., 28. 

®Tbid., 31. 
: Capitol Master Piar laters ; id., 32. 

ae ‘0 Tbid., 32. 

3 " George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 23 April 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, 

j : (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, 1906-1917). 

: "? Ibid. 
Z bois Commuitace oa Legistatrve Orgrtizavior. Figure Ll 4 . 

Se eects In 1987, the Capitol Master Plan was approved 13 Lew. F. Porter to George B. Post, 27 April 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

eo Ge ag as the next document to guide capitol restoration i : ; 

et ea officials. '4 The Laws of Wisconsin (Passed at the Special Session of the Legislature), Chapter 15, Section 2 

nan Calas osteo Photocopy: Department of Administration (Madison, Wis.: Democrat Printing Co., 1905), 32. 
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'S Lew F. Porter to Capitol Building Commission, 16 July 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 36 Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 29 October 1907, ser. 346, vol. 1, 80. 

Sa reek Ce ee ee eae 37 George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 22 December 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

38 Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 9-10 April 1907, ser. 346, vol. 1, 56-58; Minutes of the Capi- 
‘6 Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 20 February 1906, ser. 346, vol. 1, 14; D. H. Burnham to Wis- * oes . - us mm we Me cme 
ee eee Castel C sisted PGF IGOR Canlial Caiiinineinns Gained Rie Geea33 tol Commission, 30 April 1907, ser. 346, vol. 1, 60; George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 9 November 

P Oe rea y aaa uta aaa 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 27 February 

"D.H. Burnham to Wisconsin State Capitol Commission, 11 July 1906. 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

18 Thid. ® State of Wisconsin with Woodbury Granite Company, 14 May 1907, Capitol Commission Contracts, 

9 Thid ser. 833, (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, 1907-1916); State of Wis- 

consin with Woodbury Granite Company, 1 December 1909, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 833. 
20 Thid. 

“° George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 12 August 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

21 Tbid. 833. 

” Lew F. Porter to Capitol Building Commission, 16 July 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. “1 George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 13 November 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 
833. 

” George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 22 January 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

3 Tbid. 833. 

4 Thid. * Geo. H. Bickford to Lew F. Porter, 10 June 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

5 Tbid. “ State of Wisconsin with Modern Steel Structural, 19 February 1909, Capitol Commission Contracts, 

26 Capitol Building Commission to George B. Post & Sons, 17 July 1906, Capitol Commission General ser. 833. 
Files, ser. 833, Letter Book 34). 4 Lew F. Porter to J. W. Mitchell, 24 August 1909, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

77 Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 24 July 1906, ser. 346, vol. 1, 27. 46 Lew F. Porter to George B. Post, 2 February 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

*8 George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 23 August 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 47” George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 14 February 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

» Although Post had indicated earlier that borings were essential to determine a true test of the bearing ‘8 George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 19 February 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 
surfaces for the foundation, this work was not undertaken until the fall of 1907. George B. Post to Lew © State of Wi teen Staci 6 1225 id inatiaduaas igsion C 

F. Porter, 12 August 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; George B. Post to Lew F. — =e ee * siecle aia nimaian ee ee 

Porter, 10 October 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; George B. Post to Lew F. Por- a 
ter, 8 August 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 5° Lew F. Porter to George B. Post, 10 March 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

3° George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 23 August 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 5! Robert M. Doyle to Lew F. Porter, 22 April 1911, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

*! George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 28 September 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. > Robert M. Doyle to Lew F. Porter, 9 September 1911, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

* George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 4 October 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 53 Robert M. Doyle to Lew F. Porter, 16 September 1911, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

33 George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 15 October 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. _- 
54 $ : Tore . 

** George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 29 October 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. ae Fie Pe et ee ee 

35 George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 9 November 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 
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°° George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 18 April 1911, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. ™ Mack, Jenney, and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 30 November 1914, Capitol Commission Gen- 

833. eral Files, ser. 833. 

°° Lew F. Porter to Woodbury Granite Co., 19 March 1913, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 7 Mack, Jenney and Tyler, 9 March 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

833; Lew F. Porter to John Moir, 28 March 1913, Capitol Commission General Files, Sanaa? ” Lew F. Porter to Dr. George Collie, 15 November 1916, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

*’ Woodbury Granite Company to George B. Post, 1 June 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, 833. 

sit ® Lew F. Porter to George B. Post & Sons, 21 July 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 
se elon : ie ; 

EE es ee OR Ee Tay ToT >, Cane! rareatierici cece es, Fe a ™ Lew F. Porter to George B. Post & Sons, 21 August 1916, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 
°° George B. Post and Sons to Lew F. Porter, 27 June 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

on 7 James Otis Post to Lew F. Porter, 20 December 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 
Ph : : id : 

James Otis Post to Lew F. Porter, 1 August 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 76 James Otis Post to Lew F. Porter, 6 July 1916, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; Lew F. 
‘! George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 18 July 1911, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. Porter to George B. Post & Sons, 21 August 1916, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

® Lew F. Porter to McNulty Bros., 28 March 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; ” Lew F. Porter to Frautschi & Sons, 3 February 1917, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

—* - Lew. ces e April a Capitol Commantinion —— ne 78 Lew F. Porter to McNulty Bros. Co., 7 July 1917, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; Wis- 
Porter to J. H. Findorff, 25 April 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to : i é : aot a 

; : pe ; consin Session Laws, Chapter 195, Section 3 (Madison, Wis.: Democrat Printing Co., 1917), 359. 
the Mueller Company, 25 April 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to 

Donnelly & Ricci, 25 April 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to Hecla ® Capitol Commission Competition Program, 10 March 1906, ser. 833. 

Iron Works, 25 April 1912, es: itol —- General Files, ser. 833; State a with Grant 80 State Capitol Restoration Guidelines (State Facilities Management, State of Wisconsin, 1980). The 

Marble Co., 4 June 1912, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 833; State of Wisconsin with North- State Capitol Restoration Guidelines will be referred to as Guidelines where appropriate. 
western Marble, 15 June 1912, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 833; State of Wisconsin with Hecla 
Iron Works, 17 June 1912, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 833. 8! The Capitol Master Plan will be referred to as the Plan where appropriate. . 

° Robert M. Doyle to Lew F. Porter, 27 January 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. © Capitol Master Plan (Joint Committee on Legislative Organization, State of Wisconsin, 4 June 
1987), 1-2. 

* Lew F, Porter to Pike River Granite Company, 11 December 1913, Capitol Commission General 
83 1 

Files, ser. 833. Ibid., 29. 

6° Lew F. Porter to McNulty Bros. Co., 11 September 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. *Tbid.; Currently, an adapter is screwed into a lamp socket in a wall mounted light fixture on the First 
833. Floor. An extension cord is run to power necessary equipment. This method is not only unsightly but 

also a violation of Article 400-8 of the National Electrical Code. 
% Lew F. Porter to George B. Post & Sons, 22 October 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 
833. 85 Interview with Dale Dumbleton by Joyce Inman, 27 September 96. 

$7 George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 19 October 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

833. 

68 Lew F. Porter to Decorative Stained Glass Co., 4 December 1914, Capitol Commission General 

Files, ser. 833. 

® George B. Post & Sons to Magnus Swenson, 5 November 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, 

ser. 833. 
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Chapter One 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Sw > F | | Pee tti xa r ; Y he Wisconsin State Capitol, exemplifying the American adaptation of the French Beaux-Arts 
Z LSS ‘ yy o style, was built between 1906 and 1917. Designed by George B. Post and Sons of New York, 

J. HO s ae aad ge SF X the white granite Capitol features four projecting wings with highly sculptured tympanums, 
eg s > ae —. a Corinthian columns, and a Dome that sits on a drum with groups of sculpture at the drum’s base. As the 

‘4 LE 2 TT mor “Sy Capitol’s major iconographical feature, the Dome may be seen for miles when approaching the city of 
é , as < te alaialie ss ne og ~ ~ ao eS , Madison. Major rooms and halls feature predominately marble and stone interiors and are adorned with 

~~, i fo fhe ae ce mem: X > . A f murals and mosaics. 
Vy f > | ‘ ~S \ 

\ ' G fife fe c a Gi > : > S\ \ George B. Post, a leader during the late 1800s in skyscraper development and classical revival building 
Xf iL ike if SS . = er \V/s design, was also a specialist in planning and structural design. Post’s most significant buildings included 

ia i — ae RY a the Western Union Building (1873-75), the New York Produce Exchange (1881-84), the Manufactures 
= : a BA ie ‘ ‘\\ Wa — 7 and Liberal Arts Building at the World Columbian Exposition of 1893, and the New York Stock Ex- 
— he ‘ = \ yo change (1901-04). He was known for employing artists, decorators, and sculptors, the most noted of 
=a ihe \ a 1 i : ==) -/ whom were Edwin Howland Blashfield, Daniel Chester French, Karl Bitter, Elmer Garnsey, and 

bo eee! 2 ' a | i | Kenyon Cox. After Post died in 1913, his sons James Otis Post and William Stone Post completed the 
| = i Ui | Capitol construction. a ; A 

= ie 4 & af j \ The Post’s studies for the Central Portion, also known as the Dome and Rotunda, began with the 1906 
7 ‘ is, eS / \ design competition, which determined the primary features. Early in 1910 Post restudied the entire 

ama if h 4 e, N ip a: % structural work for the Dome and determined that reinforced steel construction was necessary. Con- 
= Jae Y A aN Ve Wi LAN struction on the Dome began that year with the structural steel framework, which was finished in 1911. 

py \ W * WN Y.- > of | WS Installing the interior marble finishes began in 1914, the same year that the work setting the granite on 
4 fp. . XS . = SS oe ? o oy Y Yan the Dome was completed. Implementation of the decorative finishes, the Blashfield mural, and the Cox 

eo WS to. . ee m. vA 2 mosaics also began in 1914. Completion of the Rotunda occurred in the winter of 1916. 

SS Set —— rarer soe : V 4 Since 1917 the Rotunda has functioned as the crossroads of the Capitol for the operation of the state 
ee ——SS—=—=== government on a daily basis and for social and civic functions on special occasions. An immense space, 
> ness Tara << Sf the Rotunda is 76 feet in diameter and 200 feet in height from the Ground Floor to the top of the cof- 

: y OS, — ; Te LN ~ fered Dome, and provides an awe-inspiring view. Columns and pilasters of green Tinos Greek marble 
Lt, S Dy ve rise from the First Floor to a frieze of dark rose Numidian marble, which supports a Corinthian entabla- 

’ : a : Soe ae acre ture. The entablature is just below the four mosaics placed in the pendentives between four barrel vault 
Fiera arches. Above the pendentives is a circular entablature over which the drum rises. The interior drum 

An unusual view into the dome, which includes Cox's four mosaics placed in the pendentives, cap- features a Corinthian colonnade of scagliola and cathedral windows that illuminate the Rotunda. This 
tures the eye as one gazes up. The all-embracing view of the space culminates with Blashfield’s mu- colonnade is crowned by a coffered Dome that culminates at the mural in the oculus. 
ral “The Resources of Wisconsin,” which is framed by the ornately gilded oculus. 
Photo: Eric Oxendorf As government needs have changed over the years, the functional requirements for the Capitol have also 

changed. Many remodeling projects were undertaken from 1917 through 1986, facilitated by Post’s use 
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of anonstructural clay tile system for the walls, which allowed for easy removal and addition of walls. ings, tracking numbers, condition keys, and legends when applicable. All items in the following catego- 
This changing of walls altered many interior office spaces, and many elements such as dropped ceilings, ries were surveyed in close detail and treated as original fabric: ceilings, decorative stonework, doors 
metal partitions, and new paint schemes were introduced. As alterations continued, a trend emerged to- and door hardware, furniture, grilles, light fixtures, railings, windows, and wood trim. Preliminary infor- 
ward using materials more sympathetic with the original fabric. Realizing that interior changes and im- mation on the artwork and decorative finishes was compiled using a visual survey; detailed documented 
provements would continue, the Department of Administration developed Guidelines for Restoration surveys will be conducted by art conservators and decorators when scaffolding is in place in the Ro- 
in late 1980. This document was followed by studies for air conditioning and electrical power. Asa re- tunda. 

sult of these eons, a Lapiiat Master Plan was adopted in saa which set goals dpdiguidelings for Each room or space wae lisa se ld Grom numerous angles and locations ta provide pictorial 
future restoration of the Capitol. The Capitol Master Plan was intended to be a working guide that : oe : : : ; ; records. Photographs of specific components captured original architectural elements, changes resulting 
Be eee esr aninetnation was discovermd from remodeling efforts, and damage. As measuring the Capitol became a priority with the onset of the 
Although the Central Portion is the area of the building least affected by remodeling, the lack ofa con- West Wing Project, the Central Portion was measured in 1996 in as much detail as possible. Field mea- 
trolled temperature environment for the artwork and the daily wear from the increased working and visi- surements were entered directly into a 486 notebook computer, using a computer aided drafting system 
tor population have taken its toll. Due to its physical proximity to the wings, a restoration of the Central at the site. As each plan began to take shape, the drawings were transferred to the restoration archi- 
Portion is important not only due to its elegant interior finishes, but also because all interior building sys- tects’ computer network. Enhancements such as structural information and architectural detail were in- 
tems are extensions of the systems located in the wings. The Central Portion Historic Structure Report troduced to convert the simple measured layouts to more readable drawings with modulated line 
will assist the restorationists in understanding the Central Portion spaces with their present conditions so weights. A review of Post’s original drawings by the architects, engineers, and contractors revealed that 
that informed decisions can be made for restoration. The Executive Summary has been developed to the original plans were thorough, with the exception of room names and numbers. The original drawings, 
provide a brief summary of each chapter contained within the larger report. therefore, served as a cross-check. Floor plans, sections, and reflected ceiling plans, which will be used 

by the restorationists, were created as a result of the measuring process. 

Methodology Assigning room numbers represented a fundamental step in documenting the Rotunda’s original design 

and current condition. Because Post had not assigned numbers to any of the spaces in the Central Por- 

Survey and Documentation ; tion, except for the restaurant seating area, a schematic was developed to identify sections of the Ro- 
Methodology includes all the procedures, techniques, and means by which the Central Portion of the tunda Basement, Rotunda, and Inner Dome. ; 
c apitol was analyzed. oes utilized in the recent nines and rehabilitation ela =e the A review of the original drawings also indicated that not all the spaces were specifically named, and 

North, West, and South Wings enhanced the Central Portion methodology procedures, which included throughout the years, numerous and inconsistent designations had been assigned to the spaces. To 
comprehensive survey and documentation, research, and analysis. Prior to the Central Portion Project, clarify the terminology, a list of the most frequently used spaces and associated terms was compiled. All 
a working scope was established in which the perimeters of each floor were determined and the specific designations were compared and an appropriate “room name” for each space was determined for use in 
items to be surveyed and documented were identified. This scope was also prepared in relation to the this report. 

separate wing restoration projects. The Rotunda project was initially limited to a self-contained cylinder 

onipoding from the Rotunda Basement ip the collard ceiling of the Inner Dome, = the soe between Architectural and Hien 

the inner and outer dome. Thus, the corridor surrounding the Rotunda and the Pavilion Corridors on 
each floor were not originally included, but were assigned to projects associated with the adjacent Research, including both architectural and historical research, considered the building through the design 

wings. However, when it became evident that these corridors were integral to the central Rotunda development and construction process in 1906-1917 and as it currently exists, including identifying the 
space, they were visually surveyed and described in the text, but not surveyed and documented. distinguishing architectural features. Information on changes throughout the years was gleaned from re- 

modeling and renovation documents. Historical research, focusing on archival sources such as corre- 
The Central Portion was systematically examined and documented by recording the existing conditions spondence, photographs, and Post’s original plans, revealed a timeline of the building’s design, con- 
in great detail. The survey process included completing a custom designed form for each component; struction process, and an insight into the working relationship between the Post firm, the contractors, 

bans photographs; examining and subjectively evaluating materials, finishes, and components; prepar- and the Capitol Building Commission. A review of literature included numerous books, journals, mono- 
ing measured drawings when applicable; and recording existing conditions, including notations, draw- graphs, government publications, and legislative documents. Current and previous Capitol employees 
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and contractors were interviewed by telephone and in person. Research was conducted primarily at the By the mid-1860s, inspired by the construction of Walter U. Thomas’s cast iron dome for the National 
State Historical Society of Wisconsin, which contains the Capitol Commission records and photo- Capitol in Washington, D.C., American architects began to construct domed public buildings with a new 
graphs, and the libraries of the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Because the Dome represents an ar- enthusiasm and sense of purpose. This trend was no where more evident than in the design of state 
chitectural motif utilized since ancient Rome, numerous books and articles on European and American capitol buildings. With advances in the structural application of metal, first cast iron and later steel, 
architectural history were consulted to determine the architectural sources Post may have considered in domes in America took on a new monumentality and the use of accurate historic detailing became in- 
designing the Capitol. In addition, research was conducted on the artists who implemented the artwork creasingly important to designers. The dome, which first appeared as a fully developed architectural en- 
in the building. tity in the early Roman Pantheon, manifested its full architectural magnificence in Michelangelo’s mid- 

1500s design for the Basilica of St. Peter’s in Rome. In the late sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth 

Analysis centuries, European architects imparted the dome with increasingly opulent ornamentation and pictur- 
The analysis for each space’s significance depended upon the interdependent steps of survey and docu- eas Nae or, ascribing to the tenants of fe late sixteenth cenniny architect Palladio, attempted to de- 

mentation, research, and intermediate analysis. As these steps were completed, it was important to sign and build domes that returned to the reticence of the ancient Roman Pantheon. 
evaluate the space as an entity so that more precise preservation plans could be developed. The signifi- George Washington, encouraged by his Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson, was the first American to 
cance of each space was determined using four independent criteria: architectural significance, historical initiate construction ofa domed public structure in America when he selected Dr. William Thorton as 
significance, architectural integrity, and architectural context. These criteria were applied to each space architect of the National Capitol in 1793. The proportions of the dome were clearly based on the an- 
on every floor/level. The criteria were given numerical ratings, which were added to produce a compos- cient Roman example, and the lack of ornamentation divorced the structure from reference to contem- 
ite score for each space. Because alterations in these spaces were minimal, all spaces received “best” porary European domes, which were typically associated with palatial or Roman Catholic ecclesiastic 
ratings and were designated as extremely important for preservation. architecture. The national dome, completed by Charles Bulfinch under President Monroe in 1824, pro- 

The next phase of analysis, discussed in Chapter Ten, involved comparing the Capitol Master Plan vided an inspiration to the oe design pHs Wisconsin Temtorial Capitol. Constrocted in: on gabe 
with the developing overall preservation plan. This analysis phase resulted in written recommendations giailan' 1837 and 1845, the tin hei oo ona oe base was based on the National 

that took into consideration all aspects of design development. These included (a) the coordination of Capitol prototype and the Palladian-inspired domed buildings that appealed to Thomas Jefferson. 
mechanical, plumbing, and electrical systems with architectural plans; (b) the integration of research re- The dome of the second Capitol constructed in Madison (this time as a State Capitol) was modified by 
sults, including historical, architectural, decorative finishes, and artwork; and (c) the preservation treat- Stephan V. Shipman from the 1858 design that had guided the construction of the base of the building. 
ment plans for the preservation, conservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and replication of public spaces Under the direction of the State Legislature, Shipman patterned his 1868 redesign after the recently re- 
and the rehabilitation, renovation, and restoration of utilitarian spaces. Analysis included the evaluation, constructed dome of the National Capitol. The second Wisconsin Capitol was completed in 1870. Wis- 
appraisal, and interpretation of all information gathered during the surveys and research. The recommen- consin was the first of many states to build a capitol with a dome similar to that of the National Capitol. 
dations resulting from the entire analysis procedure will be discussed at the conclusion of this summary. The dome of the National Capitol had been designed in cast iron by Thomas U. Walter, with the assis- 

tance of August Schoenbom, a German immigrant who had lived three years in Wisconsin before moy- 

Historical Research ing to Washington. The states of California, Kansas, Illinois, lowa, Michigan, Texas, and Colorado fol- 
é : : b lowed suit in building capitols patterned after the National Capitol. Given the American predilection for George Post’s design for the Wisconsin State Capitol represents the finest of the American Beaux-Arts ae ene é habe: ne . ; P os : , ‘ é : picturesque architecture between the end of the Civil War and the 1893 Columbian Exposition, state movement. At the turn of the Twentieth Century, the nation’s leading architects, particularly those who ’ ‘ ; j : Ra i 

: we : 4 i capitol designs featured proportions or decorative treatments intended to distinguish them from the had worked together at the 1893 Columbian Exposition, were promoting the Renaissance Revival form ; : : : ae ; ae : : B : Walter’s National Capitol, which was based on the finest domed buildings of Europe. Following the and utilizing the design methods of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Many leading American architects had f a, : ; : : 
: ; 1893 Columbian Exposition, American architects were more committed to using the European monu- attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, the French academy of architecture that set the standard for archi- alae : ‘ Se : ; ; ments that had inspired Walter and Schoenbor both structurally and architecturally. The architects of tectural training in both this country and abroad. Post’s mentor, Richard Morris Hunt, had been the first : : 2 . . : : aff : j the American Beaux-Arts were concerned with the proper use of Renaissance and Baroque architec- American to study architecture at the Ecole and, returning to America in 1855, he established an atelier : Shae 

5 tural form as directed by historical example. based on the French system. George Post was among the first group of students to work with Hunt as 
an architect in training. 
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The history of domes, extending to the ancient Roman Parthenon and Byzantine times is summarized The dome is crowned by the Lantern, a windowed granite superstructure set on a base surrounded by a 

along with an exploration of the Renaissance and Baroque prototypes and the simplified dome, which balustrade, and the gilded statue “Wisconsin.” Designed by Daniel C. French, the statue acts as a finial 

was based on the early Roman prototype, revived by Palladio, and reinterpreted by Thomas Jefferson. to complete the Dome’s structure. 

— ere a + ein ganeng iene er —— _ _— - ee oe _ For this study the exterior was analyzed through a review of records held by the Division of Facilities 
Wisconsin Capitol stands alongside Cass Gilbert’s Minnesota Capitol and McKim, Mead & White’s ‘ ; as E ‘ : ‘ . . ei 

Rhode Island Capitol as a premier post-Columbian Exposition example of this adaptation of the Ameri- ee ae ae a ed - ee jes a Pigelp ae ional 
: ‘ : ie. ; ; cant projects have included the 1990 regilding of “Wisconsin,” the 1994 Exterior Study, the 1996 Ob- 

can Beaux-Arts. Also included is a graphic depiction genealogy of Post’s dome for Wisconsin and its : : : 
: ‘ : servation Deck Project, and the 1996 Statuary Project. 

predecessors on the Capitol Square in Madison. 

A brief description is given of the types of activities that have taken place in the Rotunda with the impos- Structural 

ing Dome as a backdrop. In addition, information is provided on the contractors and significant individu- i ' 
als involved in the construction of the Central Portion of the Capitol. Although not evident to the casual observer, the Dome is not constructed of the White Bethel Vermont 

granite used for the Capitol exterior. The granite provides an external facing that conceals a structural 

3 system supporting both the outer sheathing of the Dome and the internal dropped ceiling of the Rotunda. 

Exterior By using structural steel, Post designed the Central Portion of the Wisconsin State Capitol at a scale that 

The Central Portion, composed of the Podium Wall, the Drum, and the Dome, was built on separate would have been inconceivable using masonry alone. In designing the massive Dome and its supporting 

foundations, independent from the wings, between 1911 and 1915. The Podium Wall internally defines towers, Post and his staff carefully analyzed the forces and devised a system that has proven sound 

the volume of the Central Portion and becomes visible on the exterior as it rises above the intersection throughout the life of the building. 

nets a Rests fis by Reon pre eti oie bi and ey . Prior to designing the Wisconsin State Capitol in 1906, Post had become well known for his designs of 

eRe fpeses. on ric to the Dorsaen ai Saie SORE ES several tall office buildings in New York City. Post’s abilities as a designer of commercial structures 

way atcvesioaks the Citak Mactan, were fueled by his capacity for utilizing the latest in metal skeleton construction, an interest he cultivated 

Of special interest at this level are the four monumental statuary groups, cut from Bethel White granite to throughout the course of his career. Two of Post’s New York City buildings illustrate his achievements in 

match the building, placed on granite pedestals on the Observation Deck at the Dome’s base. Sculpted this area: the Equitable Building (1869) was the first building to house elevators, and the twenty-three 

by Karl Bitter, the statuary groups, each consisting of three figures, represent “knowledge,” “strength,” story St. Paul Building (1897-9) was the tallest building in New York for a time. Post was also known, 

“prosperity,” and “faith” —fundamental characteristics of the State of Wisconsin. especially to his professional associates, for his work at the Columbian Exposition. His Manufactures 

The Drum, defined as the cylindrical wall below the Dome, is divided into a Lower Drum and an Upper and Liberal Arts Building ge the Leg a at the Fair, although its scale was signifi- 

Drum. Located above and behind the Podium Wall, the Lower Drum includes a circular dome base and Sony ales Ronan ee 

an inner drum wall surrounded by a Corinthian colonnade. The base supports the inner drum wall com- The design of the Wisconsin State Capitol reveals not only Post’s familiarity with historical architectural 

posed of twenty-four vertical segments, each topped with a hood molding and keystone. Twenty seg- prototype, but also his knowledge of the structural successes and failures of domes. For the Wisconsin 

ments have triple-hung cathedral windows with a recessed coffered panel above each window. Twenty- Capitol Dome, Post selected an arched truss framing system in which a tension ring was built into the 

four Corinthian columns around the Lower Drum consist of unfluted shafts. The Upper Drum, which perimeter base of the arched trusses and a compression ring was situated at the summit of the Dome 

provides the transition to the Dome, includes a segmented balustrade with a narrow walkway. The con- that contained the top of each arched truss. A similar structural system was used by Thomas U. Walter 

figuration of a cornice and twenty-four pilasters that alternate with twenty-four windows is similar to that and his assistant August Schoenborn in the design and construction of the National Capitol, although in 

of the Lower Drum but is compressed in the Upper Drum. that application, the outer shell of the dome and the structural members were constructed of cast iron. 

The Dome, the only granite dome atop a statehouse, extends above the Upper Drum to the Lantern. It eet: ergs pod eek y his use of this system, buthe used itto grand effect in designing 

is composed of twenty-four radial segments and fourteen courses of granite between the skirt course Cen en ee ee 

below the Lantern and the scroll course or console at the Dome’s base. The structural discussion places the dome in a historical context by examining the structural prototypes 

likely considered by Post and also includes the structural systems operating in the Central Portion, with 
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a focus on the construction methods, materials, and contractors involved. Finally, analysis is provided tunda is contained horizontally by four sets of piers, each of which supports an open gallery at the Sec- 

that supports the conclusion that the structural design of the Wisconsin State Capitol Dome was well ond Floor. Engaged columns and pilasters of Tinos green marble, affixed to the Kasota stone walls, ex- 

conceived. The engineering skills that the Post firm brought to this project are revealed through the on- tend to the Third Level throughout, where they are capped by an ornate Corinthian entablature. The 

going structural stability of the Wisconsin State Capitol. ‘ceiling panels, though minimal on the First Floor, repeat the overall shapes established in the floor pat- 

terns. 

Interior Four large vaulted openings alternating with four trapezoidal pendentives circle the base of the Dome in 

Although the Capitol is frequently thought of only in terms of the grand Rotunda, the interior of the Cen- an area that corresponds to the Fifth Level of the building. Glass mosaics, designed by Kenyon Cox, 

tral Portion actually consists of three distinct spaces: the Rotunda, the Rotunda Basement, and the area have been installed in each trapezoidal area. Above the pendentives, cathedral windows alternating with 

between the Inner and Outer Domes. The Rotunda, which rises to a height of nearly 200' from the Corinthian scagliola columns circle the drum and allow natural light into the Rotunda. Decorative mold- 

Ground Floor to the oculus, is sheathed in a variety of marbles, stones, and decorative finishes. Above ings implemented throughout the space are primarily gilded, while flat plaster surfaces are painted vari- 

the coffered ceiling, which is suspended from its own structural framework, is a vast open space be- ous shades of beige. 

tween the Inner and Outer Domes. The Rotunda Basement below was originally designed to function as The Dome ceiling that encloses the Rotunda is a dropped ceiling supported from above by a steel su- 

oe perstructure. Stepped coffers radiate from the central oculus as ceiling ornamentation. The oculus, orna- 

mented with several bands of gilding, frames the Edwin Blashfield mural entitled “The Resources of Wis- 

Rotunda Basement consin.” The mural is affixed to a suspended disk-shaped ceiling positioned above the opening. 

The Rotunda Basement features four double piers, arranged in a circle near the center of the room to 

form an inner colonnade. Sixteen piers comprise an outer colonnade, which separates two concentric Corridors 

circles of canvas ceiling and marble floor panels. A variety of classical motifs and regional iconography Broad corridors surrounding the Rotunda, from the Ground to the Fifth Floors, provide access to the 
are used throughout the ceilings. The State Capitol Cafe was in operation from approximately 1917 to Rotunda from the Pavilion entrances and the wings, and allow passage from one wing to another. On 

1928; however, no record provides information concerning the function of the space for the following each level, the corridors are conceived as four quadrants that repeat the same design. A noticeable hier- 
four decades. By 1968 display cases had been installed for exhibits that featured industries of the state archy is established with the Ground and First Floors, which employs more elaborate decorative fin- 

and Native Americans. From 1979 to 1990, the space housed the Legislative Document Office and ishes, custom light fixtures, and marble patterns than any other floors. 

Mail Room; with its closing, the space was relegated to storage for the Capitol Restoration Projects. 

Passage 
Rotunda F : : : 

The Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum), a wide corridor between the Rotunda and the exterior drum wall, 
The Ground Floor of the Capitol Rotunda provides the apex at which the building’s eight axial corridors features display cases and four iron stair assemblies. The display cases, framed in quarter sawn white 

meet. The center of the room opens vertically and soars to the coffered Dome above. The marble and oak, have been fitted into the hollowed sections of the inner wall and will be used to display building ar- 

granite on the piers, pilasters, walls, and floors form a cohesive composition with the decorative ceiling tifacts, drawings, and photographs. Four vertical iron spiral stair assemblies begin at the Passage (Sixth 

panels. An inner colonnade of piers is composed of black Norwegian Labradorite, the perimeter walls Floor/Museum) and wind uninterrupted to the Ninth Level. At the Upper Sixth Level, the exterior Ob- 

are sheathed with Kasota limestone, and the projecting pilasters are constructed of Wisconsin Montello servation Deck is accessed by small landings adjacent to the spiral stairs. 

granite. The Grand Stair Hall piers are composed of Marathon County granite, as are the projecting pi- 

lasters in the Pavilion Corridors. Again, a variety of classical motifs and regional iconography are used in Inner Dome Space 

the decorative ceiling panels and custom designed light fixtures. The marble floor patterns correspond to : ee : ; : : 
those of the dropped soffits of the ceilings, which frame the painted panels —a unifying technique used The Inner Dome — an a — space, is og by yperiorses of — a shell 

throughout the building. from the Rotunda ceiling. Beginning at the Ninth Level Landings, it —— toa point just beneath the 

Lantern. Structural steel systems that support both the granite of the exterior Dome and the dropped 

The focus of the First Floor design is a central opening framed with a balustrade of Levanto and ceiling of the Inner Dome have been covered with terra cotta and plastered. The vertical spiral stair as- 

Hauteville marbles. Geometric stone shapes for the floor pattern correspond to this opening. The Ro- semblies lead to four sets of inclined stairs, which ascend to the Tenth Level oculus where the mural is 

affixed. 
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Lantern marbles than in any other area of the Central Portion. More neutral colors are used as standard pavers 

The Lantern, a small windowed structure atop the Dome interior, was fully rehabilitated from floor to in the corridors. The decorative stonework survey included diagraming all the floor stones and recording 

ceiling in 1989. It is reached by the final stair assembly, a climb of 252 stairs after an elevator ride to the the dimensions, damage, and condition of the grout. 

Fourth Floor. The reward is an unparalleled view of the city, her four lakes, and the surrounding coun- 

tryside—a magnificent panorama. Doors and Door Hardware 

The doors in the Central Portion, which are minimal, are either wood or metal. The wood doors were 

Comp rehensive Surveys originally constructed of quarter sawn white oak, generally with a standard stile and rail construction, 

The comprehensive surveys represent both the documented, as an inventory, and visual surveys for the with or without glass Halt, 19 apn aecpesing fhe round meets mete peaecent ip me coors 
an y sa : elaborate at the Second Floor and become simpler with each ascending floor. A few plain wood doors 

components within the Central Portion. Documented surveys utilized a custom designed form to evalu- a, ye) ; : 
é f ‘ ; ; exist in the utilitarian spaces. The metal doors are either permanent or temporary construction doors. All 

ate each item and frequently contained measured drawings as well as notations. Visual surveys provided jocarpauiel angociaiest stisaaa nema ene Cater conttitioes:incliyeiad Sesish! coriperenh and 

a base of information that will later be supplemented by the findings of an art conservator and/or deco- datas y 2 f i 

rator. 
The hardware associated with the doors are of two basic types: a Wisconsin Coat of Arms escutcheon 

Cc eilings plate and a flat plate with chamfered edges. All hardware was assessed on an individual basis, depend- 

The ceilings in the Central Portion, all composed of plaster, were implemented in a variety of ways. ing Upon Whedies or ng eee 

Dropped plaster soffits with three-dimensional cove moldings frame painted plaster or canvas panels in 

the Rotunda Basement through the Second Floor. The coffered ceiling in the Rotunda is suspended from Furniture 

the Inner Dome, while the Third through the Lantern Levels feature plain flat ceilings, either without With the exception of the Rotunda Basement furniture, now presumed lost, no furnishings were designed 

coves or with simple cove patterns. Conditions of the plaster ceilings vary from floor to floor. The public for the Central Portion. All the pieces now in place have been added since the completion of the build- 

spaces, especially on the lower levels, have minimal damage, except for the Rotunda Basement, which ing. The Ground Floor is fitted with an information desk designed to complement the Capitol’s interior 

exhibits a great amount of damage. The conditions in the utilitarian spaces vary from good to poor. finishes, a roll-top desk salvaged from the previous Capitol, seven stone benches, telephone booths, 

signboards, and a brass directory. The First Floor displays four objects: the Wisconsin Veterans Memo- 

Decorative Finishes rial, a bust of Robert M. LaFollette, a display case for the Wisconsin Constitution, and a replica of the 

Decorative finishes include the ceiling paintings, the ceiling and wall stencils and paint applications, and pace wie ee _ eines hie Sema artlacte—tie Pneamniatic aed Chock 

the goldleaf on decorative moldings. The finishes, for the most part, are quite elaborate and provide an a a spear - a (Sixth Floor/Museum). The furnishings on the 

ornate framework for the brass light fixtures in the ceiling panels. According to the original design intent Ground and First Flogs soe Astrea ak tect aot 

of the decorative firm Mack, Jenney, and Tyler, the Central Portion spaces are divided into class de- . 

scriptions, Classes II through V. The designs of each floor, repeated in each quadrant, are not repeated Grilles 

on any other floor and become simpler with each ascending floor. The First Floor reveals the richest Brass plated cast iron grilles are fitted in the Rotunda Basement, Ground Floor, Fifth Floor (Ring 

painted ceiling design, although the canvas painted panels in the Rotunda Basement are quite elaborate. Course), Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum), and Seventh Level. Throughout these spaces the grilles main- 

All utilitarian spaces are painted one color. A variety of conditions are found throughout the Central tain a rectangular configuration with 1/4" latticework and 3/4" square perforations in each grille. Grilles 
Portion, as some ceilings need extensive repair and others are in very good condition. were surveyed, where accessible, for overall conditions and damage. 

Decorative Stonework Lighting Fixtures 

; In the Central Portion there are three basic stone types—granite, limestone, and marble—with many The original custom designed fixtures were incandescent types at 100V-DC. They were a combination 

varieties originating in the United States and abroad. The designs utilize a wide palette of colors and of simple and ornate brass with glass globes, chandeliers, brass post lamps, wall sconces, and hanging 
geometric shapes, although the patterns of the Ground and First Floors use a wider assortment of pendants. During the Capitol’s conversion from direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC) from 
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1958 to 1964, the fixture sockets were replaced with AC sockets. The original light fixtures for the Rotunda Basement as a restaurant was determined following construction of the East Wing. This re- 

Ground through the Third still exist, while the Fourth through the Thirteenth Level have a mixture of sulted in the absence of an individual air handling system dedicated to the Central Portion, except for the 

original and replacement fixtures. All original light fixtures were surveyed for their conditions. Replace- range hood exhaust system located in the East Wing. 

me te ee tenewae dt Noes yl ae ing eeelenay Ea eS The original ventilation systems serving the Central Portion are, for the most part, still in service today. 

Some of the supply air ductwork serving the Basement and Ground Floor has been replaced by 

Artwork ductwork installed during the North Wing and West Wing Projects, which process will continue with the 

“Resources of Wisconsin,” a 34'-5" mural painted by Edwin H. Blashfield, and the four mosaics—‘“Judi- South Wing Project. 

cial,” “Legislative,” “Executive,” and “Liberty’—by Kenyon Cox comprise the artwork for the Rotunda. ai 1 ; 3 ; 

The mural, affixed to the suspended ceiling over the oculus, is formed by several painted canvases. The iin aye ee ey aaa : a ead se tie oe - 

individual mosaics, placed in the pendentives of the Rotunda, are formed by small pieces of glass affixed — —— - . ere eee cae so pei tae — — 

to a canvas backing. All artwork remains in good condition, although examination by a conservator will ee landings ise ee rooms: Passage (Sixth een), ag Se wn 
iatadiiaeny: equipment and accompanying high pressure steam system in the East Wing have been removed. The 

steam heating radiators serving the Fifth Floor, Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum), and Inner Dome were 

Railings removed during the West Wing Project and replaced with finned tube convectors using hot water. 

The decorative interior metal railings consist of the electro-plated railings of simple design that ascend Thermostatic regulation of the steam for the radiators, which were fitted with en ao 
from the Fourth to the Fifth Floors and the cherry handrails from the Fifth Floor to the Passage. Utilitar- control valves powered by compressed air, was required in the original project a As ae 

ian railings include an accessible handrail in the Rotunda Basement, the guard rail at the Trumpet original air compressors are no longer in service, all pneumatic controls that remain are on — ; 

Course, and the metal pipe rail assembly from the Passage to the Lantern. The guard rail at the Trumpet compressed air from the air compressors in the Northeast Pavilion Basement. ~~ only nS origi- 

Course and the metal pipe rail assembly were surveyed for their condition. nal radiator in the Central Portion is located at the Northeast Fifth Floor stair landing, still controlled by 

a pneumatic thermostat. Convectors located at the Northwest Fifth Floor stair landing and the Passage 

wy indaws are controlled by electronic temperature controls that drive pneumatic hot water valve actuators from 

electronic controllers in the West Wing Basement. 
The cherry wood windows in the Central Portion, which vary greatly in size and shape, typically are : 

grouped in sets. Except for the Stair Tower windows, all sets circle the drum and Dome. In 1989 all the Plumbing 

original windows were repaired and restored, with the exception of the Seventh Level Rotunda cathe- Et ; : ; 
dral windows. A survey of these windows was taken to the extent possible and will be completed in The original plumbing work for the Central Portion consisted of only the storm water system _— to 

greater detail when scaffolding is in place. the superstructure because the specifications and plans for the Central Portion included a continuation of 

the piping work and fixtures from the wings to the outlets in the Central Portion. 

Building Systems The domestic water system for the Central Portion consisting of an extension of piping from = East 

Building systems in the Central Portion include HVAC, plumbing, and electrical systems. HVAC systems ner tops vi . reper cs : ee her ran ci 7 sion Se ™ 

include heating/cooling, ventilation, temperature control, and steam distribution. Plumbing systems in- oa ces a ies: aoe sa resis panies Ae hag omar - rie Wier ro : 
; : : er ; : designing the kitchen. No evidence of the original waste and soil systems serving the kitchen remains. 

clude domestic water services, chilled drinking water, sanitary waste and soil, storm sewer, fire protec- 

tion, gas, and vacuum sweeping systems. Electrical systems include power, lighting, and communica- The original storm sewer piping handled the rainwater shed by the building by a system of drains, gutters 

tions. and piping, which started at the exterior of the Dome and terminated at the exterior storm sewer system 

below the Capitol grounds. The existing storm water system, replaced in 1969, closely follows the origi- 

Heating and Ventilation nal design. In 1995-96 the storm drains at the Observation Deck were repaired or replaced, and in 

The heating and ventilation systems for the Central Portion were constructed between 1912 and 1913 1996 the Seventh Floor (Statuary) storm drains and roofs were repaired. 

and are generally extensions of the North, South, East, and West Wing systems. The decision to use the 
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Fire Protection especially the coupling of the engineering requirements for steel and concrete with the design of a build- 

The original fire line for the Central Portion consisted of a hose reel ina slop sink closet in the East Wing ing, and his utilization of advanced construction practices had placed his firm at the forefront of architec- 

and 100 feet of hose. A 1968 project upgraded the complete fire protection system of the Capitol with tural technology. Because Wisconsin did not have established building codes until 1914, Post would 

valve stations placed at the Sixth and Tenth Floors. Where stations had been installed, the hoses have have relied on his understanding of New York codes and previous building designs for minimum space, 

now been removed because they were unreliable and contained asbestos. temperature, plumbing, ventilation, egress patterns, fire-safety, and other code related issues. These ex- 

periences qualified him to execute designs that were fire-safe, structurally advanced, and functional for 

Gas Lines the time period. 

The plumbing contractor was responsible for rmnning gas piping from existing plugged connections to the The advent of building codes, increased use of innovative materials, new construction techniques, and 

kitchen equipment and to the gas heater in the hot water drum. The original gas piping has since been accessibility guidelines has gradually led to specific building requirements. This development of exacting 

removed. standards for the safe design of buildings and the spaces within has resulted in strictly enforced codes. If 

evaluated in accordance with contemporary building codes, the Capitol has many areas that do not 

Sweeping System comply. 
The vacuum sweeping system head end equipment was originally located in the South Wing and was A study of the Capitol published in 1988 by the Division of Facilities Development detailed compliance 

extended to the Central Portion by connecting the existing sweeping system mains in the Wings and in- with the 1986-87 Wisconsin Administrative Code, including the Standard Building Code; the Historic 

stalling risers in the Central Portion. The vacuum system has been removed, but most of the wall vacuum Building Code; and the Building Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Code. The study concluded 

outlets remain in place. that major alterations would be needed for the building to comply with the code requirements. However, 

the impact of such modifications on the open monumental spaces and the highly decorated surfaces 

Electrical would be devastating to the historic integrity of the building. 

Electrical power plans diagrammed the power distribution systems, receptacles, lighting circuiting, and This report led the Wisconsin Legislature in 1989 to exempt the building from the Wisconsin Building 
ventilating equipment power connections. Light fixtures were included in a separate schedule. The origi- Code. In practice this would allow the required master planning to proceed without addressing code 

nal electrical power system for the Central Portion was extended from the East Wing and included three violations if equivalent degrees of safety and protection could be devised and implemented. As a result, 

sets of feeders. The feeders served a General Electric switchboard, which included a light bus bar, a from the inception of the restoration/rehabilitation of the Capitol, all efforts have been made to provide 

watchman’s light bus bar, and a power distribution panel in the Basement. The existing power distribu- energy conservation and cost effective measures whenever feasible and to address the health, safety, 

tion system has been altered through construction and remodeling projects, including a 1934 switch- and welfare of occupants and visitors. Code issues specifically addressed the plumbing, life safety, and 

board replacement; a 1958-1964 conversion project from DC to AC; and replacement of the switch- electrical requirements. No deviation from these codes are anticipated for these issues. By addressing 

board, power distribution boxes, and branch panelboards. the guidelines of the Americans with Disabilities Act, all spaces in the Central Portion through the Fourth 

The original communications specifications covered a Watchman’s clock system, telephone system, and Floor will be accessible for people with physical disabilities without altering the historic fabric of the 

secondary clock system wiring, although none were installed during the construction of the Central Por- building (An analysis of each ADA requirement, floor by floor, has been included in this discussion). 

tion. Communication systems have been added and currently include a telephone system, public address 

sound system, central clock system, and surveillance television system. In the 1970s a security surveil- Recommendations 

lance television system, covering the Rotunda and exterior areas, and a new sound system were in- Allrecommendations for the Central Portion resulted from an evaluation of each space. Each evaluation 

stalled. was dependent upon the criteria relating to the historical significance, architectural significance, architec- 

tural context, and architecture integrity present in 1996. Composite ratings from the evaluations revealed 

Code An alysis that all spaces are extremely important and should be preserved/restored/conserved. The recommenda- 

At the tum of the century, safety in architectural design relied largely on the designer’s expertise in deter- tions and alternatives that followed are separated into major categories: comprehensive recommenda- 

mining area requirements, fire resistance, and egress patterns. Post’s experiences with structural design, tions, specific interior architectural recommendations, interior mechanical and electrical recommenda- 
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tions, exterior recommendations, structural recommendations, and a brief summary with recommenda- 

tions for further study. 

The comprehensive recommendations call for detailed drawings of the Central Portion, including plans, 

sections, and details, and a comprehensive survey and documentation of the building’s interior. The his- 

tory and activities relating to the Central Portion are to be documented. Interior space treatment should 

include a restoration of all public spaces to the original condition or the replication of original conditions 

and a restoration of the utilitarian Inner Dome space. Alterations to the public spaces should be limited 

to the lighting, sound, and power distribution systems. A disposition policy should be developed in re- 

gard to all original and non-original materials with potential for reuse or salvage. All interior building sys- 

tems related to HVAC, plumbing, and electrical should be consistent with previous restoration projects. 

An expansion of the comprehensive recommendations includes a discussion of the general interior archi- 

tectural recommendations, specific recommendations for all spaces, and recommendations for the inte- 

rior building systems. 

The Central Portion is served by extensions of the HVAC systems originally located in each of the 

wings. The recommendations relating to the Central Portion are influenced by the North Wing and West 

Wing restoration projects, which have been completed, and the South Wing project currently in 

progress. It is recommended that future work be integrated with the HVAC systems of these wings. 

Minimal recommendations are addressed to communications, fire alarm system, and structural consider- 

ations. A preliminary disposition list for the Central Portion appears at the end of the recommendations. 

The spaces in the Central Portion have retained original configurations, with minimal loss of the original 

historic fabric. As a result, the recommendations focus primarily on restoring, conserving, and replicating 

finishes. Recommendations for building systems involve renovation because the majority of these sys- 

tems are hidden behind finishes. Areas that need additional study are included in the recommendations. 

The Wisconsin State Capitol is a magnificent American Beaux-Arts structure, representing the best of an 

earlier era. Although still functional and safe to the needs of its users, the structure must be adapted to 

incorporate new technology and uses, especially in regard to accessibility and mechanical systems, while 
still respecting the original fabric. Preserving the important artistic and architectural features to every de- 

gree possible is a priority. The effort to analyze and detail every aspect of the building through the His- 
toric Structure Report will assist in the decisions to preserve the original fabric. In some instances, this 
endeavor will make it possible to create new fabric in some spaces, identical to the original, with the 

same sense of quality and design. As a result of these preservation efforts, the Wisconsin State Capitol 
will continue to serve her people for generations to come. 
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Chapter Two 

METHODOLOGY 

ee Lh y 1 : eet he Wisconsin State Capitol is a structure with a significant historical background and a continu 

‘ ; a be FS ae A [ ing viable presence. Therefore, the task of restoration and rehabilitation has been undertaken 

a) tae i r S 4 e ee S| ES with great energy and commitment. Procedures learned in the past restorations and rehabilita- 

3 \ , foe af At Lm : s, ef % " _ tions of the North Wing (1990-92), West Wing (1993-95), and South Wing (1996-98) have enhanced 

a i a | aot a ‘ sf , | : i; ca & me / i _—— a the techniques used in researching and documenting the Central Portion. The research and documenta- 

. = e iy ! 4 uy \ oa Ma S ‘ae 4 ! v ; ee a tion has also resulted in the production of this historic structure report, which represents the first phase 

ag SS rs J if f ii if Fa A, et of the restoration process. The results will serve to guide the team of restorationists in their decision 
Le - & . as ie | |! I] 73 ¥ on ea ‘ making processes. 

cede a Ge bod | em, = r . Every facet of the building needed to be understood so that the restoration and rehabilitation process 

ee al} : A. % d f i \ S . mG could be done accurately and efficiently. Due to the magnitude of the Capitol project, a team approach 

al iv ee 1 Hf: .* ke i = : had been used in the past restoration and rehabilitation projects that allowed participation by numerous 

. se 7 se Se r. = ey A iP ee “Ss firms and contractors, state employees, and individuals with a variety of experiences. This approach 

i a ‘ | d @ # EY u ret : A = continued for the Central Portion team, which consists of architects, engineers, construction managers, 

es ee EI re yes | Capitol facilitators, interior designers, decorators, art historians, and conservators. Coupling the knowl- 

oo. : ns 4 * Ep edge of each team member’s specialization with the overall investigation by the historic structure report’s 

: 7 : eS ne : | 4 : production team has resulted in a detailed scrutiny of the Central Portion. 

. - : , i A or s A widely used preservation methodology of comprehensive survey and documentation, research, and 

: ood in a ae : : : <= ; analysis has been used. Research was undertaken at the same time as the survey and documentation 

2 | i i A : : 7 process. This report will be followed by a design development phase, and subsequently the production 

Pe sake tee tors i of construction documents. After these stages the procedures for the actual restoration and rehabilita- 

oD ry ern 1 : 3 a4 o tion of the spaces will begin. 

eg : = ee Pe ? p bal ; “Se S The Central Portion was systematically examined and documented through a comprehensive survey 

oe : > 4 3 F es , procedure that recorded the existing conditions in great detail. Sometimes known as an inventory, the 

i : Me me 4 ne es ) % comprehensive survey furnished the basic data on which the preservation recommendations are based. 

dee A ie 4 , BK I a4 To prepare the survey forms for the Central Portion, the West Wing and South Wing survey forms 

a i Pp a mae id ae served as guides, though all of the forms, diagrams and plans weed were custom designed as 

oa A A = oe ioe = ee CADD documents. The architectural and engineering teams realized that the more complete the in- 

fig 3 : a formation gathered, the more valuable the surveys would be as tools, not only for the purpose of 

writing this report, but also for use in the development of the construction documents for the contractors 

Fi 2-1 during selective removal and new construction. The survey process included completing a form for each 
igure z- . . oe 5 : + 

A po approach has been utilized for the restoration and rehabilitation projects at the Capitol. COE —— PomioernDhs cups andalta bg sue ee mes ea sg 

This allows participation by numerous individuals with a variety of specializations. cording existing conditions. A subjective evaluation of the materials, finishes, and components was in- 

Photo: Department of Administration 
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cluded. A written and graphic system of recording information was used, including noting visible dam- Determination of Scope 

age. The team was able to quantify the information for computerized storage and retrieval where neces- Prior to the Central Portion Project, a working scope was established in which the perimeters for each 
sary, as some information was put directly into a “schedule” form in AutoCAD. Documentation included floor were determined. In addition, the specific items to be surveyed and documented were identified. 
preparing measured drawings when applicable. This documentation is important for future as well as This scope was prepared relative to the intended division of spaces for the restoration of the building. 
present use. Future generations will be able to understand the Capitol’s condition in 1996, before any During the overall restoration process it has been important to facilitate traffic flow through the Rotunda 

restoration/renovation work took place. and from wing to wing. Therefore, a section of the corridor surrounding the Rotunda and the adjacent 

Research, including both architectural and historical research, considered the building through the design Pavilion Corridors for each floor was included with each wing’s restoration, and was not designated to 

development and construction process in 1906-1917, and as it currently exists. Architectural features be included in the scope originally defined for the Central Portion.. The Rotunda project was limited to 
that distinguish the building were identified. Information on changes throughout the years, gleaned from a self-contained cylinder extending from the Ground Floor up to the coffered ceiling, the Rotunda Base- 

remodeling and renovation documents, was noted. Historic research, focusing on archival sources such ment below, and the space above the Inner Dome. 

as correspondence, photographs and Post’s original plans, revealed a timeline of the building’s design This division of space differed from Post’s conception of “Central Portion,” which included everything 
and construction process and an insight into the working relationship between the Post firm, contractors, from the Podium Wall, the wall separating the Central Portion from the wings, inward. All drawings, 

and the Capitol Building Commission. In addition, extensive research was done on the history of the letters in the correspondence file, specifications, and contractors’ schedules followed Post’s original 

dome as an architectural feature, study of the possible influences on Post’s design, and exploration of designation. Although ithad been determined that the corridors surrounding the Rotunda and the Pavil- 

the artists who implemented the artwork within the building. Analysis included the evaluation, appraisal, ion Corridors on each floor would be surveyed with the wings, it became evident that these corridors 
and interpretation of all information gathered during the surveys and research. were contextually integral to understanding the central Rotunda space. Therefore, for purposes of pro- 

viding a presentation consistent with the original construction documents and drawings these areas are 

described within the text, but were not surveyed. The restoration projects will proceed according to the 

divisions of the spaces established in the working scope. 

a In addition, with the scheduled restoration dates for the Central Portion overlapping with the South 

: Wing Project currently in progress, the issue of adequate storage for components from the South Wing 

a became critical. In the previous North Wing and West Wing Projects, the Rotunda Basement space 

ia a was utilized for storage. During the South Wing Project this area would not be available due to exten- 

: & sive shoring needed for scaffolding for the Rotunda during the Central Portion Project. Therefore, all 

- ; Pavilion Corridors were added to the Central Portion scope, leaving the Pavilion Corridors on the 

‘ ‘ pea southeast and southwest axes on the Ground, First, and Second Floors as available locations for stor- 

. elf f x: \\2 age of wood trim, light fixtures, and miscellaneous items. The Pavilion Corridors on the northeast and 

SS ff INE northwest axes were included in the surveys for this report, whereas all the Southeast and Southwest 

ad serene’ rcN — arr Pavilion Corridors will be surveyed at the completion of the South Wing Project. 

eee Comprehensive Survey and Documentation 

: Ps The comprehensive survey and documentation was vital to an understanding of the Central Portion. Ex- 

—_— Se | isting conditions were defined as (1) the configuration of the room/space, specifically whether it had re- 

eo od aR Figure 2-2 mained the same, was altered, or no longer existed; and (2) the interior finishes and furnishings/equip- 

eed She oie documented the existing condi- ment. When appropriate, the condition of the finishes was listed. It was especially important in the site 
: : tions of specified components for each floor. : Ss " si 

| Shown: Survey team member on First Floor research to be cognizant of whether additive or subtractive changes had been made. Additive changes 

eS = Cee —_ Photo: Kahler Slater were identified as those elements that have been added but could be removed easily without damage to 
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the original historical fabric. Subtractive changes were identified as those elements that have replaced : | | ond ; 
original fabric with different materials, or the removal of original fabric such that nothing currently exists iy! a - | j | ese | | 
in the space. Throughout the site research, the surveyors looked for these changes so they could deter- i >! | | | 
mine the building’s actual condition. These determinations assisted in making the recommendations con- \ “2 4 i re | 
cerning whether original fabric should be removed or retained and restored. Wa) 5 i iy 

‘ipo F Ee 

ae i per. Building Measurement eo | oe | 
Detailed construction drawings and specifications by George B. Post and Sons exist for the entire 7 aa! he ate es fa lane ore : a ss - ‘ ; ‘ Po ilization of a lap top computer building. Although a i drawings exist for various remodeling projects, no single comprehensive — allowed field measurements to be 
record has been maintained that documents alterations to the building from 1917 to 1990. Prior to the ee entered on site. 
West Wing Project it was not known how reliable the Post drawings were in comparison with actual em y Sg RR Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
construction. Therefore, measuring the Capitol became a priority with the onset of the West Wing aati Se riors, Inc. 
Project. The task was approached with the understanding that these measurements would be relied 
upon in preparing the restoration drawings and the original drawings would serve as a cross-check. Ulti- : alll As | 

eee ee a pe mately the Post drawings were found to be very reliable, both for the West Wing and South Wing mea- eo eS yf F | 
surements. Asa result, the Post drawings were utilized to a greater extent in documenting the Central “20 sass ae anelal Se re <= 

aa amor i ee 

sti: = Computer Aided Drafting System oe 5 | ee 
Pei, on One requirement for producing the building documents was that all measurements be entered into a a coo ees oan a Figure 2-4 

Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) system. AutoCAD had been used successfully for the restoration and De = OO  —_ Structural and architectural detail 
rehabilitation of the West Wing (1993-95) and South Wing (currently in progress). AutoCAD was cho- Mii ee see Oe a : . ‘ : sles on ca : office and saved on the office net- sen again as the system to be used for the Central Portion as it allows for greater precision and effi- work system. 
ciency than manual drafting. Information could be stored in various formats for re-use. In addition, man ey Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- y a | . operators could work on a drawing without revealing differences in drawing styles. The AutoCAD sys- the i riors, Inc. 
tem allowed the window and door surveys to be set up to conform to CAD schedules so that the 
preparation of construction documents would be simplified. Ce meee a, Ea 

Field Measurements = 4 Wie He a ee _ 
Field measurements were entered directly into a 486 notebook computer at the site. Because much of (ee me =| oe ee 
the measurement took place in the field, it was possible to dimensionally and geometrically close out a lt ee each pier/space before continuing, thereby increasing accuracy. Corrections were immediate and return can aie irae ree PU 
ttips to verify measurements were almost completely eliminated. The initial measuring process for the e ae | — 
Capitol, in conjunction with the West Wing Project, established that one-eighth inch accuracy would be a ~ ee ea | Figure 2-5 
maintained in most circumstances. The original drawings were used to check construction differences ae = cs ie = re a Details on the Reflected ceiling 
between what had been measured and what was drawn originally. Although the original drawings were ce tie ra , <2 oe a _ hie . - on . quite accurate, the field measurements were more reliable. Oncea significant amount of measurement a id Se : . Photo: Joyce Inman Historic In fe. 
data was accumulated and each plan began to take shape, the drawings were transferred to the office \ & Bes i riors, Inc. 
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Figure 2-6 

The reflected ceiling plan, for each floor, was utilized as the survey form to indicate ceiling conditions. 
Plan and form: Kahler Slater 
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computer network. Enhancements, such as structural information and architectural detail, were intro- the remaining levels were prepared based on a combination of site measurement and information pro- 

duced to convert the simple measured layouts to more readable drawings with modulated line weights. vided by the Post drawings. 

Drawings Sections 

Floor Plans The original Post section of the Dome and Rotunda featured the interior from both the primary axis and 

Rotunda Basement the secondary axis. Field measurement of the spaces, architectural components, and/or details has not 

The Rotunda Basement space has served as a storage area since 1990. Due to the protective covering bas undertaken since construction of the building. Because of the complexity otto Gpacenmdiis des 

of insulation and plywood on all the walls and floors, only partial measurements were compiled. Dis- tail, - drafting of a section for the Dome and Rotunda presented a antes nines — 

tances between the double piers, the room’s diameter, and the corridors’ measurements were verified. drawing prepared by the Division of Facilities Development, the agentes seen — acai 

Ceiling panels were selectively measured and cross checked with the Post plans. Marble patterns were section by altering the viewpoint to the primary axis. Scanned portions aheneee : teat clovalinne sate 

drawn based on the Post plans and will be verified when the protective coverings are removed. then superimposed on the drawing, providing the basis for much of the detailing, which was supple 
mented with information provided by the original construction documents. With precise as-built mea- 

Rotunda surements impossible to obtain, the section developed provides an adequate base for the development 

The overall Rotunda space, a cylindrical cavity with a concave ceiling, results from the dome’s place- ee ee St et ee 

ment on a drum resting on the pendentives between the barrel vaults of the wings. The height of the : 

space is neve intensified by the non-contiguity of the floors from wing to wing. Thus an immense Reflected Ceiling Plans 

open space exists from the Rotunda’s Ground Floor through to the oculus at the Tenth Level. 
The reflected ceiling plans were based on Post’s original ceiling drawings, with sample measurements 

Due to the complexity of the Rotunda, the specific measurement sequence for the plans used in the West taken from the plaster moldings. Due to the numerous and complex decorative treatments and the ex- 

and South Wings was modified. Rather than using the previous method of recording from the floor to an treme heights within the Rotunda, no profiles were taken of any of the cast cement moldings. The re- 
established height on the wall, each floor/level was treated distinctly. Measurement of the piers and cor- flected ceiling plans became the basis for the ceiling surveys, utilized to document the size, location, and 

ridors on the Ground Floor, including the distances between piers and the surfaces of the walls defining condition of most components. 

the corridors, created a working footprint for the Ground Floor plan. The same procedure took place j 

on the First Floor, using the distances from pier to pier, pier to balustrade, and across the central open- 

ing, to establish a base plan. Measurements for the Second Floor plan were limited to the small Pavilion 

Corridors that act as galleries opposite the circular rooms on the NE/SW and NW/SE axes, although 

the walls were carried up from the First Floor. The Third through Fifth Floors were not measured be- we emma 

cause no floors exist within the Rotunda space. However, these areas are represented in the plans. ee a ; 

Corridors a 2 Se ee aaeseaweeommeman eee 

All corridors surrounding the Rotunda for each floor were drawn to enhance the contextual understand- 

ing of the Central Portion space. However, as the corridors will be considered with respective wing fe Figure 2-7 
studies, the ceiling and marble patterns included were based on the Post drawings, not from verified ee All ceilings were surveyed for 
field measurements. The Fifth Floor landings that provide access to the Passage Level have also been E e . 3 ae demninee . the maidings: Paint 

> ee and existing canvases. Decora- 
incorporated with respective wing studies. All of the Sixth Floor (Passage, Upper Sixth, Gallery (Sixth agg : tive finishes were analyzed as to 
Level/Trumpet Course) and Observation Deck) had been measured previously with the West Wing color palette and motifs. 

Project. The Seventh through Twelfth Levels presented unique situations. As the Eighth, Ninth, and Shown: A typical Ground Floor 

Tenth Levels had been measured with other projects, only the drawings were verified. The drawings for : ae Kahler Slaier 
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Space Identification lowed for several subcomponents within a given space. Because Post had designated the southeast ap- 

Room Numbers proach to the building (at Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.) as the principal entrance, the secondary axes (as 

Assigning room numbers where none existed, represented a fundamental step in documenting the i to those aligned with the cardinal compass points) were given precedence in the assignment of 

Rotunda’s original design and current condition. Because Post had not assigned numbers to any of the letters. 

spaces in the Central Portion, save the “B1” designation given to the seating area of the Restaurant de- In the Rotunda Basement and on the Ground and First Floors, where the center of the circle is delin- 
signed for the Rotunda Basement, a schematic was developed to identify sections of the Rotunda Base- eated with either piers or a balustrade, a number “1” was assigned to the central area, following an indi- 

ment and Inner Dome in order to describe and evaluate them more accurately. While the Central Por- cation of the level. For the contiguous areas in the Rotunda Basement and on the Ground Floor, the ceil- 

tion consists ofa basement (which is fully separated from the upper floors) and thirteen interior levels, ing and floor patterns, in addition to the placement of piers, suggested the spaces that would be desig- 

the Rotunda isa single room that extends from the Ground through the Tenth Floor. For the purposes of nated as “rooms.” Areas situated between the structural mass and the central circular area were given a 
documentation and in preparation for the restoration and rehabilitation of the Central Portion, the space “2” designation and those areas situated outside of the Rotunda were assigned a “3” or a “4.” In the 

was subdivided into units that reflected a horizontal (level-by-level) system of organization. In the case case of the Second through Eighth Levels, a central circular area is not in evidence, so the Rotunda 
of the Rotunda, the design and ornamentation of which only loosely corresponds to the established lev- space was divided into quadrants, differentiated by level and orientation. With the Sixth Level and 
els of the building, the task was especially challenging. Fs 

Because Post had established elevation heights in his architectural drawings, that he referred to more oo Se — 
frequently than the associated floor numbers, the Rotunda was intersected with imaginary planes that a ; E 

reflect the architect’s horizontal division of the building’s spaces. The numbers assigned also reflect the : i bc i 

symmetry of the interior walls and the fact that the design was planned on the quarter circle. The plans at * * es | 

each level were subdivided by assigning a directional, indicating compass orientation, and letters that al- | ie Ce Figure 2-9 
; me oe pie ; All furniture pieces added to the 

lec i Ground Floor, First Floor, and 

E ee | ~e S | f : Rotunda spaces were measured 
SO ea. | Ee | | , i : a s and surveyed. 

ae | a ie | : eae Ps : Shown: Information desk on 
4 _ 1 owe SI : : Ground Floor 

BA : | ee (OF | : ; Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

: ml 4 a o as riors, Inc. 

i ey : ere Figure 2-10 
: : ae bee Brass air supply and return 

Figure 2-8 =e i 2=—S—=é=sé«srrlles: were identified and sur- 

All doors were cataloged and surveyed using a a : oS oe. veyed. 
door schedule. . : : oe a I = i pees ck Shown: Ground Floor Rotunda 

Shown: Ninth Level doors oe a ee Z oan pag grille 
Photo: Kahler Slater ee " sf = = = ~SCs~Phhoto: Kahler Slater 
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above, the spaces between the inner and outer domes also required “room numbers” and, again, the that resulted from the functions ofa space have been accepted . Asa result, numerous and inconsistent 

schematic as described was applied. space designations have come to exist. To avoid confusion and to clarify the terminology, a list of the 

most frequently used spaces and associated terms was compiled. All designations were compared, an 

Floor/Level Terminology appropriate title for each space was determined for use in this report, and appears in Figure 2-13. 

Through a review of the =e coins: it was stad noted that not all the spaces were specifically Survey Procedures 

named. Contractors referenced in the Capitol Commission correspondence and later building personnel es boas 

frequently applied their own terminology . In addition, throughout the years, more “vernacular” terms ke “a ae , 
Intensive surveys for ceilings, doors and door hardware, furniture, grilles, metal stairs and railings, and 

) si windows were conducted and documented in detail. Although preliminary information was compiled on 

ad K i. © @) the artwork and decorative finishes, more detailed surveys will be conducted by art conservators and 

c / / x2 \ decorators when scaffolding is in place in the Rotunda. Custom designed forms facilitated documenta- 

\ | (2) G) | @) @) tion of components, including material, location, condition, design and omamentation, and type. Nota- 

\ | | @) \ tions of particular interest or drawings, tracking numbers, condition keys, and legends were included 

fe) © (0) © I when applicable. All items, cited within these categories, were surveyed in close detail and treated as 

7 HO-® (© re J ] \ @) original ; 

(2) © | @) © Ceilings 

2 Os , The reflected ceiling plans provided the basis for the surveys of the decorative ceilings in the Rotunda 

J \ om © , @ 2 Basement, Ground Floor, First Floor; the coffered ceiling in the Rotunda; and the utilitarian ceilings on 

| @ . o { 
phe | Se Figure 2-11 

@) ©) oO I) SS a Utilizing the floor plans, all deco- 
rative stonework was located. i 

4 & 6 ste Condition notations were made in 

ay af | t2 Ke) ae the field on the plans. 
Plan: Kahler Slater AS 

i} 
g 

cs ~ FS a ee 
q 1H " 

igek : _ , (J 

a, Oe : | H 4 

: oe oe : . > E ae —— cs es Figure S79 4 Figure 2213 

ee : ars <3. Cracks and chips were typical : Seventh Level cathedral windows will be sur- 
fee pe oe ae ; : types of damage noted. or veyed when scaffolding is in place. The survey 

ee “2 - ~~ ~—_—sCShown: Typical marble damage “e form has been custom designed for these win- 

eS —CS «Coon Ground Floor oe dows. 
: a * ee Photo: Kahler Slater Ae é Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Post Post 

Room Room 

Floor/Level Name Common/Frequent Usage Names HSR Room Name Floor/Level Name Common/Frequent Usage Names HSR Room Name 

Basement Passage Service Corridor surrounding Rotunda Passage Sixth Passage Lower Sixth; Museum; Dome Balcony Corridor Passage (Sixth 

Basement that connects wing to wing (83' 9") Floor/Museum) 

Ground None Corridor surounding Rotunda; corridor belting Corridor surrounding Gallery Trumpeter's Ring, Cornice Level Trumpet Course 

Rotunda; corridor encircling Rotunda; Rotunda 

connecting corridor; corridor connecting 

Pavilions; corridor Sixth Upper Sixth; landings Upper Sixth 
(92' 0") 

Grand Stair Rotunda Entrances; area between piers; wing Grand Stair Halls 

Halls entrances 

Sixth Podium Observation Deck; Terrace; Observation Level Observation Deck 

Pavilion Passages to pavilions Pavilion Corridors (92' 0") Roof 

Corridors ; 

First Pavilion Passages to pavilions Pavilion Corridors Seventh Seventh Level 

Corridors 

None Corridor surrounding Rotunda; corridor belting Corridor surrounding Eighth Pipe Pipe Gallery Pipe Gallery 

Rotunda; corridor encircling Rotunda; Rotunda (149' 0") Gallery 

connecting corridor 
Ninth Stair Tower Landing Stair Tower Landing 

Second None Balconies overlooking Rotunda Pavilion Corridor G5T 3°") 

Galleries 

None | Corridor surrounding Rotunda; corridor belting Corridor surrounding Tenth StairRing 10th Level; Oculus; Oculus surround; Stair RingStair Ring Landing 

Rotunda; corridor encircling Rotunda; Rotunda (184' 3") Landing Landing 

connecting corridor; Gallery 

Third None Corridor connecting wings; Third Floor corridorThird Floor Corridor Eleventh (203' 
0") 

Fourth Attic Corridor connecting wings; Fourth Floor Fourth Floor (Attic) 

corridor Corridor Twelfth (236' Top of Dome Deck 
9" 

Fifth Ring Fifth Floor Landings; Fifth Floor corridor Fifth Floor (Ring Course’ ) 

Course Corridor Thirteenth Lantern Lantern Interior Lantern 
(244' 6") 

Ring Banana Rooms; Central Rooms; overflow filing Ring Course Room 
Course spaces; storage spaces Fourteenth Statue "Wisconsin," "Forward," "Ms. Forward" "Wisconsin" 

: (67: 2") 

Figure 2-14 

Comparison table of original room name designations with common usage terms. 

Table: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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the Upper Sixth Floor landing and the inner dome space. The drawings depict the location, design, and Doors and Door Hardware 

overall patterns of the decorative plaster moldings. Specific conditions noted included: chipped, peeled, Because of the nature of the spaces in the Central Portion very few doors were placed in the original 

or mismatched paint; gouges, cracks, chips; and missing pieces in the plaster ceiling moldings, or on the design. Existing doors and accompanying hardware were thoroughly cataloged and surveyed. The thor- 

decorative finish. Decorative canvases were examined for tears, peeling paint, and air bubbles. In one oughness of the survey was important because identifying and tracking different doors and companion 

instance a decorative canvas was found to be missing. sets of door hardware is essential to effective reuse. Using the same standard door types established 

during the West and South Wing restorations and rehabilitations, the surveyors assigned a type to each 

Decorative Finishes Central Portion door. Each survey form, based on a door schedule, cited the location by room/level and 

Original plans and documentation indicate that decorative finishes were applied to all ceilings in the pub- position, the direction of the door swing, the tag number, and the door handle. Information concerning 

lic spaces and the ornate plasterwork of the capitals, moldings, and coffered ceiling in the Rotunda. the door, jamb, casing head, and casing included the existing condition, tracking number, proposed 

This extensive color work is limited to a surface application by painting, stenciling, and/or gilding. The work, and other pertinent remarks. Notations were used for each component of the door hardware 

majority of decorative finishes on the ceilings appear to be original, with minimal touch-up and repair such as knobs, escutcheon plates, locksets, strikeplates, stops, mail slots, hinges, kick plates, closures, 

throughout the years. Research indicates that the colors on the drum and coffered ceiling in the Rotunda and transom catches. 

are not original. A field probe by decorative contractors will be implemented when the Rotunda is 

scaffolded to determine the original colors and design. Furniture : 

The restaurant seating area in the Rotunda Basement was the only Central Portion space in which furni- 

Decorative Stonework ture was installed at the time of the building’s completion. However, the furniture has been removed for 

All in-place stonework was located on the survey plans and interior elevations. In plan, the drawings many years and the whereabouts unknown. For the purposes of this study, furniture was defined as 

indicated the overall patterns for every floor and level. The section illustrated the stone pieces and the pieces added to the Ground and First Floor Rotunda spaces after completion of the building either as 

decorative three dimensional elements. Notations were made directly onto the enlarged drawings and monuments or utilitarian elements. All pieces were surveyed for location, material, and condition, a brief 

were transferred to CAD, resulting in a format that easily evolved into construction documention. Dam- description accompanied by a measured drawing was also included. Items placed in the Passage (Sixth 

age noted included stains, cracks, chips, scratches, gouges/holes, missing or loose pieces, heavily worn Floor/Museum) were included in the discussion but not surveyed as they were restored with the West 

areas, and grouting. All conditions were represented by a symbol and a key number placed on the dia- Wing Project. 

gram at the location of the damage. Post’s plans were studied to determine the probable stone types. A 

condition survey book, as a separate document, will be created based on this information. This book Grilles 

will illustrate existing stonework and indicate work to be performed, including cleaning and regrouting. All the brass air supply and return grilles in the Rotunda Basement and at the Ground Floor and Sev- 

enth Level were identified. The Ground Floor grilles were surveyed by material, condition, and type. A 

ay | es ae dimensioned drawing was included along with pertinent notes. Rotunda Basement grilles were identified 

; | ie jl by type and location. Surveys will be completed upon removal of the protective coverings on the walls. 

aes Seventh Level grilles will be surveyed when scaffolding is in place in the Rotunda. 

r _ } ne ag a a Fo A Light Fixtures 

a e ras . Allof the light fixtures original to the building were surveyed and documented using a custom designed 

A > J a form. The form, including a scanned image of each fixture, allowed for type, location, and condition no- 

; : ots i b Figure 2-15 tations. Replacement fixtures, implemented through remodeling projects, were visually surveyed for 

a 5. ; The State Historical Society of type and location. These fixtures were not documented as they will be replaced with high efficiency fix- 

pet ee0”lU™UtC<«dris ee | Wisconsin archives provided the tures. 
i Ce : : research team with the original 

: : eo ee Capitol Commission building files. 
Te ee Photo: Kahler Slater 
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The cherry wood framed windows included in the Central Portion are those positioned at the Fifth Floor ” “ OB ee, pay BLE et Hy 
and above. All the windows were repaired in 1989, with the exception of the windows at the Seventh —— oS lah CUO he 

Level. A preliminary survey of the windows placed in the Rotunda at the Seventh Level was con- - ce fe 
ducted. The survey form includes notations concerning the conditions of the wood, hardware, interior SG i - So ie. ~ : * 

and exterior paint and varnish within the designated areas. These windows will be surveyed in-depth aPC rent ig ba : 

when scaffolding is in place. : ee = of i E it aii fe 3 S: - a 

eee = Figure 2-16 
Wood Trim ‘ a : ¥ BW é ao Pees archives at the State His- 

Wood trim, of which the Central Portion contains a minimum, was considered in conjunction with the i es , a Rayo Sovihar ier wk may eager! 

accompanying door or window. The door or window survey form included a legend whereby each part _ <_ “= ae cs 7 : = photos 

could be labeled according to its wood type and condition. : a Photo: Kahler Slater 

Photographic Surveys ee a oe eee 8 Ces 

Each room/space was photographed from numerous angles and locations to provide a pictorial record . = tee oo : os  —= 

In addition, specific components were photographed, including original architectural elements, changes s Bo - 
resulting from remodeling efforts, and damage to specific elements. The surveys included photographic aoe eee Co ST pa ee. 

documentation of each type of architectural element, typical conditions, and damaged areas. Although oe rE | ie 3 7 Ps 

representative photographs appear with the text of this report, photographs for each space and survey oo a it ics } 6 fm a ae i 

documentation may be found in separate albums that serve as appendixes. ~ ae | P pga ee ‘ : 2 oF Figure 2-17 

i | Zou ae a : | . - Archival material at the University 
Use of Surveys —— , ee : | of Wisconsin-Madison archives 

The surveys will assist in creating construction bid packages for the Central Portion. Drawings and other : a Le ; ie : : 5 : mannered by the pesearch 

documentation, identifying each item to be removed, tagged, and stored for reuse when appropriate, will a SF ee Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
be further developed for the selective removal process. WES esa fies Bs iors, Inc. 

Historical and Architectural Research * 

Research is vital to a comprehensive understanding of a historic structure. For contemporary planners 

and designers to propose the most accurate and feasible plan for restoration of a building, it is essential 

to have an understanding of the original planning and actual construction of the building. This information 

serves as the basis for restoration and renovation decisions. In addition, it provides information on which om % 

to base design decisions when on-site visual investigation reveals no trace of the original design. The - OM Uh Mins j yo Pee 

research for this study, both architectural and historical, included a review of literature, photographs, ar- ES Ay aG ay 
chitectural plans, and oral interviews. nT plans, and oral intervie i ce ay ef Figure 2-18 

Research was conducted at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives and Visual and Sound 2 : : - 4 é eS en = oa i sans ee cee ° ad 
a = + . : . . . a . : ee ae De 

Archives-Iconography, libraries of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, City of Madison, and Legisla- ee hhc and correct terminology. 
tive Reference Bureau (all located in Madison, Wisconsin). Information from past research at the New- Mee ee ae Photo: Kahler Slater 
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York Historical Society and New York Public Library (both located in New York City) was re- records indicate what work was done, how and when it was completed, the work of each specific con- 

examined for material pertaining to the Central Portion. tractor, and the dollar amount of the contracts. 

The Visual and Sound Archives at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin contains general file photo- 

Historical Research graphs of the Capitol and specific name files of individuals. All photographs filed as general Capitol pho- 

Dookiyerindicatlecaad Newspantis tographs were examined for specific views of the interior and exterior of the Central Portion. Photos of 

a few contractors were found. 
The literature that was reviewed were the numerous books, journals, monographs, government publica- 

tions and Eeelative documents. —— exact a or : limited — —— for ae 7 owe a University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries 

search of the Madison newspapers provided additional information with a “journalistic” viewpoint of - Bia hes : : 

events. Frequently the news accounts offered related facts that led to other discoveries about the Capi- Berit the dome represents = architectaral gs utilized — ancient Rome, numerous books and 

tol. In addition, due to the previous research for the West Wing and South Wing Projects, many aspects — oe oe oe oo oe . Sven EE etre SES 

of construction were familiar and a review of these materials enriched the knowledge base.' Preliminary — er = — = as — ne = nemo co = "= wens 

research centering around the activities that occur in the Rotunda revealed the importance of the Ro- So sara g the — ‘ ea aoe “_— ee - ane ary is 
Bs aethecring plsce for both fornsal and infiamal croup activities, The social.and.ailtucal context ment artwork for the Capitol were of national prominence, many bibliographical materials were avail- 

of Post’s design, particularly of the Dome and Rotunda, was also explored. oe 

The collections of the University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives contain a number of relevant photo- 

Oral History graphs and materials related to events sponsored by the University that took place at the Capitol. These 

Oral interviews by telephone and in person were held with current and previous Capitol employees and collections were searched to provide additional information regarding the early interior of the Rotunda 

contractors, especially with those who had devoted numerous years of service to the State. These in- and Rotunda activities. 

terviews supplemented existing information and frequently provided a more accurate window of time 
related to activities or remodelings. The New-York Historical Society Library 

The New-York Historical Society contains the original Capitol drawing linens, including the sketches 

The State Historical Society of Wisconsin Library and Archives and developmental designs for the Capitol, job books, ledgers, and photographs. Copies of original 

The State Historical Society of Wisconsin (SHSW) Archives contains the records of the Capitol Com- drawings were obtained from this facility. The drawings included architectural, plumbing, mechanical, 

mission, which detailed design and construction of the Capitol. Recently, all records and files were reor- electrical, structural, and furniture/furnishings drawings. During previous research trips to this facility, as 

ganized to improve the accessibility of the Capitol collections. This reorganization established four main much information as possible was reproduced for use in Madison. These materials, especially photo- 

categories. First, the minutes, reports, and planning documents include information regarding the original graphs that were taken throughout construction, were reviewed again in reference to the Central Por- 

Capitol that was destroyed by fire in 1904 and the first competition for the existing Capitol. Second, an tion. 

alphabetical listing of incoming and outgoing Capitol Commission Correspondence is arranged by date. 

This extensive correspondence includes letters, telegrams, and carbon copies between the Post firm and Architectural Research 

the Capitol Commission, contractors, and artists. Of specific interest are the reports of the Pittsburgh Post’s Original Drawings 

Testing Laboratory, which document construction of the steel superstructure.’ Third, a list of contractors Areview of Post’s original drawings by the contemporary architects, engineers, and contractors for the 

and specifications is arranged alphabetically. Fourth, the financial records are available, including the ac- West Wing and South Wing Restoration Projects revealed that the original plans are precise and com- 
count summary ledger and vouchers. plete. Although the plans are not heavily annotated (by modem standards), the thoroughness with which 

By studying the contracts, specifications, and correspondence related to the Central Portion, research they were drawn indicates that few design decisions were left to the contractors. However, the review 

focused on those firms and individuals directly associated with work in this area. This material chronicles of the correspondence indicated that changes in materials sometimes occurred, though with the approval 

the problems and resolutions that took place during the Capitol construction. Specifically, these files and of the Post firm. The Central Portion plans, also, were thoroughly studied. 
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Remodeling and Renovation Documents conforms to a desired plan. A subjective analysis was performed by a team selected for their familiarity 
The Central Portion, except for the Rotunda Basement, has remained intact since its completion. How- with the space. They analyzed the spaces according to four independent criteria—architectural signifi- 
ever, a few remodeling and renovation documents, held in storage in the Capitol Archives on the Fifth cance, historical significance, architectural integrity, and architectural context—each criterion being com- 
Floor, were examined and the microfilm collection housed in the Division of Facilities Development was posed ofnumerous components. These criteria were applied to each space on every floor/level. Each 
searched. The microfilm plans indicated remodeling projects from the 1950s to 1985, with a small criterion was given a determined number of points, and the ratings for each space were added to pro- 
number for the Central Portion. These involved mainly maintenance and repair projects for: inner dome duce a composite score. A sheet had previously been developed on which all ratings could be tallied. 
repair, Rotunda cleaning, a window project from the Fifth Level to the Lantem, installation of the infor- This sheet was utilized in lieu of placing the ratings on floor plans. The point range for the ratings “best,” 
mation desk, and two alterations to the Rotunda Basement. Exterior maintenance has continued “better,” and “good” had also been determined previously by the team. 
throughout the years, but few records have documented when the work occurred. A limited number of 
documents for the Capitol exist because the work order records for small remodeling and repair jobs Definition of Evaluation Factors 
were destroyed in the 1980s. Architectural Significance 

Analysis of architectural significance considered the manner in which the spatial configuration, materials, 
i Analysis finishes, and details were designed and implemented to make the spaces distinctive. Although only the 

The final analysis, from which the restoration recommendations are based, depends upon the inter-de- interior was considered specifically, structural components that contributed to the uniqueness of the 
pendent operations of comprehensive survey and documentation, research, and intermediate analysis. space were discussed when appropriate. The class rating designation established by Mack, Jenney & 
These steps are important because without documentation and research no meaningful analysis can be Tyler for original decorative finishes was acknowledged, but this was a small consideration in the total 

made, and without an adequate analysis the documentation and research will not have served an end analysis. A rating of one to ten points was used, with ten points given a space with a high degree of 
purpose or have significant value. complexity in configuration, detail, artwork, and finish. Five points were given to a space with a moder- 

ate degree of design, detail, and finish, whereas a rating of one was given to a space with a minimal de- 
Through the historical research a timeline was developed. This provided a framework for understanding gree of design and detail with little orno finish. 
how the Central Portion was built. In addition, information conceming the interaction between the key 
contractors with the State and with the Post firm provided insight into design and construction problems Historical Significance 

and resolutions. The documentation gathered during the comprehensive survey offered a realistic assess- _ Analysis of historical significance considered the historical importance of events or individuals associated ment of the existing condition of the building. The two steps strengthened each other. During these two : ; , z ootunts era 
steps the restoration team began an intermediate subjective analysis of how spaces and components ee ee ee peti ecernittenleitt cant functions and activities occurred that generated an impact at the state or federal level. Three points could be treated. : : 3 : : were given to an area where the functions provided an impact at the local level. If an area was consid- 
Before the intermediate analysis began to firm up, it was important to have all the spaces evaluated ac- ered utilitarian, a rating of one was given. A top rating of five instead of ten points narrowed the spread 
cording to their significance. This process, termed an evaluation of significance, was accomplished when between those areas that are used publicly and those that do not allow public access and thus would not 
90% of the survey and research results were compiled. be associated with historical events. Changes in the nature of public access, especially at the Sixth Level 

and within the Dome spaces, required special consideration. These areas, though originally intended to 
Process of Evaluation of Significance accommodate tour groups, were closed to this function within fifteen years of the building’s completion. 

The Central Portion has maintained most ofits original features with few changes; therefore, recommen- Now, access requires permission from the Capitol Buildings and Grounds Department. 
dations would appear to be straightforward. However, to develop recommendations offering more pre- 
cise preservation plans that include restoration, renovation, rehabilitation, conservation, and replication, Architectural Integrity 
it was important that the spaces be evaluated in a methodical manner. The evaluation of significance was Ratings for architectural integrity were based on consideration of the historic and transitional building 
intended to determine specific ratings for spaces. These ratings were divided into three groups. Ifa fabric relative to the remaining original finishes of the interior. Building fabric was generally defined as 
Space was rated “best,” this means it should absolutely be saved and be subject to some type of preser- including paint, decorative finish, plaster, wood trim, windows, doors, Keene cement, marble, and light 
vation treatment; “better,” means it should be saved if possible; or “good,” means it should be saved if it fixtures. However, structural components were also considered, including the replacement compression 
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ring at the upper part of the Eleventh Level. A rating of one to ten points was used, with ten points indi- had changed. In the Rotunda Basement, where protective plywood screens some elements, the spaces 
cating that 95% 100% of the original fabric was still in place. Due to normal usage and maintenance, it were rated as though the plywood were not there. 
was determined that no space would have a rating of 100%, but that a minimal 5% loss of fabric would 
still indicate the space remained fully consistent with the original design. Five points denoted that 75% of Procedures 

the original fabric was in existence. A rating of one indicated that less than 50% of the original fabric re- The evaluation of significance was conducted by a team with diverse backgrounds and occupations en- 
mained in place. compassing administration, architecture, art history, interior design, building maintenance, decorative fin- 

ishes, historic preservation, and historic research. Each team member was knowledgeable of the build- 
Architectural Context ing as a result of previous research, exposure, or work in the space. To assist in the evaluation process, 

An evaluation of architectural context considered the significance of each space in relation to its original a large cross-section of the Central Portion that established terminology and provided level designations 
setting and use. Whether an original occupant would recognize the space was a guiding determinant. A was mounted ona wall. In addition, photographs of each floor/level, along with news clippings describ- 
rating of one to ten points was used, with ten points indicating the space remained in its original configu- ing activities, were displayed. Plans that dia: ed each floor/level were distributed. Two large charts po ig the sp gu: gramm 
ration and that its original use was still in effect. A rating of five points indicated the space was not easily delineated the criteria for each space on each floor/level. 
recognizable because significant amounts of fabric were gone and its use had changed. A rating of one ° 

enti nis, se 4 < Be ie oo point indicated the original occupant would not recognize the space due to major alterations and the use } 

tome, de ae i ee ee ‘SE-BO3 pe + & 3 ee a . on ES : eee aes gi \ Saami ire jee = Figure 2-20 

cent Neocon eden Me | a CC  — <i ~~ cance of each space was com- 
pe » pt er. posed of a variety of professional 7 ee RS hcchgrounds. 

i eons fo Se Hee - 

[eee 5 trentemisietore fam ee eee 

pe a ae a oe : 2 Sabana : Peete, ga — we eee ee ee Me ose ie . J 

mapa ; es a Figure 2-21 
a bo 7} i - _ Team members utilized large 

Figure 2-19 a fe charts to delineate the criteria for This representative form for the lower floors was used to document the ratings. ms ee Sling a0 <\ each space. Form: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. el ee ail Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Beginning with the Rotunda Basement and working upward to the Lantern, the team members examined ric. Preserving the important artistic and architectural features to every degree possible is a priority. The 

each space according to the established criteria and arrived at a consensus for each space’s rating. The effort to finely detail every aspect of the building will assist in preserving the original fabric. This en- 

four scores were added to form a composite rating, which resulted in a designation of “best,” “better,” deavor will make it possible to create new fabric in some spaces, identical to the original, with the same 

or “good” for each space. sense of quality and design. 

To be designated “best,” a space had to have a rating of 20 to 35 points, which indicated it would be 

recommended for preservation in some manner. A “better” rating, determined by a score of 10 to 19, Notes 

indicated the space should be preserved in some manner if possible. “Good” spaces, with a rating of 0 ' The New York City Building Code (ca. 1910) and Kidder ’s Architecture, a construction handbook 
to 9, would be recommended for saving if the space conformed to the desired plan. with tum-of-the-century general construction techniques, were used as references for the West Wing 

and South Wing Projects. The topics included frame design, HVAC, clay tiles, plaster, flat arches, and 

Evaluation Results steel tie rods. Successful Construction Contractor was studied for sections on clay tile. The Brick In- 

All the spaces in the Central Portion received “best” ratings, ranging from 20 to 35. Alterations in these stitute of America was helpful in supplying names of companies that supply current clay tiles. Additional 

spaces were minimal. The Rotunda, from Ground Floor to the Oculus at the Tenth Level, achieved an materials studied to gain insight regarding the Capitol were preservation briefs and publications from the 

overall composite score of 32. The Lantern rated lowest with a score of 20, primarily due to its virtual National Trust for Historic Preservation, information from the Government Services Association in 

reconstruction in 1990, which resulted in the loss of much of its original fabric. As a result of the high Washington, D.C., U.S. Department of Agriculture publications (regarding wood species used in the 
scores, drawings indicating specific types of preservation treatments will not be required. Capitol), and previously written historic structure reports. These books and periodicals were searched 

s Ott : at the New York Public Library, the State Historical Society of Wisconsin Library and Archives, the 

The evaluation of significance allowed Gi: akg to diseiiss Anal aniiyze each space taaoughiy: Farozgh University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries, and the New-York Historical Society Library. The New 
the diversity of the team, a varicty of cagmiier ations were intmodinced became all nemibers hatemperi: York Public Library has the only complete set of the Sweets Catalogs (1913 to current) besides the 
eT ia from ae Pepe a 2 — aoe ag = a has a Sweets Company. The early Sweets Catalogs were reviewed to understand the materials used during 

ae — oe oc aeons cme, a as deslen qopepate tse ave es the time the Capitol was built. Specific topics were paint, decorative finish paint, granite, cement and 
achieved froma i informed basis. — the composite Pees — that the team felt all the masonry, plaster and specialty plasters, time system, furniture, wrought iron, bronzework, ironwork, el- 

— are extremely a preservation. = restoration team will take the next step in deter- evators, and thermostats. Architectural magazines from the period of the building’s construction were 

ting what levels of preservation should = es ane studied to glean information about building standards and practices. Many advertisers in these maga- 

The next phase of analysis involved assessing the Proposed Master Plan for the Central Portion in con- zines indicated their product had been used in the Capitol. 

Rie darg vine Overall reservados phe, Tee ee ee 2 Guide to Capitol Commission General Records, ser. 833 (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of 
et way. Concerns included the interior artwork, electrical system, HVAC systems, and a cafeteria Wisconsin Archives, 1903-1927), pp. 1-14. 

with a proposed seating plan. Other issues included the potential removal of hazardous material, struc- 

tural capabilities, and restoration and replication of decorative finishes. This analysis phase resulting in 

written recommendations, discussed in Chapter Ten, will also take into consideration all aspects of de- 

sign development. This will include: (1) the coordination of mechanical, plumbing, and electrical systems 

with architectural plans; (2) the integration of research results, including historical, architectural, decora- 

tive finishes, and artwork; (3) and the preservation treatment plans for the preservation, conservation, 

rehabilitation, restoration, replication of public spaces and the rehabilitation, renovation, and restoration 

of utilitarian spaces. 

The State Capitol is a magnificent American Beaux-Arts structure with form and finish that could never 

be duplicated. Buildings such as this one, represent the best of an earlier era. Although still functional 

and safe to the needs of its users, the structure must be adapted to incorporate new technology and 

uses, especially in regard to accessibility and mechanical systems, while still respecting the original fab- 
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Bae Mot; nib fsbenaoe wreweiteeks jenn ea ee : 
1932, 1957 & 1990 “Wisconsin” regilded. i 1957, 1960, 1962 & 1966 Dome repointed. 

pan 1981 Dome trusses inspected, evidence of leakage. 

1931 Public access to the top of XK 1983 Dome recaulked. 

the outer dome discontinued. of _\a 1996 Dome repaired, tuckpointed & recaulked. 

1 Get 1980 Lantern relit after twelve years of darkness. 
RT Access door to statue installed. 

5 mike it 1990 Lantern interior replastered. 
1968 “Resources of Wisconsin’ a aia 

cleaned and varnished. G KAR 

gb gel YZ AY 1992 Nesting Boz for Peregrine Falcons placed. 

1958-1964 Electrical conversion from D.C. to A.C. W # \ 
1963 Exterior Floodlights replaced. i Bb \ 1982 Compression ring repaired. 

iy ody \\ 
ii (pay \i\ 

fj fe A ; yes V4 
1968 Inner Dome Cleaned i i SN a 

3 ——— Al 

1964 Exterior cleaning project. 4A Ye i 1989-1990 Complete renovation of dome windows 
of Y i (fifth level and above) undertaken. 
= y, GES ORES ON Cathedral windows exempted. 
Ler > sO d ceili t d and inted. i vay gees oes ceningi cleaned ond:irepaints a a onntlio <n 1979 Doors in Dome weatherstripped. 

cw =, 
1968 Stencils on Inner Drum Wall painted over. WA } ee 

yt | zi 1994-1995 Temperature controls for Twelfth Level replaced. 

1996 Statuary Project (ro9f repair, ei Sse 
statues reset, storm drains repair) BE i 5 

1966 Observation Deck Replacement. Fl) ! 2 

1972 Observation Deck rebuilt (eight drains installed) HS as . 
1987 Inspection of Observation Deck qa O i 1980 Museum placed in half of Passage. 

1996 Observation Deck rebuilt 4 Fy VS i 
y ae ] Raa! 1959 Tourist Booth opened. 

i ‘ Es | Fa SBI 1978 Information Desk installed. 
1969 Mosaics cleaned and repaired. a il HEE =p] R 

Set Ol 4 2, 1970s New sound system installed. 
1933 Veterans Memorial placed. ing! aed | Ee et V7 soa 

1975 Liberty Bell placed gee creeresenenerenm ey. U7 oe 1980 Bust 4 Rotet  Lofolutte piece ES ————————— | LY re | 1983 Wisconsin State Constitution placed. Rawssnea Al Motos Tt it dmm = = ie [psx | Hi 
=a eee ; tt BOO OE if i 

Bi — SS Spear o- 88 fi An fo ti ft IL [ = 
Epa et See eed oo = 

iii i Ton CLINI 
Bee a Ta sé —— 7 Onde ee LINE UIE 00 00 Oe) arsroric srrucrure Report 

fa eS Se ee SA LS See a 
AA i TT Tee, Tee Tl To aE [a aay WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL 
ZF ale BY Bill “il be Bo Lee CENTRAL PORTION 
SSS aS = inca ae eg, erst SS eens 

] A A UZ SR TRANSITIONAL 
N SECTION 

1968 Display cases placed in Rotunda Basement. 

i 1979 Rotunda Basement remodeled for din, 

Legislative Document Room and Mailroom. (® 
1930 Legislative Document Room and Mailroom close. we WS = 
1990-1995 Original air ductwork replaced + 

with North and West Wing Projects. NOT TO SCALE 

s



Tim eline 1912 Contract for carpentry work in interior of Dome awarded to J.H. Findorff, Madison, 

Wisconsin 

1900 : 1912 Donnelly & Ricci’s proposal to furnish model for Dome interior accepted 

1906 CG is hyd Cantolcnets 1912 Contract for ornamental iron work of Dome’s interior awarded to Hecla Iron Works 

1906 ec hae a ‘ite 8 architects for Panlicl 191 Contract for mason work for interior finish of Dome awarded to McNulty Bros. 

1906 meses . — d a ae et daca fviediaily oe praiothes 1912 One fourth of Podium Wall stone work is high enough to receive roof steel 

Son eee re ; P 1912 Full size details for Central Portion Interior complete 
1906 Exact center of new Dome determined : : : ages 

1907 Capitol C oe! ee ss fate 1912 Decorative Stained Glass Co. to execute mosaics under Cox’s direction 

Pepe teva nohrs : ; 1912 Electric lights placed in Basement of Central Portion to facilitate connecting ducts that serve 
1907 Woodbury Granite, Hardwick, Vermont, selected as contractor for exterior granite North and South Wings 

oat a Doris arnpiecnented todete . beste parfate for Central Portion foundation 1912 One-inch white eschallion marble wall lining to be used in entrances to restaurant in place of 

1907 Decision made to place statuary at Dome’s base instead of tourelles Know sical 

nek ae & ne Frente make ae podels 1912 Contract for electric work for Central Portion awarded to Paul F. Harloff Co. 
1908 Capitol Commission determines electrical current to be 110 D.C. & 220 volts ; : 

, 4 1913 Setting of stone on Dome begins 
1908 Dome design restudied | 1913 Dome ste aides 

1909 Contract for structural steel work awarded to Modern Steel Structural, Waukesha, Wiscon- i oon 
; 1913 Mosaic panel designs enlarged 

ae ; : 1913 Statuary groups placed at Dome’s base 
1909 Contract for foundation, excavation, mason, carpenter, and roofing work awarded to T.C. 4 Z 

Marnie. Madisnn Weta 1913 Light fixtures for restaurant determined 

c Dee Uesmnr ie oe 1913 Mosaics shipped to Madison 

1910 1913 Last cornice of Dome set 

1910 Construction of tunnel under Central Portion begins 1913 George B. Post dies; James Otis Post and William Stone Post direct the Post firm 

1910 Decision made to make Dome supports of reinforced steel 1913 Central Portion complete except for closing of window openings 

1910 Construction of pipe trenches in Basement begins 1913 Decision made to install bronze letters indicating “gallery” on frieze at Second Floor level of 

1910 Contract for building ducts under Central Portion awarded to J.W. Mitchell, Madison, gallery 

Wisconsin 1913 Building ready for marble finish 

1910 Modern Steel Structural Co. begins fabrication of Dome structure 1914 Decision made to use symbol of Wisconsin for Dome mural design 

1910 Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory inspects material required for superstructure of Central 1914 Partitions between Dome and wings removed - 

Portion 
1914 Statue hoisted to roof 

1911 Special apparatus constructed for erecting Dome superstructure 1914 Bronze letters Sc in galleries ; 

1911 Cornice and ribs in lantern design restudied 1914 Scagliola substituted for plaster in Dome columns 

1911 Carving of Dome’s statuary groups, designed by Karl Bitter, begins 1914 Mack, Jenney, and Tyler submit proposal for decorative finishes 

1911 Dome steel superstructure complete 
1914 Dome plasterwork damaged by rain as windows not yet installed 

1911 Decision made to make Rotunda’s Ground Floor interior an octagon 1914 Statue placed on lantern facing southeast according to George B. Post’s desire 

1911 Commission selects D. C. French to sculpt statue for top of Dome 1914 Mural in eye of Dome put in place 

1911 Dome proper complete 1914 Proposed change made for color scheme of Rotunda floor 

1911 Excavated dirt from South Wing and Central Portion used in grading park 1914 Mitchell Vance orders light fixtures 

1911 Kenyon Cox authorized to design mosaics for pendentives in Rotunda 1914 Mural ineye of Dome retouched 

1912 Edwin Howland Blashfield contracted to do mural for eye of Dome 1915 Scaffold ee Rotunda removed and offered for sale 

1912 Construction of ceiling over coffered dome begins 1915 Gold in mosaics discovered discolored ! ele 

1912 Scaffolding for interior of Great Dome built 1915 General Electric furnishes forty-eight search lights for exterior lighting of Dome 

1912 Contract for furnishing stone and marble for Dome awarded to Northwestern Marble and 1915 Ceiling panels for Basement restaurant painted in studio 

Tile Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota 1015 Berlin Rhyolite piers in Rotunda found to be deteriorating 

1912 Contract for furnishing and erecting heating and ventilating work for interior of Dome 1915 Center circular piece and eight surrounding pieces of Rotunda floor marble disintegrated 

anrdedta the Mucier Co: ; 1916 Defective Berlin Rhyolite piers replaced with Norwegian Labradorite granite 

1916 Marble in center of Rotunda floor replaced 
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1917 Restaurant in Rotunda Basement opens 1968 Rotunda coffered ceiling washed and painted; telescope scaffolding suspended from top of 

1917 Capitol Building Commission dissolved Inner Dome 

1917 Chapter 195 Laws of 1917 terminate Capitol Commission; building responsibilities trans- 1968 Rotunda mural cleaned, retouched, and varnished 

ferred to State Department of Engineering 1969 Glass mosaics cleaned and repaired in Rotunda 
a 1969 Storm water system replaced 

1920 Architect submits final bill for services in sum of $98.88; paid $308,345 to date or 5% of 1970 
building 1970s Sound system installed 

1923 Heat and Electrical Study conducted of Rotunda restaurant by C. White 1972 Observation Deck rebuilt 

1930 1973 Son of Kenyon Cox tells Tour Guide Marie Marty that he helped install mosaics in summer 

i of 1915 (mosaics actually installed in 1914) 
1931 Admission of public to top of Outer Dome discontinued; tours to top of Inner Dome 1978 Information desk planned for Ground Rotunda 

continued : ‘ ; 1979 Rotunda Basement converted to Legislative Document Room and Mailroom 

1932 Dome statue regilded; zinc chromate added to gild 1979 Energy conservation and ventilation improvements provide weatherstripping and sweep for 
1934 Original electrical switchboard replaced Dome doors 

1935 Capitol Plans updated 

1938 Legislators complain about poor telephone service at public phone booth in Rotunda 1980 ; 

1950 1980 LaFollette bust placed in Rotunda 

: io ; 1980 Museum placed in Passage 

1951 Architectural plans of building revised and updated 1980 Lantern relighted after 12 years of darkness; Lantern replastered; access door fitted to the 

1957 “Wisconsin” (“Miss Forward”) regilded, using aluminum paint and zinc chromate statue’s interior 

1957 Dome repointed; mortar cut from weathered or defective joints and defective joints 1981 Dome inspected 

repointed 1982 Specifications drawn for replacement of roofs on Sixth Floor Observation Deck, Ninth 
1957 Capitol Hostess Plan initiated by Governor Nelson; Rotunda booth set up to give tourist Level walkway, Tenth Level Walkway, and Third and Fourth Floors; observation deck to 

information and serve cheese samples be rebuilt 

1958 Plans begin for conversion from D.C. to A.C. electrical power 1982 Dome inspected; compression ring repaired 

1959 Tourist information booth opened by Governor Nelson 1983 Copy of Wisconsin State Constitution goes on display in Rotunda ; 

1960 1983 Dome recaulked 

1960 Demerepointed 1987 Master Plan developed for Capitol 
1962 Electrical Rewiring Study for D.C. and A.C. Conversion conducted amy eee P 

4 1987 Building rededicated 

ee 1988 _Statue’s interior examined 
— ~~ — ” eet ™ eens 1989 Windows replaced and repaired (Fifth Level and above) 

~~ a pie manos naawepmemstamisean 1989 Legislative Document and Mailroom closes in Rotunda Basement; space becomes storage 
1964 Electrical Rewiring Capitol to A.C. Dome Lighting & Cornice Lighting completed eS ; A i 

é 5 s area for Restoration Projects 
1964 Exterior Cleaning project 
1965 Capitol dedicated 1990 

1966 Architectural plans revised and updated 1990 Statue’s interior examined 

1966 Tile deck replacement of ObservationDeck 1990 Interior of Lantern replastered; new access panel placed in Lantern 

1966 Tuck pointing done; mortar cut from defective joints and polyethylene foam used when 1990 Fifth (Podium), Sixth (Observation Deck), Eighth (Stair Towers), Ninth (Upper Drum), and 

required : ; Lantern Level windows repaired and replaced 

1968 Display cases installed in Rotunda Basement 1990 Ninth, Twelfth, and Thirteenth Level windows completely renovated 
1968 Inner Dome cleaned and renovated 1990 “Wisconsin” regilded 

1968 Plumbing renovated 1990 Exfoliation inspection of exterior granite 
1968 Rotunda Drum stencils painted out 
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1990-95 Original air ductwork in Rotunda Basement replaced with North Wing and West Wing 

Projects 

1992 Nesting box for peregrine falcons placed at Lantern 

1993 Exterior survey and analysis of Dome, West Wing, and Northwest Pavilion 

1994 Surveys and analysis of Dome, West Wing, and Northwest Pavilion documented 

1994-95 Temperature controls for Twelfth Level replaced 

1996 Observation Deck rebuilt 

1996 Statuary Project 
1996 Dome repaired, tuckpointed, and recaulked 
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Chapter Three 

HISTORICAL RESEARCH 

tthe summit of an 85-foot hill straddling the isthmus between Lakes Monona and Mendota in 

Aw the dome of the Wisconsin State Capitol rises to a height of 267'-2" feet (as mea- 

ee ae ee ge a eee : = oo ae aes ured from the Ground Floor). The tallest granite-clad dome of any state capitol in the nation, 

aay =e = : ao : es eae ee iis ee = =< e : E eee tpt cage 3 its scale, in combination with a site that offers a prominent elevation within the city, results in an edifice 

Sg aa eee oe ee ee, ere eee that is somewhat larger than life. Visible throughout Madison and prominent from all points on the city’s 
see | a ips i es : ae : aan Se 2 2s —- fc: four lakes, the Capitol dome has become a symbol for both the city and the state. 

: =| : : : Sas i soe = a te So ss Peake : The Wisconsin Capitol is a statehouse of which her citizenry is suitably proud, a pride that brings 

Pr f = oe ki Se i ees, ao school-age youngsters daily to visit the building from districts across the state. The children, typically 
ena 7 Cen ~ fi DS Nace a | ne without reserve in expressing their appreciation of Wisconsin’s premier interior public space, will lie on 

———f rN 1 ‘ their backs on the marble Ground Floor to gaze up past the sumptuous gilded and marble surfaces into 

bk oS Yn oN 4 MADISON via the coffered dome. They remain transfixed, absorbing the timeless message that architect George Post 
oad a vale swe T ALLE ST ST ‘AT " imparted to this magnificent space, experiencing the associate sense of democracy that the building, 

f c os 2 - ve ay l Ari ; | | anc most specifically the Rotunda, takes as its theme. 

bs eo ee | i CAP | TO iE George Post’s design for the Central Portion of this building is wrought with a sense of populist democ- 

~ es = a - : : . ‘3 ry fe on Gon ves ' § = c racy consistent with the Progressive reform policies of Robert M. LaFollette, Wisconsin’s governor in 

sg ee i Ses A the first decade of this century. LaFollette appointed the Building Commission that established the de- 
: ee ea od eee j : i f . tailed design program for the new Capitol in 1904 and again in 1906.' The general concept behind the 

meme We ALAS LAL A design of the Rotunda, with the vertical flow of space culminating at the painting the “Resources of Wis- 
ng a , : —s mo v y i= consin,” was intended to uplift and inspire in a manner that reveals the former ecclesiastic symbolism of 

my tj e ri oes : f at the dome. Although this emblem of religious expression has been transformed into one of civic celebra- 

es a ccm ee i yen P tion, the building is intended to induce its citizenry to be, as individuals, among the “resources of Wis- 
ee ee nee consin,” In the midst of the high-minded iconography that characterizes the artwork of the Rotunda is a 

eee : : a a seer portrait bust of Robert M. LaFollette,? the only individual represented in this space. 

‘ The Rotunda, as a public space, is open and embracing. All are invited into and through it from the four 

axes that extend out equally from the central space into the city. The principal corridors leading from the 

: ; 3 Rotunda become formal walkways on the exterior, continuing to the city streets that radiate from the 

: : : — oS building. Whereas some statehouses are maintained apart from the urban fabric of which they area 

ee ee See ee component, the Wisconsin State Capitol and grounds function as a city center that is fully utilized as a 

public space to which all have claim. While the formal entrances designated by Post were indicated as 

Peure 3 Bu F the First Floor pavilions, positioned on the NE/SW and SE/NW axes, the accessibility of the building to 
Al 95 Os signboard, promoting the Wisconsin State Capitol, erroneously identifies the Capitol as th raileubliothr the ne te Practescive orincinles that make all Wisconsin 
having the tallest dome in the nation. Only partly true, Wisconsin has the tallest granite-clad dome general public through the primary axes suggest the Progre ig P 
of any capitol in the nation. citizens, at least in theory, the proprietors of this property. 

Photo: © Historic Photo Service-Madison, WI. 
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ee i £2 &S- =| > The style of the Capitol reflects the national resurgence of interest in Renaissance Revival formas inter- 
ae a seas eo ‘2 ee preted through the sensibilities of American designers schooled in the French Beaux-Arts method. The 
eee he get ee aoe 2 te ae Columbian Exposition of 1893 was the catalyst. This single event, celebrated by some and decried by 

: Po : “ L oe a a oe others as the death-knell ofa developing American Architecture,’ generated a pervasive influence in the 
a be ee r a = es design of civic buildings for the next several decades. Because the buildings of the fair were constructed 
" as 3 ? + c ae i Ce Ss ee as temporary structures without concern for permanent mechanical stability, they provided a catalog of 
2 ' Pll a& ee ere es « A B ..\ Fleune:S-2 stylistic effects that were removed from structural concerns and ata scale never attained by the sixteenth 
a € : eS oe 5 | Children visiting the Capitol on century Italians. In actual application, with structural steel being widely used by the turn of the century, 

fe. 5 sida a ae a school tours, are frequently seen buildings based on Renaissance stylistic prototype could be constructed, as at the fair, with little or no 
; o? SS iat lying on the Rotunda floor, gazing concern for the structural aspects of the forms utilized. Successful design, within the perimeters of this 
Se we en oo ; aesthetic, consisted of a concern with propriety, that the proportions of the compositional forms and 7. s, a & ~=~=—S_—~Photo: ™Joyce Inman Historic Inte- : Ce aaage 3 ie : a * 3 ee riors, Inc. their application in design would be used as historically prescribed, yet at a scale permitted by the use of 

structural steel. 

pw % ae F, pee The Exposition, staged by the elders of American Architecture, represented the high point of American 
h ee j Beaux-Arts planning and design. The works of the most prominent architects in the country and their 
d SS = | 2 a pal me ay coteries of skilled craftsmen and artisans were showcased in the “Great White City,” a setting designed 
a , Rast Bacon cs by the widely respected Chicago architect Daniel Burnham, Director of Works for the fair. Post was an 
5 af : oy = important contributor to the architectural scheme, with his Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, the 
2 Fe 4 oS ae ie largest structure at the fair, positioned prominently along the main lagoon. The architects and artists rep- 
1 i i pe r : i Figure 3-3 resented were primarily from the East Coast, as in the case of George Post. With the exception of the 

q ‘ if | : | 3 : Robert M. La Follette, former work of Louis Sullivan and a handful of others, the designs of the individual pavilions conformed to the 
fet! ES Governor and Senator, is the only general Beaux-Arts scheme. Some writers have commented on the sense of cultural inferiority that 

y, : am } a < 5 fediipien es ai i aseergaeiie he Burnham and his Chicago associates felt in planning the fair, and their willing deference to suchEast 
eet te Fe bs Tease) BAW I5 Biillaon Coast designers as Charles F. McKim of the famed New York City firm McKim, Mead and White and 

‘i a ee ee = Photo: Kahler Slater others.* 

Thirteen years later, Daniel Burnham, renowned for his efforts as a planner in such cities as Chicago, 

? San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. (work that largely resulted from his role at the fair), was hired by 

: Lew Porter of the Capitol Commission for a fee of $1,000 to assist the state in selecting the architect for 
S - \ . the new Capitol.’ In his nine-page response to the Commission, Burnham clearly favored Post’s 

=~. a We. ony ig ae plan is Virtually every aspect of his analysis. One factor that led to Burnham’s support of Bost 
i. Se Ca oe = Le eis ae g was his ag that the scale and form of the Post dome were superior to the designs submitted 

Oe 5 ig =a 4 5 ee oe Hig 34 by the other architects. Although offering a favorable critique of Milwaukee architect H. C. Koch’s 
whe te he e = : s : : Be ; Po eee is The exterior walkways leading to exterior, Burnham indicated his preference for the Post dome: 

Oe z z ny = : : Bs POR ‘as , Sy ay = piecirmnaese - er There are only two exterior designs that can be considered, namely: those of Koch and Post. I 
roe f 28 tl a er a 4 & ia } A Le all of which meet at the central take pleasure in saying that both of them are good architecturally and that each, in the main, fol- 

Ak sathig O= ata — Ss peek = Rotunda, : lows the canons of art applicable to the style chosen. The Post design, however, shows some- 
pa 1-2 Se = ae Puen CO Tisloric Photo Service thing more than mere scholarship. . . . This is due to the just treatment of the dome and platform 
SS EE Sc Madison, WI. through which the dome rises. The general mass is impressive and beautiful.’ 
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In his analysis of the Rotunda, Burnham found no equal to the Post scheme. He indicated to the Com- enced by those that preceded it and represents a continuation and, in many ways, the culmination of this 

mission that: tradition. Through understanding the historic development of the dome as an architectural feature, the 

the interior of the Post dome will be more impressive than that of the others; because for its em edad inaplomeaiaclon m Reclesheg eh Aipesieet State Conitols, inchuding the Wisconsin State 

height it has more breadth—an ideal proportion in fact, which is not shown by any of the de- Canitol, can be ae 

signers. The Post treatment is simple and direct and the arrangement of the parts of its design Because the dome is an architectural feature that bears a long historic tradition spanning several cultures, 

are those well known and long approved.® prior to its use in American architecture as a soaring symbol of democracy, it had numerous applications 

Burnham was apparently confident of the commission being awarded to Post because a good deal of his % 

letter offered recommendations concerning how the New York architect’s design might be modified if \ ae : 

selected. Relative to the dome, his suggestions included eliminating the lions on the pedestals of the bal- ha eg 4 ¥ oo 
ustrade surrounding the exterior observation area and scaling down the tourelles at the base of the drum. i : , tn: ies o er : 
Burnham’s concern that a degree of academic propriety be maintained in the design of Beaux-Arts ; ye eel ‘A Ps f <a a: ts 

structures was the basis for a great deal of his criticism. Le a \ ah we ee: 
bo a eS eee 

Burnham’s comments conceming “canons of art” and “ideal proportion” referred to a design sensibility oe re ek . Se 

that would have been cultivated by Post beginning with his training in the office of Richard Morris Hunt, a PN aC i 
where he studied as a member of Hunt’s atelier from 1855 until 1860. From the mid-nineteenth century ‘ : C 7 XS . oo, 

into the early part of the twentieth, the study of architecture at the famed Ecole des Beaux-Arts ensured et 4 a : + ui Fo a 
a successful professional life in this country. Many young American architects, Richard Morris Hunt be- 3 \ /. ‘a ei es “=e : 
ing the first, were trained either at the Ecole or in the ateliers of French architects who had studied there. toe a Se Y oe a Figure.3-6 
Upon return to the United States, these architects typically ran firms based largely on the French system. Sm ee ae | Daniel Burnham, a prominent Chicago architect 

Being schooled in the Beaux-Arts tradition implied, among other things, that the architect exhibited a a a and planner, was hired by the Capitol Commis- 
sensitivity toward proportion, which stemmed from the study of historical example. 5 : ae : os . o nus ‘ . A ca é a ie om “Nee maaan 1906 Comp rks an 

While Post’s flamboyance as a designer is evident in the complexity of details and picturesque effects in ose a s P fr ~~ e Ee a Pi i Photo: Painted portrait of Daniel Burnham by 
. . i A ; ‘ ; gore ff ee ome . 3 Zorn, 1899, reproduced in Daniel H. Burnham by 

the design of the Wisconsin State Capitol, the underlying proportions are, as Burnham pointed out, con- a fa ee Charles Moore* 

sistent with the established canons of design in the Renaissance revival mode. Post’s dome was influ- : r ; VEST eE E: 

: ' ee ; 

Be aoe nN Ne ! | The 1893 World's Columbian Ex- oS 7 ee 
1 ee . m ne a Wee “yeaa wail 8%, position, held in Chicago, Ill., oe . 3 SER i, F igure 3-7 ; f 
Citukek welt | ta CE featured buildings by the most Besse) hone } 2 Post's proposed section, submitted 

PE — : as ae wigs oe ae | - «= prominent American architects. be: EE la ees ie ; as part of his entry to the Wiscon- 
ie i 7e : ee i} i eS ue ~< YG Ses Zs The Manufactures and Liberal = OE is oe : ae Slee mat = xg sin State Capitol Competition, re- 

a ae <j fee (; oe Aw eS a. were Bae Arts Building, on the left in this ae ir aac NOOCSS i oo8 2 j pl : veals elements incorporated into 

Beas. | hing So, photograph, was designed by te eventual design = 
Sy o a Se 2S a oe mow George B. Post. Ps ie. iy ee : Co ee oe ee Photo: State Historical Society of 

r oe 2 (Photo: Library of Congress Bors ee aa Boas es Wisconsin Whi (X3) 29574



and reflected the state of building technology in a given epoch. The earliest use of a fully developed oculus from the pavement below. The ribs that meet at the circular opening provide a thick latticed 

dome occurred in Rome in the first century A.D. Centuries in developing, the early structural properties framework that carries the sunken panels or coffers visible within the rotunda. The design of the coffers 

of the dome stemmed from a Roman proclivity for engineering arches and vaults. was intended to diminish the amount of material requiring the support of the ribs, and the associate 

weight and thrust.’ The Pantheon has provided the classical model for architects since the fifteenth cen- 

Historical Influences tury. Study of ancient Roman architecture, particularly the Pantheon, was considered a necessary com- 

ponent of a complete architectural education for hundreds of years. 

Ancient Rome oe OR ae 

Long before the birth of Christ, domes were constructed by ancient Romans for public baths and small ie St . RB / f S : oy . . : i : - = ie 

temples, with application later extending to residential use. The earliest domed roofs were quite small he ‘ aS SA ie = a ie Sy) we 

and typically part of a larger structure, as with the anterooms of Roman baths built in the last century A BIS NR | ea 
B.C. The form was also utilized, typically constructed in concrete, in early Roman peripeteral temples oS SS AS 
(such as the Temple of Vesta at Tivoli). The use of domes were restricted to these building types until, Sn i | : i iS Le te = oa 
gradually, they were included in the design of palatial residences such as Nero’s Golden House (64-68) Sa a 2 iy . == — 

and the House of Augustus (8 1-96). In these later examples, the domes were in the form of cloister ee _ sss IG el | i y , F x 
vaults, situated in polygonal rooms with recessed walls that merged gradually into the spherical cap near 1 Se See 

the crown.? i 

The Pantheon Wa ee EN se Te 

The culmination of ancient Roman dome building resulted in the Pantheon, a structure that provided the \ ; : : a a — 

essential and often imitated prototype for the designers of the Italian Renaissance and every generation ‘ i ey 4 s a z 0 a4) Se Ge 

since. Built under the Roman emperor Hadrian (emperor, A.D. 117-138), with the probable assistance z ine F i, te ieee ae oe on 5 . a Se 

of the architect Decrianus, the Pantheon (dome constructed A.D. 117-138) was the result of centuries 2 ee 2 mn - es oe Deice. courtucted 117-38 A.D. 
of experimentation with constructing cupolas, arches, and vaults of brick and stone. The Romans had — daa ee ie Architect: Decranius, under the Roman Emperor 

begun building stone cupolas, considered a precursor to the dome, 1,500 years earlier. Long before the a peace erates ae ee Hadrian , : 

construction of the Pantheon, the smaller proto-domes were typically constructed of rough or worked aaa Foto: Roman Architecture by G. 1. Riviora” 
stone, laid up in flat circular courses. Once concrete was developed and used as a building material by 

the Romans, in the last century B.C., the character of Roman construction was altered and larger, more a 

daring structures were attempted. The Pantheon represents a significant culmination in the long evolution atm ee 
of the dome as an architectural form that could not have occurred had it not been for the use of con- KO " ae ae Ss. = 

crete.!° res | Se 

In building the Pantheon dome, a double wall was fused with a core of concrete in the massive drum. ee es = -scractgeintas ae Stee 
The dome structure springs from within the drum at a level below the external cornice, with the wall act- a s eae are oho ape 

ing as a solid and powerful abutment that extends to the haunches of the vault. Above, a stepped mass | on: ae 4 As Figure 3-9 

of masonry, becoming thinner and less weighty as itrises, is carried over the haunch to effectively offset i | a | Rowe; Bees, Ee 
: Ie ; i Dome constructed 117-38 A.D. 

any tendency to yield to the force of the thrust. At the Ground level of the interior, a Corinthian order is JI : Architect” Decrantus. under the 

in place, surmounted by the attic and carried around the wall, whereas the exterior wall is plain.!! ; ee Roman Emperor Hadrian 
Si _ SS : = Sa Photo: Roman Architecture by 

Within the Pantheon rotunda, the vast dome measures 144 feet in diameter, the same height as the A ee Bee Riviora* 
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OIA, ee esd Silane See < SA emerged that did not ascribe to such concepts as the use of the classical orders. Stylistically, the term 
LG Sess Byzantine refers to a mix of Greek, Roman, and Oriental elements, adapted to new uses and “fused 
DEE: E 1 i - _ into a radically new and distinctive style of entire consistency and great nobility.” 

" 2 PR Nie Saas AR * a By the sixth century, domed structures had become widely used in Byzantine architecture, most com- 
Pcs ies ee u it st : e A ata : monly adapted in ecclesiastic situations, especially martyria and basilicas. Martyria, structures intended 
es oS ee = A aa Stale a 2 to celebrate the lives of martyrs, were typically cruciform in plan and domed at the center, being stylisti- 
De ds Tt} as en nr i —p . eee cally consistent with the domed tombs and mausoleums constructed by Roman nobility before the relo- 
ert [o. ea Ae : ae ee cation to Constantinople. Referred to as a Greek Cross or Cross in Square, this plan was distinct from 
Leper crete i a Sane that used in basilicas, which was based on an elongated rectangle with a central nave and an apse at one 
it thay ih 7 us it ; fr Bees, oer end. Basilicas functioned initially as Roman civic halls and evolved, by the fourth century, into Christian 
H ae 5 freer) reer) Wife KG religious buildings adapted to conform to the liturgical process. Byzantine architecture was characterized 
UPaTe ili es i [SI , i ehh es by the use of opulent materials, such as variously colored marbles, and elaborate decorative schemes 
Bin a oe =) foo rf ay based on sinuous and entwined abstracted shapes that deviated considerably from the iconographic 
aioe 2] \ sensibilities that typify ancient Rome. 

fs as ig a = 5 = I 1 
St. Sophia 

i ue et}! ia =| Fil =] =| ey St. Sophia, constructed in Constantinople, has long been considered the greatest domed Byzantine 
a Jel — 22 structure. Because of fires, the church was rebuilt several times, with the construction of the current 
Peers 1 ae com church taking place under Emperor Justinian and dedication occurring on 27 December 537. Anthemios 
{jms i Le=k He = | = a of Tralles, a famous mathematician, and Isadorus of Milentus were the architects; though this is the only 

—— jw et —_—— = building known to have been designed by either.'* The dome, with a diameter of 100 feet, was 
me ae > Se Se ——s structurally unsupported and survived only twenty years, being brought down by a series of earth- 
i a Hen ; “a 1 = ras quakes in 558. Its instability was attributed to the inadequacy of the lateral supports." 

fj eS a ae T on ah sank ssetiansHiah i emaiesnness In rebuilding the dome between 558 and 563, Isadorus the Younger directed that the central portion be 

Bees ee, ~ eet ee] «Dome Constructed 117-38 A.D. : : g, consider e a design without close 
Architect: Decranius, under the Roman Emperor antecedents, is sometimes referred to as a domed basilica because it has a longitudinal axis and rows of 
Hadrian : 3 columns on either side of the nave, though the large dome is positioned in the center of the structure 

EE i Diagram: Roman Architecture by Riviora* rather than at one end.'’ This combination of form resulted in an interior where the play of light 
and dark, solid and void create a wholly unclassical ambiance and a sense of mystery characteris- 

The Byzantine Empire tic of Byzantine buildings. In St. Sophia, steep triangular pendentives, separating the arches and vaults 

Byzantine, as a term describing an epoch, refers to the time following A.D. 324, when the relocation of = ore so —- Ken surfaces, support the weight of the dome and its drum, which has been 
the seat of power of the Roman Empire to Constantinople took place. Although the city was the site of Pierced with a series of tightly placed arched windows. 
the former Greek colony Byzantium, the term Byzantine is a convention of modern historians."? Be- Later Renaissance architects considered the pendentive to be a Byzantine characteristic, especially 
cause every effort was made to make the new capital as commodious as Rome had been, aqueducts, when treated to the elaborate surface ornamentation that was also characteristic.'® St. Sophia exhibits a 
religious buildings, and palaces were constructed after Roman precedent following the move. Within geometric complexity of plan, which makes it an anomaly in Byzantine architecture. The type of plan 
200 years, the classical conventions of ancient Rome began to fall away anda highly original style most frequently associated with Byzantine ecclesiastic architecture is the Greek Cross, consisting ofa 
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circle inscribed in a square and capped by a central dome. The simplicity of this scheme provided an The Italian Renaissance 

Opportunity for the lavish embellishment that often included glass mosaic and painted surfaces, which The term Renaissance, literally meaning “rebirth,” was adopted by early fifteenth century Italian writers. 
‘ + 19 : 

were so valued in Byzantine culture. It was used to describe the restoration of ancient Roman standards and motifs in Italian art and architec- 

ture beginning in the early fifteenth century and extending through the end of the sixteenth century. It was 

aperiod of great development in all of the arts, including sculpture, painting, architecture, and urban 

planning. Although the Catholic Church of Rome provided the umbrella of patronage that fostered the 

high cultural attainments of the Italian Renaissance,” the period was also fueled by a new interest in hu- 

co manism and the associate desires for a “luxurious and specious style of palatial architecture, drawing its 
A inspiration from the monuments of imperial Rome.””' 

eo” ace ek. i b Filippo Brunelleschi (1377-1446) began to incorporate the dome as an architectural motif in his ecclesi- 

a a BS Ae fi zi Zz astic designs constructed in the city of Florence after 1418. Brunelleschi’s domed structures, often con- 
ES coal eke : : ee : . 4 

gall am f a ? fs ae sidered to mark the beginning of the Italian Renaissance, were based on Roman prototype, particularly 
op eeeeel ee ee teu a i i i’. i i i m ts Boe eee Be . ERAN Constantinople: Si. Sophia, Exte- te Espen, which he had measured and studied. Brunelleschi’s earliest shh were eee built 
ee ae om aad if pcre a rior with a basilica-type floor plan that retained many Gothic components, often implementing a long nave 

EG Beem Nea ey a en eee’: § Dome constructed 558-563 A.D. (designed for the processional) with a crossing just before the alter above which the dome was posi- 
eRe Ri Ween eres Ais sa Fess Architects: Anthemios of Tralles : aes 1: : are 

fae larg Head tpg te ad ec Tae of Milent tioned. Although the application of a dome to a basilica-type plan resulted in a combination of form con- 
Seg ee same “temas? and Isadorus of Milentus; i : ae bi ee oe : jf : Rebuilt by Isadorus the Younger ee times, even if utilized in St. Sophia, rere ae a 

eee Stroman a S Sinise pea jae, Photo: Byzantine Architecture by naissance. This was partly the result of the consistent use of this sort of plan in the Gothic churches built 

Sima enter e Sai sy ee as Cyril Mango* throughout Europe, beginning in France, in the mid-twelfth century. 

22 BRS Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore 

ages ae ee aS ees = For the Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore in Florence (1357-1471, with construction of the dome be- 

Sl Oe aia ie eS Ser ginning in 1420), Brunelleschi designed a dome with a diameter only three feet less than that of the Pan- 
SM ge ne Sa i ee se oes E 7 E 

Eyes Seri eee pe “> SS ae theon and a height that more than doubled it. In the early fifteenth century, Florence was a wealthy in- 

(ia se ; Bees woe sna ese tree ee " ae . 

ae mee We Fee ee tac ae do MEG fo eT iri : eee ee SO AN Ea 

iret eS Sao sf Bi Figure 3-12 ae pete cn als aoe ae inte Figure 3-13 

| Se SAS Se sf fe} Constantinople: St. Sophia, Inte- ay ee nas MQegae es = Constantinople: St. Sophia, Capi- 
cee Sid - 5 ce > 7 hg rior ire OTD Bays Vet ee mace po e tal of Main Order 

ne ¥ Ca ites 3h ae tad pet Dome constructed 558-563 A.D. j ele Sens tf faba ae a ott =| Dome constructed 558-563 A.D. 
be pees ) - arr es , ‘ § = Architects: Anthemios of Tralles ae = eZ ay eae ee Architects: Anthemios of Tralles 

Ge ee Ee eee ae and Isadorus of Milentus; epee 4d Pa ah es and Isadorus of Milentus; Rebuilt 
ee ale ge Rebuilt by Isadorus the Younger (ze casadinoaene aes LS by Isadorus the Younger 

ei oe Photo: Byzantine Architecture by Pe Ae. «Photo: Byzantine Architecture by 
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dustrious city, located in the middle ofa lush agricultural belt. The large dome, intended as an expression ms uae bos j = cae ee 

of civic pride, was constructed at a height of 310'-0", including its lantern. Stylistically, the form of the ae ays ; ds pe eS ie : 
dome was not derived from a classical Roman source, but instead represents a hybrid in terms of both eee x ae es ee 

design and structure. Although the dome shows a stylistic affinity with the Gothic for its overall outline ee. > i : ae ee 2 

that features curved white ribs springing up to the center, its engineering technique is considered Renais- ae: a oy be i lah a 
sance, especially for the use of herringbone brickwork in the Roman manner. With the skeleton of the p ape fo ay a NS ae ca 
dome completed in 1436, Brunelleschi won a second competition for the design of the lantern, which he pees < ge > he y N cee & 
proposed in the form of an octagon to be constructed in marble.” oe ~ A = aes i a hae 

At the time of its completion, the dome of the Florence Cathedral was the largest on any structure and ee < ey penesanenya ny — 
was the first to employ a double masonry vault in its construction. This technique was intended to pre- L ' a a Tuga yn rd - bi 
vent dampness from affecting the inner dome and to produce an effect of greater “magnificence and ae @ i © FARSI i 7 

amplitude.” Although it appears that the eight principal ribs set at the angles are supporting the a a | Sa a — 
imposing dome structure, there are actually an additional sixteen ribs along the sides. The ribs rise er : i ele Tae ie : Figure 3-14 
in a pyramidal manner, contracting as they approach the crown, tying together the two vaults, and : alg ag Feta a spi aii yee, Florence: Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore, 
providing the support necessary for the lantern. According to Rivoira, “This system was based A Oe = os (eo = cs ! cae =, Dome Exterior 
upon Brunelleschi’s study of Roman principles of radial ribs in domes, and of the device of the MOE Sarva, Se fa eae teem §=— Dome constructed 1420-71 
chambers connecting the attic of the outer drum of the Pantheon with its great dome with the object Tey Me z i , ni Big NADA’ BY erpsiert, Jee. Pree ees . 

ee : A‘ . ee dae Tse | fe) ELUTE Photo: Character of Renaissance Architecture by 
of strengthening it. He also made use of the elements and lessons to be found in the medieval build- Lee i eee ed | ees «© Charles Moore* 
ings before his time.”™ For its scale and construction techniques, the Cathedral of Florence set a 
standard that was looked to again and again in dome design and construction. 

The Italian High Renaissance 4 (roe 

St. Peter’s Cathedral / uf Baad ‘<\ 
With papal patronage centered in Rome, the major developments of the Italian High Renaissance took Ws A pi! al eae \ 
place there, facilitated by the ascendancy of Julius II in 1503. Although in his sixties, Julius was a militant bo Ag ea hoe } 
and energetic pope, responsible for establishing the borders of the Papal States as they would remain i i fs iB 4 perk ay 
until the 1860s. Setting out to transform Rome from a medieval city into one based on classical ideals of : fs il a | Ao Ne ey 
the earlier Romans, Julius II oversaw the demolition and rebuilding of entire sections of the city.” Efe PN Bite Fee Pall 
One of the casualties of Julius’ program was the demolition of the Vatican Basilica of St. Peter, ri f : sy a 3 | is ee + | ‘all 
which had been constructed 1,100 years earlier over the tomb of the sainted Apostle Peter.”° Julius Ny i | | | w a! af S ‘4 \ te I 
Il insisted that the older basilica, constructed during the pontificate of Silvester, threatened immi- fe Ac | | 4 by S | “| \o3 ki | fr 
nent collapse.” 

N * eck i Lary i : Figure 3-15 ; ‘ 
Julius II actually had the structure demolished to make way for the new St. Peter’s, which was to be \ € Ss i! , r ene gies al of Santa Maria del Fiore, 
based on a Greek Cross plan and crowned with a massive dome, as designed in 1506 by the architect Veda S if ET As dod, 5 ed 1420-71 
Donato Bramante (1444-1514). Construction of St. Peter’s went on for well over the next century, lle ae wy” Architect: Fillippo Brunelleschi 
with the great Cathedral completed twelve architects and twenty-two popes later.8 The tomb of St. ri Diagram: History of Italian Renaissance Art by 
Peter was to remain at the crossing beneath the dome, which, as designed by Bramante, recalled the Frederick Hartt* 

dome of the Pantheon, though it was set on a Corinthian colonnade that functioned as a drum, elevating 
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the dome structure and its lantern. At the time of Bramante’s death in 1514, the walls of St. Peter’s in- as colossal.” Completed after his death, but in accordance with his scheme, the dome of St. Peter’s 

cluded the four arches of the dome; the Corinthian order, including the shafts, capitals, and entablatures; was described by architectural historian Charles Moore, who noted the rather serious inherent structural 

and the pendentives. Much of the nave of the old basilica remained in place, and a temporary structure difficulties: 

sheltered the tomb of St. Peter.” 

Following the death of Bramante, Raphael (Raffaello Sanzio, 1483-1520) was made the Master of the % 

Works, but his tenure was short-lived because he died a young man, in 1520, only six years later. Work @ 

slowed significantly for the next quarter century, under the supervision of Antonio da Sangallo (1483— dH 
1545), due to political unrest in Rome. (i> 

er aa 
Aaah 

Michelangelo’s St. Peter’s Cathedral Ae 

Following Sangallo’s death in 1545, Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-1564), at the age of seventy-two, jee Ll Fr 

was given charge of the dome. When Michelangelo took over the project, few actual advances in the se — “> 

construction of the Cathedral had been made since the death of Bramante. In the developing alternative hy a i oN 

plans, both Raphael and Sangallo had forsaken the Greek Cross scheme, each advocating a basilica = oa a 
plan for the church that featured a long nave. The construction of these designs was never started. Al- yy a 4 ) 

though he had claimed great respect for Bramante’s dome, Michelangelo modified it extensively. Ties Ee 

Michelangelo returned to the central plan, but altered Bramante’s scheme to amplify the prominence of ie anaes | Fe nt | ana 
the dome, presenting a central dome “resting on piers ofa dimension that Bramante would have refused Ha Hl if tal a i , ny uh i li 4 % ¢ Dome S p45 SAE: ip Bud el LI REEL eles tts Be ‘ome: St. Peter's, Dome Section 

pews OSE §=©— Designed 1506 
Eos ee _ Architect: Donato Bramante 
iF ea a oT Wa Section and Elevation: Character of Renaissance 

. gst ts A — re Architecture by Moore* 

AR Patra e ee =. eS ye Cea ery os SS | A 4 
oC es... ao) i c = an a a 

CT ara | (7 Pag TPA op A | i oe ti 
ye ft we rau OS gt —— ert 

Pisa sn’ (sé [pal ie : | | | 1 Te 
q i : He q i gt | } 

ea Sg = an SS / == 
i TiC EB | LC come 
| Dea pe Figure 3-16 <== > Bodh Rome: St. Peter's, Revised Plan 
PIS - a cay yf Rome: St. Peter's, Original Plan aS hg 7 “aii Designed 1546 
@: LA | | a e Designed 1506 ®y Architect: Michaelangelo 

Soong _ ay oO Architect: Donato Bramante 2 __ wo Fee - Buonarroti 

Ceara meteie ty bad 4 Plan: An Outline of European Ar- pee fae Plan: An Outline of European Ar- 
orem i eens ~—— chitecture by Nikolaus Pevsner* i nis chitecture by Pevsner* 
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cee ok oa aie os ae In conformity with Bramante’s project, he made the drum massive at the base and thinner above, but in 

e a ae ce a i per au mS place of Bramante’s external colonnade surmounted by a solid ring of masonry, forming a continuous 

i = ae ae i i | tt nis ee se, sia abutment at the springing of the vault, he substituted a series of sixteen isolated buttresses, and raised 

Boe get the dome so high above them that they do not meet the thrusts at all. The drum is carried up above the 

4 . a al VN ~ oo buttresses so as to form an attic over the top of the order with which the buttresses are ornamented, and 

b : (jj t= : | i SN from the top of this attic the dome is sprung. The stepped circles of abutting masonry at the haunch are 

a if | i i | yy omitted, and instead of one solid vault shell, such as Bramante intended, Michelangelo’s project pro- 

f S ge oo a mail| vided for a variation of Brunelleschi’s double vault, and was to include three separate shells. The inner 

: rie Pe Lea i shell was to be hemispherical (Michelangelo thus showing that he appreciated the superior character of 

: ae Wee ray 2 ya he the dome of the Pantheon and that of Bramante’s scheme to the dome of Brunelleschi as to internal ef- 

ee | | 4 i ly E i | ; fect), while the other two were to be pointed, with diverging surfaces. Following Brunelleschi, he intro- 

j i eS ee: ru) duced a system of enormous ribs rising over the buttresses of the drum, and converging on the opening 

ff ; Perea Y er Li " at the crown of the vault. These ribs unite the outermost two shells, extending through the thickness of 

= nee 5s fi Peo ie both and support the lantern.*! 
Ten eae his! “Poet ||. sy a i 
Ci ta i j oe 4 Pi ae fark Bacilioal: Doe Stylistically, St. Peter’s marks the transition between the High Renaissance and the Baroque. Whereas 

aca ne a et — Dome Constructed 1546-64 Bramante expressed the structure of his dome and its relationship to the Roman Pantheon through his 

aa a —— Architect: Michelangelo Buonarroti stepped roof, Michelangelo attempted to disguise his structure, showing a greater concern with achiev- 

ae le s = i = : a fee iy iS, els aad = sod enicosrnu ce ceghiamipsncintonn cd ing sculptural interest and decorative effect. Through the expression of plasticity in the wall surfaces, 

aN NS bl BOE Michelangelo returned to a sumptuousness that recalls St. Sophia, though the Christian iconography of 

St. Peter’s represents the height of the humanist Renaissance. The Greek Cross plan established by 

a Bramante was made even more daring by Michelangelo, who provided less of a base for his dome, 

: <_ which harkened back to a sense of geometric simplicity that, as in Byzantine culture, invited ornamental 

i dh ; features, be they intrinsic or applied. 

e lige = : As Moore alluded, perhaps Michelangelo should have been less concerned with effect and more con- 

. a cerned with the mechanics of his structure. As had Brunelleschi, whose Florence Cathedral he had ini- 
a yA a i tially hoped to surpass in scale, Michelangelo implemented a system of chains used to physically tie the 

ee tf, Ope] = a dome together. A great amount of structural failure, including cracks in the dome several inches across, 

ce yey 1 , i eventually showed itself in Michelangelo’s dome. Nonetheless, it provided inspiration to architects 

ee fy a a i : \ . aN \\ throughout Europe and a prototype utilized in the Baroque churches and palaces of Europe and, toa 

9 i Hel ee I | ‘ ' : , : lesser extent, England. 

| ere ecet Palladianism 
4 ery ca Pera ES Of the generation following Michelangelo, Italian architect Andrea Palladio (1508-80) incorporated 

| | ill | OE le ia domes in several of the villas that he designed to be constructed in the Italian countryside. Whereas 
| sae bs ub Mest A Contented 1 S46 L Michelangelo tended toward the Baroque in designing St. Peter’s, Palladio sought to return to a classi- 

E qe aoe ete hc Architect: Michelangelo Buonarroti cal reticence that emphasized geometry of plan and general simplification of form. Through these two 

a hia —— S za Section and Elevation: : Character of Renaissance men, the interpretation of classical form settled onto two divergent paths that would continue in subtle 

See ee ee SEN eee opposition for the next several centuries: the classical versus the picturesque. Palladio, a Neo-Platonist, 
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believed the architecture of the ancient Romans had attained the Platonic Ideal and could not be im- was celebrated as an architectural feature and embellished with great enthusiasm. In ecclesiastic design, 

proved upon. Therefore, as a part of his self-training, he studied only the ancient Roman monuments, the basilica plan returned to prominence, as opposed to the Greek Cross, and the dome typically was 

which he supplemented with readings on architecture by the ancient writer Vitruvius, who described positioned above the central crossing or at the altar. Standard ornamentation included elaborate and illu- 

stringent rules for proportion relative to “correct” design.” To Palladio, the example provided by the sionistic architectural murals and gilded plaster elements for the interior and a sculptural program for the 

ancient Roman Pantheon was preeminent. exterior. 

In his concern with implementing the “Ideal” in architectural form, Palladio consciously turned away 

from any tendency toward excess and sought to impart an organic quality to his villas that visually rene Raroane 
melded them with the landscape. Concerning this characteristic, Nikolaus Pevsner wrote, “Here for the France, tending to be anti-Roman though Catholic, was the site of a rather diluted form of Baroque ar- 

first time in Western architecture landscape and building were conceived as belonging to each other, as chitecture. One of the few monuments that might be considered fully expressive of this interest was the 

dependent upon each other.” Church of the Invalides in Paris (1680-91), designed by Jules Hardouin-Mansart (1646-1708), also 

known for his work on the Palace of Versailles. The dome of the church has been described as a 

Villa Capra “French version of St. Peter’s.”3’ In this design, Hardouin-Mansart used a centralized plan that re- 

Villa Capra (circa 1550-54), built near Vincenza, Italy, is among the most influential of Palladio’s villas. sulted in unusual and sometimes unsettling architectural effects. ei <inehe chapels eee on the 

The design is fully symmetrical, utilizing a Greek Cross and dome. Although it bears these characteristics scone ae moet? ei ie eee ee Cipennally cape 

in common with St. Peter’s, the similarities end there. Based on a classical temple with a front portico, conte ne Ths — ae ee eeiulating oie Oe Te i Sete bre haiee’ 
Villa Capra was designed with four porticos, each aligned with a cardinal point, radiating outward from and restrained, expressing more a sense of French absolutism than Catholic effervescence. 

the central dome. The four porticos each commanded a different view of the landscape and varying at- . 

mospheric qualities, depending on the time of day. The villa, though austere with its flat walls, unadomed pee erenmaisie: St. Fael's Enter 
pediments, Ionic order, and simple stepped dome, was based on proportional relationships carefully In 1675, just halfa decade before breaking ground for the Church of the Invalides in Paris, Christopher 

worked out by the architect. Wren (1632-1723) began work on rebuilding St. Paul’s Cathedral in London, the dome of which was 

completed between 1704 and 1709. Although St. Paul’s was constructed for the Church of England, 
Palladio’s influence spread as a result of a publication he issued in 1570. Quattro libri dell’architettura Wren had difficulty breaking with the Catholic past of England in terms of ecclesiastic design. Wren de- 

featured the designs and completed works of the architect, though in his diagrams and renderings of signed fifty-one churches for construction around London between 1670 and 1677, to replace those 
completed buildings, discrepancies sometimes existed that enhanced classical features. Consistent with burned in the Fire of London of 1666. Many had domes, although the plans were varied, most being in 
his architectural philosophy, the presentation of an idealized scheme would not have been inconsistent the basilica style. 

with his larger architectural objectives (if the representation came closer to the “Ideal” than did reality). 

It was through this work that his architectural vocabulary was eventually disseminated to the English 

Neo-Palladians of the following century and, later, to Thomas Jefferson, who considered Palladio’s : : 

work to represent a studied interpretation of the ancient Roman monuments, an architectural vocabulary ct = a, 
he considered appropriate for the new Republic. ‘ t a or os 

The European Baroque —— | on i ie ns 

Counter to the leanings of Palladio, the Baroque influence of St. Peter’s spread throughout Italy and the | ; . oe le | 7 : " is 5 seer ae 

Catholic countries of Europe. Characterized by a continuation of Renaissance form, the Baroque was | | et i a ; Fe | ee i leo? a fedip. Ville: Cupra: ae. 

based entirely on the classical orders, though the interpretation was far looser. Curved sinuous plans, = a al | === ee ior 

contrasting surface contours, dramatic lighting effects, naturalistic sculpture and realistic painting are ee Ne ea [ae Bea Constructed ca. 1550-4 
typical of Baroque design** As the mechanics of dome design became more fully understood and build- : : Architect: Andr ea Palladio 

ers became more facile with the construction of domes, they were provided with increasingly lush and See aa er ee ee A ee . 
extravagant ornamentation. In Italy and Spain, and later in France, England, and Germany, the dome en er _ : 
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St. Paul’s Cathedral represented Wren’s masterpiece and his most highly influential design. Although 

initially designed in a Greek Cross, Wren modified the plan to be of the basilica type with a long central 

nave that has much in common with earlier English Gothic churches. This system of an elongated choir ee ee 

and wide transept, features typically not used by Italian architects, was in keeping with English tradition. et 

The dome was designed twice by Wren, with the first scheme rejected because of anticipated structural oo Ba oe - a 

aa ; hea be oo 

pei oS eg a 0 eas eo 
—- ee ae ne So 

a latieitiettey ll! | meme meen 8 8 = Figure 3-24 
Tee © me ORME BEL §©—§— London: St. Paul’s Cathedral, Dome 

i EG | ee eae eek = Dome Constructed 1704-09 
- yemeupeeeenee oa ee | 1g, goed 4 : Se » Architect: Sir Christopher Wren 
i : A peat ee a oe Pie | 5 Bee ie cote eae ' : 
« ee Heif § ep ce Sere ee §=6¢ =©=6—6 Photo: Character of Renaissance Architecture by 
Psa Umea Cl a Tee | Moorc* 
fe en Sr ee ee eee Figure 3-22 SS eens 

i le=th bd a oe Paris: Church of the Invalides, Exterior 
ee eee eee §©6Constructed ca. 1691 ; a ec OLA ES Architect: ie eI 3 vee ee ak | rchitect: Jules Hardouin-Mansart : Ae 5 a a 

fm rape “anemeeneiel Aa f= Photo: 17th and 18th Century Art by Julius S. Held Ci i? a = 
Sa aaa and Donald Posner* Ng ¥ y oe 

res ee “aad 

— Te ‘T \ 
it ! a f << RM, WL 9 

: Fs Figure 3-23 Py We | 
+ E if Paris: Church of the coud Hey al a 
i i Ms : sa Rimes eae ag : 
tl — 2. \ & Invalides, Original Plan oat Veto Figure 3-25 

hy — s é col ry as Cs eid D as a ey a Pe fume i; ; Designed ca. 1680 Vy ae London: St. Paul’s Cathedral, 
rm : e Pgh — aay! = Architect: Jules Hardouin fe Ca i Dome Section 

i] : s > i i Mansart Ser ys, Pee Dome Constructed 1704-09 

re ; Plan: Baroque Europe by KK Se Yate | | Architect: Sir Christopher Wren 
= HERE CY = Harold Busch and Bernd ba at 1 | — Section: Character of Renaissance 

By Lohse* 4 «| 1! | Architecture by Moore* 
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difficulties. The first design contained architectural components that appeared to combine elements of German Baroque 

Bramante’s dome for St. Peter’s with elements of the dome constructed according to Michelangelo’s Due to the detrimental economic effects of the Thirty Year War (1618-1648), Baroque designs were 

design.” not implemented in Germany until the early eighteenth century. At that time, the “German empire” re- 

Charles Moore described the dome of St. Paul’s, as built, as follows: ferred to those lands controlled by the house of Hapsburg, which was based in Vienna and exercised a 

range of authority encompassing an area only slightly larger than modem Austria. What is currently con- 
In elevation a great dome, in outline not very unlike the one first intended, rises over the cross- sidered Germany was, then, a conglomeration of small states divided by religious affiliation. Bavaria and 

ing; the nave and aisles are vaulted with small domes on the pendentives of peculiar form, and Austria in the south were Catholic, whereas the states in the north were predominately Lutheran. The 
the piers of the interior are faced with a great Corinthian order of pilasters. That Wren worked architectural forms of the Baroque made greater inroads in the southem provinces because of their ties 

with constant reference to St. Peter’s as the main source of his inspiration, is clearly enough toRomanGatholiciaat. 

manifested in the general scheme. . . 
The German Baroque first manifested itself in Vienna, with formally exuberant churches and sumptuous 

The structural system of this dome is peculiar. From eight piers, arches and pediments are palatial residences being the result. Eminent among the Viennese architects of the early German Baroque 

tumed, forming the circular bed from which the drum rises to a great height, and froma level far was Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach (1656-1723), whose designs reveal a studied knowledge of 
below the top of this drum, a dome of double masonry, of slightly oval form, is sprung. The such Italian Baroque masters as Gianlorenzo Bernini (1598-1680) and Francesco Borromini (1599— 
drum is double, and the inner wall, which carries the dome, inclines inward, as in the rejected 1667). In the last church he designed, the Karlskirche (Church of St. Carlo Borromeo) in Vienna (be- 
design, up against the springing level, and above this it rises vertically against the haunch of the gun 1715), Fischer centered the longitudinal plan around an oval dome, placed atop a tall drum and 
dome. From the haunch a hollow core of masonry is carried up far above the crown of the pierced with oval windows tured to ninety degrees, which emphasized the height of the structure. The 

dome, where it is cut off and covered with a small segmental dome surmounted by a tall lantern dome surmounts a porch based on the example of the early Roman Pantheon, with six Corinthian col- 

of stone. The system is devised with a view to stability. The cone shape of the inner drum gives umns carrying a standard entablature and a broad unbroken pediment.” 

it resistance to the dome thrusts, and these thrusts are further fortified by a solid filling of ma- 

sonry between the smaller cone above and the vault reaching more than halfway from the 

springing to the crown. The outer drum is a solid wall up to a level but little higher than the apex E 

of the timber roof of the nave, where it forms a stylobate for the encircling Corinthian order. But P SH 

the two drums are connected by heavy abutments across the interval between them, one behind b rca a 

each column of the encircling order, with a heavier buttress filling every fourth intercolumnation. i ‘ } " 4 

The inner drum rises in diminished thickness above the entablature of the outer one in the form be er * tt Ss 
of an attic, with an order of pilasters and square openings between. From this attic rises a false iL & E ea pina 

dome of timber, surrounding and concealing the great cone, which is the real support of the lan- ie * i. a” § 

tern.” k oes fa 558 : 
' ‘de 5 

The structural stability that Wren appears to have achieved with St. Paul’s represents a deception be- F a - = oe 
cause the masonry cone that supports the lantern at the top of the dome is contained within the wooden iE img fa we, ! a 

outer dome. Wren was successful, however, in creating the illusion that the weight of the lantern is sup- i _ “e. — 

ported by the external dome structure. He recognized that building a dome of masonry crowned witha E tea Sh: AC 

stone lantern would have been impossible, at this scale, without the use of chains, so he opted for a i LOiesait a " oe! 

more satisfactory mechanical solution that ensured the structural safety of the cathedral. e ae ee = er Figure 3-26 
e Vienna: Karlskirche, Original Plan 
E peers Designed ca. 1715 

te Architect: Johann Bernhard Fischer Von Erlach 

L Plan: 17th and 18th Century Art by Held and 
E Posner* 
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Johann Balthasar Neumann (1687-1753), of the generation following Fischer, began his career as an 

A See oe engineer with the Austrian army. His principal work, which occupied him for several decades, was the 

a YW. sae design of the Wurzburg Residence, begun in 1719 for the Prince Bishop of Wurzburg, Johann Philip 

ou 3 j i ead ye Fe roe a “ | ae Franz von Schénborn. Neumann utilizes interpenetrating oval bays in the design of the chapel at the resi- 

BRA Ar ee 4 OF dence resulting in a sensation of movement and dynamism throughout the interior spaces. Painted fres- 

: vi BEN By, é ‘ : cos, intended to convey the illusion of the vaulted and domed ceilings opening to the heavens above, are 

is a a < hanes ie ES y ae placed in the ceiling of the chapel and throughout the palace. The Germans, favoring picturesque details 

; | i or : ye : Ge * | ; in the design and implementation of domes, returned them to the private spaces of palatial residences. In 
ce % NS “yA Py an e ' f : this application, no excess was too great.® 

a aN, aS, s 
i NG Ne gil 7 Rud goal 

bee ee ee bee nglish Neo-Palladianism 

a | iS = ei The dissemination of Palladio’s ideas throughout England, beginning in the early 17th century, resulted 

oe i i CI Es ¥ a ; , M i. : largely from his publications and drawings coming into the hands of prominent English architects. In this 
3 : | i : 4 | | | = te: . way, Inigo Jones (1573-1652) and John Webb (1611-72) were responsible for introducing the 

4 j S ids ; NY y is r 5 Fe Pes Palladian style into England. Jones, who traveled to Italy in 1615, had the good fortune of meeting and 

So | | a = ie i us s ie - ; Ht iB} Figure 3-27 befriending Palladio’s assistant, the aged and ailing Vincenzo Scamozzi (1552-1616). Scamozzi be- 

foe e = a eee * . aoe bers Wurzburg: Wurzburg Residence Chapel, Interior queathed to Jones his entire collection of Palladio’s drawings for private and public architecture. At the 

E. a ee "i, acs aoe Designed ca. 1719 time of Jones’ death, the collection was passed to his pupil and nephew by marriage, John Webb, witha 

a | Architect: Johann Balthasar Nuemann large portion eventually ending up in the hands of Richard Boyle, Third Earl of Burlington (1694-1753), 

Bo Photo: Baroque Europe by Busch and Lohse* otherwise known as Lord Burlington.“ Jones and Webb worked together throughout Jones’ appoint- 

ment as the Surveyor of the King’s Works, from 1615 through 1642, when civil war broke out in En- 

we rae te ee Pee gland. Webb had hoped to assume this position under Charles II, but instead it was offered to Sir John 

Feo ee ae oe oo e = ae oe : Denham in 1661 and then to Christopher Wren after Denham’s death in 1669. According to architec- 
haa ss . Se Se ie — ee tural historian John Harris, “Jones was now to be devalued and Palladio was out in the cold for the next 

ee) re a oo MO Wr co = half a century. During the years of Wren’s Surveyorship up to about 1700 there is not one design that 

E ga _— «6 TAK ny canbe called Palladian.” 

FE bay s age i AS ee F = a Lord Burlington traveled to Italy in 1719 to study the works of Palladio and, comparable to the experi- 

pone ie os h a eye Re j a ence of Inigo Jones a century earlier, Burlington was fortunate in uncovering a collection of Palladio’s 

SS E a ae | iy : Pat, studies made after Roman architecture. Produced as plates for inclusion in the 1556 Vitruvius, Palladio’s 

Saat aly ead Ha | fe drawings were found in the stables of Villa Maser, which had been designed by Palladio and built by the 
Ee s er oat cae Resets book’s editor. Burlington returned to England with these drawings and later, in 1720, supplemented his 

liz | a ; a my e a collection with the purchase of the architectural drawings produced by Jones and Webb. One year later, 

aan BS “pease ey a geet ae Figure 3-28 he acquired a portion of the collection of Palladio’s works that was first purchased by Jones in Italy.” 

Tos aS | ee = 1 a rT Vienna: Karlskirche, Exterior Burlington set out to assimilate the work of these men and with his protégé William Kent (1685-1748) 

14 Ph +4 ny ma | ¥ Designed ca. 1715 came to dominate the architectural scene in England for the next thirty years.” 
J ( Kote te ee a || Architect: Johann Bernhard 

+ Iai Sa ad a. nf es ee Fischer Von Erlach 

| dee eae i Photo: 17th and 18th Century Art 
BA as ee ERNIE iL ESS actA by Held and Posner* 
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Chiswick House vided a source of inspiration; early Roman buildings were also considered, but more for their spatial or- 

Burlington’s Chiswick House, his seminal work, was begun in 1725 or 1926 and completed by 1730. ganization than decorative effects. Neo-Classicism was intended to be a rational architecture, guided by 

The design is considered “‘one of the most learned and meticulously assembled houses of the whole cen- logical construction principles and based on high intellectual ideals. 

tury.’ John Harris continued: 

: : ! ‘ of ay S. Geneviéve (The Pantheon 
Itis an immaculate synthesis of ancient and modern masters: ancient Roman planning in the meh CG ; ) ; 7 ‘ 
shapes and sequences of rooms via the Baths and Palladio’s own designs influenced from an- Soatilot the most colchmnipd of French Neo-Classicist archatects, began his ee of ercnniceaare in ‘ 

cient planning; proportions and elemental relationships from Palladio’s own designs and from Rome in 1731. He remained in ay, for seven years and, upon his ey designed the sccleied Hotel 

two of Scamozzi’s own seminal villas, Molini and Pisani: Roman decorations and omament via Dieu 0 Lyon. The enormous Hétel, begun in MAL , established Soufflot’s reputation and led to his 

Antoine Desgodetz’s Les Edifices Antiques de Roma of 1682; and chimney pieces and other spending pnainee mm years (1749-51) in oy with the pee of Mime. de P cupecett as he prepared 

ornamental parts from original drawings by Jones and Webb. In addition to this, William Kent for ES pens appointment as the a aeelto - Batiments. S.Genevieve (called the 

introduced into the interior his own idiosyncratic decoration that somehow warmed the chill of ee wre na oe es eed — es Be Mh oe ae ~ pore 
Burlington’s scholarship.” a - reaps a “perfect architecture,” according to the French theorist Marc-Antoine Laugier 

Burlington’s interest in imbuing his own residence with a propriety that stemmed from classical reticence, i bg : : oe : { ‘ : : 

as based on Palladian’s example, was so complete that the design can be considered somewhat pedan- With the building pelea a lightness of form ge poe designand ae ee i. 

tic. That he looked, foremost, to the Villa Capra is evident in the overall proportions, the general mass- and detail in kexping mae ihe example of the ancients, Soufflot designed a work considered 4 aa . 

ing, the stepped dome, the unadorned wall surfaces, and particularly, the classical pediments devoid of wie French Neo-Classicist movement. Based on a detached Greek Cross plan, the large ome is po- 

sculpture sitioned almost wholly on columns joined by an entablature. With the exception of the relatively slim tri- 

angular piers with integrated columns at the base of the central dome, the spaces of the lower floor are 

ons i i ibuti the per- Brench Neot tasiiciens — ony by these elements _ any — structural components evident, peers to the ne 

‘ : Pee i, ; ‘ ception of lightness. The dome, positioned high on a colonnaded drum, owes a certain debt to Wren’s 

‘Tae eres Nbe-(laeticiaet in both England and r ae See oe a Aisteats for the excessively dome at St. Paul’s for its overall massing and form, yet aside from the decorative element provided by 

picturesque quality of the Baroque. A preoccupation with motifs verified as ancient through ar- the Corinthian capitals of the colonnade and the articulation of the lantern, the dome demonstrates a 

cheological research, along with a return to a pre-Renaissance simplification of form, governed simplicity of form that departs from the more picturesque interests of Sir Christopher Wren." 

this aesthetic. Neo-Classicists, be they the Neo-Palladians or French designers such as Jacques 

Germain Soufflot (1713-1780), adhered to a logical and pragmatic approach to design that utilized 

simplified geometric form in distinct and rigidly defined masses. Ancient Greek buildings pro- 

Fie “3 : ts See ee 

“it Stas aoe be Beta ree Oe i lt ee 

& as a oi ee ire = a 
i pea ees See t Soe Ea: 2 ay ie eo ee | bs HE oe ’ ae a 

ee et | — TTT a 
eet = a eS Se 

sashes. ie aeaee meme = Figure 3-29 — > mm Figure 3-30 
PE age os PeEpE EY 5 =» London: Chiswick House, Exterior a ee Sere Po Paris: Pantheon, Exterior 

a? oa = ae Constructed 1725-30 wii | I Bie 2 ee Constructed 1757-90 

eae yo ee i ca a Pe Architect: Richard Boyle, Third Earl ee tae i i SS. pds eee Architect: Jacques Germain 
Ps : “i i ‘| ce ci okt of Burlington ; is | Ek ie hy | i Bae ay = Ed ae H ine Soufflot 

eee Pi benet ghee ae Fo bates) Photo: Yale University Slide and pl z = en Ne a aera sia ml Photo: A History of Architecture by 

Te ee Photograph Collection LC —————— tes a ae Sir Banister Fletcher* 
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The American Ad aptation of the Dome merous construction delays, the structure was eventually completed in 1792 with the assistance of Ben- 

jamin Latrobe. The Virginia State Capitol became a landmark in the history of American architecture 

Jeffersonian Neo-Classicism as the first public building designed in simplified temple form. A rectangular building with a porticoed 

Ree 71743-1826), statesman’ politcal philosophes. and founding father, was also an ac’ front and ng pitched ree design was innovative and fresh, appropriate to a civic structure ina 

complished amateur architect. As such, he made a significant contribution in establishing some of the Be ted democracy. 

earliest architectural traditions in this country. He instituted a new democratic standard for public build- Healey weil Top 

ings, imparting to them the objective of being edifying and inspirational, that has informed American de- re eee 

signers since. He also sought to develop form that was innovative and expressive of the new Republic. Considered his most significant contribution to American architecture, Jefferson’s work at the University 
He consciously broke from the late Renaissance interpretation given ancient form by Christopher Wren, of Virginia, Charlottesville (1817-26) not only provided a fully cohesive group of buildings to serve asa 
whose example was used pervasively in the Virginia colony. Instead, not unlike Lord Burlington, he fledgling campus, but also established the concept of the American university as an academic village. 

looked to the example of the early Romans, especially as presented in the publications of Palladio, and The grounds of the campus were organized based on a rectangular axial plan, with simple porticoed 

to ancient Greek culture. He appreciated early Roman architecture for its variety of building types and houses that provided both lodging for the professors and classroom space. At the end of the mall, a 

for the civic pride that he had hoped an ancient architectural prototype would inspire in the young a : Beas 1 

American populace. His direct exposure to ancient Roman architecture while ambassador to France ee ? - es A tae = S : 
was an experience that he found, by his own account, formative in the development of his architectural Fae ae eee ee s : Bey a PGS 

aesthetic. Re a Pee ce ee ee ee 7 ae aes 

Monticello : . _SeSiatk aos i oA us P} 

Jefferson’s fascination with antiquity, as interpreted through the work of Palladio, is no where more ob- : foo ens ea oe \ 

vious than in the design of “Monticello,” the estate he built for himself in Albemarle County, Virginia. : = ea ee : me! 
With construction spanning forty years, Monticello was finally completed in 1809. In designing the main 3 | | } it Pe ul 2 Risund 34d 
house, Jefferson had studied Palladio’s publications and attempted to discern the appropriate math- . pe ae i 2 ape Virgin ia: Monticello, Exterior 

ematical rules applied by Vitruvius and the ancients to architectural design. Monticello combines the rig- : : Constructed 1769-1809 

orous self-discipline of Palladio’s search for the “Ideal” with building traditions (such as the use of red é = : Architect: Thomas Jefferson 
brick) that had been established in Colonial Virginia. Jefferson’s use of the Palladian villa as a prototype ae Sate ea chaneu ts 
was particularly appropriate in the design of Monticello because of the similarity in building type. Con- 

sistent with Palladian’s Italian villas, Jefferson created Monticello as the main house of a working farm in Baia) in 
a lush pastoral setting. According to Vincent Scully, this characteristic of combining the classical with ex- EBs i ‘ eA 

isting local tradition was also used by Palladio in his North Italian villas, contributing to the appearance ye. Bie 
of the these working farms fitting into the landscape, though they are geometrically defined and of classi- act, sy, Yoong ll 

cal form. ei a Vi a 5 Me oe ak cae BS 
Sean) Gee Oe ite : 

Jefferson was living in France as the American Ambassador in 1785, when he was asked to design the tas is cy i ee Ss 
Virginia State Capitol. To aid him in this task, Jefferson sought the assistance of French architect i : i L / | i I i i Ss 
Charles-Louis Clérisseau (1721-1820), who had recently completed a text illustrating ancient Ro- : - | f 'E F i ia ices ee versity of Virginia 

man monuments located in France. Jefferson and Clérisseau designed a State Capitol for Virginia ee eee Ow She ee ease 3 
based on an ancient Roman temple located near Nimes, France.™ Plates illustrating the Maison ure ; Constructed 1817-26 
Carrée, restored by Louis XTV in the seventeenth century, appeared in Clérisseau’s book and had ; Architect : Thomas Jefferson 

also been illustrated, prior to the restoration, in Book IV of Palladio’s Quattro libri. Although : pea ae 
construction of the Virginia State Capitol began before Jefferson’s plans arrived, resulting in nu- 
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large domed library, looking very much like the Roman Pantheon and called “The Rotunda,” assumed a such English architects as Christopher Wren and James Gibbs. In addition to Washington’s desire to 

position of central significance. implement an architectural feature that would impart eminence, the President was also aware of the 

Although without formal training as an architect, Thomas Jefferson assimilated the finest of the Neo- symbolism imparted to the dome and a supportive colonnade in the popular press, where writers re- 

Classical traditions and, in keeping with the objectives of an Ideal architecture based on intellect, he peatedly used structural metaphors to describe the new Republic. The Massachusetts Gazette of 7 

playeda large role in defining a vocabulary of form appropriate to the new Republic. Prior to his work December 1787 declared that the thirteen colonies were “elegant columns needing only a common shel- 

at the University of Virginia, Jefferson had been seriously involved with the planning of Washington. ter to protect them from decay” and that the Constitution, once ratified, would be like a “heaven de- 

mat ; i 58 

D.C.,and had followed the lead of George Washington in the development of plans for the National scended DOME, supparting and supported by the noble structure. 
Capitol. As President, he oversaw work on the structure from 1801 to 1809. ; , é 

Dr. William Thorton’s Design for the National Capitol 

The National Capitol in Washington, D.C. In rad competition was held for the design of the Hational Capiioh The results were disappointing 

in 1790, with George Washington sexving es the Republic’s frst President, the Residence Act was to Washington and none of the projects were selected. Following the close of the competition, Dr. Will- 

ais : i : ‘ z fi iam Thorton (1759-1828) presented a design of which Washington and Jefferson both very much ap- 

nero ruins evra seca ener au Sloe: proved. With pilastered wings and a rusticated base in the Anglo-Palladian tradition, the crowning fea- 

‘ : : : . ture of the design was a dome with an internal rotunda based on the Roman Pantheon. Although ap- 

on Spee aia ated ae ee ene, on. ae proved by Washington, the dome was not completed until 1824, under President James Monroe, with 

Sei ; « ote ss an yn aes a os ae aS ces Se a ' i Charles Bulfinch (1763-1844), the Capitol architect from 1818 to 1829, revising the design and super- 
seat of the government remain in elphia. In Was! n’s view, nothing would secure the a ae : lant : aes 

i : : He vising the construction.” Architectural Historian William C. Allen noted that Thorton’s design would 

re ‘ sat at ra ee a pi eas oan sa have particularly pleased Secretary of State Jefferson, who advocated that the Capitol be modeled after 

as a National Capitol. He was supported in his views by his Secretary o , Thomas Jefferson, to antznnnanincfeinacalnseaias 

whom he wrote that the nation’s Capitol, “ought to be upon a scale far superior to anything in this coun- . aay 

1 8 

Washington desired a building that was not only large, but unique. At this time, the dome was an archi- sg 

tectural feature that knew virtually no precedent in the public buildings of this country. e on —— 

His predilection towards the use of a dome would certainly have ensured distinction because, until then, e 8: Jia oe ae “SS 

civic structures were typically topped with lanterns, cupolas, and spires, as drawn from the example of fe fg oem ee, 

[oe Pay : %, 

a. = ae oe | Tee Bates | 

ae seme Ba SS = zy oes : oe roy ; = reo - Pere Ve cgi ae |} Figure 3-34 

ee ee a eee | Figure 3-33 < %, a ee eS Washington, D.C.: National Capi- 

He og Ws i ‘ A ee ( Ral Washington, D.C.: National ook rf tol, Exterior 

) eI Ta, PG a ee i Capitol, Project-winning Competi- oN ip Constructed 1793-1824 

Vwi Uwcaeeee ee AL VAM GE| 0" submission aes ee Architects: Dr. William Thorton/ 

ee ae re it hae vu Designed 1792 er rows aH Benjamin Latrobe/Charles 

eS ae os fee ee Architect: Dr. William Thornton ee = — Bulfinch 

ae, pode eee ee ee Photo: United States Capitol, Ar- fe ss ara amere Photo: United States Capitol, Ar- 

= chitect of the Capitol ea chitect of the Capitol 
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As built by Bulfinch, Thorton’s dome was largely maintained with regard to the interior space of the R Be 

“rotundo,” but was modified significantly in the proportions given the exterior. This was the result of the : 

double structure, with the inner portion constructed of stone and brick and the external components built pee: é oe 

of wood. The general dimensions of the rotunda conformed with the classical proportions established at che : i. 

the Pantheon, in which the height of the dome equals the diameter. Smaller than the Pantheon, the first £ r 
Capitol dome measured 96'-0" in height and diameter, as opposed to the 144'-0" measurement of the ao ie ‘oJ 

ancient Roman structure. Also similar to the Pantheon, five bands of ceiling coffers were placed concen- % Ly t tate £: 

trically around the 24'-0" oculus that lit the interior rotunda. Under orders of President Monroe and his fe : f ih ‘ As : : 

cabinet, the outer dome was built ata larger scale than originally designed, with the objective of making : : Nike iy. ¥ 

the building more prominent. Although Bulfinch apparently resisted this modification, his arguments were ; a yg aod : 

not compelling enough to convince the President, whose wishes prevailed.*! 2 “- oe a ‘ai : ‘a 
ie ee igure 3-35 

4 f a Thomas U. Walter (1804-1887) worked as the 
Thomas U. Walter’s Capitol Dome ‘ Capitol Architect of the United States Capitol 

After the Library of Congress, housed in the National Capitol, burned on Christmas Eve 1851 and the g F from 1851 until 1865. He is largely responsible 
: i card for the current configuration of the Capitol, in- 

wooden dome of the Capitol was barely spared through the relentless efforts of firefighters, its vulner- ‘ cluding the design of the cast iron dome, which 

ability became obvious. That spring, architect Thomas Ustick Walter (1804-87) was selected to pre- : has been an inspiration to countless American 

pare plans for rebuilding the Library. In his design, Walter chose cast iron, regarded essentially fireproof ; r architects. 

(at least noncombustible), as his primary building material. Walter’s Library of Congress reflects the in- al Photo: United States Capi tol, Architect of the 

novative mind of its designer as it was the first room in America to be constructed entirely of cast iron, scene 

including an iron ceiling. Walter was simultaneously at work on plans to enlarge the Capitol with north 

and south extensions. President Millard Filmore approved his scheme for the Capitol additions on 11 a a 

June 1851 and eleven days later Walter was named Capitol architect, a position he held subsequently 6 EES 

for the next fourteen years.” During this time, Walter was charged with designing and overseeing the eo gum 

construction of a new dome for the National Capitol. ek &: J : a A 
ium__i c S 

Shortly after assuming this position, Walter hired as his chief draftsman August Gottlieb Schoenborn ee af fe 

(1827-1902), a German immigrant who arrived in America in 1848, having been trained in architectural . ee ae eS 
design and the building trades in Europe. After settling in Wisconsin for three years and finding his only 7% a Hg ae +) fi 
hope of employment was as a farmer or mason, he relocated to Washington, D.C., with the specific am- . & Ki r ae he 

bition of attaining work with Walter on the Capitol project. In June 1851, Schoenborn presented himself Pa , os A ‘s 

to Walter and was hired as his lead draftsman. His structural background and exceptional drafting abili- | ee ae. a 
ties were a great asset to Walter, and it is generally accepted that Schoenborn contributed significantly : - ‘ees. Be i) . Figure 3-36 

to the structural design of the dome of the National Capitol. ne 3 . jeans - : : ies _ sind Ling : = — 
C omas VU, 

Following his success in utilizing cast iron in the Library of Congress, Walter was determined to make ae a S during his tenure as Capitol Architect. 

the material work for him again in the design and construction of the Capitol dome, on which he began ' fs J Schoenborn, who resided for ae years) ini Was- 

work in 1854. As a precedent, he looked to the remarkable cast iron dome built for the Cathedral of oe | sn Pr prin oe 
St. Isaac in St. Petersburg by the French architect August Ricard Montferrand (1786-1858). The dome oy cast iron dome. 

of St. Isaac’s, completed in 1842, had obviously impressed Schoenborn. In a scrapbook he prepared, : : Photo: United States Capitol, Architect of the 

: Capitol



still in the possession of the Office of the Capitol Architect, he placed clippings from a contemporary + 

periodical that provided an elevation and a section of the dome. In addition, he was known to have a> 

owned several prints depicting Montferrand’s masterpiece. Sections of the building had also been : ih Trae sta bet iss 

published around this time in Civil Engineers ‘and Architects’ Journal (1849) and ina folio mono- i : Ape si ezrensscuns 

graph issued by Montferrand in 1845, which was likely in the possession of the Franklin Institute in Lhe fall { im aie. 

Washington by 1851. Ina stylistic analysis of the building, which supports St. Isaac’s as having been a L i ddd i tu 

significant influence to Walter and Schoenborn, Architectural Historian Turpin Bannister described it as 4 ie ina - ae 

“a metallic version of Wren’s triple shelled dome at St. Paul’s, with massive cast-iron framing replacing i ; See eae er eae at at al 

Wren’s brick cone and timber hemisphere.” j t ff ee i 

Ina biographical statement prepared by Schoenbor in 1898 and offered as an appendix to Turpin es 4 4 il i | a : 

Bannister’s 1948 paper, “The Genealogy of the Dome of the United States Capitol,” Schoenborn re- fate : > — 

vealed the sources that played on Walter’s imagination in designing the external components of the | = ei 

dome and clarified his own role: 2g Figure 3-37 

In 1855 the old Dome (wood and brick) was taken down, and the present iron Dome com- ee Ag eit ee 

menced. The construction of the Dome I claim as my design, which was adopted against several = = = se = Dome completed ca. 1842 

other skeems [sic] by Walter and Sonnemann. | also studied out all the working drawings for fe Ped eg ee es) Architect: August Ricard de Montferrand 

this construction and invented and designed all ornaments in—and outside of the Dome includ- aed Be i eg is ee | ===; Photo: United States Capitol, Architect of the 

ing full sized details. The outer form of the Dome was designed by Mr. Walter for which study = Pees =| Capitol 

he had before him copies of St. Peters, St. Paul’s, St. Isaacs, Dome of the Invalides and the 

Pantheon in Paris.” 5 oboe eee ee 

Modifications were required and the dome was redesigned in 1859 to accommodate Thomas : yy re ite ay : a0 iS ee sa Ee 

Crawford’s monumental sculpture “Freedom.” In the course of this process, the Russian Cathedral of ‘ << ee ae aN ue : ENG eS G 

St. Isaac made its most direct impact on both Walter and his assistant. It was determined that, as in St. HENS SS ea et, ; aah ‘ Ls i c 

Isaac’s, a double system of domes built upon an iron superstructure would be utilized to support the po ae {| it La coh 

weight of the sculpture and also lower the overall height of the dome. A skeletal structure was devised ; ae anaes i at 8 ae NN é 

that had much in common with St. Isaac’s. The external dimensions of the National Capitol were altered ff cle ee fil ANS ; = aN 

to create similar proportions, except in the area of the lantern or tholos, which required a larger diameter pe oy Lea iz \ j pe a Ai 

to accommodate the base of Crawford’s statue. In the 1859 study developed by Walter and of Age Hs) Me aR. ie oe A 

Schoenborn, the second story of the earlier design was omitted and although the dome of the Capitol op ieee a eee 

was eventually lowered by 13'-0" from the 1854 and 1855 plans, the drastic solution of omitting the if oo ey tag ii Ne t ; a 

second peristyle was never set into place.* Bi thel i] cog te EEA PRA (F emi es 
RATE I a \\ i= Figure 3-38 

The Capitol in Washington, D.C., represents one of America’s most important evolving architectural de- fa i yi i 4 3 | oe | \ \ ane ye 4 St. Petersburg: Cathedral of Saint Isaac, Dome 

signs. From the late nineteenth and into the early twentieth century, the National Capitol provided a di- ‘eee ee if Miseee Section 

rect inspiration to American architects and builders, especially those commissioned to design state capi- ve aes —— a is t Ss #3 © Dome completed ca. 1842 

tols and other civic buildings. When the first portion of the National Capitol was designed by William Sh Ce a Hed aa is ak oo 
Thorton, and the dome executed under Charles Bulfinch, it appealed to a new American aesthetic that ie le age Ree eRe ee fee United States Capitol,” Journal of the Society of 

consciously sought to minimize the effervescence that had characterized European palatial and ecclesias- See ee eee $= Architectural Historians, Vol. 7: 1. 
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tic architecture. Early American architects and builders sought to separate themselves from the symbols pe . ee 
 . acy 4 “ii ee 

of European religion and wealth and found a much deeper affinity with the use of dramatically simplified ae R ey ae 

architectural form, as had been advocated by Jefferson. The dome that was placed on the National ee — bad a a ae 

Capitol as a part of the initial construction, though it was enlarged in the time that passed between its pe eas i ee 
: : : 5 Bee ace. Deere: acs ee nee 

design and implementation, demonstrated a reticence that was largely based on the type of dome ad- S ae ol! ee 

vanced by the Italian architect Palladio, inspired by the ancient example of the Pantheon. UA a ee 

Do fia So eee 

ee ae pias 
[we ee eg 2 6 eee eee 

so hl es 5 eaten gage 
pM ee oe —CTVPGeee ro Fee ee ' : fe oe) eee ee || ae 

ee eg “Se Oe ee Po Soe ELE: , ‘ 5 Coe ao : ee SA as j Pe ees 
re oe ose | pe Figure 3-39 S ro - aan es a 

oa TTR es -____~Washington, D.C.: National Capi- ee ee t*é«~QFrigurre:«3-412 co ee eee | ag fi , J ee et A , , pe he rare tod I nee : ~~ ~‘toil, Elevation showing proposed pee ed Washington, D.C.: National Capitol, Dome Study 
Ce brs16 as Noe secu oe ais meee marae Eee ae ee eee s 

aoe — Se eee §=— dome Pernt WOOO ER a = Designed 1859 
ees HILLEL WO iMeeeace, $= Designed 1854 1 i | li Architects: Thomas U. Walter with August 

a A ee ya bd a Pee RE EE PeE hid Architect: Thomas U. Walter Pug e ye LE | PEEL EEE ED eo Schoenborn 

; ee eeee! 4 gee Ee eee te §=§=6 Photo: United State Capitol, Ar- 7=S8ne es B-@ 6 @ ip Rendering: United States Capitol, Architect of 
hm AR scree ak CO. Rm So aR cass ait, > Wel ee oF az ha Hi ; a EI 4 er ee oe Be ee 2 - 5a : [Ee fy eh chitect of the Capitol — Paeiad ia fe , the Capitol 

Pe a Se i 
eS Sed ee a 4 

ek ee ee ff 

ee ed tt : 

a 5. os oo : Abs eke oA ae 

es ae 2 =i ied | | CTE ae 

ae eb Figure 3-40 a ee CFFigure 3-42 
a i : : | / Washington, D.C.: National Capitol, Dome Sec- Poe as a gy Washington, D.C.: National Capitol, Exterior 
“1F : pe | Hae tional Elevation pmo Fy SS oa b Bet = Dome completed 1866 : 

ve 2 ee = =~. ——«Cesigned 1859 Hina! peteeeging ‘eee «Architects: Thomas U. Walter with August 
. een. Architects: Thomas U. Walter with August a ey pe He ay a tl fa, : ys Wa, = Schoenborn 
a ee . Schoenborn a ; a ls se Mee hae oe" P Photo: United States Capitol, Architect of the 
Dee nace te eas Photo: The Athenaeum of Philadelphia a Pe as a ~6ClCU Capitol 
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It is likely that Thomas Walter’s mid-19th century dome for the United States Capitol would have been radial street plan in accord with which streets followed cardinal points of the compass and 

overly opulent for the early 19th century sensibilities of Washington and Jefferson and it probably would which led like the spokes on a wheel to a central, usually symmetrical open space. Under this 

have appeared impossible to construct. When it was built, during the Civil War under President Lincoln, concept, street width reflected the relative importance ofa street. Thus, streets like Washington, 

the use of the cast iron superstructure revolutionized the nature of dome building and construction. Wisconsin and Monona were given the highest status at 132 feet wide.” 

— dome ee a for the <_< seventy-five years and appealed to the interest wif agate Br 0S hice Gt civ Piece Want cy aang Gon muaion GF 

in picturesque architecture that characterized the middle and later decades of the 19th century. When hi ies ‘ 5 2 
: ; : ; ays i ‘ : is capital city, Doty was prepared to begin work on a Capitol as soon as Madison was named the seat 

sae apsrteunrs pa sengianie CARD a Se le aaa. of territorial government. In February 1837, Doty had a second survey undertaken by Moses Strong, of 

z ar Gaia consicetet ye Mineral Point, to verify and mark the perimeters of the Capitol Square, the parcel he had donated at the 

ey ee center of his prospective city for “public buildings.” In addition to naming Madison the Territorial Capi- 
I Obs f ge i tal, the 1836 legislature also established a Capitol Building Commission, to which Doty was appointed 

Influences of the National Capitol in the Wisconsin Wilderness with John F. O’Neil, and Augustus A. Bird; at their first formal meeting held on May 4, 1837, plans for 

Although Madison had been designated Capital of the Wisconsin Territory as Section 3 of the 1836 the building were largely developed, although they were for a structure far more elaborate than the 

law,” the title had not been won without intense competition from the advocates of many other loca- $20,000. budget would allow. In an attempt to proceed with less expense, it was determined that the 

tions—several of which, like Madison, had no inhabitants. In 1836, as he traveled from Belmont to construction would take place without a contractor. The members of the Commission were authorized 
Green Bay to vote on the site of the new territorial capital, James Duane Doty (1798-1865) undertook to hire laborers, purchase supplies and commence with the construction of the building.” 

asurvey of what would become Madison and had a plat map drawn that established the basic configu- 

ration of the city as it was eventually built. As Doty was a primary investor in the lands that included the The Wisconsin Territorial Capitol and First State Capitol at Madison 

isthmus, these activities were largely speculative and Doty hoped that his map would convince the terri- There is not an architect to whom the design of the Territorial Capitol has been attributed, the assump- 
torial legislators of the desirability of Madison as the site of the new Capital.” In 1836, the territorial tion being that Commission member Bird was largely responsible.” Construction, under A. A. Bird’s 

legislature met in a makeshift structure in Belmont and in the course of the sessions that took place, supervision took place under very primitive conditions. The workmen were brought to Madison from 
Madison was named the permanent capital of the territory. Several other “paper towns” had also vied 

for the distinction, including one that was platted, not on the isthmus, but on the other side of the lake— | oO ee ae i Oy eh Am a tne a 

in what is now Middleton. It was called the “City of the Four Lakes” and was one of twenty contenders fed. a) zk i oe ME oR) is ae Gra gain 

for the title of territorial capitol.” ea SEO mes eect Hn ge capitan ge) L a Ca ss 

Doty had previous experience in laying out frontier villages. He had been involved with the platting of Eo Gali Genoa I aN a gente bed ut Seen 

both the downtown area of Green Bay (then called Astor, after John Jacob Astor, for whom Doty Hebe neces: em ets Be ee ages = u hy = Sareea e 

worked as a land agent) and Fond du Lac, one of his earlier speculative projects. The 1836 plan for Se rest oi aan FE peas ps eer canes on corre 

Madison was executed in just forty-eight hours by a surveyor Doty brought from Green Bay, J. V. ee Tea ae Ese VAS: # ie agces tsi eet fd ia 2 emesis 

Suydam.” The similarities between the plan that was hurriedly devised for Madison and that which had ae on Eee eos cee eae ses i , coe 

been established for Washington, D.C., in 1792, by the French planner and architect Major Pierre : & ee ead vent ee Se ribs S. 

Charles L’Enfant (1754-1825) are numerous. Both schemes applied urban order in a wilderness setting, (= meee Bees es E ee fem) 
even before a village had been organized. Both also established, as a central component, squares desig- See Fae Ee are SS ey aa Ge ae = ; oe. 

nated for the location of public buildings, which were given prominence through the placement of radiat- ef Ny uit U ee as ‘bos ER Pee — 

ing streets. Madison historian, David Mollenhoff has elaborated on the similarities between the plan de- ar 3 r Ge eS 

vised by Doty and that established for Washington D.C. by L’Enfant: Figure 3-43 
Madison: Plat of Madison 

For the territorial capital, Doty borrowed heavily from baroque town planning ideas employed Surveyed and Designed 1836 

by L’Enfant, the designer of Washington, D.C. The key concept that Doty borrowed was the Surveyor and Draftsman: J.V. Suydam for James Duane Doty 
Photo: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Map Collection (Whi (X32) 8775) 
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Milwaukee, arriving on June 10, 1837. Given the lack of available accommodations, they were housed 

eee eee in makeshift lodging that they constructed for themselves at the end of King Street.” The Capitol was 
ee . oo aes = - to have been completed in time for the Fall, 1838 Legislative session, but it was a long way from being 

rd So ‘functional when the lawmakers convened in Madison. The unfinished condition of the building led to 

eos a _ charges of malfeasance and wrongdoing on the part of Doty and the other commission members; in- 
ae a, 6 0 Che - Nees Bt be A Lee Pe fe — i ES a i poe vestigations were conducted and a new building commission established. The new Commission deter- 

| fe ee es mined that the completion of the building would be bid to a contractor, but because of the misuse of 
fo . a Moe L public funds charged to the first commission, work did not proceed again until 1841. In stops and 
ce ee UU Ue s < ae “a. : ee Me ae h starts, the construction of the building went on for the next several years until it was finally completed in 

bea =e d 1845. By this time, older portions of the building already required significant repair.” | aay po galready rq 
1 ’ : : The most complete description of the building available was provided in the specifications prepared in 

i b 5 $54 late February 1838, when the Capitol was put out for bids. Paraphrased by Stan Cravens in 1983, he 
: Ae ees : Seem | James Duane Doty (1798-1865) had a specula- We, 
a ey ‘= tive interest in Madison becoming the Territorial The building was to be 104 by 54 feet, with two stories above the half submerged basement 
og | f Capitol. In 1836, he had the isthumus surveyed ; sill Ils fr 4 Se turdican ait thei 4 

rn 7 y and a paper town drawn. His support of Madi- an ae with stone walls from two to two-and-one-half feet thic 4 Swi e osuccee - 

wa oa ¥ _ son as the seat of territorial government pre- ing capitols, there was to be no front and back, for although the specification described a 

oe | y __ vailed at the meeting of the Territorial Legislature “front” facade, it was to be identical in every detail to the “back.” Both were to have an oak- 
[os 2 that year. fl : : Sais ao 
cs ee eee oored pi even with the top of the b: ting 12 feet from the building and 30 
a8 = ee ee Photo: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Roe wane si 2 ila 8 

3 4 Fp ie 08 ¢ 
aber | (eiGg | ONES gia 

ON GARR Cerucury Sy yA Np 
a tere ee ae Hes. /. & Wasuineron. f a Le uM ii) 

sind ae ass een th a 4 MS yf * : : [tee ee ANOKECOD Gane t Am. id Pile rare oe 
Se i ! ee «= 

. oe Me SCORE CO corti n. hE TORRE s 
ray | N ee oe COPATA NL/ AD 

CME ee Pee es ee 3 AS a oe ey sa" 1, ig 4 Se '¢ 

, Lae ~\ a C Seg ¥ ‘ = : ‘ es a1. —y 
Re Pew parece er ae f : et oe eat 3 

7 a me cf ey : Figure 3-45 a co ae 
7 Rt Achar fee : Washington, D.C.: City Develop- orl ] ‘ & “e qa 

y oe Rea s ; : : 
- Pte ay tients ment Plan i = Ey 41 Figure 3-46 

are eh Pi : ~ Designed 1792 om y ; Washngton, D.C.: City Development Plan, Detail. 

Liat Capital 38,05,N. Ma : : Architect and Planner: Pierre egy ne Designed 1792 
Jong. > 0, 0. . co glee ; : Charles L’Enfant I : A Pl cy KX : Architect and Planner: Pierre Charles L’Enfant 

Gee is ie .* Photo: United States Capitol, Ar- ‘ oi ae Photo: United States Capitol, Architect of the 
’ as ies -_ chitect of the Capitol C7 Mic oO CS x] Capitol 
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feet long, with a roof supported by four Doric columns. The roof was to be covered with pine ingly similar for their geometric simplicity and general adherence to the profile of the Roman Pantheon. 

ine except for the tin-covered dome in the center, 26 feet in diameter with a clear skylight in There was agitation to replace the Wisconsin Capitol, which had been functioning as the State Capitol 

ee for several years, beginning in 1857.” Initially, the alternative of supplying the building with a fire-proof 

The interior of the capitol was to have a great hall, running from front to back, 24 feet wide and addition was considered and supported by the City of Madison, which offered $50,000 in bonds to un- 

open to the dome skylight above; the walls were all to be corniced and triple plastered. A flight derwrite the modification.” In 1858, the legislature provided the funding for the construction of an en- 

of stairs on either side of the great hall would take people to the second floor, while the first tirely new building, after it was determined that the former territorial Capitol was too small and the con- 

floor had, on one side, the circular Council chamber and on the other, the 40 by 38 foot House struction generally inadequate. The building did not heat well and the threat of fire was constant given 

chamber, both with elevated galleries for public spectators. Even decorative nuances, such as the construction of the interior. The dome, nicknamed “Doty’s Washbowl,” had become the subject of 

egg and dart molding around doors, were detailed in the bid specification.” laughter and criticism.*! 

The Territorial Capitol was constructed with stone ferried across Lake Mendota from Maple Bluff, and 

the interior detailed with oak grown on the site of the former executive residence. The relatively small 

structure was imparted with prestige and governmental effect by the use of porticoes on the front and 

back. The tin dome positioned on a hexagonal base was unmistakably influenced by the National Capi- 

tol, as had been completed by Charles Bullfinch under President Monroe. The two were comparable Ng : 

for their low bowl-shaped domes placed on stepped bases, roofline balustrades and temple-like porti- 4 i 

cos. The Territorial Capitol, however, was significantly smaller, with only two bays on either side of the iS 7 1 

central portico, which is in marked contrast to the much larger design implemented in Washington, D.C. fg 

In light of the more elaborate European precedents that have been considered, these domes were strik- a 4 Te \1 a a a z= he \ 7 * 

sy - Fy | | || Figure 3-48 
“yy fe i a f | 4 ey i | i Washington, D.C.: National Capi- 

& Ao Cy re) ES ce emcee 4 bee =| tol, Project Detail 

a JJ=@66 6 @ & LP mes == Designed 1872 
a i = i Sen @ A ee Arch itect: Dr. William Thornton 

' mares Photo: United States Capitol, Ar- 

og le ena ea : chitect of the Capitol 

pets st ae 
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Peery eng eet eee SAE eens SU A 4 sFigure 3-49 
ee ee pee Be Lome naan try AT Washington, D.C.: National Capi- 

Vee : Figure 3-47 me 7 * f Oe i ke Hie eine ee § = tol, Exterior Detail 

: " | : t j Madison: Wisconsin Territorial Capitol, Exterior. Ps ae wa zh 4 1 | } 1 i ee ee Constructed 1793-1824 

: Joe pe ye os Constructed 1837-1845 Rac ee es eee.) §— Architects: Dr. William Thorton/ 

4 i | be , Construction Supervisor and probable Designer: bbe a | be Be ee = § = Benjamin Latrobe/Charles 

ea ee ak ee Augustus A. Bird ee a = Se ad ty Bulfinch 

Pee ee aie a teas | Mas. a fh fay © Photo: State Historical Society of Wisconsin ett : ; = | Photo: United States Capitol, Ar- 
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The Second Wisconsin State Capitol in Madison was kept in place on the ruins of the destroyed Capitol for several years, even after the construction of 
In late 1857, Madison architects August Kutzbock and Samuel H. Donnel were hired to prepare the the new building began. It was eventually relocated to the rear of Main Hall (now Bascom Hall) on the 
plans for the proposed addition to the existing building. Donnel died in the early stages of construction University of Wisconsin campus. A law enacted in 1909 determined that the dome would be placed on 
on the new wing and did not live past seeing the first foundations poured; Kutzbock led solely from that ‘Main Hall, replacing the formerly extant dome that had been rebuilt in the 1890s. The law was repealed 
point. There was serious agitation, at this time, to relocate the Capitol to Milwaukee so Madison offi- in 1915, after it was determined that the limestone structure would not support the weight of the cast 

cials were eager to ease the difficulties experienced by those inconvenienced by the construction. In iron dome.® 
1858, the Commission complained that work on the building was progressing too slowly, which resulted Pee ee 
ina report being submitted by Kutzbock describing his conflicts with the contractor. It was discovered, ge Ga meme hen. Saw ee 
at this time, that Kutzbock was operating with the intention of fully replacing the earlier Capitol instead a Se 7; 
of providing an addition. The more comprehensive nature of the project was established and with Legis- Way ee Pas r 
lative approval, it proceeded without difficulty.* | ie - ce 4 .. ‘ S = a ; Le 

With construction of the East wing completed in 1859, work began on the West Wing in 1861. Bids ae. ae ee. oo 
were accepted for the construction of the North and South Wings and the Central Portion in March of 4 we) Se 7 Ree: TF en sind We cd : Be on: Wisconsin State Capitol, 
1863. Work continued through the Civil War, but came to a halt following the completion of the lower Fl - Ly it 7 | Ht i | © Approved Project 
levels of the Rotunda, when a disagreement over the design of the dome led to Kutzbock’s resignation. a : ae Eulles Designed 1857 
Legislators indicated a desire to modify the design in order to pattern the new dome after the dome of & a eee die 5 a prune ae : peoee: 
the National Capitol then being rebuilt. In April 1866, the State of Wisconsin hired Stephan Vaughan Photo: State of Wisconsin 1983- 
Shipman to take over the design of the dome, the drawings for which were completed by 1868. The Jt me gE gE, F 1984 Blue Book 
construction contract was let to C. S. Rankin of Cincinnati, Ohio. It stipulated a dollar amount of 44 a ; 
$90,000 and directed that work was to be completed by the end of the decade. This turn of events y 
likely contributed to Kutzbock having committed suicide by walking into the Lake Mendota from Picnic Be a coe Fae 
Point in November of 1868 to die of drowning or exposure. oo So = ae oe oe 
Shipman’s cast iron dome was remarkably similar to the 1859 study for the National dome produced in : So. * Beker oe 
Walter’s office that omitted the second peristyle. Shipman’s familiarity with the National dome was also : ae. oe = ; ue 
revealed in his structural sections, which show a cast iron structure and external sheathing very close to eae Bo ee 
Schoenbom’s structural design for the National Capitol. The Wisconsin dome, completed in 1869, rep- mma 
resents the first instance of Walter’s dome being used as the conspicuous precedent in the design ofa : Ss Q * oe isis feveite A oe 
state capitol dome. Like the dome of the National Capitol, Shipman’s design featured a colonnade that os a = ae or a 
lifted the dome, behind which arched windows were built into the wall of the drum. A console of deco-  . TEa RE 1} [pee 
rative scrolls was positioned at the base of the upper drum. The dome, proper, was perforated by elon- ee 3 : ee _ 
gated octagonal windows, positioned similarly to those in Walter’s dome at the National Capitol. As in a a8 ‘ 5 ra ve 2 : 
Washington, the use of metal construction in the Wisconsin dome contributes to its lightness of effect. u HE Hee 

The building was enlarged with wings built onto the North and South ends of the original structure in a eee 
1882. The additions accommodated the facilities of the State Historical Society, the Supreme Court and : 2 4 a ea I Figure 3-51 
the State Library. The dimensions of structure, after the remodeling, were 226'-0" east to west, 396'-0" a ee Madison: Wisconsin State Capitol, Dome Section 
north to south. The height of the dome, 225'-6" to the top of the flagstaff, was not affected.“ Although Pe = as * ake : = a ne sasiby Sistian 
plans were underway to enlarge the Capitol again, and a competition established with that end in mind, a i Section: State of Wisconsin 1983-1984 Blue Book 
fire destroyed the building on February 27, 1904. The cast iron dome remained intact, however, and UAT PRT 
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Be ees ng ee res ae The Influence of Walter’s Dome on American State Capitols 

ae mie Ry ry : ee The dome designed by Thomas Walter immediately captured the American imagination and provided an 

Pe ee if Sok inspiration to the designers of innumerable state capitols. In this way, Walter’s design functioned in a 

Bee Be NR MMR Re ee manner that had been earlier imagined by George Washington and Thomas Jefferson. They were con- 
ee A ‘ is 4 a Q oe Ceo ee ne. oe cemed with providing America with an architectural example that could be utilized throughout the devel- 
Maden eo ee ee ee ‘ - ‘ seta) i ee ee ee es oping nation as a symbol of Democracy. More than the earlier dome they had selected for the nation’s 
we i . : . oat « ‘ 
ie oe eo | 1 Po te: Capitol, Walter’s dome had a pervasive appeal. In contrast to the simplicity of the first Capitol dome in 

: ae: 2 are ee Washington, Walter’s exhibited a sumptuous level of omamentation and, through the use of cast iron, 
Be ye a eis ne ge a ete ere 4 ; ‘ i ee ie Pash Re ko demonstrated a lightness of form that was widely appreciated as setting a new standard. The wide- 
Boe Rs e-em he Cae ok hee . . . oa: saree ‘ ae =. oe fe FNS ee ~~ spread popularity of the National Capitol dome prompted building commissions across the nation to 
er A ee OS ayes 5 a : : fa PATE. Caen oe S| look favorably on submissions to their competitions that included a dome resembling that of Thomas 

ie ee TOM Walter’s. fe a Lg 2 igs i Fee, Ls Bee te aS 

gt EM eg cay. es Se ek pate a et See fo ae Tae: Se ee 
go Reed | fe ee oA ee ee Se ae 

= Bi ae eae ee 4 
“2 Spe Me fee . of 

ete... ad Pager Cee Ge he Lie dee 
ee Pk Resear ort rer there we yrarc ten raer ne Re eies nae wee nape he i 

2 ee fem atenest en See SAE ae Zr ra TM = . Figure 3-53 
oo ae Bo ee a ee Bh A Al - Madison: Wisconsin State Capitol, 
ee Placa a sl cteio ie mae | =. =: Sea ae 
Bes al Cae F Heeger He oe i cnc rn i d 1868-69 ' bs 4 Jee ie al ed Be | | | i I et ee a al us Dome constructe = 

BE ae eae ie ef a: ee | Rie Sim) Fe ; r ees He wammees  .-—«sX4'chitect: Stephan Vaughan 
Bd bee es dae sities crukmcicefeceseseeey of fe ee cartel ate . 
a ee ee ee ee ye Mans. bal ee iT _. Shipman 

Fike = po ee S| @ Wisconsin (Whi (X3) 25333) 

Shee davdddsueaueikbuxihic 3b 

ates ee ee se Se ee 

Ae eo oe pe scam aS OR See Figure 3-54 

Tee Cn geome bt | et , : 5 8G Madison: Project drawing show- 

ieee eet : Bebe cd Se Ss | Figure 3-52 j : ee ing the Dome of the Wisconsin 
| : a cemencheraealiatinees al « Washington, D.C.: Na- ee State Capitol, designed by 

ees 7 ri em Ve ere bai Lh, a * tional Capitol, Dome Sec- fet ae Z Stephan V. Shipman, positioned 

Pea WWE Ree | Be cm © FE atop Main Hall on the University 
pote ett ae eee ie eu i Me ot hes ee Designed 1859 ; : is of Wisconsin campus. 

eS RB tee FB Architects: Thomas U. te fea, Drafted: ca. 1908 S See f pou OR Bes we eo pp te s a . Lier hes *. 
ae a z Walter with August o6 0s. i Pee Architect:Probably Paul P. Cret 

‘ : Schoenborn SE ee "= 44 Photo: University of Wisconsin- 
eee | eaters nee = ee = = Photo: United States Capi- -— Madison, Division of Archives. 
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The utilization of this precedent can be broken down into two phases, separated chronologically by the funds were depleted and construction was suspended temporarily. After work resumed in 1872, the 

Columbian Exposition of 1893. The states that, prior to 1893, sought to build civic structures with building was finally completed in 1874.8’ The California State Capitol, constructed of granite with a 

domes based on the example of the Washington Capitol were concentrated in the Midwestern and brick foundation, occupies 52,480 square feet and is four stories in height.** The dome rises, with a sec- 

Western States. Within this group, the domes designed for Wisconsin, Kansas and California follow the ond peristyle as at the National Capitol, an additional 220 feet. It is sheathed with copper and crowned 

precedent of the National Capitol more closely than those designed for Illinois, lowa, Michigan, Texas with a copper ball, which provides a finial to the lantern.” 

and Colorado. Of the first group, Shipman’s dome for Wisconsin, the first to be built, comes closer to 

the national prototype than the others. The second group, while certainly designed with an eye to the Kansas 

National Capitol, carried domes that were much more ornate and irregular in form than at Washington, Plans for the Kansas State Capitol, drawn by J.C. Haskell, were accepted by the State of Kansas in 

suggesting a taste for eclectic revivalism and its associate picturesqueness. 1866. Also designed while the National Capitol was under construction, the dome presented in 

Haskell’s rendering is very much like Walter’s design, though the proportions have been elongated. The 

California building, however, was not completed until 1903 and in the time that passed from design to completion, 

In 1860, while the dome of the National Capitol was still in the early stages of construction, Miner F. the dome was modified significantly. As built, the dome was constructed of green copper and is posi- 

Butler designed a statehouse for California that was based on the National Capitol to the extent that his tioned above an octagonal base that consists of three tiers. Though the design for the Kansas Capitol, 

submission stirred controversy among his competitors. Butler was criticized for having copied Walter’s like California, represents an earlier adaptation of Walter’s precedent than in Wisconsin, implementation 

work in Washington and he was also accused of having borrowed freely in the design of his facade from according to this design never took place.” 

another entry. Although Butler’s design was selected, his competitor, Rueben Clark was hired to over- 

see construction.** Work began according to Butler’s design, but was suspended in 1862 when the The Designs of John C. Cochrane and Alfred H. Piquenard 

plans housed within the foundation walls of the capitol were destroyed after the Sacramento River Once completed in 1863, the National Capitol remained an important precedent to the designers of 

flooded the construction site. Clark redrew the plans and continued to supervise the work until 1865, state capitol domes, though the interpretation of form had become looser and proportions were modi- 
when he retired; he was succeeded by G. Parker Cummings. Work continued until 1870, at which time fied freely. Two architectural firms operating out of Springfield, Illinois in the early 1870s, were respon- 

sible for the design of several state capitols that carry domes inspired by the Washington Capitol. The 

5 Chicago firm of John C. Cochrane and Alfred H. Piquenard established an architectural office in Spring- 

: field once the commission for the Illinois Capitol had been secured in 1868; a few years later, in 1870, a 

7 i Ny carpenter from Philadelphia, Elijah M. Myers opened an architectural office in Springfield. Myers’ time 

£ pass in the community was short-lived, however, as he relocated to Detroit in 1873, to oversee the construc- 

LEE EU): tion of the Michigan State Capitol in Lansing. 

) | | | i | tA John C. Cochrane and Alfred H. Piquenard designed domed state capitols for Illinois and Iowa that uti- 

me? 8 i ee ec eS lized the National Capitol as a general precedent, although each as Spence quality re- 

as ae a mel eee Sle : flective of the eclectic tastes then current. Cochrane’s practice was based in Chicago in 1867, when he 

{ cif if hei d il : uf Tt a mv ' dogg oll entered the competition for the Illinois Capitol. At this time, he ran a small office with only two employ- 

a , aq | t i baba ‘| | HOI | t rit ees, and his experience was limited to residential and small commercial architecture.”' Much of the de- 

Ue stata ba be | | Al UE ot Hil i [ | {i sign work for both the Illinois and Iowa Capitols, has been attributed to Alfred H. Piquenard, a natural- 

ed. E aa APO 7 Tanne ag 1 Figure 3-55 ing citizen, Succ had immigrated from i alter — asa civil ee at the Ecole Centrale. Fol- 

EAP Te! ELE a ee Sacramento: California State lowing the signing of the contract for the Illinois State Capitol in 1868, Piquenard became Cochrane’s 

a oe fs =| Capitol, Exterior partner and oversaw the office in Springfield, from which he managed work on the Capitol until his 
a ee a = Es — e nc Constructed 1860-72 death in 1876.2 

edit len A REGES in vi ‘oat a PRN cree] Architects: Rueben Clark, G. 

ee =a Ps Es Parker Cummings The Illinois Capitol was not fully completed until 1888, although it was occupied with the interior unfin- 

ee sierdeiaiainetiaineaiaatenaiaidl ished in 1877.8 Between a pair of wings, each topped with a mansard roof, the central three-tiered 
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dome is prominent in Springfield, rising to a height of 361 feet. The area of the lower drum was modi- The winning design for the Iowa State Capitol, to be built in Des Moines after the relocation of state 

fied from the project drawings and constructed with projecting rectangular bays, each featuring a colon- government from Iowa City, was submitted by Piquenard in the competition held in 1870. Drawing from 

nade and entablature, instead of the smaller bays with paired columns and a distinct pediment, as repre- the design for Illinois, the composition was organized similarly with extending wings, a tall central por- 

sented in the project drawings. The dome was essentially reconstructed in 1932, when it was demol- tico, anda massive dome.” The dome designed for the Iowa Capitol, while taking its primary influence 

ished down to its iron trusses and the rotting wood replaced with precast concrete. At this time, the from the National Capitol, is also loosely based on the example of Michelangelo’s St. Peter’s in Rome. 

dome’s exterior was sheathed with zinc and painted silver.*° Here the idea of paired columns forming a Corinthian colonnade that encircles the drum, as had been 
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initially presented in the project drawings for Illinois, has been refined and implemented. The drum rises tracts in early 1872, Myers moved to Detroit, where he remained for the balance of his professional life. 

from the main structure to a dome of gilded steel, with a lantern atop that is 275 feet from ground Completed within budget and with remarkably few set backs, Myers’ Michigan Capitol was occupied 

level.” in 1878." Even in the rather tall and slender proportions given the dome, Myers’ design refers to the 

Capitol under construction in Springfield. The Michigan Capitol was described by Hitchcock and Seale: 

The Desi ij é . sane Ait 
[ i =e wreal i ea : Myers designed a five-part plan, consisting of three parallel rectangles connected by subsidiary 

The — en _ Piquenard sictenians = the early work of Elijah = Myess, seen elements. In his scheme an elongated bottle like version of the National Capitol dome rose over 
apd in his oe for the oe vine Capitol, — oe resembles the Capitol of Illinois. Fol- the central and largest rectangle. The colonnade around the dome was not continuous as at 

lowing Myers bie telocation to sie from Philadelphia, where he had been a carpenter, he se- Washington, but varied by projections on the four sides, rather like the porticoes at Springfield. 

cured accommodations and established an architectural practice near the office of Cochrane and This became a favorite Myer’s theme." 

Piquenard. His imagination must have been stirred by the construction of the new Capitol and the six : pie. ; ° f : = 
foot square drawings for the building displayed in the window of the architect’s office.* In December With the Michigan Capitol widely considered a success, Myers was in a good position to secure more 

1871, Myers entered the design competition for the Michigan State Capitol and provided the winning work of this kind. He was never quite as effective as he had been in Michigan and was later hired, but 

entry from a field of twenty competitors.” Following his selection as architect and the signing of the con- 

oe a . ieee tee 

ZR i ae x ie Ge eRe 

5 rn Wh i La™ ot vn 
A OE featta: & ee el i ~ 

| JE oe F pee — (0 | ey Des Moines: Iowa State Capitol, ern ee ii} Le Rie ke rey nicest sted hacen Capi 
Wh eeres | La RRemmR Gl far | ieee. | imine Competition drawing St WEN ee UIMOR Ins MM, | Dansing: Michigan State Capitol pel ul P. $5347 6 a iB eo lt Designed ca. 1870 eT Daly kt ain a i a ch i ie = Winning competion drawing 

= VON Eee ae: rT 5 | i ie Architect: Cochrane and ots! f bt a Da peHWeees ke ce: fey sk Designed 1871 
an ee Df allh ae | Pigquenard a = C= = ae, AUChitect: E.E. Myers 

ma a, 4 Photo: Iowa State Museum* a ae ae ne Aa KS Eola iene Haig arenes” 

\ — S moe ee 
a ek oe ee tr 7 as : rt ee Bre Figure 3-61 Se ee 
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peieg Ean ee ee Soe : Exterior Pere ar eo eet Lansing: Michigan State Capitol, 
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subsequently dismissed, by the Texas and Colorado Building Commissions, although his designs for struction was problematic and Myers blamed for most of the difficulties. Myers was faulted for not be- 

these states were largely implemented. ing at the building site to answer questions or immediately supply working drawings, as he continued to 

In 1881, following a competition with eleven other architects, Myers was selected to design the Texas ad steotat a arene io Gorse ore areas ere ts lua 

State Capitol by Napoleon LeBrun, of New York City, who Thomas Water had recommended to the hee sis a a : e lever eat Strona Soa ye BPPENER me 
abt : a ; : : and chose Texas pink granite over the architect’s objections. Nonetheless the construction of the build- 

commission as a competent judge.'** Work according to Myers’ plans began in 1882, although con- ‘ : ; Sor 5 § ' 
ing was carried out largely according to Myers’ original design and the completed Capitol was dedi- 

: cated on 16 May 1888 with great celebration.'” 

i More than any other capitol dome constructed during this period, the Texas dome echoes the propor- 

Row tion and detailing of the National Capitol. According to Hitchcock and Seale, “. .. Of all the Capitols of 

' a the Gilded Age, Austin’s —with its tall dome rising over a colonnaded drum, and its sprawling wings— 

was most like a parody of the National Capitol. The iron parts of the building were painted to match 

LLL that reddish granite the commission decreed would form the walls.”"™ The picturesque effect of the col- 
faa ored stone was amplified by the 85,000 square feet of copper cladding that covered the dome.'® The 

(50% Pe Texas Capitol is the tallest domed state capitol in the Nation, with a height of 309'-8" from the floor of 
p foe the basement to the top of the 16' “Goddess of Liberty” surmounting the dome, 7'-0" taller than the Na- 

2g BS : “tof 1 i Spe Pa Ea a tional Capitol.'°° 

ie eee. ee on In 1881, Denver was named the capital of the State of Colorado in 1881, setting into motion plans for 
a —_— a the construction ofa new building. Myers was designated winner of the 1883 competition, but inad- 
be coe 4 a iS Q 2) Pe equate funds prevented the construction of his design and a second competition was held with the result 

A eae 2 ep. ; : 7 oN ny hain fete peat Le being that the state purchased the plans of Myers and two other architects. By 1886, the drawings had 

. ae ES bets | Figure 3-64 been reworked by Myers to include elements of all three proposals.'”’ Construction progressed slowly 
ae =a aes j Austin: Texas State Capitol, Dome Elevation with complaints being made against Myers concerning his working drawings being incomplete. Amid 

ne Ss iSRaGaNT em we Designed 1881 threats of lawsuit, Myers was dismissed from the project in 1889, although work according to the sec- 
s = SA E Architect: E.E. Myers d suites inued." Fi later. in 1894. the offices of the buildin ied gece M Photo: Texas Siate-drchives® ond composite design continue: ive years later, in » the offices of the building = occupied. 

aa ; Architect Frank E. Edbrooke was hired, in 1898, to oversee the completion of the building, the last 

wing of which was finished in 1907.' 
Bi Cee ere ae 

ee an oo =< 
Bee ean ak ae 18 sae + oe, ie ancn  ; ae 
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Bee ye ae 8 Pan ees «cee oi 

es 1 ene ; E ae ‘ a pg gee : : ie tre L. Figure 3-66 
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22 Sl See fe U's ara 'E Constructed 1886-1907 
fet Pricer? Teen THIELE er Constructed 1882-88 Fi y a 7 y 5 | + ii U1 Architect: E.E. Myers/Frank E. 

i i 1 i rh ies igs Meese Architect: E.E. Myers . 6 7 = 7 1 ¥ anti em te Edbrooke 
act E z % Photo: Travis County Collection, e | Sa re & Ru | { Photo: State Historical Society of 
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The Colorado dome, originally sheathed in copper, was gilded with 200 ounces of 28 caret gold in European ecclesiastic architecture in the design of an American governmental structure. Cass Gilbert, in 

1908."”° In general appearance, the dome similar to that of Texas, though the features are much less his design for the dome of the Minnesota Capitol, undertaken in 1896, followed the lead of his former 

regular; the drum has been positioned on a rusticated base with arched windows separated by pilasters employers and also looked past the National Capitol to the great Catholic Basilica of St. Peter’s in 

and projecting rectangular bays. The colonnade above features four projecting bays with separate pedi- Rome. Of these state capitols, Hitchcock and Seale wrote: 

ments connecting to an entablature that provides a base to the upper drum. The gilded dome has been The Capitols of Minnesota and Rhode Island were both completed in the first decade of the 

pierced with rectangular windows. The proportions of the dome are relatively slender and are more twentieth century. They became important models which were never really copied, but which 

reiuitiiicent of Michigan thad Fexas-Hitchenckand Seale vaggcet the overall piecemeal appearstice loomed behind every other project of that kind for a whole generation. If any American capitols 

bnilding anidits dome webe thernesult of inappropriate changes iiadle to Myers” design following his dis- represented the high style of their period, it is these two. The New York world of taste and 

naar fashion pervades their grand interiors. New York artists and craftsmen were kept busy on the 

site, at the architects’ insistence, despite legislative protests that local talent was being ig- 
The Influence of the Columbian Exposition nored.''4 

Between 1893 and 1925, 18 domed state capitols were constructed. An important impetus for this 

widespread trend of constructing domed state capitols in the Renaissance Revival style had been the Minnesota 

Columbian Exposition of 1893. The Exposition led to the resurgent use of this style within the strictures In addition to Cass Gilbert’s Minnesota Capitol having been the subject ofa great deal of favorable 

of Beaux-Arts design methods. Beaux-Arts design implied a code of propriety be implemented that uti- press at the time of its completion in 1904, Post likely would have been compelled to study the design 

lized architectural form ina manner consistent with historical precedent. In addition to the increased use for Minnesota since Gilbert had won the first competition for the design of the Wisconsin State Capi- 
of Walter’s dome as a general precedent in the design of state capitols, this sensibility led to the more tol."'5 Gilbert’s Minnesota Capitol is, in many ways, similar to the Rhode Island state house as both 

direct use of domed European prototypes, especially St. Peter’s and St. Paul’s. Borrowing from the consciously maintain the vision of the 1893 World’s Fair. Because the projects were under construction 
precedent established by European ecclesiastic architecture would have been an anathema to Jefferson simultaneously, a certain competitive spirit existed between the two firms. Both capitols were built of 

or Washington, but in the mind of the American populace, the European buildings had become concep- Georgia white marble, which Mead asserted was similar to the marbles used by the ancient Greeks. The 

tually removed from the American “temples of democracy.” The borrowing of form, if done properly, exterior facings of both were sand rubbed, resulting ina finish that resembled the plaster-white look of 

was fully acceptable. the buildings featured at the Columbian Exposition. 

Rhode Island For the Minnesota Capitol, Gilbert was determined to fill the public spaces of his building with artwork, 

Following the Columbian Exposition, Renaissance Revival became the preferred style for large public oc oa ro me Ln ee We cc poe: Me ee ena 

structures on the East Coast and the architectural firm of McKim, Mead and White were the leaders in iat, te hived many Ea WO ee oa 

this trend. Their design for the Rhode Island State Capitol, which was under construction by 1895 Ez: 

(based on a scheme approved in 1892), set a standard for the use of this idiom that was emulated E a 

throughout the country. The dome of the Capitol is widely considered to be largely based on St. Paul’s Ee - 

Cathedral in London, though at a smaller scale.!? The reference to St. Paul’s, in turn, implies a resem- i # f sy 

blance to Montferrand’s design for St. Isaac’s and, in fact, this likeness was recognized by a Providence . , Carnie hs 

architect while construction was underway. In 1898, a Mr. Hoffman wrote McKim, Mead and White e — | 4 ii UE | ii | oe 

concerning his perception of the similarities between the Rhode Island dome and Montferrand’s dome E ae ety : ao ae i Figure 3-67 

for St. Isaac’s.'"? That recognition of St. Isaac’s as a prototype took place, just before the turn of the Be ter 7 — eee Grane | : Providence: Rhode Island Capitol, 

century, indicates it remained a part of the conscious architectural vocabulary associated with dome de- Ls Aaa t uJ | | f ALL iit a eter aa teoa tons 

Proving. | PEPER TE A srottccr: MekKim, Mead, and 
In truth, McKim, Mead and White virtually copied the less widely known, hence less recognizable, led ee ee ait hie phous dant Historical 

dome of the Russian Cathedral, making them the first American architects to make unabashed use of ee on < 0 ee a shige i Gee teeters es 
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Wisconsin State Capitol. Included were Daniel Chester French, Elmer Ellsworth Garnsey, and Kenyon Cruciform in plan, the general layout of this project is similar to the Wisconsin State Capitol, with four 

Cox. This importation of East Coast artistic talent was the cause of conflict in Minnesota because many equal arms projecting from the central domed space. In elevation the proportions are similar in the two 

local artists complained bitterly that they had not been considered for the high profile commissions.''° designs, though Post’s “Greatest Monument’ is far more picturesque than the State Capitol, even as 

Combining an interest in Renaissance Revival form with the use of the National Capitol as a precedent Sesgentes inthe comectiion neato iamassesametied together eumppanitionelly: by large quater 
resulted in a phenomena that is exemplified in these two buildings. Because of the trend towards simplifi- circle colonnades that extend to nearly the porch of the porticoed fronts. Surface articulation of the 

cation of form and adherence to historical accuracy that was a reaction to the earlier eclecticism of late downie fur one : nae Acie atthe Wineoisin Capital and hears sinailarity 7 Malis § 
19th century architecture, the National Capitol came to have less influence as a stylistic model than its 1859 redesign for the national dome, in which the second story has been omitted. (It is similar, also, to 

direct precedents St. Peter’s, St. Paul’s, and St. Isaac’s. American state capitols built after 1893, can the dampethat Hata oa Sean cn Shak ener ae soul 

be broken down into two types: those that are based on the St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome and those 4 rn ae ie ira: ms Mh i i ne meen i gh sie 

based on Wren’s design for St. Paul’s. The Rhode Island State Capitol, which resembles St. Paul’s, and ae i niga = cea ia a ere F te pera, ee nea me 4 A 

the Minnesota State Capitol, resembling St. Peter’s, emerged as important monuments that were often th ae apne a a a 8 4 enere 2 pare ane ite Phat hh i e 
a 3 : : : sang rmal ; a 
imitated in the design of subsequent State Capitols. This trend was also the result of historic prototypes rea nie econ agen a on Re eR Oe Det Bette 

being more faithfully considered by the designers of the late 19th and early 20th century. Concerning the MCCUE HEUTE eae dee doses 
Minnesota Capitol, Hitchcock and Seale offered, “The main dome is a slightly more conical version of 

St. Peter’s in Rome.”"”” 

a | oe mn 
merica’s Greatest Monument i Be Se ea a ee ec 

Presumably drawn prior to the design of the Wisconsin State Capitol, George Post prepared his own ee aad ieeea S: ‘ Be ae es ete eo hee 

scheme for an ideal domed building that was to be built on the banks of the Hudson River. An unhin- a ‘ Pe a eA oe Poe fae Ie oe ee 
es : i é ene teat ewes 3 bo Na ee a od eS 

dered expression of the architect’s own version of civic monumentality, it pulls together many ideas that ere ee eee aay VN ean ee ao ee 

will be seen again in the Wisconsin State Capitol. Photographs of drawings for the project are held by eS aes a ea ys a AOS an rae oe 

the Archives of the New York Historical Society. A photograph of an elevation is inscribed, “America’s BE ee oe ates ELBE ee Hee , ca es = 
ee : sah : i ee See eee Meee Sig 

Greatest Monument, A Building designed to be a Living Encyclopedia of the World’s Progress, which ve Aa (8 (0: | ae Gasp te aie ee a 
ee : : tee. = . i tee ee re See Ue 

its projector confidently believes will soon raise its wall above the bank of the Hudson.” Beyond this ae : : Doe he Nes | eee emer Hight | 90 RteE a 
E ee ; : eee sa Seas eee are ia ie Rae hs hata en 8 epee 

cryptic description, there is no documentation, not even a date. pe ee Peet ce VF | a ig ay : ee 

ee ee Raia Be ; —— oe Phe! Eee eee eet ee a eamiaca 7 x i P1044: 3 a [See 

oe A eee be eae rk RY REE SONS NS een ee 
ae oe eae 2 ais il Sra a ire Je betas dea eee = LA 27 |} coat ee ngs s he ee es 

ee fe: eo SS Eatreseee ee ————— re eee a ge 
eG te. 0 Fe Se ig ee eo. |e ee 

eo ee ee 8 ie | ald a { le Ae P| el eee 
A ee Ww OA a ee) Wale tt ee ey) 8 eerie a 
Bo a a i eee oe ee es na | ely ed al i) fr a et i Ria | ae ee ee 
ae ee a Wd A fis 2 eh ee Rl | 

: Mec tare i Figure 3-68 OT ee ge le 
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a [a a2 Ja aad - tp Rtt - im Constructed 1895-1904 a tae ne 369 4 ‘ ; 
pore a ome — au _ . Ubehileci =< Cass Gilbert ‘America’s Greatest Monument,” Project Elevation. 

> et : Photo: Minnesota Historical Soci- Designed: Date unknown 

cos a Sr aS eee ety* Architect: George B. Post 
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The Wisconsin State Capitol tural unit independent of the wings. A valuable technical description of the structural steel engi- 

neering problems worked out with much ingenuity in the case of the dome is given in the Engi- 

The Dome neering News for August 28, 1913.... 

In designing the dome of the Wisconsin State Capitol, Post had before him the lessons of the Roman 

Empire, the Byzantine builders, the great Renaissance architects, the Palladians and Neo-Palladians, and 

those Baroque architects who celebrated sumptuousness in the ornamental treatment of grand architec- ane 

ture. Post also was part of a tradition begun by Thomas Jefferson that imbued this ancient architectural 

feature with a symbolism very much its own. That Post would have looked to the National Capitol and 

those designs that inspired it mark him as a man of his generation. Post’s most immediate inspiration was erate 

the Rhode Island State Capitol, designed by his close professional associates McKim, Mead and po oe = \ 

White. This is particularly evident in the similarities existing between the domed exteriors of the buildings i (| ial ‘ ) : oes ' 

and Post’s use of tourelles in design depicted in his competition drawings. In both cases, the designers PY gee i ae = sie io ‘ 

were looking directly at the proportions and detailing demonstrated by Montferrand in the Cathedral of iP Senitas . Snr —— ie a : : ; henetns 

eae: Ae a Pea i H i ea wit The steel superstructure of the 

Elements of Post’s “America’s Greatest Monument” were also incorporated in the design of the Wis- age Tac AG Hl : tt mii ti i eae dome is vis ible as the building 
s : 3 So tb ee : : : AEB sete s Gres tt a nears completion, ca. 1915. 

consin State Capitol. With the Building Commission calling for a plan in the configuration ofa St. Ce eee ee ee es §— Photo: “from the Collection of the 

Andrew’s Cross (a Greek Cross tilted 45 degrees, so named because of the manner in which St. An- eee ae 3 Sa New-York Historical Society” 

drew had been martyred), Post shifted the layout of the design and modified the large circular colon- 

nades, significantly scaling them back to become the “round rooms” or entrance pavilions of the State : jus 

Capitol. He simplified the dome, as well, making the surfaces much less ornate though maintaining a pic- i ee © oe 

turesque quality through the use of sculptural groups, a characteristic in keeping with Montferrand’s ee | 

dome of St. Isaac’s. i | 

The Wisconsin State Capitol was under construction for eleven years, from 1906 through 1917. Once | A aN 
completed it was the subject of favorable analysis in an article written by Michael A. Mikkelsen for the qs 4 as = 

September 1917 Architectural Record. Mikkelsen described the exterior of the building, particularly ‘ ‘ ‘F ‘Fens im ; 

the dome: eae | ceo 
< . yee el ea 

Over the crossing of the wings rises a great dome, the crowning feature of the building. A po- Pe J | ‘ | ce i i | i 

dium wall above the small flat domes of the pavilions forms the base upon which the barrel of (ae ek ae i: ee ae 

the great dome rests. The barrel is treated as a circular Corinthian arcade, through the arched oo eA pie = Ps ss 

windows of which the rotunda is lighted. The podium, ninety feet above the ground, is sur- re a} 1 

rounded by a balustrade. At a height of 155 feet is a balustraded balcony resting on the colon- a be Le a | a 
nade of the barrel. Another balustraded balcony encircles the lantern at a height of 235 feet. On one j : ‘ : 3 A a a 4 
the lantern is mounted a gilded bronze statue symbolic of the State of Wisconsin. ... . al 4 ge bh OS igure 3.71 

The dome is of steel skeleton construction. Its framework is sheathed with terra-cotta and has a +i, Lae = : s The Wisconsin sate Capita Jus i dpllaning the 

covering of granite, in blocks about eight inches thick. The supporting tower is a combination of = et g wi a jou eng s f eh 2 ch % the Nowe veok vis- 
steel skeleton and bearing-wall construction. The dome and its supporting tower form a struc- Seat i 1 ae torical Society” ; ee 
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From the last landing of the elevators in the attic story of the wings interior stairways ascend to typically undertook the preliminary carving and then Bitter finished the facial features and surface refine- 
the level of the podium balcony. From the podium four spiral staircases, built in the thickness of ments.” Bitter had been professionally involved as an architectural sculptor working with George Post 
the barrel of the dome, rise to the level of the balcony supported by the colonnade. From this since his earliest days in the United States and the two collaborated several times before Bitter was 
level two inclined stairways lead up between the outer and inner shells of the dome to a point hired, in 1906, as the sculptor of the East Pediment of the Wisconsin State Capitol.!2! This led to addi- 
immediately below the crown. Here visitors may look through the eye of the coffer dome, thirty tional contracts between Bitter and the Capitol Commission for the West Pediment and the four figural 
feet in diameter, into the great rotunda below. From the crown a single spiral staircase leads up groups to be placed at the base of the dome. 

into the lantern, with its exterior balcony and with an interior platform ten and a half feet in diam- - i 

eter... . 4 ao mek : 
t! ee 

The dome is wholly admirable in line and proportion. Its relation of height to width, of colon- ae Re : 

nade to vault, and of vault to lantern, is perfect, while its soaring curve is both vigorous and Ba i | 

subtle. The colonnade around the barrel is reclaimed from monotony by the groups of sculpture iM I Se 

at its base, and there are no dormers to break the swelling curve of the vault. The dome ranks Ay "Y 

next in size to that of the capitol at Washington, the largest in America; yet it has a far greater il : : 
appearance of lightness, without loss of dignity. It conveys an absolute impression of distinction HQ 

and refinement, and there will be many who will pronounce it the most beautiful dome in mY qT : 
America.!® = ( i. 

Sculpture re os =si) Vy 

Post had envisioned a considerably more elaborate sculptural program for the Capitol, more in keeping iS " \ 3 pos A: | ¢ & ; : 

with the full-blown Baroque aesthetic that he presented in his “America’s Greatest Monument.” In his i E ae "ll SSS . a AN * ie be F Bivens ci mdacd. tai. 
competition elevation, Post included figures reclining at the base of the staircases leading to the pavilion { i . 1 is. i su PY ith. {i ii titled “Abundance,” as a sketch for the carved 

entrances and lions on the balustrade of the Observation Deck at the base of the dome. As in the 4 MW A ; =A : antl EL LE granite group, “Wealth,” positioned on the north- 
temples of ancient Greece, he called for sculptural groups in the pediments above the porticos of the pe- em es Bos! me ee : | west side of the dome, near the base. ; 
destrian entrances. Post also authorized that the tourelles designed for the structure as a part of the Ed eA oe oie a i. Bee re me 
competition presentation be replaced with sculptural groups to be positioned at the seventh level on po- ss = 
diums that were actually the roofs of the short corridors leading to the exterior Observation Deck from 

the Upper Sixth level." In addition, Post planned that a great bronze figure symbolizing Wisconsin 

would be placed above the lantern at the top of the dome. y | 

The Dome Statuary Groups by Karl Bitter q F: ny 

Karl Bitter (1867-1915), a New York City artist who had immigrated from Austria in the late 1880s, i Ui, " ¥ a 
designed and oversaw the carving and placement of the four statuary groups at the base of the dome for 4 * WY \ te , 
a contract amount of $42,000. From the time of his arrival in the United States, Bitter was hired by a > Bh ie ry eo g A. Rl Fioure 3-73 

leading American Beaux-Arts architects, beginning with Richard Morris Hunt, to provide architectural B ~~ ‘4 - P vo | fi e iq ae Karl Bitter was assisted in carving 
sculpture for their buildings. Bitter worked primarily in clay, which he then cast in plaster. If successful, we — pe ie = Ses > | as “= ; a Se eae Pu A a 

the model would either be recast in bronze or reproduced in stone. Unlike most of his American con- ae Ms 4 < 2 > Senne sey sans, many from the East Coast. 
temporaries, Bitter was proficient as a stone carver, having been an apprentice in this trade while in a a i ~ oe S g f saw 2) Photo: State Historical Society of 
Vienna. When working in stone, as in the commission for the Wisconsin State Capitol, Bitter’s assistants ole eee i Gwe eee, %(Visconsin Whi (X3) 11515 
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oe NN dome. Gi, 4 1) US as at building. 
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a GES Se NS “Wisdom” is positioned on the northeast side of EP a ; oo Fae, | wy f= “Abundance” is situated on the northwest side of 

oe pal ee Pot the dome. ee 4 eS Se \ = ee the dome. 
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On 29 October 1907, Post spoke to the Capitol Commission concerning his proposed change in the man warrior armed with sword and shield; a bearded Hercules with a club and cestus; and a figure rep- 

design of the dome, in which he planned to omit the tourelles and substitute statuary.' Sometime there- resenting labor, with a mallet and large gear. The “Wisdom” group, on the northeast side of the dome, 

after, Woodbury Granite (the Vermont granite quarry that provided the sheathing for the structure) sub- depicts a youth holding a sphere, an elderly philosopher, and a student with an open book on his lap. 

contracted Bitter to provide the carved groups to be placed at the base of the dome. By Spring of The feminine groups represent “ Faith” and “Abundance.” “Faith,” facing southeast, rests her head on 

1909, Bitter had supplied the architect with sketches developed to the extent that Post included the folded hands, and the other figures sit with closed eyes touching their hands to their breasts. “Abun- 

groups in architectural drawing 518-2010, which was issued by his office on 26 March 1909. The dance,” located on the northwest side, is composed of three figures. A vase overflowing with fruit ac- 

Woodbury Granite Company began to press Bitter in December 1910 for jointing plans so they could companies the standing central figure, and the seated figures hold cornucopias.'”° 

Cos, att deliver to Madison, stones sized appropriately Miele sat ee maeee er In May 1911 Bitter sent a diagram to Madison indicating that “Faith” would occupy the southeast loca- 

On 15 February 1911, Bitter wrote to Porter, offering his own “perhaps clumsy words” to convey his tion and “Strength,” here referred to as “Force” would be placed in the southwest position.'?” John 

intentions with the sculptural program that he prepared for the Capitol dome. According to his letter, it Grignola, a carver who had worked with Bitter for many years, came to Madison represent Bitter and 

was his primary interest to “illustrate certain fundamental qualities which must be logically possessed by oversee the construction of a carving shed'”* at the derrick of the CM & St. Paul Railroad in west 

the people of the State to make them great and powerful.” He further described the symbolism intended Madison.” Work was briefly held up in spring of 1912, when the delivery of stone for the third group 

for the groups: was delayed.'*° According to the local Madison press, the groups were placed around the dome some- 

B5y“Steength” [have in mind the virility end ntanhood anid @leminadiat Give misah iebeyihcal time — = 191 2 EAS ps installation of the granite sheathing ¢ the dome had not = been = 

the common industries of the state, the muscle and sinew which is the requirement, or at least Dleted es ie tes Bitte i eee ee Wit the anfity of iseoupe andrea ae 9 q : " 

one of the chief requirements, of a people that shall be called progressive. I also have in mind a eee ee Se esha p hie tours 

the fact that the State has taken part in the past in the great struggles of our country and has lent “Wisconsin” by Daniel Chester French 

its powerful arm to fight in its battles. 
“Wisconsin,” the gilded bronze statue atop the lantern, is the work of the eminent American sculptor 

By “Wisdom I shall refer to the prudent mind which guides the powerful arm, which must direct Daniel Chester French (1850 -1931). It was through a rather complex series of events that French 

all labour and effort to make it right and advantageous. A wisdom that is based upon the experi- came to be offered the commission that resulted in the figure that crowns the dome. French had trained 
ence of the past and is fostered by institutions of learning and which is part and parcel, and not in both Europe and America, and after establishing a studio in New York City in 1887, he was well 
the smallest one at that, of all human activity. : known for his public monuments and memorials. In 1892, French was called to Chicago to execute two 

In choosing “Faith” for one of the groups I wish to point to the religious life of the community of the most prominent sculptural works at the Columbian exposition, “The Republic” for the Main La- 

which is equal importance with, in the opinion of many perhaps more so, than any other phase goon and (with Edward Clark Potter) “The Triumph of Columbus.” “The Republic” was prominently 

of man’s aspirations and efforts. It is the broadest word I can find to cover the existence of a positioned above the waters of the main lagoon, along which the most significant buildings of the Fair 

soul and its hopes and fears. . . . were placed. 

Lastly I will speak of “Prosperity and Abundance.” In this I mean to cover that hope of success Initially, the Capitol Commission selected Helen Farnsworth Mears, a Wisconsin native residing in New 
which is the stimulus for the wealth of a people and the basis of its earthly welfare. The fruitful- York, as sculptor for the “figure surmounting the dome,” awarding her a contract that was signed on 29 

ness of all effort and labour shall be shown and the abundance which comes as a result of the December 1910.'” Early in their collaboration, Post was enthusiastic in his support of Mears’ work and 
other qualifications I have mentioned. !2* wrote of her progress to the Capitol Commission, ' but by February of 1911, there were rumblings of 

reer : ; f dissatisfaction. The Commission decided to solicit designs from other sculptors; those mentioned in- 
Bitter indicated that Mie cpaonctte should me & thon too italy that they were offered only to illus- cluded: Gutzon Borglum (the sculptor of Mount Rushmore), Paul Bartlett, and Herbert Adams, who 

tate the Mowe a tae aed Fam. nadlosen, of val sia: — ior most people t9 a — ee was apparently favored by George Post.'* Possibly because of the expense associated with hiring a 

CREE: whicht here explain, in the architectural cages statues and ——— which ee sculptor as prominent as Daniel Chester French, he was not among those considered as an alternative at 

be placed upon the building not as an assemblage of art objects but as organic parts of the structure." this time. With the decision made to formally suspend Mears’ contract a couple of months later, Post 

University of Wisconsin-Madison Art Historian, James M. Dennis, identified and described the figures in sent her a letter offering the reasons for this determination having been made. Post wrote to Mears that 

his 1967 book on Karl Bitter. “Strength,” placed on the southwest side of the drum, consists of a Ro- the decision was not “on account of want of ability on your part as a Sculptor. . . but on account of your 
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want of experience in designing work of this character.” Post indicated to Mears that he would facilitate Post indicated that work should be done in New York, where it could be fully monitored by the artist, 

her being paid for her work by the Capitol Commission and that he would eventually like to contract her and that the process would probably take several weeks to complete. 

for work on another of his buildings." Porter’s response on this subject came a week later when, with the authorization of Governor 

Although French’s contract was not formally established until 12 September 1912, he was elected as McGovern, he approved the gilding of the statue for the cost estimated by L. Marcotte and Com- 

sculptor of the piece at the 23 August 1911 meeting of the Capitol Commission, at which George Post pany. One day after the issue was ordered, on 21 August 1913, French wrote to Post to say that 

and his son Otis were present and likely recommended him." French had submitted a contract for the with plans in place to have the statue gilded in New York City, he could not be held responsible 

work prepared by the Post firm on 13 May 1912'°’ that was similar to the contract that the Commission for damage the gilding might sustain while the statue was being transported to Madison.'*’ The Post firm 

had earlier established with Mears. In the document that French submitted, he did not assume responsi- responded the following day that French was correct in this understanding.'* The process of gilding the 

bility for placing the statue, for which Lew Porter later admonished George Post.'*In August, French statue was nearly complete by February of the following year, when James Otis Post wrote to Porter to 

indicated that he was fully willing to sign a contract that stipulated the placement of the statue. He also indicate that “Mr. French notifies us that the statue will be ready to be boxed the last of this week and 

wrote that he had completed his half-size model and that his work was progressing at such a rate that that it can be shipped by the middle of next week.”"” James Post also indicated that arrangements had 

the “bronze statue” would be ready for erection the following spring.'* In the contract that was finally been made with Mr. Bickford of Woodbury Granite to hoist the statue to the level of the lantern, while 

established between Post and the Capitol Commission, the agreement included the clause that “the the main derrick used in its construction was still in place.'*° 

sculptor shall transport the casting to Madison, Wisconsin, cart it to the Capitol and setit in place.” The statue left New York 25 February 1914!" and by the 28th of March, it had arrived in Madison 
pee tin (me, pene - ee ee a $2,000up ay ei tthe and was hoisted to the roof of one of the wings still in the crate it had traveled in from New York 
sketch, es upon completion of — models, $8,000 upon delivery of the castings, and $2,000 after City. Ina letter written to French at the end of March, Porter stated that another $8,000 payment 

completion and acceptance of the entire work."" would be made the sculptor, as per the contract.'* Porter took this occasion to ask French his opinion 

George Post and his son William Stone Post visited French’s summer studio in Berkshire Hills near 

Stockridge, Massachusetts in late August to view the completed 8'-0" model.’ Post proclaimed the 

work “more than meets our expectations.”'*? Even though French’s contract with the State had not yet 

been finalized, Post advocated that the sculptor be paid the first half of his fee, or $10,000. Justifying ; 

this payment request, Post wrote “The model which Mr. French has completed practically finishes his aa 

individual work. Before casting, this model is doubled in scale, mechanically, by pointing and when this , 

is done, the sculptor makes any small modifications which may be necessary.” i é 

The full size model “made by absolute measurement” from the half-size model was complete and at the ag * a ti 

Roman Bronze Works in Green Point New York by 20 March 1913.145 The bronze casting was com- a a iy ) aay 

pleted by May; apparently French was not completely pleased with the finish, because he began to con- %, yi, yi . 4 Mi a 

sider having the statue gilded. An estimate for “gilding on statue about 15 feet high . .. with specially fat 5 a . 

beaten gold leaf” was submitted on 12 May 1913 by the L. Marcotte and Company of New York City a ay 

to the Roman Bronze Works. A copy of the estimate for $325.00 was sent to Post, who forwarded it - y > a iF Hi . 

to Porter with a letter stating, Sl bad a ri a ed 

Mr. French is very strongly impressed with the fact that gilding the statue will be a great im- oo ae | x : i i - 

provement to its architectural effect, in contrast with the cold white of the building. In this I agree 2. 2 | : i RG i ¥ 5 

with him with the proviso that after the gold is applied to the bronze it is toned down by glazing a, ae : } y) ; me | ae 

and varnish until its excessive brilliancy is destroyed—or at least reduced to a tone which the = - : Sere. ae : Figure $239 

gilding would assume after quite a number of years exposure to the action of the elements.“ [og = ve “Wisconsin” following regilding in 1990 
— = a Photo: Mike Bath 
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on the placement of the statue, indicating his own view that the orientation of “Wisconsin” should be ei- The Rotunda 

ther to the east or west. He wrote, The great public Rotunda is literally the centerpiece of the Capitol. The soaring height of this space, am- 

There is a matter upon which we would like to have your judgement, that is, which way the plified by the illusionary effects of the coffered ceiling, the rich materials blended to colorful effect, and 

statue should face. I think there is no question but that it should face East or West. In case it the undulating wall surfaces banded by gilded moldings creates a highly picturesque effect that requires 

faces West, it will face towards the University and towards State Street, the West front, being, correctness of proportion to avoid being disharmonious. The Rotunda was described by Michael A. 

as you will remember the one which is highest above the street level. On the other hand, if it Mikkelsen for the Architectural Record shortly after the building was completed: 

faces East, it will face King Street which is the street leading from the depots and consequently The rotunda is of noble proportions, seventy-six feet in diameter and reaching 200 feet from the 

in the main approach to the city from the outside world.”!* ground floor pavement to the crown of the coffer dome. Four great arches opening into the 

The response to this query came from the Post firm, which had apparently made this determination be- vaulted stair halls of the wings are supported in the rotunda on a Corinthian entablature, the 

fore the death of George Post. They telegraphed Porter on the 23rd of June, 1914 with the message, frieze of which is of dark rose Numidian marble, resting on columns and pilasters of green Tinos 

“We strongly advise facing the statue to the southeast according to father’s desire.”'*> Another tele- marble, imported from Greece. Many beautiful Wisconsin granites have been used in the ro- 

graph was sent the next day, “ Consider southeast pavilion entrance most important. Wish statue to face tunda and stair halls, the walls of which are finished with yellow Kasota limestone, from nearby 

lake to southeast. Wrote yesterday.”!°* The letter to which the telegrams referred, written by James Otis quarries in Minnesota. Over the piers and between the four arches in the rotunda are pendentive 
Post, expressed his late father’s suggestion more fully: brackets, which make the transition from the octagonal form of the rotunda and circular form of 

... circular entablature, the cornice of which supports the visitors’ gallery. In the barrel of the 
Father recommended the facing of the statue to the southeast. . . . he and I discussed this matter dome is a Corinthian colonnade with intercolumnar windows lighting the rotunda. The colonnade 

several times in Madison and he always felt that the principal front of the building was towards Paresthe coffer dome. 

the Lake to the southeast, and referred to the parkway leading to the Lake as being in front of 

the Capitol. There is no question in our minds but that the statue should face the southeast. . . '°” The pendentives are decorated with four panels of glass mosaic by Kenyon Cox. These are 
twelve feet high and have an average length of twenty four feet. 

On 20 July 1914 “Wisconsin” was hoisted to the lantern by the Woodbury Granite Company’s main 

derrick'** before a crowd of thousands and was positioned atop the lantern facing southeast as had enon ah are a 

been advised by the late George Post.’ The 20 July 1914 Wisconsin State Journal stated that ““For- \i NS SS ih 
ward’ was placed on the pedestal,” giving rise to the misnomer of her name. As French had anticipated, \\ SSS inl I “ei ‘i 

the gilding to the statue required some minor repair, which because of the extra varnishes given the finish i ek Ga ok } f 

to achieve a muted gold tone, required that the services of one of the gilders who had worked on the i i (| eS j VY ‘a : : 3, = i / i 

project in New York City be brought to Madison.'® Also, the four anchor bolts that secured the statue 2 ~ = : ~ i oN \\s ee i 

to the base were too short and required lengthening or replacement.!*! Once the installation and repair ee Ee ——— 

had been completed. Porter wrote French, “The statue looks very well and I think the majority of ee Fe 1 SS ee 

people are very well pleased with it.”! Fr y pas : Fy A i ce: iy if ft ; ( t A 

The great gilded figure, 15'-5" and weighing approximately three tons, stands with her right arm out- i=olt ee ee a | f i [= 

stretched and open hand gesturing towards Lake Monona; in her left hand, she holds an orb, on which | = Pee ia : ah aioe t iB | ama 
an eagle, dwarfed by her scale, is perched. She wears a classical chiton, covered with a cape that is | ie apa? a Ha B 4 \ } | 

gathered over her shoulders and fastened in front with an ornamental breastplate that bears an elaborate sees so a os  cioure 3-83 
“W” emblem. Her headdress incorporates symbolic iconography that refers to the attributes of the VE, eo é Te i i iy : pit son: Wisconsin State Capitol, 

State. Abundance and agriculture are represented by a pair of cornucopias, ears of corn and decorative at | pen oe eR Ds eS. Interior 
flowers; a badger, the state animal, peers over her forehead from the crown of her headpiece. Cast in ; ef 4 id | a a ane = Completed 1 91 7 ; 

six sections, the hollow bronze statue is positioned on a convex base inscribed with the words “D.C. : oa a, i ~ eo, fea, d a ee oa © ae vic Photo Service. 
French, Sc. 1912” and “Cast by Roman Bronze Foundry, N.Y.” Ceo nn Scene cS: eS Oe 
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In the crown of the coffer dome is a great ceiling painting, thirty-four feet in diameter, by Edwin sent the state’s natural resources, such as minerals and the products of forests and waterways, the com- 

Howland Blashfield. position expresses the greatness of the state as the total of its components. Although the figures are used 

The decorations of the rotunda, like the sculpture of the exterior, blend harmoniously with the ert . ee ae alsa be understood to imply that the most significant resource of the 

architectural design. It is the superb color scheme, rather than individual parts, which claims at- State ie the mabe rae Oe 

tention and “makes” the picture. The dominant note is the full warm tone of the yellow Kasota Tkewt ania 

limestone, which takes a charming, not too high polish. Its color and texture form a delightful e Biossies ot Senn Soe 

contrast with the dark rose and green of the marbles and the sparing enrichment of gold in the Kenyon Cox (1856-1919), the designer of the mosaics in the pendentives of the Capitol Rotunda, was 

mosaics—a brilliant yet exquisite palette of color. trained in Paris in the late 1870s, first at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and then in the studio of the French 

2 : : 3 academic painter Jean-Leon Géréme, who specialized in carefully detailed historical scenes, executed 

The sumptuousness of the > of the Wisconsin Capitol recalls the height of the European ae with flatly applied color.'® When Cox returned to the United States in the mid-1880s, he enjoyed com- 

for chetevel oe einer gilded surfaces, and the meg — pen of the art. 2a ay of mercial success as a book and periodical illustrator and in 1885 assumed a position teaching drawing at 
the = surfaces, their coloration, and the = glass mosaics in the pendentives, reflective of earlier the Art Students League in New York City. His first opportunity to undertake painting on an architec- 

oer Renae! Pee an extravagance intended to Orne the wealth oe democratic a tural scale occurred in 1892, when he was hired to provide a mural depicting the attributes of “Ceramic 

The a expression of the decussate cross plan, a re o - caeeeie ee Cross, ich Painting” for the dome of the east portal of George Post’s Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, built 

provided a base for many of the finest domed structures in Western civilization, establishes an underlying as a temporary structure for the 1893 Columbian Exposition.!% 

geometry that, historically, has invited elaborate surface articulation. At the heart of the building, the nee 

great vertical space opens at the apex of the cross. The flow of space upward, to the oculus, is intended bi preceded Cox’s work with the Capitol Commission, he had developed a favorable 

to uplift and inspire in a manner that seeks to evoke an integrity to which all the citizens of the state reputation for his large scale works, many of which were executed for public buildings in the Midwest. 

should aspire. His commissions included painted works for the Minnesota and Iowa State Capitols, and in the closing 

phases of his career he gave up illustration and easel painting to pursue work as a muralist and author of 

The Interior Artwork artentiging, Simultaneous to the development of his reputation as an artist, Com became AT for ns 

The soaring dome, intended to stimulate trust in the collective nature of democratic government, is sym- ae ae sad wins es a. te anne te eee thee 5 Me 

bolic of the high ideals established by America’s founding fathers. Rife with religious implication, espe- ony oF hae oe o on . # : 4 se A sis EPO AS SHLODS. A DONG Bias rere 

cially to Renaissance and Baroque designers, the symbolism of the dome was preempted by Jefferson oe eee PUN 

and Washington, who gave it a new meaning. Once a soaring emblem of religious faith, the dome came On 23 January 1912, Cox established a contract with the Capitol Commission for the design, comple- 

to express in America the values required to live in a democratic society and the human characteristics tion, and placement of the mosaics in the trapezoidal pendentives.'” All sketches were to be approved 

that would inspire the citizenry to cultivate the ideals that contribute to the healthy functioning of the Re- by the Capitol Commission by 31 December of that year. Cox’s contract for $20,000 stipulated pay- 

public. ments of $500 when each sketch was approved, $2,000 upon the completion of each of the four car- 

In keeping with the objective of the Rotunda being a space intended to uplift and inspire, the art placed toons, $2,000 for each mosaic ro ey in Mouse, and $2,000 when all the mosaics were in 

sacha sand ; 3 5 place and accepted by the Capitol Commission. By mid-November, the sketches were complete and 
in this space demonstrates similar purpose. The mosaics provided by Kenyon Cox depict the arms of : Miss 

i ilar gee (en ere est two of the cartoons had been finished'® Later that month Cox wrote to Porter to indicate that the 
government housed in the Capitol: “Legislation,” “Government,” and “Justice” are represented as monu- qj y J : 

: i : : 7 : peach Decorative Stained Glass Company of New York would be executing the panels under his supervi- 
mental figures clad in the robes of the ancients, surrounded with attributes consistent with their identity. Ea Vat OL rg alicee ape mina aepaley omy 

The figure “Liberty” represents the citizen of the state, dressed in a robe the colors of which symbolized oe nee eee on aoe Ooo 2 f SFA SORE, AS Pe me yi v . m ip 2 

" eae s ; aa pate who he asked to visit his New York studio in the winter of 1912. He extended the invitation to “see my 
“youth” and “hope” to the artist. In describing her countenance, Cox wrote: “With her left hand she ane ; : hich I . Fs ee Tharedeee 

point upwards, as if to say, ‘Under a republican form of government, the voice of the people is as the Te ee ee rae See On ONE LORE EOS 

voice of God’.”'®“The Resources of Wisconsin” similarly expresses the idea of collectivism being inher- In the spring of 1913, the Post firm decided to enlarge the size of the pendentives, dictating that the 

ent to democracy. “Wisconsin,” the central figure, is the recipient of the offerings extended to her by the decorative treatment be modified as well.!”! Cox redesigned the borders of the mosaics, which required 

young women who encircle her, draped in a single American flag. Although they are intended to repre- an additional twenty-five square feet of tesserae for each. The Decorative Stained Glass Company 
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urged Cox to increase his contract amount by $750 to reimburse their costs for executing this rative Stained Glass Company, whose workers were in Madison. Although few suffered the effects of 

change.'” Several months later, the Capitol Commission authorized this increase in expenditure on the these difficulties more than Lew Porter, he was delighted with the results. He wrote enthusiastically to 

mosaics.'73 Cox that “the mosaics are a splendid piece of work. . .. They are head and shoulders above everything 

: : Lies ars ‘ have in the Capitol. ill ha d i h pleased with them.”!”” 
With over 400,000 pieces of glass utilized in each panel, the work on the mosaics was understandably siaeie Bros His ceeaienn Ot fs lee omen etTeE 

time consuming. The first panel, “Justice,” was completed and ready for shipment to Madison in early The four mosaics were described eloquently by the artist/author: 

June of 1913;'” the others arrived during the summer and early fall. B se the work on the dom ae 5 : 
i 6 i fags SenebCatts tees % a Oa The ornamental parts of the scheme are alike in all four pendentives. Each pendentive has a co- 

had not proceeded according to schedule, the mosaics were kept through the winter glued on heavy : 
ebenains bist caer tie Vinh demise dicate ded lossal seated figure on a gold background, surrounded by a circular border based on the fasces 

canvas, as they had been shi ‘om Ne dryness as ae : : , 3 sin ays : 
4 . = a ee ee Leake eutge with its reeds and crossed ribbons. On either side of this central circle is a panel of oak foliage, 

by the artist.' In May of 1914, the canvases were transferred to the Rotunda and, under Cox’s super- i t ¢ : - 
ie : : ; : ; : and the whole panel is surrounded with a simple guilloche border in gold and purple. The four 

vision, the installation began.'”° Work continued through the summer and into the fall. The installation : Fite eae ’ 
we seat 4 difficult bv th tifa hitedeont ee figures symbolize the three divisions of the powers of the state—the legislative, the executive 

represented a complicated process, made more diffic ertain financial solvency o: /eCo- Mitre: : : : 
“P P P peli re ee and the judicial,—and liberty, the foundation of all power in a free country. 

pee TERS OU Rt Cee ree Eee! ee ee 

ag eI ag Ee ee 

, S y ie ey 4 
™Y me i || - Figure 3-84 oe : u yh, Figure 3-86 
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ve ROG Veg _ According to Kenyon Cox, “Legis- . w f F & 4 “Government, the executive 
Lo a | ye Uo 7 By i lation is represented as a power- y - ’ eh 7 A ae power, is a man in the vigor of his 
ee i NE a ful old man with a long beard, ‘ie : | ea # age armed and holding a leading 
eg daca os fF eg: ae ay 48 Bi tess Sf LY Lhie cight-hand” 

20 Sonne al wo ae! reminiscent of the accepted AR 8 a ete Ps ff staff in his right hand,” wrote 

Se sues pepe Neri... ft! OB i} Moses, the first lawgiver.” \ 3 ss SES mf f go Cox. 
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Legislation is represented as a powerful old man with a long beard, reminiscent of the accepted 1893 World’s Fair in Chicago, where Blashfield completed murals for Post’s Manufactures and Liberal 

type of Moses, the first lawgiver. He has a yellow gown and a blue mantle, his left hand rests Arts Building. Over the ensuing years, the two worked together frequently, with Blashfield providing 

upon the table of law, his right hand holds the stylus with which he has been writing. His seat is paintings for several of Post’s buildings, including decorative panels for the Bank of Pittsburgh (1895), 

supported by a sphinx symbol of wisdom. and symbolic decorative treatments for the Great Hall of the College of the City of New York (1903— 

Cicer ibis SOAS na a es eli dia tall 07).!” Blashfield had only recently completed a large mural for the Assembly Chamber of the Wiscon- 

staff in his right hand. His left hand rests upon a great sword, sheathed and bound, only to be sin State Capitol, “Wisconsin, Past, Present and Future,” when the discussion concerning the commis- 

drawn in cases of necessity. He wears a buff leather cuirass, ornamented in gold, a scarlet tunic, sion for the mural in the “eye of the dome. was initiated by Post. 

and a crimson cloak with a broad collar. Post wrote to Lew Porter 28 October 1911 concerning the status of the artwork being planned for the 

Justice is represented in the purely judicial function of weighing the one cause against the other, cme re ae Ee remerpaniing i eenenbe - aft eR ie PRE ANR RRS: = on 
iid BavOHRl GY plniehhiseri Wenib tetip tHe Sateen vciabla GANS poveadiniond! Gaided elena Gad cated that if the painting was to be completed at a time appropriate for its installation, the services of an 

SOE ee ee en artist needed to be secured. Post recommended the job be given to Blashfield, who he felt was capable 

“a wetas ese hc bisAaiss Veli Ye IE SGA Hagia LEA She pe eds ed of satisfactorily completing the 34'-5” diameter work that was to be seen at a distance of 200'.'*° On 5 

purple. While the attitude chosen for the figure is unusual, it is not without precedent, the hint for Jenpeny, uae Bigasiald sign pa peontndt with the Capitol fommission in which be. pas charged with 
sthuivinig been talks iti af esce by Gioten inthe Aten Chesed as aaa designing, completing, and installing what would become the centerpiece of the Capitol Rotunda. 

Blashfield’s contract stipulated that the painting be in place by 31 December 1913, and his total pay- 

“The Resources of Wisconsin” by Edwin Blashfield ment of $8,000 was to be divided into three installments: twenty percent upon the completion of his 

The “Resources of Wisconsin,” the circular mural suspended above the oculus of the dome, was de- sketches, forty percent when the architect deemed the painting fifty percent complete, and the balance 
signed and implemented by Edwin Howland Blashfield (1848-1936), a New York City artist who had when the work was entirely in place.'*! Once his sketches were approved by Post, Blashfield set to 

been a professional associate of George Post for many years. Their first collaboration occurred at the work on the painting, which was executed on irregularly cut sections of canvas. To accommodate the 

a SSS Un nl E—=Eeee aaa. f Re ay Eee Pe UN 

t/a, ioe a ; as ey Ly GO a 
y Vx He e 2 eager ia RR \ 7 IK PA a a : NGS ‘ Si, 

SS Vv i TE hy we. \/ ye 2 oe f iff . - : % WY ny ‘y 

ee oe ee Gall | Mes oF a a 
'- ie By Vee Ve ee oe ke. AB) Bs | 

a i ‘ . , y; £ JIS i ; ‘S WAS yy . hi) ABA Figure 3-89 

“fA A aS ee Sy Le RS = Figure 3-88 eo . Woy Wg oo Ss tify ES fo The circular mural, “The Re- 
Sa . << m Seo ey Ode % Madison: Wisconsin State Capitol, “a Nes S mee < Pe SF a Ap hes sources of Wisconsin” painted by 

; \ ae arenes ee de Wy, Tetohicn, showing placement of @® ON SS LEY iy AOS Edwin H. Blashfield, was placed 

AS en “IA mosaics and mural Se SSR Se AK Cin the oculus of the Rotunda in 
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be EF “SON Completed 1917 - Ge a Qt eS Z 1914. 
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large work, Blashfield rented a studio in the Vanderbilt Gallery of the Fine Arts Building on 57th Street Conclusion 

in New York, a location he felt provided a suitable amount of space and light. Work progressed through f : cd Aes : - 
ot Ze 3 . . Yo ee - George Post drew from a broad base of architectural experience in designing the State Capitol of Wis- 
the unseasonably hot summer, with temperatures often soaring past 100 degrees.'* Blashfield was as- c Ea res : ; 
recat : consin. Facile with creating Beaux-Arts effects, Post was also knowledgeable of the mechanics of con- 

sisted in his work by A. E. Foringer and Vincent Aderente, whose names appear on the canvas. , aes) J ; : : d : ie 
structing tall buildings. His design of the tallest granite clad dome in America testifies to this combination 

Because of delays in the construction of the dome, Blashfield did not place his mural until September of of skills. As evident in Post’s earlier work and again in the imaginative renderings he prepared for his 

1914. Correspondence from Porter reveals that, once the building was suitably prepared, he urged “Greatest Monument,” he was a man with a personal predilection for lavish decorative programs and 

Blashfield to hasten the installation because of the threat that fire posed to the extensive scaffolding grandiose spaces, yet he worked with a measured sense of discipline that insured the complexity of ar- 

housed in the Rotunda." The painting was in place the following month, and Blashfield requested that chitectural components operated as parts of the whole. With the commission for the design of the Wis- 

his contract be deemed satisfied and the final payment made.'“ Lew Porter, however, wrote to George consin State Capitol in place, Post likely recognized that he was in a position to design a building that 

Post & Sons 27 October 1914 to complain that an inspection revealed white streaks where the can- would represent a culminating achievement in his architectural career. 

ses were joined.'** Numerous rounds of correspondence ens' don 11D ber Blashfield’ es BS GUE af 
= : ae eae f = rae tose. Contributing to the success of his design, Post exhibited a sensitivity to local conditions that surpassed 

assistant Aderente arrived in Madison, followed by Blashfield three days later.'*° The two retouched the ’ 3 } 3 : " aes 
: : aia p : the designers of the previous Capitols constructed in Madison, neither of whom centered their building 

canvas and in a letter sent to Porter in January, Blashfield expressed his opinion that excessive moisture u : es 
: Z : on the square accurately. Post, as a proponent of the City Beautiful Movement, was sensitive to the 

had led to the shrinkage of the canvas segments and caused the need for repair. He claimed he felt no EIR SE AS ne AOE rar : 
: ee : ; ac ia ; : manner in which his building would function within its urban context. He provided a structure that 

particular responsibility for this problem and submitted an additional invoice for $122, which was paid gus, Oe d y 
: is melded with its urban site in a manner that suggests the connection between a hub ofa wheel and its 

by the Capitol Commission several days later. '*’ 3) a tee Bi , : 
spokes. In addition to fully exploiting the existing layout of the streets through his rigorous axial organiza- 

Blashfield’s circular composition depicts a sturdy Germanic-looking central female figure surrounded by tion of the building, Post considered the architectural environment, as well. He certainly gave thought to 

other female figures positioned in various positions of repose. “Wisconsin,” the enthroned central figure, the still extant dome of the former Capitol and to the dome of Main Hall on the University of Wisconsin 

is dressed in a white gown adorned with a metallic breastplate attached to a red hood on her head. In campus as prospective counterpoints to his scheme. 

her left had she holds an escutcheon depicting the state coat of arms and, in the other hand, b : 2B : “ ¢ chek Serko 
3 4 : : : : ‘% ; stars nn 2 The dome atop Main Hall on the University of Wisconsin campus, prominent on University Hill as the 

sheaf of wheat. At her back, an adolescent girl huddles up against her protective girth and, with a com- es d { 
A : , western culmination of the east/west axis that extends through the Capitol would have been a presence 

panion, holds an American flag that drapes down to cover the ten other figures. With outstretched ! s oe : s 
eae Hs) ; to consider. Main Hall (later renamed Bascom Hall) was built in 1857-60, based on designs and specifi- 

hands, the secondary figures proudly offer up to “Wisconsin” the products of the state, described by é E De DOW ze7t : 
: aes : % cations prepared in 1850 by John Rague, then living in Milwaukee.'*! Rague, at the time, was one of the 

Blashfield as including “lead, copper, tobacco, fruit, a fresh water pearl, etc.”!** : i i : ¢ : , wos 
most prominent architects in the Midwest, having designed state capitols for Illinois and Iowa that were 

In keeping with the Renaissance-revival style of the building, Blashfield utilized a formula in designing his 

tondo that was spines by = High Renaissance es (1445-1510) and Raphael (1483— age & 9 ae eg ee 

1520). Ina book published in 1914 by Blashfield’s associate, Kenyon Cox, Artist and Public and ie ays ee ee te 
Other Essays on Art Subjects, Cox asserted that the device of using the dominant figure to mark the LP RW oo : ae 2 =< 
central axis of a room, which is particularly ambiguous in the case of the Capitol Rotunda, was seen fre- EI Lage oe cle aoe ee 370 « ae 

: ao : ines : +99 : : PUR. ti(‘“éwm fe % Madison: Main Hall or University 
quently in the paintings of these Italian masters.'® The “Resources of Wisconsin” assumes an orientation Ee Wei fe etree oe | NO Hall (now called Bascom Hall) 

that is not aligned with any of the cardinal points of the circular room, but instead establishes an axis with Me Se ee Be ee 39 Exterior with second dome, ca 

the southeast/northwest first story entrances. Consistent with the orientation of Daniel Chester French’s : ie fe «1900 

“Wisconsin” atop the dome, the painting signals again Post’s intention that the Monona Avenue (now nee oe steps: a 
: 3 NO ha : De uilt ca. 

Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.) facade be the building’s primary entrance. In his essay, Cox quoted iB FA) Architect: John Rague/Architect of 

Blashfield, who unabashedly acknowledged his sources for establishing the composition: “When a mod- ee en eee tt! = second dome: unknown. 

ern painter has a medallion to fill . . . he inevitably realizes that it is Raphael who has found the best or- F Photo: University of Wisconsin- 

dering that could be found. . .. The greater the practice of the artist the more complete becomes his re- caley Sad eae oo 

alization of Raphael’s comprehension of essentials in composition.”!” ; 
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eventually replaced, in the 1870s, by buildings designed by Cochrane and Piquenard.”” Rague’s origi- E i a ge Bi dee 3 ce - oa 

nal cupola-like dome on Main Hall was demolished in the 1880s, following the Columbian Exposition, pe fis oe 

and replaced with a far grander composition. The second dome, like the dome later designed for neigh- aa ee j | | r See Ne 

boring Minnesota by Cass Gilbert, was based very much on the precedent of St. Peter’s in Rome. oe ee ee <o 

The dome of the second Madison Capitol, which remained in place on the remains of the bumed struc- ee tg Mel fe) Nee ee 

ture even after construction of the new building had begun, represented another presence with which bese ff I ie | ae is eh A 
eee fee! Filia) aah) | LA ails 

Post must have contended. Designed in the late 1860s, Shipman’s dome was a direct attempt to repli- : " i HE i At aa iN ‘i 

cate the dome of the National Capitol at a smaller scale. It remained venerated, early in the century, to z i s aes <= Rh 

the extent that a 1909 law was enacted that directed the Capitol Commission to remove the dome to eS — = =u IS 

the University of Wisconsin campus and use it to replace the smaller dome on Main Hall.'” Post cer- ‘ FA idee | Soe | Sa | if 

tainly realized that his dome would require a distinctive design, complimentary to, but not replicating, ei- it a i iH ; é 

ther of the domes in place on, or intended for, Main Hall. Also, in facing Shipman’s dome every time he te a (a 
ala Bis i Peon ‘ Sate ee eRe mee Ld \) 

visited the building site, Post would have been aware of the tradition in Wisconsin of utilizing the Na- e fe ees a ta 

tional Capitol as a prototype in the design of the Wisconsin State Capitol. Although the former Capitol aarti t peer a " al, Pe Figure 3-92 

dome was eventually relocated to the hill behind Main Hall, the weight of the dome prohibited its place- Bqiaes poe NM G8 Rome: St. Peter's Basilica, Exterior 

ment on the building. In 1915, the dome was disassembled and sold as scrap metal.'* ee ee §©§— Dome constructed 1546-64 

; : a ; : : ' Sees eS eee Architect: Michelangelo Buonarroti 

From the time of the Columbian Exposition, with Renaissance Revival form having emerged as the pre- Sie eres poet: | al FYSTKE8 © Photo: Character of Rennaissance Architecture by 

dominant style for public buildings, American architects imitated European precedent less self con- eae Vad) all Pl all: 9 Moores 

sciously than at any time in the past. While the National Capitol provided an impetus for the construction 

of large domed structures by the states, the European buildings that had inspired the Washington design, 

most prominently St. Peter’s and St. Paul’s, were used more directly as prototypes by American de- : ; 

signers in the late 19th and early 20th century. Of the state capitol domes built during this period, most 3 

can be attributed to the direct use of one of these two sources. Post demonstrated certain sophistication a oi 

in following the lead of McKim, Mead and White by looking to a lesser known European building, the i al | 

is 
Geli tee 

; ere GEL ETS 

i A ee aa c ae (eo A 

Meer ae me ed SEIS ee 

Rents Ge eee ee 
Se ee ee corre ae (1) | eae Re ee), VE berth ite etl 2 

Wi gx Se 7b ees Eo ad + eEie 
Apt tear eee ata Figure 3-91 Lie i a ai Figure 3-93 

7 EEE oe ce Suen iP eee Stephan V. Shipman’s 1869 dome, Ber Bae my ee : London: St. Paul’s Cathedral, Dome 

Powis ic pigcaseM Re ae Aetine Ead ees still exant at construction site of SJ eeeeeetiaeneeemen es ni Dome constructed 1704-09 

haere ei ee ee = new Capitol, summer of 1908. a cea _: oe af Architect: Sir Christopher Wren 
oer rene eee eee §— Photo: “from the Collection of the Seana mmr ry © Photo: Character of Rennaissance Architecture by 

ape te epee i oe Seeegeets New-York Historical Society” aes = ; Moore* 
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x — design of which inspired Schoenborn in devising the structural system for the National Capitol, St. 
aa - Isaac’s Cathedral in St. Petersburg, a reinterpretation of Wren’s design using structural metal. 

i The elevation for the Cathedral of St. Isaac’s provides compelling visual similarities to the dome Post 
yy ae later designed for the Wisconsin State Capitol. When facing the challenge of designing a domed struc- 

ee Fal a AN ture that would utilize structural steel, Post likely looked again to the national monument (and its Euro- 
i i e Fa a NN pean prototypes) that had made an impression on him in his youth. Documentation, as it still exists to- 
F ene : day, surrounding the construction of the Capitol—including Schoenbom’s scrapbooks— would have 

ee bei been available to Post, had he sought them out in the Office of the Architect of the Capitol. This may 
a ae y have been likely, since beginning in 1901, the city of Washington was undergoing “City Beautiful” im- 

SS : Ra provements at the hands of Post’s former Columbian Exposition associates, Charles McKim and Daniel coe Fs “4 E . si] 
P oe 2) fs ae Burnham. Building on the earlier work of L’Enfant, whose efforts were widely respected by the later 

a Fc American Beaux-Arts designers, it is probable that McKim and Burnham had studied the historical ma- 
Ee : terials to be found in the Office of the Architect of the Capitol. 

_ a 2 eS a SCtséFigsre 3-94 With the National Capitol, positioned as the culminating entity on streets that were specifically placed to 
eal. r oe e P ee eee of St. Isaac accommodate and accentuate it, the drawings issued by the offices of these leading architects must have 

a a Es ome completed ca. i las j Re ‘ aa ia : . ae eae Mich feee August Ricard de Montferrand thrust the National — into the — of Restenes aad —— of building coe 
ea eee: er cas Photo: August Montterrand by O.A. Chekanova across the country. Daniel Burnham, hired by the State of Wisconsin to evaluate the drawings submitted 

Cet #2, and A.C. Potach* as part of the Capitol Competition, likely would have been predisposed towards a design similar to the 

Capitol in Washington, given similarities between Washington and Madison relative to the organization 

of the streets. Conversely, with attention focusing on the City Beautiful Movement in communities 
wpe: : throughout the country, the effort in Washington provided the premier example of the objectives held 
: a ae a dear by Burnham and his associates. Post must have realized the importance of dealing with the advan- 
= = | tages provided by his spectacular site and sought to create a building that operated similarly within its 

8 & Pop Aa urban space. In meeting this objective, he was successful. 

a oe iA aes Ron oy ee 

Se rein wy eee i ee ee 
Le lek Pa l Fe | aay SO itas ce Se yea r a ABH =| a =] Hl eB & So oo Rell | eo a Mea. pi Ay Se ee Vea Ge Bs i x ete Se ap ukellage| ut yo 

te eka pee ee _—s 
oe ee ae oe Arran 

eo ee a cae ee UES | ee: Figure 3-96 
, s = ee ae i eee Little Rock: Arkansas State Capi- Figure 3-95 — i tol, Exterior 

View looking towards National Capitol in Washington, D.C. TriRmamRA : «BARE! F Do } a Constructed 1899-1917 
Project Designed: 1908-1909 ail JE li , 7 i) if i | fe ae 1 Architects: George R. Mann/Cass 
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The Wisconsin State Capitol, as one of many such state capitols built between 1893 and 1933, is repre- used most consistently as prototypes for American state capitols. Even the leading examples--McKim, 

sentative ofa movement that had been inspired by the Columbian Exposition. While Post’s design for Mead and White’s design for Rhode Island aligns itself with St. Paul’s (through the more direct influence 

Wisconsin stands alongside the designs for Rhode Island and Minnesota as being among the most im- of St. Isaac’s), while that for Cass Gilbert’s design for Minnesota aligns itself with St. Peter’s. 

i imilarly i ing structur leted during this time that ith them : eS. 5 eee : rate 
eee oe ott eee a ee : rs ae aay ted f ant ra sas ae Other states that selected a design expressing similarities with St. Paul’s included Arkansas and Missis- 

SPE i Seer i § Bg cn een ae OT. . ay OS ae Bnet j sippi, both with capitols designed at the turn of the century. Ground was broken for the Arkansas Capi- 

looked consciously to the historical European monuments that inspired the design of the National Capi- 1. desi ; } 3 

tol. Well into the 20th century, the domes topping the great cathedrals of St. Peter’s and St. Paul’s were tol, designed by Gspaia een 1899, In 1909, wae ae 
) a eee he ; i Mann was discharged over concerns surrounding the safety of his design and Cass Gilbert was hired to 

a revise the plans for the upper part of the building.'"> Prior to Gilbert’s redesign of the dome, which 

De intai isti ity wi : i i Mississippi 
: a ee — ee ey Eee oe maintained a stylistic affinity with St. Paul’s, Theodore C. Link, the architect of the Mississippi State 

=  . : ss ee a ee Capitol, requested that the plans for the Arkansas dome be sent to him. This request was made at the 

oo 4 : ae ae urging of the Mississippi Building Commission, which advocated that the campanile that was part of 

a weer ¢ — 4 Link’s design be replaced with a dome. Without hesitation, Mann sent his drawings to Link and the Mis- 

eo Be eee. | et oa CMs sissippi design was modified accordingly. Work on the construction of the Mississippi State Capitol 
a > iG Bie a ah eee eee 

i PPTs : commenced on New Years Day, 1901 and the building was completed in 1903.'° The dome con- 

Se MONEE tittsnngnig eee” tructed in Mississippi b imilarities to the dome that Post designed for Wisconsin a couple eee LEERERI ERM Jackson: Mississippi State Capi- s a issi ae Dears many similarities to the dome that Post designed for Wiscons Pp 

am bh Gee ERE ESR! SELES: tol, Exterior. years later, in both interior and exterior features. 
i i ae a ee pra ’ 

weg 3 A : feb Constructed 1901-1903 f oe : ; : an 
¢ fee pL ryt een ora ie Another design, which is nearly contemporaneous to Post’s design for Wisconsin, shows a similar 

: ti ; Photo: Mississippi Dept. of Eco- blending of architectural sources. The State Capitol of Idaho, designed in 1905 by John E. Tourtellotte 

nomic Development, Division of to replace the Territorial Capitol that E. E. Myers had designed twenty years earlier,” carries a dome ye p y gn ty y 

' Louris that is evocative of the National Capitol simplified in a manner that is reminiscent of St. Paul’s. The con- 

a arse ES hla struction of the Idaho Capitol progressed slowly, with the central portion completed in 1913 and the 

ene name Sia is 7 Sap wings constructed, as a separate project, between 1919 and 1921.!* The dome is positioned atop a 

or BE ep A en 7 ; : j ae L : 

re cases << | 7 os SOS two tiered base. A lower colonnade encircles the drum, while the upper drum is pierced with a series of 

< Pe  e Es : eS SSN tall narrow rectangular windows. The similarities in proportion and organization of design between this 

ae Ss eS dome and the dome of the National Capitol are marked. Tourtellotte was insistent that his Rotunda con- 
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vey a symbolic loftiness that was consistent with Post’s objectives in Wisconsin. Instead of using a col- In 1911, the state of Utah announced that it would soon be holding a competition for the design ofa 
orful palette, as had Post, Tourtellotte determined that he would use white to express a metaphor of Capitol to be constructed in Salt Lake City. George Post, Cass Gilbert and J. E. Tourtellotte sent letters 
democratic duty. He wrote, “Are the ideals of the people of Idaho morally white and pure?”. . then “ of inquiry and were invited to participate in the competition, though none submitted entries because ofa 
the great white light of conscience must be allowed to shine and by its interior illumination make clear the ‘deadline that allowed them only four months to prepare their proposals. Richard Kletting, a German 
ath of duty and clarity in that vision. ..”!% immigrant trained in Europe and living in Utah, submitted the winning entry. Ascribing to the tenants of Pp Pp ig g 

the City Beautiful Movement, Kletting, like Post, was very concerned with the manner in which his 
ey | building would be perceived within the urban scape. One of his draftsmen later wrote, “Mr. Kletting 

oe A, : never tired of remodeling Salt Lake City,” presumably in repeated attempts to play his Capitol to best ee : a f 8 P See 
oe fie : advantage.”! The building was completed in 1916; it’s height, to the top of the copper clad dome, is 
ae. Bey : 285 feet, though the inner dome of the Rotunda rises to a height of only 160 feet. The ceiling has been es eect ; . . Pe To a : ainted with sea gulls that circle the interior space.” nae a array i P gu P 

 , Jn | 

eh i pionieliees ee ee 3 : AACA r Salt Lake City: Utah State Capi- i ‘ft. eA 
BS WH HA EEE F r / | | t | 4 tol Exterior _' a 

4 a Piss ee as aes Architect: Richard Kletting. 8 Se oA rf ir 4 i fee 2 : ee ee eee = Photo: Utah State Archives* bu ues ee pl hij = ee 

eR nc Eee 
ila iain ae ee tr PES vy Figure 3-102 ee esr) | eEewes@eee =| Jefferson City: Missouri State 

go es | Se Fi | vie ; i i Pl 4 i i 5 i ) j Fi | Capitol, Exterior 
oo lc MiUTLER Re! | RE ROG Eee Constructed 1913-17 we nye =| s c ) a ha Wee = Architect: Tracy and Swartwout 

ce es Ee og fee he Bie ayy ‘ 2 
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eS a aed a Steelers co —< = a | nee = Wye oe ca a 0 eT ee ie . / Jee i a ES 
Ca a ee ; cs ae ats a ‘. ' oe Te ewes Sivek. pe ee ee = a iv. = Figure aisha Or 
eee | | i. Ae ; Re ae eth ee Be Charleston: West Virginia State 
eee a! mem) | get Anan Figure 3-101 : [: EIR SRR a eect : fe ee a Capitol, Exterior 

ie TT). moun ee Harrisburg: Pennsylvania State Capitol, Exterior oe ee eee oY Constructed 1922-32 
eet tt bee Constructed 1902-06 et ee eee A i Architect: Cass Gilbert a eae ae ie : Architect: Joseph M. Huston ag Bee | ne a Photo: West Virginia Dept. of 

eee, 2s a aa eee Photo: Willis J. Ehlert od cece ott Ramimerasteesn See Commerce* 
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With the great Basilica of St. Peter’s having been interpreted as an American “temple of democracy” by remained but architects became more interested in structural honesty and the use of modern materials. A 

Cass Gilbert in his design of the Minnesota State Capitol, other architects followed his lead and similarly conscious anti-Beaux-Arts sentiment had developed among young American architects by the 1930s. 

utilized the motif of paired columns within a colonnade that circles the drum of the dome. The dome situ- This was partly in reaction to the sort of illusionism inherent to domes such as Post’s, that appeared to 

ated atop the State Capitol of Pennsylvania, though likely inspired by Minnesota, recalls its Italian pro- have been constructed of masonry but were dependent upon a hidden structural system. 

— ee mony incase pageant mackinganbdaiail losegh bacthasjoue water fonennsyive: Considered within its own historical context, the Wisconsin State Capitol embodies the very best of the 
nia, built between 1902 and 1906, deviates from St. Peter’s only in the green glazed tile that has been : ae 

: : x ae : ‘ : ; standards and methods of the American Beaux-Arts. It fulfills the objectives that were expressed by 
applied as an exterior sheathing to the ont 7PaThe Baie of Missa also ooektnunjed a capitol with a painter Edwin Blashfield, who wrote in 1913, that a great structure should “teach from within and with- 

dome evocative of St. Peter’s. Construction began in 1913, according to designs prepared by Tracy : : ; age 
: : a out, by proportion and scale, by picture and statue, the history of the people who built it; to celebrate 

oye Swattroatot ew bis City and ws cempiee ORIN  dlthinagh pvaapet aoe patriotism, inculcate morals, and to stand as the visible concrete symbol of high endeavor.”?!° 
parently asserted that “It is not a copy of any building that has ever been built,” the paired columns of 

the colonnade surrounding the drum, interspersed with windows, above which ornamented panels make 

the transition to the dome, proper, reveals St. Peter’s as the primary source for the design. 

Cass Gilbert’s West Virginia Capitol marked the end of the national predilection for Beaux-Arts Renais- 

sance Revival Capitols and the opulence of design and materials associated with the movement. Com- 

missioned in 1922, Gilbert relied on his son Cass Gilbert, Jr. to execute a great deal of the design work 

and provide construction supervision. According to Cass Gilbert, Jr., his father had been reluctant to moe ee ee 

accept the commission in the first place, but did so at the urging of his family.” Construction took place : a ee : ee oo : & a a 4 

in stages and the building was dedicated on June 20, 1932. The dome, which is surmounted by a lantern es 
atop which a golden eagle has been positioned, was gilded in 1931 and has since been painted. The i ee 
dome expresses a stylistic affinity with the National Capitol, though the design was simplified according aoa Ae oy ee 
to the precedent provided by St. Paul’s. Concerned with maintaining a proper setting for his Capitol, a a : 2 , . as : “ a e : 

Gilbert offered the Commission site plans for a larger complex that included his recommendations for ee ee: ak oS 3 aoe oe 

landscaping and the acquisition of adjoining properties by the state. His suggestions have been largely oe f LF ees ore oe = a 

carried out and the result has been a park like setting for the governmental complex situated along the oe ae \ Vers nee 

Kanawah River in Charleston Hitchcock and Seale note that the hiring of Gilbert by the State of aa ltt 

West Virginia represented “the requiem for American Renaissance. . ..” They continued, “West Virgin- ee — See , ee 
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* ; f sce he pag ae kn ee “3 the elite of Madison society made it a point to dine there every Sunday.”” The restaurant closed its 

Se * beet we | ; doors, never to reopen, some time between 1927 and 1929.3 Since the Restaurant closed, the Rotunda 

ay a basement has been used in a number of capacities including as an exhibit area, mailroom, document 

| Ee Mere cae 3 center, and storage room. 
PA es EL cla es Cee or ER 
' aa. beat ee a Py 6 : Pit a +e re Me ite eA M CY a 
Reba ales 1h ad abe : . 
Sigs agg SELB!” Lig Fe .: _-@ 
Re eet ; ; oe i @ 
a er ae oy, icons aes.) Pala oan a 4 me” 3 jig f ry) 

a F a ce oo ee ¢ me 1 { ee : ~~ Figure 3-108 

ew ue ty B| -% ss The Capitol is a popular tour site, 

; _% r a Reo hosting 75,000 visitors a year. 

1) >a eee e Figure 3-107 ee May, the busiest month for school 

a. ne ee Lee The Capitol, with the Rotunda as aro : | a ae a tours, brings 18,000 children from 

i F Be 3 ‘e Be the dance hall, was the setting for LG sd ae throughout Wisconsin to view the 

8 “ o i te numerous proms for the University fe i — building and to learn about their 

a ee of Wisconsin. } 7 a state government. 

rae ott =e 3 Shown: 1916 Prom = eh 2a Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

Oe a cP ee = Photo: Daily Cardinal ea PSE Fees eee riors, Inc. 
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The Passage at the Sixth Level and the Observation Deck at the Upper Sixth Level were also originally 

designated as public spaces, though both have been closed to the public during recent renovations. The 

Passage features display cases intended for changing exhibits relative to the Capitol. Although half of the 

space was closed in 1980, the rest remained public until 1993, when the entire area was restored as a 

part of the West Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation. The exterior Observation Deck, a wide walkway 

that surrounds the base of the dome, is currently closed for restoration and will be reopened as a public ds 

space in 1997. The inner dome, between the dropped coffered ceiling and the outer granite dome was me Ps 

also, at one time, publicly accessible. Until 1931, visitors were allowed to climb any of the four circular = aH 4 x 

metal staircases that ascend from the Passage to the Ninth Level and then cross diagonally over the top : . 2 & 

of the inner dome to the Stair Ring Landing, a circular metal platform at the Tenth Level (Elevation 184'- oe Fe] 

3") that surrounds the oculus opening. From here, two separate metal staircases rise and cross over the R Fay wail 

suspended ceiling, converging at a single circular metal staircase positioned directly above the mural. At pee! 

one time, visitors were also allowed to the Lantern located at the very top of the Capitol, a small circular ie 

space that provides unparalleled views of the city and surrounding countryside. i ae 
. igure 3- 

The Wisconsin State Journal reported that people climbing to the mural and lantern had become more é The First Floor of the Rotunda is the site of many 

than security personnel could handle, which led to this space being closed to the public. The article of- public addresses, investitures, and press confer- 
fered, “The older persons had to stop and catch their breath frequently, holding up the procession. The ; ao Governor Diag thompean ind Gite 

younger persons raced on ahead, worrying their parents. And there were those who, afraid of heights, Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

froze to the railings and had to be pried loose and helped down.” 

The great dome, from the grounds of the building or from any point within the city, is a constant pres- PEC peas om Ha ie = | mY 

ence. The park immediately surrounding this great civic structure provides a site for musical and dance ———erenscarr it “=| Sie 

performances, a seasonal Saturday farmers’ market, parades, athletic competitions, art exhibitions, a — = = scene a ee 

whole spectrum of activity. The dome is so prominent within the context of the city that ithas been : i 

adapted as an official symbol for the City of Madison and innumerable groups in the area. Early in the epee ae . S 

building’s history, the dome of the Capitol was understood widely as being party to the symbolic ex- a : es wee 

ar kegs E 

LEE a ee, eee 

a Bad oor | z 
P Fi A LS Cs e PNET ee, 

ot eRe “. re EE RI es al Figure 3-109 ne 3 j Ss 

i anak” Shine Sarees Tn tae ea The lighting of the Holiday Tree is sb, i a = 

ies i gr 3 Ss 7 an annual event. Ornaments in i ey Ag Af - ee : e L 

oe) oeeed Rab ae: ne Pel hee Vere Soe a Tea ee igure 3-11] bs ay a b oats iy % te me nior citizen groups and school : He ete = tie = An unusual activity for the Capitol, but one with 

fee +p! Le ea es children. : = ao So Nyy a0 exciting twist, is the use of the grand Rotunda 
cst pe rier ae e ; Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- . fee : = “—~ spaces for the Hollywood film making industry. 

: yee eee eee ; riors, Inc. a _ Photo: Kahler Slater



pression of the mutually supportive relationship between the University of Wisconsin and the State Gov- Notes 

ernment. Knownas the “Wisconsin Idea,” this manifestation of Progressive ideology was expressed ' Capitol Mutual Club Records, 11 August 1921 (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of Wiscon- 
through the alignment of the Capitol dome with the dome positioned on top of the University’s Main Hall sin Archives, 1908-1948). 

(later renamed Bascom), also prominent for its location on a natural elevation. The two domed build- 4 ; 

ings, on axis, faced one another at either end of State Street, symbolically communicating the impor- Capitol Cafe Is Long Gone, but Memories Linger On... .,” Capital Times, 25 November 1972. 

tance of higher education and a well-informed populace to the productive functioning of the State. 3 Madison City Directories (Milwaukee, Wis.: Wright Directory Company, 1917-1929). 

George Post provided the City of Madison and the State of Wisconsin with an architectural metaphor 4“Capitol’s Inner Dome Has Still More Above,” 2 July 1951, Wisconsin State Journal. 

for civic pride and greatness that has been recognized as such by every generation of Wisconsin citizens. 

The public spaces of the building, most notably the Rotunda, acts like a magnet to the state’s citizens 

and out-of-state visitors who come to the building, often again and again, to experience the pride and 

sense of well-being that the structure inherently evokes. 

Be iat i 1 : sae j 

i i 

Seg GRE I ee By ES 

Pe a 5 Re 
hee iy AS ee , 

Gerth i A ee eg, eae ied Figure 3-112 j 

ee VC a ALiR a fas a é ws Kg re ig Frostiball, an elegant black-tie 

SSA ahr: a = a DPD ed We She t oe] xe § = fundraiser sponsored by Down- 

SF he cna ar as ee y Re 4 y= eg = town Madison, Inc., is held annu- 
es es Higa aes emer a , ee ally amidst gala decorations 

ie, ae i Pe am 10rning the Rotunda. 
pet ei 4: él aN Pay cs bh Shown: 1996 Frostiball 
K NES BMT ce ee Be Photo: Kahler Slater 

& ¢ 1 @® a: 
deed ; "a Ps 

= ae, 
So ee ie Ls : 
Lee ee <S } r) 

: a re. ae ae a Figure 3-113 
— ll ; Available to the public, the Ro- 
eh a <5, rae C4 - 

oS. SS eee ST py tunda is frequently used by dem- 
Te me oe i s onstrators to express their views 
Pee me ‘ Ss eS, ag * a 2 on a variety of topics. 
ee. “a fe be: es Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

fa Se | iors, Inc. 
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Contractors and Significant Individuals Edwin Howland Blashfield 
Edwin Howland Blashfield, 48 Central Park South, New York City, contracted with the State of Wis- 

Aktieselskapet Norsk Labrador and Granitindustri consin to design and implement a mural on canvas in the eye of the dome for $8,000 on 5 January 

Aktieselskapet Norsk Labrador & Granitindustri of Toldbodgaten No. 20, Kristiania, Norway, 1912. The contract stated the work was to be completed and in place on or before 31 December 

supplied the Labradorite granite for the replacement of the Berlin Rhyolite piers. Previously in- 1913. Completion after that time would reduce the price by $25 a day. However, the Capitol Commis- 

stalled on the Ground Floor in the Rotunda, the Berlin Rhyolite piers had begun to discolor. sion would reserve a right to extend the date for any cause they found justifiable. Blashfield indicated the 

Highly polished, the dark Labradorite granite was selected in a way that all faces had a pleas- mural was 

ms Pi ccmmeimemnunc ee ne wd bap Sia igeamiipals sa mer . sine Baer intended to be a symbolization of ‘Wisconsin’ enthroned upon clouds and wrapped in the folds 

penne eet SAAC Tele ees inte segeeabslabplaceraeaits emt previcionss the of the American Flag. She holds the escutcheon of the State with the Coat of Arms of Wiscon- 
stone above and below was already positioned. Four slabs, each 6" thick, surround a steel . : ; : 

: ‘ : : sin upon it and in her right hand a scepter of wheat. Around and below her are female figures 
supporting column. Holes in Norway for one-third of the stones for the light fixtures were cut. ; : ; : 

; ee q j : holding up specimens of all of the production of the State, lead, copper, tobacco, fruit, a fresh 
Aktieselskapet Norsk Labrador & Granitindustri was paid 19.157.82 Kr. for the sixty-four bebGipent ae? 

slabs plus three extra polished stone slabs f.0.b. New York. Negotiations for the replacement 

stones began in the summer of 1915. The last stone delivery was shipped 22 November 1916 Blashfield painted the mural on canvas in a Vanderbilt Gallery studio in the New York Fine Arts Building 

with installation following.' during the summer, when temperatures reached 104 degrees. By 17 September 1914 work in the dome 

had progressed far enough to allow the mural to be put in place. Blashfield was advised to adhere the 

Karl Bitter mural at that time because scaffolding was currently in place in the dome. On 19 October 1914 

Karl Bitterof44Aiiest 77th New. ¥ork City; da naubadutrbctor to Woodhuny Granite Gam. Blashfield Pia Seti that _ oe was in — and the caniya eee fit together. However, problems 

pany; dlbchunsd 4ric\init dcebhted the Aimar cintunmy enonpadt the baseofiheddue’s nanan, occurred after installation, with white lines appearing on the fresh painting at the seams where the can- 

$42,000. He felt the four figures represented fundamental qualities possessed by the people of 

the state, which made them great and powerful and which would assure the state’s growth and . 

good future. ee S 

These characteristics were elaborated in a7 July 1913 letter to Lew F. Porter: ; A »_ 

Ihave chosen for one subject “Abundance”. Unless the soil is fruitful and the climatic : ~ : —~ ; 
conditions proper man’s work will be of no avail. This idea I wish to express in the 1 = ae . 

group composed of female figures, the central one of which has a vase at its feet and is \ eS A 

holding out its hands in an attitude of giving. The side figures bear cornucopias as sym- a oe 

bolic of abundance. In another group I wish to express “Strength”. The central figures in os 

of this shows man ready for his defense, while the side figures bear implements pertain- ™~ " 

ing to such industrial arts in which physical strength is a main requirement. Yee ny a 

A third group represents “Knowledge”. The youthful male figure contemplates the poe oe » i, 

globe in a desire to explain its riddles. The side figures are engaged in reading scrolls. — Pe % a 2 ee ee 

The fourth group represents “Faith”. The attitude of the figures is chosen so as to give ae Va 2 oe EN te phen: . 867-1915) designed and imple- 
expression to the religious feeling of man.” hice " aK o ae a « mented the four statuary groups at the base of the 

: Pg Ea Ning seer) dome’s drum for $42,000. 
ie co en OY, is Mee Photo: State Historical Society of Wisconsin 
aN ee | (Whi (X3) 26491)



a t vasses joined, and cracks appearing in the painting by 10 November 1914. Blashfield felt the cracks 
Fi sis, were due to the plaster rather than shrinkage of the canvas. Blashfield sent his two assistants, Foringer 
ov — | and Aderente, to retouch the mural for his inspection. A payment of $122 was made for the extra 

SS aN touching up.* 
le ah. 2 | 

_- Edwd. F. Caldwell & Co. Inc. 
! Fs —. Edwd. F. Caldwell & Co. Inc. of 36 West 15th Street, New York City, and 286 Woodward Avenue, 

PS SS he - . : Detroit, Michigan, supplied the ceiling and bracket lighting fixtures, with alabaster etched bowls, for the 

Be SSN y . restaurant. These fixtures were 1-A29771 9 light ceiling fixture ($82 each), 24-A29771 5 light ceiling 

see fixture ($72), and 4-A29773 2 light electric brackets ($75).° 

Sogou Ra WERE a Sa ee RE a oH NS me “f Kenyon Cox 

Ee nee eee a Figure 3-115 Kenyon Cox of 130 East 67th Street, New York City, designed and drafted the four mosaics in the 

le ow PEGE : Kenyon Cox (1856-1919) designed and drafted pendentives in the dome under a contract for $20,000 dated 23 January 1912. The mosaics were the 

age ee ma 64 the four mosaics in the pendentives in the Ro- largest executed at that time in the United States. During the construction of the panels in 1913 it was 
ie Fees wal F3 Py os é pda necessary to enlarge each panel, which required redesigning the foliage areas that frame the circular ci eae cc es §=©6Photo: Photographs of Artists Collection I, By ; eal ening . 8 vee 
ee aie ee = Se . Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. panel containing the figures. The wording in the first panel, which represented justice, was also re- 

LN ct meee = «=. _~—~Photographer: Davis and Sanford of New York worked so that “justice” was not construed as “just ice.” The Decorative Stained Glass Company, 

owned by Grace Edith Barnes, 46 & 47 Washington Square South, and 101 West 3d Street, New 

( weReS : : York City, installed the mosaics as a subcontractor to Cox. By early 1915 the gold in the mosaics had 

ee coy s begun to discolor and reached a blackened state. Cox indicated to Porter that he would examine the 
“eg = : 2 oS j ae mosaics in late October 1915. (It is not known how, when, or if Cox repaired the discolored areas. 

a pea cere oe eee Those areas are no longer visible, and further research may indicate how this situation was solved.)° 

ee eee $e Up Decorative Stained Glass Co. 

oe E + Decorative Stained Glass Co., owned by Grace Edith Barnes, 46 & 47 Washington Square South, and 

; mr ae Beat 101 West 3d Street, New York City, executed and installed the pendentive mosaics as a subcontractor 

Se f PES Maas |: under the direction of Kenyon Cox.’ 

Soe . Donnelly & Ricci 

“pa 4 owe A haa ie # Ae te Donnelly & Ricci, 451 West 54th Street, New York City, were contracted to furnish the models for the 

ade eos We, LP i COR ps oa! aa = interior of the dome for $1,000 in the spring of 1912. These models were supplied to the appropriate 
aug i es ts : 3 aa a giant ws : contractor for use in executing the actual work.® 
pee < ; Figure 3-116 
— a OO ee An original plaster model, furnished by Donnelly 

——- Sg =| and Ricci for the Corinthian capitals in the J.H. Findorff 

oe ae ae CHOH ins Serre ne ee” J.H. Findorff of Madison, Wisconsin, contracted 12 June 1912 for the carpentry work of the interior 

se a Photo: Joyce Tian Earic Interiors, Inc. finish of the dome for $13,800. The specifications for the interior work included listing the condition of 
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the building prior to carpentry work and payments. Joiner work, exterior windows, weather strips, inte- half size model and a full size model before proceeding with the actual statue. L. Marcotte & Company, 

rior windows, ceiling lights, doors, trimmings and finish, architraves, jambs and heads, stools, chair rail, 17 East 36th Street, New York City, submitted a bid 12 May 1913 for gilding the statue for $325. This 

picture moulds, hand rails, doors to restaurant, seats, hardware, glazing, painting and finishing, and mis- included “gilding the statue with its base with specially beaten gold leaf, all high portions laid double over 

cellaneous items were each addressed.’ foundations and preparations, also toning down the statue to color desired and protecting same with 

varnish. ”!? 

Frautschi & Sons This bid did not include the repairs to the gilding after the statue left the foundry. The statue was shipped 

Frautschi & Sons, 219 King Street, Madison, Wisconsin, furnished twelve dozen dining room chairs for 25 February 1914 to Madison, Wisconsin;" hoisted to the roof on 28 March 1914;" and set in place 

the restaurant for the sum of $60 per dozen. A sketch of the proposed chair accompanied their pro- 20 July 1914.5 Some gilding damage occurred during the setting of the statue and was repaired by L. 

posal.!° Marcotte & Company.'® 

A.D. & J.V. Frederickson General Electric Co. 

A.D. & J.V. Frederickson of Madison, Wisconsin, received the contract on 21 March 1912 to build the General Electric Co. of Madison, Wisconsin, furnished forty-eight search lights, without lamps, for the 

scaffolding in the interior of the dome and the scaffolding for the South Pediment for the sum of $14,585 exterior lighting of the Capitol dome for the sum of $979.20, f.0.b. Madison."7 

on 21 March 1912. The terms of the contract indicated the scaffolding was to be finished, delivered, 

and erected no later than 10 May 1912." Gimbel Brothers 

Gimbel Brothers of Grand Avenue and West Water Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, furnished the linen 

Daniel Chester French for the restaurant. Their proposal included the sizes as well as the number of linen pieces required, al- 

Daniel Chester French designed the statue “Wisconsin,” which surmounts the dome, for $20,000. The though the correspondence indicated the amounts fluctuated. The proposed linen list was as follows:'* 

12 September 1912 contract included a completed sketch, models, casting, transportation to the Capi- 

tol, and setting in place. The bronze statue was to be made of 90% copper, 7% tin, and 3% zinc. ers 

French had originally agreed 7 July 1908 to undertake this work if ample time were allowed. However, a soe : 

due to unknown circumstances, he did not proceed with the work. Helen Farnsworth Mears was >» : 

elected sculptress 29 December 1910, but by 23 August 1911 the Capitol Commission decided to not : e he 

have her proceed with the figure and they voted to employ French for the statue design. French made a % ' . 

Gimme.  ~ on | ; 

om | ay Figure 3-117 oe SE oO i aa eo : 
a ea Sie im 6SCSC*é*ESC*séFrrauttschi' & Sons, a local Maaadéi- ; 

: 2 | Be il B= —s son furniture retailer, furnished 
{i a ne, splat P : | } a psa Se r the dining room chairs for the , Figu re 3-118 

i Mbssmyie. ul f } | ‘restaurant in the Rotunda Base- ‘ Daniel Chester A rench (1850-1931) designed the 

ae AB ae Ee ae oa ment. statue “Wisconsin” that acts as a finial to the 

GoioR te ee Saco Forename -= 3 Photo: State Historical Society of granite dome. 
Na [a be Wisconsin Photo: State Historical Society of Wisconsin (Whi 
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30 dozen 24" Napkins at 5.15 dozen $154.50 pee ses Pe : \ iad ey 8 ae 

eam 20038 pee NT eae 
96 63 X 63 Table Cloths at 2.75 each 264.00 = oo ha aN esa ae nes 

(40 deliver now, 56 later) gr 1 = ss Lae aS | 
a ee a | a ee 

42 63 X 108 Table Cloths at 4.50 189.00 ae” eee Eg Reem) Fiewre 3-119 
OOP ie SN A ey ee ee )§=©— Woodbury Granite Co. 

ee a viene i985 e a, sia ee a + ae Hardwick Vermont, igs the 

ol 36 X 36 Tops at 1.125 i SSE eee Ee) kl White Bethel granite for the 

(different patterns) me Ps oh Ges ee — eS : ee | exterior. 

12-45 X 45 Tops at 1.5 18.00 atte + ee eS, ; j ee =. Photo: Courtesy of the Bethel 

25 dozen Towels 20 X 38 at 2.75 68.75 Pas Sage 9, ——— a oe Society, Bethel, Ver- 
Le ee ee = mont. 

25 dozen Towels Crash at 1.50 37.50 $ [yy Stes ~ = State Historical Society of Wiscon- 

Wohi, sek oe ON i tn ae g MES | sin Whi (X3) 50849) 

$1092.34 

Grant Marble Company ee 

Grant Marble Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, furnished pink Waupaca granite for the ten piers and os oe en ome ee o : 
pan ae | ere 3872 rate gi ce . “ ak 

ten pilasters on the First Floor of the Central Portion at the junction with the wings and on the First fee eS WES ceed ms ore aaeaeet ill 

Floor of the North Wing at the junction with the Central Portion. The contract for $8,700 was signed 4 Ue ae Paes ae we Seber A ae 
Ht Oe ea il ee at i 

June 1912." CN a ea ed he | Figure 3-120 
Pui " oe Ph eran =e ¥ | rch Pieces of White Bethel granite are 

et pea NOT i -—-— Spa “mee 

Paul F. Harloff Co. ne ee ae bh ~e ee eee 
ne a ere oe a RN ere c 

Paul F. Harloff Co. of Madison, Wisconsin, was awarded the contract on 21 December 1912 for fur- Baas at: Sito << = Feliie, rT Y Photo: Courtesy of the Bethel 

nishing, installing, and completing the electric work for the interior of the Central Portion for $12,335. eS ca a Te ga Historical Society, Bethel, Ver- 

Comprising all the conduit systems, the work also included wiring, switchboard, switches, panel boards, ai A Le hw i | ‘@ Re. oe. cham tek Histtagetilisant 

receptacles, push buttons, annunciators, bells, buzzers, batteries, watchman’s clock, key stations, mas- Se eee ee EG, sin (Whi (X3) 50848) 

ter time clock, secondary clocks, and all other devices. All were furnished, installed, and connected as 

specified or shown on the drawings.” a aE a) =e | aN r 5 

3 Ae a mole a ee op Uf 2 

Hecla Iron Works iia iam wy _ ed Fi al el 

Hecla Iron Works of Brooklyn, New York, received the contract 17 June 1912 for building, furnishing, a ON es ay] Pia Ae = ila . 

erecting, and completing the ornamental iron work of the Central Portion of the Capitol for $9,490.” Pe ae eee dS =i a a Mi fig) Sx 

Ve us | ; ee = ce es ir dg Si. Figure 3121 

Mack, Jenney, and Tyler .# aet\ cals p ale ‘ ate, Giant lathes in the quarry were 

‘ ; : =e ds PS kato 2c Se ee eee tS! §~— used to turn the granite columns. 

The decorative firm Mack, Jenney, and Tyler of New York City designed and implemented all the deco- gal ih rg oe ae ea Ps & = ——* = Photo: Courtesy of the Bethel 

rative finishes, beginning sometime in the summer of 1914, except those rooms decorated by Elmer wits A se ———— ————e == Historical Society, Bethel, Ver- 
eS ne § wal, theme 

Garnsey in 1908. Composed of Charles E. Mack, Edgar W. Jenney, and Emest F. Tyler, the firm sub- ieee eg bt Fe gee = ian & sane Hi 1 Society of Wi 
‘ : : 3 . pe” eee ae od i i ‘on- 

mitted a proposal that not only outlined the type and number of paint coats but also divided the work ee ee Va se dalgepignle: Sei 
3 3 : Ue a Ptaig sin (Whi (X3) 50847) 

into classes and groups. Each work was given a class number, I through V. Proper protection of all fur- oe eye sia 
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niture, carpets, and fixtures, and the furnishing of all necessary scaffolding and appliances, except for the work comprised the columns, girders, cantilever girders, beams, channels, main dome trusses, coffered 

Rotunda was included. Porter had indicated the Commission would supply all scaffolding in the Ro- dome trusses, and dome ceiling with all the dome purlins, rafters, and bracing; and the dome lantern 

tunda. The Central Portion, including the four pavilions, cost $29,986. Beginning in the dome, decora- framing, stair platforms, podium roof framing, and all steel above grade +78-5 7/8" to the top of the lan- 

tive work reached completion by the end of 1914, although other areas in the Rotunda continued tern at grade +264'-6". Iron work included four sets of stairs between grades +74'-9" and +83'-9"; four 

through 1916. The firm’s intent was to have all the decorative finishes completed by 1 January 1917.” sets of iron spiral stairs between grades +83'-9" and +164'-9"; four sets of stairs with steel strings be- 

tween 164'-9" and 184'-3"; two sets of stairs with steel strings between grades +184'-3" and +203'-0"; 

T.C. McCarthy and iron spiral stairs between grades +203'-0" and 244'-6". All prices named in the proposal and con- 

T.C. McCarthy, a contractor of Madison, Wisconsin, received the contract for the foundation and exca- tract were based on unit prices for painted material in place as follows: 

vation, masonry, carpentry, roofing, and plumbing work for the Central Portion, including the super- Plain I beams and channels, 15" and under, in place 2 1/4 cents per pound 
structure, for $110,323. This work included all the mason work of the outside walls above +84'-5 1/2" Plain] beams and channels over 15" in place 2 & 35/100 cents per pound 

and of the interior walls, dome, and so forth, above +78'-10"; all floor and roof arches; reinforced con- Punching or drilling of beams and channels in shop 2/10 cents per pound 

crete arches, concrete filling, concrete girder and strut covering, and finished cement floors; all furring, Framing and milling of beams and channels in shop 4/10 cents per pound 

plastering, and so forth; all centers for the mason work, floor arches, and so forth, of this contract and Angles or tees, plain, in place 2 & 4/10 cents per pound 
for the granite work of the exterior; and all roofing work. As part of the excavation, McCarthy reused Punching and fitting of angles and tees 6/10 cents per pound 
the earth from the South Wing and Central Portion to grade the park.” Built columns, faced 3 & 2/10 cents per pound 

Riveted girders, plate or lattice 3 & 1/10 cents per pound 

are Sompany An additional contract for the structural steel work of the dome superstructure was agreed upon 22 
McNulty Brothers Company of Chicago, Illinois, received the contract 13 July 1912 for the masonry September 1910 for $97,000.2” 

work for the interior finish of the Central Portion for $79,200. This work included: all work from the 

large arches and walls of the West, East, South, and North Wings and corner pavilions from levels -12'- The Mueller Company 

0" up to and including level +184-3" and the suspended ceiling over the eye of the dome (oculus); plac- ’ \ , : ‘ : 
\ 3 : y ; pb. P.E. Mueller, doing business as the Mueller Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, received the contract 6 May 
ing a metal furring under the mosaic panels in the pendentives of the Dome; and the substitution of sca- : iT i , : 

: ; be 1912 for the heating and ventilating work in the Central Portion for $16,770. Contract terms included 
gliola columns for plaster columns at the Rotunda’s Seventh Level. I hyve ; 

an agreement for completion simultaneous with the stone and marble work. 

J.W. Mitchell 
: Northwestern Marble and Tile Company 

J.W. Mitchell, of Madison, Wisconsin, was awarded the contract for the ducts under the Central Por- i i 4 i ; 
tion for $1,200.25 Northwestern Marble and Tile Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota, received the contract 15 June 

"gh 1912 for the stone and marble work for the interior finish of the Central Portion for $249,500. Subcon- 

“| tractors included Pike River Granite Company of Marinette, Wisconsin; Babcock & Willcox of Kasota, 
The : 
te Minnesota; Marathon Granite Company of Wausau, Wisconsin; Batterson & Eisele of New York; and 

The Mitchell Vance Company of New York City supplied the lighting fixtures for the Central Portion. A Andres Stone & Marble Co. of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

copy of their order specifying each fixture for each space in the Central Portion was received by the : ! } : ! f J 
Post firm 3 December 1914 with fixtures received in Madison by 21 December 1914 awaiting installa- Wath included wainscoting, wallsy flogting, staircases, comices, columns, capitals and nace and 30 

tion.26 forth, complete as specified and shown on the drawings. Submission of a small sample size, including an 

estimate of the proposed marble and stone was required prior to the architects’ approval. Approved 

Modern Steel Structural Company pamela were % be left with the architect as a standard for the fiumisbed yous The sees ereoae ao 

Mod. : : listed information for the marbles, Kasota stone, Athens stone, and granite; and the cutting and finish, 
odern Steel Structural Company of Waukesha, Wisconsin, was awarded the contract 30 January floor tiling, bases, thresholds, wall lining, staircases, setting, models, and miscellaneous items. 

1909 for the structural steel work for both the South Wing and Central Portion for $70,839. The steel 
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Two specific problem areas included the Berlin Rhyolite marble piers and the octagonal center on the The C.D. Steele Co. 
Ground Floor of the Rotunda. As the inner circle of sixteen marble piers began to discolor, replacement The C.D. Steele Co. made several cafe tables of quarter sawn white oak for the dining room in the Ro- 
was recommended. During 1914 the floor design scheme for color and marble type was reworked for tunda Basement according to blueprints and specifications mailed 16 January 1917. This order included 
installation in 1915. By 20 December 1915 the center circular piece and eight surrounding pieces of Si- the following: 
enna marble cracked and disintegrated. As the Ground Floor was torn up for the replacement of the 

piers in August 1916, it was recommended the floor’s entire center octagon also be replaced at the 24 Type E Tables 36 X 30"@6.30 151.20 
eens 8 Type E-2 Tables 72 X 33" 12.60 100.80 

6 Type E-1 Tables 42 X 42 14.00 84.00 
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory 16 TypeE ae Tables 5.50 88.00 

: : : ; : ‘ ae 16 X 22 X 36 with one shelf 
The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was retained by the Capitol Commission to FOB. Madison $424.00 

inspect the material required for the steel work and superstructure of the Central Portion on the same 

terms previously established for Capitol inspections. The first report noting progress on columns, beams, Woodbury Granite 

channels, and other structural members for the Central Portion was issued by the field inspector 24 
September 1910. These Central Portion reports continued through 27 January 1912. Woodbury Granite Co., Hardwick, Vermont, supplied the White Bethel granite for the facade of the 

Capitol at approximately $2,000,000. Woodbury Granite began cutting stone in 1907 and finished in 

Lee Park 1915, with final settings in 1916. Karl Bitter acted as a subcontractor to Woodbury for the statuary 

groups, often termed heroic groups, at the dome’s base.* 
Lew Porter, a prominent Madison architect, functioned as the Capitol Commission secretary during the 

Capitol construction from 1906 to 1917. Porter was associated with the A.D. Conover architectural Notes 

firm from 1887 to 1899. Previous works included the supervision of the construction of large public : 
buildings, including Science Hall and the Gymnasium on the University of Wisconsin campus at Madi- ' Aktieselskapet Norsk Labrador & Granitindustri to Magnus Svenson, 16 August 1915, Capitol ee 
son. Other works included the Dane County Courthouse, the residence of the dean of the college of ag- mission General Files, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to Aktieselskapet Norsk Labrador & Granitindustri, 11 
riculture, and many private buildings and homes, Porter’s office was also a training ground for other October 1915, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to Aktieselskapet Norsk Labrador 
young architects, including Alvan Small, Louis W. Calude, John Flad, and Frank Lloyd Wright. When & Granitindustri, 3 November 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; Law a Porter to 

the second Capitol bumed in 1904, Porter was instrumental in settling a controversy over the placement Ae Norsk Labrador & Granitindustri, 22 November 1915, Capitol Commission General 

of the new Capitol. As a result, he began a long-term relationship with George B. Post & Sons, the Files, ser. 833; Lew F. — te Amiexivan Granite Co.,8 December 1915, Capitol Commission Gen- 
contractors, and laborers for the new Capitol, beginning with the competition in 1906. A more complete eral Files, a 833; Aktieselskapet Norsk Labrador & Granitindustri to Lew F. Porter, 20 November 

reference regarding Porter will be placed in Book I—Comprehensive Summary. 1916, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

? Karl Bitter to Lew F. Porter, 15 February 1911, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; Karl 

George B. Post & Sons Bitter to Lew F. Porter, 7 July 1913, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; George B. Post & 

The architectural firm George B. Post & Sons was awarded the contract for the Capitol by the Capitol Sons to Lew F. Porter, 22 December 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; Woodbury 
Commission 17 July 1906. The firm’s three principals were George B. Post and his two sons, James Granite to Lew F. Porter, 6 November 1911, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

Otis Post and William Stone Post. By the beginning of the twentieth century the firm employed about 3 Edwin Howland Blashfield to Lew F. Porter, 12 February 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, 
sixty people.*! Frequently, the drawings for the Wisconsin Capitol consumed Post’s staff, as indicated ser. 833. 

by this statement in a 26 August 1907 letter from Post to Lew F. Porter: “We are also at work upon the i : ‘ : : : Jae 
Central Portion; in fact the whole force of our office is practically at work on the plans for the Capitol State of Wisconsin contract with Edwin H. Blashfield, 5 January 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 
Building.” The senior Post took control of the Capitol plan but was assisted by his sons throughout the 833; Lew. Porter to E. H. Blashfield, 17 September, 1914, Capitol — onan Files, ser. 
years; upon his death 28 November 1913 they completed the Capitol. 833; Edwin Howland Blashfield to Lew F. Porter, 31 October 1914, Capitol Commission Gaia 

Files, ser. 833; George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 19 October 1914, Capitol Commission Gen- 
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eral Files, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to George B. Post & Sons, 27 October 1914, Capitol Commission '8 Gimbel Brothers to Capitol Commission, 22 February 1917, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

General Files, ser. 833; Edwin Howland Blashfield to Lew F. Porter, 10 November 1914, Capitol 833; Lew F. Porter to Gimbel Brothers, 3 February 1917, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 833. 

Commission General Files, ser. 833; Edwin Howland Blashfield to Lew F. Porter, 4 December 1914, Stats of Wiscollsin With the Grant Marble Company. 4 Tie 1912. Capitol Butlaing Contracts, ser 
: ie. il 833: : A _ » SET. 

ape oo pean me sia ; cilaseilel dias leinans sia wu sai aomeslaseinh samme 833; George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 23 May 1911, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 833. 
1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

E 20 Specification for Electric Work for the Central Portion, March 1912; Capitol Commission of Wi - 
5 Edwd. F. Caldwell to George B. Post & Sons, 12 December 1914, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. i : ; a = at TRICO 

c ; sin Contract and Bond with Paul F. Harloff Co., 21 December 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 
833; George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 21 January 1916, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 833. 833 

oi et po eceaton ef Wioonsm Locke “i seas a isi duabcrie o jeanaty . eee 2! Capitol Commission of Wisconsin Contract and Bond with Hecla Iron Works, 17 June 1912, Capitol 
Building Contracts, ser. 833; John Calvin to Kenyon Cox, 21 May 1913, Capitol Commission General Pididine Contracts sex 833 

Files, ser. 833; George B. Post & Sons to O. H. Ingram, 22 May 1913, Capitol Commission General J | REDHSEL 
Files, ser. 833; Kenyon Cox to Lew F. Porter, 24 May 1913, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 2 Mack, Jenney and Tyler to Capitol Commission, 8 June 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, 

833; Lew F. Porter to J. Otis Post, 23 February 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833; ser. 833; Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 30 November 1914, Capitol Commis- 

Kenyon Cox to Lew F. Porter, 17 October 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. sion General Files, ser. 833; Mack, Jenney and Tyler to Lew F. Porter, 18 January 1916, Capitol Com- 
mission General Files, ser. 833; Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 10 May 1916, 

7 Kenyon Cox to Lew F. Porter, 25 November 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. Capitol Coninission General Files) ott: 833 ne ' : 

ee ee eeeelly & Reecl, 2) Apel 1912, Cota Come oe 23 Specifications Series; Lew F. Porter to J. W. Mitchell, 24 September 1909, Capitol Commission 

° Specifications, State Capitol Building Specifications, ser. 833; Capitol Commission of Wisconsin Con- General Files, ser. 833; State of Wisconsin with T.C. McCarthy, 18 July 1911, Capitol Building Con- 

tract & Bond with J.H. Findorff, 12 June 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 833. tracts, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to James A. Frear, 30 September 1911, Capitol Commission General 

10 Lew F. Porter to Frautschi & Sons, 3 February 1917, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 833. Hakan 

"1 Tbid 4 State of Wisconsin with McNulty Brothers, 13 July 1912, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 833; 

: Lew F. Porter to McNulty Brothers Company, 18 May 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

? L. Marcotte & Company to George B. Post & Sons, 12 May 1913, Capitol Commission General 833; Specification Series. 

Files, ser. 833; George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 20 July 1914, Capitol Commission General i ican : , an 
Files. ser. 833 25 State of Wisconsin with J.W. Mitchell, September 1910, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 833. 

26 
: Ses % 

® Daniel C. French to Lew F. Porter, 26 February 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. isola ape te Goouae H Bost & one, 2| Tecerabes 1924, Capeiot a a ing 
ser. 833; Mitchell Vance to George B. Post & Sons, 3 December 1914, Capitol Commission Con- 

4 Lew F. Porter to Daniel C. French, 28 March 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. tracts, ser. 833. 

‘5 “Forward Placed on Pedestal,” Wisconsin State Journal, 20 July 1914. 27 Modern Steel Structural Company to the Wisconsin Capitol Commission, 17 December 1908, Capi- 

'°L. Marcotte & Co. to George B. Post & Sons, 16 July 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. tol —— —— ser. 833; State of Wisconsin ie _—— Steel Structural, 19 February 

833; State of Wisconsin with Daniel Chester French, 12 September 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, 1909, Capitol Cor Pn ser. 83; State shikapaaone = Moga Steel Structural, 22 

ser. 833; George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 21 March 1910, Capitol Commission General September 1910, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 833; Specification Series. 

Files, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to James A. Frear, 29 September 1911, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 28 State of Wisconsin with the Mueller Company, 6 May 1912, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 

833; Daniel C. French to George B. Post & Sons, 21 August 1913, Capitol Commission General Files, 833° 

ser. 833. 
2° State of Wisconsin with Northwestern Marble and Tile Company, 15 June 1912, Capitol Building 

"Lew F. Porter to F. S. Bellaire, 26 February 1915, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 833. Contracts, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to Pike River Granite Co., 30 June 1913, Capitol Commission Gen- 

eral Files, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to George B. Post & Sons, 4 August 1913, Capitol Commission 
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General Files, ser. 833; G. D. Jones to Lew F. Porter, 20 April 1914, Capitol Commission General 

Files, ser. 833; George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 24 March 1911, Capitol Commission Gen- 

eral Files, ser. 833; George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 1 December 1914, Capitol Commission 

General Files, ser. 833; James Otis Post to Lew F. Porter, 20 December 1915, Capitol Commission 

General Files, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to George B. Post & Sons, 21 August 1916, Capitol Commis- 

sion General Files, ser. 833; Specification Series. 

3° Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory to George B. Post & Sons, 24 September 1910, Capitol Commission 

General Files, ser. 833; Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory to George B. Post & Sons, 27 January 1912, 

Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

3! Diana Balmori, “George B. Post: The Process of Design and the New American Architectural Office 

(1868-1913),” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 46 (December 1987): 351. 

2 George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 26 August 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

833. 

33 The C.D. Steel Co. to Capitol Commission, 14 February 1917, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 

833. 

4 Lew F. Porter to Nebraska State Historical Society, 29 December 1908, Capitol Commission Gen- 

eral Files, ser. 833; Lew F. Porter to the Woodbury Granite Co., 29 December 1910, Capitol Com- 

mission General Files, ser. 833; George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 12 August 1907, Capitol 

Commission General Files, ser. 833; George H. Bickford to Lew F. Porter, 30 November 1912, Capi- 

tol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 
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Chapter Four 

he Wisconsin State Capitol, located in downtown Madison between Lake Mendota to the 

north and Lake Monona to the south, is set in a fourteen acre park. True to Beaux-Arts style, 

the building is a large grandiose composition, symmetrical in appearance, and is sited ona ter- 

race surrounded by a balustrade. Based on a Greek cross plan, it features four similar projecting fa- 

A {ALS Ss GARIN SA RO Se So oe! ah cades and a great Dome resting on the Central Portion. Each of the four-story wings, oriented ona 

N eee one a ee eat omy es Ses iate S = compass point, terminate in porticos composed of Corinthian columns supporting highly sculptured pedi- i 0 SERRE SS are es Sarge ieee BP gee AES ECs e ; ; : : Z : 
, ene i = ae a ee ee ments. A set back attic, a rusticated ground story, enriched moldings, and framed windows are impor- 

S Se Te, A pee ee ie Be ee tant compositional elements. 
er ee lr ee Er is Bea cet eae 
pipe Ro, ee piss Ee ak ase eee ec Central to the plan, a ribbed Dome, dominates the building. Surrounded by decorative granite scroll- 

SRS ee eee i PW oe BS work, the Dome sits on a drum that extends upward from the roof level of the wings. The drum features 
eg Resi CE SoS 0s SERN SR 8 nian VT eae, € RAW : ° . er Seen So RNS fe NEEp pm ees on eal Ve ees Viee- arched cathedral windows through which light enters the Rotunda. Four groups of statuary are placed at Sig GSR ao SNe SETS \ Says ant Le ees foe fee ) #S i ‘ - * ¢ - 

yan ak: PAE REN ape (hele pate 5) Bab I the drum’s base, one behind each entrance pavilion at the intersection of the wings. 
RG Se ek Se ATEN Ly ee Perey x ) 
Sah se SA WZ oe fod: ape a Each principal street leading to the Capitol terminates at a driveway extending to a segmental pavilion at 

vy EXIT pe F< Sere nae Bee RN Mees : . i : e q : 4 : Vea i SBN RE ISN Wi Se pe iS eae . a a E oe pee RES the intersection of the wings. Featuring a grand staircase with a carriage drive underneath that provides VP Pay PR re etiaat i ptt aera Fae a Pa pee Leper hone Nee st) one Cap Sas = E : 

He Bs SeaDream as | eee Pavan « A Be ; ES fe = eat : entry at the Ground Floor, each pavilion ascends to an Ionic colonnaded portico at the First Floor or BA a i eesic ) Jobe * PR a ame eo ecg: Sal Le | | AY ga ee cea ; ; ; fan’ z Nie Rea AE See ante cena @ oy a | He 1 A é hey eu i ees gal tai ae eee. : primary floor. A balustrade parapet, which continues from the wings, surrounds each pavilion’s shallow 
shy Eee ae ee ea A ny i if EN Ye tied cet pl ay eae | deene 

Ni eee reer ea rar De eS WF | ai aS) (eyes Are Sos eae ALO 
BPS TN hore teen as oie Fes Py eas Bee ae ia a a eS aie f] ma psi fat rar | aaa Ai | a Sea Exterior walls of the wings and pavilions are load-bearing masonry with a nonbearing outer wythe of 
EL ere a eR Be ee eae = a —— Bethel White granite keyed into several wythes of load-bearing brick masonry. Bethel White granite, in 

rman ities. = blocks of varying height, width, and thickness, was chosen for its durability and white color. Supported 

oe —  ——— ea Sea = centenary by a steel superstructure, the granite masonry of the drum supports the Dome. The Dome’s granite PRS Sa acne re = 
ion ri Fae pare tee = ee se ; blocks rest on the top chords of twenty-four steel trusses connected to a steel compression ring at the 

Ss ee ie : : Z 
eae ae ite SS ee SS: top of the Dome and a steel tension ring at the Dome’s base. The granite clad Dome is the only one of 
a een ere ee ecg tr eee en elects : 

¥ Pg Se SS ee ee its kind in the United States.' 

Fi, - : ‘ i Pe Gj f : : ; } ; The four wings and Central Portion were constructed separately, with the steel framework of the Central n exterior view of the Capitol following completion, circa 1917. . ; : 
Photo: "from the Collection of the New-York Historical Society" Portion bolted to the steel framework of each wing. The West Wing was constructed between 1906 and 

1909, the East Wing between 1908 and 1910, the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions 

between 1910 and 1913, and the North Wing and Northeast and Northwest Pavilions between 1914 

and 1917. The Central Portion was constructed between 1911 and 1915. Although the preceding de- 

scription provides a brief orientation to the building and site, the chapter will be limited to a dis- 

cussion of those exterior components comprising the Central Portion. These components include 

the Podium Wall, the Lower and Upper Drum, the Dome, and the Lantern. 
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Central Portion Descriptio n Original drawings indicate that the granite blocks that form the exterior of the Podium Wall, are keyed 

or notched, into a brick masonry backup wall. The load bearing Podium Wall supports the cornice and 

Foundation and Structure balustrade. Three small windows are placed in the Podium Wall behind each pavilion. 

The Dome and its supporting tower are independent from the wings, being built on separate founda- 

tions. The foundations, composed of four masses of reinforced concrete, form the footings for eight Observation Deck 

concrete piers in which are embedded the steel columns of the substructure.’ The space defined by the The Observation Deck, also referred to as the Sixth Upper Level or Observation Level, is formed by 
configuration of these structural steel members and their enclosure by concrete piers forms the volume the octagonal roof of the Podium Wall. Providing a transition from the wings to the Dome, the Observa- 

of the Rotunda as it rises through the Central Portion. All eight concrete piers are faced with marble in tion Deck functions as a wide walkway, framed by a balustrade, that encircles the drum overlooking the 

the Rotunda’s interior. The tops of the piers, at elevation 78', are capped by girders, forming a ring City of Madison. Originally designed as the first resting stop for visitors as they climbed to the Lantern, 

course octagonal in plan.’ Across the ring course are cantilever girders in a radial configuration. The in- the Observation Deck, accessed from the Passage (Sixth Level/Museum), is now the only upper exte- 

ner ends of the cantilevers carry steel columns 90' high, rising from the drum’s base. On the tops of rior area accessible to the public. Granite bases, placed behind each of the northwest, northeast, south- 
these columns are arch-trusses that support the stone covering of the outer Dome. Outer ends of the east, and southwest entrance pavilions at the base of the Lower Drum, provide pedestals for the statu- 

cantilevers carry steel columns that support a stone colonnade at the Lower Drum.‘ ary groups, doorways to the Observation Deck, and structures for the fresh air intake system. 

Podium Wall Statuary 

The Podium Wall, originating at -1'-4" below grade on top of the footings and extending to 91'-5°" at Cut from Bethel White granite, the statuary groups are placed on granite pedestals on the Observation 

the base of the Lower Drum, internally defines the volume of the Central Portion. It becomes visible on Deck at the Dome’s base, one group directly behind each of the four pavilions. The statuary groups, 

the exterior of the Central Portion as the walls that rise above the intersection of the building’s wings at each consisting of three figures, represent the themes “knowledge,” “strength,” “prosperity,” and “faith,” 

elevation 59' and extend to 91'-5°". The Podium Wall thus visually makes the transition from the wings 

to the Drum and Dome. A cornice topped by a balustrade terminates the top of the Podium Wall at the a Were : 

Observation Deck. The balustrade is similar to those on the roof level of the four wings of the building.> A i ¥ : iL \ 

Ho - te 

Rebtirpe N 
| Weiler ei nes a “ss 

i) ee bed 

Bieta te Reon eS j Pe ce , 
eee ee ——— | i i pa mak if ae “ W 

a aa iain i {a  ”:ClC«a Ne 

ii Sa TS ee ea a oc ae my 
ee ee a fe Figure 4-4 
eee ee Figure 4-3 / Sie is -, GRR) Four granite pedestals, placed at the base of the 
: ——— ce. Ba oe ea a i eae The Podium Wall, rising above the i q SAS ‘ \ a - " \ sat Lower Drum, provide pedestals for the statuary 

ES | roofs on the wings, separates the i | Sa (a3 _) Eas groups, door access, and a structure for the fresh 

2 SS” Le fee es Central Portion from the wings. / ae fe =) air intake system. Shown: "Faith" on the south- 

a —— ‘ —— eae Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Asso- j p : ‘ea  g.Aeily, §— east axis. é Lee ee —— a cane eee i se aoe 3 

fi a ee = iates, Inc. poe a w= = =Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. 
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symbolizing fundamental characteristics of the State of Wisconsin. The middle figure, about 12'-0" high, Drum 

is placed ona base behind the two minor figures. Each pair of minor figures is connected at the base by The Drum, defined as the cylindrical wall below the Dome, is divided into a Lower Drum and an Upper 
an eagle with outspread wings. A more complete description of the statuary may be found in Chapter Drum. 

3—Historical Research. , 

Lower Drum 

The Lower Drum, located above and behind the Podium Wall between elevation 91'-5°" and 152'-0", 

<I 7 wD includes a circular dome base and an inner drum wall surrounded by a Corinthian colonnade. The wall 

, © </, eee Beet tad of the base is composed of granite blocks keyed into a brick masonry backup supported by the Dome’s 

_ yy 5 i, s m is  * steel superstructure. In addition, the original drawings indicate that supplemental steel members are en- 

—— 4 ‘4 cand a. > >. Ef ee, cased in the masonry.° Small windows in the base allow light into the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum). 

gY,, Be : ¥ \ = « u 9 The base supports the inner drum wall which is composed of twenty-four vertical segments, each 

2 _ te tas topped with a hood molding and keystone.’ Twenty segments have triple-hung cathedral windows with 

d 7 Ss Bere % a recessed coffered panel above each window. At the corner of each segment a free-standing column 

2 ai ey ¢ supports the entablature above, except at the statuary groups. Behind each statuary group, placed on 

1 fo " 4 2 : the secondary axis, a rectangular bay faced with granite and corner engaged columns, projects outward. 

: : F Ps 4 mn * : The four bays formed allow space for the interior stair towers that provide access from the Sixth Level 
te Fy o: Be y= 4 A : to the Ninth Level. Eight small windows allow light into each stair tower. 

te 2 rf an PS * Twenty-four Corinthian columns around the Lower Drum are comprised of unfluted shafts with seven- 

4 pe a Ee as Pa oy? teen 1'-9" high segments that taper from a 3'-7" diameter at the base to a 3'-1" diameter below the capi- 

yr 5 oA f ] ‘vee tal. Each Roman Corinthian capital features four volutes in a top row with two rows of acanthus leaves 
E E a j ' iN . Figure 4-5 below, while the column’s base displays convex and concave moldings. The drum base is located be- 

ba ee PatwOSeee py An overhead view shows the spatial relationship tween elevations 91' and 106'. The colonnaded portion of the Drum, above elevation 106', is supported 
og alec, Of the statuary group to the columns and the sur- by aseriesofistesl nme tee 

r ie rea SI b= = rounding Observation Deck. y 8 : 
Bee Ao «= Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. 

Upper Drum 

TAX P CEA The Upper Drum, between elevations 152' and 175', provides the transition to the Dome. It includes a 

ao’ b 5 A \ an segmented balustrade with a narrow walkway. The walkway was used originally to view the city but is 

: 8 ‘ < \ A a 4 now accessed only by maintenance personnel. The configuration of a cornice and twenty-four pilasters 

s | AN Sips that alternate with twenty-four windows is similar to that of the Lower Drum but are compressed. All 

: a i - & Se Neos \ the lines in the Upper Drum extend from the Corinthian columns in the Lower Drum. These lines con- 
AP TY a ain | op A tinue through the Upper Drum pilasters to the Dome ribs. The Upper Drum has multiple wythe 

| ¢ s\e a wae ‘ sy walls with the outer wythe of Bethel White granite units of varying thickness keyed to the inner 

; | 4 r oy G7 Ss a > oN Figure #66 brick wythes. Again, steel structural elements are encased in the masonry.” 

ea : i a. g q et a < = = A close-up of "Faith" displays the 

: i i ya Bie SE us carved granite details by sculptor 

en ca te yO ~ Karl Bitter. 

glee A OW re NS ah eels §=«- Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Asso- 
ac | Vee ~ = ciates, Inc. 
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Dome of steel riveted construction. Steel T-shaped members, acting as purlins, span the trusses. The truss ele- 

: ments, connected by the T-shaped members with the upper ends riveted to the compression ring below 

Dome Exterior. the Lantern structure, are held to the tension ring at the Dome base by shoe pins.'’ The inner face of the 

The Dome extends above the Upper Drum to the Lantern from an elevation of 175' to 236’. Itis com- lower chord of the truss is clad first with terra cotta clay tile and then plaster. 

posed of twenty-four radial segments and fourteen courses of granite between the skirt course below t f f ETO ‘ 

the Lantern and the scroll course or console at the Dome’s base. Supported on the top chords of The Inner Dome is composed of twenty-four radial lattice-web ribs riveted at elevation 146’ to the faces 

twenty-four steel trusses, the granite panels are widest at the Dome’s base and taper toward the of the steel columns that rise from the foundation. The upper ends are riveted to the web ofa ring plate 

Dome’s top. Rib panels, 1'-8" thick, are located directly over each built-up steel truss. Granite pan als girder, 26'-6" in diameter, at elevation 180'. Twenty feet above this opening is a concave ceiling, 36’-3" 

between the ribs are typically 8" thick. All units are connected to the adjacent steel trusses at alternating in.diameter, fat provides the fee for yea s mural. The top chord a arched truss for the 

horizontal joints by a bent rod attached to a continuous horizontal angle spanning between the trusses, Inner Dome is also sheathed with terra cotta clay tiles and plastered. Metal furring, attached to the bot- 

or are connected directly to the trusses. All horizontal joints, keyed together by a 1" lap cut into the tom chord of the arched truss, is spanned by a plaster wire lath that supports the decorative coffered 
a7 14 

panel ends, allow positive water drainage. The panel’s top surface, between the ribs, is cut to create a ceiling seen from the Rotunda floor. 

reveal that slopes down from the inner edge." At the base of each Dome rib (elevation 183'), is a deco- 

rative carved granite scroll with masonry backup with masonry-backed granite spandrel panels set be- Lantern 

tween the scrolls. All space between the trusses and directly behind the granite panels is infilled with clay The Lantern, set ona base surrounded by a balustrade, is a windowed granite superstructure that 

tile. Drawings indicate a 2 inch air space between the granite’s back face of the granite and the face of crowns the Dome. Arched windows with muntins are set between engaged Corinthian columns. Each 

the clay tile." window is surmounted with a keystone and a garland above. “Wisconsin, ” the statue symbolizing Wis- 

; ars, : : i i : iti ite skirt beneath the statue sheds water. 
The top of the Dome consists of a granite skirt course (elevation 231'), a balustrade (elevation Conan act ge 2 Ae ee Penne strode. Ap additional granite s TE beoaes sear 

235') and Lantern (elevation 235'), all supported by the steel Dome trusses. The top ends of the 

steel trusses are connected to a steel compression ring, 10'-6" in diameter. The bottom of each 

truss is connected to a steel column, each connected to a steel tension ring 80'-0" in diameter.’? Fi ad : 

Outer and Inner Dome Structural System oS oes a 

The Outer Dome truss structural system exists below the Dome’s granite covering and the inner terra a : a — . iss : oe 

cotta clay tile system. The granite actually rests on the upper chord of the arched truss structural system ys Yy = a ae - isa ee oe 

H eto eo ee 

Y } : ~ : - | . i — “ : 7 i ; i re oe 

Saye: PS a ; Figure 4-7 eee UO Figure 4-8 
ba ’ y > ee . At The rib panels of the Dome taper F E bles A The Lantern, a windowed superstructure, crowns 

é Eee OS i from the base toward the top. ' 4 al the Dome. A balustrade separates a small walk- 

Sa AZ > As Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Asso- sd 4 iy way from the Lantern's base. 
~~ a rx ‘ ciates, Inc. Lett 4 4 ra i Photo: Kite Aerial Photography 
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Statue Sixth & Seventh Level Deck Restoration and Renovation were written in 1994,”6 with construction be- 

“Wisconsin,” the hollow bronze statue designed by the American sculptor Daniel Chester French, was ginning in fall 1995. This construction was necessary because replacement ee tiles for the original 

cast in six sections with a height of 15'-5" from the bottom of the base to the top of the headdress and pavers did not shrink or expand properly, resulting in extensive yearly repairs. 

has a weight of approximately three tons. The monumental figure is fitted with classical robes beneath a 

cape gathered over the shoulders and held in place by an ornamental clasp decorated with an elaborate 1996 Observation Deck Project 

“W” insignia. The headdress, modeled after a Greek helmet, is embellished with two cornucopias, ears The 1996 Observation Deck Project involved the removal of all added materials with a return to the 

of corn, and flowers, and is topped by a badger, the Wisconsin state animal.'* original concrete leveling agent above the terra cotta clay tiles. All cracks in the existing concrete were 

an " : : repaired and the entire surfé id th. Installation included a new roof membrane with 
The left arm is upraised with an open hand pointing southeast, while the right arm is bent at the elbow a bo a ae ae eo. Se iri ’ sreitbicalketsioiehe a; , : fi 

' : , drainage mat, insulation, and an asphaltic protection board. A pedestal system, employing adjustable 4 

et oe Weary Sines Caer eee diameter plastic cylinders, holds in place 2' x 2' red granite paver tiles, quarried in Wausau, Wisconsin 
base inscribed with the words “D.C. French, Sc. 1912” and “Cast by Roman Bronze Foundry, N.Y.”"® P i : P sh P dy j : 

More information regarding the statue may be found in Chapter Three-Historical Research. 1996 Statuary Project 

° . . Original roofing materials on the pedestals supporting the Seventh Level statuary included copper sheets 

History of Maintenance and Rep = that extended underneath the statues. After subsequent roofing projects the copper was covered with a 

Areview of records held by the Division of Facilities Development and interviews with the Wisconsin rubber membrane. Due to deterioration of both the copper and the membrane, severe water damage 

State Capitol staff provided information on the methods and materials used to maintain and repair the occurred to the interior finishes of the Upper Sixth Level. To correct the continual water leakage, 

Central Portion, specifically, the Dome. These records span the years 1957 through 1990. Tuck point- all old roofing materials were removed and a new roofing system installed. This necessitated re- 

ing projects are referenced in the Division of Facilities Development microfilm file for the years 1957, moval of the statuary groups during the roofing removal and installation process. 
17 leanin ject 18 ‘| Rant 19 inci 

a. oF : f a a esis er apne ase coca seeenne ' The project was undertaken 5-30 August 1996 through the management of J.P. Cullen & Sons, Inc., of 
1983,” and exfoliation inspection in 19907! were also included. Information on recaulking the Dome, ; f : : : 

: ; eS é neo : Madison, Wisconsin and the Capitol Restoration team. A 25 story-tall, 500-ton crane lowered each 
skylights, and roofs in 1982 was limited in regard to material and application. Materials were to be pur- f . ; BIST x 

eae statuary group, which consists of nine separate granite pieces, to the Capitol grounds where the statues 
chased by the contractor as requested by the owner. Later correspondence indicated that Tremco Higa : ae. 

3 : : E were crated. The existing copper roof and rubber membrane were removed along with the existing 
Dymeric, a two-part urethane sealant, was used.” The Dome was inspected in 1982 and recaulked in é J : : : 

: ; : : Ws eit : brick and mortar support base and curb, which were badly deteriorated. After installation of a wood 
1983 by Craig Restoration. This repair, which involved an application of polyurethane sealant, was per- edgier! 3 

a, ae : form work a new concrete support base and curb was poured using high-strength, non-shrink grout 
formed to prevent water from penetrating the joints.” A limited number of documents exist because the 

work order records for small remodeling and repair jobs were destroyed in the 1980s. 

Observation Deck —_— ———— mele 

Projects Prior to 1996 i a =e i ~ 

Work on the Observation Deck, since its original construction, has occurred sporadically. Microfilm in- LT wae art 2 Leer 

dex cards with the Division of Facilities Development indicate a tile deck replacement was given a work ad a | Ae a 

order number in 1966.” However, no further information was available. The 1982 specifications for re- g ie ~ ® — Me | A} 

pairs to the Observation Deck referenced a 1972 Observation Deck repair project in which eight drains ra —_ ee ee { so , pat Figure 4-9 

were installed and quarry tiles were applied to a mortar bed set on a multi-ply bitumen and felt water- 2 aoe = =< : Pl ; The Observation Deck Project 

proofing membrane. According to the 1982 specifications, the Observation Deck was to be rebuilt with a a hy employed adjustable cylinders to 

a butyl rubber waterproofing membrane, mortar setting bed, and slurry coat. A 1987 report indicated ac a) hold the paver tiles in place. 
;, é s 2 ‘ i ‘ 5 < ‘ Mea | ' Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

the presence of many debonded tiles, particularly in the area of the drains.” Specifications including the oa : \ pa 
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with pea gravel. A turn-coated stainless steel roofing was set in place. Each statuary group was retumed Statue 

section by section to the original locations. The mortar joints were carefully studied before disassembly i ; 

so the joint width could be replicated. A variety of plastic shims were used to maintain the correct space Rroincts Prior to 1930 
between the granite pieces when the new mortar was applied. Eighteen years in the elements necessitated that “Wisconsin” be regilded, and in 1932 the work was 

done by A.E. Olsen Steeplejack Co. of Janesville for $444.7’ The process was undertaken again in 

i) ORE: SA)! Wi ite 
es NY f 7." 7 3 ee 

ho aS WS Sey mA\L 

EN 5 fl Ey) — 

£ oe Soe ea |) ee pan | 
tore hee 3 i at Ee E i 7 a, 

cae ee They ah i ia 4 et’ [ties ae a 27) é e 

owen Fe || aa 1 mY 
eee ee eh ea q 7 a 

oo oe et _ aa :S a iz 
ie rae eee ee at “= 

: — << Sn One ies. — — Figure 4-12 
ms a wee es Py Sts, Figure 4-10 a Pea Each statuary piece was lowered carefully to the 

’ we ecm 3 o> Wty bese = A scaffold was built to facilitate the removal of ; ground during removal. Hoisting each piece to 

Stree * the statuary pieces. its original location occurred in reverse order. 

TT TRE 5, Photo: Kahler Slater Photo: Kahler Slater 

12 She Wee ere SS aa! | er ee 
a elt 2 Te I a, sik SON eat EUR 
a owt a BE SS : : <a rm ip on a me ees nee 5 le 3 aS bs 

= “She EyP eae s Se eo cheer 8 soe % Es . ae 

i —— — — en | al 2.) eee 5,0 

ey eer ee eee eee - « cial dict. alge alee = . 
T | eee eee pa) ee) ' a r a ~ gaptioe es \ 

= F i. ae Pd = ie ea CMe ye TBLEN : : 
Sil Se ag Boi a i Figure 4-11 i by ak 6 eS Ua ee Aa Figure 4-13 

ho = | | a 3 Custom designed, a strapping sys- ee a ce Se ee ee ANG ~~" The granite pieces from one statu- 
~ e: “i - oo oS | tem secured each statuary piece : niin ae “a a. \ Wwe be..-— ary group are placed on skids 

a Wa a as it was lowered to the ground. Se pier aA al ready to be crated. 

| il — oe a. Photo: Kahler Slater ros _—— ns "Photo: Kahler Slater 
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1957 by Wallace JaKa of Milwaukee for $1,100 using 9,500 gold sheets.”* The Capital Times re- : 

ported that JaKa thrilled the city of Madison for two weeks as he cleaned and regilded the statue using 

the steeplejack method to secure his body by ropes instead of scaffolding. JaKa washed the statue in 

acid and scrubbed it down to prepare it for a prime coat of plastic aluminum followed by a size. After 

applying nineteen boxes of 23 carat gold leaf, at a cost of about $500, JaKa burnished the surface with 

cotton. He used silver solder to repair a hole through the thumb and finger on the right hand of the | 

statue.” os ee 

Other statue maintenance has included replastering and weatherizing the interior of the Lantern in 1980, ea A : 

which included fitting an access door to the statue’s interior, by George Parisi, a Capitol mason;*° exam- j ios eS 8 : 

ining the statue’s interior in 1988;3! and examining the statue’s interior with photographic documentation vite 

in February 1990 and again in July 1990. Prior to and following the gilding project, Christopher M. a | ait 
Anderson, Professor of Astronomy from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, photographed the | es Ae 
statue’s exterior from the roofs of the wings using a 2000 mm astronomy telescope. eS 

1990 Regilding and ry = 7 . eI 4 ‘ pe set in place around the statue to 
In 1990 Christine Roussel, Inc., of New York and Venus Bronze Works of Detroit, Michigan, com- Tl “y : / } : protect the gilding team from the weather's ele- 

pleted the regilding and conservation of “Wisconsin.” Christine Roussel, Inc., specializing in casting, -_ i ments. 

restoration, conservation and gilding of metals, provided the gilding team of Marc Roussel and Bill o i ie Photo: Mike Bath 

Gauthier for the statue’s exterior. Venus Bronze Works, Inc., represented by John Dugger, Giorgio 

Gikas, and Bill Kollias, specialists in casting and conservation of bronze works, cleaned the statue’s in- 

terior, removed the exterior finishes, and made necessary repairs. Anton Rajer, consultant for the De- 

partment of Administration, analyzed the statue during the 1990 gilding project and kept a report that 

described each area of the statue and the existing gilded and repair conditions. (The complete report cif. 
may be referenced for further information) In addition, Rajer provided a schematic cross-section of = ; oc 8 

“Wisconsin,” indicating that ‘é Sie my aes, 
merrnencoeeinene tama ee nee , 

[t]he first layer appears to be red oxide, then lead white? [sic], remnants of gold, followed by a a A aia ee, oe 

zinc chromate which was added in the 1932 gilding. This in turn was covered by aluminum paint Be) | eee Mgaregm sel 
and zinc chromate in 1957. ob: —) ar 
Numerous areas of degraded surface are noted throughout the statue, such as metal corrosion, LER Fi ee & & Ey e : 

paint system failure, and lost gilding. The degradation falls into two categories: pinhole losses se ea : oe ae 

and large overall surface loss . . . the zinc chromate priming and gilding done in 1957 was un- ee. ae = oe gel & j 

even in application. . . . This pattern of degradation was noticeable from the ground and was the i I ae ae e 

primary reason for the . . . regilding effort.* a : pe ees | ° ‘ ie 

The project began on 24 September 1990 as indicated by the reports from Rajer and Venus Bronze y Ws fs se | ee a As ei eae ordhae diplaggies bare amegal 
Inc., which included conservation field notes logged by Rajer, meeting notes, schematic diagrams, tech- 5 a = ele : oe a condition after all previous coatings were re- 
nical data sheets, specification sheets, photographs, slides, and other pertinent information. The project a oes 3 oe moved. 

: rc Photo: Mike Bath 
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was considered complete by 30 November 1990, when Safway Scaffolding Company and Joe Daniels ay 
Construction Company, Madison, Wisconsin, removed the scaffolding from the Lanter site. coer. in tad ltt 

During the regilding project “Wisconsin” was high pressure washed with water and, after numer- F e— 
ous tests with solvents, cleaned to remove all old gold, size, zinc chromate, and foreign materials. yh S : gm: 

Holes needing repair were drilled and tapped for new bronze screws, which were then chased. i : ey none 
Previous solder fills and structural seams were examined to determine appropriate repair. A red gM , 
oxide primer was sprayed before “Tiente Dure” zinc chromate was applied as a base for the sizing. Oil ee ————  F 
size was applied prior to the 3 °K XX Antique Doublegold loose gold leaf. About 12,275 sheets, ap- e cA WA! i 
proximately 3" x 3" each, were used. The statue was then burnished with a squirrel hair brush. Due to es a eh % Pn 

wind storm damage during the project, the extended arm, from shoulder to finger tips, was regilded by ie e/ ey Via o | es 

ya fe > ee Se Seah 2d) ae AN aa op A MMR | BEES ee Pe ; Ro ee Ler c wis ee hd Pee, " ie, % NF ae me 

fee ee eo soe 5 i: ie Figure 4-18 
ee sey. < : ; : 2, _ tps The back side of the statue displays its new ap- at) 2 

een ea 4 ln |] ate pearance with all the gilding completed. 
eS ee rs Photo: Mike Bath au Grn Sean . eS ee aa eee 

ae a “s ae Figure 4-16 Ps 
ee — “=~ _— Inscribed at the statue's base is the wee 
eer, sculptor’s name, D.C. French, and — < ey 
ee fe ee ON eee ee . Py ‘a7 ee oe eo a the year 1912. < 8 Y 
Penn AEE RS ee dl Photo: Mike Bath Se 

4 : d a a 7 

3 Eee eo oo fee : : meee" ee ee ek Ga 

: ea . Lo bee aoe pi 2. Emel e ee & : ak 7 se eae RR poet) Wee ee : Ny Faget , e i Pe PERS nM oe ee ieee : “| ‘ ey Pee id ey. ee oY cat cE i Vee 

. a <i Figure 4-17 ee ee 
oh ore . A gilder from the project team ap- Pe fee =. S. eee Figure 4-19 s a oo <n plied 3 1/2 k XX Antique eo a Lie tig a Beginning 24 September 1990, the gilding Pa eet Dosibieijéld: loose gold:leaf tothe aS aa _ 42 : =. _—project for "Wisconsin" was completed 30 No- 
Ie eases statue. pe ae | vember 1990. 
ca id Photo: Mike Bath oo 2 Photo: Mike Bath 
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Se Mike Bath, Capitol Restoration Painter, before the removal of the scaffold. Investment and foreign ma- 

j terials were removed with a thorough interior cleaning. Benzotriazole, a corrosion inhibitor, was ap- 

: e plied.** An access panel was placed in the ceiling of the Lantern to seal the statue’s interior at the base. 

(a) 
6 AAS = Inspections and Studies 

Lea EB i E 5 i s \\ Areview of the records held by the Division of Facilities Development and Wiss, Janney, Elstner’s Ex- 

+ we 1s \ terior Survey and Analysis provided information on past inspections and studies of the Capitol’s exte- 

: Sy rior. An inspection of the Dome trusses conducted by John Freeman of the State of Wisconsin in 1981 

pe cee : revealed the trusses were in good condition, although past leakage had occurred through the granite and 
F son Be aa oe ‘4 tile. The gutter at the Dome’s base was also in good condition but filled with sand and masonry debris.** 

——— i a se a 3 In 1990 a limited inspection of the exterior granite exfoliation problem was performed by the University 

i a EE j Tee ‘ad of Wisconsin Extension Geologic Survey.” 

Poy ; co A Te es “| 1993 Granite Comprehensive Survey Report 

: eee i a ; a ee [ey ee Figure 4-20 Wiss, Janney, ea oe Inc., of Chicago, Illinois, completed an exterior bil and analysis of 

a os a Wi = The areas of the Dome and Drum were inspected the Dome, West Wing, and Northwest Pavilion in summer 1993. The results of this survey were docu- 

ee ee lh w* = close-up by rapelling. mented in their 7 March 1994 report for the Division of Facilities Development for the State of Wiscon- 

‘ 7 age ee ee = Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. sin*’ and are summarized as follows: 

‘ ae ee Inspection Procedures 

(ke J se The Podium Walls were inspected from the Third and Fourth Floor roofs. The areas of the building 
ig te hia soe above the Observation Level, which includes the Dome and Drum, were inspected close-up by 

hi Oy f. ee. : LS rapelling. Survey forms incorporated field notes, sketches, and photographs. The survey forms also in- 

A fe ee cluded baseline drawings adapted from selected original drawings. Survey findings for the condition of 
i i L : oT the granite walls include deterioration, building wall movement, exfoliation, mottling, erosion, dirt accu- 

iy os ‘ ‘ og mulation, and joint failure. These conditions are shown on the specific elevation drawings, which may be 

‘ \ ‘ — es referenced in Appendix D of the Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., Report. 

- i \ t a Comprehensive Findings 

j t ie ie Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., determined the exterior granite on the Capitol is in good condi- 

a t i tion generally, although some individual units of granite have deteriorated. Surface exfoliation, surface 

C C > . a erosion, mottling, dirt accumulation, bird-related distress, organic growth, mortar and sealant joints, and 

4 eS previous repairs were observed throughout the areas inspected. The inspection also revealed the follow- 
' ie ee ee a \ Fisute 4-21 ing conditions observed at specific locations: cracks, displacement of the stone units, edge chips, spalls, 

: t Le ft ——Alll areas above the Observation Deck were in- and imminent spalls.” 

¥ Pee uy mt a spected by the Wiss, Janney, Elstner team in 

ge gee = 1993. 
Ae ee ~—Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. 
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General Observations vidual units vary slightly in color and texture. Localized mottled areas of the granite surface may vary 

Surface Exfoliation more significantly, with a pronounced difference in appearance. These areas appear blotchy, with an un- 

Surface exfoliation is the delamination of portions of the granite’s exposed surface from the piece. Exfo- even color ranging from grey to yellow, and sometimes an uneven texture accompanies the mottled area. 

liation is the result of aging and exposure of the stone. This results in a roughened surface texture and Severe mottling was sometimes associated with exfoliation of the granite surface. Mottling was observed 

loss of surface material.*° Exfoliation of the granite surface was typically associated with mottling in in all areas of the building inspected, with the most severe instances at parapets and balustrades.*® 

i jations in color and texture were evident. Exfoliation and mottling of the granite surface were ; i : : : rf 
iy rien aibaumesiags saa eaceuits 8 dus vacalenerarscct Natural weathering results in an alteration to the surface structure of the granite to highly laminated struc- 

e in areas vulnerable to water penetration and weather exposure. The vast majority of granite : : ; ; ; ae : ; 
a i caanbnwae foli % P it sacha tures. This texture permits a buildup of dirt deposits. Surface color variations and discoloration be- 

not exhibit surface exfoliation. : . a icetts : s 
me comes noticeable due to the effects of light. Studies indicate that nonaggressive cleaning methods may 

Surface Erosion mitigate the mottled appearance slightly but do not remove it. As a result, Wiss, Janney, and Elstner 
Surface erosion, defined as the weatherization of the stone, includes dissolution and abrasion. Erosion stated that “because only aggressive methods that damage the stone, such as retooling or refinishing the 

results in a highly roughened surface texture and loss of surface. The vast majority of granite inspected stone surface, are likely to remove the mottled appearance, cleaning of the facades and dome 
did not exhibit these characteristics. However, erosion was observed predominantly on projecting ele- would not be effective without damage to the substrate. Retooling would not prevent the mottling 
ments of carved granite, freestanding statuary, and other stone elements with severe exposure to weath- from recurring in the future.” 

ering. Localized areas observed to exhibit varying degrees of surface erosion were column capi- 
. : - : a : : P Dirt Accumulation 

tals, scrolls, and all sculpture. Because erosion is a natural weathering process, the stone is more : : Sas : : : 
croc i h ee cart ae shin f a Dirt accumulation occurs primarily from the buildup of particles washed away from the upper granite 

er in areas where microfracturing o ni n cause carving process. pts 3 3 : : : , 
ba aciiaes . ao “ie _ surfaces and the disposition of airborne particles. Dirt accumulation was most evident on the horizontal 

Mottling 

Mottling is defined as blotchy or uneven shades of granite color that become more pronounced over 

time. The typical granite surface has a bush-hammered texture and light grey color, even though indi- 

eee eaie-N Me he yp E 
SST Ve ee (ede re ay 

The a UO aPCe fl 

BabA x \\ x a es 

Sh bai ee ee Eo d 

mi WKS a] a 
Pe a q- ee 
PRR) Re SG ae eo 

Re! Beek ee Figure 4-22 CE el Figure 4-23 
3 Raga uor et ee oe i, eee A statue in the "Faith" statuary group exhibits a . fe et = Uneven or blotchy shades of the granite color 

: aes, | a ea “see typical example of exfoliation where pieces of - "are evident on the Corinthian columns at the In- 
s ey Alc peer oe: eek *®, the granite have delaminated. Pee ner Drum. 

fe oR has eee ERS : Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. | ee ae & — a ~—~Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. 
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projections of walls, such as sills and cornices, and in sheltered portions of carved stonework. Dirt ac- Mortar and Sealant Joints 
cumulation is not presently severe and cleaning studies indicate the grey surface dirt can be readily re- Mortar was originally used between the granite units. During previous repair projects, sealant was used 
moved by non-aggressive methods. between the granite units, in addition to the mortar, where movement between granite units was antici- 

: : ated. Conditions observed in the m joints i iorati i - baraieeaien ‘Dulress pe oe a e mortar joints included pescrioeiee, logs of bond, cracking, pe 
: : ; ; : i a i vi rtar. rtar Bird-related distress, evidenced by discoloration and pitting to the granite, is caused by the acidic nature “we repointicg, and. ap Bare anes aealant ones mortar <The mopar in joints between large granite ; : te ; a oe f 

of bird excrement, This was observed at the Lower Drum's inner walls and soffits where several capitals units throughout areas inspected was found to be in good condition generally, although joints be 
eae : js tween i i i i i were observed with bird nests and bird excrement. Bird nests were also found at the base of the Lower : lane RI ay Fodion wall Baer ine SE RDO te WSK De re sents 

pane directly above the cornice at the Podium Wall, Lower Drum, and Upper Drum have been covered with 

sealant, which has deteriorated. The joints between granite units of the statuary at the Lower Drum were 

; Organic Growth also deteriorated.** 
Organic growth, defined as small green plant growth, was found in some areas on north-facing surfaces 

of walls, especially in shaded areas. Although not necessarily harmful to the stonework, it can result in 

additional moisture being held against the stone. This growth was not significant in the Central Portion.” 

sin aoe e pee 

cme ae : ee Bags 4 : cc 

he ie Cis. ica Steen Bird excrement, causing discol- ae ey. pee ae ea sine Gp . ee x Figure 4-26 
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4 is Poo Se Soe was found especially on the : eee ais Seon eu granite unit indicates the mortar 
“AB Y 22: PS ian, ORE eS Lower Drum capitals, inner walls Be : Mite §— and sealant used at joints for a re- By ee etree Suse keen: 4 Bass ‘ a : zn ef, aE fb cage 18 pe oe soffits and at the base. ee ee ee a 
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ss 4 Yee Ba gS (ignificant,was found in some q eee ee joints includes a loss of bond be- 
3 ; \e ' a ae _-# shaded areas. Wee ae ees tween the granit units. 
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Dutchmen Repair Lower and Upper Drum 

A Dutchmen repair involves removing a deteriorated piece of granite by making square cuts in the gran- In the Lower Drum and Upper Drum, previous repairs such as mortar replacement, sealant caulking, 

ite around the deterioration. A precut granite piece that matches the surrounding configuration is inserted and Dutchmen repairs were observed, with eleven previous repairs noted on the statues. Surface ero- 

into the opening. Dutchmen repairs were observed throughout. ‘sion, consisting of a highly roughened surface texture and loss of surface, and dirt accumulation were 

also observed on the freestanding statuary. 

Specific Observations 
Dome 

Podium Wall D Cladding Mi 
y : Bes uli ! : om n, men 

Vertical cracks were observed in granite units near the base of two of the eight Podium Wall corners. Ee ream eo vem ert f M 
; ; Twenty-one of the twenty-four decorative scroll units at the base of the Dome were observed to be 

The cracks extend through several units. One crack was caulked with sealant, whereas the other was eid: SweliGatin RBS Sot bilan Sevteed cea exenid ch the full height of th 
’ : cracked, indicating movement of the Dome base. Several cracks extend through the eight of the 

not sealed. Vertical cracks may be the result of high stress concentrations near the wall corners or penoeian s Highecneaiay sell nd ih ia Ra SAA shale tie sinatte' half 
: sede : ; scroll unit, with most scrolls observed to be cracked on e left and right faces. Approxima 

unaccommodated wall movement.” Previous repairs, including Dutchmen repairs were also noted. P t Res gh App au 
the cracks are covered with sealant; the remaining cracks are not sealed. None of the cracked granite 

units have loose sections of granite.*! 

paar The cracking pattern of the granite scrolls indicates unaccommodated differential movement be- 

ome es Pons a : tween the steel structure of the Dome and the granite blocks. Movement at the support points of the 

eS © ae Dome trusses corresponds to the cracks observed in the scrolls because the thinnest portion of the 

a. gee e aeaca ie granite cross-section at the Dome base is within the scroll. Typically, expansion joints were not 
A Ce a sit incorporated in the Dome construction. Because the Dome was built using brick masonry, which is 

ee PO) Pata aes ee fe 
te es Oe as ae Qa nla met ct ites Shao nlieeaiaaa oa 2 eee aie, Hote, ne rE * Kea iene reas ” 

Se j * ody A phy ae rs Meee stg tte Fi igure 4-28 ae aa Se aS 

pe e, ofl NRE Ey Ata A : Sealant has been applied to scroll meee ord ee a Poe ser 

ee F—_ work atthe base of the Dome tees ue oa GI lead eee where cracking has occurred. ees eal . Sat eee 

ee eal gee | Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Asso- ee ° BF ee cee, 
ae. PO Re, SRO os ciates, Inc. é Pr eee het, 

eer i ee 

Be eg A al a Be tee ae oe eee 
pee ete eee ee BS sehr ee he eae 
OSG eg oy Ee ee ee ee ek I ees meee alia eS a a Eerie. 
tee ep A Pee a ee et, eee 

pe ee ea 1 ee Paes aT OR ale Peter yas states ag Re A Re 

Pe aes Seis ee oar: Sk a ee be ee : \ nS get ee! oe eRe < 
s FF oe me ee ee eek ek Sa ee 

ns bo Re rate oa a Se eee! eee 

ae er ee — # Sealant has been used between ee Se eI ae See oe 

ae cover sancti ' : : numerous granite units and in ar- eis te ee Re e+ Figure 4-30 
ee = ss where cracking could result in Soe oo ae RS This granite unit features a Dutchmen repair, 

Bee AS Pe Se an imminent spall. Be Re I See St. where a precut granite piece is inserted into a 
ee ee a Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Asso- ee io Rape gs ea ae — worked opening that had previously deteriorated. 

Bo eo Pee ee Ciates, Inc. Pere pee Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. 
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subject to permanent moisture-related and cyclical temperature-related expansion, expansion of the Mortar and Sealant Joints 
cladding system occurs. Differential movement also occurs between the Dome cladding and the Dome The joints of the Dome are covered with sealant, which has deteriorated and is in poor condition. The 
structure due to differences in construction materials. Cracking can result where Dome movement and sealant was typically observed to be cracked, alligatored, split, and debonded. Evidence of water previ- 
differential movement are not accommodated by the joints. Cracking of the scrolls may also be related ously entering through the Dome joints was found inside at two locations. The condition of mortar joints 
to high stresses caused by the weight of the granite above the scrolls. between the granite panels of the Dome could not be observed due to sealant placement over the mor- 

tar joints. Often the granite immediately adjacent to the sealant joints exhibits a dark-colored stain. 
Cracked and Spalled Granite Units Joints between Dutchmen repairs and the adjacent granite units were usually found intact and filled with 
Of approximately 1,000 granite units cladding the Dome, 26 were observed to be cracked or spalled. mortar. 
Most of the cracks are hairline in width. The spalled units result from a chip or section of the granite, : — ; : 
known asa spall, that has fallen away from the larger piece. Of the cracked units, 15 are cracked to the The top horizontal edge of granite infill panels was typically found to be —— ie ea a edge of a granite panel and therefore may have portions 0 f gtaiiite thatGad become toube "This cbnale ine the i surfaces Loam panels. In a few areas the slope — ie“ a a in- 
tion is also termed as an imminent spall. side, not allowing the water to drain completely off the wall. Usually this condition a with dete- 

rioration of the sealant. An interior inspection of the Dome did not reveal any correlation between water 
Other than the cracks at the scrolls, all cracks observed on the Dome were localized individual cracks infiltration and the improperly sloped granite.° 
within units. Many appear to be related to naturally occurring flaws in the stone. Another cause of this 5 s % eee 
cracking is stress concentrations from loads, such as the granite weight and wind, carried by the Dome sie: bay ’ Sorte Delve nae bere oe ee ee ue : cladding * joints has deteriorated. Based on the interior inspection of the Dome, the sealant has bec! effective in 

preventing significant water infiltration, except for two localized areas of sealant deterioration. As seal- 
Dutchmen and Previous Repairs ants of this type have a service life of seven to ten years, observations indicate that the existing sealant 
Previous repairs, including granite Dutchmen and reinstallation of cracked portions of the granite units, has completed its useful life. Some staining of granite surfaces adjacent to joints may be related to the 
were observed to have been installed at forty-six locations on the Dome, including the scrolls at the use of primers during previous sealant installations. 
Dome base. Previously installed repairs may become loose in the future. It was observed that no indica- 
tion of ties to mechanically attach repairs to adjacent panels was externally visible.°5 Peregrine Falcons Recovery Program at the Lantern 

Through the efforts of the Wisconsin Peregrine Society and the Department of Natural Resources, the 
M ottling : 4 ee ; State of Wisconsin began a peregrine falcon recovery program in 1987 by releasing peregrines into the 
Mowing of the granite was observed over the Dome surface, eahiting infill panels — nib panels. Mot- Wisconsin landscape. In 1991 two peregrines attempted nesting on a sloping ledge of the Capitol 
pa ae reabues on almost all Dome panels, but was most evident at the center a pane — Dome. Ken Vind, State Carpenter for the Capitol Buildings and Grounds, assisted the birds in April 
dition, en te panels between - scrolls were also observed to be mottled. The extensive —s of 1992 by building them a nesting box that was placed on the walkway adjacent to the Lantern’s balus- 
the granite surface Pe the Dome is meateito ag iss eomte of the Dome to water pant = trade facing King Street. The male peregrine returned yearly and in 1995 three young males were other weather conditions. Laboratory studies indicate mottling is related to natural weathering of the hatched and fledged. In 1996 two male peregrines returned. 
stone. The specific cause of the pattern of mottling, with the most severe mottling near the center of infill 
panels, has not been determined. The mottling pattern may be related to the movement of water Throughout the Capitol restoration and renovation project, the Capitol Building and Grounds Staff and 
through the granite units or to the way in which water runs off the Dome surface. Cleaning studies private contractors have worked closely with “peregrine personnel” to ensure an inhabitable environ- indicate only aggressive methods that would damage the stone are likely to remove the mottled appear- ment. At critical junctures construction workers have been able to complete their work in such a way 

ance.% that the spring arrival of the birds has not been jeopardized.*! 

Dirt Accumulation 

Localized dirt accumulation was observed in sheltered portions of carved elements on the Dome, al- 
though overall dirt accumulation is not severe on the Dome.*” 
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DRAWINGS 

518-2008: Elevation and Section of Superstructure Cancelled 

518-2010: Granite Work for Four Groups of Statuary on Pedestals at Base of Dome Replacing Tourelles 

518-2014: Elevation and Section of Superstructure Structural Showing Balustrade of Podium Wall, : 
the Drum with Peristyle, Base and Attic, the Dome and Lantern 

518-2019: Elevation and Sections Superstructure of Dome from Grade +84!-5-1/2" to +175'-4" Structural — 

: 518-2020: Elevation and Sections Dome and Lantern from Grade 174'-5" to 267!-2" Structural 

518-2078: Columns and Pilasters—First Floor of Rotunda Revising Drawings 
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oe eee Chapter Five 
ee a STRUCTURAL ead Ree tae eM Sed MS roe POne Pa 

| ee Fi avec es 2 at I EF ‘ Bie! ie 
| Apes eee ee eet ; HE Sea aa 

“i Fae Ma Tema: 22 diel + aL Ma 
| 0 Sadi Ps bse at ih Coe mien AAT di igs ty aeat F Hi : he Wisconsin State Capitol, one of the most elegant structures in the state, can be seen from 

; ola a ge ieee gare Pi as : es over ten miles away. This spectacular view of the Capitol has been secured by city zoning ordi- 
EE Se ee, agen ee RE See : . 5 J > a9 

} pete awit im 5 ae ee a i go ey SS ee oH if nance Section 28.04 (14)(b) and Wisconsin State statute (16.842) The city ordinance (similar 

3 peers pte foe fp + fee SR ae ty rein to the State statute) states that no portion of any building within one mile of the Capitol center may ex- 

4 at len tinge ie Be So Be A hit Q, oa ‘peg ceed a height equal to the bottom of the dome’s colonnade.' The colonnade, sometimes called a peri- 

rE: aha a a ou a if x Pe x ve @ Of. \ is (fe ' style, circles the drum, or the cylinder shaped steel tower that is encased in brick and clad in granite, 

ee gee ape ATSDR | cette i Se hich th D The Dome is 85 feet in di tits b levation 174) and ri lee TS ee oe mote i) 1 Gates which supports the great Dome. The Dome is 85 feet in diameter at its base (elevation 174") and rises 

Hae: oats mee me a ferre _- i ie above the drum to a height of 231 feet. On top of the granite clad Dome, a lantern and statue are posi- 

ye AY Bat Se ae. = UE mh a By \ ne a tioned, rising to elevations of 267'-2" and 282'-8" respectively. When lit at night, the Dome, lantern, and 

es gels aba Ae ae porns aes i; Llanes statue create a picturesque focal point, visible throughout the city of Madison. 

eae a Wis ee” es hy ae This chapter will address the structural systems of the Central Portion of the Capitol, more commonly 
RE RRES SE ses Mi eat F Beet 2) Bet eh . r g iS a4 FD, : 4 

fies Tee hes “ied oe a i ics ~ fee eee ee referred to as the Rotunda and Dome, and provide a discussion that places the dome within its historical 
SRM MO EE fh SON otf noid through ination of th tural lay. Post, kn bei tive in hi Spee aes ie? a, ee (P| : ine context through an examination of the struc prototypes at play. Post, known to be innovative in his 

4 osu HE Ee ws 2 " ‘ “ps iif. ti i Pa use of structural steel in designing tall office buildings, used systems in the design of the Wisconsin State 
jh acueree pate: te oH : c cs “at : : esis re et ci : : 
iene =e patie it; ? Ss as Ae age Capitol that reveal a familiarity with the engineering of the domes that had inspired him architecturally. 
Ee a gee Tr | eae ty ee i ie ; 4 : zs 
Rosia) oe Sy wi Al : i a a! a ‘ The structural systems operating within the Central Portion will also be discussed, focusing on construc- 

+e oa ree r Spr Bea Ee Rpts a i peal tion methods, materials and the contractors involved. Finally, an analysis will be offered describing how 

i st 4 Pal ee: ; ie ens | : Fy oe the systems utilized by Post in the design and the construction of the Wisconsin State Capitol dome have 
ce wae H : | qi) " " ‘ A ‘ 

Hoa TS SidMaeal gi ae foige roven to be sound and well conceived. Eighty years following the completion of the Capitol Dome, its 
A piles > CORRES : s ; { Ae fies Pp 

Bvt, i Eb SBP y: amit io Al q Hi j ' ongoing stability is a testament to the engineering skills that the Post firm brought to this project. 
pared. STIRS EA al He 
ey ae 7 iF ia With structural systems hidden behind brick or clay tile walls, arches and ceilings, the only structural 
ened tag pre ae ASS ES a4 iol | Hee pag ~ _ 

t eat pe ae a & to te Hi = 4 i jos | components visible are located in the basement tunnels or as portions of the dome trusses. Therefore, 

pe are : a. iF Be ot — ie me drawings revealing the structural systems, along with the specifications prepared by Post's firm were 
ey : z¥ Ah: WE geprmnt ia fag] sem mane ES mae i * : ‘ : . x > 
es " fren ae ; ao S fie i? : used extensively in preparing this analysis. Also, an article concerning the steel superstructure of the 

ahh iy Fe Ne PAE 4 : 2 Ny MH, dome, entitled “Dome of the Wisconsin State Capitol” that appeared in the 28 August 1913 Engineer- 
4 Came ey ts ul a EA 4 i | i; ..--f ing News provides a highly detailed and technical analysis of the structural components of the dome. 

ee Fate Bi a | ) dt pease : ‘ i ; ome 
Ma as alae ¢ ai pagesccr om LL pi ie | H | i Vas The piece, prepared while the dome was being completed and presumably with the assistance of indi- 

sieea 5 o Ho Fi —— fs A ere en aH a: viduals involved with its design and construction, remains the definitive statement concerning the engi- 
ai a es eee. Gea ae | neering of this monumental structure. 
MA Etc dck. soe? ses mee i feed re ag, nt . 
S Wb Fr a ee Oe 

Historical Perspective 
Figure 5-1 : i 
ime pr atint and dome Post based the structural framing of his dome on both the successes and failures of previously con- 

Post Drawing 518-2013 structed domes. Historically, the most significant obstacle to achieving structural integrity in the design of 
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a dome was the inability to devise a sound means to resist base thrusts. The Cathedral of Florence in ens 
Italy by Brunelleschi (dome with lantern completed 1471) was one of the first domes constructed that ; GaN Sg me Wy," 
successfully implemented a ring component specifically to contain the thrusting forces. The series of / pte 
chains, encased in the masonry shell surrounding the perimeter of the dome at various elevations, oper- f 33 Raa, “ey 
ated as a precursor to what would later be developed as a standard component in dome design, the ee Rt Aen, - 
tension ring.” The size of the dome is large, even by today’s standards, with a base diameter of mea- kd ged RE | 
surement of 140 feet and a height of 120 feet above the drum. , A jae a 0 Bek é. 
Michelangelo’s dome atop St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome (dome completed 1564), though highly re- k pee iF f Fee Ne : 
garded architecturally, lacks a system capable of carrying thrusting forces at the base. Until the advances Efe a} # a By te foe vy ah 
in dome design achieved by Brunelleschi, most domes were constructed with outward thrusts being off- { fi Ss ily S | eB a f = 

set by massive buttresses or colonnades. In designing St. Peter’s, Michelangelo incorrectly assumed that N I | ! | I K c | a \ ms ib ii ip 
outward thrusting forces would be all or partially neutralized by implementing a ribbed dome. ‘ Ket i i | | La is 5 “J IY Y) | it 
Michelangelo believed that he could design a dome using Gothic influenced geometry and proportion to NOS a el UF | 1B le a rie 

counter thrusting forces. He devised a system of masonry panels that vault to ribs laid out radially from Neen, Letge Uf R é : 
the center of the dome. If thrusting forces were eliminated by vaulting, the ribs of the vaults would need Y oe ‘s / pineiai a it eo eee 
only to collect the gravity forces and transfer them to buttresses. In reality, the system intended to re- Ts asf | Al Dome constructed 1420-71 
duce the amount of thrust actually carried as much thrust as if the dome were constructed without any : oT. Architect: Filippo Brunelleschi type of buttressing system at all.? poag History of Italian Renaissance Art by 

An unfortunate result of Michelangelo having under designed the main thrust resisting elements, was that 
large radial cracks at the dome base appeared soon after its completion. As had Brunelleschi in his : 
dome for the Florence Cathedral, Michelangelo added chains around the base circumference to contain ai 
the sprawling of the dome. More chains were added by the esteemed engineer, the Marquis Poleni of ME. 
Padua, in the 1740s after further cracking was noted.* The iron chains were capable of carrying the EE li 
large tensile loads and in this way, again, operated similarly to the modern tension ring. : Le. 

Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London, designed by Christopher Wren (dome completed 1708), and Saint 4 
Isaac’s Cathedral in St. Petersburg by Ricard De Montferrand (dome completed 1842) incorporate hi 
similar strategies for carrying forces to the bases of their domes. The principal structure of each is a ji 
large cone that extends from the base of the dome to the summit. The cone used in Saint Paul’s is con- j 
structed of masonry while Saint Isaac’s is composed of cast iron ribs. The purpose of the cone is to 
carry the lantern at the top of the dome and to support the outer shell. The dome of Saint Paul’s Cathe- 
dral incorporated buttress-type elements as a method of containing the base thrusts. The line of action of | 
the outward base thrust was applied relatively low on the height of the dome, below the cylindrical drum ae 
or barrel portion where buttressing elements can be used without compromising aesthetic effect. In the J Figure 5-3 
dome of Saint Isaac’s, the thrusts were carried by a flat cast iron tension ring integrated into the frames. | : Rome: St. Peter's, Dome section 

eieaaied 3 
The Dome of the United States Capitol: An Architectural History indicated that the United States fea penta) etl leapele Dunes atl 
Capitol Dome (dome completed 1865) offers an early American example of a simple hinged arch and ie ie a Section: Character of Renaissance Architecture 

x - by Moore* 
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effective tension ring system.’ August Schoenborn, a draftsman for Architect Thomas U. Walter, was oe ag ; ae : i 

inspired by the structurally elegant system of cast iron trusses that Montferrand had designed for St. Ge as = 
Isaac’s. A similar system was later adopted by Walter and incorporated into his design for the national Bie. Be eee eS 

Capitol, where a cast iron tension ring was built into the perimeter base of the cast iron trusses. The a 2 ss 4 a mae fet si . i 

thrust of each truss, then, was offset by the confining force of the tension ring. Revolutionary in its day, oe a ee ae 
cast iron was utilized in designing the main load carrying structure of the national Capitol. In Walter and Le 
Schoenborn’s design, each upward spanning cast iron truss was designed with a partner truss on the oo f I ome: : 

opposite side of the dome to act as a two piece hinged arch. The “hinge” at the top of the arch is actu- x oy ee re mys eae 

ally a cast iron compression ring that contains the tops of all of the arched trusses. es . " an We \ es 

The dome designed for an earlier Wisconsin State Capitol, by Stephen V. Shipman (dome completed oe of he Pree i eee 
1869), offered a near replica, at a smaller scale, of the national Capitol dome that included a similar pee a WE Ue Lon mie. . 

structural method of cast iron rings and trusses.° Although it survived the fire of 1904 that destroyed the me aa Al massed ei | si Saal 

rest of the building, it was removed in 1909 to make way for the Post dome. The dome of the current a ge : fai =e SSeS a pe We 

Wisconsin Capitol was designed with structural steel instead of cast iron, but implemented the same a ues yh ie pA seal st MW “ 

structural philosophy. The steel trusses are tied together with double tension ring girders at the base of d y : a eo | ¥ Figure 5-4 

the Dome (as a part of the superstructure) and a compression ring girder is positioned at the summit. | ieee : a, a F : 4 = ; f = a | it 4. London: St. Paul’s Cathedral, Section 
Wa cea ll eed eal Bi | co ) i ll Dome constructed 1704-09 

Just prior to the Post design for the Wisconsin State Capitol, Cass Gilbert, in his design of the Minne- ee 5 PO oe Architect: Sir Christopher Wren 

sota State Capitol (dome completed 1904), utilized a system similar to St. Isaac’s with an inner dome of ee ik oa Rendering: Roman Architecture by Rivoira* 
masonry and steel carrying the lantern and statue. The outer dome shell supported both the base and the 

summit of the cone. Gilbert incorporated a tension ring around the base of the dome sandwiched within ee ae 

the masonry.’ At the time Wisconsin’s Capitol was constructed, the arched truss framing concept was Ds : oe Pe a : 

well understood making analysis, erection, and construction straightforward. It was similar but superior i yes sot he ie ee a Ho \ tae 

to the cone shaped support system, as the arched truss system was designed to take advantage of the QF &F in ebee 1 NE ae 
truss depth. In contrast to Gilbert’s dome, which contained three surfaces for three distinct purposes Ps ae f eee ae Oe 

(the outer surface or cladding, the middle surface structural support or cone, and the inner surface or a I i | oe ; : ae 

dome ceiling), Post’s dome combined the outer surface with the structural surface by cladding the top : bm ee - bal oe ‘ oe 

chord of the arched truss. The bottom chord of the arch truss, encased in terra cotta, was waterproofed it eras Mira =A 

to channel any moisture penetrating the outer surface of the building. The inner surface or dome ceiling, | 2 KEM I WA coe 

as in Gilbert’s dome, required a completely separate structural system. oe ite 

Compared to a structural system implementing the inner cone, the arched steel dome has many advan- ro iy oR line _- <i ee Es ay 

tages. It can be argued that using steel arches rather than a inner masonry cone allows the structural be r : A j , By cra \ eS x le nf - : , 

mass to be thinner and lighter, making the size of foundations and supporting framing smaller. Steel is : a Le te ] ; pa Nise te By Figure ie Be. Ghia maak Dome 

also easier to erect than a inner masonry cone, which may require extensive shoring and scaffolding. An- <i = ee " mir ee wt Be aweeee | ir ; 

other advantage of the steel system is that it allows for greater flexibility in architectural design. Since the ee | Dome completed ca. 1842 

nature of domes built using the cone support approach forbids the inner dome from soaring high into the arte a a PNG Pup yf f  Architect: August Ricard de Montferrand 

space created by the outer dome, domes with conical structural support have flatter lower inner domes. ea eee Photo: “The Genealogy of the Dome of the 
Se eee United States Capitol,” Journal of the Society of 

3 a as ss Architectural Historians, Vol, 7:1. 
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oe ee ae Although George Post was not particularly innovative in this design, he studied historical precedent 

os wn Ne carefully and analyzed the design requirements astutely. The performance of the Wisconsin Dome struc- 

tae ey i a ae = 2 ture has proven fully effective. The structural system has remained unchanged and has required only 

poe ae ae fe ely standard maintenance during its 85 year history. Post’s dome has already outlasted the lifespan of the 

oS ar se two previous Wisconsin State Capitol domes combined. 
A eee A 

' ££ oN. Construction of the Central Portion and Dome 
a ee sp 
2 AI wearer ssn By Specifications 
eS  f v ys Steel Specifications, dated 22 July 1910, for the Superstructure of the Central Portion indicate that steel 

Pe Wars.) work under this contact included the erection of all columns, girders, cantilever girders, beams, chan- 
: a es “ | nels, main dome trusses, coffered dome trusses, ceiling of dome with the dome purlins, rafters, and 

| iF Deee aaa: ee be Figure 5-6 bracing, dome internal framings, stair platforms, podium roof framing, and all of the steel above grade + 

aa EPR aial eu Washington, D.C.: National Capitol, Dome Sec- 78'-5-7/8" to the top of the intern at grade + 264'-6". The Specifications required that all steel was to 

TY cee Se mi v fase have been made by the open-hearth process and was to contain not more than 0.08 percent phospho- 
ah abe re | esigne 2 a ; 
be eetecerereeam (1) drchecoctac Thoma U- Willer sik Magalst ie and not co than 0.05 percent sulphur in the finished prostict. The pee was apo tohavea 

“ oe aes Sohdenborn minimum ultimate strength of 60,000 to 68,000 pounds per square inch with an elastic limit ofnot less 

a Si Be Photo: United States Capitol, Architect of the than 32,000 pounds per square inch, and an elongation in 8 inches of not less than 22 percent. Also, a 

neat ese em Capitol test bar was to be cold bent 180 degrees without fracture to a curve diameter equal to the thickness of 

g 4 

mm Specification 
pL * 

ff fi \ SH “. STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK 

ee fi Ra = ; é mone 

Y ‘Pe Ne SUPERSTRUCTURE OF THE 

ef ees CENTRAL PORTION : 
Dy \g fe : 
an WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL 

4 Bee oF aistoneie a 

Hy Sh Ty Mie tx ACOORDANGE! WITH. THE DRAWINOS PREDAAED BY 3 
‘i = — 7 = i i GEORGE B. POST & SONS, 4 

| u Figure 5-7 Architects, 4 

; Yih St. Paul: Minnesota State Capitol, Dome sec- fe ge ee Teens va eee 3 
pth nt pd tion : | Figure 5-8 

ween Constructed 1895-1904 | The specifications set forth the requirements for 

ar eo Architect: Cass Gilbert 4 all the steelwork. 

Photo: Minnesota Historical Society* ee ‘ ie 4 Photocopy: Capitol Commission General Files 
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the pieces tested. The specifications also called for specified girder connections and set up. column con- = 
a . . . uw 

nections, angle bracing between main dome trusses and main truss connections.* & 
CROSS SECTION: | Z 

33 as 

ee +235'-6" 
Structural Systems Dome compression ring. Steel IF 

partially protected with Terra i 
Basement Cotta. Also supports hanging ae NSP 

' elements. | ay, 
Column Footings 4 

oof 7 eee ie@™‘X 
George Post sent soil testing instructions to the Commission on 10 October 1907. The testing per- Hanging Dome and stair SY \A ia 

formed was to verify both 3-1/2 tons per square foot soil bearing capacity and 4-1/2 tons per square J. 4B s 

foot soil bearing capacity. During the two week test period, settlements were recorded. It was known fi hi A = 

that the design soil pressure used for the Capitol Building was 3-1/2 tons per square foot.’ There may eee nngg tadpole YA 

be several reasons why additional testing was performed up to 4-1/2 tons per square foot, which in- encased in Terra Cojta. ean Y 
voi . : ; ane Bottom chord Terra Cotta ep 4 

cluded: (1) establishing a more accurate and precise load to settlement relationship, (2) verifying that the surface is water proofed and : Shy \ +173'-8" 

soil has a safety factor against overloading and (3) providing additional capacity if future changes in the hat aidisiongessysam: QD | 

structure design increased any loads to the footings. eens ss eens % : i 
tructural steel supports <) 

; : aay : : ceiling materials. 4 ee The foundations of the Dome substructure are four “L” shaped concrete blocks sixteen feet thick and \ | fa 

fifty feet long on each side by thirty to thirty-five feet wide. The footings are bottom reinforced with alii Hl | 5 e 
| ‘i 5 : : : : Inner Dome. 

straight reinforcing bars in two mats separated by three inches. Each mat contains one inch square | | > 2 

twisted steel bars, placed in both directions and spaced at approximately twelve inches center to center. ; | La 

Square bars were twisted to provide an inexpensive anchorage in concrete, similar to threads ona Superstructure. Steel - Hel 2° 
z ; ‘ e : 5 i 2 columns encased in brick. 5 8 

screw. Today’s reinforcing bars have deformations rolled into the material during the mill process to ac- a 2 

complish their anchorage. '° | : 2 © 
ed : ; Cantilever girders. Radially Lo Qa 

The loads from the dome, superstructure, and substructure are distributed into the foundations by steel placed steel encased in brick | IX 

grillage. Columns in the substructure transfer loads first to the four foot thick steel girders spanning one a , f | 

direction and then to fifteen inch thick “I” beams under the girders spanning the other direction." +83'- 5-5/8" 

Poet i eta: Supporting structure. Steel a ssi 
ositioned radially, the rotunda columns are supported separately from the dome substructure by indi- Shueses in sone eteaies if Le Attic Fir 

vidual spread footings. The concrete footings are three feet square in plan by two feet eight inches thick. knownas lowers: ihe MW Ww 

The column bases are riveted to 2 twelve inch by twelve inch “H” pile sections, two feet-eight inches ES 2 
‘ ; : te : ; ee , Anchor columns. Steel ee : 

long, arranged horizontally side by side to act as footing reinforcing by distributing column loads into the eas Gicelne! Gai a = 

footing.’ tension forces from cantilever eS a 
. girders into concrete tower ye Ag 

and foundations. ae 2nd Fir. 9 3 

Tunnels eh Fe fe 
Mechanical tunnels traverse east to west and north to south, crossing under the Dome. The dimensions Mon he aves FI & 

of the tunnels are 3'-0" wide, with 8-inch concrete walls; a base elevation of -15'-4"; and the top of the f ie a 

tunnels vary from -10'-3" to -12-0". 

if HL 4 O'-0" 

Figure 5-8 

; Cross section of supporting structure and dome 

Section: Graef Anhalt & Schloemer 
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Basement Slab The fireproofing of steel columns was not shown on Post drawings. The treatment of the columns is as- 

The thickness of the basement concrete slab-on-grade could not be found on the structural drawings. sumed to be similar to that of the South and West Wings, consisting of concrete encasement with brick 

The West Wing and South Wing concrete slab-on-grade varied from four to five inches in thickness. surrounding the columns below Ground Floor. The fireproofing of the steel columns above Ground 

Floor consists of concrete encasement with terra cotta (or clay tile) and plaster. 

Ground Floor 

The Ground Floor structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. The clay tile arches First Floor 

are supported on a steel frame (steel beams and columns) except for the load-bearing brick masonry at The First Floor structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. All clay tile arches are 

the four corners of the Central Portion adjacent to the West, East, North and South Wings. The top of supported ona steel frame (steel beams and columns) except for the load-bearing brick masonry at the 

the finished floor is at elevation 0'-0". four corners of the Central Portion adjacent to the West, East, North and South Wings. The top of the 

finished floor is at elevation 14'-6". The First Floor structure, columns, and steel framing are similar to 

Floor System the Ground Floor structure. No steel floor framing exists on the first floor within a circular radius of 21 

The Ground Floor structure is composed of a four inch concrete slab cast on two and a halfinches of fect from center due te tie exrcular Rotunda opening. 

cinder fill bearing on twelve inch deep flat hollow clay tile arches. The twelve inch clay tile arches span i i 

perpendicular between parallel lines of I-beams or channels, spaced approximately four feet on center. Second, Third and Fourth (Attic) Floor 

Tie rods, 3/4 inch in diameter, are located five inches above the bottom flange of each beam and are Ateach of these three levels, the structural system for the floor consists of a concrete slab over clay tile 

spaced at seven feet maximum on center to resist the horizontal thrust from the clay tile arches. arches. The clay tile arches are supported on a steel frame (steel beams and columns) except for the 

: oe) ie he f § ¢ { load-bearing brick masonry at the four corners of the Central Portion adjacent to West, East, North and 
Post’s drawings show a combination side and end construction flat arch. This type consists of side con- : . oe ; : ; ; ; 

p ae , Y South wings. The floor structure exists only around the perimeter of the Dome, with a total width of ap- 
struction skews and keys and end construction inters. The clay tile arches serve two purposes. First ; ; : : : 

4 i proximately twelve feet. The top of each finished floor for Second, Third and Fourth (Attic) Floors is at 
they are used to support the concrete slab and floor live loads. Second, they serve as the primary fire- s lh eet a ; ae nents kere 

: cree ; os ; elevation 29'-6", 44'-6", and 59'-0", respectively. The floor structure and the steel floor framing is similar 
proofing system for the steel framing. The typical live load capacity of the existing flat clay tiles arches, 

{ : o] & to the Ground Floor structure. 
spanning four feet. is over 400 pounds per square foot (psf). 

The hot rolled columns are I-shaped sized at either 8-1/4" x 8.08" x 43.5 lbs. or 12" x 12" x 78 lbs. 

Steel Floor Beams Two built-up columns consisting of four angles 4" x 3" x 5/8" are riveted to a web plate of 8" x 5/8" for 

The I-beams and channels (purlins) supporting the clay tile arches are twelve inch deep sections that an I-shaped column. Post Drawing 5 : 8-2000 can be referenced for the column schedules. ~~ aa 

span in a radial direction from the center of the Rotunda. The floor loads from the purlins are collected supporting columns described under “The Supporting Tower” may also be referenced for additional 
by I-beams and channel girders that are perpendicular to the purlins and span between the steel col- clarification. 

umns. Girders vary in depth from twelve to fifteen inches. Beam connections to columns or girders are Macon en yy, BL aruatig’! nee 

double angles with riveted connections. Today, such connections would be bolted or welded, having Re vy, \ ® ‘ss \. 5 
evolved from the use of rivets common prior to the 1960s At the interior masonry load-bearing walls, a pet Seek pee ahaa 

purlins and beams are pocketed twelve inches into the brick masonry on steel bearing plates. ‘Sk Por ivi Ne 
RX 7 ey Ss ; Ne td 

Columns Ws a * Pant: 
EA io X* Kain Gols. of Dome Figure 5-9 The Ground Floor columns are I-shaped. similar to the beams. Smaller columns noted as | through 6 oe a8 N.Y diter'n of Plan showing the arrangement of 

(N.S.W.E) are 8 1/4" x 8.08" x 43.5 Ibs. (24 total). Larger columns noted as 7.8.9,10 (N.S,W,E) are ¥ oe the radial cantilever girders 
" " . ae op = : Fig. 6. Puan SHOWING THe ARRANGEMENT OF THE hich rest acros. irder: Oo" x 10 2 : "y 3" x 5/8" are riv which rest across the girders at 12" x125x 78 Ibs: Stowers Two built up columns consisting of four angles 4" x 3" x 5/8" are riveted IED EC AGRE RAEN. GGiMhene WILLGHAL Rie He ih BP Ne Gt a Mid Fv 

to a web plate of 8" x 5/8" forming an I-shaped column. See Post drawing 518-2000 for column sched- ACROSS THE GindERS aT THE Tor or THE t a 
ete / : E : i owen anh Cudiv Tava cHOWEOE rows of columns for the dome. 

ule and layout of columns. See also main supporting columns described under “The Supporting Tower. Gonddsactinonecnate Post Drawing: 518-2016 
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Fifth Floor (Ring Course) 

The Fifth Floor structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. The clay tile arches 

are supported on a steel frame (steel beams and columns) except for the load-bearing brick masonry at 

Col. S96 = 4e ===> TCT F four corners of the Central Portion adjacent to West, East, North and South Wings. The floor structure 

4 ZS, : a ie | i 3 exists only around the perimeter of the Dome. The total width of the perimeter floor system around the 

ek ae Pes, eo: fag ot base of the drum is approximately twelve feet, with top of the finished floor at Elevation 74'-9". The 

Bok Si if Lobes £1 floor structure and the steel floor framing is similar to the Ground Floor structure, except ring girders 

Fees YG en nnnty Sours form the inside tension ring of the Dome at the floor structure.'? See “Structural Features of Tower” for 
a Ga BET. COLUMNS description of ring girders. 

cout a EF} cote CON aiden 

ie oe EE oS Observation Deck 

a j i Oreck oe anv 2 rey ere The structural system for the Observation Deck, technically termed the Podium Roof, consists of a con- 

ah mie at GARDENS AT ‘Top OF TOWER, crete slab over clay tile arches supported on steel I-beams. The top steel beam elevation is 90'-4" and 

eee pee m6 104 the concrete roof slab varies in thickness to drain rain water; 12" thick at the slab high points; it is 4" 

peat I sig Beles 4 ages oy [to The steel I-beams which support the clay tile arches, are twelve inches in depth, placed four feet on 

3 yp 1 at Seren a a tine oat center. All beams are pocketed twelve inches into the brick masonry and bear on steel bearing plates. 

. aii, ike ere + AP 250%8" _ bis Pee All brick masonry walls positioned internally around the perimeter of the Observation Deck vary in 

am ii { | (otras rated A | thickness from two feet to three feet. An inner ring of brick masonry, about two feet in thickness, occurs 

eR Ul fi | Renee | 
t i 

$B beeere ten eset ia belong te fer | around a 50 foot radius from the center of the dome, and bear on the ring course below. 

i Res aaa TINCT 
a iH Ce ngeeenaina The Supporting Tower (Substructure) 
: z c | | \ : i | Four large concrete towers encase structural steel columns and girders to form the Dome substructure. 

! ; a | | = | | | i. | The substructure carries the upper stages of the dome and superstructure, in addition to the portions of 

ay edit ae OeEl is _}et2956"__ 292 Peg the floors that lead to the wings and the upper rotunda, as a perimeter bearing wall. The size of the tow- 

: ot | | 1 Hit re ers is impressive; each stands 78'-6" high and forms somewhat of an “L” shape 45'-0" long and nearly 

® | J | | "I | % 17'-0' wide. The concrete tower was formed with large arched openings penetrating the center of each. 

: i? | tj | | 5 ate “ The arch divides the lower part of the tower into two separate concrete legs connected with a larger 

A a ee ear concrete mass above. 
eG eeb cheat 
z i Loh ay dag? Ad ld ie e ils. There are two types of steel columns within the towers. The first type of column supports the girders at 

ie Te Peis | | aa brand the top of the tower that carry the loads of the Dome to the foundations. Called the main columns, each 

sty cam wie See a is actually a pair of columns riveted together to form a box shape (even numbers on Figure 13). Each of 

co ets a | the four towers has four main columns arranged in pairs, sixteen total. The second type is a tension col- 

ES a * — ey | Figure 5-10 umn or anchor column, which is required to hold down the back end of the cantilevered girders above 

Cre falas) ! Sectional elevation and plan of each tower (odd numbered on Figure 13). Anchor columns are positioned at four locations within each 

ee ee El of one of the piers tower, there being sixteen total behind the main columns. The purpose of the cantilevered girders is to 
oy Post Drawing 518-2005 
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offset the load from the columns of the superstructure to the columns of the substructure. The front sup- perstructure framing. The inward thrust at the top end of the trusses is resisted by a four foot deep steel 

port of the cantilevered girders is composed of two 8 foot deep side by side steel ring girders bearing girder compression ring. The compression ring forms a twenty six foot diameter opening or oculus. 

on the substructure main columns. The ring girders, like the support columns below, are encased in con- Seven feet above the oculus is a circular disk shaped ceiling, 36'-3" in diameter that has been suspended 

crete. The concrete of the substructure serves to laterally brace the steel structure within, add mass to from the center of the great dome. The Blashfield mural has been affixed to the underside of this circular 

counter balance the anchor column uplift forces, and fire proof the steel skeleton. ceiling, visible through the opening in the oculus. 

The Dome Superstructure Construction Methods 

Sandwiched between the supporting towers and the dome shell is the dome superstructure. The exterior From period correspondence and photos taken during work progress, some observations can be made 
drum or barrel superstructure is encircled by large granite columns. The thick perimeter of the drum is regarding the means and methods in which the Capitol Central Portion and Dome were built. Materials 
penetrated by twenty four cathedral windows, each roughly 19'-0" tall. A skeleton of steel encased in were generally transported to Madison by rail; from the rail depot on Blair Street, they were pulled by 

brick provides the structure of the drum. Twenty-four double columns rise from the cantilever girders horse teams to the Capitol grounds and assembled. Soil excavations were performed by steam pow- 
(+83'-5") to a set of ring girders at the connection to the dome shell (+178'-8"). The main columns are ered earth movers. Electrically operated tower derricks were used to move heavier materials or objects 
latticed to the adjacent main columns from +135' to +170' with steel angles. A 4-1/2" diameter hole in requiring long reach, such as steel components, and wet concrete. Lighter loads, such as equipment, 

each of the twenty four main columns has been cut for the steel pins intended to receive the twenty four building materials, and granite cladding were moved or set with jibs and boom cranes mounted on the 

steel trusses of the Dome.'* previously erected framework. Masons worked from wood scaffolding infilling the steel skeleton and 

The large exterior granite columns are supported by separate outer steel columns from +106' to 83'-5". laying the terra cotta tiles. Most or all of the substructure, superstructure, and dome steel was fully 
These short columns are “X” braced to the main columns from +106' to 96'. The weight of the stone erected prior to encasement of the substructure steel in concrete to elevation 78'-6", encasement of the 

columns serves to provide a small amount of ballast for the rear support of the cantilever girders below. superstructure in brick to elevation 173'-8", and protection of the dome trusses with terra cotta. 

The Great Dome The Construction Team 
The dome shell is constructed of twenty four radially arranged arched steel trusses. The thrust of the The New York City architectural firm of George B. Post & Sons provided the drawings and specifica- 

trusses is contained with tension ring girders around the base of the dome (+173'-8") and a compression tions for the construction of the Capitol Dome and Rotunda. Structural design was carried out by the 

ring girder circling the summit (+231'-4"). The compression ring girder also serves to support the lantern engineers of the Post firm. John H. Gormley served as the Architect’s advocate and site supervisor. 
and statue above and the hanging stairway and suspended ceiling for the mural beneath. The dome i a 4 

trusses support the cladding with purlins of angle sections laid from truss to truss. Within the plane of the The maine strane oe or eras pee eere om ea aie 

top chords, the steel is fireproofed with a 4 inch layer of Terra Cotta blocks. The bottom chord truss Contacting tp Bese te eedey ce, foigeiation wok fore a ee peporce, Sorue 
, : : : : 1909, for $189,800.!’ Modern Steel Structural of Waukesha, Wisconsin was contracted on 10 Sep- 

plane is protected with a 3 inch layer of Terra Cotta blocks covered in plaster, the top surface of which i 1 i 
insyatemapaded. The batters thom iat iecinueicuate 3 Cimaan wae eee ee etede eens th os 1910 to provide most of the structural steel skeleton, at a eparag: price of $97,000. _ in the 

steal angles, avery ather bay The domi tor wal ait peri raaceieanacme ight deel ante ret design process and five months me contract had been awarded, revisions were nace toa portion of 

lead heupunwesiite focmias thelaaiananl seahean( tlie), ) the structure. The steel oe the eae towers of the pubstuche was peovided under a sepa- 

rate contract.'* R.M. Doyle of Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was contracted 

by the Commission to serve as an “on site” materials tester and inspector for the structural steel.” 
The Inner Dome 

Standing within the rotunda on the Ground or First Floors, the apparent ceiling height is deceiving. What The Capitol Building Commission Secretary, Madison Architect Lew Porter, also erred ie ase 

appears to be the inside face of the outer dome is actually a separately constructed lower dome struc- struction Supervisor for the State. The Capitol work was organized differently than is ne er 

ture that is carrying ceiling materials and decorative moldings. The inner dome is composed of twenty today. The Capitol Building Commission managed all contract administration, scheduling, and work 7 
four arched steel trusses. The outward thrust of the trusses is contained with a tension ring girder pervision in lieu of delegating all work to a general contractor who would aepomly subcontract special- 

(+148'-6").© The inner dome trusses and tension ring girder are riveted to the main columns of the su- ized portions of the work. George Post, in an early personal correspondence with Lew F. Porter, ques- 

tioned this method and urged against using a member of the Commission to oversee construction.” 
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Structural Design Woke for 8° Pin | <--39*7h Ge Conte 
The Dome structure was well conceived. By creating a simple framing system, Post and his engineers BETS p ERAT ASCE 

could quite easily and accurately track all of the loads being channeled to the structure below and the D I IL. gece 
foundations. (See the two piece hinged arch discussion located within the “Historical Perspective” sec- i3 fA aN ie Say 
tion of this essay.) Another design decision implemented by Post was to make the support for the Dome : ia ~ i ; 

and Central Portion separate from that for the wings. This was done, not only to keep load transfer i : 
simple, but to minimize the effects of differential foundation settlements that occur over time. < 

~I 

The cladding, wind and snow loads used in the design of the dome are presented in the article “Dome of : y | 

the Wisconsin State Capitol” featured in Engineering News in 1913. The design weight of 175 pounds ; ; | 
per square foot of surface area was assumed to cover the weights of cladding panels and small orna- i LEELA f : } 
mental features such as rib accents. Based on Post drawings, the 8 inch cladding panels and ornamental x 4 F Sood Prag aa ; Re 

5 Ce £ 
components are estimated to weigh approximately 160 psf. This conservatively corresponds with the i yy paee Sy | 
assumed value. Wind and snow design loads were both assumed to be 30 psf. The Wisconsin Adminis- ; i ani 
trative Code recognizes 30 psf as a minimum design snow loading with some reduction allowed for s 2) ‘Se Seles... 
steep portions, but magnifies this loading in areas where drifting is likely to occur. However, the magnifi- > =| : : hc 
ers apply to roofs that have pockets, obstructions, or locations where drifting snow can accumulate; as : 3 : : ie 5 

opposed to domes which, by their nature, are streamline and shed drifting snow. For wind pressure, the i + | : = 2 
current Wisconsin Administrative Code stipulates a uniform pressure be used for design. The pressure is : “a : Sep Lee 
gradually incremented upwards for the higher the portion of a building being designed. The design pres- aioe a ij 12145200" 
sures affect the superstructure extending above the main portion of the building (95 feet) to the top of ah ‘ you 
“Wisconsin” (282'-8"). The table below is a summary of pressures taken from the Wisconsin Adminis- ; LL +106 noo 

trative Code. Bey 7] T ws 

K A dt 
e—~ Ti rs 
‘ : i 
Sel 
SE 1 

a », Wall of No Wing Be oo | ES oH 
We Yh a i, K--B-8- > ay if ¥ SIE < 

Wom 1 um Beetle : Typ oh | : a int $ ] Sey m 

a ; i 4 <1 ope epadneadonlans eee a 

A 3AM : : » HAS - - - ar ai i yy | : up Ws Section x-Y 
Qi Hi ie “NG i} fil Figure 5-1] we I es Lege 

§ | | ak i lle T18Gle-monght enone Hh | is Half plan of steel tower and ma- Cap ete 
Ue 4 uo sonry supporting the dome of the ae eS He: 15 

3 i 4387 Anchor Gols, 3 Wisconsin State Capitol. E ey es H 33 Be | ec Figure 5.12 
Meare gts taint “ £468 Main » | Wy Photocopy: “Dome of the Wiscon- pp eg EVE as at 3 ee por and Columns 

ENe.NEWS Perera. Te sin State Capitol,” Engineering a Ee - eet ay Oe  cag-5 gz” | of Base of Dome 
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TLHR 53.12 Wind loads. (1) LOADING. Every building (including all components of the exte- ing 0.6 as the appropriate multiplier in conjunction with the wind load table from ILHR 53.12 a 

rior wall) and structure shall be designed to resist a minimum total wind load in accordance with modified table can be formulated. 

He fallenneaiis P Up to 50 feet 20 psf (Wings-No multiplier) 

Up to 50 feet 20 psf Over 50 to 100 feet 25 psf (Wings-No multiplier) 

Over 50 to 100 feet 25 psf Over 100 to 150 feet 18 psf (Superstructure) 

Over 100 to 150 feet 30 psf Over 150 to 200 feet 21 psf (Dome) 

Over 150 to 200 feet 35 psf Over 200 feet 24 psf (Dome) 

OnsacOifier qpust These values are all below the 30 psf design pressure used.” 

banging nog igi ew wk: Seomdaja:s Mahan ve ME ar Pa oa pening = Correspondence with Lew F. Porter indicates that Post had a firm grasp of engineering fundamentals. In 
structures facing the wind. No allowances shall be made for the shielding effect of other building 

, ‘ F a letter dated 8 December 1909, he states: 
and structures. For purposes of wind load design, the height shall be measured above the aver- 

age level of the adjoining ground.”! When a few months since we started to complete the drawings for the Dome I became so thor- 

oe 4 th cthodtine tellewttin ti fab pefand oughly impressed with the magnitude of the work as an engineering consideration - on account 

: naty f ve rink ae erie r ¥ 4 - ie £ BS ~ ofits height and dimensions, the great concentrated loads in the lower portion, the large wind 

in a2 . aoe ie’ ie 7 bs oudle 4 a f a ae Ie : " stresses and enormous variation of temperature between the interior and exterior of all that part 

res >, iss ; : h , om romp ib iim TPP feria : nl i, ae “9g above the general roof line of the building - that I was unwilling to rely upon the results of inter- 

soni, aremandiniy oleae’ iviagr testi 5% care sana omnes alain 9 hae a Dl mittent computations and structural designs made at intervals of many months during a series of 

years, and deemed it necessary to start de novo (of new) and verify every figure and every pro- 

vision made to resist every stress.” 

“GRALET F. . 
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pprorsyk ad 2 7B ; : po ‘ pn Eig] 

KF} BBY . TRS AGP om 
RUF z= A (eee ‘ ~h Vey ets 

4 \ fs E eZ IL, 6x8* 
Bie a a ws HR ae S 5 

Geer @ oy HS RIB R igure 5-13 ree 4 oes “\ Girders igure ; 

Lf Se OG A : Details of arch-trusses of main dome and truss ee 4 (ee pe, Partial plan of steel framing of 
-,. 8 Bie ribs of inner dome ae main dome 
Ca pace ae Post Drawing 518-2017 eeeeneeg a Post Drawing 518-2012 
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The correspondence indicates that preliminary calculations, done periodically on support elements Existing Conditions 

throughout the design process, did not completely satisfy Post. Post reveals that the scale of the forces Overall, the dome is performing well and is in excellent condition with a minimal number of repair 

and the structural complexity concerned him enough to completely reanalyze each load transfer. This projects having taken place. In the 1980s the compression ring at the top of the dome was inspected 
analysis led to a major design change in February of 1910. Post continues ina letter dated 14 February and found eroded due to corrosion. It was repaired as a part of Project 7912-03.” Over the years 

1910, some water damage has occurred in the inner dome, revealed by the change in color of the paint and 

After careful consideration of the whole subject we were convinced that a very large ultimate 

economy and absolute structural permanency would be secured by making the whole supports 

of the dome of large reinforced steel construction. If this is done, it will lead to an economy also eee ; 

in the scaffolding which otherwise would have been a most expensive operation, for with ma- Wa poh t 
sonry construction there would be nothing to guy the derricks to for the exterior work, anda ro ee Ae 

XT ie 

great braced interior dome would have been necessary.”* ~ ct cn os 

Although he had nearly completed his drawings for the Dome and Central Portion, Post revised his Sot B R Weise iF S ge ag 
: * i a1) : 5 oi any Pia t lieves Orem 

framing strategy for the Dome supporting structure. In the correspondence prior to the change, he re- cae ary ne @ ot ela 

ferred to the concrete encased steel towers as being constructed of “coursed limestone masonry.” The : | | aa nT ; al a ei He i 
first change made was the addition of “large reinforced steel construction” (deduced to mean the main le Nee | be i eae lz a Figure 5-16 

ie 3 ; 5 Eo Be er | ala ea [oe i i = columns and anchor columns) encased within the limestone masonry already required by the specifica- BO eas ail Feat ae hig fe —\ poe Satie eave 

tions. The second change was to revise the encasing mass of the towers from coursed limestone to a al ec aig ur I) Photo: “fr eee oars a 
ie FO Ta on A Fatt hI ee = : Lee Bae, 

poured concrete.”> EE RES Ee De esta ere es ~=6 The New-York Historical Society 

A primary consideration during the redesign concerned the manner in which the large tension forces, ‘ y 

generated by the cantilevered girders at the top of the substructure, were being transmitted to founda- bs are Cae 

tions. It is unknown how the forces were dealt with prior to the change. Perhaps the upward tensile | : PIER 

forces were being balanced by long steel rods or shapes embedded part way into the limestone, or per- ee <i i ae ey ee 
haps the forces were not detected at all until this redesign procedure was performed. In the final analysis i A DSS os / 

‘ 4 ‘ : Ba l Seed OMe 5 the design of reinforced steel encased in concrete met its goal by providing a sound structure. i ne (oc HN Kaa a 

jot. ertrepdaedirestiic ukeopar chy, ike | Ep NG 
pe a a hee ae hea os | oe =A Ne ee 
{sa Report oF werEGnoOw OF capitate muruoric. Be GS eh eS een ey Dees 

at. Mada on,. wisconsin, es Contract Mo. : ee ns) uae | oe ao 
L.../or__.. WAsconain StateCapi tol Commi saion.. Pei ea bis = il Te = i ' XN | 

Reported toy, Lew 3, parser, Sectyy OE Safin bee ee ee 4 

‘he Breeton of the. South Bing Nas progressed us tna ae we enn go at Dione ied ean UM © ce 
’ Diigo aig a i 3 pers | f~ cal a (. the present tims, us we are waiting for the brick and stone masons to fia =< MASUEDE bea el ate 

3. ~~ wring up the walie before we can erect any more steal. One gang riveting _ = eS y eels | ; bad sia 
on the Soph Hing. : ay ET el 40 1g 

i ‘DOME SUPPORT: : Pea i Nate ee Oe ey Laie lid t The dome Support is precticably finished with the exceytion of « few. ‘J FF ne e. aes pea 

J Taowen turned bolts wale: nave not been put in aa yet. The peintere are Figure 5-15 : iat Woe | Pros = aaa 
ia ene on the lutt cont of tie Dome Support and have <t about half con- Weekly inspection reports from the < a = iF peel) 4 cL 4 

Ee ie ck re ee en 1! Piptbningh Testing Labpranegy in- 20 Pati ee a putting in Grecing, stringe=s, ete. A ae eee the dicated the progress for the dome 2 tat 1 me at ! a Pee ets oats Figure 5-17 

F eee Ve ey epee < support and the dome proper. Pane ceri, amend A 4 | Ree §=§Erecting steel at the Gallery Level 
¥ Chagas ; Photocopy: Capitol Commission i Perea §=§=Photo: “from the Collection of The New-York 
: ae : General Files eee Se elke fae mimes $= Historical Society” 
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2 Lae u plaster. During the fall of 1995 and spring of 1996 the exterior of the dome was repaired. These repairs 
Qi eestor ecoed S.5.2et oS i “i A 5 < . ne iaars a i s 

eA heel Se ee consisted mainly of caulking exterior granite joints with sealant. Wiss, Janney, Elstner’s 1994 compre- 

ae ne ee? re ee hensive study, Exterior Survey and Analysis of the Wisconsin State Capitol-Dome, West Wing, and 

AY ie , Bh geese. Northwest Pavilion, may be referenced for an in depth repair analysis. These repairs may forestall any 

id eae aay Se E future water damage to the structure or the accompanying plaster. 

Se acer ; ‘ 5 , 
ag ee a An interior visual walk through inspection of accessible structural areas of the dome, from elevations 

oa ‘ : eee Jue a 152'-0" to 245'-0" was completed 19 November 1996. Plaster in the areas around all four doors at the 

i Se de Ninth Level (152') appear to have received recent water damage evident by the discoloration of the 

Lo ee ir a paint and the plaster. These areas were repaired by recaulking in 1996 and were dry at the time of in- 

: | bea ee ae i spection. No further water damage was observed at any level. 
Seed i eee ee en ea 

ei. fees ee 
i cena © : a : Aires! 8 Ree BS mee 

= - nr —— eee 

= Se == ~— Concrete piers at corners encasing steel sub- ee = 

a La structure, 1911 ao ee eee 

a  =—Photo: “from the Collection of The New-York Fes . 
Te Pr Historical Society” eee | cS 

Raarienee a ® 
tiie ie a 

pre ‘=a aa alia cme 

: i a ee al : Z Sc. Sees 5 

| i eo i a igs a “Renna “qj Figure 5-20 

i g oe aa 1a ; ad | | | Dome superstructure nearing 

i i = 3 fe eae ee be HEU 2 = completion, 1912 

1 ay ue ek Ge eka’ ©) © Photo: “from the Collection of 

feast eo ee 2. = The New-York Historical Society” 

SRE. ; 

= AY | ‘ey : eee ii is 
DCE EA ie nee eo ’ 

Ne eae ai ' Boe fe 
Eee cA Spot oe eS j 

Pa ae % . a 
ae Taiien | ; ee By ccetl:: gee 
ry P leaps i ay oe 

a | \W oe ar a eh 

RA ar Hi 2 | er a iN Sd. 
: Ponkemie |) a Vs faves (Baneay VR 

A TSH A 4 A= ll Do 4V. 
Pam ul a 21 ti ht mies = ee nn ee hence iy 

Rae i" aa x ia eee eee 
Seereruntaerg 444 Penni 4 AFil te > oe teed (imeee BR Oh ee BD Figure 5-21 
x : KAY Wil a | PS Pe ERE og ae ea aa faeea| A Ve a | gu 

‘a i li 2 za Figure 5-19 HI ieee 1 Titi ie 1 CROCE el i td Dome superstructure completed, 

sti tA fe j Erecting dome trusses, 1911 Ah ye a “E . fee as AL SSPE ES 1912 

wey | ON Photo: “from the Collection of The New-York ee tee @ §©Photo: “from the Collection of 
bya ee ees BA eee td ‘ s Seaene Ni s 

deca y Uae : Historical Society” Ee : ee os a a ee SSCThe New-York Historical Society” 
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eS a fe GS \y/ as <a oe an: 
ea EEL sail, 

Be pe »  fftte nai 
yess eo | eee oy 

: | ant A Nie he ee Mal : 
> | ; | aint ee “4 4 Ma Be SS | a. Ries KY Figure 5-24 

en  @ uy RE DAI LS See AUAA! im) Stonework proceeds above Ninth : Bl Cb Wai ea atiateamal Level of Dome, 1913 
oo ae a ei, §— Photo: “from the Collection of 

ee: ; cee SREY ie eas ; | The New-York Historical Society” 

etc < Ve Ghee 
Co ee ee eh a { 
ee NS het uo a. : 

ae oa =a Sa Serer ee = a Figure 5-22 lef 

eer ald | ie a Stonework begins above Gallery, 1912 nee ; 
= ce di Scie. einen eS ag Photo: “from the Collection of The New-York Vie 
(a eee ; A er Tf SEAGER 

2 ae ee ea eee Historical Society } [a e. 

es A : SO pee ee tee 
: en : i SE EE Se eee 

amet i | (eam ae agree eee 
| LACE Ee * eS Rie art So eT 

\ PS pe ee cg eee ia o 

encores Be Ae) a0 bo Pees | j : 
See ier eeticcta ee men $= igure 5-23 \ 
pone oe si ete ene ee biecae oa a S/o fae Stonework completed at base of ; : Figure 5-25 
ia eee de ee dome, | ee ee ; on oe lome, 1913 i pen eae 2-4 ~=—«Setling of stone on Lantern begins, 1914 

ae : Photo: “from the Collection of id a =e wae =4 Photo: “from the Collection of The New-York 
The New-York Historical Society” sar a ee, Historical Society” 
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Notes Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

' Though not specified in the ordinance, the bottom of the dome’s colonnade is at Elevation 106'-0". 20 George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 13 May, 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

? Charles Herbert Moore, Character of Renaissance Architecture (New York: Macmillan, 1905), 21 Wisconsin Administrative Code (Madison, Wis.: Department of Labor, Industry and Human Rela- 

19-23) tions, 1996), 53.12. 

3 Thid., 56. » Wisconsin Administrative Code (Madison, Wis.: Department of Labor, Industry and Human Rela- 

‘ Ibid, 60-62. tions, 1996), 53.11, sec. 4. 

3 Post to Lew Porter, 8 D ber 1909, Capitol C ission Gi | Files, ser. 833. “Section through Dome of U.S. Capitol” (1859). Reprinted in William C. Allen, The Dome of the Pa ee ace nert he eee 
United States Capitol: An Architectural History (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Of- *4 Post to Lew Porter, 14 February 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

Bee, 1992), 47, 5 George B. Post to Porter, 28 February 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

® Stanley i. Cravens, “Capitals and Capitols in Early Wisconsin,” State of Wisconsin 1983-1984 Blue 26 Greg Bares, interview by Joyce Rae Inman, 1 June 1996. 

Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau, 1983), 142. 

7 Neil B. Thompson, Minnesota ’ State Capitol (St. Paul, Minn.: Minnesota Historical Society, 1974), 

46. 

8 Specification for Structural Steel Work for the Superstructure of the Central Portion of the Wisconsin 

State Capitol, Capitol Commission, 22 July 1910, ser. 833 (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of 

Wisconsin Archives). 

°*Dome of the Wisconsin Capitol,” Engineering News, 28, no. 9 (28 August 1913), 391. 

10 Post Drawings 518-2000 and 518-2005, 17 October 1908 , Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

1 Post Drawings 518-2000 and 518-2005, 17 October 1908 Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

” Post Drawing 518-2000, 17 October 1908 Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

5 Post Drawing 518-2004, 17October 1908 ,Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

4 Post Drawing 518-2011, 11 July, 1910, rev. 23 June 1911, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

'S Post Drawing 518-2013 ,11 July 1910, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings; Post Drawing 518-2016, 

29 June 1910, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings; 

‘6 Post Drawing 518-2016, 29June 1910, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

" State of Wisconsin with T.C. McCarthy, 18 July 1911, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 833. 

'8 State of Wisconsin with Modern Steel Structural, 22 September 1910, Capitol Commission Con- 

tracts, ser. 833. 

'? Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory to George B. Post & Sons, 24 September 1910, Capitol Commission 

General Files, ser. 833; Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory to George B. Post & Sons, 27 January 1912, 
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| . DRAWINGS 3 

518-2000: First Contract—Plans for Foundations for Piers and Walls; Second Contract—Columns and Girders Supporting Superstructure of Dome é 

518-2001: First Contract—Ground Floor Plan—Second Floor Plan Structural; Second Couleant-—aiasas and Girders Supporting Superstructure of Dome - 

518-2002: First Contract—First Floor Plan—Structural; Second Contract—Columns and Girders Supporting Superstructure of Dome ; 

518-2003: First Contract—Second Floor Plan—Structural; Second Contract—Columns and Girders Supporting Superstructure of Dome 3 

518-2004: First Contract—Third and Attic Floors and Ring Course Plans Structural; Second Contract—Columns and Girders Supporting Superstructure of Dome : 

518-2005: First Contract “Hlevdaas and Sections of Piers and Walls; Second Contract—Columns and Girders Supporting Superstructure of Dome 

f 518-2006: Courses and Jointing of A.S.T.U. and R.S. to Piers Structural 

% ( 518-2007: First Contract—Podium Wall Plans Elevation and Sections; Second Contract—Columns and Girders Supporting Superstructure of Dome 

: 518-2009: Temporary Enclosure and Roof Structural i 

‘ 518-2011: Plans of Superstructure Structural Showing Top of Podium Wall and Roof and Drum with Peristyle - A 

; 518-2012: Plans of Superstructure Structural Showing Attic Base and Dome and Lanterns y : 

518-2013: Section of Superstructure Structural Showing Balustrade, Podium Wall, the Drum with Peristyle Base and Attic, the Dome and Lantern 

518-2015: Second Contract—Columns and Girders Below Grade 78'-5-7/8" Supporting Superstructure of the Dome 

518-2016: Columns and Girders Above Grade 78'-5-7/8" Dome Superstructure Structural z 

518-2017: Dome Framing Above Grade +173'-8" 

; 518-2018: Dottie Framing Between Grades +145'-10" and 205 '-0" Structural
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Sa. Rp oa y Chapter Six 
“ Se yy al ~~ - Fe INTERIOR 

“Se ee ee 
: Sy, io 4 

. Sh 2 - | he interior of the Central Portion consists of three distinct spaces: the Rotunda, the Ro- 

. _ — A tunda Basement directly below, and the area between the inner and outer domes located 

Wane, SI be above. As the principal public space in the Capitol, the Rotunda, which opens vertically to the 
CRs. CN Ree : “ omy é : . , 3 é : : 

Sond & PA foe ; pes lofty coffered ceiling above, is the interior space best known to Wisconsin residents. Sheathed in a vari- 
ooh j P 
ie hes c- ety of sumptuous marbles and stones, it rises to an interior height of nearly 200 feet, as measured from 

es, eee! ee B . . . 

~ eet 5 : ’ _ the Ground Floor to the oculus. The drum, expressed on the interior as a cylindrical shaft above the bar- 

ii ——SS — Bart | ee z rel vaults and pendentives, is circled with bands of gilded ornamentation and a Corinthian colonnade. 

— Seo Ue “| eats Natural light enters the Rotunda through triple sash, nineteen foot tall cathedral windows, hung between 
oo EE ee hy 8 te — ae Te i _ le . 

EE —— we Big, [ins nf aa A STige > eine the columns. In the dome, the decreasing size of the coffers rising toward the central oculus, contributes 
tien ee Reichs gee ae CE ARA pes FA rae g g 

2 we Bie reise fity-arpeme 5 | es Ba " , to the illusion of soaring height. 

y | r (| Ae . 
7 E * i we ina | 5 t! a { Above the coffered ceiling, which is suspended from its own structural framework, is a vast open space. 

Bi a ee - ! ‘ , ; ; a 
i oor i TE (sein Se fSasoems) Enclosed at the top by the steel superstructure that carries the exterior granite of the dome, this area 

fe ae i= - - if presents a marked contrast to the lavishness of the Rotunda. The space between the inner and outer 

ce i a = ie a = | f { cd ; domes is barren, without any ornamental detailing, and painted an industrial shade of grey. Directly be- ; | a | / i | P gre y 

ee SiN = z iy t —— is 2 - L. # neath the Rotunda, the circular Rotunda Basement area was designed by Post to function as a restau- 

- ae 5 he err Ta | . . ; ae 
= ae | eee pi ee i 8) i] rant. Although the design was implemented at a scale that is much more intimate than that of the Ro- 

SES eo _ ne ye EEE pag rir a =~“ : tunda, the decorative program is quite elaborate and reveals Post’s conception of the dining area as a 

ae | re nee 53 - se — oe ee public space. The marble patterns in the floor correspond to the dropped soffits of the ceilings, which 

i a sn ps 5 Se ie Ls frame painted canvas panels, a unifying technique used throughout the public spaces of the building. : cs Pp Pp g q Pi 

- | ea Pa. - 
on ea 2 ™ The Rotunda Basement 

betes 2 = er ok ersten oT ry ge 

bs : ee on ta te Pi 4 The Rotunda Basement, directly beneath the Ground Floor Rotunda, occupies a footprint almost identi- 
ss Poss ap i OS 

“ . Pe re en ety | : cal in plan to the floor above. Within the octagonal shape established by the four massive reinforced 
8 Fa pada (See aoe z 5 A F P : 
so aia ‘ ; a concrete structural piers, the space has been finished in a circular configuration. Ingress and egress were 

a ae eae ee provided through the corridors leading to the north and south. Other doorways, to the east and west, 

aa Besa Vom originally opened to the serving area connected with the kitchen in the East Wing, and the storage area 

So oe ee ee eee al : a el $ on the west side of the room. 

ef _ PB Four prominent alcoves, located on the secondary axes, combine with eight small bays to define irregu- 

: ee jee a: larly the room’s perimeter. Arrangediin a circle near the room’s center, four double piers form the Inner 

Figure 6-1 Colonnade, which is further defined by the ceiling panels above. Sixteen piers comprise an Outer Col- Pi P Pp’ 
The Rotunda is the interior space of the Wisconsin Capitol best known to Wisconsin residents. . ss : ee Ass : 

: : a ee Wns onnade, which separates two distinct concentric bands of ceiling and floor panels. Finished with marble 
Sheathed in a variety of sumptuous marbles and stones, decorative finishes, and artwork, it rises 

to an interior height of nearly 200 feet, from the Ground Floor to the oculus. 

Photo: James A. Potter, AIA 
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and oil-on-canvas ceiling panels, the Rotunda Basement was designed as a restaurant with a seating 

area in the central circular section and a serving area in the space adjacent to the East Wing Basement, oo 

formerly the location of the kitchen. Although kitchen equipment and dining room furniture were not yet ae Kesh 

in place, in February 1916, the supper for the University of Wisconsin Junior Prom was served in the NS ©) 

“marble dining room’ in the Capitol Basement.! thee s Oe 

Restaurant Design ao bbe © : &3 ie 

Plans to outfit the restaurant and the kitchen were being discussed as early as 1915’, and in late ope oh : 

November 1916, Lew Porter submitted a list of necessary equipment, including cooking appara- al Ch 1 

tus, tables, counters, refrigerators, and miscellaneous items, to Paul Morgenthaler, a prospective fp : cit 

bidder.’ The following month Porter informed the Post firm that procedures were underway to oaeste ae - 

“furnish and fit out the kitchen and restaurant,” and that he felt the dining room furniture should oa ; &S ee 

be specially designed. Because Post had designed the furniture for elsewhere in the Capitol, it is ee NG oO {> 

likely that his firm undertook some design work for the furniture in the public seating area of the ; Nee, Oo : a Figure 6-2 

restaurant. A drawing from Post’s firm indicates that the architect’s office, at the very least, was : ip An arrangement of the dining room furniture was 
involved with the placement of furniture in the dining room. A schematic for the arrangement of Ff cf ga : ; _ indicated on a schematic found with the original 

furnishings had been prepared,’ although no evidence has been found to indicate the plan was Deawic, geouceo cS ape Ale apie i enandia Piao! 3 pea 

implemented. Documentation reveals that for the center of the room, an “octagonal case with aan of Th 6 New-York Historical Society! 

sides about four or four and a half feet, one side of which should be the cashier’s wicket and the 

balance show case for cigars, confections, souvenirs, etc.” was planned.’ When Porter wrote 

Northwestern Furniture Co. in January 1917, he reminded them to include the cashiers desk and 

showcase in their bid for dining room furniture.’ 

On 3 February 1917, Porter wrote to Frautschi and Sons, the Madison firm contracted to furnish s 

chairs for the dining room, and indicated that designs for the Rotunda Basement furniture were largely 4 

developed. Concerning the dining room chairs, he stated: “[I]t is understood that these chairs are to be FP i of 

built of quarter sawed [sic] oak and be finished to match the finish of the furniture in the Capitol, as per Fs | 

sample enclosed.”* According to the specifications, the furnishings were to include low back Windsor Q) Ms Ad F) 

armchairs of quarter sawn white oak that would be the same height as the leather wall seats designed for n A mile ta Ps 

the alcoves.’ Fifty-four tables of various sizes were supplied by the C.D. Steele Co. of Duluth, Minne- oo ee an as oo zi 

sota,'° and these were provided with table linens from Gimbel Brothers of Milwaukee by 17 April ; Cer OQ 

1917." pt cB 
| Ee geen tence 

Omate cast bronze light fixtures emitted ambient light to the dining room and its corridors. Utilitarian fix- i ie ar ay 

tures, Types J and K, were provided for the kitchen, serving, and storage areas. In addition to the 5 as 14 ee \ : feeds 

sconce lamps and ceiling fixture planned for the Inner Colonnade, light fixtures were installed in alternate ee i 4 § A sketch of a Windsor armchair, intended for the 

panels in the inner portion of the Outer Colonnade, whereas the ceiling panels in the outer ring were : ? Rotunda Basement, was found in the Frautschi 

each provided with a fixture.’ It is assumed that the ceiling fixtures in the Outer Colonnade were of | st file of the Capitol Commission Corr espondence. 

similar or the same design. Capitol Commission correspondence indicated that fixture Types CPA, ‘ a eee Te HERG Say ae eres 

CPA, CPC, and CPD were placed in the public areas.'3 Unfortunately, no photographs or drawings are 

6-2 * Central Portion Historic Structure Report—Book V



available to assist in determining the appearance of these fixtures. A letter from Post to Porter stated Legislative Document Office and Mail Room 
that a Type A-2977° was used for the North and South Corridors to the restaurant although, again, no By 1978 plans were established to relocate the Legislative Document Office in 32S and the Base- 
record exists to reveal the design of the lamp."* ment Mail Room in B-23W to the Rotunda Basement. The 1979 relocation included moving the existing 

With the tile work for the kitchen beginning after 24 January 1917, it is assumed restaurant operation shelving units and mailboxes from the previous offices and installing new furnishings. A partition was 
began that year after all the furniture, linens, and kitchen equipment had been installed. Porter had indi- placed in the northwest quadrant between the wall and Inner Colonnade. Mailbox units formed a wall in 

cated to Gimbel Brothers, in a letter regarding the table linens, that the room was to be opened 9 Feb- the northeast quadrant. Two doors were installed, one between a double pier and the northwest parti- 
ruary 1917.5 The Wright Directory Company’s Madison Directory, printed every two years, did not tion, and one between a double pier and the mailbox unit.” The base of an existing display counter, be- 

include a listing for a restaurant in the Capitol Basement in their 1917 issue, but by 1919, a display ad tween the northeast and northwest double piers, remained for mail service. New carpet replaced the 
for the State Capitol Cafe indicates that the establishment was in operation.'® With management having existing carpet in the central section, which was designed to function as a mail sorting and reception 

changed at least twice by 1921, the Capitol Mutual Club, whose membership consisted of Capitol em- area. The Legislative Document Office operated in the Rotunda Basement until 23 March 1990.” 
ployees, assumed operation of the restaurant in August of that year.'” In spring of 1927, controversy 

surrounding the ownership of equipment was reported in the local press, which indicated that the Capi- Storage Area 

tol Mutual Club was planning to divest itself of the cafe operation and take the equipment with them. With the closing of the Legislative Document Office and Mail Room the space was relegated to storage 
Amy R. Vernon, the manager for the association, contended “much of the equipment had been pur- for the Capitol Restoration Projects. Protective insulation and plywood were secured on the wall and 
chased by the lessees and assuredly would be claimed by them.”!® The restaurant was closed later that floor surfaces. 

year or in 1928; the particulars are unknown. By 1929, the Madison Directory no longer included a 

listing for the State Capitol Cafe. Survey Conditions 

Exhibit A Due to the protective coverings, the Post plans were relied upon to determine the decorative marble 

anDE Area patterns installed as part of the original design. These plans indicate an overall floor pattern similar to the 
No extant record, or series of documents, provides information concerning the function of the space for 

the next several decades. By 1968 display cases had been installed; two simultaneous exhibits featured 4 aie, ete ee ie 

products related to the industries of the State of Wisconsin and native American culture in the area.'? In 2 ae eee 
its function as an exhibit space, twelve showcases were arranged in a ring between the columns of the ee ee 
Outer Colonnade and the perimeter of the room, four curved counters were placed between each of the ea ee reer 

double piers, and three straight counters were positioned adjacent to two Outer Colonnade piers on the Te ie See ae 
west side of the room.” At this time, a Capitol Tours office was located in what had been the serving | cine peed cosets | 

area. Gifts were available in the area adjacent to the Tours Office, which also provided a gathering point os v mc) As as i 
for building tours. Access to the Rotunda Basement was facilitated by a ramp, set in place over the A ‘ wea a 7 a S tats 

North Corridor marble stairs.”! cae Cat Bs ‘ ent cs 
Reet tie ee me te ee) pean Be Galpin ss 
Lunches (aS 4 Dinners bipe yy - s J A eA : ca 

fia Carte peer Banquets SS eh tt go 2 

Aten ——= ‘ —h “| Figure 6-4 ae a Figure 6-5 
nik 3 3 ia i a | } i i tn . A display ad for the State Capitol Sone terete oe i Display cases were installed in the Rotunda Base- 

Wah '9'3 ‘f " | . a _ Cafe appeared in the Wright Direc- belong crip A i sce mar ment in 1968 to exhibit industries of the State of Cee SMe ae ee DP. & senior ee 
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Ground Floor, with a star motif positioned in the center. Bands of cut stone circle the star to the edge of surrounded by geometric overlays composed of bands, leaves, and ribbons. The panels of the outer ring 

the central space, which is defined by the double piers. In the next ring, diamond and circular shapes of the Outer Colonnade are modified in design through the addition of laurel and oak leaves, painted in 

alternate in a band established by additional rings of marble. The area between the Outer Colonnade various shades of green, red, yellow, and brown. Although all the decorative panels in the Capitol utilize 

and the perimeter wall features a floor motif in which trapezoidal shapes are nested into one another. iconographic schemes based upon classical motifs, regional symbolism, especially as expressed through 

Plan notations indicate Ross Silver Grey and Dark Pink Knoxville marbles as the types of stone used in vegetation, is prominent throughout. The ceiling panels of the four large alcoves, aligned with the sec- 

the composition, which would provide a predominately grey color. Although the condition of the marble ondary axes of the room, were designed with a large “W,” ram’s head, and oak leaves at each end. 

under the central carpeted area is difficult to ascertain due to adhesive residue, a small area of marble 

examined in the Outer Colonnade appears to be in good condition. The walls and piers in the Rotunda Passage Corridor 

Basement and North and South Corridors are sheathed with White Eschallion marble, originally speci- The corridor surrounding the Rotunda Basement, which allows access to the Basement areas be- 

fied for the Assembly Chamber in the West Wing.” The composition plaster capitals of the piers and neath each of the wings and pavilions, was included in Post’s drawings for the Central Portion, where it 

pilasters throughout feature a relief motif composed of garlands and swans. Currently, the reliefs are was referred to as the “Passage.” This simple corridor is finished with painted plaster walls, a painted 

painted white and the ground shade of salmon pink. flat ceiling without any decorative cove, and a concrete floor. Originally, this walkway did not 

The plafond ceiling, distinctive for its dropped plaster soffits and variety of decorative cove moldings, fully circle the Rotunda Basement because it was interrupted on the east side by the serving area 

frames the painted canvases fixed to the flat portions of the ceiling with lead white gesso.* The Inner adjacent to the kitchen. With the removal of the kitchen equipment, the space was remodeled and 

Colonnade ceiling, originally provided with a centrally placed brass light fixture, is composed of five the corridor now extends fully around the Rotunda Basement. The former storage area on the west side 

canvas panels imparted with an epicurean theme through the illustration of fish, game, fruit, and grain. of the Rotunda Basement was reconfigured (to function as a press lounge) during the West Wing 

Beyond the center ceiling panel, two rings are placed concentrically, each with sixteen evenly sized Project. The doorway from that area to the Rotunda Basement remains in place, although the existing 

decorative panels. The two rings of ceiling panels feature essentially the same design, with a tan field door is not original. Quarter sawn white oak doors in the North and South Corridors provide entry to 
the Passage from the stairs associated with the wings. Throughout the Passage, quarter sawn white oak 

and metal doors allow access to storage spaces, mechanical spaces, and the foundation footings (due to 

their stepped configuration the footings provide an unusual area for storage). 
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The Rotunda of ee ee eee 

Ground Floor ee ee 
The Ground Floor of the Capitol Rotunda provides the apex at which the eight corridors positioned ee) Pe Pe ue ——- 

along the building’s primary and secondary axes meet and open to the soaring dome above. With the | ~~ BE Pe - - a J 

Rotunda operating as a pedestrian turnabout, the corridors provide a network of thoroughfares that ex- Ee jos i = 4 | Fe je 7 -“\ ) fee e 

tend to the eight entrances on the Ground Floor and ultimately to the corners and midpoints of the Capi- ea! #4 | E | 3 a 4 ae: ' 
tol square. The long corridors, extending the length of the wings, are aligned with the cardinal compass - Les b ’ 4 Figure 6-12 

aig the shorter Pavilion Connd noes ei, ol BO Bc le Large black Norwegian Labra- 
points, w: see e shorter Pavil vi oe lors allow ingress or egress to the Rotunda ~— the four oe Dap en ' ag b abe Dirks HS Gteh tolow- 

rounded Pavilions beneath the granite stairs that ascend to the formal entrances on the First Floor. En- ae ee ot nade. 

tering the Rotunda from any one of the eight corridors, one may take egress from any of the same corri- Se ee : Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- 

dors with orientation to the city altered in increments of forty-five degrees. Although Post had deter- eS a = : ors, Inc. 

mined the First Floor to be the principal entrance and the location of formal gatherings, the entrances 

provided on the Ground Floor have always been more widely used. 

Decorative Stonework z 

The Rotunda has been maintained largely as it was originally built. Minor changes, resulting from the use : 

of defective materials, were made early in the history of the building. The facing of the central piers was Sak aig iat: ; 
iginally a light grey Berlin Rhyolite, but due to discoloration of the stone, it laced less th: me ge ae eee originally a light grey Berlin Rhyolite, but due to discoloration of the stone, it was replaced less than a ne Eee tee : Although a variety of geometric 

year after installation with the predominately black Norwegian Labradorite, a feldspar. The use of this ee pep shapes have been implemented in 

dark colored stone modified the original color scheme to a certain extent, with the original Berlin Rhyo- oa! BS a a Sie 8 / 2 s the floor of the Rotunda, overall 
lite likely complementing the grey Athens limestone that provides a ground to the marble floor pattern. In ao a Orn a ee it corresponds to the cir cular 

ee : z ie fA i ; Bop, eas Og, opening established by the Labra- 
addition, the Light Sienna floor marble originally installed in the center of the decorative pattern was re- ee hae date dues. 

moved as defective and replaced with a similar, but darker, Sienna Monterente shortly before the ag ia et ee — Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- 

completion of the building. The change resulted in a more distinctive pattern, with the stone now in place . hfe Yew? ae = ors, Inc. 
darker in color than the original. It shares the same pale tan background, but is veined with a blue-black 

color. ; “sal aT : oe | 
co 

The marble and granite placed throughout on the piers, pilasters, walls, and floors are designed to form : 4 : 

a cohesive composition with the ceiling panels and related decorative finishes. On the Ground Floor, the 5 

walls are sheathed with Kasota limestone and the projecting pilasters are of Wisconsin Montello granite. ro ‘4 5 4 ar 
? ee o r tI 

The Grand Stair Hall piers are of Marathon County granite, as are the projecting pilasters in the Pavilion ae flee 
Corridors. : See fi 1 

8 i Figure 6-14 
Ceiling s 4 A view of the Rotunda from the 

a Le : Pa * bd ; outer colonnade shows the inner 
The shapes of the ceiling panels correspond, through the definition provided by the dropped plaster sof- | i | circular space and also the vista 

fits, to the geometric shapes established in the marble floor patterns. As in the Rotunda Basement, a va- a to a wing's entrance. 

riety of classical motifs are used in the decorative ceiling panels; regional iconography is expressed as a » Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- 

- =x ‘. % ors, Inc. 
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well. The oak leaf is used widely throughout the Rotunda in the design scheme of the ceilings and brass Furnishings 

light fixtures, which have been carefully fashioned to complement one another. The furnishings currently in use on the Ground Floor of the Rotunda are not original to the building and 

consist of the information desk and a smaller desk positioned behind it (the smaller desk was salvaged 

Light Fixtures from the third Capitol, following the fire of 1904); seven off-white and tan stone benches, placed in front 

Decorative light fixtures in the central area of the Ground Floor also include the sconce lamps on the La- of the niches at the perimeter of the Outer Colonnade; two wooden phone booths and two additional 

bradorite piers, the ceiling fixtures of the Outer Colonnade, and the post lamps in the wall niches at the wall pay phones; several wood display boards; and a brass signboard that provides office listings. 
perimeter of the room. On each of the sixteen piers of the Inner Colonnade, oriented to the center of the RR a 

Ce ee ee 
room, the fixtures consist of curvilinear sconces that carry eight-inch opaque globes. A boss or patera Se ee 

; a : ee ee. 
mounting plate affixes each fixture to its pier. The brass fixtures feature sculpted fruit, leaves, and an or- ee 
namental fluted bracket with acanthus leaves that culminate in a volute. An acanthus leaf enchinus pro- oy 

vides the base for the globe. Identical fixtures are positioned on the facing walls of the Ground and First 

Floor Pavilion Corridors, and the Second Floor Pavilion Galleries. The ceiling fixtures of the Outer Col- Pa agg 

onnade feature seven opal globes; the larger is surrounded by six smaller orbs. The ornate brass body ie x A bog Pie >» 
5 u ‘ : at * a Pg 

has been ornamented with acanthus leaves and bead and reel molding. Located in seven of the eight as bs cy a ee 

niches at the perimeter of the room, the cast brass post fixtures convey a western motif, with the triangu- hat) Pm ve 
. oh : PPO > soneeenriel fue at 

lar bases ornamented with cattle hooves and skulls. In addition, oak leaves and acorns take their place Sree NS Sa es Dee 
A : COR Oe ein Geer 

alongside the acanthus leaves on the main shaft of the fixtures. ENS ao, ee sie 

: gn ee co no. oe 

i ae a A a al oe | + Custom designed brass light fixtures, utilizing a 
are ga OS DS eae a . e  @8@©~—___ variety of classical motifs, were installed in each 

eis ee Cy ss fF - ~=~——_eceiling panel. 
CS ee eee et Rarer <r Photo: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. ON Aa Sor - 

oe RS ee ee EEA 
a ek x ces ees 7 B 

an a . ae es ba - eel 

pe he EY ere ie a. ] 

mee eh An information desk, though not 
coal ra mk X MO) g = Figure 6-15 5 : original, has been constructed of 

ee ee FF 5 Many classical motifs are implemented in the es materials in character with the 
é S| Ww marble capitals of the piers and the entablature building. 

: ge ‘ . MRE directly above. : a ; : Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- 
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First Floor Decorative Stonework 

George Post regarded the Pavilions atop the exterior granite staircases, located on the secondary axes, The design of the marble pattern on the First Floor responds to the central opening, which is framed 

as the formal entrances to the building. Of the four Pavilion entrances, Post determined the primary en- with a balustrade of Levanto and Hauteville marbles, in establishing an overall design that extends lin- 

trance to be the one facing southeast toward Lake Monona. Although this entrance does not differ from early to the walls. Engaged columns and pilasters of Tinos Green marble, placed against Kasota lime- 

the others in design or ornamentation, the designation of this space as the primary entrance determined stone walls, lend to the undulating quality of these surfaces. The marble pattem for the floor is estab- 

the orientation of both the Blashfield mural in the oculus and the Daniel French sculpture at the top of the lished within a line at the edge of the room, adjacent to the openings provided to the Corridor surround- 
dome. Entering any of the First Floor Pavilions, one may take direct ingress to the Rotunda through the ing the Rotunda and within an arc along the edges of the walls. The composite shapes utilized are irregu- 

Pavilion Corridors that extend diagonally between the structural piers. Alternately, one may traverse the lar, though a pattern is established through repetition; for example, the primary compositional units are 

corridor surrounding the Rotunda and enter into the central space through the large rectangular open- framed similarly. With an outer edge of Sylvan Green marble, the predominate geometric element—a 

ings, or Grand Stair Halls, located on the primary axes. Within the Rotunda, the room opens vertically at diamond, circle, or star within a circle—is placed within a second border of Hauteville marble, which 

its center, with the Ground Floor visible through the circular opening in the middle, and the vertical shaft matches the walls and balustrade. Contiguous with each rectangular entrance into the central area, a 
of space, finished in sumptuous materials, soaring to the coffered dome above. circle within a trapezoid is positioned between mirrored trapezoids, each containing a diamond shape. 
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ra / \% ae ] bce J 4 pei : ; Each ceiling panel corresponds 

. rt Sa So oa — - eG at "a os . to the shape established in the 

ek : ae Rene ee eer rae ras rative finish for the First Floor 

Figure 6-18 =< ceiling panels is the most elabo- 
From the First Floor, four sets of piers support open walkways termed “galleries.” Engaged pilas- ee rate of all the panels in the Ro- 
ters and columns, crowned with Corinthian capitals, rise two levels and carry an entablature that tunda. 
extends back into the barrel vaults. Se Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

Photo: © Historic Photo Service-Madison, WI. ee ey riors, Inc. 
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Adjacent to each Pavilion Corridor, a broad trapezoid with an arched outer edge takes as its primary Second Through Fifth Level 

motif a pair of squares positioned at ninety degrees to one another, creating a star within a circle. 

Decorative Stonework 

Ceiling From the First Floor, the Rotunda is contained horizontally by four sets of piers, each of which supports 
As on the Ground Floor and in the Rotunda Basement, the ceiling panels on the First Floor have been an open walkway at the Second Floor, referred to by Post as a “gallery.” The walls that border this 

designed to repeat the shapes established in the floor patterns. However, on the First Floor, this type of space correspond to the large structural masses that define the lower portion of the Rotunda and pro- 
ceiling is situated only in the Pavilion Corridors and in the Corridor surrounding the Rotunda because vide a base for the drum and dome. Facing the Rotunda, the walls extend compositionally to the Third 

much of the First Floor opens to the coffered ceiling above. In each of the First Floor Pavilion Corri- Level, where they are capped horizontally by an ornate Corinthian entablature. On the Second Floor, 
dors, the state seal of Wisconsin has been painted on canvases adhered to the ceiling, and sconce wall the balconies aligned with the First Floor Pavilion Corridors and the gallery bridars are enclosed by 
fixtures, of the same type used in the Inner Colonnade and Pavilion Corridors of the Ground Floor, are matched balustrades of Hauteville and Dougherty marbles. The walls are faced with a tawny beige 
placed on the walls to illuminate these areas. Kasota limestone cut into rectangular blocks that provide a backdrop to the densely placed pilasters 

and engaged columns constructed of Tinos Green marble and crowned with glistening gilded Corinthian 
Furnishings capitals. On top, a broad entablature continues back into each of the vaulted areas associated with the 

The furnishings on the First Floor consist of four monuments situated on the cardinal axes. Two of these bene 

are memorials, one commemorating Wisconsin war veterans and the other dedicated to Progressive ee 
Wisconsin Governor and Senator Robert Marion LaFollette. In remembrance of the state’s veterans, Decorative Moldings 
the freestanding marble plaque, omamented with bronze bas-relief and three dimensional components, Three distinct fasciae comprise the architrave at the base of the entablature. The lowest fascia is sepa- 
was placed in the Rotunda in 1933 by the State Veteran’s Memorial Commission. The sculpted bust of rated from the next with a gilded bead and reel astragal. The gilded cyma reversas of the two subse- 

LaFollette, executed in Paris by the well-known American artist Jo Davidson, was placed in the Ro- quent ornamental separations, featuring a simple and an enriched water leaf, respectively, are increas- 
tunda in 1980. In addition, a display case containing a hand-lettered copy of the State Constitution, 

drawn up as one of three copies in 1848 (at the time Wisconsin was admitted as the 30th state in the ere eee er 
Union), was installed in the Rotunda in 1983. The Constitution has been hermetically sealed within six felis ie : 

sheets of glass. The case is constructed of Botticino marble and Carmelian granite. A facsimile of the ee a ~y 
ghe =e 

Liberty Bell, one of 53 such bells cast and distributed to the states and territories, was cast in France as Let | <i a 

a savings bonds promotion by the U.S. Treasury and placed the Rotunda in 197576 ; ae gs ae = — g 

pe Ta) Ge Via 

mass. best = a 

mS Ay ee), Figure 6-21 Ae ee §8=— Figure 6-22 
el i poe na! The memorial commemorating | ie a6 a - : Although the geometric marble patterns utilized 

: : Wisconsin war veterans was e i oe 3 - : on the First Floor are irregular, a pattern of the 

a a placed on the First Floor in 1933. td oe p —_ larger shapes is established by repetition. 
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: eR ’ Rey me igen > oa ingly three-dimensional to accommodate the standard stepped appearance of the architrave. A band of 
se | ay A, Fea po rose-colored Numidian marble from Algeria, used as the frieze of the entablature, appears as a slightly 

wes Boat Ges concave surface. The cornice above the entablature demonstrates the standard division of components 
' — . utilized in the Corinthian order. An enriched water leaf is topped with a cyma reversa molding, similar in 
eect ey o oS motif to that provided as the middle component of the architrave below. The dentils at the next level 

SS ia be ae have been painted cream and are beneath an ovolo of gilded egg and dart. These are positioned be- 
oe = neath with a series of deep modillions alternating two types of rosettes with a larger and more fully pro- 

} ‘ pe mS jecting bracket in the shape ofa scroll. The fascia at the top of the cornice is separated from the pro- 
: i be jecting plaster cyma recta by a narrow water leaf molding. The decorative moldings implemented 
-: a j throughout the Capitol are cast of Keene’s Cement from molds specified in the Post drawings by cata- 

ye = log number, provided by Donnelli and Ricci of New York City. With the exception of the dentils and 
; Hy mi (| nt f frieze, all of the decorative components comprising the entablature have been gilded. 

yy as 
a a Light Fixtures 

i sd) 4 y4 | Figure 6-23 The tall cathedral windows that circle the drum at the Seventh Level allow natural light into the Rotunda 
wen’ = - fe f} Eight ornate brass post fixtures are positioned at all times of day; thus light fixtures were not required in the central area of the First Floor. The shel- 

Ee? Si a ay A on the balustrades of the galleries on the Sec- tered Pavilion Corridor Galleries on the Second Floor were fitted with brass sconces identical to those 
ies ee ica 2 2 yi i ue | oan nied Hees Ihe vloned in “ Pavilion Corridors on the Ground and First Floors. In addition, eight ornate brass post fix- 

5 - tures illuminate each of the galleries on the Second Floor with ten lamps per fixture. Positioned on the 

pedestals of the balustrade, the central eight-inch globe is surrounded by nine smaller globes, cradled in 

ee” i. gy tulip eon aes, The plinth of the lamp is flanked with rosettes, bead moldings, palm leaves, and guil- 
FF A S&S Ps » sé loche banding. The main shaft has been omamented with palm leaves and the base, with four eagles. 

ffl es o y —_ ig s ; : Sg ; ae Pendentives and Arches 

PY ow LP’ ye i 
Mosaics 

e o rhe “a 9 Above the broken entablature, four large vaulted openings alternate with four trapezoidal pendentives as 
or. ~ Se é‘ ge ° a elements circling the base of the dome in an area that corresponds to the Fifth Level of the building. 

EF a g i _,, ” ile Glass mosaics, a traditional decorative treatment for the pendentives of domed buildings stemming from 
Oa of cos g So ,. Se Oa sixth century Byzantine architecture, have been installed in each of the trapezoidal areas. Created by art- 
- Nf oo ‘a ee LY ist Kenyon Cox, each composition portrays a single figure with the attributes of one of the three 

s al, F Y Z oe i, " ee, branches of government: the “legislative,” the “executive,” and the “judicial.” A fourth mosaic depicts a 
" Wh (Gh ba een young woman in green robes, representative of “liberty,” the foundation of democracy for both country 
f lf ee r = = "im i : ~ Figure 6-24 and state. Each monumental figure is seated against a gold background within a circular wreath of 
7 i aS n ‘ ‘b DS f vt Me sis yc FE Mine tnt a — x _ ine 2 fasces. The areas outside the circular border are treated similarly in each mosaic and provide an ab- 
' A A pe 4 el WA " : I ee the lek Catto ioh4, such a: beak - dial stracted pattern of oak leaves, branches, and acorns. The figures are framed with a simple par ines 

pra ps : Ai ion, al egg and dart, water leaf, brackets, and modillions border of interlaced circles of various colors, with purple and gold predominate. The four mosaics are 
" gs fees = have been gilded throughout. framed as panels within the architectural treatment and ornamented with two contiguous bands of gilded 
= i Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. cast Keene’s Cement. The inner band of ornamentation is a simple bead and reel astragal, whereas the 

motif used in the outer band is a wider and more complex enriched water leaf. 
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Decorative Moldings sitioned in the ninety degree angles created by the setback in each of the dentils. Attached to the wall 

The arches that separate the pendentives are aligned with the wings of the building. Each arch, as it underneath, a double band of gilded molding combines a simple water leaf motif with a bead and reel 

faces into the Rotunda, is embellished with four half circle bands of gilded cast omamentation separated attached at the base. 

sc ie sins aaa ae sala —_ eaten ie as decobative The upper part of the wall behind the protective railing was, until the late 1960s, the site of a decorative 

een ets es from the next ring by several i ee fascia. eaheg ie eee stencil pattern that encircled the Rotunda. The pattern was painted over as a part of the 1968 cleaning 

ore pen oer oe cee Ltuty = relative width and location, i 7 and renovation of the Rotunda Dome.”’ This area has been without embellishment since, painted a flat 
ore bands oa more prominent = ee project more fully a the Rotunda oe The — band cream color. Above the former location of the stencils, a series of three stepped plaster fasciae are lo- 

ijt jar Bide hcalomnitone? ranean tc ooh migaestasy: oe “ peers —- a oe cated beneath a paired band of gilded moldings that include a bead and reel affixed to the base ofan 

bes ub aie ee band framing the arches represents : ee ss og ee water leaf, its egg and dart. Directly above this double band, a scrolling floral motif has been placed on the wall sur- 
width pee with an affixed band of bead and reel. Horizontal definition is provided by three narrow face, in which the ground has been painted dark beige. 

bands of gilding that surround the base of the drum above the arches and pendentives. The first band, a 

narrow water leaf pattern, is separated by i fasciae. The top two bands of gilding utilize a bead and The Rotunda Drim 

reel below an ovolo of egg and dart and a simple water leaf. 
The drum, an architectural component considered standard in the design of domes since the High Re- 

Sixth Level/Trumpet Course naissance, functions to elevate and support the dome and often provides an exaggerated impression of 

z ae : : ; scale. Until the use of structural metal became common in the design and construction of domed struc- 

The Trumpet Couns,a kationnizl projection atthe Sixth Eeeyel; provides ey a the drum atthe tures in the late nineteenth century, with the National Capitol in Washington, D.C., serving as an impor- 

i 7 — EE vena | oe ~ the et na ca scabies space. This tant structural precedent, the drum of a dome could not be easily designed as a peristyle. Although pre- 

Pops oe Pomaenneonl eit focal point for the gilded omamentation ie circles the wall be- cedent existed for an exterior colonnade in the design of St. Paul’s Cathedral in London, the windows 

neath Aprominont pant pimolding 3 located on the oui wall othe wae ay, just beneath the metal placed behind it were not nearly as large as those that came into use with the implementation of the 

wine. Seneakinehes indent, Ema of four lec ie aN mee ey fifth componente metal superstructure. Therefore, as in the National Capitol in Washington, D.C., the use ofa peristyle 
resenting a mee s head. Both the lion’s heads si the ame idle in relief for a three-dimensional with such visual openness, resulting from increased fenestration, conveys a lightness of effect not seen in 
pitect, which is eepeiiates by the mane and chin of the lion extending beyond the band of water leaf European domes built before 1850. __ 

molding located directly beneath. Beneath the projecting walkway, a ring of dentils, painted a pale shade 

of cream, appears to support the balcony. Decorative gilded plaster moldings, including an egg and dart Because the Capitol was constructed with an inner and outer dome, the drum is expressed differently on 

with attached beads, ornament the top of the dentils, which are further embellished with oval beads po- the interior than on the exterior. On the exterior walls of the building, the drum extends from the Podium 

HS eee % = a - A Tk ee t sere ee 

i; ‘ ee Ee Pa. ; AY “ oe Li eee a 

Nese ys EEN ee : 

FANN 8 ates ig Pak iy trea SAN, fg oe A close-up of a mosaic reveals the eee —StiéCTIhee:‘ Trumpet CCoourrsee provides a 

Brees ae \ ies we y yl GE Sy, fie individual pieces of glass used to eo ————— == = walkway within the drum of the 

ot = Se peat =“3s fashion the design. ae a os, “See Rotunda. 
Ere enree  g  e Fe Photo: Kahler Slater ea ——— Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Roof to the top of the console above the Ninth Level balustrade, with a spring line for the dome at el- the Rotunda cavity. A gilded keystone arch is placed at the center of each window and gilded plaster 

evation 187'-6". The internal dropped dome has a spring line more than 20'-0" lower than that of the “swags and jabots” are positioned above. Instead of plaster or marble being used for the columns be- 

exterior (at elevation 145'-10"), resulting in the twenty rectangular windows of the Upper Drum exterior tween the windows, a gypsum product was used. Scagliola, with an appearance similar to that of pol- 

not being visible in the Rotunda. The most prominent feature of the interior drum is the Corinthian colon- ished stone, has a white/off-white ground coursed by veins of tan and beige in this application. Each of 

nade, which is interspersed with cathedral windows circling the Rotunda at the Seventh Level. Twenty- the columns in the colonnade is capped with a Corinthian capital of the same type as those placed on 

four columns are positioned on rectangular paneled bases that are slightly taller than the adjacent win- the engaged piers and pilasters at the Third Level. The four Stair Tower bays in the colonnade originally 

dow bases with which they alternate. Columns separate the twenty cathedral windows, broken into four contained sash windows; two of these have been modified. In the southwest and northeast quadrants, 

groups of five. Each window group is bordered by two of the four rectangular Stair Tower bays. the window framing and glazing has been replaced with wire mesh. Above the window openings in each 

of the four bays, is a scagliola panel that matches the Light Sienna marble used extensively in the Ro- 

Cathedral Windows tunda floors.” 

The ile hung sash windows = the drum are pppraximately 19'-0' tall and a wide, including their Three fasciae are situated above the colonnade capitals as part of a series of bands in an arrangement 
= Arectangular brass ante has been positioned in the base of each window, through which that does not correspond to the Corinthian or Composite entablature that would typically complete a 
heated air (from ductwork extending from the Passage [Sixth Floor/Museum] ceiling soffit) passes into classical order. Above the triple fascia, rectangular cream colored dentils circle the drum; these are ar- 

ticulated by bands of gilded molding that consist of a simple water leaf motif atop a bead and reel. A 

mee eee aS er Aa pair of plaster cove moldings separate these gilded bands from the next, a band of acanthus, prominent 

& vd as the final omamental band beneath the coffered ceiling.” 
. ‘ 1 < A 

ue : r i \ 7 
Inner Dome 

ee) al ee ae Coffered Ceiling 

es ps s g eT ee Figure 6-27 Historically, coffers were used structurally to lessen the weight of the dome, as in the construction of the 
OU Brae yy Bere enn | P A Corinthian colonnade is inter- ‘ 5 2 ase = 

: | == Ve 2 : A early Roman Pantheon, where the underside of the exterior dome provided the interior ceiling. The use 
: a : : o spersed with cathedral windows ne : ss 
ite : oe circling the upper drum of the Ro- of coffers provided the ceiling with structural stability, in addition to allowing a large portion of the ceiling 

Soe = Ae tunda. to be “hollowed out” and built with less weight. The illusionistic properties of this type of ceiling, which 

Se Pi seas Joyce Inman Historic Interi- contribute to an impression of soaring height, were apparent to the designers of domed buildings in the 
a : catia >. ors, Inc. 

Me tti(‘i*‘C igure «6-28 SE EA BD eo A 
i SS “i The architectural detailing above a Ne 4 a; 21H ‘| 

Cees . a ee SCOSCsithe Trumpet Course wall includes " nN v4 Ee a ial = Figure 6-29 
oe oo Qa plaster fasciae below gilded bead NX XY ey f ff — Twenty-four rows of five stepped 

2 . : : Se Pas and reel, egg and dart, and floral , SS at _ coffers radiate from the oculus to 

STE BRL ee eee ee a — ~- — Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- SS a i : 2, ee ee : Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- 
; ee — ors, Inc. Se BOS OE ee ee i KR rs, Inc. 
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Italian Renaissance. In American Renaissance Revival buildings of the late nineteenth and early twentieth Suspended Ceiling 
centuries, once a metal superstructure was in place, the coffered ceiling became a motif divorced from A concave disk-shaped ceiling positioned above the opening in the oculus operates as a “‘suspended 
structural or mechanical purpose. The ceiling that encloses the Rotunda is actually a dropped ceiling ceiling,” as referred to by Post, over the dome. The mural painted by Edwin Blashfield, entitled “The 
supported from above by a steel superstructure. Resources of Wisconsin,” has been affixed to this structure. From outer edge to outer edge, the circular 

Twenty-four rows of five stepped coffers radiate from the central oculus to ornament the Rotunda ceil- Ceiling measures 203) Wises Wie mame scl! tats 8 tiathieter oF 3425") 

ing. The curvature of the dome necessitates the decreasing size of the panels as they ascend toward the 

central opening. The coffers at the bottom of the dome have a width of approximately 7'-6", whereas i saa 7 & Wiccan ee Nila 
the same measure on the coffers directly beneath the oculus is approximately 5'-0". Dimensions of the ae , NO eAesSE AS mee HG? ye fe 
corresponding fasciae also reveal the change in scale from the ring of panels positioned at the base of S 7 oy et (Ce are am SS SG oe 
the dome compared with those surrounding the oculus. Consisting of three fasciae and a central panel, es o CK “0 SAS Ss NY 
the fasciae of the lower coffers measure (from outside to inside) eight inches, seven inches, and six > , LEMP y tae ————— ss ee we 
inches, respectively. The fasciae of those coffers directly surrounding the oculus measure five, four, and EXE y y 1 i ex am oh a a ay ae es > SS ; Vm, 4 

three inches, respectively. All the returns were originally gilded, although this is no longer apparent due OD : Ay, Or ae fe <s ee - SH at Nz 
to the accumulation of dirt on these surfaces. The original color of central panels was modified in 1968 ean 8 : bs VAM es — ‘eS SO NR, 

to the light blue currently in place. Inspection from a scaffold will determine the original color of the re- = Dei > he 7 * , > te Ae ey? a 
cessed ceiling panels and the condition of the gilded surfaces. rie f ay hi; ; f A PT ee \ WAVE 

As with the coffered ceiling, the oculus was formerly an important structural component in the design of ry Py | ‘ H| Ly = ee 4 3 2 ae i ‘ } : is f ce 
masonry domes. By the time domed buildings became commonplace in the United States, internal struc- or 7) | oe # F ve ne Ee pa 4 i is ne 2 
tural systems had come into use that reconciled the tensile and compressive forces essential to the a) ; ee a eI : ae ee 2 o ; % ag a al 5 H | i ta : Ph 4 

proper engineering of such structures. The oculus, although originally designed to accommodate com- at A} | \ 4 4 : er a “ 25 as } j ye ig Te ES 
pressive forces in a masonry dome, became a motif reminiscent of earlier methods but was no longer ae ; Va ‘ \ ; . ae 4 a7 a - “ee = ; ‘g) i! MU p [Pex 
required structurally. Within the dropped ceiling construction of the Capitol dome, the oculus provides by % BG, \ ve yy a i e oe Pe ; 2 Vf Fe ] is f | Br | 

an opening to the concave ceiling above, where the circular mural is located. Operating as a framing de- SIN \ iS Py 3 ae se i V4 Uf bl, i 
vice, the oculus has been ornamented with several bands of gilding that extend into the vertical edge of - a ARON oe ee : es “= Dy 2 oy iy yy} Fi f KES) 

the circular opening, which is more fully three-dimensional than appears from the lower levels of the Ro- ENS S S be 5 = =e S = Typ k Y) ky A ge a Zi 

tunda. The area surrounding the opening has been painted with a band of decoration that circles the en- ee % BETAS “ a a be. ge eZ Ay i = / 

tire area. Eight “W” medallions, aligned with every third “rib,” are separated from one another by a oa 2 7, nein = SF fy LI / 
highly stylized motif that alternates abstracted leaves with flowers. Ca SS5> ee = KAP g Lys 

Six distinct bands of cast gilded Keene’s Cement comprise the three- dimensional ornamental treatment XY ea SFIS a > ‘ag 
for the area surrounding the oculus. A bundled band of leafy vegetation, framed between two flat rings, eras (QO ree Bo on eee ao 
forms the last composite band of gilded treatment facing back into the Rotunda. Fixed to the vertical in- a OAT ea AQ) 2 ~~, 
ner portion of the circular opening, three predominately vertical and relatively wide bands representing to eee a ee eS Rio? eee 
an acanthus leaf at the top, vertical fluting at the center, and a repetitive tubular motif at the base, com- Figure 6-30 

plete the decorative program of the inner dome. The oculus, edged with ornate three-dimensional gilded floral and leafy vegetation, alternating 

with plain bands, provides an elaborate frame for Blashfield’s mural, “Resources of Wisconsin.” 
Photo: Eric Oxendorf 
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The Corridors = eo 
Broad corridors circle the Rotunda from the Ground Floor to the Fifth Floor Ring Course within the Po- Be Ai. £ Sane es - 
dium Wall. On the lower levels (Ground and First Floors), they provide access to the Rotunda from the ee f oe = e222 

Pavilion entrances and the wings, and allow passage from one wing to another. The corridor on the Sec- Who seem MEAS 2 

ond Floor allows passage only from one wing to another. On the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Floors, the ? = Co ae y i. 

corridors become short polygonal sections in the areas located behind the Rotunda pendentives. The Sj ae Lae : 

corridors are conceived as four quadrants, with the design of each quadrant repeated four times, at each eS : Se seranylf 
level, to achieve an overall composition. A hierarchy that acknowledges the more public nature of the Pe 4 Ree *% i 

corridors on the lower levels is established through a more elaborate use of finishes on the Ground and oe - f 2. j es 

First Floors. oe : i i — 

Ground and First Floors ee ree —— 
The corridors on these floors are similar in configuration, each with thirty-two framed ceiling panels cor- oe ee ; oe 

responding to the same number of decorative units established in the marble floor pattern. Kasota lime- ee mo CFigure 6-31 

te walls, with French onto marble base trim, = accented oe granite pect The Seen? iS ie i 2 (ae Se eee ea stein 

into the Rotunda from the First and Ground Floor Corridors are established by the architectural defini- es 2 oe from the Pavilion Entrance Lobbies and the 

tion of piers and the walls of the structural mass. es | : ee be wings, and passage from one wing to another. 
s Se f=. Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

The marble of the Ground Floor corridor features geometric motifs, cut of Grey Sienna and ee 

Escalette marble framed in Lyonaise and White Rutland marbles. Within the dropped soffits that frame 

the ceiling panels, the green painted background provides a rich field for gilded oak and laurel leaves, a 

wheat sheaths, ribbons, and borders worked out in a variety of patterns. An original cast bronze pen- 3 ’ 

dant ceiling fixture, with either five globes or one, is centered in each ceiling panel to illuminate the corri- £ ae 

dors. a in 7 

The First Floor features the widest variety of materials and the most complex design scheme of ri = ; E 

all the corridors. The floor pattern consists of diamonds and stars framed in Sylvan Green and es . td : 

Hauteville marbles within larger rectangles of Ross Silver Grey. The walls are sheathed with 2 , . 7g a 

Kasota limestone, and pilasters of Wisconsin A thelstane granite are positioned to accentuate the 135- F _ oad d : 

degree bends in the octagonal corridor. Framed by dropped soffits with decorative cove moldings, the a ied 7 i 

decorative ceiling panels have been painted using a palette of red/brown, green, and gold. The panels cr } : 

are ornamented with a variety of floral and vegetal motifs, placed within intricate borders. Large light rT as | a : 

fixtures with brass fittings and opalescent shades highlight each ceiling panel. Be id | 

Second Floor ; 7 a. Figure 6-32 ' 

Although richly ornamented and carefully detailed, the overall scheme for the Second Floor corridor has ] a ‘cae F Cand tar tage pay aie. 

been simplified from the Ground and First Floors. The most complex component of the largely rectan- = chitectural design, but utilizes more elaborate fin- 

gular marble floor pattem is a diamond shape positioned within a rectangle, a motif placed within double S ishes. 

borders and appearing on the gallery bridges and in the balcony-like openings situated above the First i Paolo: Joyce lamas Historic Interiors, Ina. 
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Floor Pavilion Corridors. The walls and pilasters are of Kasota limestone. The ceiling cove moldings lee : 2c — 
recall the First Floor, with rectangular marble soffits, instead of plaster soffits, framing the decorative ee ms a -— 
ceiling panels. Painted with golds, browns, and reds, the compositions of the decorative panels incorpo- : Sn —ri—<—~—s™S i 
rate wheat, maple leaves, and ribbons within decorative borders on a light colored field. Original ceiling s i 
light fixtures remain in place and are pendant hung, except for the elaborate post lamps on the balus- me] 
trades of the four gallery bridges. The door frames associated with the principal rooms off the Second a a 
Floor Corridor include a framed pediment overhead and borrowed side lights. They are constructed of Leh a 
quarter sawn white oak, as are the maintenance doors in this area, though they are trimmed simply. a a. 

Third and Fourth Floors ee . 

The corridors of the Third and Fourth Floors, situated between the Rotunda pendentives and the upper . 

levels of the rounded Pavilions on the secondary axes, are identical in configuration and vary only slightly : 
in detail. Both finish floors are of Athens limestone with Pink Tennessee marble as a border tile, and the ae ail ' ‘ 

‘ . ivimd Designed as a short corridor that connects adja- 
plaster walls at both levels incorporate quarter sawn white oak chair rails. On both floors, flat plaster cent wings, the Third Floor corridor features a 
ceilings with simple concave cove moldings enclose the spaces, though the Third Floor molding is en- picture rail, chair rail, and three borrowed lights 
riched by the use ofa picture rail. As determined by the paint probes undertaken with the West Wing framing the door to the circular committee room. 
Project, the Third Floor color scheme originally consisted ofa light tan ceiling, medium tan wall, and Sip me fo Cos! SG ISDE oA 
dark brown dado, whereas the Fourth Floor was painted with light yellow tan on the ceiling, terra cotta Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
on the walls, and chocolate brown on the dado. These colors were reapplied to the northwest corridor 

ae 
Figure 6-35 

i aut ; The Fourth Floor corridor is identical in configu- 
= : Figure 6-33 ration to the Third Floor corridor but has a 

The Second Floor corridor is composed of short sec- simple getting cove, ana-only-two borrowed lights tions of the corridor and the gallery walkways. Jrame the doorway. Fluorescent fixtures are cur- 
, ae rently in place. 

ee foes Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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walls as part of the West Wing Project. Original brass light fixtures, still in place, consist of sconces and doors, to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum). All doors are quarter sawn white oak fitted with custom J Pp q 
pendant hung fixtures on the Third Floor. The original sconces, placed in storage years ago, were re- designed hardware that features the state coat of arms. 

stored and reinstalled. The remaining Fourth Floor corridors, yet to be restored, have fluorescent ceiling 

fixtures. The doors to the Pavilion rooms on the Third Floor are framed with borrowed lights placed The Pass age (Sixth Floor/Museu m) 

above and flanking the door, whereas only flanking borrowed lights are in place on the Fourth Floor ‘ L : : "F 

doors to the rounded rooms. Maintenance closet doors, as throughout, are designed with a simple trim. The Passage (Six Bogie), ais, corridor bere ee ype avot Sica oo i e 
reached by four sets of metal stairs that ascend from the Fifth Floor (Ring Course Landings). From this 

Fifth Floor (Ring Course) space, the Rotunda’s inner gallery or Trumpet Course may be accessed through four quarter sawn white 

g i y : ’ y oak doors aligned with the primary axes of the building. Similar in design to the corridors on the lower 

‘Re fot spaces on thie Pith Floor tat ore vertically alt levels, the Passage is divided into four quadrants established by the stairwells that house the stairs from 
ash” Rig Course tn the Post drawings. Rect of tis ee the Fifth Floor. Each quadrant is further subdivided into five distinct sections, defined through the con- 
Floor by a pair of stairs with treads of pink Tennessee marble, metal risers, and a simplified decorative figuration of the ceiling, the placement of windows, and the rectangular hollows of the inner walls. 

metal stair railing. The Northwest Ring Course was painted as part of the West Wing Project with col- : : sitll 90-2880 ; ‘ 

ors revealed as original through paint probes; these include a light yellow tan ceiling and terra cotta col- ety weions, as per auachanh a e placed in clerestory fashion, high in the Pee, wall. pt 

ored walls. Original flooring of Athens limestone, as was used on Fourth Floor, remains in place. The tional eae tent is provided by ceiling noted fixtures, sympathetic to fhe building A fixtures. Within 

other three Ring Course spaces have been painted many times over the years and will be restored with the definition provided by the soffits, each section has an angled plaster ceiling with a hinged eer 
each respective wing. Although three small windows provide natural light in these areas, original lighting panel that conceals the roof drains, fire standpipe, and hot water convectors that supply heated air to 

fixtures included simple sconces and ceiling mounted fixtures, which have been removed. The northwest the Rotunda at the Seventh Level. A brass grille, positioned beneath the hinged access panel, transfers 

corridor had sympathetic ceiling mounted fixtures installed during the West Wing Project. Each landing the air from the Passage to the upper areas of the Rotunda. Metal covered wall mounted hot water con- 

provides access to two of four long narrow rooms that connect landing to landing and, through double vectors are placed against the outer wall. With the restoration and rehabilitation of the West Wing, the 

plaster walls have been painted greenish tan, medium green, and grayed celery green to reflect the origi- 

ee oe Ce ll 

Th a) 

asl “ 2b Ee ba oi id : 

5 Pa io 

a —_———- t Figure 6-36 : | | | Figure 6-37 

a eS ee oe The Fifth Floor corridor acts as a landing, pro- : | The Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) functions as a 

ee ance viding access to the Ring Course rooms and the | ‘i circular corridor between the interior Rotunda 
Passage. ae on and the exterior Drum wall. 
Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. z i / a | Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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nal color scheme. The concrete floor and base were painted gray, and in each quadrant the floor is fitted i ee : a yi. 

with a metal access door to mechanical chases. Steel fire doors are located on the northeast and south- 2 6 ed an 

west entrances to the Passage. ' a ooh j a 

Sometime after the completion of the building, thirteen display cases, framed in quarter sawn white oak, i . +: oe nee oo ( 

were fitted into the hollowed sections of the inner wall. By the 1980s, half of the Passage was closed 5 . a es es - 

and used for storage and the other half functioned as a museum space, with building artifacts, drawings, fi i oe 

and photographs exhibited in display cases.*° During the West Wing Project, two additional cases were | | ! Pe! 

installed that are based on the design of the other cases in this area. In part, these were intended to con- oe 
‘i 7 

ceal electrical panels positioned in the walls. Wooden trash receptacles were also designed for the : ee 

space as part of the West Wing Restoration Project. Artifacts currently housed in this area include a fea | 

Hahl Pneumatic Master Clock, which once regulated all of the clocks in the Capitol, and a United | 

States Balance, formerly used to regulate standards of weight. | 

Four vertical iron spiral stair assemblies begin at the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) and wind uninter- : Figure 6-39 

rupted to the Ninth Level. These assemblies are located at the top of the inclined metal stairs from the a ear in the Passage oe - . eg aie : the 
Fifth Floor (Ring Course), against the inner wall of the Passage. A small desk fitted with a telephone and oe a d eae i ca Gantiok ee ee 

a two-way speaker system with Capitol Police was positioned near the base of the stairs. This desk : . - ES < United States Balance, which was used to regu- 

was attended by a security officer during the hours the Observation Deck was open. This practice will oe —S—ti“‘“___~_éiate standards of weight. 
be re-established in the spring of 1997, when the Observation Deck reopens following its 1996 restora- Po SCC~Phhoto: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

tion. 

en } hea Pg x 1 

fw ar, i ig oe 

a 7 4 : oo | 2 
ea aa y —— 7 vee a . 
a 1. ~ She | oo 

4 k 3 rena i > a te 

a 7 q E ] z 1 De * I I ms 

a oe a er} a 

a a j i | " : , 

a. Figure 6-38 | Aen } 
a oe Quarter sawn white oak display cases have been a 4 i j Figure 6-40 

= fitted into the hollowed sections of the Passages : Each quadrant of the Passage features a spiral 

ae inner wall. ‘ye - [ stair assembly that ascends to the Ninth Level. 
ee Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Upper Sixth Through the Eighth Level Drum, in line with the four doors situated at the Ninth Level Landings, are framed in wood, which has 

: b ainted a shade of grey intended to be similar in color to the exteri ite. The windows are po- 
At the Upper Sixth Level, Elevation 92'-0", the exterior Observation Deck is accessed at small landings 7 cy . y : a ee vee er e i . 

: : ‘ ; sitioned in four sets of five and, as seen from the exterior, are fitted between the pilasters of the Upper 
through one of the four sets of these spiral stairs. The four landings are expressed on the exterior of the ee ; ; : 

av ae : ore r i Drum. The interior surface of the outer dome is braced with twelve rows of crossed steel beams radiat- 

building as the projecting bases for the Karl Bitter statuary groups. With interior floor dimensions of 10'- : ; 5 : } ; 
; f " cs ing from the base of the Lantern to just above the windows. A rough finished plaster, painted an indus- 

7" x 4'-5", these spaces are finished with painted plaster ceilings and walls, and concrete floors. Al- ; i é 3 
fee 4 r : 4 trial shade of gray, provides the surface treatment for both the top of the inner dome and the underside 

though the plaster walls and ceilings were painted during the West Wing Project, water damage subse- Be igs eo 

quently became evident. This led to the temporary removal of the statuary groups from their bases in the : 

summer of 1996 so that the roofs could be repaired. During the 1996 Observation Deck Project, new a 

hollow metal doors were also installed, each with six upper panels of safety glass, which replaced non- - 

original metal doors. Artificial light in the landings is provided by an incandescent fixture with a safety : : 

shield. 
4 : 

Until 1931, visitors to the Capitol were allowed to climb the steel stairs into the inner dome and up to ho os ‘ 

the Lanter at the top of the building.*! In 1990, wire mesh security gates were installed at the Upper 4 7a 

Sixth Level to replace an earlier barrier system that impeded access to the spiral staircases. As part of _ F oo : 

the West Wing Project, a different system of sliding chain link security gates was installed at each of the Be | > * : 

four access points.” “a 3 

From the Seventh through the Eighth Level the spiral stairs are enclosed in tall shafts, referred to as the st ns aN 

Stair Towers, which are expressed on the exterior as the four rectangular bays located behind the sculp- - y I , » 

tural groups, and from within the Rotunda as the four rectangular panels that do not carry cathedral win- "9 /. 

dows. The four iron spiral stairs terminate at the Ninth Level Landing (elevation 157'-3"). The stair as- sf i i 4 

semblies are painted dark grey from the Upper Sixth Level to the Eighth Level and then beige to the ter- 4 .% y/ : : 

mination at the Ninth Level. The dimensions of the Stair Tower shaft are roughly 5'-6" x 5'-8". Natural os \ ee Figen ery : : 
3 ; ; : Seana : et Twenty-four windows, in four sets of five, are fit- 

light, provided by the eight narrow windows (each measure 5'-9" x 1'-10") placed in each of the four \ & ted between the dome ribs at the base of the Up- 

Stair Towers, is supplemented by surface mounted porcelain fixtures. At the Seventh Level, four interior \ \ per Drum. 

openings from the Stair Towers into the Rotunda allow light through original transparent panes or the Ma Photo: Kahler Slater 

replacement mesh screening that has been installed in the northeast and southeast quadrants. The plaster 

walls of the Stair Towers, which have been painted light beige, are dirty and have areas of damaged 

plaster. ; 

Inner Dome Space i “he 

Ninth Through Eleventh Levels iy Figure 6-42 

The Inner Dome space, an interstitial conical space, is created by the separation of the exterior shell f ce Four sets of inclined stairs ascend 
an : : 2 i ‘ re 4 De from the Ninth Level to the oculus at 

from the Rotunda ceiling. This space begins at the Ninth Level Landings at the top of each of the Stair ‘a ae ee MM whe Tenih Level where the 

Towers and continues to a point just beneath the Lantern, at approximately Elevation 227'-8".* The Ln ee | ‘44 Blashfield mural is attached to the 

structural steel systems that support both the granite of the exterior dome and the dropped ceiling of the eo & fa @ Gi suspended ceiling, — 

inner dome have been covered with terra cotta and then plastered. The twenty windows in the Upper ee oN ko. | Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- 
= | Pk De ors, Inc. 
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The vertical spiral stair assemblies, having terminated at the Ninth Level Landing, lead to four sets of in- Trained in the use of historical precedent, Post was knowledgeable of the aesthetic effects that he could 

clined stairs, which ascend to the Stair Ring Landing, the site of the Tenth Level oculus (elevation 184'- achieve with this type of double dome. Although his design decisions were likely guided by aesthetic 

3"). A steel platform, just over eight feet in width, surrounds the opening, which is circled with protective judgment, this arrangement resulted in several positive secondary effects. The expansion and contraction 

guardrails at the inner and outer edges, both around the oculus and facing over the top side of the inner of the decorative Rotunda ceiling has been reduced to a minimum because it is fully within the interior of 

ceiling. A large concave disk with a diameter of 36'-3" is positioned above the oculus and is suspended the building and not attached to the external structure. Maintenance of the exterior dome and the inner 

by wires to the steel cross bracing of the outer dome shell. Blashfield’s 34'-5" mural, “The Resources of dome ceiling are also facilitated through easier access to these spaces and the Lantern. 

Wisconsin,’ is fixed to the underside of the disk. Painted to be seen from the Rotunda Ground Floor, 

RPA below, the figures are monumental in size and heavily outlined. Two inclined sets of metal stairs, The Lantern 

positioned on the east and west sides of the Stair Ring Landing, provide opportunity for ascent to the : ; : j ain 

Lantern. The two steel stair assemblies meet above the suspended ceiling, and a final set of steel spiral The Lantern, e sama windowed structure atop the — with mn teleras! diameter of 10 3 ‘4s reached 

dtairs leatito the Voanitenn s interne: by the final ore -_ any that penetrates the circular opening in the hanes floor. Pine rails from 

the stairs, painted white, encircle the small room within the eight arched windows. Each window mea- 

sures approximately 8'-0" x 3'-0", with nineteen lights each. In 1989 the Lantern interior was fully reha- 

bilitated; the process included the installation of windows intended to duplicate the originals, new plaster 

z 1 ae cae walls, floor bases, and fluorescent light fixtures with a regulating sensor for evening luminance. A trip to 

fa : : j a the Lantern requires a climb of 252 stairs, which follows an elevator ride to the Fourth Floor. The re- 

4) S ward is an unparalleled view of the city, her four lakes, and the surrounding countryside—a magnificent 

: {4 ol panorama. 

z \e — ss Figure 6-43 a0 ae 2 

i \y, : ati Se The space between the inner dome nee a A 

os || - i — and the outer dome houses the u i | a 

i > stair assembly to the Lantern. oe | Be ; 

> ee Note the obsolete antenna. | aa | 

a Photo: Kahler Slater : 

- =~ 3 ee : 
- * 4 a a id 

——- ~—riarrna — a. ae a 
f  . ites ip Ne | + Pe ae | Figure 6-45 

. I b hak gt cl Se y a te oS Figure 6-44 - = al ae | : | __‘The small Lantern interior features a guardrail 

eS f LF ‘ as a i > The stair assembly extends a i | _—_ around the circular opening in the floor. Fluores- 

| ot li ie : N la through the outer dome ceiling eae | __cent fixtures are fitted between the tall arched win- 

: ee Lae | i} \ into the interior of the Lantern. dows. 

4 ==" VP Photo: Kahler Slater . ‘ wa ~—S—~Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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DRAWINGS 

518-2025: Interior Finish Plans of Basement, Ground, and First Floors , 

518-2026: Interior Finish Plans—Second, Third, Attic Ring Course, and Dome 

518-2027: Blue Print—Interior Finish Elevation and Sections to Level +107'-0" 

8 518-2028: Interior Finish Elevation and Sections to Level 91'-5 1/2" 

: 518-2029: Blue Print—Section and Elevation Interior of Dome Above Grade 
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ee ae te DUE pace ope eee . 
1932, 1957 & 1990 “Wisconsin” regilded. a 1957, 1960, 1962 & 1966 Dome repointed. ; 

eo 1981 Dome trusses inspected, evidence of leakage. 
1931 Public access to the top of 2 XK 1983 Dome recaulked. 

the outer dome discontinued. — of _\ 1996 Dome repaired, tuckpointed & recaulked. 
___Vy § 

H fed 1980 Lantern relit after twelve years of darkness. 
Sure Access door to statue installed. 
Te : 1990 Lantern interior replastered. 2 : 

1968 “Resources of Wisconsin” J dt bes 
cleaned and varnished. : EP 8 LAD 

Vi Hee YZ BN 1992 Nesting Box for Peregrine Falcons placed. 

1958-1964 Electrical conversion from D.C. to A.C. w de \ 
1963 Exterior Floodlights replaced. # Eh X 1982 Compression ring repaired. 

iy coe i ii (Hey X\ 
7 2 t ; ~~ & i 

1968 Inner Dome Cleaned ii i A 
4 on VE fy a VE 3 

1964 Exterior cleaning project. AY See ¥ 1989-1990 Complete renovation of dome windows 

oa Ue be (fifth level and above) undertaken. 
E LB i Cathedral windows exempted. 

1968 Coffered ceiling cleaned and repainted. Ue Ka 1979 Doors in Dome weatherstripped. 
a ee: ia 

1968 Stencils on Inner Drum Wall painted over. aA mse 
a FF \ ii 1994-1995 Temperature controls for Twelfth Level replaced. 

~ 4 4 ed 1996 Statuary Project (roof repatr, ae 
statues reset, storm drains repair) Be HG 

Hae fa F 
1966 Observation Deck Replacement. i i eS ; 
1972 Observation Deck rebuilt (eight drains installed) Fis oO iS 5 - 
1987 Inspecti of Observation Deck q Hall N | i a 1980 Museum placed in half of Passage. < 

1996 Observation Deck rebuilt Ae a jo59 (Poustst Boeinl opened! 
eat] | Bhat] 

: Fs a ie 1978 Information Desk installed. : 
1869 Mosaics cleaned and repaired n H | EI ce p 

Pea 2d ER - 

5 wei Te tN. 4 _ 1970s New sound system installed. : 
1933 Veterans Memorial placed. HH LT | Ah SE ‘ E>) 1275. erty Bell place i ee , 
1980 Bust of Robert M. LaFollette placed. ern en tensosn ete eeennenanraeniemr art || 
1983 Wisconsin State Constitution placed. e4 ; a a ae icin =r —s ig | /A Pee Ce 

} —_ ~ A Td = ———— ees ee ee lH 

aoe ean aay inven eer 
: | ey 4 Se eee ee L) ———— ——— = gS 

= ee EE a See Te = 
i eH rasa El | EE ao one NET TEU Vn LA | 1 [| 0 42 = #IsToRIc STRUCTURE REPORT 

—— — SSS ee C= 

ee | i ms, UVISCONSIN STATE. CAPITOL ea ea a Eas gs oz BSE! ya Z Ld ot CENTRAL PORTION 
fees — — Reape ce) ee reg eee ee ee ers Ses eS LD reasmoma Li ae A pe ee TRANSITIONAL 

cen SECTION 
1968 Display cases placed in Rotunda Basement. 

; 1979 Rotunda Basement remodeled for dn 
‘ Legislative Document Room and Mailroom. EER 

1990 Legislative Document Room and Mailroom close. ¥ Wey 5 
1990-1995 Original air ductwork replaced oa 

with North and West Wing Projects. ) NOT TO SCALE 

; s
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Chapter Seven 

COMPREHENSIVE SURVEYS 

n important starting point in the restoration process was the establishment of an inventory of 

A the architectural and decorative elements existing within the Central Portion. The categories 

— —, established for survey work included: ceilings, decorative finishes, decorative stonework, 

\ ar doors (including trim and hardware), furniture, grilles, lighting, the mosaics, the mural, railings, and win- 

oe . Ty dows. All of the surveys took place using custom designed forms that reflected the distinct nature of the 

6) SRK objects being examined. The assorted types of forms directed the individual in the field to evaluate each 

wy ORE QRS é particular object for very specific types of damage. Where possible, as in the case of the window and 

Kash ap oe YSay door surveys, the forms were designed in an AutoCAD format that will be consistent with the schedules 

ey, ae ia eh) aS <x) later developed as construction documents. Measurements were made of all the unique objects and 

&Y CoS ITER JAS oS measurements were taken from those representing specific types; AutoCAD drawings were made 

TNA _ based on these. In the case of other items, including the decorative finishes, some of the furnishings, the 

a [KRESS Ce ee FERN a mosaics, and the mural, the findings established as a part of this survey are intended to provide only a 

E/ lt WAS iS ee fundamental base of information that will be supplemented by the written findings of an art conservator. 

l=} [XS \\ ay (A) As indicated by the contracts established by the State with architect George Post and the contractors 

=| ow ae SES ii involved in the construction of the Capitol, the original conception of the Central Portion included all of 

\\ {? \ the spaces within the Podium Wall. This included the Rotunda, in addition to the broad corridors that 

fo KS Gi ll a circle it, from the Ground to the Second Floor and the equally broad, but shorter, corridors that are lo- 

es See Ly a ae SX ete cated behind the pendentives on the Third through the Fifth Floors. The Podium Wall is expressed on 

(eB) i t/ (roe XH (i) the exterior of the building as forming the outer edge of the Observation Deck at the Upper Sixth Level. 

aa CTS e Vos J }} hi, For the purposes of the restoration, the Central Portion has been defined differently and includes the cy- 

Weg SN of AN Ail} lindrical space of the Rotunda, from the Ground Floor to the oculus at the Tenth Level, the Rotunda 

LAT Tse Si] APs] Basement directly beneath, and the space between the inner and outer dome. In order to accommodate 

Kale OO, lib, Wz 1. the ongoing use of the building throughout the restoration, the corridors and areas surrounding the Ro- 

ONS ei OR {? 7 Yep tunda are being surveyed and restored with their adjacent wings. 

> Ax) \\ oe cy my Tw ay To be consistent with the original conception of the Central Portion spaces, which was designed by Post 

Lp or? AS TER, . asa distinctive entity, this chapter will include descriptive information conceming the adjoining corridor 

a 5 © spaces. Although these areas are being surveyed in conjunction with the wings, they represent an exten- 

Se ae aL - sion of the Rotunda public space through their proximity and architectural treatment. Therefore, the 

(Taye evaluation of these spaces will be less in-depth than for the portions of the building that have been deter- 

— r mined to be the scope for the restoration of the Central Portion. 

Figure 7-1 

Marble pattern for the Ground Floor Rotunda 

Drawing: Kahler Slater 

Autres eat aS loa eee Pere BO et ee 
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Ceilings The four panel paintings, in the large alcoves aligned with the secondary axes at the perimeter of the 

room, have been executed directly on the prepared plaster surfaces. Eight small alcove ceilings, with 

T he ceilings located in the public spaces of the building are typically quite ornate, featur- plain painted surfaces, alternate regularly around the room’s perimeter. Each large alcove ceiling is 

ing decorative patterns established by a system of dropped soffits designed to frame flanked by two smaller alcove ceilings. Corresponding to their spaces, the ceilings in these areas are 

painted panels. The soffits are richly embellished with three-dimensional decorative rectangular and are delineated by the decorative plaster soffits used throughout. Their flat plaster sur- 

cove moldings, dentils, bead-and-reel motifs, and egg-and-dart motifs. Ceilings of this type are faces are framed by simple moldings. The corridors leading into the Central Portion of the Rotunda 

located in the Rotunda Basement and on the Ground, First, and Second Floors, and include the cof- Basement are painted flat plaster with simple moldings. 

fered ceiling of the Rotunda, associated with the Eighth through Tenth Levels. A second type includes 

the ceilings in the corridors on the Third and Fourth Floors, which features simple cove patterns. A third Existing Conditions 

type, with no cove, includes the ceilings on the Fifth Floor (Ring Course), the ceilings above the four The ceiling surfaces in this area have suffered more than those in virtually any other space in the Central 

staircases between the Fifth and Sixth Floors, the ceiling throughout the Passage (Sixth Floor Museum), Portion. The ceilings and painted panels exhibit a great deal of chipped and damaged plaster, and the 

and the ceilings above the four small foyers adjacent to the doors accessing the Observation Deck at the panels, in addition to all being very dirty, are torn in places and have suffered water damage. The can- 

Upper Sixth Floor. vases are generally in bad condition, with problems ranging from air bubbles to peeling paint fragments. 

In the utilitarian areas of the Central Portion, ceilings are positioned above each of the Eighth and One canvas is missing and presumed lost, leaving ceiling plaster that is pitted and in extremely poor con- 

Ninth Level landings on the spiral cast iron staircases, in the area between the inner and outer domes, 

and in the Lantern at the top of the structure. Ps Pee —=-—_ —— 

The ceilings were surveyed for the following conditions: (1) chipped paint, peeling paint, and Lf, f, | SY 

gouges in the area of the decorative finishes; (2) chipped paint, peeling paint, missing pieces, Wa fo | | ~S 

cracks, and gouges in the area of the plaster moldings; and (3) damage to the actual canvas, including f 4 | L ‘5 * 

poor touch-ups, tears, peeling away from ceiling, air bubbles, and entirely missing canvases. ZB all CT | 

| 29s, 
Public Spaces 

. « OTTISSS » | 

Rotunda Basement | INKS | i 

Origi it | Lon Sf 7" Ms | 
iginal Conditions | isa 1/ Aa 

In the Rotunda Basement, as on the Ground Floor, care has been given that the ceiling and marble pat- a ‘ ian ( iC 1) | 

terns correspond to one another in a way that contributes to a cohesively conceived three-dimensional jee Dk y= CLG a | 

space. Designed as a decorative component in the space, initially intended to function as a restaurant, | SASS Uf ' 

the ceiling is planned around the circle defined by the large double piers that create the central space. | / = LQi> | | 

Dropped soffit moldings, adored with coves of varying radii, delineate this portion of the ceiling and | ee oS | 

frame a circular painted composition created by the five canvas as affixed to the ceiling. | | —— _ 

Two concentric rings surround the central area, established structurally by a second circle of individually i | : i fe : g 

placed piers and by the wall at the perimeter of the room. The ceiling spaces, containing the individual XA 5 ie sth / 

panels, are further defined by the dropped soffits, ornamented with decorative coves. Within each of the Se =. 

two rings, sixteen canvas panels have been fastened to the flat plaster surface. All the painted panels are a = 

the work of Mack, Jenney and Tyler, the firm contracted to apply the decorative finishes. The painted Figure 7-2 

panels were prepared in the studio and applied to the ceiling after completion of the architectural work. Rotunda Basement Reflected Ceiling Plan 

Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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Figure 7-3 . ; 
A survey form was designed from the reflected ceiling plan. All damage was noted on the plan at its location. 

Form: Kahler Slater 
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dition. Virtually every panel is affected to one degree or another. The soffits are in poor condition as : . ee 1 
epee . ; Lane “ a SS Seen 5 Rae me fs Ef 

well, exhibiting gouges, peeling paint, cracks, and missing pieces. The artwork in the Rotunda Basement ~ 5g nal eae eee am 

has been allowed to languish, and though some diagnostic attention was given to the panels in the late go! eo ee | ep 
: : ; i ie “SES fe; 

1980s by conservator Anton Rajer.' (For more complete information concerning the condition of the ‘ Fs, <a tae 
: : ihe Mal % a | eee ou 

painted panels, see “Decorative Finishes” in this chapter.) ef 3 | ii Ps Pe ; 

ae i he ‘Bi Sc ed 
& = & poco ge a eesiaaieeienanam 8 ORI ee ee 

EB SB owe A PF / ih : All sixteen ceiling panels in the 
é helps AS tt Qa é fe outer ring contain painted canvas 

— ‘ ey | . a 2 2 pe Bi / f panels. Plaster moldings define 

ome pa Tenia aie ia Se 2 semen ee : each panel and the dropped sof- 

| gO 2) cent mean We GQ “Ete oe oe ie. ie : ge ee a —- = se “ANS — ia Photo: Kahler Slater 

(oe Be age a 
Sc aen peas Gags om RR os a 2 ae i le : eee 

abe hee | : Ji eae <a a a 
oar tte : an ene pie ae oe 

eT on mee Te inner ceiling ring contains sixteen flat plas- eae EST s si 2 eS 

a ey y mE ¥ ras ter panels surrounded by decorative plaster re a ee eK: " = a oe Figure 7-7 

é Si S| | See moldings forming dropped soffits. A painted can- ee: Ph Beat > ij a Flat plaster ceilings are in place 
meee ‘ume igen awe! $= vas is adhered to each panel. Light fixtures are ———_——— SaEeRE in the recessed alcoves located on 
eae ' Ki ‘ aitied in every other ceiling panel. . ra Ware 4 ry. ae < the secondary axis. 
f ae Photo: Kahler Slater u OP aN Be ag Photo: Kahler Slater 

Si : ¥ oo ae es) os 
Fo tae ee gre 5 i ts eee Poe ee eee eee ree 
rae < AS Ge Sa e Wee eos ee Je 

ee 4 x - 

Bas 5 ie ~ ig heat ig etc - oo tre . 3 ag : 
Z a ei I Figure 7-5 Sa Nias 28 oie es Five canvases, adhered to the flat The corridors leading into the Ro- 

- 2 plaster ceiling in the center of the tunda basement are painted flat 
_ eat gate - room,are surrounded by decora- at = plaster with simple moldings. 

ee _ a ate te tive plaster moldings a Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
Si Sd seegt (| Photo: Kahler Slater i riors, Inc. Se = oe Aes Bat: 
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: ie a Se ee ee 
i ieee ; I a ene 

Le a) iis ee 
i) io Renee sh ae ac Stee Sos SPs alee 

fol any phe Me rte Se cau BS es en SE eae aera 

ee a. i Is Se ee ee a! ‘ gi eos is 

acres Pe a Figure 7-9 Pe IR eae 

Pi. A. ee ee ewe 727 
iv’ NA ; br Ae oa ia moldings is placed in each of the ae == we eee NEA ey aa Pal aime Plaster moldings throughout the 

Pag a, a small eight alcoves. a eee ed «Rotunda Basement exhibit blister- 
Pine ; a he tk Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- cae = o [= ing an d peeling paint. 

Werte, : riors, Inc. sai ae : eee «= Photo: Kahler Slater 

(i Naor Magenta eines scene elas : a 5 a aaa eee 

a. ae ee ae a ee 

= S 4 +e es fee. 38 ee 
a HS aaa : jf 

Dee SS _ aeiie demiae aa Figure 7-10 i { ee 
ee ae Sa eee ea Ore One ceiling panel, in the outer } eee P 

pe Se ring, is missing its canvas. Also Vai Pao ; 
a Ma sli cs Se ea exhibited is typical light fixture i Er eee re ; : Figure 7-13 
ea oS eo] ae conditions. Note peeling and ‘ eS een” tee) ; Other damage includes bubbling 

be a a be se worn paint and chipped plaster fos and pulling away of the painted 

Wiens fA moldings. ie ae canvases from the ceiling. 

: e . ; re Photo: Kahler Slater peas s §) §=©- Photo: Kahler Slater 

NOUR Sr eee 

, os we. 
BA om REE ae Sar. es . 

. Sage aes oe 
PS ae ee 

SS 
, ee 

: wing a SF es oe Figure 7-11 

we toe eae A close up of the ceiling panel 

‘ ae ah — Sige missing its decorative canvas, re- 

Be ee veals extremely pitted plaster. 
St a 2 o Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Ground Floor Grand Stair Halls and Pavilion Corridors 
Original Conditions The Grand Stair Halls are treated similarly, though the panel shapes are much simpler. In each entrance 

Outer Colonnade along the axes associated with the cardinal points, framed rectangular areas (Panels D) are positioned 
The ceilings on the Ground floor correspond to the design established by the marble patterns that em- between two octagons (Panels F) in each bay. As in the larger circular space, dropped soffits define the 
bellish the floor. The general layout is similar to that in the Rotunda Basement, with decorative panels areas, which are further established by the four piers in each space. The corridors (Panels F) that lead 
positioned in the outer colonnade, the area that circles the central opening. In this space, three different to the Pavilions are beneath simple rectangular panel ceilings running the length of the space. 
panel shapes are alternated within the decorative dropped soffits. At the Rotunda entrance, on axis with 
each of the cardinal points, a four-sided polygon (Panel A) is positioned in the Outer Colonnade be- Existing Conditions 
tween the central piers and the center Grand Stair Hall. The five-sided panels (Panels B) on either side The most extensive damage to the soffits appears to be the result of earlier paint touch-ups with incon- 
of the polygon are adjacent to the stepped polygons (Panels C). Positioned on the other side of the sistent colors and uneven application. The outer colonnade panels have several instances of peeling and 
stepped polygons, the five-sided panel (Panel B) is repeated, and followed by the polygonal panels in chipped paint on the Mack, Jenney and Tyler works. About fifty percent of all Ground Floor panels ex- 
the space along the cardinal axes. The painted panels are framed by dropped soffits—ornamented with hibit chipped or peeling paint. 
decorative cove moldings and classical motifs such as egg-and-dart and dentils—that outline the distinc- 
tive shapes. 

= [>] 
EE a i fy inher Fi \ eee . 5 

Y \ pi Ht lL Yj, Peo es oem Saha PM 2»OyY et RS UZ ici eee Pe 

( yX ASC ><) — MEP 
— XN re An) Ald i PrN fj — ty poeple rl eS | VG \ i \4I i [37 OY | ti ie oe ae |e é 

| e XS ya oat tg KX tp A® Se Reig a a att i A polygonal panel (A) is placed tf MY AE. Ys) =i Bee ea, seege ; in the outer colonnade adjacent Ten SY “fr = A= . JED Cag a ; to the center Grand Stair Hall. Col = if \ \ | | 7] S Photo: Kahler Slater WO oar | ale | 
Seen AN yy j= 
(eG yg, SY fh 0 = 

 SsakY Oo a 1 Kd ff Wirt SX AAS : ee 
l Lo cS \ ALM Ht 4 OA < \ C) e oe : = — sie teas 

UY Fs QS | | Sy Gyr NTI. ___ J SX if i Yy YY ri T la NY 0 See Figure 7-16 

<TC L] iO LI D> rg Se Se The ceiling panels (B) on the = | wo wo Be e283 Bet eral ae Ground Floor are flat plaster 
b : a PaaS with decorative finish. Decora- 

A a tive plaster moldings frame the 
Figure 7-14 ae oy panel and compose the dropped 
Ground Floor Reflected Ceiling Plan oe c soffit. 
Drawing: Kahler Slater ae f . Photo: Kahler Slater 
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a Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda 

— oa Original Conditions 

~ Se The octagonal corridor surrounding the Rotunda features thirty-two flat plaster ceiling panels in five dif- 

= “2 : ferent shapes. Each panel is separated from another by dropped plaster soffits. Composed of quad- 

5 = _ au of rants, the same panel configuration repeats in each quadrant. On axis with each of the cardinal points, a 

Se eer wien Se, ae a rectangle (Panel G) is positioned between the Main corridor and the center Grand Stair Hall. Flanking 

ms =<. ee > es s ba « the central panel are smaller rectangular panels (Panels H) placed in front of the Grand Stairs. Posi- 

a Salix - - Bs . tioned in front of the Stair Halls are larger rectangular panels (Panels I). Adjacent to the larger rectangu- 

ho ee ge Figure 7-17 lar panel is a six-sided panel (Panel J), making a 135 degree bend. The fifth panel (Panel K), in front of 

Be ee ee ee ale The ceiling (C) placed adjacent the Pavilion Entrance Lobby, is a smaller rectangle. Decorative plaster cove moldings, composed of 

= a 4 CS a Ls eee ae fe rounded and stepped plaster surfaces adjacent to the flat plaster ceiling, shift to classical moldings of 

coma : Oe Paster Kahler Slater dentils and egg-and-dart and stepped surfaces as they extend to the marble wall. Decorative artwork 

details each panel. 

aa < 

i er a Existing Conditions 

: e ; The cove moldings and soffits in the surrounding corridor adjacent to the North and East Wings feature 

- a ; a a dark tan matte paint with minimal cracking and chipping. Some cracking is evident on the decorative 

as aa ; finishes. During the West Wing Project minimal repair was undertaken and touch up was done by apply- 

3 = ing a seal coat to the decorative finishes on the ceilings adjacent to the West Wing. In addition, satin 

- ae = paint, utilizing two shades of tan and a gray green, was applied in various alternations to all cove mold- 

Bi e Es. eae rr a age Ses ‘ “ SRT FLT OE NOTIN ae 

ee ee ee ia ae ee cee 
: Bg , a: ieee oo Figure 7-18 a ee is 

ee bs cert geen ( ~=—-‘The center panel (D) of the Sac ree 

oe eet pest ees ae Grand Stair Halls is a framed as EES eee 

5. ace oe eee a rectangle. (a pence ete 

So eee ee cee Photo: Kahler Slater Et ve fA 

7 ye Te a Pe) ona epi 

ES ae pes fi lye 

oN Peace p os ies it : me 
Bes E a Eh Fi j Figure 7-19 ‘ = 

: Seas i/ i Two octagonal ceiling panels (E) Figure 7-20 

' ae Te el Y ge lank the Grand Stair Hall center : The ceiling panel (F) of the Pavilion corridor ex- 

fay aka vem me bY { : anel. : : oe tends the length of the space as a simple rectangle. 
w, =r haere (oES EIS I ae F P ete es co P 

k. eee re Photo: Kahler Slater . ee Photo: Kahler Slater 
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\ \Weay ay i? eA 
eee Areal ake ee te, Soe 

ee ee : (Ny tee ee ae 

ee ae eee ae Nak Wk ee Se oe ' BR ; 

Bes Oey MAAC 
. i ~~ { i\ ee eg ae AN Na ae é ~ ert \ Figure 7-23 

eS aacecnsh ae A \ Va ea Fiat fePh: : e eget eS os #, A rectangular ceiling panel (G) is 

SAD Pile eee ier toe een A Wea Noa Example of chipped paint, a typi- é d aureng \ positioned between a Main Corri- 

pau : \ Ay lia ile salts Soi pala ~o i § = dor and the center Grand Stair 
\ Ck Ground Floor ceiling moldings. ba Ct Hall. 

cae : LS Photo: Kahler Slater S Philo Kahlor Slater 

‘ 1% PEER EIROP ie oe ee 

gees ee ge kt a rr 

ee ee ee 
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Pa ee ek rhe Be Ate ee ner eee ON Pee wate oo 
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Fi i se i La y Ae ees Plata Figure 7-22 fo ceeee Figure 7-24 

POY u WO POLULEL LOR eA) LOO Paint touchups show uneven ap- Smaller rectangular panels (H) in 

oa cieiieeaaehieinatie emieeeanmiannaeMeE) § plications and use of non-match- : 7 e mira Sine Hane 

i ea ee ee ing colors. le Cen aren 

renege eee eens serene am anes eecemueeeemmiig, Photo: Kahler Slater ; Photo: Kahler Slater 

, i : : oo ; EE es ae : a Sg $11] 
ings. The underside of the soffits were painted the gray green hue. Despite the recent application there is oe ee be eee 

evidence of small chips on the moldings revealing the white plaster beneath. All of the corridor ceiling ee ee ee aie’ ae stl 

adjacent to the South Wing will be restored during the current South Wing Project. oe ——— el 

ee ole Me Figure 7-25 
ane Large rectangular panels (I) are 

‘ , laced in front of the Grand Stair P 
Halls. 

Photo: Kahler Slater 
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\4 ee Existing Conditions 

ea | : ec Tae ae aa cad Because of the restoration occurring in the South Wing, the ceilings in the southeast and southwest Pa- 

t be aan s : yg ig - : vilion Corridors were not accessible for survey. The ceilings in the north area of the building, including 

Wee s ie fer = both the soffits and painted panels, are in very good condition. In the ceiling of the northeast quadrant, 
feat is. os : : . * : 

et i bs ey the decorative painted panel is peeling slightly from the surface. In the northwest quadrant, the soffit 

\ | g > panels are chipped at the cornice. 

: a is ge 
Were > og _ ies ; Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda 

ee oe a Oe @- een ae Figure 7-26 Original Conditions 
Fe ik a ey ot ag eee A six-sided ceiling panel (J) ac- ord i “ ‘ : 

: ae ag : commodates the 135 degree bend Identical in configuration to the octagonal corridor surrounding the Ground Floor Rotunda, the First 

, in the corridor surrounding the Floor corridor is composed of flat panels (Panels M, N, O, P, and Q) decorated with the most complex 

a Rotunda. of the painted decorative finishes. Each panel is separated from another by dropped plaster soffits and 

: PhaieeMaalee Sates the five panel shapes repeat at regular intervals throughout each quadrant of the corridor. The soffits and 

flat plaster ceilings on the First Floor corridor incorporate more decorative plaster cove molding shapes 

a scam cen, Want 

i. = _~. SO = 
pecs ee al a a bat r 7 | 1 \ be * Cini icy. 

ee 4 : ee Cll | M | iN | 0 | Ls 4 jy 

a So Te OO Be es , % f LITRES SS _\ WL 

| e »\e Fi ofGSser= Se | 
a we igure 7-27 Why, Beesss. ol. 

; ; The ceiling panels (K) placed be- SS) iy. ‘Ly, ger y SS | joel 

tween the Pavilions and the Pavil- cay “Dp, eo ® a T=lbual] 

: ion corridors are rectangular. —_— @a fan sa Cig 

ry 4 Photo: Kahler Slater [WE Le = els on oer SI [m] 
= (Une aa IC i = =, 

IESE gas Spy NEN" 
i A We, Sv, S [=] J 

First Floor Ve Shs Bese py 

moe \SSESEGCG 
Original Conditions WS" & SLA Syy iz 

Pavilion Corridors JY SS eS ey J 

Because the First Floor space opens to the coffered ceiling above, the only ceilings in this area surveyed NY i sae YYW ff 
site. er yee WGA hogno0000 LY 

were those in the small corridors leading to the Pavilions. These four rectangular ceilings (Panels L) are ? Y, a J \ S 

treated with ornamental soffits decorated with rounded cove moldings, bead-and-reel, and egg and dart IC] Eg Cit> 

motifs, in addition to dentils. The soffits frame painted canvas panels representing the State Coat of 3 Te foe tars 

Arms. An additional feature in the decorative moldings is the placement of the bead-and-reel ornamen- 

tation between the moldings closest to the panel’s flat field. This placement occurs again between the Figure 7-28 

i egg-and-dart and dentils molding. First Floor Plan 
Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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than any other corridors surrounding the Rotunda. Incorporating a variety of rounded shapes, flat sur- nce seme Te 
faces, the plaster moldings also feature such classical motifs as the egg-and-dart, bead-and-reel, and of 1 eae 
dentils. A distinctive feature is the placement of the bead-and-reel motif between the two moldings clos- ss ee 2 Bees E 
est to the ceiling panel, and between the egg-and-dart and dentils motif on the plaster moldings adjacent oy a ea { a, ces Baas, i Ls 
to the marble wall. Decorative artwork details each panel. ae Nee ie : Yh Be Beioe | a ee fee Figure 7-31 ae Fe ag ae — rs, Bu 

gt Bd A We ae ce ee hig Dropped plaster soffits frame the 
ees Weel i ee ; ceiling panels in the corridor sur- 

SS eed We tl RH) rounding the Rotunda. 
pieces Lierdtii trem cer sees) ah: we = Ly oa Shown: ceiling (M) between the = a eR ea ae L # a ee Rotunda and the balustrade over- 
He — sei ra eee si sects : Ve pe Pe j aS looking the main corridor. 
He ; ee oy ___ Ls mer nm Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
Be id || ee ee eee oa Saeco 7 riors, Inc. 
He og lt fe” eee oe | 7 

Ho de es wee. . a 
Be | : es } abe. VE Se 

HON ae ae Nee eg ey HR Teen a Sees CO! aa Vie ee pe ee cs ns os rf i le a ia , lh se | Fi i HE |. : aa ae a ca St a Sy if 3 

He <2 ft pam ; Sage HE Sonam eee ae pew ft / 
131 | ee Pema oes Figure 7-32 
d A | | ee a { Figure 7-29 se renee SEAS ES 12012220 ee Smaller rectangular ceiling panels 
He ee Pt; The Pavilion corridor ceilings feature painted can- j pie Sh es nc el (N) are placed in front of the 
eS et! §=— yas panels (L) on flat plaster ceiling. All decorative 5 ao Grand Stairs ascending to the 
A ‘ plaster moldings on the First Floor are additionally gsi SSE ae = as Second Floor. 

ee ROR IO : enriched by the use of the bead-and-reel motif. Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
: Photo: Kahler Slater : riors, Inc. 

a St Pe gens en ae a fe Ss 

Ne Ay ‘ Nd Be a eee Tae Chale ee | or a ae = eee hae Sas, ce Ra Sg Ae een = og > ee on ee a ea I ae iS oc a i SAF UR GS . Ss ies a ie j d menace? he ee oC ROR Ore ea ooo //47 
Ee Ne Oe eS Zp a VW ae Ry! ite gy YH Meh ee SD Ee a oe Vo es Ba ty gore oe 
Sa Pepe Se SFG Ne A gee ae 5 ae pie cee ay A a [se ae ae, ‘ SN - sate CN oe ee a oe Ne E oF Ven se 9 s 

ey b. Is eS el ae ae Figure 7-33 6 ee : Oc. Poel ne Ci) == Long rectangular ceiling panels 
Cp eae i Ss yee ees Figure 7-30 el Liccccaicocemnse rome & (0) are placed adjacent to the 

i a oe be AN The moldings exhibit chipped RRS aomacsannrmnnanaeann oy Grand Stair Halls. 3, Se — oi eee ’ as >> : paint. ny } = SIs i \ Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
Sa ce - Gee ; Photo: Kahler Slater IN fh sence on ; riors, Inc. 
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pease: ( - ae Existing Conditions 
peaeanee | ee 

al : 3 eS Cove moldings and soffits in the corridors adjacent to the North and East Wings are painted a dark tan 

as 3 SOE oe oa with a matte surface. Some chipping, cracking, and dirty conditions are evident, although overall the 
eens : he ae i aa am plaster moldings are in good condition. These corridors will be restored in future restoration projects. 

Bae We ey Ds apes = ie The corridor adjacent to the West Wing received attention during the West Wing Project. Minimal 

aa ie eh : —— ee ee Hues o34 touchup and repair was executed on the decorative ceiling paintings along with a surface sealing. These 

Be ea | Fe £8 eS tai os Elaborate cove moldings are a cove moldings received an application of satin paint in two shades of tan, alternating throughout the 

baa a ae = \ 3 sors pe prominent feature of the First moldings. Use of the darker tan paint on the bead-and-reel and dentil moldings highlights these motifs. 

ee a ee — “oor corridor ceilings. The corridor adjacent to the South Wing will be restored during the South Wing Project. 
Pe ee Pe ae \ Shown: ceiling panel (P) placed 

Alef eg 2. al A) in 135 degree bend in corridor. 
ie | Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- Second Floor 

SE FOr riors, Inc. The surface treatment for the ceilings of the Second Floor Pavilion Galleries is marble and will be con- 

sidered as part of the marble survey. 
treason 

\ a 
a4 —— JI 

RN ee, = Figure 7-35 , (S  ——— ——— _ 
“eg Ve | a a ape = fee, ~=—-Flanked by the Pavilion Entrance A ty MMOOOOCOOI I ‘ \ 
oy HVS Ph eS Vi oes Lobby and the Pavilion corridor | Kg ————} ER 

Ee Nay | = dees ,is positioned a rectangular ceil- | GY Y Sa & WAS, | 

Spee We Spiahy ing (Q) displaying th d — 2) G Bay SY : | a mito au areiw: . : ; 1g (Q) displaying the egg an | —— Pp OG, Aanpkfs Cs a 

a Vee Ge ie dart, dentils, and bead-and-reel | ey (Y GF eg LS. << (real 

ae RCAC Agaanne moldings used throughout the tl Ly, Ke &§ S = — 
Bic t ee ee ee First Floor corridor ceilings. | Bas } i “Wi kip g at See 

4 felaiie Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- teteta tS i ay wo ‘A ratast a 

riors, Inc. oo0 3) Ca coe cnc) C4000 
, Heco1 = h¢aq go aaa listed 

aa 60h) lo Te la eee LE aye > Gj lily, eee 
) ed Ce es TT AO, Xd ee il 

| my ee a ee _] IN Geass S i _]I | 
i ce 9 \h. (eae a AX © aBe Y Yee 
\ i ‘ea a — ~ QS s me ZY o an 

Dv Ware a <= hn poe WA rer nicy MII «© Figure 7-36 Ttoooooooo00 | j 
a5, Bue oi IN I IB Ps naan conditions include some N IC eee eee lae Uy f | \ Sa cerca irre ERS os ke : ‘ SSS enaoooooon | F< 
ee Whyitembitiil ies sts tne Esemsae chipping, cracking, and dirty ar- a 
oe ee SES cas. The moldings are highlighted 
pees So ee ne by different paint hues. Figure 7-37 

: URNS od eee Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- Second Floor Reflected Ceiling Plan 
ee ae, | : riors, Inc. Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda Existing Conditions 

Original Conditions The cove moldings in the corridors adjacent to the North and East Wings feature a tan paint with a 

The octagonal corridor surrounding the Second Floor has panels placed in four identical quadrants be- matte surface. Some chipping, cracking, and dirty conditions are evident, although overall the plaster 

tween the galleries. Each quadrant, composed of three panels separated by dropped marble soffits, fea- moldings are in good condition. These corridors will be restored in future restoration projects. The cor- 

tures a large center eight-sided panel (Panel S) flanked by small rectangular panels (Panels R). The flat ridor adjacent to the West Wing received attention during the West Wing Project. Minimal touchup and 

plaster fields are surrounded by decorative plaster cove moldings featuring an arrangement similar to the eta ch : : 
n pares Tilt " Ti Tinlinlivceat 

First Floor, but not as complex. Lire Ur red eS le ee ee 

posto to re [oe Se ee rr 

ete a eae eee a ceul 
“Squeegee eno. Meme 

: ; 3 = Ro 5 ae ee Se ee Se sae 

: ee es babel Ughels a abnbi int Snide = Figure 7-40 
ee fe RR ere Ses ee The plaster moldings are in good 

Pe ge ; a gates condition despite minor chip- 

- CSE ite | Roce Bn ue is evar eS ing, cracking, and some dirt 
ee ieee Pee eee PINS, 8 ; 

; Se ay i ee Eee ame * x foe Photo: Joyce Inman Historic In- 
: : Pees res Nia rt 77 oe ree ea mene ce ce ' 

at ee Pe 5 ee eS EP teriors, Inc. 

ot eae ' 
Sy = Figure 7-38 poy bl 

ee ae » A large eight sided ceiling panel is positioned as the ' ] 

- \ ree - center unit in each corridor surrounding the Ro- 

& Yc tunda on the Second Floor. All moldings recall the ea 

‘ ee First Floor motifs, but the number used is slightly 
@ ae less. 

eae Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

| \eetaa = 

: i) Ae Pee, j Le: : 
a t Es : af 

Wiig . His i Figure 7-39 
y hie be Faia sean Small rectangular ceilings flank 

\ Baus: = f the larger ceiling panel. The 
= dropped soffits separating the in- 

i ek . : : dividual ceiling panels are 

7 as eae ae sheathed with Kasota limestone. Figure 7-41 

eS . Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- Third Floor Plan 

' riors, Inc. i { Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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repair was implemented on the decorative ceiling paintings along with a surface sealing. All cove mold- Fourth Floor (Attic) 

ings received an application of tan satin paint. A minor chip is evident on the eight sided panel, revealing Original Conditions 

the white plaster underneath. The corridor adjacent to the South Wing will be restored during the South Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda 
Wing Project. Identical in configuration to the Third Floor corridors, the Fourth Floor corridors behind the central Ro- 

tunda space, connect the wings to each other. The flat painted plaster ceilings in these corridors are de- 

Third Floor signed with a simple concave cove molding joining the ceiling with the wall. 

Original Conditions e Pa ee oS ae 
Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda yi ry i me a 

Four polygonal shaped corridors on the Third Floor, each corridor behind the central Rotunda space, ree 4 ee Ss 

connect the wings to one another. The flat plaster painted ceilings in these corridors feature a simple |) oe 

concave cove molding terminating at a picture rail near the top of the wall. = a ri : lhe 
oe oe. ; 

Existing Conditions fre ey ag ' Figure 7-43 

During the West Wing Project the plaster ceiling in the Northwest corridor was repaired where neces- ee —s z | ‘ = bi Satara: ao 
: : 2 : : i cee leeaeerst oor (Atti Ne 

sary and repainted a light yellow tan. Southeast and Southwest corridors will be restored during the F ence signed with only a simple concave 
South Wing Project. The Northeast corridor ceiling, painted white, remains in good condition with mini- —————— cove molding. 

mal cracks and will be restored during a future restoration project. ' Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- 
ors, Inc. 
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Figure 7-42 ee, | : ie : 

: A flat plaster ceiling has been implemented for the Ca 4 | q sa Figure 7-44 
corridors on Third Floor. x Sy i if Fourth Floor Plan 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. qe e Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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Existing Conditions sage, the ceiling in the Passage space, and the ceilings above the landings on Upper Sixth that lead to 

Ceilings in the Northwest corridor were restored during the West Wing Project with a light yellow tan the Observation Deck. 

satin paint that terminates at the end of the cove molding creating a distinct line between the ceiling and 

the wall. The Northeast corridor ceiling, featuring a tan color identical to the wall, remains in good con- Existing Conditions 

dition with minimal cracks. All Southeast and Southwest corridor ceilings will be restored during the The Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) and the staircases that lead to it from the Fifth Floor were repainted 

South Wing Project. as a part of the West Wing Restoration and Renovation Project (1993-95). Because the Passage ceil- 

ings are nondecorative, they were subject to more extensive treatment, having been taken down for as- 

Fifth Floor (Ring Course) bestos removal and replaced with new ceilings fitted with access panels, but otherwise designed to 

Original Conditions match the original. The ceilings in the four staircases were repainted. 

The Fifth Floor (Ring Course) corridor, between the Fourth Floor and the Passage Level, features flat The ceilings above the Upper Sixth landings have suffered serious water damage from leakage in the 

plastered painted ceilings without a cove molding. roof. They were repaired and repainted after the 1996 Observation Deck Restoration and Renovation 

Project and the Statuary Project. 

Existing Conditions 

The Northwest corridor was replastered where necessary and painted a light yellow tan during the West Coffered Ceiling in the Rotunda 

Wing Project. Revealing uneven paint applications, peeling, and chipping, the Northeast corridor ceiling Original Conditions 

is ita a light tan color, the agen Bs the wall. = Southeast and carl dans eas are copead Beginning at the Eighth and continuing to the Tenth Level of the building, the plaster coffered ceiling that 

being restored with the South Wing Project and will use the colors determined during the West Wing rises above the Rotunda is suspended from the structure of the inner dome. The coffers, or sunken pan- 

Project. 

Upper Sixth and Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) as acs a i 

Original Conditions ES Si Fa 
Whereas the ceilings in the public spaces are heavily decorated, the ceilings in the other areas of the Vv y ‘ fh : 2 A ll iy. SS X ps 

Central Portion are far less omamented. The Upper Sixth Level and Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) i Ore A US , 1 ee r x 

consists of a passage encircling the inner dome area, a staircase, and a landing. The ceilings associated i ee a x | 

with the Passage include the ceilings above the four staircases that lead from the Fifth Floor to the Pas- | ff // is i i ‘, Ps ij 

f ie He Vy YY ai 

See [ if ( \\ \ \ 

Fa a isd ae pees a | oy it Wid | 

Qa Loe 1A | Se tae aE er | Ae ioe | tae 

seek 5 | \\ \ / ff / 
’ es ae he iY 

oo (| 8 \ é La 

Py 1 | HCN Leff iV 
ee fl 12] a Figure 7-45 \CS NR RT OG) 

- 45 ’ 1} All Fifth Floor (Ring Course) cor- es a pe Oa - 
; ee ¢ i, ridors feature flat plaster ceilings IN al IT) eee ASE fp Figure 7-46 

Bes aoe q = without a cove molding. x Hi Lom Bt Fifth & Passage (Sixth 

Be Pe ed es : 1 Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- 77 as fanr| be Floor/Museum) Plan 
Os a Seerick, ors, Inc. chai a Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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els, are provided as a decorative component in this composition and are arranged in twenty four vertical ee : a Fi 

divisions that radiate from the opening at the top and center of the inner dome. Each division consists of ae ae | 

five coffers that decrease in size as they near the central oculus. The adjustment of the size of the coffers B 

as the ceiling becomes smaller visually exaggerates the height of the dome, making the dome appear : Ee 

taller when looking up into it. i i £ 

The square inner panel and accompanying fascaie of each coffer were painted as part of the original Py F 

decorative finishes contract, and the returns were gilded. Ee 

Existing Conditions 
eee ee an ee 

Because of the height of this ceiling, an intensive survey cannot be taken until scaffolding is in place. ere a, 

General observations made from the oculus and other vantage points reveal that the surfaces are very Ry oe td ee 4 sat 

dirty and stained with bird droppings, especially on the lower horizontal areas of the coffers. The only \ y a Fe 

cleaning and repainting of the ceiling on record occurred in 1968. The color original to the center of ) A a Le 

each coffer, determined by Mack, Jenney and Tyler, was not the robin’s egg blue currently in place. fee oy \ _ Figure 7-48 

Dirty conditions makes it impossible to discern the gilding on the returns. A paint probe while scaffolding i ee iiagtinithe arekcliie flat plostae in fhe 
53h al oN eevdal the Historic color of thé oaft ‘ : ae \ upper soffit areas. A simple plaster molding 

pt Lee ATER CE ese oe eA ey OSS aes / (. | separates the soffit from the concave cove ex- 

ibe: tending to the wall. 

Utilitarian Spaces us Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

Basement Passage 

Original Conditions bei ee eS 
Pim ee EE ge oy 

An octagonal corridor, termed the Passage by Post, surrounded the Rotunda Basement to connect the IPs oe i. oe e : Anes | ede 
ai : . : : : VOM ie Pea 

pavillion basements and basements of the wings. This corridor terminated at the north and south sides of Ups 1 PSS Sees “ee oe ae = 
Ps peter ic page ARS Ae mera rate ae! 

the kitchen, resulting in a noncontinuous path around the Passage. It became necessary to completely hy ; a oe oe : ms ae cee 
‘ : : ‘ : ; ; MMM eee tg US a ee a ae 

encircle the outside of the kitchen before returning to the Passage. This Passage functioned as a service if fan: ae ee 

yy SF ay, ie a 7 Cs 
; ue a SNe ae SN ee | h , 5 es a rte esha] 

F Ty elitmet ka Bae cai Figure 7-47 
a I" CHS (lear, ols DE teri it Five rows of coffers radiate from j 

; NSA Noes 6 Sy [eee = =the opening in the center of the : 

5 N oN a <u aid M7 ye Lhe ) ot dome. Blashfield’s mural is ac- a Figure 7-49 

E ve \ , as es Se ree centuated by the gilding on the : All Upper Sixth Floor ceilings, composed of flat 

Nes AG: mcg ee lb Je Me moldings at the opening. bes plaster, were repaired and repainted in conjunc- 

AC ga ee Sa ye ox Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- Ee oe tion with the 1996 Observation Deck Project. 

So AO ee ee ee irs, Inc. L Photo: Kahler Slater 
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corridor for maintenance personnel. The original plaster ceiling, simply painted ona flat field, is without Existing Conditions 

acove. Alleight of the small ceilings positioned above the landings at the Eighth and Ninth Levels exhibit seriously 
peeling and chipped paint and damaged plaster in many areas. Damage is especially severe at the Pipe 

Existing Conditions Gallery landings at the Eighth Level. These areas will be repaired and painted with the South Wing 
The corridor remains in place except at the north and south sides of the kitchen. Some time after the Project. 
closing of the restaurant, the former kitchen space was enclosed with a new west wall connecting the 
north and south walls. The north and south wall sections adjacent to the Passage were removed. This Ceiling of the Inner Dome Space 
remodeling made the Passage a complete circle. Currently portions of the Passage ceiling exist in vari- Original Conditions 
ous conditions. A suspended acoustical ceiling was installed adjacent to the West Wing during the West The underside of the outer dome provides a large concave ceiling for the space between the outer and in- 
Wing Restoration and Renovation Project. Due to increased activity with state news reporters occupy- ner domes at the Ninth Level and above. The ceiling is braced with twelve rows of crossed steel beams 
ing the newly constructed Basement press room, this ceiling was installed to disguise the overhead that radiate from the center of the circular base of the Lanter. A rough finish plaster, painted battleship pipes. The white painted ceiling beginning at the North entrance of the Rotunda Basement and continu- gray, has been applied to the terra cotta tiles. 
ing to the East Wing shows signs of some plaster repair over the years with minimal cracking. This ceil- 
ing will be renovated during the East Wing Restoration Project. The ceiling beginning on the southeast Existing Conditions 

eras — — ewe ae 7 ot scutes section of the West Wing is currently part of The greatest concentration of damage in this ceiling is located in the areas along the steel supports and at 
the South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project. the base of the ceiling, just above the fenestration and doors at the Ninth Level. The outer edges of the 

Eighth and Ninth Levels bracing exhibit two distinct lines of damage at either edge that includes chipped, peeling, and bubbling 
Original Conditions paint, and often cracks in the plaster. This survey concemed itself only with the surface conditions of the 
In the rectangular bays of the Stair Towers, a landing is positioned on each of the spiral staircases at ceiling and not the integrity of the structural components. 
the Pipe Gallery that circles the building at the Eighth Level. Additional landings are positioned in each PS er i. 

bay at the Ninth Level near the door that leads to the walkway behind the balustrade on the exterior at aS / fo i  : 
this level. The ceilings associated with these landings are flat plaster and were simply painted, having asl oe ey Gi tie (ie : 
been assigned a Class V level of decorative treatment by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. A eee (ga Phe 

et i ee ie ed : ie ee fe ms i ae ee 

pee cae ee Bd fas ge ee ee 

eee mcs te ee > ee (om 
pre ee 5 See: Pus yy. tee ie 

F a ' = a ‘4 ye. : : nt aS % Bes " es is. 

vd { aren coal a wile ye Bg | ey one = is Mies 

ce ® fi ae fe) E rae wee The Basement Passage ceiling is a 5 a > ee ee sh igh — Ts stave a i ao ee 4 Bove ied flat plaster without a cove. ; id a kk. es 7 A typical Eighth Level ceiling exhibits missing 
Hee) id B sxcener ty Del jane i uf Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- ee Se ee ba plaster and chipped paint. 
a a ee a isd riors, Inc. aaa oe ee oe Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Ceiling of the Lantern Note 

Original Conditions ' Anton Rajer, Technical Examination Reports of Seven Areas of the Wisconsin State Capitol, Report 

The plaster ceiling originally positioned in the base of the Lantern was removed as part of the 1990 V, Vol. 3 (Madison, Wis.: Fine Arts Conservation Services, Wisconsin State Capitol, 1988). 

restoration of the space. Virtually all interior components of the Lantern, including the windows, 

floor, and ceiling, were rebuilt at this time. Special care was taken to match the historic fabric in ev- 

ery way. 

Existing Conditions 

The plaster ceiling installed in 1990 includes a hinged trap door at its center to provide access to the 

interior of the statue at the top of the building. Because this ceiling was rebuilt in 1990, it remains in 

relatively good condition, though the paint has peeled and blistered rather seriously, possibly due to 

temperature fluctuations in this space. 

Lae a oe ee. eee 

eM G7 : ata: 
oe ee C ee 
bas ge ee < ee ee 
Bai ff” — hea = a 3 i a f : ae es ae <a ae i: . ee hp a Ko m\ ee a ee 

3 ate oi ee. ee one. Cie te 
Pee Se 7 a eae 4 Ok 

Bee eps cis Senate CY cn ao am F Bi a oR Te CR a I : 

a See oa : 77 OLD) Figure 7-54 
_ oa Bice cae oe : ee Figure 7-52 2 os lg Re er on — A rough finished plaster, painted 
4 , : ‘ ae Ninth Level ceilings reveal : Voy, | Ae i‘ val Ne battleship gray, has been applied 

al 4 chipped plaster, peeling and ae, | j Ce \ee | aoe to the inner dome ceiling. 
s cracked paint conditions. eT Vitae) Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

pe ae — : : Photo: Kahler Slater eee Pe} ———||\ a riors, Inc. 

co : See 

4 y eee Bee ee eee oe 7 ee oe 
: oe eB , a Figure 7-53 eee aa) 
ey : Al 3 « ohh YX. The inner dome ceiling begins i" a ee AS eee eer Figure 7-55 

A ee 1 at the Ninth Level and ex- Foe e ae aod A hinged access panel was placed 

f / Y Re a 4\ tends to the base of the Lan- eo E Se er | in the Lantern’s interior at the 

/ - - Pa * | tern. oan See eR base of the statue in 1990. 

a Pa ha * Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
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Decorative Finishes class level in each group were added to obtain the group price. These descriptions may be referenced at 

the end of this chapter. 

connie e the qyesall beauty ebthe Wiseousin Capitol am she orpais peiling. pupae ae The amount of $174,642 included the original proposal of $172,300 for Groups A-J, an additional pro- 
wall and ceiling stencils applied on plaster or canvas and the gold leaf on decorative moldings. Al- ie s aa 

: ; EE ; posal of $2,342 for spaces and railings between the inner and outer dome.’ An additional proposal 
though the marbles, stones, granites, and artwork combine as part of the interior finishes that em- ’ ; : ; . 

: : ee deve : a dated 10 May 1916 for an amount of $1451.12 included (1) the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) stair landing 
bellish the grand spaces, the paint applications and the gilding, applied to the wall and ceiling surfaces, : : see : : suas 

; : , f , corridor with adjoining rooms and closets; (2) the dome balcony corridor (Sixth Level) encircling the 
are considered the decorative finishes. These finishes, for the most part, are quite elaborate such as the : ; i : ; 

: ae a : dome where the dome spiral stairways start; (3) the eight stairways leading from the Fourth Floor (At- 
decorative paintings on the ceiling panels. All the painted panels provide an ornate framework for the : , : i : : 

: : . ae aa , tic) to the Fifth Floor (Ring Course); (4) four stairways leading from the ring course to the dome bal- 
brass light fixtures, the focal point of the panels. This combination of the fixtures and paintings bring an ‘ : : 3 ; 

: : : : : oc cony; (5) outside surface of the inner dome; (6) the top of the umbrella (disk to which the mural is at- 
extraordinary richness to the spaces. However, the decorative finishes also use a variety of applications : eu 
LALLA ENE OR ES Ffinishi ; ‘anesh ous aad tached) over the eye of the dome and its supporting ironwork; (7) plaster surfaces of the lantern; and 

including the pain sh of one hue. typeo is most prominently used in the utilitarian 6 ystnstaignicasi inte hilnn ieialbiaketeinishslosiaeds 

spaces. 

James Otis Post remarked in a letter to Lew Porter 22 July 1914 that his father had always feared that Central Portion Decorative Finishes 

the beauty of the Capitol might be marred by awarding the interior decorations to an inferior firm.' Pos- The original decorative finishes in the Central Portion were applied in the following spaces: 

oe aaa ron of ths sarresnondence the Capi casa a ipsa ae pompetins bidding for 1. Public spaces—the ceilings of the corridors and restaurant in the Basement; the ceilings of 
the ene finishes. — of the original decorative finishes for the plaster une and walls the outer colonnade corridor surrounding the Rotunda adjacent to the Norwegian Labradorite 

of the Capitol were designed and inpiesa —_ 1914 through 1916 by a or firm Merk, ite piers and the Pavilion Corridors; and the central Rotunda including the capitals, cornices, 

Jenney, and Tyler of New York City.’ Exceptions included those spaces previously designed and imple- moldings, coffered dome, and moldings around the oculus of the Main Rotunda. 

mented by Elmer Garnsey in 1908: the Assembly Chamber, the Assembly Parlor, and four adjoining ins , ‘ 

rooms in the West Wing, and the Executive Conference Chamber in the East Wing.’ The decorative 2. Additional public spaces included the eight stairways that lead from the Fourth Floor (Attic) to 

proposal for the entire building, dated 8-9 June 1914, for an amount of $174,642, was accepted by the oe Floor (Ring Course); the Fifth Floor corridor stair landings encircling the dome; four 

Capitol Commission, and the formal contract was signed 2 October 1915.4 stairways that lead from the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) to the Passage; and the Passage (Sixth 

: Floor/Museum) encircling the dome where the dome spiral stairways start. 

Mack, Jenney, and Tyler’s Design Proposal 3. Utilitarian spaces—the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) adjoining rooms, corridors, and closets; the en- 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler organized the decorative work for the Wisconsin State Capitol by assign- closures of the spiral stairs to the dome and pipe gallery; the outside surface of the inner dome; 

ing each space a class level and arranging the spaces into groups. The work was divided into five umbrella top (suspended ceiling) over the eye of the dome; plaster surfaces of the lantern; paint- 

classes: Class I, the highest type and the most elaborate decorative work, was the equivalent of the ing of waste and fire lines in spiral stair enclosures; iron spiral stairs to dome and to lantern; inside 

decoration in the previously finished Assembly Chamber, and Class V, the lowest type, was plain paint. surface of exterior dome; and iron railings on main cornice level of Rotunda and at eye of Dome 

All plaster surfaces, regardless of design, were to have an application of four coats of lead and oil paint. (oculus).’ 

eve groups, labeled A-K, wee epparently aren by placing spaces together that were The Central Portion’s decorative finishes were all included in Group A, except the utilitarian spaces pro- 

similar in importance, color, decorative style, or location, or as a breakdown for payment. posed later. A Class Il designation was given to the ceiling of the Central Portion and corridors; the 

Spaces in Group A are mainly public circulation spaces, similar in color and decorative style and mostly Central Rotunda including the caps, cornices, walls, and so forth;* and the dome of the Main Rotunda. 

rated Class II. Spaces in Groups B-K appear to be organized according to location, color, and decora- The restaurant, two stairs, and corridors to the Basement were Class III. Utilitarian spaces proposed 

tive style without regard to order of importance from group to group. The entire North Wing was placed later were Class V. 

in Group K because the North Wing construction began ata later date. Each floor’s decorative ceiling designs are unique and do not repeat on any other floor. This is also true 

The groups may have been organized to arrange a payment schedule because the price for each group for the architectural design of other components such as the plaster ceiling configurations, including the 

could be related to the class levels and the amount of square feet for each class level. Totals for each moldings. The use of marble patterns also varies, making each floor unique. However, an observation of 
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the decorative designs applied reveals that Mack, Jenney and Tyler designed the panels for each floor Inner Ring Panels 

as a quadrant. The scheme was then repeated in the other three quadrants. This technique provides va- The inner ring panels (Panels BB and CC) alternate between two designs. Panel BB, placed on the pri- 
riety from floor to floor but also imparts a sense of continuity on each floor. In addition to the applica- mary and secondary axes, features an empty field surrounded by a border of bands, panels, leaves, and 

tions to the ceiling panels, the paint or gilding applied to the cove moldings and plaster walls were con- ribbons. The Panel CC design is much more elaborate with successive geometric overlays. Assorted 

sidered part of the decorative treatment. motifs include Greek masks, wreaths of laurel leaves, bands, and ribbons around a central light fixture. 

The following discussion includes Mack, Jenney, and Tyler’s design proposal and their implemented Teck thas ee C a ae oar 

work for the decorative finishes in the spaces originally designated as the Central Portion in the Post i 

plans, which included all spaces within the Podium Wall. An intensive survey and documentation of the Outer Ring Panels 

existing conditions of the Central Portion decorative finishes will be undertaken at a later time by a The sixteen larger panels (Panels DD) of the outer ring repeat the same design except for alternating lau- 

decorative firm. Their report will act as an appendix to this larger report, which will only include a gen- rel and oak leaves. Assorted motifs also include ivy leaves, bands, and a twisted filament on a checker- 

eral description of the spaces designated as the Central Portion for this study and their existing condi- board field. A light fixture is centered in each panel. The color palette is composed of greens, reds, yel- 

tions. lows, and browns. 

Public Spaces 

Rotunda Basement 

Original Conditions ) po ee 
The restaurant, as the major space in the Rotunda Basement, was given a Class III rating for its decora- he di ! AN 

tive work, which was to consist of not more than four colors and borders of simple painted ornament yf Fe | Ps 

with little gold leaf. The decorative work exists primarily on the ceiling that follows a circular shape, but i ¢ 4 I? 5 s 

also includes the corridor ceilings leading to the restaurant. Because the walls were sheathed in | | ia Amis. ! \ 

eschallion marble in the restaurant and in the corridor spaces, no wall treatments were needed. | Cea | 

The ceiling panels were painted on linen canvas? in Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s studio in New York, and i SY GK so aN | 

then applied to the ceiling plaster prior to the firm’s contract completion date of 1 January 1917 for the | | WOR —> CO EIN, : can! | 

entire building.” —— Sh \\ (eg | | 
| IBIS » yesh) 

The flat vaulted ceiling, also known as a plafond''ceiling, with 37 oil-on-canvas panels, is designed with =a EASY : Kj = ay 

a central circular panel with two radiating bands or rings of vaulted soffits. These bands are composed i | PXReO Le CU a | 

of an inner ring and outer ring of trapezoidal panels separated by the soffits. In addition, each band is | ! a Oe LOK’ . 

partitioned from each other by piers. Four small alcoves on the secondary axes extend beyond the outer | | SHO | | 

ring and each displays a single panel. Composed of five linen canvases, the center panel is designed as a ! SS | | 

single composition relating to the epicurean themes of fish, game, fruit, and grain. Each ring features 16 LX 4 | i } ) 

recessed trapezoidal panels. * \ . 7 | /, a 
Ne At L Y, oe 

Center Ceiling Panels N\A Beg 2 poate aaa Va ff 
The composition of the center circular ceiling (Panel AA) includes a fret and paterae border adjacent to —— es ecciseee nef" 

ascalloped circle highlighted with borders, ribbons, and floral motifs, with a light fixture in the center. 

Surrounding the inner circle are four arc segments featuring Greek mythological characters in cartouches Figure 7-56 

overlaid on four sided panels relating to epicurean themes. All panels are rich with floral and vegetative Rotunda Basement Reflected Ceiling Plan 

motifs such as laurel leaves, grapes, and apples. SO ante SEG 
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Alcove Panels Corridors 

Four panels (Panels EE), one each in the alcoves on the secondary axes, are decorated with a“W” ina The corridors to the restaurant, assigned a Class III designation, have flat ceiling panels of plaster sur- 

round cartouche entwined with oak leaves above a ram’s head. Laurel leaves sprout from adjacent rounded by a ceiling molding. As the ceilings are painted a neutral color it is not known if a decorative 

horns of plenty. design was originally implemented. 

Capitals of Piers 

The composition plaster capitals atop the inner piers, piers of the outer colonnade and pilasters against History of Maintenance and Existing Conditions 

the wall, feature a bas-relief of garlands in the center and swans on each corner surrounded by a ceiling The Rotunda Basement ceiling was technically examined in 1988 by Art Conservator Anton Rajer. He 

molding. Coloration has been applied to the background in order to highlight the relief. It may be as- described in his report Technical Examination Reports of Seven Areas of the Wisconsin State Capi- 

sumed that the coloration is not original. tol the past maintenance and present condition of the ceiling. The information specific to the ceiling, 

which he classified as a “low conservation treatment priority,” is found in the third volume of his report.” 

He indicated a number of canvas ceiling panels were removed in 1971 or 1972 to examine crumbling 

plaster. The entire center panel was removed and internal evidence indicated a great deal of force was 

’ ora used to loosen the canvas from the ceiling because the canvas is the most damaged of all the panels. He 

ee cope ie fa ae 2 oye : ae felt that leaks had caused the ceiling plaster to crumble. Other damage was the result of attempts to 

i a a: a ‘@: ae ie S clean the panels with detergent. After removal of the central canvases, the plaster was repaired. In 1975 

ae OS at ~ the murals were touched up with oil paints, varnished in Damar, and reattached with some type of wall- 

3 co S Lo. - s be paper glue. The gaps between the canvases were filled with putty and painted to match the surrounding 

2 co eee areas 

Figure 7-57 In 1988 Rajer observed that water leaks, humidity problems, and inadequate ventilation continued to 

Whecitrance corridor to the Ro- exist, All thirty-seven panels needed cleaning; twelve panels exhibited various degrees of old or recent 

tunda Basement has a flat ceiling water damage, repainted areas, surface deformation, and delamination. The retouched paint had discol- 

sure ounded by a simple ceiling ored with age. Although an uneven surface existed on the center canvases, they appeared well bonded 

= : - _ oe Ca cacy Hikeis fee. to the ceiling va hex delamination along the edge. Six panels had structural problems that could pos- 

riors,-Inc, sibly be treated in situ, and five panels would probably have to be removed, treated, and reinstalled. 

Rajer’s report, that serves as an appendix to this larger study, also included photographs of the existing 

2 Pe va conditions in 1988 and recommendations for treatment. 

cS jg po eee In 1996 all the canvas panels remain attached to the ceiling except for one that has been removed. The 

Sa ee | i eS : J ij 4 ee canvases have pulled away from the ceiling plaster in many places and also exhibit small tears. Other 

aoe, \\: | iat ia) a painted surfaces show peeling in numerous areas. Because the room has been used as a storage space 

a \ (ee : i 4 ae since 1990, itis replete with dust and dirt. An examination of the space followed by the recommenda- 

SB uy 4 a ea ee tions of a conservator after the space has been emptied, will be needed to determine the appropriate 

. a e s : a fd steps to restore the canvas ceiling panels. Also, through probe work it will be determined if the ceiling 

_ accel 30) = MM Figure 7-58 panels above the corridors originally had a decorative design applied, and if the color scheme on the 

= SS =. Tee al = Many areas of the ceiling mold- capitals of the piers is original. 

' , h Jala 4 ings exhibit peeled and cracked 

a «= paint. 

as ee, J Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
“4 ‘eee —riors, Inc. 
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: tures the epicurean themes of fish, A a. ea AS eee laurel and oak leaves in the bor- 
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7 . \ See Ceiling panel (C), alternating in Ne oo Each large alcove panel (E) fea- 

ee 0 PS Fo es the inner ring, features a heavily : a 3 F tures a pair of “W” in a round 

: ih Sa ; decorated field surrounding the ve AUR ameeremeree 2 ‘ cartouche entwined with oak 

wr light fixture. ee leaves. 
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= riors, Inc. Ss ane eee riors, Inc. 
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Ar De. oS Figure 7-61 i. r . Rca e. Aull id 
j . : a  . The inner ring ceiling panel (B), dels ety ere cme! ‘= ‘ 

4 te ee ‘ - po placed on the primary and sec- a wage ene AYE a Le Figure 7-64 

Ses. ok ee eae ondary axes, features an empty gk ot a ay : a ‘ fh a. j ‘a i ee The inner piers are decorated 

8 ae ect Ae ‘ field surrounded by bands, pan- " Be. is. eid eh 6Ol x Ve ye ~~ sOwith bas-relief garlands and 

a 2 els, leaves, and ribbons. et a) rie wo tie ey AN i swans. 

—— Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- ee ee Vee 280%: Joyce Inman Historic Inte 
ee ee : : a ~ iors, Inc. Se ee oe OR | Le NEAR riors, Inc. 
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Ground Floor has a simple fret around the perimeter. Oak leaves sprouting from an acorn are placed on both ends ofa 

Original Conditions plain panel with gilded borders with a one-light fixture placed in the middle of the panel. The flanking 

The public spaces on the Ground Floor were given a Class II rating by Mack, Jenney, and Tyler. This outer ceilings are also rectangular but with chamfered comers. A gilded wheat sheath with a ribbon en- 

designation would have been than Class I, although it still permitted a great variety of finishes and gold circles the single light fixture. The palette for these ceilings is composed of greens, golds, and browns. 

leaf in ornamental borders and diaper patterns. In addition to the ceiling panels, all ceiling coves were Pavilion Corridors 

painted, frequently using a variety of colors. The decorative finishes on the Ground Floor occur in the The corridors extending from the outer colonnade to the Pavilions feature a long rectangular ceiling 

following spaces: (Panel F) designed with a simple intertwining border and oak leaves encircling the one-light fixture. The 

1. The 16 ceiling panels of the outer colonnade between the Laboradite piers and the outer walls of palette is composed of greens, golds, and red/browns. 

Kasota stone and granite pilasters forming the Rotunda’s octagonal shape. Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda 

2: "Tid 12 panels of the Grihd Stair Malle, comiecting the Rotunda told Gaile tne The corridor inh pen the Rotunda - ene the Pavilion Entrance hones to one oe is 

composed of 32 ceiling panels of five variously sized polygons. These alternating patterns repeat in each 

3. The 4 panels of the Northwest, Northeast, Southeast, and Southwest Pavilion Corridors that quadrant of the Rotunda, providing variety and yet continuity. All panels are composed of greens and 

connect the inner rotunda with the corridor surrounding the Rotunda and ultimately leading to the golds ona green field and show the use of gold leaf. 

Pavilions. 

4. The 32 ceiling panels of the corridor surrounding the entire Rotunda. 
= fs [A m 

Outer Colonnade Ceiling Panels v li |) Gala i>. 

The sixteen ceiling panels in the outer colonnade space, all with decorative cove moldings, are com- Sill Nu | Cleat & ¢ 

posed of three types of panels: a four-sided polygon (Panel A), a five-sided polygon (Panel B), anda (NS Op (OU Con El A WY Yi WN 
four-sided polygon with a stepped fourth side (Panel C). Greens, reds, golds, and browns compose the Q®Y ean ii aa fy <i) = ScD? F 
The design for the four-sided polygon (Panel A), placed at the cardinal axes and composed similarly as g Oy <2 OQ (| 

the panel for the stepped polygon (Panel C) faces the center grand stair hall and Main Corridor of each Sic Sv = Olmn : 
wing. The four-sided polygon with a stepped fourth side (Panel C), placed before the Pavilion Corridor — aap f \ Wisse os 

ona secondary axis, is much more elaborate. A painted fret of interlocking squares and hexagons forms Ll Lae i | } \ ical 5] 

the perimeter. A seven-light fixture is surrounded by a gilded waterleaf at the base and a larger gilded —S9SS—< .\ Y fj} (= 

square with notched corners and four patera, all surrounded by sheaths of gilded wheat. On opposite i=. § ote 

sides of the light fixture, urns of floral are vegetation surmounted by a panel with gilded borders and an OX C pres S O 

eagle. The five-sided polygonal panel (Panel B) is simple in composition with a painted fret of leaves ina | Jt Cir \ - Yr LJ} 

banderol and leaf branch segments alternating with a painted paterae. Adjacent to the painted fret is a O GP as VI i ML A YD CF 
i i Dre 5 ae) (ig) el WK fret of goldleaf. Gilded oak leaves surround the seven-light fixture. \ Ky Bom US SY 

Grand Stair Halls "Nv Yj Sl ee —\ K 

Corridors known as the Grand Stair Halls function as a transition corridor. This entire entity is com- CTL Ion 
posed of three spaces that lead to the Grand Stairs and center Stair Hall of each wing and connect the 2 ey W e 

outer colonnade to the corridor surrounding the Rotunda. The three Grand Stair Halls on axis with each 

wing are created by the placement of two rows of Kasota stone piers. Two engaged pilasters of Figure 7-65 

Wisconsin’s Marathon Green granite wrap the outside comers of the piers. The inner rectangular ceiling Ground Floor Reflected Ceiling Plan 
Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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ee a Figure 7-67 | mene? 1) 
I ) Sd f: The four-sided polygonal ceiling i 21 a RSP Fee ty Figure 7-70 

| i : 5 ta by. ‘ panel (A), located on the primary ; Set é oc 2 don i Pi Outer ceiling panel (E) of the 
a) ih, Ne es ay “fe axis, shows a painted fret of inter- ae : x : e ihe) iy, f Grand Stair Halls feature cham- 

ANG ney ik locking squares and hexagons : a ese hi fered corners with gilded wheat 

a. NG mmm ihe pevimeier, A gilded SCAR \Ghcee Fe FB sheath encircling the light fixture. 
‘ me ie a a ; wheat sheath encircles the light Pes) ; Nc ine name ene eee Irregular spots denote flaking 

oe ee fixture. tN oe A and peeling paint. 

: Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- AW re ae Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
riors, Inc. eal ee ere riors, Inc. 
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UE cea Figure 7-68 Ete ‘ 

es The second four-sided polygonal es F Figure 7-71 
es re eee ceiling panel (C) achieves its dis- : bi The Pavillion Corridor panel (F), 

i ll aes seni tinct formation by the stepped connecting the outer colonnade 
ages Later f saeaeee fourth side that responds to the with the pavilion, use a simple in- 
. St eee mem oo capital associated with the stone a tertwining border and oak leaves 

piers. speed orc ieee encircling the light fixture. 
a (i Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- = eer ee Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

riors, Inc. : Soe ere riors, Inc. 
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All rectangular panels (Panels G) in the space adjacent to the center Stair Hall of a wing feature a pair had been done throughout the years. During the West Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project 

notched square with a fret around the perimeter. Sheaths of wheat and ribbons of gold leaf encircle the the section of the corridor adjacent to the West Wing had minimal repair and touch up applied when 

five-light fixture. found necessary. The ceilings were cleaned and sealed. The cove moldings showed a green paint ap- 

Long rectangular panels (Panels H) adjacent to the Grand Stairs flank each side of the center rectangu- Bad on tre cugy anid dart and dentils tw Bs Bae eons bee pe oe 
: : colors do not match the green color found during the paint probes for the corridor adjacent to the South 

lar panel (Panel G). Composed of greens, golds, and browns, the design has multiple gold leaf borders i ; . oe ; i ; 
3 ‘ Wing. An analyzation of cross sections in other areas of the corridor will be needed to determine the 

around a four-light fixture. Oak leaves sprout from the borders near the panel’s ends. a i 2 : a8 i 
original colors because all portions of the corridor will be need to match. Minimal repair and touch up 

The panel (Panel I) adjacent to the Stair Halls of each wing, though slightly longer, repeats the design will be done to the ceiling panels during the South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project. The cor- 

composition of the panel (Panel G) between the center Stair Hall and the Main Corridor. ridors in the sections adjacent to the East Wing and the North Wing will be done with future restoration 

The six-sided panel (Panel J) that makes the 135-degree bend of the corridor shows a palette of red/ Projects. 

browns, greens, and gold leaf. The one-light fixture is encircled by oak leaves, and the perimeter of the 

panel features a “W” with laurel leaves in five of the corners connected by a fret. 

The rectangular panel (Panel K) adjacent to the Pavilion Entrance Lobby, in red/browns, greens, and 

gold leaf, has a circle of wheat around the five-light fixture. The border is a simple fret repeated from 

other panels. 

History of Maintenance and Existing Conditions 

Prior to the restoration and rehabilitation projects all of the Ground Floor ceiling panels in the Rotunda imal amamemsay 

were found intact although scattered peeling paint was evident along with dirt. Minimal touch up and re- 5 es 4 / 

Seo ee ee te ee 
iss Qo Figure 7-73 

Pee £/ 3 — A long rectangular panel (H) pre- 

ee —_ a cedes the Grand Stairs on each 

j : : eee ae a, floor. Multiple gold leaf borders 

B Ld . : - surround the light fixture. 

3 ae ES OE E Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
ay é = Sea po riors, Inc. 
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Figure 7-72 We ; Figure 7-74 
The ceiling panel (G), in the corridor surround- senate The ceiling panel (I), preceding 

ing the Rotunda, that precedes each wing's center ar the Stair Halls of each wing, is 

Stair Hall and Main Corridor, features a notched aESEO| similar in composition to Panel H. 

; || square with a fret around the perimeter 4 Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

; Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. riors, Inc. 
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& oa fee SS ; os ; Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda 

z hike = = aes oie : The corridor that surrounds the Rotunda, connecting the Pavilion Entrance Lobbies to one another is 

é Loe e re composed of 32 panels of five designs. The corridor ceiling panels on the First Floor or Primary Floor 

oa fe y reveal the richest and most complex of the ceiling designs. The red/brown, green, and gold colors are 

be = ao d highlighted by the large brass and copper light fixture with a marble glass diffuser placed in the center of 

: i t Figure 7-75 each panel. 
cash ed ig Conforming to the 135-degree 

‘ rg = : a bend in the corridor surrounding Arectangular center panel (Panel M), adjacent to the balustrade that over looks the Ground Floor’s 

bo = S the Rotunda, this panel (J) fea- center Stair Hall, is placed between the Rotunda’s Waupaca Red granite piers and Grand Stairs’ 

ON aS PP ee, a z in a on i” Athelstane Grey granite piers. This panel has a large border divided into eight sections alternating be- 
i peeeea Mectings. Sony P f é@ cracking an eeling O, * = : 

ae oa i paints . oie ¥ tween paterae in the corners and long panels of oak leaves on the sides. A center octagonal panel with a 

s ee ae ee seh —— A et Photosdoice Inman Historic inte- fret and border of anthemions is placed on the checkerboard field. 

“Saas Sees ene oe lees iors, Inc. 
perce Rectangular panels (Panels N), adjacent to the center rectangular panel, are placed in front of the Grand 

Stairs. These panels with plain borders display the themes of “Thrift,” denoted by a skein of yarn ona 
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Pavilion Corridors Vy W AAACN Up <) : : Ye NS i UL\G 
These corridors connect the First Floor Rotunda to the Pavilion Lobby Entrances. A rectangular canvas VO fO2 ees nO 00 IL 4 Cy 

panel (Panel L) in a variety of colors displays the “Arms of the State of Wisconsin.” Representing her | | oo Cit» 

industries of navigation, agriculture, mining, and manufacturing, a mariner and a miner hold Wisconsin’s =r et - =] a 

shield on either side of a cornucopia and a pyramid of lead ingots. All the compositional elements are 

surmounted by a badger and the state’s motto “Forward.” ; Figure 7-77 

First Floor Reflected Ceiling Plan 

Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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distaff; “Peace,” characterized by wheat shocks; “Labor,” portrayed by axes and picks; and “Industry,” 4 oe yy 
through beehives. Oe 6 ee Ha 

The rectangular panel (Panel O) placed before entering the Stair Halls is similar in design to the rectan- Rect of oe, . fl : ae 
: ; eee Se Meee a 1 i le 

gular panel (Panel M). Cornucopias, adorned with ribbons and overflowing with fruits and vegetation, Ce :: / ae. na 
: mae een Ee) ae fy i ‘e rectangular center panel (M) 

are placed on each end of the panel. A checkerboard field is not distinguishable from the floor, but may re ee Ys a 4 between the Waupaca Red Gran- 

exist. : = 7 NJ 1 ite and Athelstane Grey Granite 
: ty: A ge ; piers on the First Floor has a bor- 

The six-sided panel (Panel P) that conforms to the 135 degree bend of the corridor’s octagonal shape Bees SR der divided into eight sections. 

repeats the border patterns established in the other rectangular panels. The checkerboard field has no ee es oe | An octagonal center surrounding 

additional motifs. ; ee : . —_, . ee ona 

. checkerboard field. 
nee} . Rds ‘ aN panera sori a OE - : 

Placed between the Pavilion Corridor and the Pavilion Entrance Lobby is a rectangular panel (Panel Q). ss a ee Photo: Jotce Inman Historic Inte- 

The panel’s perimeter features a starred border repeated in a large diamond inset against a checker- satin See me 

board field. Large “W’s” and the dates 1836 and 1915 are placed on the diamond’s ends, all connected 

by an intertwining ribbon. 
ee ae ; a a 

This pattern repeats in each quadrant of the Rotunda, providing variety and yet continuity for the exten- fear reo Sr ; 
4 : a ; FS a OT j 

sive corridor that surrounds the Rotunda and connects the Pavilion Entrance Lobbies to each other. i / 

o ; uy a j : Mies ete ast js ‘ at Figure 7-80 

. oe ae” oe | ae 4a The rectangular panels (N) pre- 
Ni eee ie as eh a ceding the Grand Stairs display 

La. eae \ ei ek Sor fat a . i i State themes. “Labor”, is shown 
ones SEL. \ be ne a while the other themes include 

fewkomnosate a | ee NY - ¢ FB sit “Thrift,, “Peace,” and “Indus- 
cee : acca a se teieie ess a Pd eee Des try.” 
| pamgecpenen ee a See ee Re Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
eo oA STATE op a Nene Ty ACH TCHR Tk ULE Ty eee 2 

yo whe a Nee TOUrIE EPEAT EER ica so 
i Vee eres) im 4 

| Geos: oe, | pee a. Ge 7 a Scie ‘. st to an} at aE mae eggs a8 SANG hg ho Soe : ; 
, ees eee eS <3 dye > om "i ‘i 3 pe Gig 
i a ce at Rr ye ae . ee Sree a ae 

ig ts ee ee Se 
Vee rae, { es a oR hs 

oY ye oo a a i Lat, 
* ue : te ig a peo ee he : A t es E i 

as 2 > pistes ee = Pe): e ‘ Figure 7-81 

B a ee Sei i The rectangular panel (O) preced- 

% 5 | Seinen Serre a Figure 7-78 ! c ; Sar ing each Stair Hall is richly deco- 

LN z RE Te Canvas panels (L) in the Pavilion Corridors on a rated with ribbons and an over- 

‘ anneal the First Floor display the “Arms of the State of ae flow of fruits and vegetables. 
PAR MTT BLEU HUA Licata TACT BOE oo eae mane ari Wisconsin”. = Se eecmnone Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

BiDiEipetteltiricesticcccetiisiatizttss;eeeeen) Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. Se ese oo esa riors, Inc. 
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History of Maintenance and Existing Conditions Second Floor 

Prior to the current restoration and rehabilitation projects all of the First Floor ceiling panels in the Ro- Original Conditions 

tunda were found intact although scattered peeling paint was evident along with dirt. Minimal touch up Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda 

and repair had been done throughout the years. During the West Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation The corridor that surrounds the Rotunda, connecting the Second Floor Circular Rooms, is directly 

Project the ceiling panels in the section of the corridor adjacent to the West Wing received minimal above the First Floor corridor. The corridor continues across the gallery bridges, which are placed di- 

touch up and repair when needed. All the surfaces were then sealed. rectly beneath the large barrel vaults on the primary axes. This corridor was originally called the Gallery 

During the South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project minimal repair and touch up will be done by Mack, Jenney and ays sésguits i the Post plans only refer to each corridor section that overlooks 

to the ceiling panels when required. Probe work on the cove moldings have revealed a variety of colors. aa aan andthe eine Comet aaa ate ey: > ee alee 

The decorative contractors will determine the original colors before replication is done. The ceiling pan- mae peninciatte Rennie - wai ai a oe panels. The center ceiling panel (Panel S), placed 

els in the sections adjacent to the North and East Wings will be repaired and cleaned with future resto- a eet inreach circular mOerd cee bei cight-sided pall aay uae by tot ee panels 

ration projects (Panels R) . All of the designs establish a regular pattern around the corridor and are painted in hues of 

gold, brown, and red. 

oy or Te The eight-sided polygonal ceiling panel (Panel S) features borders of bands and an interlocking Greek 

my if ie af a _ fret. A bowl-like object with sprouting leaves is placed at the ends of the panel. Each light fixture is en- 
con ie ad e i i a Se 

IF : a He ee aes circled with wheat stalks and maple leaves, surrounded by ribbons. 

ee ae aT 

Ia a J oe tooo) | 
He 7 gf | | oooooooeon0} 
he 2th EJ | [soo0OO00000) | | X 

ea es / Figure 7-82 jp Eo AES ne ee 
| ees aj ae a The six-sided polygon (N) con- d ent MOOOOOOOH LA \ 

Pre S peer cua forms to the 135-degree bend of y — gl SS Ion, ON 

ag ee f ;. ee: the corridor’s octagonal shape, IL | OY = = XS 

i. gi jets : repeating the border patterns es- ja o> /, ‘ZZ =) & SS ‘ &S = LY 

foc Bs lh ce : - tablished in other rectangular LJ Kf QAa Bee. NL | 

Poe a geet tig, Uy oP ON lr 
: : ce Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- Bee Nyy, Oy = © qu BBS 
ee ae riors, Inc. ooo}}}Co (iy Ly @ 4 Co} 000 

Nooo! \ 0) Gey eC) S! ooo 
OOo} |) C3} 4p 000 OOo}|| Co (aaa COD H) ||!a00 

: Tr ep ee Ooo Cons C000 
oo 2 loool |S \ as 7) / || |o0o0 

—————————————————— (S31 HO OSS & iy 888 
\ ’ ae — 7 NY a> & eS “Uy eh | 

i : Bl NOwWeaste Gy 
\\ | We SeseSFG ih 
\ oan = * OSs a2 A 

- | f bafta? a ee \ SA \ LZ ) 

a ee Figure 7-83 s el Jeo te ae 4 

eZ Ce \ TD 230A = # ‘ each Pavilion Entrance Lobby a UU ac OO (et 

is Z j rectangular panel features a large L— oo 

ee Se ortcibncrinenetereniocneeereet ree eee “W” at each end with the dates i 

a 1836-1915. Higure. 7044 
ae ‘a Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- Second Floor Reflected Ceiling Plan 

Zea : Fa! Tae Drawing: Kahler Slater 

a aa a 
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Hee ea | Small rectangular panels (Panels R) flank the large eight-sided polygonal ceiling panel, adjacent to the Bie ess wing’s Stair Halls. These panels show a plainer outer border, punctuated with paterae at each corner, 

and a bowl-like object at each end holding laurel leaves. The one-light fixture is surrounded by an octa- 

gon with multiple borders. 

History of Maintenance and Existing Conditions 

: Prior to any restoration and rehabilitation projects all of the Second Floor ceiling panels in the corridors 

were found intact although scattered peeling paint was evident along with dirt. Minimal touch up and re- 
: ‘ pair had been done throughout the years. During the West Wing Project the ceilings in the Northwest 

corridor were cleaned and a minimal amount of touch up and repair was done . The coves were probed 

Fond and the paint was replicated from the North Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project (1990-93). 

Similar procedures will be done for the Second Floor Southeast and Southwest corridors during the 

E South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project beginning in 1996. The Northeast corridors will be 

; : restored in a future restoration project. 
ca Figure 7-85 

A large eight-sided polygon (S) is placed adja- 

ae cent to the circular rooms. This is one of two Third Floor 

ie , ceiling designs used in the corridor surrounding Original Conditions 
\ the Rotunda on the Second Floor. Corridors 

> Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. Four polygonal shaped corridors lead from wing to wing with a Pavilion circular room placed adjacent 

to the corridor’s center. The circular rooms, used as committee meeting rooms, were originally part of 

Nae eS the Central Portion Decorative Design Scheme but were discussed in the South Wing Historic Structure 

> 2 : ; Report. These spaces were given a Class II rating that would include a simpler type of decoration than 

: ae ey) < Class I but would still permit great variety and the use of gold leaf in ornamental borders and diaper pat- 

ae ett ae History of Maintenance and Existing Conditions 

: Prior to the Restoration and Rehabilitation Projects the corridors had been painted numerous times over 

; : ; the years. Existing conditions exhibited peeling paint, chipped and marred plaster, and dirty surfaces. 

The Northwest corridor was restored during the West Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project in 

1992-1995. Paint probes revealed the original color scheme and the absence of any stencilwork pat- 

; tern. The color scheme has been replicated as closely as possible with the ceiling painted a light tan, the 

: wall above the chair rail a medium tan, and the dado area a dark brown. 

‘ Due to the numerous repainting projects through the years, the original decorative pattern is not visible in 
Figure 7-86 : a ‘ . : The second ceiling design (R)--in-the Second the Southeast, Southwest, and Northeast corridors. The existing paint scheme for these corridors in- 

Floor corridor surrounding the Rotunda, flanks clude a white ceiling, an upper wall of light beige, and a dado of dark beige. Probe work will be under- 

ae Sar the large eight-sided polygon. Using a plain taken during the South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project to determine the original colors and 
i : outer border, bowl-like objects at each end hold ifa stencilwork pattem exists. 

“Ste ~ laurel leaves. 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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neg im Rotunda Space (Third Level Through Tenth Level) 

1 | Original Conditions 

: The magnificence of the Rotunda is derived from the integration of all the compositional elements with 

i the luxurious finishes, both those finishes applied to structural members or construction assemblies and 

those applied to the plaster surfaces. The Rotunda utilizes a large proportion of decorative stonework in 

both the floors and the walls on the Ground through the Second Floor and it is not until the Third Level 

| that decorative finishes on the plaster surfaces have been implemented. These finishes begin with the 

So I} gilding on the Corinthian capitals and continue to the oculus with alterations of gilding on moldings and 

various shades of tan paint on plaster surfaces. 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s proposal originally indicated a Class II decorative finish for the Central Ro- 

tunda with a line item that specifically designated “caps, cornices . . . walls” with the Third Floor 

= spaces.'? The decorative scheme for the Rotunda was worked out by November 1914;"* actual paint- 

» ing began shortly thereafter with an anticipated completion date of 15 December 1914."° 

{ The finishes begin with gold gilding on the Corinthian capitals at the top of the large columns and pilas- 

ters of Greek green marble known as Tinos #3. Gilding continues throughout the entablature on the 

bead and reel, water leaf, and egg and dart moldings plus the pateraes and brackets in the soffit that 

7 Figure 7-87 support the cornice. The three fasciae of the architectrave and the dentils and surrounding moldings in 

| Third Floor Plan the comice are painted a light tan. The dark rose Numidian marble frieze provides a rich contrast be- 

Drawing: Kahler Slater tween the cornice and architrave. The mosaics, placed in the pendentives on what would be the Third 

and Fourth Levels, are framed with plaster moldings of gilded water leaf and painted flat surfaces. The 

a ie oo 2 as r : ; = barrel vault arches are similarly outlined by plaster moldings of gilded water leaf and painted flat sur- 

~ e ns - es me oo The Fifth Level features a narrow plain wall, painted a darker tan, between gilded bands and tan painted 

ee plaster moldings. Gilded egg and dart and water leaf moldings alternate with painted fasciae at the wall’s 

er es Aes ele : base. Painted stepped dentils, with gilded moldings of water leaf and bead and reel, are surmounted by 

ve] Ee : ee ee atop gilded molding of anthemions and lions’ heads at the wall’s top, just below the Gallery railing. 

ie bs SS Pe : The plaster walls behind the metal railing of the Gallery, popularly known as the Trumpet Course, extend 

oe a age i upward to a three stepped fasciae. Painted the darkest tan of the hues used in the Rotunda, the fasciae 

Bo cy m4 ; | : ee is topped by a gilded bead and reel and egg and dart molding, a tan painted fascia, and a gilded acan- 

pee ea au E a eS thus scroll molding. Originally the wall featured a stencilwork that surrounded the upper perimeter. A 

: pee te Figure 7-88 1968 specification sheet,'* with a photocopy of the decorative stencil work that encircled the wall 

- § = The polygonal shaped corridor leading from above the doorways, included instructions for the stencil work to be painted over. The paint scheme for 

wing to wing originally featured a simple three the iron railings at the balcony of the Rotunda was a Class V assignment. 
part paint scheme. The corridor shown reveals 

the light colors currently in use. Restored corri- The decorative finishes at the Seventh Level consist of gilded Corinthian capitals on top of scagliola col- 

dors have replicated the original coloration that umns. Anarched plaster panel outlined by gold molding accompanies a bracket and swags surmounting 

ithe italy mm Pat poets ae cathedral windows placed between the columns. Four additional scagliola rectangular panels, framed 
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i 7 Ee # with gold molding, are placed, one each, above the windows lighting the inner dome spiral staircases. 

es : , : a i je nal ate All the window framing and remaining wall moldings are painted a light tan. Directly above the 

PS : vi pat: es Tee Corinthian colonnade is a painted series of fascaie, dentils, and cove moldings. Three fascaie are topped 

z i se : cn ee : by gilded bands of water leaf and bead and reel. Dentils circle the drum, also topped by a gilded water 

; 4 a ‘a sige bgeih eg er leaf molding. Plaster cove moldings separate these decorations from a large gilded band of acanthus. 

agatl = : gf, eM eo “ Ay a Five bands of ascending coffers, which comprise the coffered ceiling, begin approximately at the Eighth 

aig ° Py _ a be E 4 Level and extend to the oculus opening at the Tenth Level. All the fascaie of the coffers are painted a 

abe Se F. medium tan, while the tiered returns are applied with gold leaf. The sunken coffer panel is painted a 

fi | ES ee # Pid % 4 ' " robin’s egg blue, which is presumed to not be the original coloration. 

tHE | Beg ce | 4 BS 3 Extensive use of gold for the decorative designs around the oculus accentuates Blashfield’s mural at- 

aio pon a ee = rien tached to the suspended ceiling above the oculus. Eight gilded “W’’s, each placed on a seal of dark col- 

Spee ae iA ie | Baek aa ors, punctuate a running floral omament of stylized palmettes and leaves as the first border. Flat gilded 

io Be 3 | : pon borders are interspersed with a large gilded banded wreath of laurel leaves and a smaller gilded ring of 

ae ee ie ee 7 a} ao rs water leaf. 

a) ae ‘ie Figure 7-89 
S— ela pay ha se : : : os ae 
as ae = oe 4 eee - hatege eae oe ~~ é a a History of Maintenance and Existing Conditions 

== ao : 4 and paint were applied. Cleaning and Renovating the Rotunda Dome, Project #6707-19, was performed between 3 June 1968 

a id i Photo: Mike Bath Collection and 1 October 1968. This project included cleaning, renovating all painted surfaces, and related work in 

the Rotunda, except the mural forming the ceiling of the dome."” 

Bee ; — Th ificati : : 5 : i y 
aoe BS a a e specifications were accompanied by seven black and white photocopies of various areas in the Ro 

aie _ $ - 4 4“ tunda. The photocopies noted that surfaces were to be painted except the ornamental moldings and 

os SY es go vd ie decorations marked “clean only.” Painting was to begin above the Corinthian capitals at the Rotunda’s 

wi y & : fs i fhe a Third Level and extend to the decorative painting around the oculus. Areas to be painted were accom- 

Oe SM panied by numbers that may have matched a vendor’s color system. During this project the original 

ca ee ee DT de hod y — decorative designs on the Gallery at the Sixth Level were painted over. 

2 a fe > a ae 4 Apart from the 1968 Rotunda project, only minimal repair and touch up to painted areas has occurred 

: Li “ Poe when the damaged areas could be reached without scaffolding. Extensive dirt and peeling paint are evi- 

aie gv Z Ve oe F =< dent in many areas. An examination by a conservator of further deterioration and a probe investigation 

oe Sf <1" ee a of the original design and original color of the coffers will be needed. This will determine what is authen- 

tf Vi rh en Ret N RES tic and the appropriate steps needed to restore the Rotunda’s inner space to its original decorative color 

ay bie ~~ Ge es i scheme. 

We f ET a 
a 8 S/ = a UALS at Vs ey Fourth Floor 

Y Loy -@ pa eee Original Conditi 
: = | J SES arava ie Fioure 7-90 ESS aoe 

/ (feels: eine Decorative elements in the Rotunda include Four polygonal shaped corridors lead from wing to wing with Pavilion circular rooms, used as commit- 

Po fa eieraee| silded capitals, brackets, and moldings. tee meeting rooms, placed adjacent to each corridor’s center. On either side of each corridor, stairways 
= Hea aS Mes@ee. Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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ascend to the Fifth Floor (Ring Course). These corridor spaces were originally part of the Central Por- The existing paint scheme for the Southeast, Southwest, and Northeast corridors include a white ceiling, 

tion Decorative Design Scheme. The proposal listed a Class II rating, a simpler type of decoration than an upper wall of light beige, and a dado of dark beige. The Southeast and Southwest corridors will be 

Class I, but would still permit great variety and the use of gold leaf in ornamental borders and diaper restored during the South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project, and the Northeast corridor will 

patterns. be restored during a future restoration project. 

Hitsory af Mainiehance and Extatins Conditions All stairway walls had been repainted numerous times through the years. The existing conditions in- 

cluded peeling paint, chipped and marred plaster in addition to dirt. Prior to any restoration work the 
Through the years numerous coats of paint were applied to the walls and ceilings. Before any Restora- paint scheme included a light colored ceiling and a dark brown one-inch stripe separating the light beige 

tion and Rehabilitation Projects were undertaken the areas exhibited peeling paint, chipped and marred upper wall from the lower dark beige dado. The two staircases that lead from the Fourth Floor North- 

plaster, and dirty surfaces. The Northwest corridor was restored during the West Wing Restoration and west Circular Room and Corridors were included in the West Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation 
Rehabilitation Project in 1992-1995. Paint probes were done to determine the original color scheme. Project in 1992-1995. Paint probes revealed the original paint scheme. Custom colors replicated the 

Although a Class II level was designated in the original proposal, no patterns or stencilwork were found original light yellow tan ceiling, warm terra cotta upper walls, and rich chocolate brown walls below the 

during the probes. The color scheme has been replicated as closely as possible with the ceiling painted a chair rail. The stairways from the Fourth Floor corridor, adjacent to the Southwest and Southeast Cir- 

light yellow tan, the wall above the chair rail a warm terra cotta, and the dado area a rich chocolate cular Rooms, will be included in the South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project. The two re- 
brown. maining stairways, adjacent to the Northeast Circular Room, will be included with the restoration of the 

East Wing. 

4 b 
A oa Ay Fifth Floor (Ring Course) 

, : | | Ls % Original Conditions 

‘i The original paint scheme for the small landings on the Fifth Floor followed the scheme in place on the 

4 ee on Raeey h stairways. 

a \ bes 
pellims, ve x ci History of Maintenance and Existing Conditions 

ee a The walls of the Southeast, Southwest, and Northeast corridors on the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) have 

been painted numerous times through the years and currently reflect the same paint scheme as the de- 

scending stairways with a light colored ceiling and a dark brown stripe separating the light beige upper 

wall from the lower dark beige dado. The Northwest Ring Course corridor and landing were restored 

——_——_. - —_ and rehabilitated during the West Wing Project in 1992-1995. The plaster walls were patched, re- 

3 paired, and painted to follow the color scheme of the West Wing’s Fourth Floor with a light yellow tan 

An of Aes ceiling with warm terra cotta walls from the ceiling to the base molding. 

a ; me >| Ir i Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) 

, x ee g a’ . Original Conditions 

ms eae b ey Plaster walls flank each side of the stairwell ascending to the Passage. These walls, the stairs, and the 

Passage were not originally designated a class rating. 

Figure 7-95 

Fourth Floor Reflected Ceiling Plan 

Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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Figure 7-97 

, : The Northwest Fourth Floor corridor was re- 

Fi ISTE 7-96 ; stored during the West Wing Project, returning 

Fifth & Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) Plan : the original rich chocolate brown and warm terra 
Drawing: Kahler Slater i cotta colors to the walls and a light yellow tan to 

the ceiling. 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

History of Maintenance and Existing Conditions 

The Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) was restored and rehabilitated during the West Wing Project in 2 Saran is : 

1992-1995. Previously, the plaster ceiling was painted a light cream. Because the original ee ee hae’ i 

nondecorative ceilings were selectively removed at the chases for removal of Asbestos Containing Ma- aa CS ee | 
terial (ACM), new plaster ceilings were put in place and featured again a light cream colored paint. ; Tl mo H i 
Prior to the West Wing project, the walls were painted: a darker tan for the dado, a one-inch brown eS ne ber) Be / Figure 7-98 

pinstripe, and a lighter tan for the upper wall. Verification of the original colors or number of paint appli- § E i a ; | Fifth Floor (Ring Course) dis- 

cations was determined by paint probes. The paint scheme implemented replicated the original colors as | ff a= eee, $= Plays a small landing with simply 
dogety as ible wi A ‘ : = Sore: fk : painted walls and ceiling. Photo- 
: ry as possible with an upper wall a greenish tan, a medium green stripe, and a grayed celery green ined i << , Ste thewt-Northwest corridor 

or the dado area. | a Re ey restored with light yellow tan ceil- 
; \ ey a i ing and warm terra cotta walls 

LU a Re from ceiling to base molding. 
So ve F pr me §—§ Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
peur: oe 1. : riors, Inc. 
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} ee ' Utilitarian Spaces 

Basement Passage 

r es ‘| The Passage, a corridor surrounding the Rotunda Basement, acts as a service corridor connecting the 

| : : , basements of the wings and Pavilions. It was originally finished with a painted plaster. There is no indica- 

} fen é : i 4 tion from Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s proposal for a class level. 

Wi lo Se | Seventh Through Thirteenth Level 

ie ee EY pesmi 
| iy Fa a | fy In the original design scheme, utilitarian spaces for the Central Portion were considered as any spaces 

| (ee ra ee, Es) : : aes 
HA / ibe: : a. © ie above the Sixth Level, and all were to be executed with Class V specifications. (Although the Passage 

FA y : a. oe id surrounding the Basement would have been a utilitarian space, no mention is made in the decorative 

if iis: eee < proposal of the treatment for this space.) These spaces and the number of coats of paint when known 
| Be rape tr 4 . % a : 

| E : es are as follows: (1) the enclosures of the spiral stairs to the dome and pipe gallery (four coats of paint); 
ae ee ee es ek : ath : : d 
Eee liebenscesie Pat ates | (2) the outside surface of the inside shell; (3) umbrella top, or the disk to which the mural is adhered, 

iy bs Rte ue Saks ee over the eye of the dome; (4) plaster surfaces of the lantern; (5) painting of waste and fire lines in spiral 

Rie es : i stair enclosures; (6) iron spiral stairs to dome and to lantern (two coats of paint); (7) inside surface of 
~ than a Figure 7-99 p P 
eee = Metal staircase to the Passage Level (Sixth Floor/ exterior dome (four coats); and (8) iron railings on main cornice level of Rotunda and at eye of Dome 

ee ene Museum) is currently painted battleship grey. (three coats of paint)."* 
: Se Photo: Kahler Slater 

History of Maintenance and Existing Conditions 

i = a Many areas that were considered utilitarian in Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s decorative finish proposal for a 
OS ere Tey ORT os A ; s s A 
ee ag —_— f Class V specification of work were included in Project 6512-28, completed 24 January 1968, by the 

“ae ed a ’ D.C. Taylor Company of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Specifications included the following directions: 
a ; z 

: 2 : Le The complete cleaning of all surfaces, repair of all plastered areas, prepare and repaint all metal 

i “a = surfaces, prepare and paint all masonry surfaces, etc. of entire inner dome including interior of 

— | Bee hee | 

i, — ee ee a A \ ar 
ag |? a eee ei yl ye 
Bt Loa Wee Go . “a 

ee ga ‘ Maca! ee ea et i 

w od | - mcmen Te 
‘s _——— Figure 7-100 me erm At |) 
ie jp Pa — eee Original paint scheme for the Passage corridor ae aa ey ey = n ee 

Best. 4 was replicated during the West Wing Project. Up- He Cees ep aa ye! Figure 7-101 

er 7 7 arene ee per walls were painted a greenish tan with a me- oe ee es ZZ. es : 3 ae wets The Passage’s flat plaster ceiling, 

pe Fie: = 8S = dium green stripe separating the grayed celery I —— ae al Bi ed without an alcove, is simply 

a eee es Wee ee inted. Paw / eee §=— green dado area. P Glad trea ee: att haat pai 

co oe  SSS=~Photto: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. ie | iB ie fea as 4 Photo: Kahler Slater 
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lantern at the top of the dome and all surfaces from therein downward to the Fifth Floor. This with a cement plaster, but left the surface unpainted. 

‘k shall also include th lete cleani iri inti irwell : : : J 3 
ny i. avis Co ae Fiat andatyaminn ete eairwelleand In 1996 the metal surfaces of the spiral stair assembly, painted a battleship gray, are worn and chipped. 

a The plastered areas of the inner dome have minimal flaking of plaster except in the spiral staircase sec- 

Throughout the years a regular maintenance routine has been carried out in the lantern to repair dam- tion that has major flaking problems. Other conditions include marring of the plaster surface and extreme 

aged plaster due to water leakage . In 1990 the Daniels Company coated the lantern’s interior walls dirt accumulation. As these areas will be treated separately as ceilings and railings , further information 

may be found in those sections of the comprehensive surveys. 

ps) eS ON Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s Class and Group Descriptions 
en ag ay ‘ » Class Description 

ce cones xs Class I: Decoration of class I is work of the highest type and is to be the equivalent of the decoration 

ie Spel ae already finished in the Assembly Chambers and adjacent rooms. This class provides for as much variety 

—j i , of color and such use of gold leaf as may be found desirable. 

ri oom Figure 7-102 Class II: Decoration of class II is of a somewhat simpler type, although still permitting of great variety 

7a tes el [ : sn Me el ‘S The original decorative finish for and the use of gold leaf in ornamental borders and diaper pattern. It is work of this class which we pro- 

| tN oa the inner dome space included pose in the Executive Suite and rooms of similar importance. 
ey | Ye a | painting all plaster surfaces. The 

—<— j | ma oe plaster was repainted in 1968. Class III: Decoration of class III is still simpler and would consist of the use of not more than four colors 

fie Sey E siti Photo: Kahler Slater in one room and the borders of simple painted ornament with comparatively little gold leaf. This class is 

designed for secondary offices, minor corridors and minor committee rooms. 

Beas : } pte TM % Class IV: Decoration of class IV is the simplest. It consists of stripes and borders of not more than three 

oe XD colors in one room and the use of the simplest stencils where desirable. 
andy en 
Be my >— Class V: Decoration of class V is plain paint, to be finished in four coats of lead and oil paint, the last 

AN @ fi : Z ss coat to be stippled. 

: uaF = tees <n big y fas gary 

th IN ya hf / - Group Description 

aR ) BESS ty ff & p8 Se Group A: Main Rotunda, Main and Secondary stairs, Galleries, Main Corridor on Ground, First, and 

Si ' IAN? f 77 s . me f Second Floors, Restaurant, Barber Shop, North and South stairs and Corridors to the basement and 

. : AS a es V ‘ 3 rooms in the four Circular Pavilions on Ground and First Floor, and soffits of carriage entrances on 
as - itt € # ee we ° 

i ~ a i N48 J 7 Ground Floor. The above for the sum of Sixty Three Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars. $63,500.00 
FP ROORARHE | EM SS 
¢ es WN Wh ree oa ‘ Group B: All Rooms, Offices and Minor Corridors on Ground Floor not including Coat Room, Toilets, 

’ f ; NN Nee Nay 1 bia of? LE Be Closets, Vaults and Elevator Shafts. The above for the sum of Ten Thousand, Three Hundred Dollars. 

Fi aS toe , $10,300.00 
o Peel ee |e eae Wis 
s a ‘ L ty Ss ye = = -*Figure 7-103 Group C: All Rooms, Offices and Minor Corridors on First Floor, not including Coat Rooms, Toilets, 

iy e 3 Jeane a eS The it spir pias Case, gptey . Closets, Vaults and Elevator Shafts. The above for the sum of Seventeen Thousand, Eight Hundred 
Pee es ny Se cat % 2 4 f 3 grey, begins at the Passage Level and winds its 

Pe a . Sy “to con way to the Ninth Level. Dollars. $17,800.00 

a. ee eo i NE ee Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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Group D: Supreme Court and Lobbies and all rooms in the East Wing, Second and Third Floors not 7 Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 9 June 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, 
including Coat Rooms, Toilets, Closets, Vaults, and Elevator Shafts. The above for the sum of Fifteen ser. 833. 

Thousand, Nine Hundred Dollars. $15,900.00 8 Ibid 

Groups E: All ee in West Wing on Second and Third Floors not already ere not including ° Mack, Jenney and Tyler to Lew F. Porter, 9 March 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

Coat Rooms, Toilets, Closets, Vaults, and Elevator Shafts. The above for the sum of Six Thousand, 833 

Eight Hundred Dollars. $6,800.00 ’ 
'0Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 10 May 1916, Capitol Commission General 

Group F: Senate Chamber and Lobby and all rooms in South Wing on Second and Third Floors not ‘ t : . sigs se y a 
i ; ‘ 2 Files, ser. 833; occupation of the restaurant took place later in 1917. 
including Coat Rooms, Toilets, Closets, Vaults, and Elevator Shafts. The above for the sum of Eighteen 

Thousand, Six Hundred Dollars. $18,600.00 "A flat or vaulted ceiling of decorative character. 

Group G: All rooms and corridors on Attic Floors in East, South and West Wings, not including Coat ® Anton Rajer, Technical Examination Reports for Governor's Conference Room, Rotunda Base- 

Rooms, Toilets, Closets, Vaults, Fan or Motor Rooms, Tank Rooms, Light Courts, Filing Spaces and ment, Ground Floor, West Hallway, vol. 3 (Madison, Wis.: Fine Arts Conservation Services, Wiscon- 

Elevator Shafts. The above for the sum of Four Thousand, Eight Hundred Dollars. $4,800.00 sin State Capitol, 1988). 

Group H: All Coat Rooms, Toilets, Closets and Elevator Shafts throughout the building, including Retir- '’ Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 8 June 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, 

ing Room, Kitchen and Butcher Shop in basement. The above for the sum of Five Thousand, Eight ser. 833. 
Hundred Dollars. $5,800.00 4 George B. Post & Sons to Magnus Swenson, 5 November 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, 

Group J: All Vaults, Fan or Motor Rooms, Tank Rooms, Light Courts and Filing Spaces throughout the ser. 833. 

building except in basement. [no sum indicated] 'S Mack, Jenney, and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 30 November 1914, Capitol Commission Gen- 

Group K: Entire North Wing with exception of the portions listed under Group A. [no sum indicated eral Files, ser. 833. 

with original proposal] '6 “Rotunda Drum and Dome Cleaning and Renovation,” Project No. 6707, Work Order No. 6707- 
19, June-September 1968. 

Notes ‘ : : ; 
; He e 8G. Casini iene 4. " The work included scaffolding, barricades, protection of all marble floors and wall surfaces, cleaning 
amas an Post " ee y es : ” ly = i a Commission General Files, ser. 833 (Madi- ofall existing painted surfaces, plaster repair, cleaning and painting of the circular metal railing at the 

son, Wis.: State Hise ee at ayy 206-1917). base of the dome, cleaning and painting of wood window frames and sash, cleaning of glass, and pro- 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 10 May 1916, Capitol Commission General viding a solidly planked, safe, and substantial platform for the use of the artist employed by the Owner 

Files, ser. 833. to restore the mural. 

> Elmer Garnsey Contract, 28 September 1908, Capitol Commission Building Contracts, ser. 837 Ornamental moldings, decorative surfaces, and gilt surfaces, shall not be included as a part of the paint- 

(Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, 1907-1916). ing contract, but such surfaces shall be thoroughly cleaned by washing, or by means of brushes and 

; Bs 5 . zie ‘ 1 ired. 
“Mack, Jenney and Tyler to the Capitol Commission, 8 June 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, We ae ee 

ser. 833. The imitation marble columns adjacent to the windows directly below the spring line of the dome shall 

: Hick : be cleaned by washing. (Specifications for Cleaning and Renovating the Rotunda Dome, State Capitol 
5 Mack, J ler t . Post Fi : | Files, bes 3 : { aie ree is ae enney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 9 June 1914, Capitol Commission General Files Building. Madison, Wis,, Project Ni. 6707-19, Deparkment of A Wiihion, Huxean of Eaainetsilie, 

: ; March 1968, Advertisement for Bids, p. AB-1) 

6 Mack, J d Tyler to G . Post , 10M f i isSi 1 ‘ ¥ 
Bg — : yond yi ee 8 ay. 1916, Lantal Commmagion Senate '8 Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 9 June 1914; 10 May 1916, Capitol Commis- 

a sion General Files, ser. 833. 

’ Repair and Paint Inner Dome of the State Capitol Building, Project No. 6512-28, Madison, Wiscon- 
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Decorative Stonework appears to be in very good condition, the results of this survey indicate that virtually every piece, par- 

ticularly those in the high traffic areas of the Rotunda have suffered some level of damage. 

he extensive use of decorative stone in the public spaces of the interior contributes to the 

Capitol’s intrinsic lavishness. Ornamental floor patterns, executed in a variety of colorful Public Spaces 

marbles that have originated from around the world, augment the overall sumptuousness of the Basement 

Rotunda fe isninee rain c this space, the decorative marble rekon ae, Original Conditions 

it imest i iers. f the Gi irst 
eer on vets Rion = Le eee . ae ae as. ae cae The marble floor of the Rotunda Basement is currently boarded over with plywood, therefore the 

et . - Ra marble pattern established in the record drawings was drafted through study of Post’s interior finish dia- 

The walls defining the Central Portion on the Ground, First and Second Floors are faced with Kasota grams. The decorative pattern implemegited is similar to that on the Ground Floor, which i both in- 
limestone, quarried in Minnesota and characterized by warm beige tones. Rich burgundy-brown Wis- stances features a starlike figure positioned at the center of the space. Within the circular area defined by 

consin granite pilasters with bases and caps of blond Hauteville marble imported from France, have the four double piers, an eight pointed star emanates from the center of a square incised within a circle. 

been located on the four massive, irregularly shaped structural piers that define the central area. Sixteen From the central area, circles radiate concentrically. In the walkway positioned between the double 

Norwegian Labradorite columns bh e-black in color with flecks of light-catching crystalline, visually piers and the outer colonnade, diamond, circular and rectangular shapes alternate in a band. The outer 

support the First Floor, at the edge of the circular opening in the Ground Floor ceiling. On the First ring is comprised ofa series of trapezoidal marble pieces, four to a quadrant. These are aligned with the 

Floor, engaged columns and pilasters constructed of Greek Green Tinos marble rise two full levels to the Toy —————— 

entablature positioned beneath the pendentives. They are topped with Corinthian capitals cast of H Aid x 

Keene’s cement and gilded to a polished gold. The architrave of the entablature is composed of bands yf eeaee Ss 

of Kasota limestone, while the frieze is of a rich pink Numidian marble quarried in Algeria. : aan es ) The short corridors that extend from the central Rotunda along the North and South axes in the Base- 2 Ait | | 

ment, and along both primary and secondary axes on the Ground, First, and Second Floors have also > aK Bini, AN | 

been fully sheathed in various types of marble, granite and Kasota limestone. With the exception of the SASS SS GES) 
Rotunda Basement corridors, the floor marble has been placed in decorative pattems established | [EEE | 

A YI AL \% \ It 

through variation in color, veining, and type. The corridors that radiate from the central Rotunda have MER Sy see Soe é | 

been surveyed as a part of the scope of the Central Portion, while the large corridors that surrounds the ee eae | 4 
Rotunda have not. The marble walls and floors in these corridors will be or have been surveyed and re- Ti Eee | 

| far SUSY SEI 
paired in conjunction with the wings of the Capitol and therefore, a damage assessment will not be pro- eee 7 lies | 

; \ 3 L BF I 
vided here. Though considerably less decorative, the Third, Fourth and Fifth Floor corridors are laid in | | BSCS OS es | 
large rectangular pavers of Athens limestone, though the walls and ceilings are plaster and comparatively | | QED 

8 B P | ROMEO TH RTA SKF ! 
unornamented. | J RP NY ! | 

The marble for the construction of the Central Portion was provided by Northwestern Marble and Tile \ ¢ HSH 

Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota, whose contract with the Capitol Commission was to provide the Hel 

full variety of stones through their various subcontractors. In addition, the Capitol Commission con- \ a f, 
tracted with Grant Marble Company of Milwaukee for the Wisconsin granites used in facing the piers HoH ear : seabird tke eet TT * 
and pilasters of the Ground, First and Second Floors. 

The marble surveyed within the Central Portion was examined for stains, cracks, chips, patches, gouges Figure 7-104 

and holes, scratches, missing pieces, excessive wear and faulty grout. Though at first glace, the marble Rotunda Basement Plan 
Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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niches that have been cut into the outer wall surface and faced with White Eschallion marble originally In the basement a restaurant is provided the walls of which are finished in white Eschallion 

intended for the Assembly Chamber.' marble which marble was originally specified for the Assembly Chamber, but after being im- 

Ina letter Post wrote State Geologist W.O. Hotchkiss, the architect described the origins and place- ported was rejected as it did not come up to the marble approved by the architects: Itwas later 
ment for mach of the marble and granite located throughout the building. Conceming the marble that offered to the Commission at practically the same price as the Kasota stone, which made its use 

. 4 ; : 

sheathes the basement walls, he wrote: in the restaurant seem advisable. 

i 2 — x =e 3 Sar » 2 
‘ ie Pe. i ¢ LS woe cS oP ahi = 

t — pe je ee : “a iS = 

[ee ge ee : me : Shh, ae : 

eee! ba Wie it er hae aes : oe sig ~ 
a Ae R Ges" Se uate Ng S = a ? 

| Eo ee bt eee eee as a 

P= Pe ; oa om, ae ae ; <i : 

ce lee a oad on Carpet tiles, placed over the i Pee oP ee Gee Figure 7-107 

Se mide’ [a 4 | ~=—- marble floor in the center of the TAS a ee The marble floor in the outer col- 

es . Eien oT FUME a Rotunda Basement, are beneath See Todi aan ee Oe eee onnade area is protected by 

Eo # ; cea the protective plywood. A eg i ea, eee / ‘ styrofoam and plywood. 

eae ee «<0 85 = Photo: Kahler Slater Be eee ae : : Photo: Kahler Slater 

“ Ea. ee 

| : |= i 

oe 1 He yea” i 

— 2 i 
— oe D | 7 

Me 6 (ee. E ze es i oe eS - 
a Weer eee ee 6 a : 

Ss Y 
[ee oe 

ie Figure 7-106 iia ok 
cs White Eschallion marble sheathes the double he ae as Figure 7-108 

piers of the inner colonnade and the perimeter pe \ —— a | White Eschallion marble provides the surface 

walls of the Rotunda Basement. ee - treatment for the North and South corridor walls. 

Photo: Kahler Slater eee J Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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The types of stone included in the floor pattern, based on notations to the plans provided by Post’s Ground Floor 
firm, include Ross Silver Grey within the broad circular areas and Dark Pink Knoxville within the rings Original Conditions 

established by the double piers and circular colonnade. Within each quadrant of the outer ring, between y fan er Epes Ter, : 
the wall and outer colonnade, and at the very center of the design, removable rectangular stones have ba een Floor of the Central Pardee ery. mabe os pepe cs io ort 
been framed with brass and operate as manhole covers. These allow access to the system of tunnels be- Pe eeenlly uachanged. The coma —— panes ang Poe —s —— oe 
Fcaihithe Ganiral Potion: fine the central space have been sheathed over with numerous varieties of marble and granite. The floor 

pattern established of cut stone on the Ground Floor contributes to the complexity of the Rotunda. Post 
Like on the other levels, the Rotunda Basement was centered compositionally at the primary and sec- provided a central motif that features a circle inscribed within an octagon within a star. The complex 

ondary axes of the building. Ingress and egress into the former dining area is provided by two public shape was created through the use of different beige-colored shades of Italian Sienna marble distin- 
corridors located on the North/South axis. Both entrances feature long and rather grand hallways with guished from one another by the degree of veining and color. A series of overlapping circles, with 
three marble steps, the walls sheathed in White Eschallion marble. With the restaurant kitchen and serv- squares of German Formosa positioned inside each at a 45-degree angle to the center point, creates the 
ing area designed to occupy the East side and part of the East Wing Basement, the marble corridor only outer band of the circular design within the Labradite piers. Though as designed, the coloration of the 
extended up a three-stair flight. The serving room beyond was tiled with small white ceramic tiles, both Formosa squares was to establish its own pattern, the stones were placed in a manner inconsistent with 
walls and floors, according to the Post drawings. The West entrance to the Rotunda Basement has been the original scheme.* 
remodeled to the extent that it is impossible to determine original conditions, though the Post drawings 
indicate that this area was designed to function as a storage area with a concrete floor and plaster walls 

igus Ceccieye = iT ATI, 
Ark KS LIkH K > 

Existing Conditions Sega I 
The marble in the Rotunda Basement was not accessible for survey due to the protective plywood cov- LRN (apis AoKR 

ering installed before its current use as a storage area. Before the plywood was set into place, in 1990, OF, SAN ee i isan HF WN bE OH 
the marble floor of the inner colonnade had been covered with carpeting when the space was remod- Fa YOKL \ Ns AT BROS or 

eled to function as a Legislative Document Room/Mailroom in 1979.? The carpeting remains in place HOH o 2a eh Ley eS 9 Hee : 
beneath the plywood, making it impossible to determine the condition of the stones in this area. The pe (ROE ROR rm fat . 
protective plywood and insulation was removed from an 8’ x 4’ area in the outer colonnade for a spot ene ae ws a geal | 
check of the floor. The floor stones examined appear to be in good condition. It is not known if this ‘ime ran a ICI i KC i Beer 
condition is representative of the entire floor. The wall surfaces in the Central section are also obstructed aaa te eB Oe SS GT gir - 
with plywood, positioned at a height that nearly reaches the capitals of the piers. For the purposes of sisi s! SOA RRO ens ce Eat | 
this study, the protective covering was removed from one of the double piers, revealing that the marble faa 7 WAIN OOO ea 

was discolored, possibly through moi i ially i i i Heel <2 i lar Big SR ai alt possibly through moisture absorption, especially in the areas surrounding the grout lines. pe OX Lip y PT iS Owes LM UH 

The original configuration of the space remains fully intact, though its function and appearance have been Leet hi : XK oc Sy pad 
significantly modified, resulting from the partitions that have been placed around the room to facilitate the OS “ee OS 
storage of doors, windows and furniture. The North and South corridors providing access to the space EP Epa ee __ RRS 
have been boarded with protective plywood as well. The spaces to the East and West of the Rotunda CEST SI” 
Basement have been remodeled and sections of the original flooring modified. The East, originally the no eee 
kitchen and serving area, has been reconfigured with portions converted into an office, a connecting link 
with the Basement Passage, and storage area. These areas maintain sections of ceramic tile and con- Figure 7-109 
crete although there has been no attempt to unify any particular space. The former storage area to the Ground Floor Plan 
West is now a press lounge with vinyl composition tile for flooring. Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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2 Sr ona Eos : The Labradorite piers are visually connected to one another through the floor pattern by a circular band 

ee ee SA i of grey Athens limestone. Similarly, additional bands of Athens limestone radiate from the outer side of 

ie OS. ~~ oe each pier to connect with the slightly raised granite pilasters that emanate from the four structural 

Lo eee ee =. masses. The marble pattern has been carefully planned to function as a unifying element and to tie to- 

: eee cae By : f < - > gether the various components of the room. 

eee oe eae 
ee a af Figure 7-110 

Pe fe fe ‘aes a The inner colonnade floor of the At ; oi H | 

a ee a ne ; \\ A ech 
eee & a. : faa we central Rotunda was designed us- i if 

Bae piesa ao ete Ss ae ing a variety of marbles and geo- b { 

oo. ene at. ee 1 metric shapes. 
Reece te F Yl eee bs 4 se ov 

a. hey se | ae rN ‘ Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- a f 
en, ae eee m ; a ~ 

ee = O° ie ee eo me  riors, Inc. a me 

. ta i 
‘ 

l i a ; 

pa ie bE i 
pa ee einen Ee 

” ate = t eo lmas..  eg 8) CRE aee 

= nl | pe ee 
J q iy ee ee 

eeenen cet pesrsaanre Leer se Ree sa | 

ee Figure 7-111 So 7 ee 
ee, en a ot Diamond and pentagon shapes 5 eer 

ge a nk ee : "Sse alternate in the floor pattern of a : Figure 7-113 

ae a eee ee ‘the outer colonnade on the Small rectangular pavers are used to establish 

a - a «© Ground Floor. an overall rectangular motif in the Pavilion Cor- 

ae a se oe Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- ridors. 
eee a Laer at Be eS riors, Inc. Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

Sc So ia 

a 6lhlUL 

ee ee pen gs ee rine Panes 
PERT pet ee aca, ec Ce : ye ae ; 

ae = eo ee Figure 7-114 
b tea See * 5 Sea A eRe ed : : : 

eae ee oe ae Figure 7-112 el . BS BC Circles, diamonds, and rectangles 

eae eee The marble floor in the center eos ees bs eos : are bordered by common stone 
S s Pa mien es a Poe ae ‘ enters - 

ae cae a Grand Stair Hall features geomet- re pees ee types at each level. Pavers of 

Se o. ric shapes, placed one inside an- ss ee Athens limestone establish the 

eee i: ae ee ifyi d. 
ee : ean other. een Saun unifying ground. 

e n “Se : Photo: Kahler Slater ee = ass ae. ee es ae Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Outer Colonnade Floor gular bases of French Hauteville marble, which is used throughout for the bases and the capitals of the 
The Labradorite piers and outer wall of the Rotunda define an area that features alternating diamond piers and pilasters of the Ground Floor. Post selected the Hauteville over the Kasota for these areas be- 
shapes with pentagons in the floor pattern. Both motifs are positioned within borders of White Rutland cause of its comparative durability.® 
marble and a narrow band of burgundy-toned Red Lyonaise marble, originating from Vermont. Addi- 

tionally the diamonds are positioned within four triangular shaped pieces of Light Sienna marble, similar 
to that found at the center of the Ground Floor motif. The pentagons are sandy beige in color, specified 

in Post’s finish drawing as Tavernelle Claire marble. Each floor motif is constructed using over 30 indi- ei eae TE ey 
vidual pieces of stone. The diamond-shaped pattern is aligned with the eight axial corridors and the pen- af — : 2 2 TEE: OF on, a 
tagon motif has been placed in-between. These basic shapes are separated from one another by the “ee Sar ie Soe SS am a 
bands of grey Athens limestone that join the piers with the pilasters, and provide a ground for the com- rod AEG eee = fe ~~ 

position. m e eel 5 ioe i ge 
- 3 - ieee Pe 3 ae \- oh Floor of Grand Stair Halls and Pavilion Corridors : ie bt) aed le -Bey 

The motifs established in the Grand Stair Halls and Pavilion Corridors are largely rectangular, though in fe & i ve | | ie Y e aa Sader { . j E : 
the center of each of the four Grand Stair Halls, a diamond provides variation within the rectangular ce i a i Pa F a t bi eee | i Figuve 7-118 
framework. Post specified that Escallette marble be used for the prominent shape. Ay 4 fs Gin ' le hy Sixteen Labradorite piers circle 

Floor of Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda : ae = 2 ee j ae et el me Cee see elon 
: ; F Lime 5 Ee of eee a EE eve ate a nade and visually support the 

In the surrounding corridor, the decorative marble reasserts the division of space established by the a ae ae ——— oto eee First Floor 

piers of the Grand Stair Halls. A larger rectangle appears in the center of the area, with two narrow ee ee ae Se Saigo Sa = Photo: Kahler Slater 
rectangles on either side. This arrangement is consistent at each of the four main entrances to the Ro- eee J a 

tunda. From each of these locations, aligned with the major axes of the building, the pattern consists ofa 

diamond within a rectangle, followed by a circle framed with a six-sided polygon that is splayed open at 

135 degrees to conform with the overall octagonal shape of the corridor. Outside each of the Pavilion — 

Corridors, a diamond is again placed within a rectangle. The pattern is replicated with the circle and dia- Ps a ; 
mond motifs repeated as the corridor continues to the next set of Grand Stair Halls. The types of stone ayia ba : 
are consistent with those used in the central space and include Athens limestone as a unifying element a eae os os . 
between the pilasters of the structural masses and the outer walls. The decorative geometric shapes, Fal i e e 4 | i 5 

implemented in either Grey Sienna or Escalette, are framed in Lyonaise and White Rutland marbles, ac- Se 4 <a Te eee ee 
cording to Post’s diagram. Ee Bt a c eA } os ‘ 4 eae 3 e be 

Elevations : i a oe { a i 
The walls of the four structural masses, both facing the central Rotunda and the corridors are of a soft fog ee E E = 
beige Kasota limestone. Wisconsin Montello granite pilasters, dark reddish-brown in color and witha ee L Ls. A. | : a 
medium to fine grain, face into the center of the Rotunda from the wall that defines the octagonal space. 5 a ane. : 
The Grand Stair Hall piers and the pilasters projecting into the Pavilion Corridors and into the corridor ae | : 
surrounding the Rotunda are faced with a granite from Marathon County, Wisconsin. Though the stone ou ee Figure 7-116 
is referred to as “Green granite,” its coloration is actually brown-black with a hint of pink» “e The walls of the outer colonnade are faced with 

y Kasota limestone, interspersed with burgandy 
The walls of the corridors are of Kasota limestone, with the exception of the projecting granite pilasters. brown pilasters. Bases and caps are of blond 
The Labradorite piers in the center of the space are capped with rectangular capitals and simple rectan- Hauteville marble, imported from France. 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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oa “Se ee Existing Conditions 

ee as eae os ay The stones in the center of the Rotunda floor have suffered more damage over the years than those 

ee 2 =| placed at the perimeter; the most pervasive problem with all of the centrally positioned Ground Floor 

. a a tg  . se) stones has to do with cracking and missing grout. The stones of the Pavilion Corridors and the Grand 

Bs oes 4 ae Bein Sd “ae en Stair Halls, where accessible, are significantly less damaged that those in the Rotunda. Again, the most 

ue oy ere 4 widespread problem in these areas appears to be grout having worked its way out from the joints. The 

Me poe ~ a Southeast and Southwest portions of the Corridor were not accessible, currently boarded over as a part 

a ie of the South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation. 
Sek 2. ee Figure 7-117 : é ‘ : 

s 2 ee ae Be Typical damage on the Ground The walls and piers have suffered some damage since construction, but for the most part, this damage is 

Pee oO ay ed Floor includes loss of grout be- concentrated at the bases and the edges of components. The sixteen Labradorite piers are fully intact 

Rh met 3 at tle 2 ve cores = : a e the marble though the Hauteville marble bases and capitals have not fared as well. Virtually every piece is affected 

an ee eae Tae oo ee by cracks, chips, stains or previous repairs. The entablature-like ring supported by the piers has also 

een been subject to a fair amount of damage, much of which appears to be related to cracks developing in 

ed! ae ae ap ee 4 places where small natural fissures had occurred. The outer walls of the Rotunda on the Ground Floor 

P be en Ps seal have been subject to similar types of damage. On the walls facing into the Rotunda, chips and cracks 

aS Po . € i 3 es : a i s ms appear to be concentrated at grout lines and near grille locations. 

a a ote ae 
eget * ot ee First Floor 

‘ ac 0 oe ie sys 
me ee A aes ee Original Conditions 

a : eee The decorative marble of the First Floor utilizes a similar variety of marble types as on the Ground 

es e Rees y 1 : Floor. From this level, the marble walls of the Rotunda rise two levels to an entablature positioned at the 

Re | ee fugue 118 : base of the pendentives. The entablature is carried by a series of pilasters and engaged columns that 
Beck eo OR ek ae : A crack extends through a piece , ; é : 

: een Ae — Se es of cut stone, typical of many conceal a fair amount of the wall surface, revealing only two relatively narrow areas of Kasota limestone 

eer os eH Ne pieces on the Ground Floor. in the proximity of the bays that open as balconies onto the Rotunda space from the Second Floor. The 

Be Se 4 Photo: Kahler Slater engaged columns and pilasters of Greek Green Tinos marble carry gilded Corinthian capitals, cast of 

Keene’s cement, above which the entablatures rest. 

Sol anes SRE al a 
ee ee Floor Around Rotunda Balustrade 

So alee ct teas : Nae : s one 
ners se ee ed oe The configuration of marble establishing the floor pattern in the Rotunda on the First Floor is slightly 

eR ag BOR og: ears ae eee . ino i i 
ne te it, Smet Se a, ap £5 more complex than that on the Ground Floor. With the circular opening in the center exposing the 

be = Ses rae ee ees Ground Floor below and the stone walls visually carrying the space up into the vertical shaft of the 

Bes al Se ie eh eats Dome, the First Floor provides a vantage point from which the decorative effect of the stone can be 
OTR? 0 od fae ea ; : ' 
oe Sake SSS eee i a pees ae perceived to best advantage. The design of the marble pattern on the First Floor, as on the Ground 

pete Pye tae s oe oe Floor and in the Basement, responds to a central circle in establishing an overall design that extends lin- 

ee 3 ea es oe ae oo i 3 early to the walls. The circular opening on First Floor is framed with Levanto marble balusters posi- 

ra Be eee eee eure FS : tioned within a broad balustrade of beige Hauteville marble. Unlike the Rotunda Basement and Ground 
4 Bae Se JSG tee as Lees ee Aye ee Numerous marble pieces on the i : : j : i 

ee oe as = y = Ground Floor have been infilled Floors, the undulating wall surface of the First Floor required that certain accommodations be made in 

Se Md Seamer Leg oo where damage has occurred. the cut of the stone and the layout of the pattern, which is aligned linearly at the Grand Stair Halls and 

Be ee ees See oh Oe Photo: Kahler Slater 
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within an arc along the edges of the walls. This feature generates a composition in which the composite The areas contiguous with the Grand Stair Halls are decorated with a central rectangle that is broader 

shapes are irregular, though through repetition a pattern is established. than those that frame it on either side. 

As on the Ground Floor, each of the components are framed similarly. With an outer edge of Sylvan 

Green marble—a pale green stone with white and grey veins, each geometric element: a diamond, circle 

or star within a circle, is placed within a second border of the warm beige Hauteville marble that 

matches the walls and framing of the balustrade. White Rutland marble at the perimeter of each motif ee 

creates a distinct edge for the primary decorative shapes of contrasting color. Adjacent to each of the st aera eS a ee os ee ~ <2 

Grand Stair Halls, a circle within a trapezoid is positioned between mirrored trapezoids, each containing - a. ——: [fs oa 
adiamond shape. These motifs and their borders correspond to the openings established by the piers Ny aa Bence 

me tr 
supporting the Galleries, or walkways, located on the Second Floor above. Contiguous with each of the ee. boo Ye ie 

Pavilion Corridors, a broad trapezoid with an arched outer edge takes as its primary motif a pair of - 1 1 

squares positioned at ninety degrees to one another, creating a star within a circle. ee: So kad + 

a ls ie | gS 

eae) (i fe oe | : a 
pS eae ae | Ee OCT oti heat | BONES EST PS TPR, i 

SONY peace eS SF : 
ys SP hes cay r OF ts q . 

Ie NO fees A oan ay ry NAN BUI IRR ead 4 ie 
7 Bia PN [asd f ake woe: 

Ho] Se NS RIS TTT | see : = igure 
rt FSS yee SER Een, Pa ee RA | Engaged columns and pilasters of Greek Green 
oe iy” RQ eid ee = — Tinos marble extend from the First to the Third 

ii par Sy # X SR<ZHH Daa || : Floor and carry gilded Corinthian capitals. 

GO ar ed Ae/ \ ee eo we ae Photo: Kahler Slater 
AH |! | i Da Ii | \; eI 
SFO att i | TE THIS 

ne eels | Hp PEAS I be 
Go an \ JU pea eo) ar 
PINS ES HT ES | i Sn) Se 
pa RS Hog A <a 

He <a RGSS : At 
a ; es Lok PRN bots CAS 1) Ges as \ ee" a en Se == As ol OOM as cee ROMA AVES. Det, Pe per ts - i : F Ua ON Eel . waa : St OREN pad 3 aA. cies 

oe e 7 ere ROR If os Be ee ey Ua WOVE Me eee Wa Neen Yn NES 24 y Agape on 
> Dare Ra LLG ore De Lf em 

OS eas = SAAS Le 4 .e ae 

Soa EFI oS fe ame Seu: oe Figure 7-122 Ss a ae Pee Y ee Ay td Large pieces of cut marble are ar- 
ees ne ranged in a pattern that responds 

Figure 7-120 —S a to the circular shape of the First 
First Floor Plan ae on og = ae Floor balustrade. 
Drawing: Kahler Slater Ao E ak e 4 ok Photo: Kahler Slater 
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i ee wee m ERs Pavilion Corridors 

a Pee. oe ee Stones in the Pavilion Corridors are consistent in color and type with the marble selected for the central 

vig aan << ery, He < e a ad part of the floor. With grey Athens limestone creating the background as it does on the Ground Floor, 

ye eS am = a the separate motifs are framed in Sylvan Green and Hauteville marbles with central rectangles of Ross 

of cae rs ES wy ; Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda 

: 4 io r s = The arrangement of stone in the Pavilion Corridors is carried into the outer corridors where the same 

a = E es of marble are implemented. These shapes establish a repetition based upon rectangles, with some 

= = Fi 7-123 
8 PA 

7 F > Boge =e aes E : containing diamonds, or stars based upon the juxtaposition of diamonds. Pilasters of Wisconsin 

i ! y, J = " The gallery bridges are carried ? 

| Be os i ce FA = on piers faced with Wisconsin Athelstane granite, white, black and grey in color, project from the Kasota limestone walls of the corri- 

— B : ee eas oo Waupaca Red Granite. dors and are visually connected in the floor pattern with pavers of Athens limestone. 

= ee Ss Photo: Kahler Slater katie ‘ ; ; Dae ‘ 
Beginning in the area contiguous with the Grand Stair Halls, the outer corridor is bordered with a balus- 

evs lM Raat trade of Hauteville marble and balusters of Dougherty Marble that are beige/pink in color and match the 

& = = ee a NEE 

. : 5 ef Pe ae ae i balustrades that face into the Rotunda on the Second Level. Between the balustrade and the Grand 

es —— | oe es bite: Bea re Stair Halls, the floor pattern is largely rectangular, though a diamond shape cut of darkly veined tan-col- 

ics : eee 
P y 1) 

ae ese ee ored stone has been placed at the middle of the center panel. The stones that border the rectangles in 

a Pe ¢ : I 2 | Ai: gee the corridor have been set up similarly to those in the central area with smaller rectangles of Sylvan 

=| 4 a Green marble positioned in comers of the larger shapes, giving the overall form a ste ed appearance. 

4 a ee ee fees ; 
pe pped ap) 

s d ae | a In the area between the balustrade and the Grand Stair Halls, the pattern continues with a heavily veined 

, ee hee | es : maroon-colored marble star created of two squares positioned at ninety degrees to one another. This 

ts ea | A Ponies eet | ; 
q P ty er 

= oe Ee ee | EB to e 24 Cee sy motif is followed by a rectangle that has been bent to conform to the 135 degree angle of the corridor. 

a ee eC aie be In the area outside of the Pavilion Corridor, a circle is placed within the rectangular frame, followed by 

E é # Pegi oe : B| F — € = -—_ jecting pilasters are of Marathon the bent rectangle and diamond motifs that carry the arrangement to the next set of Grand Stair Halls. - 

= Be pe = =~ County Green granite . 

4 so Be ee a a Photo: Kahler Slater i € Romina ain ; x 

? ere ar The stone used in the walls extending upward from the First Floor consists of a Greek Green Tinos 

ee 7 . marble, specified by Post on his drawings as “Vert Tinos No. 3” and Kasota limestone. The greatest 

fie Sea RES ese eer eee Py Bain | 
: 

: 

ee = 2 38 ee ee ea a portion of the wall surface is taken up with the engaged columns and pilasters of green and the smaller 

= pe ee Ba portion, representing the actual wall surface, has been faced with blocks of Kasota limestone that are 

ae oe e a a Bees fe roughly 1'-3" in height. The two story columns and pilasters are capped with Corinthian capitals of 

i ae oe j 4 Keene’s Cement which carry an entablature, the frieze of which is a pink Numidian marble. 

a 2 ee igs “ ei a: Ne The Second Floor, as visible from the Rotunda, consists of four small balconies, which correspond in 

a a ore Jan to the Pavilion Corridors on Ground and First Floors and four gallery bridges aligned with the main 

oS ae ae a P 8 

CSS RES Ss aes eee NR axes of the building. The gallery bridges, which continue as corridors surrounding the Rotunda, are car- 

fone CIN es Pe ie TN 
8 

See ee : 5 -_. Figure B25 ried ona set of four piers each. These piers have been faced with Wisconsin Waupaca Red granite, as 

ee . A diamond within a square pro- specified by Post. The balustrade that encloses the gallery bridge at this level has balusters of Dougherty 

3 vides the central motif for the Marble (identified on the Post drawings as originating in “Hawkins County,” Tennessee) and railings and 

See : eu af ie ate i a ridors. framing of the blond Hauteville Marble. This combination of materials is identical in the four small balco- 

oto: a ai . 
nies. 
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Existing Conditions On each of the four gallery bridges the pattern consists of a long rectangle that spans nearly the length of 

The stones on the First Floor are also showing signs of wear and damage, though there are fewer the bridge; it is edged with White Rutland and Vermont Vert Antique marbles and framed with Athens 

cracked stones than on the Ground Floor. There are, however, a significant number of chipped stones limestone that has been used widely throughout. The diamond in the center of the bridge is identical to 

on the First Floor. Other blemishes to the stone surfaces include damaged grout lines and poorly ex- the darker toned Sienna Monterente marble used in the middle of the central motif on the Ground Floor. 

ecuted repairs of cracks and chips. There is no particular concentration of damage, with these condi- Strips of Hauteville marble have been positioned on the floor between pilasters of like-colored Kasota 

tions occurring consistently throughout the First Floor. limestone that emerge from the structural piers and outer walls (the Kasota limestone replacing the gran- 

if i Rog ‘ ! es ite that has been placed on the pilasters on the lower floors). Athens limestone, continuing as the promi- 
The Wisconsin Waupaca Red granite piers that support the galleries are in excellent condition, as are the ; . aS r : ) 5 : : y 

: : nent ground, is positioned on either side of each of the Hauteville strips. Rectangles splayed at 135 de- 
marble balusters and rail at the inner edge of the space. Throughout, as on the Ground Floor, the ra sesh : : 

3 : : p grees are positioned at four locations in the corridor to accommodate the curvature of the Podium Wall. 
Hauteville marble appears to be one of the more vulnerable stones in elevation. Used in the bases of the : ; a, ; 

: Ph ‘ These are placed between two simple rectangular motifs positioned perpendicular to the length of the 
columns, pilasters, and the Waupaca Red granite piers in the center of the Grand Stair Halls, there are , : : re ; 

: ni ee : . 5 4 ) : hallway, with the gallery bridges then taking up a significant expanse of the corridor space. The central 
numerous cracks, chips and indications of previous repair. The other stones in elevation are in relatively : : 

ic ; S ‘ : panels of the rectangular components in the floor pattern are Ross Silver Grey throughout. 
good condition, though a degree of discoloration is apparent on both the limestone and marble in local- 

ized spots. For the most part, the Green Tinos marble, the Kasota limestone, and the Numidian marble 

are in excellent condition, though a build up of surface dust and dirt appears to be a pervasive condition. 

This is particularly evident in the Kasota scrolls that project over the top of the balconies on the Second 

Floor and along the surface of the marble friezes within the entablatures. ae Wee | 
hone TT ele ee | ee Ca Ere HET 

Second Floor Rog See SEE HER. K&S c BY . 

Original Conditions f ON 5 LEIR <i 
Yi 

Balconies El Vi DO RY y Ht 

The only areas considered as part of the Central Portion damage survey were the interiors of the balco- a= 2) Ss ce 

nies that open onto the Rotunda space. The decorative stone pattern implemented in these four areas Hea Hert 5 

consists of a circle within a diamond, both ofa tan-colored Yellow Sienna Marble as specified by Post, ak py 

within a rectangle of White Rutland. The walls, which arch into the ceiling are faced with Kasota lime- i id 

stone. The balustrade, both rails and balusters, matches the stones used in the gallery bridges. Grey i i 

Athens limestone provides the background for the floor patterns in these spaces, framing a secondary i A 4 ; 

band of Vermont Vert Antique marble, a stone that resembles the Sylvan Green marble seen on the First Eo t i H 

See flity 
Floor. sane 

fH 0 aH 
Corridor Surrounding the Rotunda pth = 

Within the corridor that surrounds the Rotunda, the decorative pattern has been simplified from the pat- Hd jx Gy ic 

terns on the lower floors. Instead of providing a variety of geometric shapes ina series of complex pat- LAS KD oO ye 

terns as found on the Ground and First Floors, the pattern implemented is based solely on rectangles, SOK acim euesaeer ee oi JOY” 

with diamonds centrally placed in the designs on the gallery walkways and balconies. As on the lower QOHHE Loe ry 
< i A % s \SEou Pr ees Ee oY 

floors, Athens Grey limestone was furnished to provide the predominate background. A grey, white, SSIES oe | ery 

green, and beige color scheme, simplified from the more complex variety of colors in the lower floors 

establishes the patterns. Figure 7-126 
Second Floor Plan 

Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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Existing Conditions of the floor pattern, with the stones at the edges more fully intact. The walls and balustrades are in rela- 

Only two of the four balconies were available for survey because the others were covered with protec- tively good condition, with out any significant damage to the stones of the walls or balustrades. 

tive plywood due to the South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation. These appeared to be in generally 

good condition, though the floor stones in the centers of both balconies suffered some relatively large Third, Fourth, and Fifth Floors 

cracks. These problems, at least in the two locations surveyed, appeared to be relegated to the center Original Conditions 

Behind the pendentives on each of the floors, short corridors have been located inside of the Podium 

SR eee z Walls. Not fully contiguous with the wings, these were considered by Post to be part of the Central Por- 

Pa a oe a a tion when the structure was built. For the purposes of this study, the stone in these areas will be de- 

oie ee scribed, though it has not been surveyed. It will be, or has been, both fully surveyed and repaired in 

o. Be BA % e conjunction with the Restoration and Renovation of the wings. All three levels make use of the same 

ay sorry, \ Se materials: Athens limestone as the field tile and Pink Tennessee marble as the border tile. Though the 

& “ nog Tennessee marble is referred to as pink, there is only a hint of this color in the predominately grey tones 

bl ee Sie seen 
yl : ae @o es bea eee 

of , oe ee s ee 

A ae fa ae a 

. Sia —— » Figure 7-127 © ee 
Be : fe of Four balconies positioned directly above the Ries poor ok cee ae Se eee Figure 7-129 

> , a 2a : a First Floor Pavilion Corridors, open onto the : oe ce cs : : ‘ . ” = : ok, ee = 7 : e hor fines an coi Reena The 

one aad ee Rotunda space. The walls and barrel vaulted ees : ee Re field tile and Pink Tennessee 

os : ae oe ceiling are faced with Kasota limestone. Coad . = “marble as the border tile for the 

ke an Beaven: Northwest balcony ; a5 Pa Third Floor Corridor. 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. Z aie Photo: Kahler Slater 

emma th fo neem gage ae ° perae Se 3 

= fore See sae a ES BEY fh 

- * ene Bees: ee, i ae. ee 4 wanes | * m. 3 

f ee RE Nee aa Bie i aes 

— i lUlmltC ee ae eS ee 
; cs. SUE foe ee ee 

=— aa Figure 7-128 es Figure 7-130 
—— a The pattern on the Second Floor | The same types of stone was used 

: i = a a. is simplified from those on the ce 5 ee eee ae eo ee ee a in the Fourth Floor Corridor 

Bam, eo i lower lewels. It is comprised Pee ee? , ee ee floors with an identical configu- 

> ec largely of rectangular motifs. EES “= ration as the Third Floor Corri- 

See ae ey Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- iy aes dor. 

ao oe OS eee §@=—riors, Inc. ee Photo: Kahler Slater 
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of the stone. Aligned with the secondary axes, these short corridors on the Third and Fourth Floors, ac- The Fifth Floor (Ring Course) consists of small trapezoidal spaces that are actually little more than stair- 

commodate the curvature of the Podium Wall with a pair of bends in the floor, each at approximately the way landings between Fourth Floor (Attic) and the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) on Sixth Floor. The 

same 135 degree angle that has been seen throughout. These areas have plaster walls and ceilings, sim- corridors are at the top of a flight of Pink Tennessee marble stairs leading to this area from the Fourth 

plified from the stone and decorative panels placed on the lower floors. Floor. They provide access to the Ring Course Rooms, four long and narrow rooms that are positioned 

on the primary axes. The rectangular pavers in this area are of Athens limestone. 

"8 ra: a Be Existing Conditions 

Ve: _ > e ones snes = Because these areas are to be or have been surveyed with the wings, a condition assessment will not be 

‘ | | : Sa — provided. Basically, the original marble remains in place and it has suffered damage related to use similar 

et 1 Se oo ae to that seen on the other floors. The corridors in the Southeast and Southwest quadrants have been 

a US oe concealed with protective plywood covering for the Restoration and Rehabilitation of the South Wing. 

r : es S| Notes 

oe = a : 1 ' George B. Post to W. O. Hotchkiss Esq., State Geologist of Wisconsin, 18 June 1915, Capitol Com- 

af F eee aa f mission General Files, ser. 833 (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, 1906— 

Yea | Ve re TS 1917). Note: Throughout the correspondence Labradorite is referred to as a granite. However, Labra- 

ew ie oe —s oe dorite, which contains no quartz (an essential component of granite) is actually a feldspar. 

ae bid. 

2  ——_— aioe - Rasa eames 3 What's Happening (Madison, Wis.: Department of Administration, Division of Building and Police 

a ee. 7 eee : Services, 20 March 1990; see also Division of Facilities Development Microfilm #1772. 
: 2 Figure 7-131 

ea oc z ore oe Pink Tennessee marble treads are placed on the 4 George B. Post to W. O. Hotchkiss Esq., 18 June 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

ae Jee a ae oe = cases leading from Fourth Floor to the Fifth In this letter Post described the completed design: “In the center of the Ground Floor of the Rotunda is 
4 seit Gaerne SS a decorative design executed in various shades of Sienna marble with borders of dark Italian 

Monterente Sienna marble imported from Italy. Surrounding the star of Sienna marble is a border which 

has a field of Ross Silver Grey Tennessee marble, with panels of various shades of Formosa marble 
i a " 2 : } a B ae from Germany. 

Ee i : = i > Post had stated his intention of using local granite as much as possible in finishing these spaces. Post 

: ah hi Gs, : wrote to Hotchkiss: “We have endeavoured as far as possible to use local materials and have made use 

p b 8 hoes. of many of the beautiful Wisconsin granites in the Grand Stair Halls and Great Rotunda. The selection of 

| i € soe Setas these granites was made from “Building and Ornamental Stones of Wisconsin,” mentioned in the “Wis- 

: Se consin Geological and Natural History of Survey Bulletin” supplemented from samples from several 

" — a : quarries.” George Post to W. O. Hotchkiss Esq., 18 June 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

a Figure 7-132 ae 
eee ic i ce s All Fifth Floor Corridor floors 6 Tbid. 

ee as are composed of Athens limestone 

ee ~.) and Pink Tennessee marble. 
mcr paisa Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Doors 
3 DOOR SURVEY 

ompared to other areas of the Capitol, the Central Portion has a limited number of quarter LEVEL: fe on MENOLES 
sawn white oak doors. In the public areas of the Rotunda on the Ground and First Floors, in- (a reEy 

structural elements. Two quarter sawn white oak doors are placed in the Rotunda Basement on the East NCNM REN JVC Mc] co 2c lf Ue os |S a | RI ala UG aac 
side that led to the original kitchen serving area and metal doors on the West side leading to the Press pais Rene ees So ee ee ieee 
Lounge, which was originally a storage area. In addition, there are numerous doors placed in the Pas- (CABINS Pssst cc | sR ena cc 

sage Rotunda Basement that open into manteane and sevice res. eee rs 
Quarter sawn white oak doors on the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) provide access to the Ring Course a ate aecotice|  e 
Rooms or to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum ). These doors are fitted with the hardware custom de- le teh iis Sol io aed oh MO 
signed for the Capitol featuring the state coat of arms. There are no doors in the Rotunda until the Pas- peeeae fF | tf ses” 
sage (Sixth Floor/Museum), where four quarter-sawn oak doors in the Passage lead to the Gallery in |STRIKEPLATE | -— }- 

‘ [poor stor | sche amram eaten Ap eae EEE Sie eae the ea © (Trumpet Course). os —— (on the ne — east/west axes) were repaired and Mat so | ee eT eee | ee | 
refinished as part of the West Wing Restoration and Renovation Project (1993-95). Also, four perma- lMNGEBSTE |. cee eens Tia) eee eRe meee | 
nent metal fire doors are located in the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum )—two in the northeast quadrant 2} — | ——____+—__}_ 

and two in the Southwest quadrant. These, too, were restored as part of the West Wing Project. Kick PLATE |. hoe eens [ive Poe een one NOTE | 
[poor chos.[: = Ser] Sai ape RA Nae eee SL | 

In the upper part of the Sixth Floor, above each rounded pavilion, four hollow metal doors lead to an TRANS | 5. RT a | NM [Meee °c a eo 
; : (eee | ee ae exterior Observation Deck. These doors are all scheduled to be replaced as part of the 1996 Observa- pee} | —_____}____}____} ___ 

tion Deck Project. Chain link gates, inside the Observation Deck doors, allow entry to the four cast iron PPTs a | ES | ree ee 
spiral staircases that rise through the drum of the dome to the Ninth Level, a utilitarian area without pub- -——_}__}—___}+—_ + i tere are, 
lic access. Near the four staircases, between the Seventh and Eighth Levels and again at the Eighth [PEE SER eS AGIRITRSAS TER] | es evans ih eg reer 

“ ee Pa Rae [tee Level, small access doors lead to utility areas. At the Ninth Level, on the exterior balustrade at the base a ————— A es 

of the dome proper, four pairs of hollow metal doors are placed within the ring of windows. Just below oo Us. eee Me 2 enn ey =p pratt i Sate See een ore 

the lantern, a pair of wooden doors allows entrance into a utility space. A hollow metal door at the fp eee 

Twelfth Level provides access to the balustrade surrounding the lantern. foe aE 5 Sa LT ee emer eee 

The doors in the Central Portion were surveyed to identify the door type, associated hardware, and ADDITIONAL EXISTING CONDITION NOTES: BE eer ees rom mane scr 

framing. Door and hardware types were largely established through similar survey work undertaken in Moe eee ee NO 
preparation for the restoration of the West and South Wings. Criteria for evaluating the condition of the 

doors were also adapted from that utilized in the West and South Wing Projects. Condition notes were SELECTIVE REMOVAL LOCATION: NEW LOCATION AND NUMBER: 
made for each door, describing damage such as cracks, gouges, chips, scratches, exposed pins, tar- Stote of Wisconsin oe | Date: as fend 

nished or discolored surfaces, and missing components or parts of components. Dre et Fits Development WaniNGN SORE EOL Rev. Date: 
jadison, isconsin 

4 State of Wi : RENOVATION AND REHABILITATION 
Public Spaces ProjectiNalne kt CENTRAL PORTION KS Proj. No. 

RECORD PLANS 93130 

Rotunda Basement Figure 7-133 

Because the Rotunda Basement was originally designed as a public space, it was constructed with quar- A survey form was custom designed to include the doors, wood trim, and hardware. 
ter-sawn white oak doors. Given that the area now functions as a storage space, only two wooden Foe eer See : 
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doors remain in place. Both are Dutch doors at the entrance to the East Wing; neither are in good con- The remainder of the doors in the Basement are temporary construction doors in the north, south, and 

dition. These doors are of the original design used throughout the building. However, as the Post draw- west corridors leading into the central space. Paired hollow metal construction doors with contemporary 

ings indicate what appears to be swinging doors for these two openings, these doors may not be the hardware appear at the north and south entrances. At the South Wing entrance, a wooden door, placed 

original ones for this location. Also, the horizontal shelves used to modify the doors to the Dutch are not in aroughly finished frame, operates as a temporary construction door. A single hollow metal construc- 

of quarter-sawn oak and the workmanship does not match the original. tion door, placed in an existing wooden frame, leads to the West Wing. 

; On the east and west sides of the South and North corridors leading to the Rotunda Basement are 

. ena =a placed quarter sawn white oak paneled doors providing access to the Passage surrounding the Rotunda 
a prereeecenstenc yn OL SOP SR 2 oe 2 

a ae ee Basement. These four doors have been subjected to heavy use and exhibit extreme signs of wear such 

| a ‘ ae as gouges, chips, scratches, and loss of finish. The Passage was also designed with numerous doors that 
ee cS aes ‘i i i i ili eae eae | ee lead to various service areas in the basements of the wings and Pavilions. As the basements have come 

| I : eo 2 ee | aa to serve more functions, additional wood doors and one metal door has been added. The doors within 

ee the Passage adjacent to the West Wing were restored and renovated during the West Wing Project. The 
lee | : . ; ‘ i 
| s f | doors in the Passage extending from the southwest corridor door to the southeast corridor door will be 

F| a” | restored during the South Wing Project. The doors within the Passage adjacent to the East Wing will be 

5 Le ~ | restored during a future restoration project. 

Bilge 
A ee. \ 
io 

ie eee icure 7-134 ——— 
a icecsitomee ee ee , §@©=— Temporary metal construction doors are placed Ss FE re taasn fie Ba 

a BL. fg ae : t. in the north and south entrances to the Rotunda pe Sas 

_ Aes [3 «Basement. a ie | 
Ns s = Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 7) a et er 

j 1S: 4 PP iva 7 

Co Mae ES ea 

ah pages EE fd i INSIBE ; < c 

Mat we 9 Figure 7-135 a 
a iva Ee Lia aed oa The existing wooden doors at the ie ae he 
Ly \ eg Cid al eet soy entrance to the East Wing have ee ke a : 

Vee . ha eo been modified to Dutch-type eee, $= Figure 7-136 j 
v of ’ | Be Lee doors and serve as notice for lo- : : A quarter sawn white oak door allows access to 

\' 4 he as cation of fire hoses in the storage the Passage surrounding the Rotunda Basement. 

wae wt \ } ha fea Two such doors are placed in both the North and 

i \ AN. ho Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- ; South Corridors. nen : 
‘a Vena ‘' 5 ree riors, Inc. Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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Second, Third, and Fourth Floor Corridors 

as The Second, Third, and Fourth Floor corridors contain quarter sawn white oak doors, which provide 

| ce access to meeting rooms and maintenance closets. All doors are fully paneled, except for the committee 
r Teer eer i i i i ae ae room doors, which are fitted with translucent glass in the upper panels. The Second Floor circular room 

: ae 4 doors are elaborately designed with five flanking borrowed lights and a large wooden pediment en- 

i SAAS hanced by scrolled brackets. The Third Floor circular room doors utilize side borrowed lights and an 

t overhead light. The Fourth Floor Circular Rooms feature borrowed lights on both sides of the door. All 

& J ; doors in Northwest corridor were restored during the West Wing Project. The doors in the Southeast 

u 4 he bu and Southwest corridors will be restored during the South Wing Project and doors in the northeast cor- 

i 4 a 1 i ridor with a future restoration project. 
| ea be ginny | : 

Hy pe Soh Sie ea =: 

4 ap eee Fifth Level (Ring Course) 

3 i ae a pes All four quadrants of the Fifth Floor each feature four quarter sawn white oak doors. A set of paneled 

; ek; eure 7.137 double doors leads to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) and two single paneled door lead separately 

: 1 Bea ; 5 ‘4 Door frames for the Second Floor circular rooms to two of the Ring Course Rooms. All doors and accompanying hardware in the Northwest corridor 

pitti ae =) are elaborate with five borrowed lights and a were restored during the West Wing Project. The doors in the Southeast and Southwest corridors will 

: bas ss i pediment visually supported by be restored during the South Wing Project and doors in the northeast corridor with a future restoration 
rackets. 2 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. project. 

See ii eee Os 
Ete Ree ee Se a aed nee : 

oe ARS Da ee ? : \ lea cos Sica : ; 

eae ee ae ee Rs: ee Cu eee a. | ln a | gee ape= Sle ae Fe ea i ee) 
aa Ae cn lh a. te ee 
Bee peices |) toe ee oe FP RE 

pete | oR Bb Drees oe ese Ss] || ee | lean 

eR ooo — - _ 
ie eS ee 

fe me ew ae ae | _ All entrances to the Third Floor circular rooms : aon eres . Figure 7-139 
Be i = _ consist of a door with borrowed side lights and a nee | SSFrourth Floor circular rooms display a single 

! oe eee borrowed light above, all featuring upper trans- Ne eee i ee door with borrowed side lights, translucent panes 
oo i ee = _—_ lucent panes and lower wooden panels. We ey Dae. as Lan eee and lower wooden panels. 

ae: : 2 _. Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. ee ee Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Sixth Level 
ee 

The four doors that lead into the Rotunda from the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum Space) were restored eae : 
in 1993-95 as part of the West Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation. All four doors are original quarter- ofa ee ee, 
sawn white oak paneled doors; the hardware has been refinished and replaced in its original location fees oe ee 
with new lock sets. On each of the four doors, the design of the front and back varies, with decorative é ; ed foe i, 1 
raised panels on the sides facing the Rotunda and simple raised panels on the sides facing the museum | | fee i eee, | 

ne ; Bs HMA opt eee ee eh ee space. Four steel fire doors were originally placed in the Passage, two at each entrance on the north- oe 1 i s | a etary : “ 
Hee } Eee tae ete beet ay west and southeast openings to the circular corridor. These doors were repaired and the hardware re- ie ei ; Ae ys ae 4 ay 

placed as part of the West Wing Project. ms et ie ae mee 4 ae ! 

Upper Sixth Level aS A Lee a | Me 
Hollow metal with metal frames and closers lead to the Observation Deck at the Upper Sixth Level. ot : ae Hie iene _ i Hs i’ \ 
They are not original to the building and are being replaced as part of the 1996 Observation Deck . fe HH 
Project. The doors in the Northeast and Southeast Pavilions both have safety glass panels. The South- as ih : 4 Z a a east Pavilion door was outfitted with an accessory hook that attaches to a steel eyelet inserted into the Beem Re Figure 7-141 
adjacent granite wall. The door in the Southwest Pavilion, covered with protective plywood, was not rae eit : ae ee = Quarter sawn white oak doors on the Fifth Floor 
accessible for survey. The existing doors will be replaced with hollow metal doors specified to fit the ex- a ad ioc alll ate 
isting openings. Each will have six safety glass panels. 5 : Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

Co! aaa : : 2 ee Bs 

# = reo ta) ie a : ce] 
WG ——_ | it aay 

eee Rie Se Os ab! ze Pee ee 

Re he At ee ea ah) Bee ee |, 
ae I cele ees (oh acuta E | ‘ eet i i PS | Mae f 44 

ee ame: ae) 

a Figure 7-140 Figure 7-142 
H a All doors accessing janitors’ closets and mainte- Se cae ae / Double paneled doors, placed on each Fifth a: F F nance areas have a simple door frame surround- ; ———— 3 Floor (Ring Course) corridor, open to the stair- 

Ps i ea ing solid panel doors. Te SS. >. case to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum). 
- = le bes Photo: Kahler Slater Seer Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Seventh/Eighth Level ee Secs o> E 

Ata point between the Seventh and Eighth Levels, accessible from each of the four spiral staircases, ae POSS : Ee 
pa Pe Sa en 

small paired wooden access doors allow entry into a crawl space inside the Rotunda at the base of the Ree maT 8 =e ee 

dome. The doors, presumed to be original, measure 18" by 35" (each) and have metal hinges and ee oS } Fs a ae : e ri 

simple pull handles. A similar pair of doors exists at the same level in each staircase; their purpose is to cone oa | o. Oe q os 

ee ——— ar > mr u 5 a a be | oe oe ae ee f 

Se a i eee és a ek oa 

sat Figure 7-143 
al The four original quarter sawn 

Tritton TT i —~setrorer: white oak doors, leading from the 

er seetien ii lie | | || “i ee woipmegypeigtetiae == Passage Level to the Gallery 

LENS enikewaneaws (Trumpet Course), feature deco- Figure 7-145 
rative raised panels that face the Steel fire doors on the Passage Level (Sixth 

. eg a, : ae : Rotunda. Floor/Museum) were repaired as part of the West 

ae ee ee ne were §—Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- Wing Project. 

PER cag ON ee ee elo © — iors, Inc. Photo: Kahler Slater 

= a oe 

| | = 

Phy ea i : H 

ei he Fire 
sscoeeieee oa : of : » ee 

ii , 
‘| | en ed j 
|) ' bs Fi: 

BE 

| eo Bee : 

ts | 
| Figure 7-144 

eit ih The quarter sawn white oak door providing ac- « Figure 7-146 2 

aa a cess to the Gallery (Trumpet Course) has simple Hollow metal doors, not original to the building, 

eee raised panels that face the Passage (Sixth Floor/ are placed at the Upper Sixth Level that leads to 

is He gs ; Ea Museum). the Observation Deck. 

eee PPO. ee Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. Photo: Kahler Slater 
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provide access to the utilitarian lighting used to illuminate the dome interior. In general, the doors are in Hardware 

good condition and fully operable. The hardware used in the Central Portion, including the custom designed “Wisconsin Coat of Arms” and 

the plain hardware sets, was manufactured by the Russwin Lock Company. This included escutcheon 
Eighth Level plates, door knobs, locksets, closers, stops, among other pieces. In “The Hardware of Ornament,” an 

The Eighth Level “pipe gallery” circles the Rotunda, accessible from all of the four spiral metal stair- article published in The Great American Architect Series in June 1898, Russell Sturgis, a well known 

cases. As with the access doors just below, these eight doors are small (29 3/4" by 44 3/4"). This me- 

chanical space, which is fully utilitarian, can be accessed from either side of the spiral staircase through be asc ‘ 
one of the doors. The restoration of these doors is being undertaken as part of the South Wing Restora- a : : ' ad ty 7 

tion and Rehabilitation Project beginning in 1996. | SS: RB 
Bs ta Li 

Ninth Level re I ee og, A 
i a ee Four pair of double hollow metal doors are located in the ring of windows at the top the vertical circular a oe ee paw : 

steel staircase. On the exterior of the building, the doors are seen behind the balustrade, just beneath the Py | | Seas) Fg pee 
ie sacar tS Re 

consoles at the base of the dome. Each door has a transom light that includes six panes of glass. It is be- ] | . ans hae : 2 

lieved the hinging, lock set, and closers on all four doors are original to the building, although the doors | | | ee 4 os 
are not. ee : oes 

fee. ee 
Eleventh/Twelfth Level ae hn ee 

: ‘eae se ; son 

Curved to conform to the radius of the wall, a pair of wooden access doors leads to a utility area at the ea le I igi! sa a : 

top of the dome just beneath the lantern. There is a metal handle on the right door and a slide bolt as ie a i act 4a i ES : 
well as a lock set for keyed access. The two hinges on each door appear to be original. es Ak - : Dy : Pe Figure 7-148 

le a Wooden access doors provide entry to the “Pipe 
Twelfth Level a * ieee. Gallery”, a mechanical space that circles the Ro- 

; aoe ee anda. Ahollow metal door, set in a metal frame, allows access to the small balustrade directly outside the lan- bre — “ Ria: SS 3 une: Kahler Slater 
tern. This door, not original to the lantern, features a glass panel and contemporary lock. 

~ sae on es ) es oceans Geaeeateee: Soemeneeneee ’ 

bet TE a ees) ad ioe : . 
i. ai i S " a _ ae 
Lupe ee, e \ 

Bi E i , rete i i | 2 3 eer 

EeEE : at Rae ee ers 

“es ee ae ra peer | a NEC Cee : 4 EI 
fie ~ ee Figure 7-147 pe fe | 7-149 
ie : eccuieeel ay nN Le Small wooden doors allow access —_ sagen Hollow metal doors are located at 
ee TERE E ee 3 to a crawl space inside the Ro- the Dome’s balustrade allowing 

Mea ae Bee | tunda between the Seventh and access to the exterior at the base 
de faeces ao : ce: { Eighth Levels. : of the Dome. 
oneal eee “Tee Photo: Kahler Slater Photo: Kahler Slater 
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architectural historian and critic, discussed Post and his ability for using the highest quality of ornamental 2. : 

hardware on his projects. 

Due to the limited number of doors in the Central Portion, all hardware was surveyed in conjunction 

with its door, and not as a separate survey. Repair or replacement of any hardware will be determined ij j 

ona separate basis depending upon whether a door is to be replaced or restored. Any hardware asso- : ' = 

ciated with the corridors surrounding the Rotunda has been or will be restored with the respective resto- : | 

ration of each wing. i F 

hep ee me pat oe Ve ener 2 ees Fe eae 

eee a . Figure 7-152 
a Be Mec, i H A hollow metal door, not original to the building, 

Ri suey % Pees if 1 provides access to the lantern’s balustrade. 

Wie i \ Photo: Kahler Slater 

os y tee] ee Figure 7-150 i 
ee AS oe a aa : Wooden access doors lead to a : } et 

Rey es. =" utility area just beneath the lan- $8 2 gh 
= 3 yo < tern. | os 

ed Sacks Photo: Kahler Slater 1 thee es be) 
Be walla Pear se 

oe) OME ce Read. 

Be kt RHO A oe 
es a WR 

A a em | He], eee 
oe hem Buia oey > ieee 

“chia | | as: , ‘ , Puta Plea Ui tee 
De i i ii eH TESS : ans 1 Io - 

ius be hel es 7-151 | 

} Ce Plain hardware sets, manufac- 

Ja 4 tured by the Russwin Lock Com- ' i Figure 7-153 

pany, were placed in the utilitar- Custom designed hardware is fitted on all quarter 

ian spaces. sawn white oak doors in the public spaces. The 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- escutcheon depicts the state's coat of arms. 

: riors, Inc. Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Furniture 

he furnishings of the Central Portion are distinct from the furniture that predominates in the of- FURNITURE SURVEY RNITURE SURVEY 

fices of the wings. With the exception of the furnishings originally provided for the Rotunda OBJECT: 

Basement, which was designed to function as a restaurant, no other furniture was designed for DREN pene 
any part of the Central Portion by the Post firm. The pieces in the Rotunda were added after completion MATERIAL: LOCATION: 

rae Z em, THE DESIGN DRAWINGS SPECIFIED, ‘ALL CASEWORK PREMIUM GRADE, ALL CENTRAL PORTION 
of the building either as monuments or functional utilitarian elements. EXPOSED UOOD-GUARTER SUN WHITE OAK, MARBLE BASE-MATSH EXIST. LEVEL: GROUND 

HAUTEVILLE MARBLE BASE, GRANITE COUNTER TOP-MATCH EXIST. POSITION: EAST NORTH EAST 
, MONTELLO GRANITE OR WI. GREEN GRANITE IN ADJACENT COLUMNS." 

Public Spaces CONDITION: 
Basement CRACKS none 

i ee CHIPS LOCATED ON ENTRANCE DOOR ¢ BOTTOM TRIM OUTSIDE OF DESK BELOW ‘INFO. 4 TOURS’ SIGN. 
Once the location of an elegant and beautifully appointed restaurant, the Rotunda Basement was origi- SCRATCHES/GOUGES LocATED ON RAIL WHERE ENTRANCE DOOR IS LATCHED 

nally conceived as a busy public space. As designed by the Post firm, the interior treatment was similar OTHER _ NN THE KNEESPACE PROVIDED FOR THE TOUR GUIDE'S CHAIR, THE FOOT REST 18 UORN DOUN. 
F F - ‘ ‘ THERE IS ALSO A LOOSE PIECE OF TRIM BENEATH THE WORK SURFACE, ABOVE THE HINGED SIDE OF ENTRANCE DOOR. 

to that in the Corridors surrounding the Rotunda with marble floors, walls and a elaborate decorative LEFT SIDE OF PANEL TRIM ON CUPBOARD DOOR (NEXT TO ENTRANCE) IS BOUNG. 

program. The Rotunda Basement is now a storage area, its former grandeur obscured. Some documen- DESCRIBE: 

tation exists specifying the quantity and type of furniture originally designed for the restaurant, but noth- (oar We wanes Griglta ty HE Kio He ten or ne Hat Ne woeAe PRE 
ing has been found to fully reveal the appearance of these pieces. Since the closing of the restaurant in THAT IT SURROUNDS. THE DESIGN IS CONSISTENT WTH OTHER WOOD DETAILING IN THE CAPITOL FOR IT USE OF MATERIALS AND 

“hs BT a i 5 THE DECORATIVE INSET PANELS THAT FACE THE PUBLIC SPACE. iT IS NOTED IN THE DESIGN DRAWINGS THAT THE 
the late 1920s, the original furnishings have been lost and it is not known if they continue to exist. PATTERNS INDICATED ARE DEVELOPED FIRGM PANELING IN THE 6TATE TREASURERS OFFICE" 

By 1968, glass cases had been installed and the products of Wisconsin Industry were displayed along SKETCH: Oo 

with Native American artifacts. Twelve showcases were placed in the outer colonnade, four counters (PROVIDE DIMENSIONS) 2 

between the double piers, and three straight counters on the west side of the room. In 1979, the Base- PLAN % 

ment was remodeled to function as the Capitol Mailroom and the Legislative Document Room. Cabi- >) s 

nets and mailboxes were installed. The Mailroom and Document Room ceased operation in the Ro- ‘ 

tunda Basement in 1990, and with the cabinetry removed, the space was relegated to serve as storage x 

for items temporarily displaced in the North Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation that began in 1990. zt & 

Doors—original and replacements—constituted the bulk of items placed in the Rotunda Basement for a 

storage. Although these items are currently being removed, the plywood shelving and partitions that pro- ee: j-8 1 | 

vide protection for marble walls and floors remain in place. NOTES: 
NOT AN ORIGINAL COMPONENT, THE INFORMATION DESK WAS INSTALLED IN . DESIGNED BY THE STATE BUREAU 

OF ENGINEERING. SEE DFD MICROFILM "112 FOR THE DESIGN DRAWINGS. THESE UNDATED SHEETS INCLUDE 

Ground Floor A PLAN, SECTION AND ELEVATIONS. 

The furniture surveyed on the Ground Floor included the built-in information desk located in the East 

entrance to the Rotunda and the small roll-top desk that is positioned behind it. The seven benches at State of Wisconsin foe Date: 
, . : - Department of Administration MARCH 1996 

the perimeter of the outer colonnade in front of the niches, the phone booths in north entrance to the Division of Facilities Development Rev. Date: 
R aan th ' i < fth Madison, Wisconsin WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL 

otunda, and the several wood signboards and a brass directory were also included. Because of the ee aa te RENOVATION AND REHABILITATION 

variety of materials used in these pieces, the types of damage assessed varied from object to object. Project No. CENTRAL PORTION KS Proj. No. 
RFCORD PI ANS 93+30 |. 

The Information Desk Figure 7-154 . 
ae ; y : z : The typical survey form for each piece of furniture provides an AutoCad drawing of the object ac- 

The existing Information Desk replaced an earlier desk installed in the late 1950s, while Gaylord Nelson companied by notations concerning damage. 

was Governor. The earlier desk was used as part of a hospitality program that Nelson instituted, re- Form: Kahler Slater 
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ferred to as the “Capitol Hostess Plan,” whereby young women stationed at the desk provided cheese Bere eat emmapers 605 oto : 

and information to tourists. Similar to the position of the existing desk, the earlier smaller desk had been See a Pee a erst 

situated between the piers on the north side of the east entrance to the Rotunda. ! ao oe 4 
a o : ae os oe oe 

The current desk, designed by the State Bureau of Engineering, was installed in the late 1970s.' The a “hal 

surface of the desk is constructed of quarter-sawn white oak and green granite, intended to complement = oe bee 
aie 7 5 are i a5 ie SESS es Seas 

the “existing Wisconsin Green Granite in the adjacent columns.” In addition, a marble that “matches the ES . ron eal 
‘ ‘ ° ? 2 ETE: iste Ecaag 

existing Hauteville Marble base [of the columns]’” was specified for the desk’s base, which faces the Ps ey ue oe af Ee ay 
i 2 Peewee le ssescti stt [eet cl 

cP EO Seine oad 2S 
Quarter-sawn white oak, of “premium grade,” was indicated for the remainder of the piece. The design : ee a a Sa 

of the elevations was based on wall paneling in the office of the State Treasurer, then located on the First eee : ta ee 

Floor of the East Wing. Every attempt was made that both the design and materials conform to the stan- os oe .. 
dard established by furniture and trim already in place in the Capitol. The desk runs parallel to the wall a 

surface and encloses an area of approximately 120 square feet. Since its construction, the desk has eg eee _ G es 

served the Capitol guides as a meeting place for tours and a location from which to offer information Ser a re eg 
concerning the Capitol. a: is ie ee Figure 7-156 

eo eS ea The seven benches, placed around the perimeter 

The desk was surveyed for cracks, chips, scratches or gouges, and any other apparent damage or he — ee gon Rie ai the Rebtanelee “GRUP wt place Yor rence Whar ts 

ee ree ea: ith li 
flaws. The Information Desk remains in very good condition and will require only minimal repair. ee cee iE 8 complete with light and heat. 

ee ee ee Photo: Kahler Slater 

The Stone Benches 

The seven benches, reportedly placed around the perimeter of the Rotunda after 1978,? are uniform in = ee | a 2 
i oe 5 Z Z 1 . ‘ 3 wo, al 

their simple design; they consist of two symmetrical rectangular slabs supporting a third horizontally —. . 

placed slab six feet long, eighteen inches wide and four inches thick. Constructed of a flaky stone, these mmm ie oti og 
as Sphere ae Shey. 

benches are pale beige with flecks ofa lighter color on their polished surfaces. The coloration is re- ee Oe ‘ neyo eoes: 

versed on the unpolished surfaces, where a lighter-colored base with dark flecks is evident; these unpol- SO Ae oe a F 

" eee ius : Be se Le hi Seer Re | oer ee a Se a a im | 
Lee eel SS ae : t a t 

Bie | ) Hr eae EE ake a VA d =v ? t i 7: = : i os i mt “ 

: it - en 4 Vis ea ‘ q F a Figure 7-155 “s \ cad ees ea 4 c 

Ps i ‘ ee we et 1k 34 be The information desk, installed in } Bee 

ae. 4 Ma the late 1970s,was built using E 
3 F t quarter-sawn white oak and a j Fe ey Figure 7-157 

| 6 oe me e green granite intended to compli- fay eee tte |} This roll-top desk, located behind the information 
ee ment stone in place in the Ro- lfm ee 5 fe ~—adesk, is one of three desks from the Assembly 

Se eer tunda. oe ree ee | CChamber of the previous Capitol. 

4 eee Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- oe eo ot 1 conser SL Photo: Wisconsin State Capitol Original Furni- 

P ee riors, Inc. Wort? wae eee ture Research and Survey 
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ished surfaces have a scaly textured appearance. Positioned in front of the brass grilles and the semicir- aS ce peer ayees 

cular niches illuminated with light standards, the benches provide an area for repose, conversation, or : oe cae e | |e 

even reading within the public space of the Rotunda. | hed Sa a ar eee ie 

Asa part of the survey process, the benches were inspected for cracks, chips, scratches or gouges. fee oom 

Discoloration of the surface and other damage were also noted. The general condition of the benches is ese] ae i 

good and damage, if it exists, appears to be concentrated at the base of the legs. In addition, reflective 

of the material, some of the differently colored flecks of stone have loosened from the larger stone and ee | HW Ea 

fallen away, leaving pitted surfaces in places. Indicative of their daily use in a busy public space, several | | ie : 

of the benches are dirty and some have been marred with graffiti. ae le Fe 

Roll-Top Desk 7) | 

The small roll-top desk positioned behind the larger information desk is one of three desks of this type bik ¥ 

originally built for the Assembly Chamber of the previous Capitol. Ninety-nine desks salvaged from the s | / e : : 

fire-ravaged remains of the previous building were incorporated by the Post firm into their furnishings / 4 | F : ‘ 

design for the North Wing of the new Capitol. Of the ninety-nine known to exist when the Capitol was er ae ‘ Figure 7-158 

built, only three remain in the possession of the State. In addition to the desk in the Rotunda, one is ina ee ag at ee Wooden telephone booths are located on the east 

Governor’s staff office and another is in a private office at the State Office Building at 100 North pte ar ae Cae a, wall of the north entrance to the Rotunda. 

Hamilton (as of October 1995). The oak desk in the Rotunda has an inscription on the bottom indicat- a - Photo: Kahler Slater 

ing the piece was manufactured for Gimbel Brothers of Milwaukee.* 

The desk remains in excellent condition, though it continues in use as a functional piece of furni- Se 

ture. As part of the survey, the desk was inspected for cracks, chips, and scratches or gouges, which qj a : ie 

were noted on the form. a pas Lat : pba oe : 

fe ae 
Telephone Booths | tg : re ee a a a 

The two telephone booths on the east wall of the north entrance to the Rotunda are constructed of By ie aE es 

wood with wood and glass bifold doors. Metal vents are positioned above each of the doors, which a i ae in. a fe | 

push into the interior space of the booths. A rounded metal handle on the inside functions as a pull. In- i | iu “a 

side the booths, the wall surfaces are enamel and the floor is linoleum. A wooden seat faces the metal =e i Faun 4 es re 

phone table and telephone. The booths are not original to the Rotunda, and contain telephones that have ge sacs eel ml 

been updated since the initial installation. Across the north entrance, on the west wall, are two additional PA es . 4 4 a , - ee 

wall phones without booths. Although these two telephone units are positioned lower, they do not meet pied b : ee i 

ADA requirements. One phone is fitted with a teletype device for the deaf. ee le ee eee ee 

The booths were surveyed for chips, cracks, scratches or gouges, and any other damage. Both show a i ; a Z be, Figure 7-159 

fair amount of wear and damage on the lower comers of the doors and both have been subject to ex- TE Wall telephone units are located on the west wall 

tensive graffiti. 
: of the north entrance to the Rotunda. The tele- 

phone on the left is fitted with a teletype device 

=: for the deaf. 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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‘ ie aS Display Stands 

i of i i 5 nat Three wood display stands, all positioned on casters between the Labradorite piers of the Inner Colon- 

qe _ ‘ : - ae nade, are of two slightly different designs, though they are all constructed of quarter sawn white oak. All 

Naru ae — S feature a dentil molding at the top, apparently designed to respond to the architectural molding on the 

eae Fi ceed Spee : entablature directly above. One of the cases is designed specifically for one dimensional objects, with a 

: ; | | pan ete or varias a framed sheet of glass secured to the front with grommet screws. The other two cases provide a larger 

i Le . = i 7 aa | oe and deeper display area, which is able to accommodate small three dimensional objects behind sliding 

GSR ee es yea wos Al E glass panels that are secured with ratchet locks. Another glass and wood display case is positioned in 

yes eth ee | wes Ey eo poe the east entrance to the Rotunda. Simply constructed of stock lumber and glass framed in metal, it is de- 

eee 4 Fay ve ge ae signed for the display of papers and announcements. Without ornament except for the decorative brack- 

eae | as ; oe ets placed at the legs, the case is fully utilitarian. The centrally placed wooden sign boards were sur- 

Ses i Wonk = iS sear <5 ; veyed for damage and all were found to be in excellent condition; the wood display unit positioned in 

sa oe Ne ey Ye the east entrance is missing the decorative bracket on the right leg. 

fees Figure 7-160 : i } ae 
A te ot PS ee a ee Three similari} desea genes Gown val aie A brass room Cees has also been positioned between the piers of the Inner Colonnade within the 

oe aed =<tee@mga play cases are located between the central piers Rotunda. The stationary central panel is framed with a narrow lip that is detailed with a leaf and band 

eee ce aon ae ed on the Ground Floor of the Rotunda. motif, which is also used around the legs at its base. It measures 6’-9” by 4-0”. This piece was sur- 

Pes eee Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. veyed for cracks, chips, scratches and gouges; it was found to be in excellent condition. 

te 3) | : ee H ; 

Figure 7-161 or ee =a % Figure 7-162 a 

a : Se nie A simple wall display unit is in the rectangular | a ee a ee Le Capitol office listings are provided by a Brass Di- 

S - S21 niche opposite the Information Desk in the East Se ge re oe ere een enemy e yet tee ne 

2h a entrance to the Rotunda. oe ee ae Sg =f i e tunda. ae : 

BoSUS ge Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. ee ~—~Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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First Floor In 1982, the Department of Wisconsin Veterans of Foreign Wars and its Ladies Auxiliary attached a 

On the First Floor of the Rotunda, four objects have been placed at the edge of the space, along the plaque to the monument and provided a wrought iron stand that displays the flags now flanking the me- 

cardinal axes. These will be considered “furniture” for the purposes of this survey. Two of the pieces are morial. The eight flags, four on each side, represent the State of Wisconsin, the United States of 

memorials—one to Wisconsin Veterans and the other to the famous Wisconsin Progressive, Robert M. America, the Army, the Navy, the Marine Corps, the Air Force, the Coast Guard, and Wisconsin’s 

LaFollette. The display case that houses the Wisconsin State Constitution was also surveyed. A replica Thirty Second National Guard Division. The plaque attached to the monument dedicates the flags to 

of the Liberty Bell, manufactured in France in 1950 and positioned near the South Wing, was exempted “those Wisconsin Veterans who served the cause of freedom so valiantly and unselfishly during armed 

from damage survey because a protective covering, provided for the duration of the South Wing Resto- conflict and times of peace.” 

rationand Rehalyiitation..has.madeit inaccessible. The Memorial was surveyed for cracks, chips, scratches or gouges, and any other damage or dis- 

coloration. The piece was found to be in good condition, though chips in the marble were evident on the 

Veteran’s Memorial : ‘i c 
bottom and sides of the front base and in an area at the top left of the back of the vertical slab. A small 

The Veteran’s Memorial, positioned at the west entrance to the Rotunda, was presented to the state by gouge appears on the left side of the front vertical slab above the cast heads. The worst of the damage 

the State Veteran’s Memorial Commission in 1933. It consists of a marble base with a vertical element appears to be located on the base at, and just above, floor level. 

of marble that features a bas-relief cast brass sculpture depicting the profiles of seven representative 

Wisconsin veterans. Beneath the profiled heads, an inscription reads, “To her sons and daughters who Wisconsin Constitution 

bore her pols to poner a the Nation’s wars this LRU is soteaed by the state of Wisconsin.” The Constructed of off-white Botticino marble, brass, glass, and Carmelian granite, the display case that 

Sapp as pare sneer bed. Yeserans, Memorial (crorausion 1722. holds a copy of the Wisconsin State Constitution was installed in the north entrance of the Rotunda in 

Two different types of marble were used in the construction of this piece. The base was built of a sand 1983. Built by Stefan Mittler Monuments, Inc. of Madison, the case is constructed of thin rectangular 

colored marble with grey tones, while the vertical portion is of a marble with a dominant gold hue. Cy- marble slabs with a bronze top angled to facilitate viewing the document. The text of raised letters states 

lindrical brass shapes, articulated with simulated ribbons (possibly an abstracted reference to the fasces 

motif, prominent in the Cox mosaics that surround the space) frame either side of the vertical marble el- r ' 

ement. Two small brass urns are positioned on the base, directly in front of the vertical slab, above ER es a 

which heraldic representations of the Wisconsin State Seal and the American flag are affixed. The rear hy: me ye j 

of the piece is simply ornamented with a bronze circular wreath articulated with palm fronds and berries; Sac’ , pm 

out of this motif, two horizontal lines extend to the edge of the vertical marble slab. | ‘ ee a a 1 

eT 

Se + a ee we i eee if 
oe, I: ie re t Fi ee 

* 5 fi / " ws. } L a ao 

wi = hy i . i , : 

a oa, | ie if Wakes 2 La 
a SES | ee : ie ce F £ a 5 : nis 

F A | ) Sa ae ; J eee ro 
ea o> We ' Z pon — sa 

gee ee (eH CS \ a a : B se : 
ee oes H } & il ; its ary, ; Figure 7-164 

en Sear =| Ne ss Ni fem §8 = Figure 7-163 ; . oe ry i, Se The display containing a hand lettered copy of 

pe =I, iz Ja) } eaTaTRS Rpemr el Hips Os _[-= | the 1848 Wisconsin State Constitution is con- 

ae Sl wes Rese oe placed on the First Floor of the Pe oe ak. eee be = structed mainly of Botticino marble and 
Pneee i ne : Rotunda in 1933. mee i panes) “Sap =  Carmelian granite. 

eh ee Cc nn ae Photo: Kahler Slater eo Se Photo: Kahler Slater 
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that Wisconsin’s Constitution was ratified by the Territorial Voters on March 13, 1848, and with the When surveyed, the case appeared to be in good condition, though some minor surface damage was 

signing of a bill by President James K. Polk on May 29th of that year, Wisconsin was admitted as the evident. Small cracks appeared on the top surface, particularly the left side, and a number of chips were 

30th State in the Union. The hand-lettered State Constitution, hermetically sealed in six layers of glass, apparent on the corners and edges of the base. The case had been previously repaired, as indicated by 

appears on the right; it is one of three copies of the document hand-drafted at the time of its ratification. several patched gouges on both sides of the front panel. 

(Another copy is in the National Archives in Washington, D.C., and the third was presumed lost in the 

Capitol fire.) Liberty Bell 

A second brass panel has been affixed to the front of the case, acknowledging the Bicentennial of the The Liberty Bell replica that is positioned on the South side of the Central Rotunda was given to the 
United States Constitution and committing to the principles set forth in both the federal and state consti- State of Wisconsin in 1950 as part of a Savings Bond promotion undertaken by the United States Trea- 

tutions. Signed by Governor Tommy Thompson and Justice Roland B. Day, Chairman of the U.S. Con- sury. One of fifty three bells made in France, it was designed to be of the same dimensions and carry the 
stitution Bicentennial Committee, the second panel is dated 17 September 1987. same tone as the original Liberty Bell. Only the absence of a crack, which occurred to the original in 

1845, distinguishes it from the replicas. Following its presentation to the State in 1950, the bell remained 

at the Capitol until January 1951, when it was moved to the Wisconsin State Historical Society, remain- 

popsrar ae = reer ing there until 1965. For a time the bell resided in Sheboygan, where it was mounted on a truck to ap- 

Be = i = f ack, b \ S E oe pear in parades and was rung every year on the fourth of July. 
: ye sor avec 
ate : ES — aby pe 8 A a The bell was finally returned to Madison from Sheboygan in 1975, after the State threatened court ac- 

oie =D ‘ Dh ie Lat . 2 bid tion. Installed in the Capitol Rotunda as a part of an American Bicentennial display in 1975, it has re- 

2 Ge E A be if — he. fl ee mained there since. The bell weighs 2,040 pounds with a circumference around the crown of 7’-6” and 

ure i a = it. a eRe alip circumference of 12’-0”. Currently it is mounted on heavy wooden beams, which probably brings 
a : : a | ae : ot ae its weight closer to 2,500 pounds.° Because of the protective covering installed for the South Wing Res- 

oe : iy ; a —— i = toration and Rehabilitation Project, the Bell, which is positioned under the South Gallery in the center of 

Ee AN | J iz ee Ls A y ie E Figure 7-165 the Grand Stair Hall, has been obstructed and will not be part of this survey. 

5 2 SS | ; f : 7 * A replica of the Liberty Bell is po- 
i ; Sa eee | sitioned near the South Gallery Bust of Robert M. LaFollette 

ee gosto — ane Se ce . oe ee Te ore ee Robert M. LaFollette (1856-1925), among the State’s most celebrated native sons, was the originator 
ae BEE aa ee P Photo: Kahler Slater 3 Gare 8 3 8 

% rats : of Wisconsin’s famed Progressive Party, a far-reaching populist movement that placed LaFollette in the 

national limelight during the first quarter of the 20th century. Elected Governor in 1900 and serving three 

2 ‘ a ety png a contiguous terms, LaFollette found his political momentum in challenging the more privileged politicians 

te | a - "| a and their ties to the railway and lumber barons. Known as a skilled orator, LaFollette constantly ex- 

F eee . ee a | / pounded upon returning the democratic process to the hands of average citizens. Serving as Wisconsin 

i } 5 yy ae 7 cm Governor and later as a U.S. Senator, LaFollette competed unsuccessfully for the presidency in 1924 as 

ay ce : a1) \ ie a third party candidate. When LaFollette died in 1925, his body was laid in state in the Rotunda and an 
: : A ze | oy L oe estimated 40,000 persons filed through in respect. LaFollette’s sons, Robert, Jr. and Phillip carried on 

; 7 4 | y ( ay Bee cae Cara iene Het the family tradition of public service as a U.S. Senator and Wisconsin Governor, respectively. 

i A ie “ol } Davidson, a bust of Robert M. La The bust of Robert LaFollette in the Rotunda was executed in Paris and brought to the state in 1980 
y . : 5 ‘ere - . oc me = ? a . : " through the efforts of Senator Clifford Krueger (R-Merrill), who had undertaken a five year effort to 

: A 3 ! { ; 4 ! é os pe dest nliatoh thosGn he Consti- sani a likeness of LaFollette Beene in the heme i ed ” French Patganicly — and 

¥ = ee pce tution display case. depicts LaFollette as a mature man, with his head slightly inclined to the right as though listening to an 

a _— eee a ae Photo: Kahler Slater 
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unseen speaker. The signature of the artist, Jo Davidson, appears on the left side of the bust, just below , Bee —_ <— : pcs 

the neck. Davidson (1883-1952), a prominent American sculptor working in Paris,’ had completed a a Br 7 ; — : 

full-sized statue of LaFollette in 1929, which was placed in Statuary Hall at the United States Capitol. . gee B oy aga f 

Although the bust was brought to Wisconsin in 1980, it was executed at a much earlier date. ae | 

The pedestal and its base are constructed Botticino marble and a rectangular piece of red Carmelian " a i | 

granite (stones that match the materials used in the Constitution case) is positioned directly beneath the veils | a | i: q i 

bust. As a part of this survey, the bust and its pedestal were inspected for cracks, chips, scratches or | oe ; | | 

gouges, and discoloration. The pedestal was found to be in very good condition with only two small f ( | | 

chips on the top part of the pedestal base, on the right side of the front corner. In addition, a slight dis- : ie : | 

coloration is evident in the seam between the side and top of the base on its right side. The bust is also me] 

in very good repair, though it appears somewhat soiled and, as a result, discolored. The nose of the fig- i E | 

ure has taken on a reddish tone, which is also apparent in the more highly textured areas of the bust, EB ip | 

such as the hair and the less finished areas at the base of the neck. A small hairline crack appears on the / i ee 

left ear. F . 

The four objects located on the First Floor will be subject to an in-depth examination by a qualified art a é as att ori i 7 
ft : ‘ough not original to the Capitol, the display 

conservator, who will determine with greater precision the nature and extent of the damage to these ===, cases in the Passage were designed sympatheti- 

pieces and will make recommendations for cleaning and repair. In addition, the flags, which were not ve cally in their placement and detailing. 

considered as part of this survey, will be examined by a textile conservator who will recommend appro- oa ai : Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

priate procedures. 

Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) oo Pee — ep 3 - 

Display Cases oS A is ee 

Thirteen quarter sawn white oak and glass display cases have been positioned in the wall niches of the PRS, , a # at ‘ aoe 

Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum). Although the wall cases were not part of the original furnishings design, Lae 1 +. ital oot : 

it is uncertain when they were installed. Behind a case in the northeast quadrant and one in the south- c. . 4 sd : a 

west quadrant, small access doors provide entry into electrical boxes as appear on the original plans. nen eli ee ‘ Mises 

The display cases were removed as part of the West Wing Restoration and Renovation Project (1993— " co a ; \ j | | : op a 

1995), when they were refinished and reinstalled with fluorescent lights mounted vertically on the sides oe See 

of the cabinets. They are currently in excellent condition. > : 3 “Wa Sacer : ae oe 

Trash Receptacles : ad 1 fie aig 

As part of the West Wing Project, trash receptacles constructed of laminate and quarter-sawn white j i 5 

oak were provided for this area. The laminate used for the top and sides of the casepiece was intended t 

te facilitate the maintenance of the objects, whereas the oak paneled doors provide details that are con- A. el Figure 7-168 

sistent with the historic woodwork and trim in the Capitol. _ ie Trash receptacles of quarter-sawn white oak with 

een ra 4 os laminate tops were custom designed for the Pas- 

cee eee ae ee i = re sage and placed there by 1995. 

eh ee a hoe ee Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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Balance and Pneumatic Case Clock “Diane Al-Shihabi (with Jennifer Herbert and Sarah Stahl), “Wisconsin State Capitol Original Furniture 
Consistent with its function as a display area, two items, having outlived their usefulness are now main- Research and Survey,” 1995. 

tained in the quiet Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum). The large Pneumatic Master Clock, originally located ° Sheryl Legreed, “The Bell,” unpublished article (Madison, Wis.: Capitol Tour Guides File, July 1982). 
in the basement, was once used to regulate all other clocks in the building; every sixty seconds, its bel- f : ' : : 
lows sent out a burst of air that traveled through the system to advance the minute hand on the clocks *Paul J. Amann to John E. Short, 28 August 1973 (Madison, Wis.: Capitol Tour Guides File). 
throughout the Capitol. The clock was manufactured by the Hahl Automatic Clock of Chicago. The 7 Jo Davidson (1883-1952) was celebrated in New York and Parisian circles in the decades that fol- 
United States Balance, once an important tool used to regulate and adjust County Standards of Weight lowed the turn of the century. By the end of World War I, he had gained an international reputation as a 
is also considered obsolete by late 20th century standards. A sign on the case that contains the balance portrait sculptor and had completed busts of President Woodrow Wilson and Allied War leaders, in- 
warns that “handling will destroy the Balance” and that it should be used only when “Adjusting County cluding Marshal Foch and General Pershing. Among his most well-known works is a sculpted portrait 
Standards.” Both the clock and the balance are artifacts from the first days of the Capitol and a re- of Gertrude Stein, executed in 1920, showing the famous author seated and slouching forward with her 
minder of the state of technology at the time the building was constructed. elbows at her knees. 

Notes 

' The working drawings were photographed on microfilm by DFD; Microfilm Plan #1772 (Madison, 
Wis.: Bureau of Engineering, Division of Facilities Development Microfilm Files), 20 November 1978. 

? Ibid. The term “piers” should replace columns. 

3Stan Cravens, 2 June 1994, interview by Sara Lenz and Joyce Inman. 

+ oF 

aby] i kai 

; | | 

ak : 

4 ‘ = : : p= Figure 7-169 

=. ~—=«*STihe Hahl Pneumatic Master Clock, manufactured 
: a a = in Chicago, regulated the original 1917 Capitol 

P ee ee clock system. Adjacent is a United States Balance 

or oe used to determine and adjust County Standards 
Be off weight. 

Sieg ayes 2 ata terete ap at ana 
ee ea Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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Grilles 

Original Conditions 

Th a f the Wi in State Capitol. ble i desi illes utilized in oth GRILLE SURVEY e eri es of the ane tate : pas ae i. ase and ae to grilles aa e - - MATERIAL: GRILLE LOCATION: 

buildings of equal quality, are the original cast iron grilles with a brass plating. The original specifications, “BRASS __ ROOM NO. RONNDA-SS= 

dated 20 January 1912, called for a manufacture by Tuttle and Bailey or an alternate product equal in CASTIRON (COATED) SS — GRILLE NO. Geees 

quality to be approved by the architect. CONDITION: 
CRACKS NA __ WARPED __NA__ 
DENTS» NAL. SCREWS SOME MISSNG 

seed es PEELING BRASS __NA RUSTED CORROSION 
Existing Conditions eet on 

In preparation for the Central Portion restoration and rehabilitation the grilles were individually surveyed. TYPE: 

A form was prepared so that each grille could be numbered and its condition specifically noted. Infor- . eetad alte ae 

mation gathered included measurements of the length, width, and thickness of each grille. Damage as- GInCOR) 
. 4 : : : D (CEILING) 

sessment involved checking for cracks, dents, finish, warpage, number of screws, and finish corrosion. OTHER 

A dimensioned sketch was provided with each form. All survey forms act as an appendix to this book. SKETCH: 

In general, the grilles are in good condition. Minor defects include missing screws, screw replacements, “(PROVIDE DIMENSIONS AND NOTE SCREW HOLES? 
and finish corrosion. THICKNESS OF GRILLE: Ja! 

1 is | sf) i 

Rotunda Basement ye es . & 

The openings for grilles in the Rotunda Basement are of three sizes. Currently, numerous grilles have r 

been removed from their openings and are stacked throughout the room. Although the grilles have been epee eeepc -eERrSESEeeere Sd 

labeled, it will be necessary to match each grille with a location to determine if all the grilles have been 
ee | NI i 

retained. This process will be facilitated when the protective plywood and insulation coverings are re- Hee EE | 

moved as many grille openings are partially obscured. . 

NOTES: 
Ground Floor THIS 1S CRE OF BIGHT (8) GRILLES THAT ARE SET INTO THE WALL ON THE GROUND LEVEL 

oF THE ROTUNDA. THE GRILLES ARE POSITIONED BENEATH THE EIGHT a Baers 

Nine grilles are positioned on the Ground Floor of the Rotunda. Eight of the grilles, each measuring 4' BRE IS AP Tee ODES, AT THE TOP AND IS? AT THE SOTTOM, THERE ARE FOURTEEN (14) HOLES 

1°4" X 1'4" X 1/2", is surface mounted on the wall, positioned beneath one of the eight niches and Beene eee eee eek eieeeOe Ly aeremaemneemet 

above the wall’s stone base. The 1/4" latticework with 3/4" square perforations of each grille is framed 

by 1 1/2" on the side and bottom edges and 1" at the top edge. Brass screws in each corner secure the 

oi toa cast iron frame on the air duct. The frame is held in place by one inch wide metal tabs extend- on Clipe g Pie | Ve eee race 

ing 4 the end of the duct and bent over the outer edge of the frame. Each grille is screwed into the Dvigion of Forties Doretooment eee Bor. Rev. Dote: 

frame with the tab being sandwiched between the frame and the grille. Serving a dual purpose, the grille fae ie as RENOVATION AND REHABILITATION 
F ay a x 5 7d : ts o isconsin rod Ol Ni = 

frame provides a transition from the duct to the grille and houses the air control baffles. The ninth grille is fr erect ste fae ee ocd alee 

placed on the north side of the East Grand Stair Halls, above the small desk behind the information 

desk. This small grille, measuring approximately 13" x 28", covers an electrical box. The grille placement 

is unusual in that no other similar openings exist in the remaining Grand Stair Halls. It is not known if the 

opening and grille are original to the building, or if the openi ed ata later time. figure] 3414 
eo gril es ern re ee Saar A survey form was developed to document each grille’s condition and location. 

Form: Kahler Slater 

i nena ee ee 
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Fifth Floor pe (0 Peis esr: 
: : : 4 : as a es 

During the West Wing Project the radiators on the Northwest Fifth Floor were replaced with finned a! oe 

tube convectors using hot water instead of steam. These convectors were housed in a casepiece de- Eis i She ie - he ees 

signed to conform with the design of other radiator enclosures throughout the building. The brass grilles 5; : Aut 

placed in the radiator’s top and at the base were fabricated to conform to the building’s existing grilles. i Sue x ee 

Passage (Sixth Level/Museum) m3 ee 
: el : a i i ; a Figure 7-172 

All es, Ori : cts rea ee tas anininesarasdine-meabehn deen oF were restored and reinstalled during the ae Misi Aho ROHLROIND Baseinent 

West Wing Project. ae grille exhibited the typical dam- 
a ee age conditions associated with all 

Seventh Level es ef oe Sh : ‘ ce ee oto: Kahler Slater 

Twenty four grilles have been placed at the Seventh Level, one at the base of each cathedral window, ee 

between the scagliola columns, in the Rotunda. Dimensioned from the drawings, the grilles measure 5'- z : ee 

6"x 1'-0". As the upper levels of the Rotunda are quite dirty it is assumed that the grilles may be of the ar ne + fae z iy 2 

same condition. When scaffolding is in place each grille can be assessed for its finish and other condi- a a us ee : ee a) _ 

tions. ie 2 pal UD we a 

4 Seay ell erp eS (care a ges 
peite tered cies cect Bite fds 

P  Gicab eats comet jak! 
NG RSEEEE es eeaceey Eeeererr eee | 

; teen BAe Taawel Hi oasmardaet teveragaten cy piri, | F 

Ve) We eee) Figure 7-173 
pi | appa eeereeest ip eeerteeeettry ie “= = Many Rotunda Basement grilles, 

: ee Mere ee eee. §=— removed from their openings, are 
oe connie °° gee Rn Se ia 

By Fe ae Ae rg ee age i stacked and labeled. 

Vis MNS hc ONG chute OPES wh CE ee : Photo: Kahler Slater 

See Eee ein ee ee } : | E ( | 
Foro h i Seeker ss LR ay ogi B= a : i i 

Ss eee ee eh ee Boh ries 4 i} m4 + { i 

See ee eee 5 ee pe pe oes : 

PO NE ae ae F.. § fe | : 
oe NN a a E 

eee 2 eS) ae y 
Bee aa X ts R ae Sat FNRAp EE 4 ; 

: oe ee te ae 
se ae Se ESececcccsecesze Sa ae apo ee ee a! 

TERS Sa ive Eye: pacer, AR at 
Pa i a A ee be 
fee PE a er eg ee ia, 
i Se et Rd Figure 7-171 beg e. se Figure 7-174 
el ee See = Many Rotunda Basement grilles iron scree ie Grilles on the Ground Floor of 

et ip =2% are secured behind the plywood the Rotunda are positioned be- ‘a ee we E r Mey Se 7 ei. coverings. hind the stone benches. 

TR ee ie ee ee ee 23 Photo: Kahler Slater (ee ee eee : Photo: Kahler Slater 
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SE a a ee So eS 

ie Se ook aN i b 

eS Sead 
Ne ee eg ee 

ee ee ae 

ge oo ee i | 

a ee j 
— i ae | ay Figure 7-175 

Sc ee if yo a Brass grilles were fabricated for 
Aas oe aa placement on the top and at the 
ae ok oy ait ee oe base of the new radiator enclo- 
aS a Fae e — = sures for the Northwest Fifth 

ag a a oe eee eeeee §=«=— Photo: Kahler Slater 

roe oS Se ee ic 3. 1, a es 

= faplaatentes Figure 7-176 
— rater ee All the brass grilles utilized in the 
— =m Passage were restored and rein- 

ae. x stalled during the West Wing 

ss Project. 
oa. : ee Photo: Kahler Slater 

. . Figure 7-177 
: : The grilles that supply heated air 

; HE i to the upper Rotunda are placed 
, " between the cathedral windows. 

es a Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

We : : riors, Inc. 
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Lighting 

( ustom light fixtures were designed by the Post firm as part ofa comprehensive lighting scheme Ms 2 oe 
for the building. Lighting for the Central Portion provides ambient light as opposed to task i a 
lighting and is an integral component to the design of the interior, which also includes ceiling 2 CE Si eee 

and wall configurations, decorative finishes, marble, and stone patterns. Each space, whether defined by Se pee es a ae Ghee Sc ed 
actual walls or ceiling panels, is highlighted by its light fixture. In almost every instance, painted decora- Ce fl aie sg aesa a 
tive ceiling panels provide a framework to enhance the fixture. = ae " ae SS e——$<——___} ene a Bose [ond Cuan GS ase] 

The majority of the custom designed brass fixtures were listed on Contract Drawing 518-2035, dated 5 Poa } a = : = S$ 

March 1912, which detailed a fixture schedule for each room and a drawing of each fixture type. This sets Ae Socks i S| 
schedule was revised in February 1913, September 1913, and February 1915. The original electrical : SaaS) 
specification for the Central Portion, dated 1 March 1912, was also prepared by George B. Post & 

Sons. These specifications covered switching and control of light fixtures, mounting, and brass sockets po 
manufactured by the Edison Company. The Mitchell Vance Company of New York City provided the ee bike kay} 
incandescent light fixtures that operated at 110 DC Voltage for the Central Portion, for the sum of 
$23,501.42. Post’s original lighting plans for the Central Portion encompassed everything within the Po- (oe ene 

dium Wall for all floors and levels. SS 
ae 

Fae Senet ee a 
Lighting fixtures, from the Rotunda Basement through the Thirteenth Level, have been altered through 

different construction and remodeling projects. Conversion from “DC to AC” power began in 1958 and Se eee ne nd Mo hal 
included replacing all the “DC” incandescent light fixture sockets with “AC” rated sockets, replacing the ATE SE 
branch electrical panels on each floor, and converting the Capitol to 120 volts AC. This project was pee Phe Kohie: Soi 

considered complete, as of 7 January 1964, with the reworking of the dome and comice lighting. 
Additional Repalr Notes 

In 1963, a “GE” master motor control panel was installed in the maintenance supervisor’s office, in the 

North Wing Basement, to control the lights in the public spaces on all floors. Lighting affected included: RR a ee A aig ea eS eet 
the lantern lighting, which is activated by a light sensor; the artwork lighting; lower and upper dome light- —_——.WT——— 
ing: Rotunda lighting including cove and comice lighting; and lighting of corridors and galleries. All light- Ean aa ee ee eee ee ea 
ing is activated by a timer. The system is comprised of a “GE” master motor control panel, relays, recti- 

fiers, and contractors. Rectifiers, contractors and some of the relays are located in the Electrical Room 

that was originally the kitchen space in the East Wing Basement. Remaining relays are located in aban- Wisconsin State Cael ena & Rehabilitation aca 

doned distribution boxes ina janitor’s closet on each floor. 1996 

The Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) was included in the West Wing 1993-1995 Restoration and Reno- ae 

vation Project. The lighting work included installing new fluorescent fixtures (Type RP) in the display Figure 7-178 

Survey form: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 
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Figures 7-179 through 7-187 Figures 7-188 through 7-194 
Top row: Fixture types C, D, and F Top row: Fixture types O, U, and CP 
a. row: . types : J, and K Second row: Fixture types FF, Il, and CP Series 

‘ottom row: Fixture types L, M, and P Third row: Fixture ty : pes F ype A-29771 1/2 
Photos: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. Photos: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 
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cases, and exit lights. Type RN was installed in the staircases from the Fifth Floor to the Passage. Type Se ‘eee ee a ee 

RG, put in place sometime after the original fixtures, was reused. a oe ae eS be. 

Lantern lighting, on the Thirteenth Level, was repaired and replaced with new fluorescent fixtures in : % - ‘ia compe ( Core™ , é 

November 1980. z : coe hs 3 ae = 2 2 : —_% ; y — oe ; : 

, ; a a ne, =) z aS 3 : a 7m . aa) 

Survey Documentation Na pet , ¥ ee 

The survey documentation procedures included: (1) a review of the original plans (518-2030 through = : led Kk 3 

518-2038), lighting schedules, specifications, and historical correspondence; and (2) a field survey of Saas = ff 

each original fixture, utilizing a survey form. Space for additional comments pertaining to each fixture’s RAE cena mene eet A 

condition was provided. The selective removal contractor will make a final inspection for conditions ——————————— CU 

deviating from the notations on the survey form before cleaning and repairing the fixture, prior to boxing 

it for storage. As a final step, the electrical contractor will be charged with rehanging the fixture. ap ee : : a 

All replacement fixtures, implemented through remodeling projects, were surveyed for type and loca- y ‘ ag ore i oe ifs 

tion. These fixtures were not documented as they will be replaced with high efficiency fixtures. Yo en ee ee pe Oe oe ed 
FS. eon pear ‘tet ey Se oie eee * a so 

Ve ee, by Oe 
Fixture Types ae ‘ Wee aa a 1 eat = a Z 

Fixtures placed in public spaces included a combination of simple and ornate brass fixtures, with glass a os = ‘ oe SS S4 \ co fe Se rr 

globes or diffusers, designed as: hanging pendants, chandeliers, sconces, ceiling mounts, and post be ae = ee Ae a se ; c a 

lamps. Utilitarian spaces were originally provided with ceiling mounted and simple porcelain fixtures. hao 3 ts — eZ No 

Original Fixtures el ee ae CF 
Type C: Located as a ceiling fixture on the Ground Floor in the corridor surrounding the Rotunda, Type 

EJ 3 : Bab is Baie) UO RES. 

Cisa7-lamp surface-mounted fixture with an ornate cast brass body, four 6" opal globes, and one 12" = ; nn. coe ee he A ees a4 

opal globe in the center. Bead and reel molding at the globe mounting neck and a polished brass stem oe ces ae iy Sage ee dee po eee a. 
M \ Ey Page tie io En ih haat SERA Cae Ris ge SiS en greg 

with an acanthus leaf echinus comprises the body of the fixture. . s — Perea gente oe =: a ee oa eae Pea ibe Ge S . ; 

Type D: Featuring a 10-lamp surface-mounted fixture with a large opal globe in the center and six small Pas i Se oe Be ee cet 

opal globes around the perimeter, Type D is located in the ceiling of the outer colonnade of the Ground ) : Pm He ee ee , ; eee G > 

Floor Rotunda. An ornate brass body is embellished with acanthus leaves and bead and reel molding. LE - W.. cs oo 

TypeF: This fixture is a 3-lamp chain-hung fixture with a 14" opal globe and an ornate brass echinus ia = - a eg Lipans A 

embellished with a bead and reel style running molding, acanthus leaves with petals, and a bead and i. a Bs ~~ ae < : 

reel molding at the ceiling mounting plate. Type F is located on the ceilings of the Ground Floor Grand nes é Ra on 
: ; oo 

Stair Halls. Patient Sa 

Type I: This 3-lamp wall-mounted candlestick-style sconce, with glass tulip style shades and brass : igures a 95 through i sy ee 
: Z op row: Fixture types E, RA, an 

scroll wall and support brackets was located on the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) . Middle sou: Pecuire types RC, RD, and RE 

Bottom row: Fixture types RF, RG, and RH 

Photos: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 
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cE | Ty | Type J: A 3-lamp stem-mounted fixture with brass bead molded stem was located in the serving area of 

ms I i : aiid) | the former kitchen, the storage area on the west side of the Rotunda Basement, and the Passage sur- 

Pa “ il yy ne \f rounding the Basement. 

ee Ral he = \ } 
so A SF ‘ at a | mE 5 Ears fi} _ Type K: A 1-lamp stem-mounted fixture with brass bead molded stem was located in the same loca- 

a thy ~ (te tions as Type J. 
aN yo Nth . ti lf 1 i : u ou Type L: Located on the Fifth Floor (Ring Course), this 1-lamp ceiling-mounted fixture featured a smaller 

: is . x _ we Ke ] | ae globe than the Type M fixture. 

Se ~ aN . ‘ : . ge a y g oe Type M Fixture: Located on the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) Landing, Type M was a 4-lamp surface- 
— ee ‘~ i ; \\ > \\ xu J pe ne " mounted fixture with a large opal globe and a brass crown with polished bead molding. 

my pert 268) ee Type O: A I-lamp torch-style wall sconce with an ornate cast brass body that consists of a pineapple 

- on we ; style pendant at the base with a polished brass shaft and a molded necking at the base and top. The 

Sg es en = S echinus consists of acanthus leaves and a horizontal bead and reel with a 10” opal glass globe. This 

ML ot = _ sconce was located on the Third and Fourth Floors. 

% Ss 1 ee ‘y 
: aan) EP < ia | aa Type P Fixture: A 5-lamp surface-mounted fixture with a brass reed basket and copper foiling for a 

bs 7 eS ae y & S SU y y large marbled glass diffuser comprises the elements of this ornate fixture located in the First Floor corri- 

s ss ‘yg é f e : NY : dors surrounding the Rotunda. The body is further embellished with festoons, acanthus leaves, fretwork, 

p on eS a e im i ! AN co J) : y ae fleur-de-lis, and a pineapple pendant. 

A : ae Tee ag : i ; i : : > ag J a Type U: A 3-lamp chain-hung fixture with a 14" opal globe and an ornate brass echinus. The globe echi- 

ee : : : = ie ; Re y : nus consists of bead and reel style running molding and acanthus leaves with petals and bead and reel at 

i ea Pag the ceiling mounting plate. 

ie enemas Steed el a vie ae Type CP Fixture: Located in the Ground Floor Rotunda niches, this post fixture has an ornate base, 

: a shaft, and fluted glass inverted shade with an opal globe. A triangular base, designed with cattle hooves 

: 3 Ee Boe ea 4 BS oa = and skulls, supports the main base decorated with water leaf banding and large acanthus leaves. Bands 

a se Ria fee ges of oak leaves, acorns, and acanthus leaves ornament the main shaft. The echinus follows with acanthus 

: [ E as oa a ! ke : Sa b } leaves and scalloped ovum style banding. 

| ae | Es : | ned E ae vo os Type FF: Located on the balustrade pedestals of the Second Floor Galleries, this fixture features 10- 

: es mia oo] Eg ot a lamps on an ornate cast brass post. The plinth is flanked by a scroll work consisting of rosettes, bead 

; | fee. coo ete — ee ie molding, palm leaves, and guilloche banding. Palm leafing is placed on the main post’s shaft, which is 

ot hee ee Renee : Pe at et 3 es further embellished with a banded and reeded base with four eagles. Nine lamps cradled in tulip-styled 

f : is Pe oa pe = 5 5 * as ae c ae ae 3 holders and an 8" center globe mounted on an ovum motif bracket are positioned on the top of the post. 

LB. a ea ee 4 a as Type II: This wall fixture is a 1-lamp torch-style sconce with an 8" opal globe and an ornate brass body. 

Figures 7-204 through 7-212 The body is enriched with a boss or patera mounting plate with a sculpted fruit and leaf vignette and an 

Top row: Fixture types RI, RJ, and RK ornamental fluted bracket with acanthus leaves ending in volutes. An acanthus leaf echinus completes the 
Middle row: Fixture types RL, RM, and RN : : : : re : 
Bottom row: Fixture types RP. Exit and RO ornamentation. This fixture is located on the Ground and First Floor Pavilion Corridors, the Second 

Photos: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. Floor Pavilion Corridor Galleries, and on the Labradorite piers in the Rotunda. 
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Type CPA, CPB, CPC, CPD: The exact position of these restaurant fixtures is not known and photo- Type RN: A new fluorescent wall-mounted fixture with high efficiency lamps was added to the stairway 

graphs and/or drawings are not available. to the Passage during the West Wing Restoration Project. 

Type A-2977 1/2: These four 5-light fixtures, with all metal work finished in gold and alabaster etched Type RP: A4' single lamp fluorescent fixture is mounted vertically in the display cases on the Passage 

bowls, were placed in the north and south entrances to the restaurant. No drawings and/or photographs Level (Lower Sixth/Museum). 

mpayennns: Type Exit: This incandescent surface-mounted light, with metal housing and a down light component is 

; the exit fixture installed throughout the Central Portion. 
Replacement Fixtures 

“R” Series RQ: Elaborate cast fixtures are located on the double marble piers of the inner colonnade in the former 

The “R” series fixtures consists of replacement and new additions that were installed throughout the restaurant seating area of the Rotunda Basement. Simulated fabric, ending in tassels, provides a wall 

years. As these fixtures will be replaced with new high efficiency fixtures during future restoration mount further decorated with acorns, leaves, and fruit. The mounting is topped by a staff and a ribbon 

projects, they will not be surveyed, only listed by location and/or function. tie. Brackets extend the two lamps, which were originally covered with globes. These fixtures were not 

oe 3 ; included in the lighting schedules and through visual survey are determined not to be cast in the same 

Tyme: by : frre ig an Incandeecent stem-mounted fxlawe with hes ae logan ine Kotunda manners the other original fixtures. Although the electrical schedule indicates wiring for fixtures in this 
Basement. The base may be original. location, it is not known when these fixtures were placed. 

Type RB: This fixture is identical to Type RA, except that it maintains its globe. 
‘ x <r? S + 9 

Type RC: This fixture is a 1'x 4' surface-mounted two lamp fluorescent fixture, located on the Fourth “hy ; 
Howe “BE” Series, high efficiency fluorescent fixtures, were installed in the Passage during the West Wing Res- 

toration and Rehabilitation Project. Detailed information concerning these fixtures may be obtained 
Type RD: An incandescent (R Lamp) flood fixture is placed in the cove of the cornice and is used for through the West Wing Lighting Fixture Reports. 

indirect lighting of the Rotunda space. 

Type RE: This incandescent (R Type) flood lamp lights the upper Rotunda and barrel vaults from the a = 

cornice in the Rotunda. ; hes ak 

Type RF: A4' single fluorescent strip lighting fixture is mounted in cove of the cornice for indirect lighting ee ge ee eae ee 

of the Rotunda. SE eee 

Type RG: This fixture is a stem-mounted incandescent fixture with a glass globe placed in the Passage. Se a ale ae 

Type RI: A4' single fluorescent strip lighting fixture is mounted on the Passage (Lower Sixth/Museum). Ss =— em — - - ie a E : 

Type RJ: This incandescent porcelain-socket surface fixture is mounted on a junction box. This fixture is eee ra sa Oa i : a 

used throughout the utilitarian spaces from the Seventh Level through the Eleventh Level. ce ee 
ey eo 

Type RK: An incandescent (PAR Lamp) flood light fixture is used for indirect lighting in the Rotunda at } 7 ae 

the Trumpet Course. i oo. 

Type RL: An incandescent (ER Lamp) flood light fixture is used for indirect lighting at the Stair Ring | oo aes 

Landing at the Tenth Level. Hy ‘ ar Figure 7-213 

Type RM: This 4' single lamp industrial fluorescent fixture is mounted in a vertical position to light the | Vn ay 4 linear shyitye, of {takes J established by, the fix- 
: * fr ee N hes = | tures when viewing the restaurant space from one 

lantern. This fixture was added during the Lantern Relighting Project in 1980. i os £ end of the corridor to the other. 

z \ qt % 4 Photos: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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Public Spaces SUT eis T= Se ON ee 
Basement ee er iat e. FJ mye Was ee ics tence We BE ‘ Sie Original Conditions = oe ae 

Ambient lighting was provided in the restaurant seating area by fixtures placed on the ceiling panels, on ae es - ee a oe... 
the double piers, and in the corridors leading to the central space. Upon entering the restaurant from the eed ; | Pe e Boo oy 3 ? oe 

corridor, a line of fixtures created a visual rhythm across the room. A central fixture was placed in the E ie F Na , + LS eee ] ee i 

middle of the large center panel. Although the electrical plans show that fixtures were to be placed in eo aoe ; ie | BA ' 

every panel of the inner ring, only eight fixtures were placed. These fixtures alternated in every other I } at a | Sees Figure 7-214 

panel. Fixtures were placed in each of the outer sixteen ring panels. The resulting two circles of light : & : Ambient light is provided by ceil- 

highlighted the circular rhythm established by the architectural design. No fixtures were fitted in the four 3 cee Soe foes eee, seat Nees and 
: ea ; : ree Ee ed post lamps placed in the niches. 

large alcove panels, although electrical plans indicate fixtures were to be placed in these locations. : : — Photos: Joyce Inman Historic In- 

Rotunda Basement fixture Types CPA, CPB, CPC, and CPD, were added to the project in 1913! and * ae iors, Inc. 

fixture Type A-29771 1/2 added 21 January 1915.? As the bases of the ceiling mounted fixtures remain 

in place throughout the Rotunda Basement, it is likely that these bases belong to the original fixtures in- ie: Fa Pe eee 

stalled. However, no photographs or drawings are available to document this assumption. In addition, RR win si an eR ee ee 

there is no record to indicate the specific placement of each fixture type . Although the electrical draw- ae en ie oo = 
ings indicate placement for fixtures on the double piers, there is no indication from the lighting schedule — ea See ; a ( 

what type fixture was placed there. The light fixture on the pier, inconsistent with the original fixtures, has M = FE d : aes " at Pag @e a ( @ 

been determined a Type RQ and will be discussed under existing conditions. i $ oo Sear i 0, aaa e : 
ee | eee ee ee 

od 5 ieee rr ie ila 1 | 4 Figure 7-215 
Existing Conditions ee a | a] i Se Sixteen sconces are fitted on the 

The Basement, no longer a public space, has changed functions and has become a utilitarian space. No = ae 4 . | eee : : Norwegian Labradorite piers en- 
aoe 3 3 : : eens et oS ne circling the Ground Floor Ro- 

original light fixtures remain and the fixtures in place are Types RA and RB incandescent lamps mounted eo rd i ait 

in existing fixture ceiling brackets. It is thought that the original mounting rings were for types CPA, s : a oe : fate ae . — vk ee = jr Joyce Inman Historic In- 
CPB, CPC, and CPD. Type RQ remains on the double piers. oer Se oe teriors, Inc. 

Ground Floor 

Original Conditions j : : : : 
Inadditi Ligh eo dickcheghe: eho Leek cle ele i placed along the cardinal axes in front of the Grand Stair Halls. Type F, a single globe pendant fixture, is 

5 - # tae a we ace aust nth “ ; . | : ae a : side i 7 placed in the remaining panels. As each ceiling panel carries a fixture, a circular rhythm of lights is estab- 
space . so lit by fixtures that provide aml ient light for time ant eveing use. This is eapegia ly im- iiikied tthe cont dal tbusdian Maallaweds, 

portant in the outer colonnade and the corridor surrounding the Rotunda, which have no direct light 

sources. Sixteen ornate sconces, Type II, are fitted onto the Norwegian Labradorite piers encircling the First Floor 

inner colonnade of the Rotunda. The outer colonnade space features ceiling mounted fixture, Type D, 

with a large center globe and six smaller globes. Additional reflected light is provided by eight Original Conditions 

torchieres, Type CP, placed in the Ga niches in the Rotunda. These fixtutes, supplied - Edward F. The central area of the First Floor of the Rotunda is without light fixtures, largely because the natural 
Ealieet an ian s Mew York City, for i) were peda Gane’ a Se eee phate of light entering from the Cathedral windows, illuminates the space from sunrise to sunset. However, the 
the Project in 1915. Type IL is also placed om each side of the Pavilion Corridors. A fixture is located in Pavilion Corridors utilize a Type II sconce, and the corridor surrounding the Rotunda, with no direct 

every ceiling panel in the corridor surrounding the Rotunda. Type C, a large center globe pendant, is 
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bares ie ‘ cook | BNE CS eee, Be c 

a ’ eae A rhythm of lights is established, carrying the eye | Foes Be f Be 

bg eo i : : oe ae = : 

ne oa Pe as one walks in the corridor surrounding the Ro- remnaces we Es, Figure 7-218 

ears ee tunda. ye pero re hea ee meta re Large fixtures with opaline glass diffusers are 
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fi, : Laer ss ne Seem i hence a : + 4 i 
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5 ee eee es is seen when viewing the Rotunda from a Pavil- Bee » a 

od eee oe eee ion Entrance. | fs. Figure 7-219 

SO 20 : ‘ s ott : _ “a : he 
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light sources, is fitted with Type P fixtures. Type P, one of the most elaborate fixtures in the Capitol, is 

placed against intricate ornate ceiling patterns. The large opaline glass diffuser imparts an iridescent ef- 

fect throughout the corridor. With a fixture in every ceiling panel, a continuous rhythm of light that carries 

the eye down and /or around the corridor is once again established. 

Second Floor 

Original Conditions 

The Second Floor, composed of four galleries and the corridors that surround the Rotunda and connect 

the wings to each other, and the small Pavilion Corridor Galleries, receives varied degrees of natural 

light. The galleries under the barrel vaults, which are illuminated with natural light from the cathedral win- 

dows and the barrel vaults, are fitted with eight Type FF ornate cast posts, each with ten lamps. The 

~~ a 
ee a Hs ee : Sea 4 

— ; 
Gerace snp RO aa et re Figure 7-222 

. a So Three fixtures are placed in the octagonal ceiling 
: — — <) Cm ree panel of the Second Floor corridor. 
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acy PE an ie 2 The relationship of the light fix- 
a i. * a2 ro tures on the Second Floor is illus- ‘ {i a3 bs . z _—. ay b is | trated through this view across ae 
ke ube. x ea: 

&) Sreorccopn ae | are the Rotunda. ee i 
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a ‘pone a : : Satan ' | a a Each Gallery connecting the wing : hae oa taes es : 

foarte | CS fsa a || ~—s corridors to each other is fitted S ae F Figure 7-223 
Ed a. Y Oceans eh ‘\ls with eight post lamps, four on es Three fixtures, more simply designed than those 

4 € depen ap each balustrade. ees on the Second Floor, are hung in the Third Floor oa " E | ee 
oa et ae »\p2 Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- ; corridors. 
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corridors which receive no natural light feature Type F, a pendent hung fixture, in the three ceiling panels, Existing Conditions 

providing ambient light. While the small ceiling panels have one fixture, the large octagonal panel dis- The original fixtures placed in the Ring Course (Fifth Floor) surrounding the Rotunda have been re- 
plays three fixtures, each centered within a decorative design. The Pavilion Corridor Galleries have Type moved and replaced with fluorescent fixtures. As the corridors are being restored with respective wings, 

Il fixtures affixed to each wall. these fixtures have not been surveyed for this study. A fixture sympathetic to the building’s character 

was installed in the Northwest corridor during the West Wing Project. 

Third Floor 

Original Conditions pe oie 
The fragmented Third Floor corridor, behind the central Rotunda space, features a combination of Type | p . oS ee 
O and U fixtures. As these corridors receive some borrowed light from the circular committee rooms, j ix 4 i s ” . 

they depend upon the hanging pendants and wall sconces for ambient light. Three hanging pendants, < a e s : ae | 

Type U, are placed in the corridor section along with two Type O sconces. ee 3 zie ad ! 

Fourth Floor we leues “a 

Original Conditions Se ae Figure 7-224 
Ce 4 i - 

The Fourth Floor corridors are also fragmented corridors, placed behind the Rotunda, and each con- a Pans - ee mayen capt fea 

nect to the adjacent wings . The original light fixtures in these corridors consisted of fixture Type O, a nes ee : Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

wall sconce. These eight fixtures provide ambient lighting as minimal borrowed light is received from the gs riors, Inc. 

circular committee room. 

Existing Conditions for Ground Through Fourth Floors : 5 es ae — : 

The original light fixtures for the Ground through Third Floors are still in place. These fixtures have had oo ee 
minor modifications and/or changes since installation. Changes have included the replacement of “DC” i ee as 7. 4 ee oe 

to “AC” sockets, glass globes to acrylic globes, and replacement glass shades throughout. The original be ae 8 oa ae ss 
light fixtures for the Fourth Floor were removed and placed in storage. Fluorescent fixtures were in- ee ae nee 5 _ we ° 

stalled. During the West Wing Project, original sconces were refurbished, restored, and refitted in the eS gS 2 Pate Snes = r 

Northwest corridor. p~ US i kes 5 Pe a ae 

Fifth Floor (Ring Course) we” BS re 

Original Conditions om ag | 
‘ ‘ : ; : aa oo ee 

The Fifth Floor (Ring Course) level is a landing that provides access to adjoining storage rooms and the oe Re gees | 

stairways to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum). As this space receives light from the windows in the as 4 Bs ‘ ig a 

Podium Wall, fixtures Type I, a wall sconce, and Type M, a ceiling mounted fixture, were used to pro- | | | Le 

vide additional ambient light. Type L, a surface mounted fixture was placed in the stairway to the Pas- | | \ \ 

sage. MUNN) Figure 7-225 
The Fifth Floor features fluorescent lights in those 

corridors that have not been restored. 
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Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) Existing Conditions 

Original Conditions The Basement light fixtures are currently incandescent lamps in the existing fixture ceiling brackets, con- 

Natural light enters the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) through windows placed on the lower drum wall. sisting of types RA and RB. The previous storage area on the west side of the space, included in the 

Light fixtures originally included Types L and M, both ceiling mounted fixtures. Type L, a smaller ceiling West Wing Project, was converted to a waiting area for the new Press Room. The east area, originally a 

mounted fixture than M, but of similar design, was placed in the stairway ascending from Fifth Floor to serving area, now serves as a storage space and will be considered with the East Wing Restoration 

the Passage Level. Project. 

Existing Conditions Third Level 

The lighting for the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) was included in the West Wing Project. This included Original Conditions 

incorporating new fluorescent fixtures (Type RP), mounted in the display cases, exit lights, and Type RN The cove, in the cornice above the Corinthian capitals of the Rotunda, housed utilitarian lighting for the 

in the staircases from the Fifth Floor to the Passage level. Type RH, a ceiling mounted fixture installed mosaics in the pendentives. The cove lighting consisted of 40 watt reflector lamps, mounted at 8" on 

sometime after the original fixtures were removed, was reused. 

Utilitarian Spaces ————— : 
Receni cnt a ae Se = 

- oe a 
Original Conditions AY Ears V/, i — 

The Basement utilitarian spaces were a combination of a serving and storage area, and the Passage sur- \ ‘4 : ri {fi 

rounding the Rotunda Basement. In these areas, the light fixtures consisted of two ceiling mounted fix- OS poe |i] 3, ih ; 

tures: Types J & K. a |) ans a 
ed nee = Figure 7-227 

ie ie eS j a te, Reflector lamps and fluorescent 
: 4 << ae peer ee 

a gee x eee 3 é fixtures are placed in the cornice 

hs = hg) = ae ‘ere Se ti — cove to provide indirect lighting 

oe : . at P| ae “~~ for the mosaics and the barrel 

a ey e ¥ : a = vaults. 

eo a Photo: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 
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| a Figure 7-226 as SS ee Cove lighting for the Rotunda 

ie The Passage features a variety of light fixtures, oe ay = == ~— drum and coffered dome is pro- 
| a 4 including fluorescent in the displays cases, exit f ; — : Se vided by fluorescent fixtures and 

= : lights, and ceiling mounted fixtures. . : PE Pfi Gea: Sen — reflector lamps. 
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center in the area beneath the pendentives. As the cornice wraps around into the barrel vaults, 25 watt Seventh Level 
reflectors were designated. Although the electrical wiring was specified on the original contract drawings Original Conditions 

(518-2035), there were no drawings or pictures of these lamps on any lighting schedules. Seventh Level spaces consist of four stair landings for access to the spiral stairs and a cove around the 
perimeter for lighting the coffered dome. This lighting consisted of Type] fixtures in the stairs and 40 

Existing Conditions watt reflector lamps mounted at 8" on center in the cove. Although specified on the original contract 
The Third Floor utilitarian lighting consists of cove lighting in the comice above the Corinthian capitals to drawings but there were no drawings or pictures of the reflector lamps. 
light the mosaics in the Rotunda. In this space, the light fixtures are a combination of surface mounted 
fluorescent fixtures, incandescent floodlights and incandescent 128W ER 40 reflector lamps. Fixture Existing Conditions 

types include RD, RE, and RF. The light fixtures are a combination of surface-mounted incandescent lamps, cove mounted fluorescent 

fixtures, and reflector type incandescent lamps (Types RI, RJ, and RK). 
Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) 

Original Conditions Eighth Level (Pipe Gallery) 
The inner balcony of the Rotunda’s interior drum wall (Trumpet Course) housed utilitarian lighting in the Original Conditions 
cove. The cove lighting consisted of 40 watt reflector lamps mounted at 8" on center. Although specified The Eighth Level (pipe gallery) consists of a stair landing, the gallery piping corridor, and a cove around 
on the original contract drawings (518-2037), there were no drawings or pictures of these lamps. the dome perimeter for lighting the coffered dome. Type K, an incandescent ceiling mounted fixture, was 

specified for the corridor and 40 W reflector lamps for the cove. There were no drawings or pictures of 

Existing Conditions the reflector lamps. 

The utilitarian lighting in the Trumpet Course are single-lamp fluorescent fixtures and reflector lamps, 
Types RI and RK. Existing Conditions 

ae <a The light fixtures are a combination of a surface-mounted incandescent lamps, cove mounted fluorescent 
a, . 4 : ad eee fe fixtures, and reflector type incandescent lamps. Fixture Types are RI, RJ, and RK. 

— Sei i Ses z 

ee =. DORAN ANAAAANA ee Figure 7-230 
Figure 7-229 AAT UT ! i ie weice mounted lamps and re- 
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Ninth Level (Landing at Stair Tower) Eleventh and Twelve Levels 
Original Conditions Original Conditions 

The Ninth Level, or the Stair Tower Landing, consists ofa landing/platform. Lighting consisted of incan- No lights were indicated for the spiral stairs to the lantern in the original contract drawings. 
descent lamps around the perimeter, and drop cords with incandescent lamps around the landing and 

the access stairs. These drop cord-type light fixtures were specified on the original contract drawings by Existing Conditions 

a fixture symbol “D” and noted in the symbol key. The light fixtures are a surface-mounted incandescent lamp (Type RJ) mounted on the under side of the 
Twelfth Level landing. 

Existing Conditions 

The light fixture in place, Type RJ, is a surface-mounted incandescent lamp. Thirteenth Level (Lantern) 
Original Conditions 

Tenth Level (Stair Ring Landing) Lighting at the Thirteenth Level consisted of drop cords with incandescent lamps around the landing. 
Original Conditions These drop cord light fixtures were specified on the original contract drawings by a fixture symbol “D” 
Lighting the Stair Ring Landing consisted of drop cords with incandescent lamps around the landing and and noted in the symbol key. 
the access stairs. These drop cord-type light fixtures were specified on the original contract drawings by 

a fixture symbol “D” and were noted in the symbol key. Existing Conditions 

The Lantern Level space consists ofa platform around the base of the lantern. In this space, the light 
Existing Conditions fixtures are surface mounted fluorescents (Type RM). 
The light fixtures are a combination of surface mounted incandescent lamps and cove mounted incan- 
descent reflector lamps, fixture Types RJ and RL. Notes 

rang g | SRC E BE "Mitchell Vance Co. to George B. Post & Sons, 8 September 1913, Capitol Commission General 
Bae Blea ee 3. E Re ‘ Lee ; | ale gape F BE Files, ser. 833. 
ou p gc ie 
ete : PEGE | 2 TRE > George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 21 January 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

| eG oe 833. 
Rl 

ae Te ey dre? Bee > Lew F. Porter to George H. Harman, 7 September 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

ki pea Be 833. 
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Mosaics History of Repairs and Maintenance 

Little is known concerning the maintenance of the panels or the individual pieces of glasswork 
he four mosaics titled “Government,” “Justice,” “Liberty,” and “Legislation,” in the since implementation of the mosaics. In 1968 work was done on the mosaics during a larger project to 
pendustves between the arches in the Rotunda were designed and drafted by New York clean and renovate the Rotunda. The specifications stated that gilt surfaces were to be cleaned by wash- 
artist Kenyon Cox. Each mosaic, composed of approximately 400,000 pieces of tesserae ing, and by the use of brushes and vacuum cleaners.’ Copies of photographs attached to the report indi- 

(colored glass) set in plaster, has been set in a trapezoidal panel approximately twelve feet by cate the areas of the mosaics to be cleaned. In addition, these files display a newspaper clipping with no 
twenty-four feet. date, attached to departmental correspondence dated 29 April 1968, showing workmen in a power lift 
Cox provided this description of his work: wiping the mosaics with cloths. 

The ornamental parts of the scheme are alike in all four pendentives. Each pendentive has Lyall Leverentz, Capitol employee from 1968 to 1993, stated he reglued eight or ten pieces in one mo- 
a colossal seated figure on a gold background, surrounded by a circular border based on saic, regrouted the adjacent areas, and buffed the front of the glass. He also recalled that during the Ro- 

the fasces with its reed and crossed ribbons. On either side of this central circle is a panel tunda project the painting contractors checked the other mosaics and cleaned the glass fronts.‘ 
of oak foliage, and the whole panel is surrounded with a simple guilloche border in gold 

res Sica 
The four figures symbolize the three divisions of the powers of the state—the legislative, the ex- a ee Ee = 

ecutive and the judicial,—and liberty, the foundation of all power ina free country. Pe 5 Se Beh nS Lage Be ale 
oS SasEE Se = : = Legislation is represented as a powerful old man with a long beard, reminiscent of the accepted Te ec 

type of Moses, the first lawgiver. He has a yellow gown and a blue mantle, his left hand rests Roe ae ae ie ee Peer a 
is ri i i iti i is sup- ba: = Nemeth 77 er SAY SON en any cy upon the table w law, his right eee the stylus with which he has been writing. His seat is sup as ek er te Ee eae ; & Pious 7240 

ported by asp pool watay AS, * . z eo Sa bf is According to Cox, “Legislation,is 
. : E 4 ; ; : SO, . RE A era A! A Government, the executive power, is a man in the vigor of his age armed and holding a leading NSA Loss: a ed Teeth” Sete 4 B/ i, represented as a powerful old 

ffin his right hand. His left hand t sword, sheathed and bound, only to b RA Beet See fh 7 jf man with a long beard, reminis- sta n is right hand. His left hands rests upon a greal sword, sheathed and bound, only to “ c\3 Wee a ee of j f hat Ai the Wecdpiied Keene, tn 
drawn in case of necessity. He wears a buff leather cuirass, ornamented in gold, a scarlet tunic, Ro. 4 eee ff! OF first lawgiver” 

and a crimson cloak with broad collar. 1 eee PENI d i Photo: Kahler Slater 

Justice is represented in the purely judicial function of weighing the one cause against the other, 

the sword of punishment being left to the executive arm of the government. Seated upon a lion 
: 5 aan ae : A Te eS i EM SERNGAS ease AEE ia throne, she looks forward in abstracted mood, while with either hand she tests the weights in the fe aie ee ae 

Pees rset ns PCS et RR ES SE pata Eo 
scales of the balance which is let down from heaven. She is robed in scarlet and reddish purple. EE SEIS NIEP IES PSII SESE aaa acto 

Se 
Liberty wears the traditional Phrygian cap of red but is otherwise dressed in two shades of mers — ee enetenten ne eee Se EEE 
green, color of youth and hope. With her left hand she guards the ballot box while with SE : Se re ey Letra 
the right she points upward as if to say that, under a republican form of government, the Py Sey a fh ts Bex crs Peay A. : : ; | Rea cary mare ater te Gen gen) ees ah a tae re : voice of the people is the voice of God.! : a ey ae Le Be eee & Figure’ 7-233 

a sea . Ea ieee 2 “Government, the executive 
The mosaics were installed during the summer and fall of 1914 by the Decorative Stained Glass oe Bas Cie yt a Ya a 4 power, is a man in the vigor of 

PARC NRE A] ASR ama So! os a: . Company of New York City.? US Y Se eS BL cegiecuy § J 3 his age armed and holding a 
ty 4 Come A et Soo a re leading staff in his right hand,” 
ie che Oh MN BS a se Oe i : wrote Cox. 

en eee Ua Photo: Kahler Slater 
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A survey conducted in 1986 by Lorette Russenberg of “Milwaukee Conservators of Art” indicated that Notes 
a program of examination and maintenance should be implemented for all artwork in the Capitol. Re- ' Kenyon Cox to Lew F. Porter, 12 February 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 
garding the mosaics, Russenberger’s survey “Art Work Inventory and Condition Survey,” stated: f 

? George B. Post & Sons to Lew F. Porter, 3 August 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 
[T]he rotonda [sic] mosaics are in very good condition, showing only minor losses of tesserae, 833. 

primarily black ones, and a full finish resulting from accumulated dirt. Streaks of water have dis- se xa s ? : j 
figured some of the surrounding marble, which is also in need of acleaning.* Capitol Building and Grounds Files, Project #6707-19 Cleaning and Renovating the Rotunda Dome, 

June-September 1968. 
A more thorough examination from a scaffold by an art conservator will reveal the details to be consid- , F : : : ; 
ered for complete conservation procedures. Lyall Leverentz, interview by Joyce Inman, Madison, Wisconsin, 26 June 1996. 

* Lorette Russenburger, Art Work Inventory and Condition Survey (Milwaukee, Wis.: 27 August 

1986), 20. 
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> ee 2 Ficure 7-235 Se repens: PALE on 
* = N ye. ee eh es : 7 . Cox wrote that “Liberty wears the ee Poe einem PEE Ree aa open org ag ny wee ae 
ae ie I] ee eee ST! traditional Phrygian cap of red. SNe OU SS YS a Ue aS baa en 

Ae ee ey fF iy Her gown however, is two shades A eens Sc Gee f f of green, the color of youth and Figure 7-236 
Bae 3% ooo Pot esta a * 4 ee E rare 
AR | oe me g hope. A 1968 photograph from Project 6707-19 indicates the areas of the mosaics to be cleaned. 

fe sees iP tu Photo: Kahler Slater Photo: Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development 
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Mural 

The “Resources of Wisconsin,” the circular mural suspended above the oculus of the dome, was de- 

hg Fe | jar \\ Cease re ee We { "7 . signed by Edwin H. Blashfield and implemented in 1914.' Blashfield’s composition depicts a central fe- 
ere Rhy : Ova? Ge aes k 4 @ Nv me fee male figure surrounded by other female figures positioned in various states of repose. “Wisconsin,” the 
AS LoS Pia ee presi GLEAN Lj hoa, a fA enthroned central figure, is dressed in a white gown adorned with a metallic breastplate attached to the 
Be, ee ANG a <2. ree ie ene 3 ce SS a red hood on her head. In her left hand she holds an escutcheon depicting the State Coat of Arms, and in 

Pe on ey” a RQ Gas a ey a YP en i the other hand bears a sheaf of wheat. At her back, an adolescent girl huddles up against her protective 

y * % CF, f Moy 2 Sa yp . C2 D oe girth and, with a companion, holds the American flag, which drapes over the ten other figures. With out- 

be ay, ie iu ree Rg <P 2 5» Bios stretched hands, the secondary figures proudly offer up to “Wisconsin” the products of the state, de- 
is cs om. « Ze hee ee a EN Ne = scribed by Blashfield as “lead, copper, tobacco, fruit, a fresh water pearl, etc.”? 

Sy teh’ é Vig ee th A \, oy) OR eo History of Maintenance and Condition 

iy peer? f, bi E: if a poh 2 ms : phe aw WE Little is known concerning the maintenance of the canvases and the actual painting since the mu- 

: cg fy f; if a 3 ets es - eo 4 »\ Ve aaa ral was implemented. In 1968 a project for cleaning and renovating the Rotunda Dome was undertaken. 

ze 4 f t Hs Pf ee ® ig ea ow 4 te iy \ a Ey Although this project focused primarily on the painted surfaces of the dome, the specifications provided 

g ) ry i i = : Fe "4 “ a eA : 4 } “i ne) for “a solidly planked, safe, and substantial platform for the use of the artist employed by the Owner to 
We | i | ae : o oy Me pit ne 4 t \ SA ae restore the mural.” Lyall Leverentz, Capitol employee from 1968 to 1993, stated a decking with an 

JI 7 1 | ee hes a es sy oe oe a ah | Ms enormous amount of plywood was placed over the oculus opening, requiring the contractors who 
Boy ped | le) ee eee ee ae iS, £ 5 fi A } 23 han touched up the mural to lie on their backs.‘ 

fh b's) ii eo a 7 - " 1s ae 3 im is iiime, y pet In 1986 Lorette Russenberger of “Milwaukee Conservators of Art” surveyed the mural . 

wh (t y " E : a Vii é y gga Sa ; 6 if! i} Ae q Bi ; Russenberger’s report Art Work Inventory and Condition Survey indicated: 

“3 , AY XN ad “Pig a se ; “I ; ~ é tee if yy ay i the general condition of the major art works, paintings on canvas mounted on plaster 

B Rh yy x n gO ooo Pees s . ay Waid a ea walls or ceilings, is good with some exceptions which have suffered damage, either be- 
ee Wa tae Png. od < a 4 f W/, NEY by cause of direct damage, such as water, or because damage has occurred to the underlying 
Fae Gi ‘cl db. ae ree eae 2 2 eS ae a gy LEY hs = a wall. The pigments are fairly stable and usually sealed with a heavy, impervious, appar- 

: Ye ‘ ah! SS ts geo oe of Zh : / f SES ey ently oleo-resinous varnish. 

aad Ee S LE. a La é Z LEIS, li The rotonda [sic] mural is mounted directly to a concave plastered dish, and is suspended 

IN e eee Se Se Pa AI ARs * ae: s above the oculus. The canvas is laid on in irregular pieces, following the contours of 
A Oe Siena ‘ LS Gx ag some of the figures, and is crudely attached with tacks and hastily touched up. This tech- 

S oy . ee ow (oe z aa ae ay Ee Se Soe Zp 4 nique is original to the art work, and although small tears in the canvas have resulted 

: ae Se @ ED eA ® \ 3 Gets from cracking in the underlying plaster, the condition is stable and relatively clean.° 

» > a oe itt aS e, ; Ik = i a MES o : a Sf A general survey of the mural for this report indicates the rim of the disk onto which the painting has 

i been fixed is very dirty at the edges and stained with what appears to be an oily substance. Some pencil 

Figure 7-237 graffiti is seen on the actual canvas, in addition to several small holes across its surface and an unidenti- 

aly prin A asoresur uk nee oh “Resources of Wisconsin,” the circular mural sus- fied white mark on the cheek of the central figure. In addition, a small triangular piece of the canvas has 
oa to: Eric Oxendorf 5 been removed at the edge revealing the disk underneath. A more thorough examination from a scaffold 

by an art conservator will reveal the details to be considered for complete conservation procedures. 
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Notes 

' Lew FE Porter to E. H. Blashfield, 17 September 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 

2 Edwin Howland Blashfield to Lew F. Porter, 12 February 1914, Capitol General Correspondence, 

ser. 833. 

3 Advertisement for bid for Project No. 6707-19, February 1968. 

4 Lyall Leverentz, interview by Joyce Inman, Madison, Wisconsin, 26 June 1996. 

5 Lorette Russenberger, Art Work Inventory and Condition Survey (Milwaukee, Wis.: 27 August 

1986), 14-20. 

yal 
a Figure 7-238 

E a A close-up of “Resources of Wis- 

Ate te consin,” at the oculus shows the 

i | f more than life-size figures in the 
if | mural. 

Shae Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

EZ .. riors, Inc. 
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Railings Utilitarian Railings 

The interior metal and metal with wood railings in the Central Portion, with the exception of the acces- Original Conditions 

sible handrail in the Rotunda Basement, are original to the building. Central Portion railings can be sepa- Utilitarian railings consist of the plain stock railing at the Trumpet Course and the several sets of the pipe 

rated into two types: decorative and utilitarian. Decorative railings, which include metal ina tracery de- railing assembly from the Passage (Sixth Level/Museum) to the Lantern. Located approximately three 

sign, were originally electro-plated to achieve a subtle bronze appearance with highlights. All the deco- anda half feet from the Interior Drum Wall, this plain metal stock railing provides security when viewing 

rative railings feature cherry handrails fixed atop the metal balustrade. The decorative railings on the the Rotunda from 82' 11" above the Ground Floor. Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s original decorative 

Fourth Floor corridor stairs are similar to those found in the secondary stairs of each wing, which are J ' 1 5 eee Bg] 

located close to the Grand Stairs and the Pavilion rooms. Although no balustrade is attached, cherry a | A \ ae . EE st 

handrails are positioned on the walls of the four stairwells leading from the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) to | Ne ee & 

the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum). Metal utilitarian railings include a plain stock railing at the Trumpet f ea 

course (Gallery) within the Rotunda at the Sixth Level; the accessible handrail in the Rotunda Basement, me 

and the pipe railing assemblies that are attached to each of the four spiral staircases that ascend from the ‘ : 

Passage (Sixth Level/Museum) to the Ninth Level. These assemblies continue as inclined stairs to the aL t = i 

oculus at the Tenth Level and again to the Eleventh Level. A spiral staircase, beginning at the Eleventh 1 I ca > 

Level, ascends to the Lantern. | . : it : 

| | hy 
Decorative Stair Railings aie iN SS 

Original Conditions Pa vtigel It Late) 

Eight staircases, two on each secondary axis, allow access from the Fourth Floor (Attic) to the Fifth eae 

Floor (Ring Course). All associated railings are simplified from the omate tracery and detail of the “ x =. fi i 

wings’ secondary stair railings. With elliptic shapes connected to the vertical bannisters with cast iron ee : x : de Aca Is are mounted on top of decorative 

balls, the Fourth Floor railings terminate in newel posts at both the top and bottom of the staircases. In sues 2 ee ee ME sss dean boncixiers. This stairway provides access 

addition to these railings, wooden cherry handrails are attached to the wall adjacent to the staircase. The eee from the Fourth Floor to the Fifth Floor (Ring 

walls of the four stairwells leading from the Fifth Floor to the Passage also feature attached wooden ie eo Course). 
cherry handrails. a Photo: Kahler Slater 

Existing Conditions He io ; 

In the northwest corridor the stair railings were restored to their original bronze finish, including highlight- | | S y rs : 

ing, during the restoration of the West Wing Project. The railings and stair risers, in the remaining corri- Fag ZZ i y Ce © 

dors, have been painted brown and exhibit numerous chips to the painted surfaces. Although the cast i ae a ae 

iron newel posts in the southeast and southwest corridors remain in good condition, they are loose and | S es a a oy ee 

movement is discernible. The railings in the southeast and southwest corridors will be restored with the wand Pace Z Gy é ogee Oe 

South Wing Restoration Project. The northeast corridor railings will be restored with a future restoration LL a oo 

project. All cherry wooden handrails in the four stairwells to the Passage were refinished during the b> og re oe ae BBR 
Wing Project and remain as originally implemented. « ee ts : (ORE oS e =. . me A cherry handrail is mounted on 

eee ye aad : the wall opposite the staircase 

oo Se eo bannister ascending to the Fifth 
ee ee i Floor (Ring Course). 

ee Photo: Kahler Slater 
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scheme proposed a Class V level of work, which included three coats of paint for this railing, although coat = ee ia 

the railing was placed ina highly decorated public space.! ca en igo c SS oe : 
0 GIS Beep ee eee ee eta Se Cee 

a r i 4 5 5 5 i oo aap aes ore Seer pn! Ar) Sa ies ae ats 
The railings associated with the four iron spiral stairs leading from the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) to & e st oats ee sae i Gs 

, ‘i 5 i ‘ ‘ ‘ : oo aan rr kG SSR eee augers 
the Lantern each consist of a simple cast iron pipe rail assembly, designed to flow spirally, from the Sixth Boks oe WR ee 

Floor to the Ninth Level. The treads and handrail of each staircase connect to a central pipe until the ee Se ee a a re 
cee ee 
Wits Up nay bari Pipe: ee ae 

et ae MM ra i ‘ae ee 
Sco ae es ek a uP fi oa. 

a a ib 
: oe ae _ Sonal i eT ay a 

ae = ” ie { ia 

Oy oe aa fo eR RTH! is 

P(e orl! Hu 
WY ae =. Pig Figure 7-243 

ha a erat ; M 4 5 14 A plain stock railing is positioned around the in- 

0 Pe ¥ ; yoda terior drum at the Trumpet Course. 

, A Pb ag Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

a — — 
a ee roman Pee = ame” 

4 a8 ie : sie es eae r V 7 Pim “ — 

or eee Figure 7-241 ee een ' * e 

ious | ae argreeren a ee Each wall of the four stairwells leading to the a ~ ae - me 

Passage has a cherry handrail | «ee 
re ——SSS~Phhotto:: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. co Fans 

et 

a a te : 
\. eae \ cm t..bae es 

i cS fe: ‘ | rr a = min (a 
i ee. " ZN if en hes et 
ee Ce are { Pe t . eal 
E a oe \ j | : oh aa he 
f Be ee J: ear oe | ie 
b- ae | a eee | f i i 
iF Se ee H hee: 2 a] r i 

& ae ll Figure 7-242 | | 
(Ge ce Oe Although an accessible handrail et % | 

Y bee A Ute i ae “1 ) has existed in the Rotunda Base- | ; Vy | 
by Bs” . ieee? Sees ee ment for many years, it does not —a ; Figure 7-244 

Be es eee ae meet ADA requirements. ; Four sets of cast iron pipe rail and stair assem- 

Oeste Nl” ii Gener te 4 Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interi- Fe 7 blies lead from the Passage to the Ninth Level. 

eee Sse ieee ors, Inc. E Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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Ninth Level, and then continue as inclined stairs to the Tenth Level where the staircase connects to a Existing Conditions 

platform, the Stair Ring Landing. At this level pipe rails have been implemented as guard rails surround- The accessible handrail, affixed to a ramp on the North Corridor in the Rotunda Basement, was in place 

ing the oculus. Two sets of inclined stairs extend above the oculus, meeting as one spiral unit that as- by 1968 to assist visitors entering the exhibit area. This ramp has remained through the years and cur- 

cends to the Lantern. The assembly terminates in the lantern’s interior as guardrails within the small cir- rently the handrail is covered with carpet. As this ramp will be replaced during the Central Portion Res- 

cular space. Originally proposed to be painted with two coats of paint, the railing was termed a Class V toration Project it was not surveyed. 

in Mack, Jenney, and Tyler’s decorative paint schedule.” a : ; i : ; 
The Trumpet Course railing remains securely in place although it has numerous coats of paint, with a 

beige top coat which exhibits chipping. 

aie Sliding wire mesh security gates were recently added at the Upper Sixth Level Landings. Installed be- 

‘ tween the access areas to the Observation Deck and the four spiral stairs, each gate is secured with a 

ye adlock. Other minor modifications have consisted of affixing eyelets and electrical boxes to the pipe 
/ Pp 

a ma eee le oo ” Capitol records indicate that a 1968 Inner Dome Project included preparing and repainting all metal 

o . EA ce 7 surfaces including stairs and hand rails from the Fifth Floor to the inner dome.’ A survey of the railings 
ml i” eae 1 Ae 2 5 sake se 

oi y . ee oe i indicate several coats of paint have been applied and these exhibit wear and chipping in several loca- 

e 7 ; a en ¥ tions. Various colors have been used at different levels in the ascent to the Lantern; a dark grey from the 

Gee r be  ——_ oe ae Sixth Level to the Eighth Level; beige from the Eighth Level to the platform below the Lantern; and 

ne | gene a white in the Lantem. Cracked cast iron couplings and missing railing portions are evident in the final spi- 
# } etsy ae ke a ; ; ’ So - : FE ral ascent to the lantern. Below this point, only minimal cracked couplings, cracked paint, and rust are 

iia a al visible. Overall, the cast iron pipe railing remains fairly intact. 

wie i = a c ft Despite some modifications and repainting, all railings remain in their original configurations. Only minor 

1 ‘ Figure 7-245 repair and repainting will be required for their original finishes to be restored. 
c Four sets of inclined cast-iron stairs continue : 

fan 3 : from the Ninth Level to the Tenth Level. 
ae. oe Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. Notes 

' Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 9 June 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, 

: : ser. 833. 

ae Fs as oN, _ 2 Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 9 June 1914, Capitol Commission General Files, 
ry green eae pes!) a \ \ ser. 833. 

i a sate. Figure 7-246 3 Specifications for Project 6512-28, completed in January 1968, stated the preparing and repainting pe ip. prep: 

Bas . : - ie A et bevel she sone trey included removing all loose paint, removing rust, spot priming and painting one coat. All paint to be used 
ee Boy : : : en inclined stairs continue with a 8 P : & : SDOP Bee vere te P 
ae Mi platform and railing around the on the steel surfaces were listed as: Eisen-Heiss #210 (Master Mechanics Co.), Steel/Master #200A 

ee tn oculus. Two sets of inclined (Detroit Graphite Co.), and M & E Enamel (Inertol Co.) Repair and Paint Inner Dome of the State 
nf ae ee es . eae 
Ce Reo the , stairs (not seen)ascend above the Capitol Building, Project No. 6512-28, Madison, Wis: Department of Administration, 22 May 1967. 
he Sa eae — as a. mural to connect with the spiral 

ie ——7 : bie aw Ns stairstair assembly that continues 

eo WM ee to the Lantern. 

—— | “aS Photo: Joyce Inman Historic In- 
Bigiag aid & eT i 
‘ ae § : ' teriors, Inc. 
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4 Fil iy Ne a 

Ve [| 7 ; 

Fé f —, 

i | | 4 

a ii 

i SSSI E 

ee ee Figure 7-247 
} = | an " <2 A set of spiral stairs continues above the mural 

A 7 N E # i to ascend to the Lantern. 

4 Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

ii eee 

| 8) eet Wigs al af 
—" i | ows 

oe + ; Mi 

Beg | o 
a eal red Fy 3 iyo. 

ie ES | i fe 

(| See Soe 
Pica a ae es & s Figure 7-248 

ri | eee | 2g Inside the Lantern the spiral stair assembly ter- 
| ! i ‘P 

, es — minates in a circular metal handrail. 

oe oie Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

a een, 
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bl WINDOW SURVEY 
he cherry wood windows of the Central Portion are positioned in the Fifth Floor Podium Wall LOCATION: GENERAL NOTES: 

i and above. The only windows visible from the Rotunda are the twenty tall arched win- ree oe — — 
dows in the drum of the dome and four small rectangular interior windows, which open to the POSITION: —__ ATTACHED SKETCH ILLUSTRATES TYPE. 

central Rotunda from the stair towers. Additional exterior windows illuminate the Fifth Floor (Ring Ee Oe ee 
Course), and are seen on the exterior in four series of three in the Podium Wall. Four groups of five are SS ef MT 
placed in the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum), and are visible from the exterior in the Lower Drumat the 
Observation Deck. Four groups of eight are placed in the spiral staircases between the Upper Sixth and 
Ninth Levels. The area at the Upper Drum features four sets of five windows. The Lantern has eight : LY, 

- UT Original Conditions _ HE = esas 
Eeterrre "2 SSE EES vam con ve 

The original cherry wood Central Portion windows, composed of casement, double hung, and triple moe de braasackh cai ‘ eee at es owes 
hung windows feature the most variety of any windows within the Capitol. With the exception of the ee Ba game 
Stair Tower windows, all the window sets circle the Dome/Podium/Lantern. All the wood frames were Ce ETT = 
painted on the exterior to blend with the granite, but the interior trim was either painted or finished with 3 crt“ sae tr Wonnov x 
clear top coats over a stain according to the floor/level. Each window was accompanied by its hard- ‘ Leroi Sie tr Winsor 
ware, composed of hinges, sash pulls, screws/grommets and transom catches among others. j oe a 

nn ITT ‘ 8 

In 1989, all of the original Central Portion windows were repaired, with the exception of the Upper Ro- 

tunda windows; the contract for the work was awarded to Joe Daniels Construction Company of UT ae : : 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Eas 

For the restoration of every window type the contractor was required, at a minimum, to remove all ee MA 5 HH x : 
sashes, frames, and trim; clean paint and putty from the surfaces and repaint or refinish them. The glaz- 
ing was also removed and, in some instances, replaced. Trim was repaired or, if dry-rotted, replaced. In 2 HH 
most cases, window hardware was cleaned and reused, though in a few instances new hardware was 

specified. Because the Upper Rotunda windows were exempted from the 1989 restoration, these win- sod axe 
dows will be assessed for damage as part of the Central Portion window survey. The other windows aA aie oes iia 
will be described, the nature of the work performed in 1989 will be indicated, and notable damage will Debortment ef ‘Adminstration a | JUNE 1996 

: - < . . i ae Division of Facilities Development Rev. Date: be reported. The Fifth Floor windows will be surveyed with the wings of the building. Madison, Wisconsin WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL 

SiGls Gh Wisconsin RENOVATION AND REHABILITATION 

Pino Beles or ae Po 
Positioned in groups of three, the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) windows are placed within a wood assem- Figure 7-249 
bly that measures 8’-9” across by 3’-5 3/8.” Each casement window, featuring pivot hinges, is placed The window survey form itemizes the repair needs and provides great detail for the extent of 

between a wood panel that is slightly larger than the window itself. — a aap ay 
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In 1989 the windows were found to be in good condition although the sashes had been caulked, nailed, roughly 34°" x 13." In 1989 the windows were found to be in relatively good condition, though the 
and painted shut. The contractor was directed to loosen and remove the sashes and restore them by sashes had been caulked, nailed, and painted shut. tna a : ; : : 
pees - “ot bie Py rane si if cate e ao oP ve .. wilt ere pe. The contractor was directed to loosen and remove the sashes and restore them by cleaning off all paint 

a ae 4 : = : cst = o . gol 2 . he pee een at r — cores and putty. In addition, the pole hooks at the top were replaced with new transom catches. Work on the 

_ aa . ‘ a ae :. ' ~— _ . ee apie : b ; e frame included the removal of all paint and putty from the interior and exterior of the frame. In addition 

a iy ; ee ee aD . a : OL San ee rere be s os: a, to being repainted, the exterior of the frames and sills were recaulked. Also, the pivot hinges, by which 
and reinstalled. New metal weather stripping was installed at the base of each window unit. a ant 

Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) if 

Although they illuminate the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum), the Sixth Level windows are located in the | ie a = 

upper portion of the wall of the Lower Drum. They are positioned in groups of five between the access ie = 5 a “ 

doors leading to the outdoor Observation Deck. These tall, narrow windows have sash dimensions of | ‘ 

: S Bs : ets gaia “a 
Be: é 

a. goer i eae 

es ae i i j tu 

ee : u Figure 7-252 
rae GS 4 4 Figure 7-250 ; Ais An interior view shows the windows that are 

Three windows are placed in a set a fashion, in the Passage Level 

on the Fifth Floor (Ring Course). oe ; OPb anaes 
3 = Photo: Kahler Slater Photo: Kahler Slater 

—— i : pee Cg * 

eee : eto : 
ie Ripe my ifs 

: 7 —., pee oe . ee a Friis 
i 4 : ee : ae ‘ x ee ae : 

- ae et EE ieee ee Se 
eo ame ed -f jaa 

sy — st ee oe = _ 2 ja 

ae al es nes —— = == - Se cart 0 ee bie s ae a 

oe en oe — pe Fi 7.25] ai RR : Fi 7-253 ae? ieee igure 7- SS igure 7- 
- ai eo TE Three windows are grouped at ; SWS Exterior view of windows illumi- 

ee ect |: ~~ _four locations on the Fifth Level Series eeu toreaae am Ss ; nating the Passage, as seen from 
' ae ee x gs "=~ in the Podium Wall. ; aie’ . m the Observation Deck. 

mr RIK ee fi Peg | Photo: Wiss, Janney, Elstner Asso- | ae pe cath : Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 
Sea he oe Sa 4 Ie ae re |i ciates, Inc. j Re see a se riors, Inc. 
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the windows open inward from the top, were removed, refinished, lubricated, and reinstalled. New “a 

metal weather stripping was installed at the base of each window unit. Ba 4 

aad 
The Stair Tower Windows & i 4 

Eight windows in four pairs are positioned within the shallow returns of each of the four rectangular i Bi, | 

bays, in line with the Upper Rotunda windows. The rectangular bays are seen from the exterior as a 4 er 

solid backdrop to the Bitter statuary groups. The Stair Tower Windows illuminate the spiral staircases : : j | i 

that begin on the Upper Sixth Level and twist to the Ninth Level. Tall and narrow, all 32 windows have ; i ey | ie 4 | 

sash dimensions of roughly 5'-9°" x 1'-10°". In 1989, the Joe Daniels Company replaced portions of : E 4 | ie 

the sash and framing that exhibited signs of dry rot or other damage. They also replaced the sash pulls : | : i 

with casement fasteners that were to match the existing placement (two per sash). In addition, the hinges a || | 

and casement adjusters were removed, repaired as needed, refinished, lubricated, and reinstalled. The | ) 

base trim was reset and the window stool and trim replaced if damaged by electrical conduit extending 2 

through it. eae J 

Electrical conduit remains in the framing of some of these windows. It is not known whether the situation ‘ es | Figure 7-25 4 ‘ ; 

was corrected in 1989, as specified, and the conduit reinstalled, or if the conduit was not removed in i — : oe ee iis s pie ue ] 

: 1989. In addition, the exterior of Window SE7-1 exhibits severely peeling paint, possibly rot. es. eu stairs from the Seventh to the Ninth Level. 

In each of the stair towers, double-hung sash windows in rectangular frames have been placed in the RAs ena Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

wall that faces into the Rotunda. At some point, the windows were altered in the northeast and south- 

east quadrants and a metal mesh was applied in the area of the frame. Ht Vi iy 

The Upper Rotunda Windows fe <a ‘ 
The twenty triple-hung sash cathedral windows, positioned in four groups of five, circle the dome’s Her ea ee A 
drum. The original drawings indicate that each tall wooden window measures 5'-9" x 19'-0" and is lia Ef! ae fe . 

rounded at the top. As seen from the exterior of the building, the windows are situated in the wall re- ; 4 ee oe) 

cessed behind the Corinthian colonnade and positioned beneath a granite keystone arch. The window es Br we q e a ‘* a 

mullions create two bands on either side of the larger central pane, which in each of the lower two a | (i_a Lick 

sashes are further divided into four smaller rectangular panes. The arched top sash has two rectangular es 4 A . a : 2 

panes on either side, with four upper panels defined by the mullions that conform to the radius of the half L q — af 2 xt : ze 

circle. These windows provide an ongoing source of daytime light, continuously illuminating the Rotunda. & s ‘ G Foes = : b 

As seen from the interior, each group of five windows is on center with one of the wings of the building. i ir gE d : —_ 

The four panels positioned to conceal the circular steel staircase separate each group. The attached half . [Pe } eS : F sires aa 

columns of the scagliola (imitation omamental marble made of finely ground gypsum) colonnade define Pes ot a . 2 oe e 

each window space, each of which is topped with plaster keystones, above which simulated fabric F i s a r | i, = Figure 7-255 f 

swags have been placed; both of these decorative elements are gilded. Because of the height of the Up- 2 Li. vax winders are placed omagch. side of the : 
a a oe, sa eae ee t : a Pr ae # projecting rectangular bay. A total of eight win- 

per Rotunda windows and their inaccessibility from the building’s interior, a survey of the damage will be fa , ce a dows per bay light each Stair Tower. 

postponed until scaffolding is positioned for the Central Portion restoration. Melt P| fe =—~—SCO~Photto: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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ae a Sp — mt bg an os a Window exteriors were visually surveyed for damage such as cracked or rotted wood, peeling paint, 

meee Bees FS ee = Ss perforations from hooks, and failed caulking. The sash of each window was distinguished from the 
Pe fine A ae ber Bi Pe i i 

VS ie ss i = : et ase . frame for the purposes of the survey and notations on the condition were made on a form adapted from 
tg La ae HAN =F eae nae - 5 

ar “SS lee N= = . ie ae PoE the window schedule that is implemented as part of the restoration construction documents. It was 
$ Se i ae ———— ‘Se : : : A a ; a 

° aA = = "3s = oH 4 4 a found that all windows are painted shut and in generally poor condition. All windows comprising the 

' “ & a ie a ~ b SBN Western grouping exhibit severely peeling paint in all portions of the sashes and frames. In addition, sev- 

Gin ke i ee ep Bet 2 | f eral windows display cracked sills and failed caulking. Window panes are broken in Windows W7-1 
cet aa ete i os (ty: ry g. Pi 

Ee eee . ea Be aie ne + 8S ~~ Figure 7-256 and W7-5. Window hardware appears to be in place in most instances, though it is uncertain if it is 
al eS a Saale 2 : gu PP P 

; Ba i re Ve | hy The cathedral windows, at the original or replacement. 

a Tt eo i ae : 1 €= Seventh Level in the Dome’s drum, 
posta fea eS pers ilebe iene: ‘ti BI provide continuous daytime light. The five windows on the North side of the building exhibit similar damage. Window N7-1 has broken 

=e E as “yet Photo: “from the Colletion of The panes of glass in the lower, middle, and upper sashes. All sashes and frames show peeling paint, much 

1 a 7 T s MM New-York Historical Society of it severe, and evidence of rot exists in the upper portions of framing for Windows N7-2 and N7-4. In 

addition, failed caulking was noted in Windows N7-1 and N7-2. Although the sills of several windows 

f on the East side of the building were inaccessible for survey (due to the construction underway in the 

South Wing), the condition noted on those visible is consistent with that of other windows and includes 

peeling paint at a minimum. Window E7-1 shows a crack in the large pane of glass in the center of the 

, middle sash, and E7-2 is bowing in the area of the lower sash. 
; 

j i 
{ The windows of the Southern quadrant appear to have been subject to more sun damage than windows 

be of this type in other areas. Cracked wood is discernible on the frame or sash of each of the five win- 

e Figure 7-257 | / a 

ao sek In groups of five, the cathedral : 
windows are placed between en- eo r 

err gaged columns of scagliola. aie, ; 
Photo: Kahler Slater pa ee BN ee ee ee 

| %y, S ee ae ee eS 

Oe > ( _—_—> 
‘a: pe ee ee > ee 1 <Q fer Ce ey ge he | Sit, Fee: 
ME as Se ean oe ile Sa 
Rp pa eee NES mee Ny ee a «.- is 
week & py ae ES caf fae Val RS Be ee : Oy 

ame cay) ee ee Ss | | pee IB 
agi me He ee bbe 
iH i mi} ame ee a | | eo, 

y U x me " He pa ia a ne | Figure 7-259 

ik a ft 4 i. x ‘ . a | : fa Figure 7-258 3 y A view of one of four interior Stair Tower win- 

i eS j aia | i oe 4 geee | An evening view of the Seventh ee dows at the Seventh Level illustrates how natural 

ne 7 iy Hope 3 ik : 4 e ~ Level shows the spiral stairs light from the Rotunda is borrowed for the spiral 

( RST eet Se =| * within the Stair Tower. : Stairs. 

i be eS «Photo: Kahler Slater Photo: Kahler Slater 
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dows; this damage is especially concentrated at the sills. The caulking has failed on S7-2 and S7-4, ee 

windows that also have broken panes of glass. The hardware appears to be in place on all Upper Ro- a 

tunda windows, though it was difficult to determine the condition of much of it given the size and location : e 

of the windows. In general, the condition of these windows is poor. The complete survey form itemizes , E 

the need for repairs and provides greater detail as to the extent of damage. ! , t ; : 

The Windows of the Upper Drum 4 » _ : 

Vertically aligned with the Upper Rotunda windows, the windows of the Upper Drum are positioned in E Bb be he a 

four groups of five, separated by double doors at the top of the Stair Tower Landings at the Ninth <F j ‘ : 

Level. At the top of the circular staircases, the doors interrupting the window sequence are located at i» iN 4 

the juncture of the vertical steel staircases and those that extend across the top of the inner dome to the E ; ‘ ’ 

Stair Ring Landing. On the interior, the windows are difficult to access because they are placed where ‘ » 

the walls of the inner and outer dome separate. A narrow ledge is beneath the windows near the base of 7’ 

the window frame, but there is no floor. The large double-hung sash windows measure 9'-1" x 5'-6°", nt ‘ 

including the framing. A protective steel bracing has been put in place on the interior. Seen from the out- % 4 i/ 

side, the windows are separated by shallow pilasters that continue the vertical lines established by the . \ ae l~ Figure 7-261 

colonnade below and extend through the ribs of the dome above. —_ * The Upper Drum windows filters light into the in- 
Ni ner dome space. 

As apart of the 1989 restoration, the entire lower sash was replaced on all twenty windows, as were . ¥ Photo: Kahler Slater 

the vertical muntins and the meeting rails of the upper sash. Other window components replaced include 

(1) the left and right window stops and the stops on the stools, heads, jambs, and sills; (2) the interior RTE 

trim at the bottoms of the windows; (3) the trim on the heads, jambs, and sills; and (4) the window , ae a 

stools and the blocking beneath. In addition, all weather-stripping was replaced with new metal fs "5 

weather-stripping. Of the hardware original to the windows, which included a pair of pole hooks at the ee on 

top, weight pulleys on both sides, a meeting rail lock at the center, and finger pulls at the base, only the - 3 aA + 2 

rail locks were replaced as needed. The other hardware was removed, refinished, and reinstalled. To 3 — ee 
oe i : : 

|i 
F Rye yi = oe ‘a. oe : ey a a ae pitas ' oe ey fT. if : 

| | IE : iE El Ef a ie Figure 7-260 3 t fF rN : 
i Font peer pre? 1" ROTO Dy Bea Dr eieetertg) §=— Twenty windows and four sets of % a | /) se 
FPN Oe ssh te ae neeeene doors are positioned behind the ct Figure 7-262 
<a aan Ee enn iee SiS Sashes Some ars balustrade of the Upper Drum. 2 The Upper Drum windows are double hung. The 

Se eee §=§©—Photo: “from the Collection of steel “X” is part of the structural system. 

a aca 2 EET 1) OSES tees The New-York Historical Society” , Photo: Kahler Slater 
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repair and reinstall the weight pulleys, the head and jamb window trim had to be removed. As a part of Wood Trim 

the process of repairing and replacing the sashes, all glass panels were removed and reinstalled or, if 

broken, replaced. nlike the wings of the Capitol building, where offices and corridors have been decorated 

; with assorted types of wood trim for picture rails, chair rails, and borrowed lights, the 

Lantern Windows Rotunda was exempted from a wood trim survey due to the radically different nature of the 

The eight windows in the Lanter are similar in form to those in the Upper Rotunda. These tall arched spaces. The Central Portion is comprised of public areas finished in marble and utilitarian areas with little 

windows measure 8' feet by approximately 3’. Five horizontal and two vertical muntin bars establish fif- or no decorative finish. Wood trim in the Central Portion is typically associated with windows or doors. 

teen rectangular panes in the lower portion of the windows. The arched segment at the top is divided In these instances, consideration of the trim is incorporated into the window and door surveys. 
into four components, with two divisions made by diagonal muntins and the third by an arched muntin 

that follows the curve of the frame. On the exterior of the building, the window panels are separated by 

engaged Corinthian columns and topped with simulated decorative swags of carved granite. The only 

fixtures present in the Lantern are the florescent tubes and reflectors positioned vertically between each 

window. 

The windows were entirely rebuilt during the comprehensive 1989 restoration. The reconstructed win- 

dows conform to the original in every way except the thickness of the replacement sash was increased 

to 2°" to accommodate new insulating glass panels. It was further specified that the sashes be set in 

caulk and caulked all around to provide watertight insulation. The new framing was to match the existing 

“in every detail” and included interior window stools and exterior window sills. The new frames were to 

be anchored in such a way as to withstand 100 mile per hour winds. 

7 | i a 

t 4 : 

fo eR Bs 
| . Sa a: | a * 

| ee B.. = Ceca eae 

Saad | ee eS: 

eee ie ee | (lied = Figure 7-264 Figure 7-265 
fi , Bs pe re ig ea All windows in the Lantern were replicated dur- The windows in the Lantern are separated by en- 

eas “ihe aa || : ing the 1989 project. Frames were anchored to gaged Corinthian columns and topped with 

. coe? ee = withstand 100 mph winds. swags of carved granite. 
; VT a Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. . Photo: Kite Aerial Photography 
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Chapter Eight 

BUILDING SYSTEMS 

T : his chapter provides an overview of the Central Portion HVAC, plumbing, and electrical, sys- 
tems. HVAC systems in the Central Portion include ventilation, steam distribution, heating/cool- 

ing, and temperature control. Plumbing systems include domestic water services, chilled drink- 

ing water, sanitary waste and soil, storm sewer, fire protection, gas, and vacuum sweeping system. Elec- 

trical systems include power, including distribution boxes and convenience power receptacles; lighting; 

and communications. 

4 \ The information in this chapter was obtained by field survey, review of original construction drawings 
oS and specifications, review of subsequent remodeling drawings, and interviews with Department of Ad- 

% ministration personnel familiar with the Capitol. Also, research of the State Historical Society of Wis- 

consin archives relating to the Wisconsin State Capitol provided records of the original building con- 
tracts, construction correspondence, original specifications, and general files of the Capitol Commission. 

R ys Original copies of the HVAC construction drawings on blueprint canvas, located at the Wisconsin State ry 
"b Capitol, were also reviewed for this report. 

€ am . * The East, and West Wings were already constructed and the South Wing was under construction when 
” ,Y A yi the Central Portion contracts were executed. Therefore, the specifications for the Central Portion were 

var e re & a \ F simplified somewhat, relying on the work already in place to set the standard. In this report occasional 
. = : a ie - reference is made to work associated with the Corner Pavilions. The Corner Pavilions were constructed 

a aa ‘ ee } 7 & ' % as part of the wing construction projects rather than with the Central Portion. However, because the 
Bt Fe ae . e io a : a - e Central Portion and Comer Pavilions share a common wall, some utilities relating by location to the 

oo =~ e “4 4 iy y 5 i a L : Po i eo. Corner Pavilions, including ductwork and steam and storm sewer piping, are discussed in this report. 

~~ ii Os ae Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 

“he ae = ee . _ Ventilation System 

— . ae Original Conditions 
iy ‘ Serene ee The ventilation system for the Central Portion was constructed between 1912 and 1913. According to 

Fie ee the original contract, established by the Capitol Commission and signed 6 May 1912, the Mueller Com- 
As the building systems for the Rotunda are hidden behind the ornate plasterwork and decorative pany of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was hired to construct the heating and ventilating systems. The con- 
stonework, their complexity and significance is frequently forgotten when viewing the magnificent struction was to be in accordance with drawings and specifications prepared by George B. Post & 
space. Their efficiency is crucial to a space as large as the Rotunda. Sons, Architects, from New York City. The base construction contract for the heating and ventilating Photo: Jeff Dean 

work was $16,770. 
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The programmed use of the Central Portion Basement as a restaurant was apparently determined fol- Galvanized Iron Ducts, Flues, etc. 

eins Sree peor ow, Maps, Thisis eadpat Waka the heating apd se = - 1. The Contractor shall furnish and erect all galvanized iron ducts, flues, etc., as indicated on 
kitchen, which served the original restaurant, is located in the Basement of the East Wing and required : 

: Awe : plans, in general, as follows: 
the removal of some ductwork already installed in this location. 

; Sie : ‘ i 2. A-system of tempered air ducts and flues connecting the registers in basement and ground 
The heating and ventilating systems serving the Central Portion are generally extensions of the North, : : : ‘ i ; ; 

; Sea , : : floors with the ducts left in the three present Wings with the tempered air supply registers in 
South, East, and West Wing systems. No individual air handling systems were dedicated to the Central : : 

F ; 7 P basement and in floors, wherever necessary and directed. 
Portion, except for the range hood exhaust system in the kitchen, located in the East Wing. 

3. A system of foul air ducts and flues connecting the registers in basement and ground floors 

Ventilating Ductwork with the ducts left in the three present wings. 

The Basement restaurant area was served by tempered air ducts that were extended from the North, 4. Asimilar system of tempered and foul air ducts connected from the registers in the building 

South, East, and West Wings. Because the North Wing was not yet constructed, provisions were made back as near to the future North Wing as possible ready to connect to the main ducts in that 
for future connection to the North Wing air handling system. However, the ducts from the South, East, Wing when built. 

and West Wings were already in place and were connected under the Central Portion contract. These 
e uIeP , ; F 5. All the above ducts and flues, etc., shown on plans, whether run in brickwork, suspended 

ducts were also connected to supply air registers at the Ground Floor around the perimeter of the Ro- me : : 3 ; 
Peg ceilings, furrings, shafts, cornices, etc., or exposed, shall be built of best bloom galvanized 

E iron of the following gauges: 
The exhaust air ductwork that served the kitchen was part of the Central Portion contract, although the 6 Aldutsantineen See an inch 4 hall beofNo. 16 i 

kitchen was located in the East Wing. The exhaust fan serving the kitchen range hood was located in the ae h os 6 ee ‘a ae ms ie = . hall : i — te 6 

East Wing Basement, adjacent to the kitchen, and discharged into a pressurized exhaust duct routed to ‘de Sn eee ee ot aay weiss 
: : : inches and over shall be of No. 22 gauge. Small ducts shall be of No. 24 gauge. All over 30 

the roof through a riser duct in the East Wing near Column 44. : ae : : : ; 
inches in size to be braced with angle irons of proper dimensions. 

Ductwork was fabricated from galvanized sheet iron and installed in accordance with Post Drawings 4 “Theschushe ind fins alball he ele sw A nibstintial folie ie as ; 

518-2030 through 518-2038. The following excerpt from the original specification illustrates the mate- ai tect eee Rec neat 5 sg : a Wen ee 
; ; : : : oe ing smooth surface on the inside and neatly finished outside. The ducts shall be suspended by 

rial and installation requirements for the heating and ventilating work: i fuels ; : : : 
galvanized iron hangers and clips, and braced where required. They are to be designed with 

curves and bends, etc., as indicated on plans so as to effect an easy flow of air. 

8. The duct work in the basement generally shall be run above the steam piping, and the Con- 

— j i tractor must avoid the passing of steam and other pipes through ducts, and in other ways 

ad / ; obstructing the proper run of same. 

4 4 . : 9. Dampers with quadrants indicating their position shall be placed in every branch duct leading 

— | to and from individual flues; also in main ducts, where directed. Deflectors with permanent 
=a oo adjustment shall be provided where required. 

eres: ie 10. All connections of flues in basement shall be marked with floor number painted on branch 

——- Be 4 : ducts near dampers. Flues and ducts shall be provided with boxes, forming proper connec- 
ie on i of Figure 8-2 tion with registers and screens. 

cca — The supply air registers on eee ; f ; : 
{ : Ground Floorliafedlacedbiennath 11. The exact cniag size and height of repre boxes for ah supply and exhaust A in walls, 

ry heahes: suspended ceilings, etc., are to be as directed by the Architects. Generally the air supply 

Fo : Photo: Kahler Slater registers are to be near ceiling, and the top and bottom registers are to be respectively near 
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ceiling and near floor. Register boxes on ducts are to have perforations in the back of same 4. Atthe top the duct shall terminate in a riveted 20 oz. copper cowl pointing horizontally to- 

of proper area. Register boxes on main exhaust flues shall have deflectors inside of flues and wards the North and with top carried over to keep out any moisture. This cowl (coil) shall 

located as directed on plans. All register boxes are to be closed with boards or sheet iron have aluminum automatic louvers so that no air can blow down it with the fan shut down. 

Cale Burn Khe COMA St EEC 5. Contractor shall cut through the skylight, flash the duct where it comes through, allowing for 

12. While the plans are to be adhered to as closely as possible, the right is reserved to vary the any possible heat and expansion, and shall leave the roof and plaster inside in as good con- 

run and sizes of ducts and flues to accommodate structural and architectural conditions dur- dition as it was before commencing work, all as approved by the Architects. This shall also 

ing the progress of the work. Any changes shall be made in flues, etc., as directed, after they apply to the finished work all the way back to the hood. 

pc tanince| to eathedecoaml odin tail athe ninend enteottiee ae 6. Atthe hood the contractor shall disconnect the present duct and re-arrange the outlets on 

Kitchen Hood Vent: the present fan as shown on the plan, finishing up the new work to match the old.' 

1. The Contractor shall provide, install, and connect in the Kitchen in the East Wing, near Col- All tempered air ducts above the Basement level, whether in walls, partitions, furring, or sus- 

umn No. 41, as shown on the plan a full house steel plate motor driven fan of the Multi-vane pended ceilings, were covered with 1/2" asbestos air cell insulation, secured by wire and 

type, the same as those already installed at this point with a capacity of 4200 cubic feet of pointed up with plaster. Tempered air ducts and exposed exhaust air ducts in the Basement 

air per minute at a speed of 500 R.P.M. The fan shall be built extra heavy as approved by were specified to be covered with 1" magnesia block, securely wired and covered with a 10- 

the Architects so that it will not be injured by heat when the flue is burnt out and cleaned. ounce tight drawn and sewed canvas wrapping. The range hood, vent duct, and fan in the East 

There shall also be a Cutler-Hammer, or other approved starter and speed regulating device Wing, from the hood to the cowl on the roof, were covered with heavy galvanized iron netting, 

with six variations in speed ranging from two-thirds to full speed given above. The Contrac- leaving a one-inch air space next to the duct. 

tor shall provide switch with fuses and no-volt release, and shal! mount these with the starter 

and regulator on a marbleized slate panel secured to the wall where directed by proper iron Existing Conditions 

supports. The original ventilation duct systems serving the Central Portion are, for the most part, still in service to- 

2. The electric wiring to the panel will be done by another contractor. day. Some supply air ductwork serving the Basement and Ground Floor has been replaced by work 

installed under the North Wing Renovation Project (1990-93) and the West Wing Renovation Project 

Note: (1993-95). The tempered air ducts from the South Wing are in the process of being replaced under the 

1. The above motor and all electrical work in connection with the same must be installed in South Wing Renovation Project. Prior to initiation of the major restoration work beginning in 1990, the 

compliance with the requirements of the Department controlling these matters in the City of ductwork serving the Central Portion remained in its original service. Following is a floor-by-floor sum- 

Madison and the State of Wisconsin. Any safety devices, etc., or other work and materials mary of the existing ductwork. 

necessary to meet these requirements shall be furnished without extra cost. 
Aegis Rotunda Basement 

2. The Contractor shall provide, install, and connect all the necessary duct work from the range an : : : 

hood to,thadaaend froeathe fen athatr texuboumotdieclan, Some of the auginal supply air ductwrt in the Rotunda Basement wee replaced with aay, ductwork 

under the North Wing Renovation Project (1990-93) and the West Wing Renovation Project (1993— 

3. This shall all be made of No. 12 Bermingham gauge black iron thoroughly rivetted and made 95). The tempered air ducts from the South Wing are in the process of being replaced under the South 

tight. It shall be securely fastened by iron hangers and supports, but allowed to expand and Wing Renovation Project. 

contract. The vertical section shall be anchored at 3 or 4 points with tight slip joints between : ee 2 i se 

to take up the expansion. The slip joints shall be arranged with bell on bottom so that grease Supply air ductwork fiom the North Wing euarently serves two supply air registers in the original Base- 

will not leak out. Between anchor points there shall be guides at each floor through which it ment cecltent area me thee mueely, air registers at the Ground Floor of the Rotunda. These ducts 

may move. carry mechanically conditioned air (cooled or heated) to these locations. 

Ductwork from the West Wing serves four supply air registers and six return air registers in the original 

Basement restaurant area. The supply air ducts carry mechanically conditioned air to this area. 

ee 
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No supply air or return air ductwork from the South Wing serves the Basement of the Central Portion. of the South Wing. This ductwork is currently being replaced under the South Wing Renovation Project. 

Retum air ductwork from the South Wing is routed into the Central Portion to serve four supply air reg- The Southeast Comer Pavilion returns a portion of the airto the South Wing return/exhaust fan on the 

isters on the Ground Floor of the Rotunda, but these ducts were disconnected during the South Wing Fourth Floor of the South Wing and a portion to the East Wing retum/exhaust fan on the Fourth Floor of 

Selective Removal Project (1996). These ducts will be replaced with new ducts delivering conditioned fhe Fast Wing, The ductwork retuming air to the South Witiets GaliGuity Being repiheld Hnidér the South 

SY Be eee eee co Wing Renovation Project. The ductwork returning air to the East Wing is the original ductwork. 

Ductwork from the East Wing serves two supply air registers and six return air registers in the original 

Basement restaurant area. The supply air ducts carry tempered air to this area. Fifth Floor (Ring Course) 

The Fifth Floor of the Central Portion has the outside air intake ductwork that carries the air from the 

Kitchen intake louvers, located at the Observation Deck (Passage Floor), to the masonry vertical shafts, located 

The kitchen, which was installed under the Central Portion construction contracts but was actually lo- at the point of connection of the various wings to the Central Portion. (Post Drawing 518-2037). 

cated in the East Wing, was taken out of service in 1928. The range hood and exhaust fan were subse- The Fifth Floor has four central rooms, termed the Ring Course Rooms, outside the Rotunda, which are 

quently removed and discarded. The hood exhaust riser ductis still in place concealed behind walls in unventilaied with the exception of the West Wing room. This room wes “ conditioned dure the West 

ele Wing Renovation Project (1993-95) and is currently being used as the Construction Superintendent’s 

office. i 
Ground Floor 

The ductwork for the Ground Floor of the Central Portion consists of eight supply air registers in the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) 

PuDUNG Space Src Ene Des HEOtay GF Mi eigen a gar ea The Sixth Floor of the Central Portion has outside air intake ductwork extending between the outside air 
erg cate i er neh 34 hl ed os hayes sears pee ene eatyay Og Serie. ae intake louvers at the Passage Floor (Observation Deck) and the Fifth Floor. (Refer to description under 

tion air from the South Wing and East Wing air handling systems to the Rotunda. During the South Wing Passage Floor heading ) 

Restoration and Rehabilitation Project (1996-98), the four registers that supply only tempered air will 

be replaced with new ducts to provide mechanically conditioned supply air. All other ventilation of the Passage Floor 

Rotunda is created by the natural draft resulting from height of the Rotunda . The supply air registers at A eset f : 
the Ground Floor areotivinal: The Passage Floor has outside air intake louvers at the Observation Deck and associated ductwork ex- 

tending down to the Fifth Floor. The ductwork from the North Wing louvers was replaced under the 

First, Second, and Third Floors North Wing Project and the original asbestos containing materials (ACM) used for insulation were re- 

: ska, moved at that time. The ductwork from the West Wing louvers was replaced under the West Wing 

These floors of the Central Portion do not have any ventilating ductwork. Project and the original ACM insulating materials were removed. The ductwork from the South Wing 

A louvers was removed under the South Wing Selective Removal Project and is currently being replaced 

Heep neon Ay with the South Wing Project. The ACM insulating materials were removed with the duct. The original 
The Fourth Floor of the Central Portion includes no tempered supply air ductwork but does include re- ductwork and ACM insulating materials for the East Wing louvers are still in service. 

turn/exhaust air ducts from each of the Corner Pavilions (Post Drawing 518-2035). The Northeast Cor- 

ner Pavilion returns air to the East Wing return/exhaust fan on the Fourth Floor of the East Wing. This Seventh Floor Through Fourteenth Floor 

i cy a a There is no ductwork on the Seventh through Fourteenth Floors. However, at the Twelfth Level are four 

The Northwest Corner Pavilion returns air to the West Wing return/exhaust fan on the Fourth Floor of automatic relief dampers/louvers. These are controlled by an electronic temperature sensor and pneu- 

the West Wing. This ductwork replaced the original under the West Wing Renovation Project. matic actuators through a central building automation system (BAS) with controllers in the West Wing 

The Southwest Corner Pavilion returns a portion of the air to the West Wing return/exhaust fan on the Bary, The darapers inoruilate operas fhe upp e Bome spent lenberahre Tiss EET, 

Fourth Floor of the West Wing and a portion to the South Wing return/exhaust fan on the Fourth Floor Tiss alloy Oe Pa eat gf the Bonnda ie Yentiote Re cone 2ne MnP STAR CORES Eye 
placed under the West Wing Restoration/Rehabilitation Project . 
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. : . > ee a ¥ Steam Distribution 
——— b 

Original Conditions i ae I ki 

The steam systems for the Central Portion originally included a high pressure steam system serving the A | ners, worsen b Fil 

kitchen fixtures and a low pressure steam system serving heating radiators/convectors at the Fifth Floor ' | t | : / i 

stairway landings, Ring Course Rooms, Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum), and Inner Dome. i b Cote OS ESE ni } f i | 

Kitchen Steam i eOTTT a | t j : 4 

The high pressure steam system serving the kitchen fixtures was extended from a valved connection in \ Pa Wi 

the East Wing at Column 40. The specification directed the contractor to install the steam piping near 1 ee eT 

the ceiling and to run the condensate piping in trenches already built (during the East Wing construction | ‘ ai 

contract) under the Basement floor. This piping served the following kitchen equipment: bain-marie, ee ee | | ts 
steam table, dish heater, urns, dishwasher, and hood duct. - |S 4 be 

i 
: — —— a . = a Figure 8-3 

Destine Riven Syatey a v3 Ka a The Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) has outside 
Heating at the Fifth Floor (Ring Course) was provided by a wall hung cast iron radiator on the wall of 4 Pas CP air intake louvers at the Observation Deck, 

each stairway leading from the Fourth Floor to the Fifth Floor. These radiators were used to offset the al -— - a which is associated with ductwork extending to 

heat loss imposed by skylights above each of these stairways. Also, cast iron radiators were provided at y ee bot 2 ranger Rana fie 
: : : : e ; * BBR ee oto: iliated Engineers, inc. 

each stair landing on the Ring Course. These radiators were used to offset heat loss imposed by win- : 7 

dows at these landings. Also, at the Fifth Floor each of the four Ring Course Rooms had two steam ra- 

diators at the ends of the rooms (Post Drawing 518-2037). i arn a st erect 

OI ee 
Twenty floor mounted steam radiators provided the heating on the Passage (Sixth Floor/ Museum) a rr—“—s—SC—C—iCO 

(Post Drawing 518-2037). . -— — 

The heating of the Inner Dome of the Rotunda was provided by twenty steam radiators located in trans- “a — soa 
fer ducts in the ceiling soffit of the Passage Floor. These units were designed to operate as convectors to a a ae 
deliver heated air to the base of the large windows (at elevation 107'-10") in the Inner Dome (Post “ . a ce a 

Drawing 518-2037). i |e a stacey _ 

Steam and condensate return risers were routed from the Basement to the Sixth Floor through piping : 3 » t 

chases on either side of the entrance doorway to each of the Corner Pavilion rooms. a . : S 

The contractor for the Central Portion was charged with the responsibility of connecting the condensate ae Aimee ae a al y | 

return piping from each of the wings to a common return pipe already installed in the East Wing. As the ae 4 I 

North Wing was not yet constructed, a pipe was to be run as far as possible toward the North Wing, 3 i bea : : i Figure 8-4 
leaving it capped ready for future extension. ee eS Each radiator on the southeast, southwest, and 

northeast Fifth Floor (Ring Course) corridors are 

Radi fa ot = original to the building. The northwest corridor 
AOIAtOrs ete SS radiator was replaced with a finned tube type 

Following is an excerpt from the original specification that illustrates the materials and installation re- pees st ee =. convector during the West Wing Project. 

quirements for heating and ventilating work relating to radiators: onan p Photas: Baller Slater 
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Radiators and coils, etc. the West Wing Renovation Project (1993-95). The steam and condensate risers at the Southwest and 

1. The Contractor must guarantee to warm all rooms in the building by direct radiation, to 70 peaiheat one Pavilions were removed during the selective removal phase of the South Wing Reno- 

degrees Fahrenheit, and the corridors to 60 degrees Fahrenheit, in zero weather with a pres- eee: 

sure of steam not exceeding 5 pounds in the heating main. 
Ground Floor 

2. Furnish set and connect all radiators and heating coils, as per plans. The steam and condensate risers at the Northeast Comer Pavilion are still in service. The steam and 

3. The radiators shall be of the American Radiator Company, or other approved manufacturer, condensate risers at the Northwest Comer Pavilion were removed and replaced with hot water piping 

and be tested for cracks and leakage with 100 Ibs. water pressure. extended to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) where the steam heating radiators were replaced during 

: . . : , ; eee the West Wing Renovation Project. The steam and condensate risers at the Southwest and Southeast 
4. All radiators inclosed [sic] below windows or specially built, as indicated on plans, through- ‘ ; 3 i 

aes x ! c : ; ; : Corner Pavilions were removed during the Selective Removal phase of the South Wing Renovation 
i the building, shall be provided with any required tappings to suit space and special condi- Projedt’ 

tions. 

5. Allradiators throughout the building shall be connected at the return to the vacuum system by First Floor 

the proper size of thermostatic valves, and be controlled on the supply side by the thermo- The steam and condensate risers at the Northeast Corner Pavilion are still in service. The steam and 

static valves of the heat regulating system, as required and shown on plans. condensate risers at the Northwest Corner Pavilion were removed and replaced with hot water piping 

6. The plans indicate the number, the location and height of radiators and the amount of heating extended to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) where the steam heating radiators were replaced during 
surface, etc. Additional radiators and coils to be as directed 2 the West Wing Renovation Project. The steam and condensate risers at the Southwest and Southeast 

Corner Pavilions were removed during the selective removal phase of the South Wing Renovation 

Existing Conditions Project. 

The kitchen in the East Wing has been removed, and the high pressure steam system serving the kitchen 

equipment has been disconnected and removed. Also, the steam heating radiators serving the Fifth Seeeea te 
Floor, Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum), and Inner Dome were removed during the West Wing Renova- The steam and condensate risers at the Northeast Corner Pavilion are still in service. The steam and 

tion Project (1993-95). The radiators were replaced with finned tube convectors using hot water in- condensate risers at the Northwest Comer Pavilion were removed and replaced with hot water piping 

stead of steam. The hot water is generated in the North Wing from heat exchangers using steam from extended to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) where the steam heating radiators were replaced during 
the Capitol Heat and Power Plant. Following is a floor-by-floor summary of the existing steam system the West Wing Renovation Project. The steam and condensate risers at the Southwest and Southeast 

serving the Central Portion. Comer Pavilions were removed during the selective removal phase of the South Wing Renovation 

Project. 

Basement 
3 

The steam and condensate piping serving the kitchen equipment in the East Wing Basement has been seuicate ein 
removed. The kitchen is no longer in operation and the space has been assigned other uses. The steam and condensate risers at the Northeast Comer Pavilion are still in service. The steam and 

condensate risers at the Northwest Corner Pavilion were removed and replaced with hot water piping 
A condensate return main is located in the utility cross-tunnel under the Basement floor of the Central extended to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) where the steam heating radiators were replaced during 

Portion. The condensate from each wing is pumped through this tunnel to the East Wing where it is col- the West Wing Renovation Project. The steam and condensate risers at the Southwest and Southeast 
lected and pumped back to the Capitol Heat and Power Plant. Comer Pavilions were removed during the South Wing Selective Removal phase of the South Wing 

The steam and condensate risers at the Northeast Comer Pavilion are still in service. The steam and Renovation Project. 

condensate risers at the Northwest Corner Pavilion were removed and replaced with hot water piping 

extended to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) where the steam heating radiators were replaced during 
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Fourth Floor Two electric air compressors with governors and compressed air tanks were installed in the Basement 

The steam and condensate risers at the Northeast Corner Pavilion are still in service. The steam and of the East Wing just east of Column 42. Compressed air lines were routed from the tanks to the dia- 

condensate risers at the Northwest Corner Pavilion were removed and replaced with hot water piping phragm valves and thermostats. 

that is extended to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) where the steam heating radiators were replaced 

during the West Wing Renovation Project. The steam and condensate risers at the Southwest and Existing Conditions 

Southeast Comer Pavilions were removed during the South Wing Selective Removal phase of the South The original air compressors provided in the Central Portion project are no longer in service. The pneu- 

Wing Renovation Project. matic controls that remain are powered with compressed air from the air compressors located in the 

Northeast Corner Pavilion Basement. As indicated earlier, in the HVAC Steam System discussion, the 

Fifth Floor only remaining original radiator in the Central Portion is located at the Northeast Fifth Floor stair land- 

The original steam radiators at the northeast stairway and landing are still in service. The original steam ing. This radiator is still controlled by a pneumatic thermostat. The convectors located at the Northwest 

radiators at the northwest stairway and landing were removed during the West Wing Selective Removal Fifth Floor stair landing and the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) are controlled by electronic temperature 

project because the skylight at the stairs had been removed. A finned tube type convector using hot wa- controls that drive pneumatic hot water valve actuators from electronic controllers in the West Wing 

ter was installed at the stair landing. A quarter sawn white oak casepiece with brass inlet and outlet Basement. 

grilles, consistent with the style of the Capitol, was designed as an enclosure for the convector. 

Plumbing 

Passoae (Sint Fieor/bineciae) The plumbing work for the Central Portion was designed by George B. Post of New York in 1912. 

The original steam radiators were removed during the West Wing Selective Removal Project and re- One of the contracts executed for the Central Portion work was issued to T.C. McCarthy, a contractor 

placed with finned tube type hot water convectors during the West Wing Restoration Project. The wall of Madison, Wisconsin. This contract was for “Mason Work, Carpenter Work, Roofing Work, Plumb- 

mounted convectors are enclosed in sloped top metal enclosures consistent with a utilitarian space. 

Passage Floor ae 4 : 

The steam radiators installed in the ceiling soffit supply heat to the Inner Dome at the base of the win- A | fo 

dows of the Seventh Floor. The original steam radiators were removed and replaced during the West ee i 

Wing Restoration Project with finned tube type hot water convectors. The transfer duct in which the ra- 7 : : Ef : 

diators were installed was replaced with new duct enclosures. : + ' 1 : 

Temperature Control System . seems ; eee 

Original Conditions / Hq 

Thermostatic regulation of the steam for the radiators was required in the original project specifications. / : 

Radiators were fitted with diaphragm-actuated steam control valves that were powered by compressed 

air. The control system for the Central Portion included 36 thermostats controlling 68 heat sources, and 

the contractor was required to provide a two year warranty on the temperature control system. / 

The specification for the Central Portion did not indicate the finish material to be used. The specification — ee 
7 . Finned tube type hot water convectors were 

simply stated the thermostats, all exposed valves, and exposed air pipes should be ofa finish approved placed in the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) dur- 

by the architects. ing the West Wing Project. Note existing fire 

valve cabinet. 

Photo: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 
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ing Work, etc. of the Superstructure of the Central Portion.” Although the contract included plumbing, it Hot Water Drum 

- _ wee . ice ik _ tithe = wales ayatem ielated © fe 2 ome A 1. The Contractor shall provide and set a hot water drum, to be made of C.H. No. 1 shell and 

—— es t P iis ne won . : Coane Portion was not found in review of the archival flange iron 3/8" and 1/4" thick, with welded heads all riveted and caulked in the very best 
material at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. ; 

manner, all to be galvanized. 

edi ysl an a a eiaiie Pe ea ian Sate ae 2. The drum shall be 6' long and 30" in diameter, supported on 3/8" by 2" galvanized wrought 
enenaen 0 : Piping work, — etc. — e several wings to = outlets in e ning oF iron hangers, and shall be tested to a hydraulic pressure of 200 pounds to the square inch 

tion, including continuation of the fire line; the drainage and water supply lines for slop sink and kitchen : : : : on ae after the tappings are made and temporarily plugged up. 
fixtures; the sweeping system; the gas lines and the drinking water line’? 
tte — i f [ - 3. Provide the drum with a horizontal brass coil which shall not contain less than 180! of 1" 

sl isla ep cde asia or the oa Portion a oe aes to the codes o: ue seamless drawn brass tubing, properly connected to the head, and with necessary connec- 
: ui ee epartment - u pane Boar oO ; hunabers of New York. New Yor ah Nao tions left for the Steam Heating Contractor. The drum also shall be provided with manhole 
a its : aba uilding See an Pace Pree at the RS; BS aE a and cover on the end, a safety pet cock, water gauge complete, a Hohmann & Maurer’s 
tate o: oe not — or implement commercial plum si codes — e late s; \OW- temperature thermometer and 1 1/2" valve, discharging over the kitchen floor drain. 

ever, the City of Madison Ordinances probably spoke about the sanitary regulation of local residences 

and apartment dwellings. Post’s design, based on experience in New York, and the City of Madison 4. The temperature regulator and thermostat will be connected by the Steam Heating Contrac- 
Ordinances probably defined the plumbing regulations for the Capitol building. tor and are not included in this contract. 

5. The Contractor shall install in connection with the hot water drum a “Rudd” or other equally 
Domestic Water Services good gas heater of proper size, supported from the cellar floor and connected with the drum 

with control valves for summer use.* 
Original Conditions 

The domestic water system for the Central Portion consisted of an extension of existing piping in the Existing Conditions 

East Wing adjacent to Column 40, Following is an excerpt from the original specifications that indicates The domestic water system serving the Central Portion was removed when the kitchen was eliminated 
the level of detail the contractors were to follow: : 

: and no longer exists. 

Supply Piping 

1. Provide all connections with the present 3" plugged outlet near Column 40 in the East Wing, Chilled Drinking Water System 
a3" cold water main oe valve, this main to be i 2" diameter, with valve to the hot Original Conditions 

water drum, also 1 1/2" diameter, branch with valve, carried to all connected wall fixtures ri rae yal 1 ‘ 
we dy s The drinking water system provided in the Central Portion was limited to one single outlet at a nickel requiring cold water, the branch to be properly reduced in size to end of line. : aia : : 

plated draw cock over the silver sink in the serving pantry. The contractor was required to connect to 
2. The hot water line to be 1 1/2" diameter, with valve, to be taken from the top of drum and an existing drinking water line located about 50 feet into the East Wing. 

follow the general course of cold water lines, to be connected to all fixtures requiring hot wa- 

ter, the branches to be properly reduced in size to the end of line. Existing Conditions 

3. Provide and connect 3/4" lines with control valves to both the present cold and hot water The drinking water line for the silver sink in the serving pantry has been removed. The Central Portion 

lines, now plugged at the wall near the kitchen floor drain, so as to provide hot and cold wa- does not currently have any drinking water outlets. 

ter to flush this drain. 
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Sanitary Waste and Soil Systems Original Conditions 

Original Conditi The rainwater on the dome of the Capitol was handled at the Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth 

. ai i ; ee panies : ook 3 Levels. Starting at the lantern, the rainwater was shed onto the exterior of the dome where it flowed 

Soil and waste piping for the kitchen equipment was provided by the plumbing contractor. Some of the ‘down to the Tenth Level. At the Tenth Level a gutter system collected this water. The gutter drains con- 
drainage and vent piping was apparently installed in the East Wing prior to designing the kitchen. Fol- ducted the water through 2" pipes down to the Eighth Level. 

lowing is an excerpt from the original specification for plumbing work: 
i ' At the exterior of the Ninth Level was a balcony with roof drains. The roof drains were collected at an 

Kitchen Fixtures Eighth Level interstitial space. 

1. The kitchen fixtures shown on the a ee aS ae included in oe wena te Contractor At the Eighth Level a piping gallery was provided where a storm piping system collected the storm wa- 

however, shall run all hot and cold water lines, drainage and vent lines, gas, refrigerator con- ter from the Tenth and Ninth Levels. This piping was routed horizontally to the spiral stairways where 

nections, etc., up to their proper locations, and after the fixtures are set, shall connect up the Were litters conducted tie stoma water downto the sixth Level. 

same complete with control valves at the fixtures. : 
f Q ty At the Seventh Level (statuary) a small perimeter roofed area was drained with roof drains. These 

2. The Contractor shall provide and set for the fixtures all required traps, grease traps, piping, drains were collected by storm piping in the ceiling soffit of the Sixth Floor. 

brass bibb cocks, etc., as may be required for the several types of fixtures. ; 

: 7 : 3 At the Observation Deck (Sixth Floor), roof drains were provided to collect the rainwater. These drains 

3. The present drainage vent and gas lines are shown in Goited fines, the Contractor shall sont were collected at the Fifth Level over the four central rooms. The piping was routed horizontally toward 

tinue these foe connecting the several feature drain and vent lines for the bet sinks, dish each of the comer pavilions where piping from the Seventh Level and the risers dropping from the 

venice and sink shall be run exposed on the kitchen wall and back of the furring to the slop Eighth Level join. Risers located in piping chases at the corner pavilions carried the storm piping to the 

sink. Fourth Floor. 

4. The drain for the refrigerators to be connected and discharged over kitchen floor drain.° 

Existing Conditions ao oo ae 
re aa ea ee 

Asurvey of the existing Basement area revealed no evidence of the original waste and soil systems serv- — cams ge ae tee y here r 

ing the kitchen area. It is presumed that all of the services were removed when the kitchen was closed ig — ~ i ; — : & 

and the space assigned other uses. Due to the storage of items in the original kitchen area, it is not : ponte enon i 

known if the grease trap was removed. ieee : z = 6 ms 

Slop Sink et t 

The original specifications indicate that a slop sink ina slop sink closet was provided. This sink has been poe 

removed. on 7 

Storm Sewer ; ne 

Storm sewer piping was not included in the scope of the plumbing work specification. T.C. McCarthy, a “4 

contractor from Madison, Wisconsin, received a contract 18 July 1911 for the plumbing work associ- b at 

ated with the superstructure of the Central Portion. It is not clear, however, whether this contract in- H r “ gre < 8-6 ; me ie Fenth 
os a y r SyStem inside 

cluded the plumbing work associated with the kitchen. It may have covered only the storm water piping. yo a ee ae: susie i f vain 7 wie 

i 
i from gutters at the Ninth and Tenth Levels. 

ae Photo: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 
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At the Fourth Floor the piping was routed horizontally to chases near the toilet rooms in the adjacent Existing Conditions 

wing. The storm piping was routed vertically down these shafts to the Basement where it connected to a The Central Portion has more fire protection piping that the original specifications indicate. A 1968 

storm piping header. A storm piping header in each wing collected the storm piping from the Central project upgraded the complete fire protection system of the Capitol. In the Central Portion, valve sta- 

Portion and the downspouts of the associated wing and carried the storm water to the exterior storm tions were provided at the Sixth Floor and Tenth Floor (Oculus). Where hose stations were installed the 

sewer system below the Capitol grounds. hoses have been removed because they were considered unreliable and contained asbestos. 

Existing Conditions Sixth Floor 

The existing storm water system was replaced in 1969 and closely follows the original design. In 1995— Four fire valve cabinets exist on the Sixth Floor. Each of these cabinets has a 1 1/2" hose valve. 

96 the storm drains at the Sixth Floor (Observation Deck) and Seventh Floor (Statuary) were replaced/ 

repaired, the Observation Deck surface replaced, and the dome repointed. Ceiling damage had oc- Passage Floor 

curred at the Sixth Floor over the four doors to the Observation Deck, due to rainwater leaking around Four fire department valves exist at the Passage Floor. These fire department valve stations are located 

the drains at the Seventh Floor. During the summer of 1996 the statuary groups were removed, the four at the stair landings leading to the Observation Deck. Each station has a 2 1/2" fire department valve. 
roofs repaired, the statuary groups reset, and the ceilings repaired. 

Tenth Floor 

Fire Protection Two fire hose cabinets exist on the Tenth Floor. Each of these cabinets has a 1°" fire hose and a 2 1/2" 

Original Conditions fire department valve. The hoses have been removed from these cabinets because they contained as- 

The fire line work for the Central Portion consisted of a hose reel in the slop sink closet. Following is an bestos and were considered unreliable. The fire department will provide theit own hoses as needed. 

excerpt from the original specifications, which illustrates the materials and installation requirements relat- Several fire protection system projects have been done at the Capitol and is provided in the following 

ing to the Fire Protection System. list.. Due to the relocation and cataloging of plans previously stored in the Capitol Director’s Office, ac- 

Fire Line cess to the plans has been limited. The impact of these projects on the Central Portion is currently un- 

known. While a review of these plans is not expected to reveal anything of great significance, it may be 

1. The Contractor shall continue from the foot of the fire line in the East Wing near the elevator useful in detailing the full evolution of the existing conditions. 

a2 1/2" branch to the slop sink closet as shown with outlet 6 1/2' above the floor. 2 . 
d.n.k. South Wing—Dome Riser Pump Added 

2. The Contractor shall provide a hose rack for the outlet, to be constructed in the shape ofa 1937 Sprinkler System Installed in Basement 

half circle, with a cast ornamental and open work front piece and an open back piece. The 1951-66 Brass Fire Cabinets Installed 

back piece shall be arranged with hole, so as to be fastened on fire line outlet; the racks shall 1968 Plumbing Renovation—Complete Upgrade of South Wing Fire Services 

be large enough to receive 100 feet of 2 1/2" hose placed in the same in loops, and the hose 1968 Plumbing Renovation—Addition of North Wing Fire Pump Room 

seat shall be of rods between the front and back piece, the rack to be similar to those now in 1968 Plumbing Renovation—Capitol Square Rehabilitation 

the building. 1968 Plumbing Renovation—Fire Alarm Flow Switch 

3. The castings shall be made of low grade bronze metal, electroplated, without defects and 1970 Capitol Heat & Power Plant Replacement a Lae Ware Porat 
true toimadal: 1990 North Wing Renovation—Capitol Fire Pump Relocated 

4. Supply for the rack 100' in four 25' lengths of 2 1/2" inches diameter, “Simmons” white linen G@aslines 

“S diamond” brand fire hose, or equally good, tested to 550 pounds per square inch, with 

couplings complete the full size of the line. Supply also one nozzle with 5/8" tip and stop Original Conditions 

cock. The nozzles, couplings, etc., shall be finished in electro-plate bronze to match the other The plumbing contractor was responsible for running gas piping from existing plugged connections to the 

work.® kitchen equipment that required gas and to the gas heater in the hot water drum (refer to Domestic Wa- 

ter). The following equipment required gas service: hot water drum—summer heater, range, gas broiler, 

and roasting oven. 
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Existing Conditions F os * 

Survey of the Basement of the East Wing revealed no evidence of the original gas piping. Therefore, it is _ oo . 
; —  .2=——ar—_—a——rY \8 

believed the original gas piping was removed when the kitchen was taken out of service. co ey 

weeping System “ ~ i > oF. 

Bt, Se 
Original Conditions =. >»... 

The vacuum sweeping system head end equipment was originally located in the South Wing. The work ee < =~ a oy 

of the Central Portion included connecting the existing sweeping system mains in the Wings and installing oe ™ ; — a | 

risers in the Central Portion as indicated in the following specification excerpt. en — ) 

Sweeping System ee 

1. The contractor shall connect with the present sweeping system mains in each wing, branches oo ; ee 

to the central portion, bringing each outlet through the base the same outlets and branches to i. a a 
te | e 

be provided for each riser as follows: oe oe : J 

2. Riser “A”-Cellar main to be 3" run 45 feet into present main in South Wing, with 2" branches a es 2 
to dining room and to riser “A.” Riser “A” to be 1 1/2" diameter, with 1 1/4" outlets on each Pi er Figure 8-7 eet 

floor up to and including the attic. 7s oe CAD f fee ane sae fh GE LRM ixth Level. 

3. Riser “B”-Cellar main to be connected with present West Wing at plugged end of present 

main at passage opening in east wall of wing, the branches and riser to be same as for riser 5 pecs 
“ Avi : 

4. Riser “C”-The cellar main and branch and riser to be same as for “A.” The cellar main to be ‘ ; 

plugged in passage opening in south wall of North Wing for future continuation. j : 

5. Riser “D”-Cellar main to be connected with present East Wing at plugged end of present [a 

main at passage opening in west wall of wing, the branches and riser to be same as for riser ° a 1a 
“A7 a u — i F 

Additional information regarding the vacuum system may be referenced in the South Wing Historic | = = ri 

Structure Report. | a. iP 

Existing Conditions al i ' 

The vacuum system has been removed. However, most of the wall vacuum outlets remain in place. | 

m / S| Figure 8-8 
Electrical } Two fire hose cabinets are located at the Tenth 

: : 98 OL fi OH f ) f : evs | | Level at the Stair Ring Landing. (Hoses have 
The information provided in this section is not categorized poconding: to Public and Utilitarian Spaces as Pa ee Tate petesyed as. the fire deparimant supplies 

are most other topics in this report. This is due to the lack of any significant difference between the 3 s their own.) 

power and communications systems that serve the various spaces throughout the Central Portion. ee ; Photo: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 
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Therefore, this section only addresses the systems by Original and Existing Conditions. The lighting sys- Ground Floor 

tem may be referenced in Chapter 7—Comprehensive Surveys. The Ground Floor was served from four power distribution boxes, with a box located in a Janitor 

Closet in each wing. No power receptacles were installed on the Ground Floor. 

Power ; 

Electrical power plans for the Central Portion were prepared in 1912 by the electrical engineering firm, First Floor and Second Floor 
Pattison Brothers of New York City for George B. Post & Sons, New York City. These plans dia- No power distribution boxes were provided for the First or Second Floor. Power was provided by the 

grammed the power distribution systems, receptacles, lighting circuiting, and ventilating equipment power distribution panels located in the wings of the Ground Floor. No power receptacles were in- 

power connections. The original specifications for the Central Portion, prepared by Post, dated 1 stalled on the First or Second Floors. 

March 1912, included junction and distribution pull boxes, conduit, allowable voltage drops, floor re- 

ceptacles, fuses, light fixtures, service feeders, panelboards, branch wiring, and one switchboard. Third Floor Through the Fifth Floor (Ring Course ) 

Harloff Pence Company of 301 State Street, Madison, Wisconsin received the electrical construction No power distribution boxes or power receptacles were provided at these floors. Power for lighting 

contract in the amount of $12,335.00 on 21 December, 1912. However, this contract did not include was provided by power distribution panels located at each wing on the Fourth Floor. 

the light fixtures. A $7,000 surety bond was provided, by American Surety Company of New York, to 

assure that the Electrical Contractor would complete the contractual agreement. The General Electric Passage Level 
Company, Madison, Wisconsin, supplied the switches, bus bar, fuses and fuse cutouts for construction The Passage level (Sixth Floor/Museum) had two power distribution boxes. One box was located adja- 

of the new switchboard. cent to the East Wing stairs and one box was located adjacent to the West Wing stairs. No power re- 

ia ; 8 : ceptacles were provided on the Passage Level. 
Branch circuits serving power to receptacles and lighting are not discussed in depth as routing of branch 

circuits is not usually identified on electrical drawings. Rather the installing contractor is responsible for Sai Tal 

determining the routing. Therefore, an attempt to identify sources for the branch circuits would be labo- aT . 
Tous with the limited information available and would angeeliee wal te As there were no power distribution boxes at the Seventh Level, power for lighting was provided from 

power distribution boxes located at the Passage Level. No power outlets were provided at the Seventh 

Original Conditions ee 

The original electrical power system for the Central Portion was extended from the East Wing and in- Fight Level 

cluded three sets of feeders consisting of nine 4,000,000 CM lighting feeder conductors, three #4 B & : a Lay . . 

S feeder conductors for Watchman Lights, three #4 B & S feeder conductors for power in the base- Les ge Bev ee ee oy ae en SEE nee ee oe vy art 
ment. The feeders served a General Electric switchboard, with bus bars and knife type switches, and a distribution boxes or power outlets. Power for lighting at this level was provided from power distribution 

power distribution box (electrical panelboard) located adjacent to the kitchen in the East Wing Base- bee ee 
ment. This switchboard included a lighting bus bar, Watchman’s clock bus bar, served distribution boxes “ 

in the Basement, and served four risers that served distribution boxes on Ground Floor, Fourth Floor, Ninth Level 
Fifth Floor (Ring Course), Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum), and the Tenth Level (Stair Ring Landing). The Ninth Level consists only ofa stair landing for access to a roof balcony. Power for lighting at this 

level was provided from power distribution boxes located at the Passage Level. There were no power 

Basement outlets provided at the Ninth Level. 

The Basement of the Central Portion was originally used for a cafeteria. A portion of the Central Portion 

contract extended into the East Wing where a kitchen area was provided. The kitchen was apparently ante 
programmed during or after the East Wing construction as the drawings show some demolition of exist- The Tenth Level, at the oculus, consists ofa landing platform from which four sets of stairs connect from 

ing work in this area. Central Portion work in the Basement included one power distribution box located the Ninth Level. Two sets of stairs continue up to the Thirteenth Level (Lantern). Two power distribu- 
in the Serving Room, in the East Wing kitchen area. tion boxes were provided at the Tenth Level with each box located at the base of the two stairs. 
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Eleventh and Twelfth Levels Second Floor 

The Eleventh Level consists of an intermediate stair landing between the Tenth Level and the Lantern The Second Floor continues to be served from electrical panels located in the Janitor Closets of the ad- 

Level. The Twelfth Level consists of a stair landing for access to a roof balcony area. No power distri- jacent wings at the Ground Floor. No power receptacles have been provided on this floor. 

bution boxes or power receptacles were provided at either level. : 

Thirteenth Level (Lantern) iii > 

The Lantern Level consists of a space completely surrounded by windows, floor to ceiling. The Lantern . : Cy (Nee 

was originally illuminated by incandescent lighting fixtures powered from drop cords. No power recep- =o 2 Ts 

tacles were provided at the Lantern Level. = . a fas oer 

” ft year 
Existing Conditions pie eth : 

The existing Central Portion power distribution system has been altered through various construction oa as 
and remodeling projects.’ In 1934, the original bus bar and knife switch style switchboard was replaced eo: a 

with a new 120/208V, 3 phase, 4 wire switchboard. In 1958 a conversion project from D.C. power to % a euae ri ; 

A.C. power throughout the Capitol, was started and came to completion in May 1963. During this : es oo p wee 

project the switchboard and power distribution boxes serving the Central Portion were replaced, in- ie : 3 oe aa a oe 

cluding the branch panelboards on each floor. ee ae ea ee i 

Rotunda Basement ee 3 » re 

The Rotunda Basement is currently used for storage space supporting the Capitol Restoration and Re- | _ 4 = i Bas f : oi : 

habilitation/Renovation projects. The entire space is protected by extensive plywood partitions that in- vs : ae oh e zi = z ‘6 Figure 8-9 

hibit survey of the existing conditions relating to power receptacles and electrical issues. The existing ex- ras es 2 g An extension con d, coming from the East Wing, 
tent of power service and the quantity of power receptacles will need to be determined when the ply- ns re = ey a : 5 oe: oe ahs fe epee) Hokday eee 
wood partitions are removed. 

The Ground Floor continues to be served from the electrical panels in the Janitor Closets located in the ee 

adjacent wings. Two power receptacles have been installed at the information desk; one close to the : a - _ imwin 
fire annunciator board near the roll top desk and one near the courtesy telephone. The Capitol person- r 3 a cae 2 = 
nel responsible for the task of lighting the annual Holiday Tree, traditionally located in the center of the i ee 7, 
Ground Floor, are impeded by inconvenient power access due to the lack of power receptacles in stra- : 

tegic locations. Power for this and other special events is currently provided by extension cords pulled 

from receptacles in the wings. 
3s 

' E Figure 8-10 

First Floor “ The power cord for the Holi- 

: 5 é ; 2 : J day Tree is snaked through the 
The First Floor continues to be served from electrical panels located in the Janitor Closets of the adja- hall light fixtures to an outlet 
cent wings at the Ground Floor. Power requirements for the many public activities that take place on for power. 
this floor is provided by extension cords plugged into receptacles in the wings. os Photo: Mike Bath 
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4 ut ee Third Floor Through Fifth Floor (Ring Course) 

i — i — fy a fe The Third Floor through Fifth Floor (Ring Course) do not have any power distribution panels located in 

t ie oe US the Central Portion. The only power circuits served to these areas are for receptacles and lighting. 

. i fe Le These circuits come from panels located in the wings. 

ee 7th j - " Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) 

| Pe 7 : Et le a Three branch electrical panels for power located within two display cases at the Passage Level serve 
: ee i 4 I : ' Es ceiling lighting of the Passage Level and lighting within the display cases. Power receptacles have been 

Ha a F te | E E 2 installed within the display cases around the inner wall of the Passage. There are no power receptacles 

ra ir _ | : a fo at the inner balcony (Trumpeter’s Ring). 

i a {i 
a .. : a a ie Seventh Level 

14 . oe ‘ ee The Seventh Level does not have any power receptacles. Power for the lighting in the spiral stairways is 

“ . eC provided by power distribution panels located at the Eighth Level. 

— | = L | Figure 8-11 
bo Sa iE Sliding panels were constructed, during the West Eighth Level 

eos es - bes ‘ : ae ips ga ee Two power distribution panels are located at the Eighth Level pipe gallery. These panels provide power 

= se " i Photo: Affiliated Engine sha i os for stair lighting, pipe gallery lighting, and the cove lighting, located within the inner dome, which illumi- 

nates the inner dome ceiling. The spiral stairs are located in line with the corner pavilion rooms dividing 

ee the piping gallery into quadrants in line with the wings. Power receptacles are located at each of the en- 

oe ia : trances from the spiral stairs to the piping gallery. 

fay a. ee Ninth Level 

: ce “ a in bh The Ninth Level consists of a stair landing for access to a roof balcony area. Power for lighting in the 

— mi : spiral stairways is provided by the power distribution panels located at the Eighth Level and no power 

a a E cd | i - : receptacles are provided. 

fo ii : 
a (Ee Tenth Level 

oo : 7 2 The Tenth Level, at the oculus, has two power distribution panels that serve the lighting of the mural 

. 15] painting and the lighting of the stairs ascending to the Lantern. No power receptacles exist at the Tenth 

% E —: : i. ee Eleventh Level Through Thirteenth Level 

a. : / 4 a The Eleventh through the Thirteenth Levels have no existing power receptacles. Power for lighting is 

» = a ab Figure 8-12 provided from the power distribution panels located at the Tenth Level. 

i F ‘ - : : ey be A branch circuit panel board is located in the 

en noo a3 pipe gallery at the Eighth Level. 
ocr ee Photo: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 
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Lightin eS 

boo 
Specifications b= ie : 

The original Central Portion light fixtures were designed by George B. Post & Sons, 101 Park Avenue, = s bea Se : 
New York City, in 1908. The Contract Drawing 518-2035 dated 5 March 192 included a fixture Be yee : 

schedule for each room and a drawing of each fixture type. The original Contract Drawing was revised me eo 4 oe 

es i i : i. ee | - ae a 1 
ait ef pe ae Figure 8-15 

Tl eek. 1 be ae Two wall mounted telephones are provided on the 

ia etre sgt ee west side of the North Grand Stair Halls on the 
oe Pei Se oe Ground Floor. The left telephone is a teletype de- 
| 7 a: ae ee. i vice for the deaf. 
oe Ce PR Se oe | Photo: Kahler Slater 

id ak ba 7 | Sen ee 

to tem Figure 8-13 me Sant = Wi re hae = 

‘tts / i ae Electrical panel boards are located on the Stair amen ial ae 

i ' Hh t | Ring Landing at the Tenth Level. 4 e 

rove. : Photo: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. iy ee le 
| ee 

iL ¥k 4 oan me he 
fe Pa 5 4 : 

ns Ne is Figure 8-14 Fr fe 
oe { “< An abandoned television an- +4 ee 

' 1 / Sa tenna is suspended between the ee = Figure 8-16 
ee | be | os Eleventh and Twelfth Levels in =: oe Wooden telephone booths are provided on the 

wi f a ~ the space between the inner and aan Ace ia : east side of the North Grand Stair Halls on the 
> Se outer domes. —e es Ground Floor. 
— Photo: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. Se. ~*~ ~+=Photo: Kahler Slater 
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in February and September of 1913 and February of 1915. The original electrical specification for the Original Conditions and Existing Conditions 

Central Portion, dated 1 March 1912, also prepared by George B. Post & Sons, covered switching The original conditions and existing conditions for all light fixtures are included in Chapter Seven--Com- 

and control of light fixtures, mounting, and fixture brass sockets manufactured by the Edison Company. prehensive Surveys. This section will enumerate all fixture types and their descriptions. 

The Mitchell Vance Company of New York City provided the incandescent light fixtures that operated 

at 110 DC Voltage originally defined by Post for the Central Portion for the sum of $23,501.41. Communication Systems 

The original plans for the Central Portion were prepared by the electrical engineering firm, Pattison 

Brothers of New York City in 1912. The electrical specifications, prepared by George B. Posts & Sons, 

were dated 1 March 1912. The communication section of the specification covered a Watchman’s clock 

eo system, telephone system, and a secondary clock system wiring although it appears none of these sys- 

ee tems were installed in the Central Portion. The communication systems specification for the Central Por- 

: tion may have been left in the specification in error as the original Central Portion electrical plans did not 

a show any communication equipment. 

' fe. oo. Additional communication systems have been added to the Central Portion through various projects 

i : at oe - since the original construction. Currently, the communication systems for the Central Portion include a 

i 4 : o telephone system, public address sound system, central clock system, and surveillance television system. 

oe Original Conditions 

oe = Basement Through the Thirteenth Level 

ee - Figure 8-17 The above floors public spaces have no communication equipment noted on the original contract draw- 

. Fire alarm signal devices were installed in the ings. 

| Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) during the West 

Wing Project. 

Pio apiiaied Engineers, Inc. Keine Cae 

The Central Portion communication system has been altered through different construction and remodel- 

nc ing projects and currently consists of a telephone system, sound system, clock system, and surveillance 

Pe : S oe S a 2 television system. In the late 1950s the tourist information booth opened that included a telephone and a 

So Le | clock. Discussions with the Capitol Police and Office of the Capitol Director revealed that the Security 

-— oo . e = S Surveillance Television System, covering the Rotunda and exterior areas, and new sound systems were 

a oe ee 8 installed in the 1970s. For security reasons minimal information was provided by Capitol Police regard- 

: ae oo = : ing specifics of the security systems. ; 

= a Figure 8-18 Basement 
: Smoke detectors were added The Basement of the Central Portion currently has no communication equipment. 

to the Northwest corridor of 

the Fifth Floor (Ring 

Course) during the West Ground Floor 

Wing Project. The tourist information booth, located in the outer colonnade of the Rotunda, near the corridor leading to 

a be Affiliated Engineers, the East entrance, has been fitted with a courtesy telephone, a call box for Capitol Security, and a clock. 
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Four public telephones, two located in wood telephone booths and two wall mounted models, have Tbid. 

Baeepeovided a wee ue a auc ee ie ae acleinas nee: oo 8 The records that would provide specific information on the remodeling projects are currently being re- 

—— pe eee a ie hia <r tise iniepeinaet Dady Goma en ene nS located and reorganized in a new storage space located in the West Wing and are not accessible for re- 

currently unavailable for review. ¥ 
view. 

First Floor Through Second Floor 

No communications devices exist at the First or Second Floors of the Central Portion. 

Third Floor 

The Third Floor has horn type broadcast speakers located semi-concealed in lighting coves at the 

pendentives. These speakers are used by Capitol Police to give voice instruction to the public within the 

Capitol in the event of fire or storm warnings. 

Fourth Floor Through Tenth Level 

No communications devices exist at the Fourth Floor through Tenth Level of the Central Portion. 

Eleventh Level 

An abandoned television antenna is suspended between the Eleventh Level and Twelfth Level. This an- 

tenna previously served a police scanner used by the Capitol Police. Twelfth Level Through Thirteenth 

Level 

No communications devices exist at the Twelfth through Thirteenth Level of the Central Portion. 

Notes 

' Specification for Heating and Ventilating Work for the Central Portion of the Wisconsin State Capitol 

to be erected at Madison, Wisconsin for the State of Wisconsin in accordance with the Drawings pre- 

pared by George B. Post and Sons, Architects, 347 Fifth Avenue, New York, 1 March 1912. 

?Thid. 

3 Specification for Plumbing Work for the Central Portion of the Wisconsin State Capitol, 1 March 

1912, p. 10. 

4 Specification for Plumbing Work for the Central Portion of the Wisconsin State Capitol to be erected 

at Madison, Wisconsin for the State of Wisconsin in accordance with the Drawings prepared by George 

B. Post and Sons, Architects, 347 Fifth Avenue, New York, 1 March 1912. 

> Thid. 

°Thid. 
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: ORIGINAL HEATING AND ELECTRIC DRAWINGS ; 
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2 DRAWINGS , , 

518-2030: Basement Floor Plan—Heating and Electric Work 

518-2031: Ground Floor Plan—Heating wa Electric Work 

518-2032: First Floor Plan—Heating and Electric Work 

518-2033: Second Floor Plan—Heating and Electric work | 7 

518-2034: Third Floor Plan: Heating and Electric Work 3 

te 518-2035: Attic Floor Plan—Heating and Blectic Work Revised to Include Exhaust Ventilating Ductwork 

518-2036: Reflector and Riser Diagrams Electric Work 

518-2037: Ring Course Plan at E-E Heating and Electric Work Revised to Thelode Fresh Air Intakes 

pee 518-2038: Plan at IF, Il, KK, MM, NN Heating and Electric Work 

~ 518-2117: Frames and Louvers at Fresh Air Intake Podium—Roof and Louvers in Lantern
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Chapter Nine 

CODE ANALYSIS 

| a oT Se T he present Capitol is the third structure to be built on what is called “Capitol Square.” 

| a : Saal ce . The first Capitol, built in the 1830s and 1840s, was removed to make way for the second 

< 3 Capitol which was built in the late 1850s and enlarged in the 1870s. This second Capitol 

- j —~— — aa : burned in oe The present rig was me over an eleven year ones from 1906 Feouen 

oa ee, 7 eae. ALARM ANNUNCL 1917. No specific set of codes directed the construction of any of these buildings as the State of Wis- 

ei 4 = sy oS Beets consin adopted its first building code in 1914, eight years after construction started on the present 

CU 5 Capitol. 
cl = co yt Bee a ; —a At the turn of the century, safety in architectural design relied largely on the designer’s ability and exper- 

A ae i fo} = Fe | tise to determine the area requirements, fire resistance and egress patterns. The architects’ good sense 
. ' | YAee _ ' iso i meee, oe - was an important facet of the ability to design safe and functional architecture. In the past these 
‘Ny hi 5 s 4 : i oe ‘i os i a considerations may have been taken for granted by clients who were depending upon the 

ail ae ss ANG et) ee Ne mm 8 ee architect’s expertise. The advent of building codes, increased use of innovative building materi- 
| | era as i a i { [ ) iu i - als, and new construction techniques gradually led to specific safety requirements for occupants. 

"fe \ Coes s ip se nino nt pacers i; ed Examples include providing multiple protected exits from floors above and below ground, and 

ae i pee | rj = fio Thy ‘ea ra : i oe the knowledge of the flammability and burn rates of various materials. This resulted in construc- 

ee HN a Meee ee tion ratings for structures based on known fire resistance. The loss of the second building by fire may 
: ee Ay ie eo Hi yal aT > & : , ‘ ; ioni e| <= = a esd z a cry 4 aot have contributed to the state’s adoption of statutory requirements for fireproof construction in new 

cele a gape —— fal oe : buildings, especially public buildings. Preservation of records in the new building took on prime impor- 

Es bce : eo 3 “a ess tance as many records were lost in the 1904 fire. 

) || i meen. ees J George B. Post and Sons’ experiences with structural design and the utilization of advanced con- 

| =t Sa Biutiiaet s Rue cy tl P ist e Rg % struction practices placed them at the forefront of architectural technology on the East Coast in 

ee the later part of the nineteenth century. These experiences qualified them to execute designs that 

: 2 : : were fire-safe, structurally advanced and functional within the practices of the time period. The 

ae ne Capitol, as a product of the accepted standards of design and construction for the era, was an ex- 

: © 4 . cabo ee os ee ample of modern fireproof construction. Today, however, the development of exacting standards for the 

ee ea el safe design of buildings and the spaces within has resulted in strictly enforced codes. The Capi- 

iaceneed tol, if —— in ee with contemporary building codes, has many areas that do not 

The fire alarm annunciator panel, affixed to the marble wall behind the Capitol Tours informa- comply with the requirements of the codes. 

tion desk, is connected to the main fire alarm control panel in the Basement. The main panel is 
connected to the Capitol Police communications office computers and is monitored 24 hours a 
day. When a smoke detector is activated a signal is sent to the main fire alarm panel, which acti- 
vates a LED on the annunciator panel, indicating the location of the activated smoke alarm; the 
main panel sends a signal to the Capitol Police. 
Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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History of Codes Relating to the Capitol South axes and from Ground to Second Floor on the East and West axes. The secondary staircases, in 

each wing, connect the Basement to the Fourth Floor. Each of these stairways also provides access to 

Original Fire Safety Codes the stair corridors or stair galleries that adjoin the stair halls. The Stair Halls, adjacent to the Grand 

Post was well aware of the drawbacks of wood frame construction, including extreme flammability. The Stairs, adjoined the corridor surrounding the Rotunda. The corridor surrounding the Rotunda leads to 

size and heights to which buildings were constructed by the late 1800s had already led Post and others the Pavilion Entrance Lobbies on Ground and First Floor, or to other wings where egress can occur. 

into steel and reinforced concrete construction. Clay tile and plaster walls, steel framed floors with clay Although floors vary as to the number of egress patterns provided to the Grand Stairs or the secondary 

tile arch in-fill with concrete toppings, and plaster ceilings were the materials of choice, as these materi- stairways, overall, there exists a means to exit each floor. Generally a room exits into a secondary corri- 
als contained an inherent ability to resist fire. Post was, therefore, fully prepared to provide a Capitol, dor or lobby which leads to a Main Corridor. Few instances occur where the only exit from a room led 

that for all purposes for the time, was fireproof and safe. to another room. Each Main Corridor provides egress to the secondary staircases, the Grand Stairs, or 

By the New York City Code, circa 1911, the Capitol would have been considered a class I fireproof to the corridor surrounding the Rotunda. All original egress patterns remain. 

structure, which meant that all the structural members and support walls were made of incombus- 

tible material or assemblage of materials. In addition, the exterior walls had to have a minimum Central Portion Egress Patterns 

four hour rating. The code also stated that permanent interior partitions had to be constructed of incom- The Passage, the utilitarian corridor surrounding the Rotunda Basement, is egressed through quarter- 

bustible materials. Clay tile, gypsum block, and/or brick masonry were typical materials used to attain sawn white oak doors adjacent to the South and North corridor entrances to the restaurant seating 

an incombustible wall assembly. No limitations were placed on height or area. area. This corridor allows access from the wings and pavilion basement areas to one another. The res- 

taurant in the middle of the Rotunda Basement is egressed through double doors from the North and 

Original HVAC Codes South Basement Stair Halls. The stairways under the Grand Stairs continue the egress from the Base- 

In 1906 the State of Wisconsin did not have an established governing code. It is likely, in this ab- Ment to the Ground Floor, 

sence, Post directed the design approach for the Capitol from his understanding of New York Allegress from the central space of the Rotunda Basement and the Passage occurs at two primary loca- 

codes. These codes may have included some requirements for minimum space, temperature, and venti- tions: the North and South Corridors, which open into the Stair Halls of the North and South Wing 

lation. However, in 1914, during the Capitol construction, the Industrial Commission was established. Basements. The egress pattern continues from the Stair Hall to the Grand Stairs, which lead to the 

This commission was given the power to establish building codes to provide for safety and minimum wing’s Main Corridor. 

pence suuulel o - aoe relates am ey of theiindustial Soaumiaonis ode ” Egress from the central Rotunda space on the Ground Floor occurs at eight primary locations: through 
cluded such requirements. Additional ventilation requirements were made for industrial occupancies 3 : A eS 

7G Oe ROARS Oat Soe eae ar eee ie een aia WG nae es diraeics ine - four sets of Grand Stair Bee to the Canter Stair es ey connects to ~~ Main Corridor in the each 

; ‘3 3 in ive wing; and through the four Pavilion Corridors to the Pavilion Entrance Lobbies. Secondary egress from 
design are unknown it is apparent that heating for occupant health and comfort was a priority. Ventilation ‘ : i ; : 

: 3 3 ; the corridor surrounding the Rotunda may be made to the Pavilion Entrance Lobbies or to the Stair 
was accomplished by both natural and mechanical means. Large operable windows provided access to Halls. whieh les is the Main Comidae 

outside fresh air as well as temperature relief during warm weather. Skylights in the roof also allowed for z E 

air exchange. The combination of the large operable windows with operable skylights on the Fourth All primary egress from the First Floor Rotunda space occurs from the central space to the four Pavilion 

Floor created a siphoning effect of air through the Capitol when opened in the proper manner. The im- Corridors. Secondary egress paths, from the corridor surrounding the Rotunda to the Stair Galleries 

portance of the skylights became apparent in the 1970s after removal and the air flow stopped. (adjacent to Grand Stairs), lead to the secondary staircases or to the Grand Stairs for descent to 

Ground Floor. 

Original Egress Patterns All egress patterns on the Second Floor must lead to the Grand Stairs descending to First Floor or to 

It appears that Post addressed the circulation and egress patterns throughout the building as there are the secondary staircases of each wing. 

i ee ee Egress patterns for Third, Fourth and Fifth Floors must lead to the secondary staircases of each wing. 

stairs, in each wing. The Grand Stairs are connected from Basement to Second Floor on the North and 
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Original Structural Codes tions of the Standard Building Code, The Historic Building Code and the Building Heating, Ventilating 
Due to Post’s schooling as a civil engineer before his architectural training, he may have had formal and Air Conditioning Code.” The conclusion determined that major alterations to the building would 
training in bridge and railroad construction, which would have made him knowledgeable of design limits, have to be undertaken in order to comply with current code requirements. Many modifications would 
loads, and early structural techniques. He knew how to couple the engineering requirements with the de- have to occur to the public spaces because current codes do not allow the type of open spaces origi- 

sign for the current building technologies for steel, concrete, masonry, clay tile arches, and fireproofing. nally designed in the Rotunda and corridors. The impact of such code modifications on the open monu- 

Post’s specifications for the Capitol indicate stringent material strength properties for steel and also ex- mental spaces and the highly decorated surfaces would be devastating to the historic integrity of the 
tensive testing of steel used for beams and columns. Correspondence indicates that soil borings were building, 

required for the Central Portion.' Visual inspection by the architect of the subsoil under the footings was This report led the Wisconsin Legislature to pass legislation in 1989 that created an exemption for the 
also noted on the drawings. However, the extent of the soil testing was not found in the drawings or the building from the Wisconsin Building Code. In practice this would allow the required master planning to 
specifications. proceed without addressing specific violations of the code, if equivalent degrees of safety and protection 

could be devised and implemented. The requirement to maintain the safety of the occupants and con- 
Original ADA Codes tents of the building would still apply. In addition the exemption allowed for the use of innovative means 
The American Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services Section, which went into to provide for safety without submitting to extensive, damaging alterations to the building fabric or physi- 
effect in 1992, is a contemporary mandate from the Federal Government to provide public access for all cal appearance. 
individuals. The passage of this act was due to the continued limited access to public buildings and facili- 

ties for individuals with disabilities. At the time the Capitol was built no laws existed nor was there a 1995 Wisconsin State Building Code 

POY OT Bee Certs 1s WHEAT WORD Wve Qtutur an WnIFere MS eee The current Wisconsin State Building Code consists of the New Building Code, the Historic Building 
There are limited features in the Capitol design where Post might have been considering access along Code and the Existing Building Code for structures prior to 1914. The New Building Code went into 
with general circulation, but many more places where there can be no such assumption. All of the major _ _ effectin 1914 with the latest amendment in 1991. The Historic Building Code, which deals primarily 
components of accessibility as defined by today’s standards are violated in some manner. with preserving or restoring buildings, became applicable in 1955 with a series of amendments. The Ex- 

Entrance to either the Ground Floor or the First Floor of each wing can only be made by ascending isting Building Code went into effect in 1914 and has been amended throughout the years. 
steps. Another area of limited access is the Rotunda Basement. Access to the restaurant from the North 

or South Wing Basements is gained only by descending steps. These examples illustrate the New Building Code 
nonaccessibility of a wheelchair-bound individual, but accommodation for individuals with sight and The applicable sections of the New Building Code that would have governed the master planning pro- 
hearing impairments were also given no additional consideration. An additional area of concer is the posal of the Capitol, ifit had not been made exempt, consist of: (1) Chapter 51: Definitions and Stan- 
use of door handles with round knobs, which makes operation difficult for people with limited use of dards for New Building Code for structures built after 1991; (2) Chapter 52: General Requirements for 
their hands. New Building Code for structures built after 1991; (3) Chapter 54: Factories, Office and Mercantile 

Buildings for New Building Code for Structures built after 1991; (4) Chapter 55: Theater and Assembly 
C ap itol Ex empti on in 1989 Halls for structures built after 1991; and (5) Chapter 69: Requirements for Barrier-Free Environments 

for New Building Code for structures built after 1994. Wisconsin adopted the American with Disabilities 
By the 1980s a need for a master plan for the building’s use became apparent. A desire existed to direct Act (ADA) Federal guidelines of 1991 to create this chapter. 
the upcoming work toward a quality architectural restoration while incorporating modern technology. 
However, it became apparent that much information was needed about the building in order to evaluate Chapter 51 is concerned with access to attic/roof, attic compartments, fire resistance ratings, openings 
it for long term planning. Part of the information required related to compliance with state building in rated construction, interior finishes, safety glazing, handrails, guardrails, headroom, stairway identifica- 
codes. tion, and fire-division walls. Chapter 52 is concerned with high rise building sprinkler systems, individual 

aH. room sprinkler systems, windows, atriums, recycling space, sex designation for toilets, location, light and 
A patting code Pidy of the Capitol was published 29 April 1988 by the Division of Facilities Develop- ventilation for toilet rooms, size of toilet rooms, floor and base in toilet rooms, walls and ceilings in toilet 

ment, detailing compliance with the 1986-87 Wisconsin Administrative Code including the current edi- rooms, enclosure of toilet fixtures, and toilet fixtures. Chapter 54 is concemed with the scope of office 
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buildings, construction, height and area, number of exits, exits from office suites, exit distance, type of The legislative body has exempted the Capitol from all building codes in order that it maintains its his- 

exits, exit width, capacity of building, exit doors, enclosure stair/shaft, minimum quantity of facilities per toric elements and features. In the restoration/rehabilitation of the Capitol all efforts are being made to 

floor for toilets, changing rooms, isolation of hazards, fire extinguishers, standpipes, fire alarms, and provide energy conservation and cost effective measures with materials and labor whenever feasible. By 

signs. Chapter 55 is concerned with the scope of theaters and assembly halls, class of construction, ex- studying Chapters 51, 54, 55, 69, 160, 161 of the Wisconsin Building Code all efforts are being made 

posure and courts, separation from other occupancies, number and location of exits, exit doors and to address the health, safety and welfare for occupants and visitors. By addressing the American Dis- 

doorways, and exit lights. Chapter 69 is concerned with accessibility requirements for new buildings. ability Act Guidelines all spaces in the Central Portion through the Fourth Floor will be accessible for 

This chapter specifically deals with barrier-free design for new buildings. Since Wisconsin adopted the people with physical disabilities without altering the historic fabric of the building. The building evaluation 

American Disabilities Act Federal Guidelines 1991 to create this chapter all references in the tables will method provided by Chapter 70 for determining code compliance for qualified historic buildings will not 

refer to ADA Title I1I-Chapter Four for specific technical requirements. be done as all issues have been addressed in studying the prevailing building codes. 

By the current standards of the New Building Code, major violations occur in the building. To comply fae eal ; 

with the codes would require drastic changes to the historical integrity of the Capitol and the subsequent Existing Building Code for Structures Prior to 1914 

costs to modify the building to conform to present codes would be high. A specific example is the Cen- The Existing Building Code for the Capitol consists of two parts: (1) Chapter 160: General requirements 
tral Rotunda with its open stairs and open space extending deeply into each wing. These spaces do not and (2) Chapter 161: Office requirements. Chapter 160 is concerned with buildings affected, fire resis- 
pass the atrium requirements of the present code and would require extensive partitioning under current tive construction, combustible decorations, standard exit doors, fire extinguishers, and fire alarm sys- 

code. tems. Chapter 161 is concerned with floor loads, fire alarm systems, automatic sprinklers, standpipe/ 

; ; ; ‘ : ! extinguisher, lighting, and passageways. The Existing Building Codes do not require any additional pro- 
Although exempt from the codes the architects involved with past Capitol restoration/renovation Oe : : Bae : 

: j = s ; a visions to those requirements in the New Building Codes and are less stringent. 
projects have complied with issues that are necessary and obtainable. A specific example is the 

correction of the door swing. The original doors did not swing in the direction of egress. However, with- 5 . 

out considerable work the doors can be refitted to swing in the direction of egress. An interest in com- Architectural App roach for Comp liance 

plying with the codes has led the architects to examine each floor specifically to see how corrections can Fire Safety 

be made. By looking at the space for the codes’ requirements, means have been found to make the 
building code compliant in many instances. The Capitol as a structure is inherently fire resistant. Constructed of a steel skeleton with clay tile 

arches and cast-in-place concrete floors, brick and granite exterior; and clay tile and plaster interior 
Americans with Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services Section is a fed- walls, the likelihood ofa fire occurring that would involve the shell of the building is minimal. However, in 

eral mandate which requires that buildings open to the public follow accessibility requirements. How- some instances the alterations and additions to the interior of the building have damaged the clay tile and 
ever, Chapter 69 of the Wisconsin State Code for accessibility requirements was adopted by Wisconsin plaster barriers around the steel structure. This has exposed the steel to potential harm and needs to be 

and even though Wisconsin has adopted the Americans with Disabilities Act-Title III the State remains addressed. In those cases, the urgency to recover and protect the steel is a priority. The original fire re- 

bound to all titles including accountability to the Federal Government. sistive integrity of the building should be maintained. An area of noncompliance that could be altered 

without harming any historical significance is the installation of additional fire extinguishers to accommo- 

Historic Building Code date the maximum travel distance requirement. 

The purpose of Chapter 70 for the Historic Building Code purpose is to: (1) provide alternative building 

standards for preserving or restoring buildings or structures designated as historic buildings; (2) facilitate Egress 

the restoration of historic buildings so as to preserve their original or restored architectural elements and Contemporary codes universally require that floors and office spaces of buildings greater than a 

features; (3) encourage energy conservation; (4) permit a cost-effective approach to historic preserva- minimum area have a minimum of two separated ways to exit from the space in an emergency. 

tion and restoration; (5) provide for the health, safety and welfare of occupants and visitors in qualified Such a requirement did not apparently exist at the time of the Capitol design. The First Floor, for 

historic buildings; (6) provide a process for the department to grant variances in order to permit the example, terminates at the end of each wing at a group of offices. Contemporary codes would require 
proper preservation or restoration of qualified historic buildings; and (7) provide a reasonable means of enclosed fire-rated stairways at the end of the wing exiting directly to exterior grade. Instead, by defini- 

access to historic buildings for people with physical disabilities. 
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tion, these corridors terminate as dead end corridors, a clear safety violation by contemporary stan- turning opportunities within the minimum required two hundred feet. The approach to objects such as 

dards. All exiting presently requires visitors and occupants to move toward the Rotunda in the Central drinking fountains, telephones, and fire extinguishers varies. 

Portion where numerous choices exist for descending to First Floor for exiting out the Pavilion Entrance 

Lobbies or to the Ground Floor with exits out each wing’s end or the Pavilion Entrance Lobbies. 4.3 Accessible Route 

This section is concerned with meeting minimum standards and providing an area of rescue in an 

Floor Egress Patterns emergency. The first concern includes meeting minimum standards for floor surface treatments, 

The Rotunda Basement has an acceptable egress pattern through the South and North double doors proper slope, doors, head room, and level changes. All of these are further defined in following sections. 

into the Stair Hall of each wing. The Passage encircling the entire Rotunda Basement also egresses from The second concern regards providing an area of rescue in which disabled individuals may congregate 

each direction to these double doors. The Ground Floor has an acceptable egress pattern with the mini- for rescue in case of an emergency. The Central Portion does not currently have an accommodation for 

mum of eight exiting options, one at each of the building’s four wings and one at each of the four Pavil- this requirement. 

ions. All egress patterns from the First Floor must direct the individual into a wing where the Grand 

Stairs or the secondary stairs may be chosen, or to a Pavilion for an exterior exit. All egress patterns for 4.4 Protruding Objects 

all floors/levels above the First Floor must be directed into a wing where the Grand Stairs or the sec- Objects that protrude into the accessible route is the focus for this section. While the concern is 

ondary stairs may by chosen. Public access to the Passage Level and the Observation Deck is obtained primarily for an individual who is visually impaired, this requirement also affects those individu- 

at the Fifth Floor (Ring Course). Egress uses the same route. In general, a person is required to exit the als with a wheelchair or a walking disability. It is important that an individual know the headroom and 

building by going ina direction to the Rotunda. After arrival in the Rotunda the actual number of exits the obstructions within a path. The main obstruction in the Central Portion is the protrusion of the wall 

(see discussion under Central Portion Egress) available meets or exceeds the minimum number required sconces beyond the 4" allowance and below the 80" height requirement. Head room clearance complies 

by current code to egress. throughout the Capitol on the Ground Floors through Fifth. The Passage around the Rotunda Basement 

meets clearance requirements. 

American with Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services seen oe 

Section ae 2. a eet 

The Americans with Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services Section was a i iy ‘ ; ieee 

passed by the Federal Government and went into effect 26 January 1992. Due to the scope of the a es. 

restoration/rehabilitation project and technical requirements, the Capitol falls within Section a Bi eee a 

4.1.7 Accessible Buildings: Historic Preservation. The general rule states that “alterations to a qualified r e ot - Or bes. 

historic building or facility shall comply with 4.1.6 Accessible Buildings: Alterations, the applicable tech- = « 6 . ~ am ae Sore ie 

nical specifications of 4.2 through 4.35 and the applicable special application sections 5 though 10 UN- L : oe: : 4 hye CS ss oo 

LESS it is determined in accordance with the procedures in 4.1.7(2) that compliance with the require- 2 ae i a We 

ments for accessible routes, ramps, entrances or toilets would threaten or destroy the historic signifi- LS. zs =| a a " : a et 

cance of the building or facility in which case the alternative requirements in 4.1.7(3) may be used for | oe || ane 

the feature.” Throughout this section The Americans with Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommoda- oe | Perea: 
tions and Services Section will be referred to as ADA. a a s- 

ee ee i ; 
ADA Requirements eS Tee Figure 9-2 

— ao — 7 E The original sconces, on the Ground Floor Ro- 

4.2 Space Allowance and Reach Ranges : Pe ofa oO , - tunda, protrude beyond the 4" allowance, and 

This section establishes the minimum space for the passage and turning of wheelchairs within ar- — are placed below the 80" height requirement ac- 

eas on the accessible route, the clearance around objects, and the approach to objects within the acces- yo eee os F — eee aba cine i . 

sible route. The public corridors provide more than the minimum 60" turning diameter and adequate ee ee) Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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4.5 Ground and Floor Surfaces 4.11 Platform Lifts (Wheelchair Lifts) 

Tripping and uneven floor surfaces within the accessible route are the two primary considerations There are no platform lifts within the Central Portion. 

for this section. Changes in floor levels greater than an half an inch are not allowed in the accessible 

route including differences in carpet heights. No problem exists in the Central Portion. 4.12 Windows 

This section has not been written for ADA compliance. 

4.6 Parking and Passenger Loading Zones 

This section will be addressed in Book II-Site of the Historic Structure Reports for the Capitol. 4.13 Doors 

This section is concerned with the accessibility of the doors and its components within all accessible 

4.7 Curb Ramps routes. These concerns include: (1) the size of double leaf door openings; (2) clear width of all door 

This section will be addressed in Book II-Site of the Historic Structure Reports for the Capitol. openings; (3) maneuvering clearances in approaching a door; (4) the distance between two doors ina 

series of doors such as an airlock and vestibule; (5) the size, shape, and location of hardware and the 

4.8 Ramps ease of use, especially with a closed fist; (6) and the requirements for power assisted doors. 

This section is concerned with both exterior and interior ramps. The exterior ramps located at the Eighty-five percent of the hardware knobs on the accessible routes in the wings and pavilions are origi- 

ground level of the Southeast and Northwest Pavilions comply with the requirements. The ramp leading nal hardware and do not comply with ADA grasping requirements. 

into the Rotunda Basement needs to comply with the requirements. 

: 4.14 Entrances 

stint This section pertains to loading docks and other exterior elements that will be addressed in Book II-Site 

Accessibility of stairs includes the height and depth of risers and treads, the tread’s protruding in the Historic Structure Reports for the Capitol. 

distance from the riser’s nose, and the height, configuration, location and diameter of the stair 

railing. Due to the variety and number of stairs within the Capitol each staircase has different areas in 4.15 Drinking Fountains and Water Coolers 

rear sinetscasbaualginad anean ee Oe ss — which dows alter easily, i This section is concerned with the accessibility of the drinking fountains within the accessible 

ii ten lua Tee ore ce sabes ee os price tn sh route for both individuals who utilize a wheelchair and for those who have difficulty bending. There are 

are made completely of marble. Altering the nosing would be difficult to implement without altering the no drinking fountains and water coolers in the Central Portion. 

stairs significance. As handrails are currently not in place, they can be implemented to meet ADA com- 

pliance. The stairs ascending from the Northwest Fourth Floor corridors to the Northwest Fifth Floor 4.16 Water Closets 

(Ring Course) and the metal stairs ascending to the Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) have been consid- ? : — 

ered with the West Wing Restoration and Renovation Project (1993-95). All Southeast and Southwest There are no water closets in the Central Portion as defined by the ADA guidelines. 

corridors will be considered with the South Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Project (1996-98), F 

and the Northeast corridors will be considered with the future East Wing Project. The chart referring to 4.47 Toilet Stalls 

stairs may be referenced for specific details. This section is concerned with the accessibility of the toilet stalls. It covers: (1) size of the stall; 

(2) size and location of the grab bars; (3) toilet seat height; (4) door size; and (5) location of the 

4.10 Elevators flush control. All issues have been surveyed and each toilet room may be referenced in the code 

This section is concerned with the accessibility of the elevators. These concerns include: (1) the charts, hig is nonapplicable tp the Cente Fortin. 

approach to the elevator; (2) the reaching distance to the call buttons; (3) the audio and visual i 

signal detecting the location of the car within the shaft and the arrival of the car; (4) the leveling 4.18 Urinals 

of the car floor to the building’s floor; (5) Braille and raised lettering on the elevator jambs indicating the This section pertains to the accessibility of urinals. This section is not applicable to the Central Portion. 

floor; and (6) the elevator car’s size. 

All elevators are located in the adjacent wings and are not addressed in this book. 
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4.19 Lavatories and Mirrors 4.28 Alarms 

This section is concerned with the location, clearances, height and faucet controls of lavatories and the Alarms will be referenced in the Engineering Approach for Code Compliance section. 

mirrors in toilet rooms. This section is not applicable to the Capitol. 

4.29 Detectable Warnings 

4.20 Bathtubs Detectable warnings will be referenced in the Engineering Approach for Code Compliance section. 

There are no bathtubs in the Central Portion as defined in the ADA Accessibility Guidelines. 

This section is not applicable to the Capitol. : 

4.21 Shower Stalls 5 ee | 
There are no shower stalls in the Central Portion as defined in the ADA Accessibility Guidelines. He eo Oe 

This section is not applicable to the Capitol. ae i. P| : 

4.22 Toilet Rooms ee) | lt ; : 
This section pertains to the accessibility of the entire toilet room. Individual sections, such as zz I F a 

4.13, 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19, have discussed the individual issues. This section is not applicable to : 

the Central Portion. ee | a 

4.23 Bathrooms, Bathing Facilities, and Shower Rooms a i i 

This section is not applicable to the Central Portion as there are no bathing and shower facilities in the ced 

: — ‘2 CFigure 9-3 

Gara one he A bronze directory, listing departments, is located 

on the Ground Floor Rotunda. However, no 

4.24 Sinks : : signage is currently available complying with 

Lavatories are discussed in Section 4.19. This section is not applicable to the Central Portion. olor Si ast, height, Braille, and location re- 
me = quirements. 

" -______ Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

4.25 Storage 

There are no storage areas in the Central Portion as defined in the ADA Accessibility Guidelines. 

4.26 Handrails, Grab Bars, and Tub and Shower Seats eae ae : Saale 

This section pertains to the requirements for grab bars and handrails. As stated in Section 4.9 re- ee : : 

garding stairs, the handrails on all staircases do not comply. The grab bars, as discussed in 4.22, ose eV Rie GALLE NS 2 

do not comply. See 

4.27 Controls and Operating Mechanisms g 

' : : igs i : : a Figure 9-4 
This section pertains to the accessibility to controls and operating mechanisms. Examples in- 7 Bronze letters, original to the 

clude: paper towel dispensers, toilet paper dispensers, soap dispensers, sanitary napkin dispensers oe “nee a building, indicate the “gallery” 

and receptacles. This section is not applicable to the Central Portion. for each wing. 
Ud a Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Inte- 

. riors, Inc. 
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ae 4.30 Signage 

= Signage for wayfinding is currently limited in the Central Portion. A freestanding bronze frame directory 

a is provided in the Ground Floor Rotunda which indicates legislative offices and major rooms.. Brass let- 
oy i 4 ia a oo ie ters, affixed to the gallery bridges on the Second Floor corridors, indicate a “north,” “south,” “east,” or 

= ce Le el 4G ie “west” gallery adjacent to its wing. No existing signage provides the required raised letters of Braille, 

. a es i it fhe complies with the color contrast rule nor height requirements, or indicates where an individual is located 

ae 4 i ee | Ce within the building. However, a comprehensive wayfinding/signage study is currently underway for the 

oh ie nd r entire building. 

oe si} = 
ne | ea ae 4.31 Telephones 

——— Eee ‘ 2 Accessibility of public telephones is the concern of this section. Public telephones are located on the 
i — | < ee yea Ground Floor in the North Stair Halls. Although they do not comply with accessibility requirements, one 

z pe t.. ea PE a es wall unit is a teletype device for the deaf. 

OUD cme oem § Figure 9-5 
2 ee Ae arse ies A teletyp e device for the deaf has been installed 4.32 Fixed or Built-in Seating and Tables 
a a wine ae with the left pay telephone, located on the : jage ; ‘ 
iA is Bi ee _= = _ Ground Floor Rotunda. The telephone unit does This section is not applicable to the Central Portion. 

iy 2 oe 2. 8 / not currently comply with ADA requirements. 
SL — ~~~ SC*PPhoto: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 4.33 Assembly Areas 

This section is concerned with accessibility to areas of seating assembly. This section is not applicable to 

en ee spp ik tate the Central Portion. 

ee Teh 4.34 Automated Teller Machines 
ee mb : ete : : , mine : : 

pd we I ws | 1 This section is not applicable to the Central Portion. This section is not applicable to the Central Portion. 

Ff al peer | eG 4.35 Dressing and Fitting Rooms 

= os oe This section is not applicable to the Central Portion. 
aaa oe 2s PP. 

eee es 
: fF = Structural Compliance 

ae ee ie : The dome was designed for 30 pounds per square foot of live load for both snow and wind loads.* 
Pl nese i | te ‘i as A ‘ . 4 A ast : 
a as pe eee: me These design loads exceed the minimum requirements as specified in the Wisconsin Administrative 

Pa i P Code. In addition, the dome was designed to carry 175 pounds per square foot for the exterior stone 

es ak. a sheathing, which exceeds the actual dead load of the stone. 
oo . e 
ek ion : = i ; ks _ 

c a «a Fi 9-6 The Observation Deck, at elevation 92’, was designed for a live load exceeding 100 pounds per square 
oS  O™ : igure 7- pe ‘ i cou : : onc lieacy — ‘ % = . i fourtesy telephone. @ veiled dhake delaens- foot. This live load meets live load requirements specified in the Wisconsin Administrative Code. 

ee [8 ~~ a esk, bite it’s placement does not meet All the floors of the Central Portion consist of clay tile arches spanning between steel beams. Each clay 
ee ieee | ee requirements. : Dae ‘ : : ste ‘ 
OE San a Mal = Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. tile arch has a minimum live load capacity exceeding 400 pounds per square foot. This live load capacity 
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exceeds the minimum requirements as specified in the Wisconsin Administrative Code. No live load was The Central Portion is served by the air handling systems of the wings. And, as there are no occupied 

indicated on Post’s structural drawings for typical floor beams and columns for the Central Portion. spaces in the Central Portion there is little basis of application of the applicable codes/standards. Venti- 

All columns, beams, and trusses are fire protected by encasement in brick, clay tile or terra cotta. Care ease aaa on the ieee sirative Code and AS — cae ate 
must be exercised in fisture alterations and additions to ensure that encasements are repaired or rooms of greatest occupancy such as the Assembly Chamber and Senate Chamber, dictate the overall 

cementitious fireproofing is added to exposed steel. All thicknesses of cementitious fireproofing must i Poe ee belting. The ental Rociian dees ont tniiceee tie venhllaiion rate 

meet Underwriter Laboratories and Wisconsin Administrative Code requirements. i 
Life Safety 

Engineering Appro ach for Code C omplian ce NFPA 101 provides the requirements for life safety, primarily relating to a fire in the building. This code 

provides guidelines for emergency egress including emergency lighting and emergency power, and also 

Plumbing for fire detection and annunciation. Each of these systems should be designed in accordance with this 

code. 
The plumbing systems of the Central Portion consist only of storm water drainage and a small amount of 

sanitary piping for drinking fountains. These systems are covered by the Wisconsin Administrative Because of the potential for great misuse of fire alarms, manual pull stations will not be provided any- 

Code. There is very little new plumbing work involved in the Central Portion Renovation Project, and where in the buildings. A public address system, operated by the Capitol Police, will provide voice in- 

there are no planned exceptions to be taken to compliance with the code. structions to occupants in the case ofa fire or other an emergency. 

Automatic Sprinklers Electrical 
Requirements for automatic sprinklers and fire standpipe risers are governed by Wisconsin Ad- The National Electrical Code (N.E.C.; NFPA 70) and the National Fire Protection Association 

ministrative Code Chapters ILHR 51 and ILHR 52, and ILHR 54. ILHR 52.01 requires every (NFPA) 101—Code for Safety to Life From Fire in Buildings and Structures, governs the electri- 

building more than 60 feet in height, built after July 2, 1974, to have a complete automatic sprin- cal design approach with respect to code compliance. N.E.C. provides requirements for electrical 

kler system. Fire department standpipes are required by ILHR 54.15(2) for all buildings over 60 power distribution and wiring methods. This governs most of the electrical work involved in the Capitol. 
feet in height. As the Capitol was built prior to 1974, the requirement for a complete automatic sprinkler Since there is no significant electrical work involved in the Central Portion Renovation Project no devia- 

system is not applicable. With the expectation that water from a sprinkler system would cause a signifi- tions from the codes, as a result of this project, are anticipated. 

cant amount of damage to the historical finishes, the design approach is to limit the use of sprinklers to 

designated areas of the Basement of the Capitol. Because the Rotunda Basement of the Central Portion, Notes 

i ii ii ie lena ra rie a prs ed mci "George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 10 October 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833. 
space. 

f ine : : : : yan ? Quagliana, Charles J., Building Code Study State Capitol, 29 April 1988, Division of Facilities 
The Central Portion has an existing fire standpipe system which will continue to serve the building. The E : 
1 4 é Management, State of Wisconsin. 

existing fire department standpipe system meets the requirements of the current code. 

> “Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities, Section 

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning 4.1.7 Accessible Buildings; Historic Preservation,” Federal Register 56, no. 144 (26 July 1991): 13. 

The Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapters ILHR 63 and ILHR 64 are the main governing codes for *“Dome of the Wisconsin State Capitol,” Engineering News, 70, no. 9 (28 August 1913): 394. 

heating, ventilating and air conditioning The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 90 also ap- 

plies and generally provides requirements for fire and smoke control. American Society of Heating, Re- 

frigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 62 provides guidelines for ventilation for indoor 

air quality assurance. 
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| EGRESS PLANS 

; Rotunda Basement Through Passage (Sixth Floor/Museum) 

es Chapter 9: Code Analysis * 9-11
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; CODE ANALYSIS : 

New Building Code | 

Chapter 51: Definitions and Standards i 

Chapter 52: General Requirements . 

Chapter 54: Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

Chapter 55: Theaters and Assembly Halls 

Existing Building Code | 

| Chapter 160: General Requirements | 

| Americans With Disabilities Act : , 

| | Section 4
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BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 t 
Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION Comply Compl: f 
SECTION 51.02-13 v v Does not comply in related sections.” Will not comply. 
FIRE-DIVISION WALLS 3 
Fire division walls shall not have less than = 

| 24-hour fire resistive rating as specified in 
| s. ILHR 51.04 and shall comply with one 
|) of the following conditions. : A i i v v There is no separation between wings and central No separation is planned. : 
f portion. 

First v v There is no separation between wings and central No separation is planned. 
portion. ‘ 

I Second v v There is no separation between wings and central No separation is planned. 
| * 51.02-9 Imbedded Materials portion. e 
| 51.047 Fire-Rated Door Assemblies in z 1 
|  Fire-Rated Construction 
| 51.048 Fire Window and Glass Block | 

| pssesoisties Ack Fine Rated Construction Fifth and Most areas above fifth level are not separated. No separation is planned. i 
I above v ov 

| 

| 
L | SS se ne cme eens enn ns srs nun CS SEs cen 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER SI - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code : 
For Structures Built After 1991 ‘ 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

j_ CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 51.02-18 

ACCESS TO ATTIC/ROOF N/A NA N/A NIA 
Every attic compartment shall be provided | 
with access from the floor below. | 

: | 
N/A NIA N/A N/A | 

‘\ | 

| 
| 

First 
N/A NIA N/A N/A 

Fifth and 
above N/A NIA NIA N/A 

| 
I



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 4 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 51.02-19 
ATTIC COMPARTMENTS NIA NIA N/A NIA 

Attics of combustible construction shall be 

| divided into areas of not greater than 3200 
| sq/ft. by firestopping. 

Ground 

| N/A N/A NA NIA | 

First 
NIA N/A N/A NIA 

Second 
N/A N/A N/A NIA 

Fifth and v v Attic space has unprotected stcel. Attic space will remain as is. 

above No combustible elements. 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

lll usnssnmemnnunnpuosoenmenonony onsen = cee catenin lorem - eee eeeeesiesereeescieesoasiniaed - === 
1996 1996 1999 1999 | 

Docs Does Will Will i 
Comply Not Comply Not | 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 
SECTION 51.03 1) vf vf 1) Many shafts are not firestopped. 1) Shafts will not be firestopped. | 
FIRE RESISTIVE TYPE -A- I 

| Building elements shall have the fire av v | 
resistance ratings as outlined in chart 

| 
| 51.03A in the code, 3) N/A NIA N/A N/A | | 

| 1) Concealed draft openings must be 1) v v 1) Many shafts are not firestopped. 1) Shafts will not be firestopped. | 
| firestopped. | | av a | 
|| 2) Stairs must be of noncombustible 

| Hicsicuciion: 3) N/A N/A N/A N/A | 
| First 1 7 | | 3) Doors of main public corridors shall be ) 2 

a minimum of 20-minute fire door. 2 Vv f 

| 
| 3) N/A N/A N/A NIA | 

1 
1) v ov tl 

ev v | 

3) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Fifth and 1) v v 
above 

2Qv v | 

3) N/A N/A N/A N/A |



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

[ 1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Docs Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 51.049 1) v v 1) No access to shafts 

| OPENINGS IN RATED 
| CONSTRUCTION 
i) Openings around mechanical or 

electrical penctrations in rated floors or 2) 7 v 

| walls shall be fire stopped. ireued 1 7 ie 1) No access to shafts 

| 2) Duct openings in required rated floor 
| and walls shall be protected with fire 
| dampers. 2) - v 

| First 1) v v 1) No access to shafts 

| 
| 

2) v ¢ | 

Second 1) 7 v 1) No access to shafts | 

| 

| 
| 2) it 7 

Fifth and 1) v v 1) No access to shafts 

above 

[ 2) v 7 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built Afler 1991 

—— a — ania ee x 
I 1996 1996 1999 1999 
| Does |° Does Will * Will 
i Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 51.07 

| INTERIOR FINISHES v v 
Interior finishes must conform to the 
requirements of table 51.07 in the code. 

1 Ground 

| ‘ ‘ 

I First 

v ‘ 
| 

| 
| Second 

| v vf 

| 
} 

Fifth and 
| above vv vf



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

a SS 
[- 1996 | 1996 | 1999 | 1999 | 

| Does Does will will 
| Comply Not Comply Not 

| || CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 
SECTION $1.14 v v | SAFETY GLAZING 

| Glazing in interior and exterior doors and 
in skylights shall be safety glazing. 

. . : i a] eee | 

| I I | 
| | 
| 

2 “ - Pa 

| 
| 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER SI - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 | 1999 
| Does Does Will Will i 

Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
i 

SECTION 51.161 1) v v Stair railings are 35" high. Railings are historic and will not be disturbed. | HANDRAILS 
. } | Handrails are required on all stairs of more 

| than three risers, to divide stairs over 8 fect Intermediate rails to prevent passage of 9" diameter | in width and on all ramps with a grade 2v v object. 
| change of more than 2 feet. 

} 1) Handrails shall be 30 to 34 inches in | Ground | N/A NWA | NIA | N/A | | height and 2) intermediate rails shall be 

| || designed to prevent the passage of an 
I ]| object with a diameter of larger than 9 

| | inches. 
1 

| 
I 

i a 'e Ci oe! 

| 
| 

¢ v : 
Railings are historic and will not be disturbed. | 

Fifth and 1) v v Stair railings are 36" high. Railings are historic and will not be disturbed. above 

Intermediate rails to prevent passage of 9” diameter 
av v object.



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 

: CHAPTER SI - Definitions and Standards 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 51.162 N/A N/A NA N/A 
GUARDRAILS 
Guardrails shall be 3 feet 6 inches in height 

| and provided in locations as required by 
this section. 

Coo 

l I 
| | t | 
| | 

Cec aie 

| v v : | 

fe Guardrails are typically 36” high. Guardrails are historic and will not be altered. 
v ce 

Fifth and Guardrails are typically 36" high. Guardrails are historic and will not be altered. 
| above 7 v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRALPORTION . 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

———_—_—_—__— a SSE GERI Gemmmmeeemmeeer meeeemmeeeeees eee 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
| Does Does will Will 
| Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

} SECTION 51.164 4 7 
| HEADROOM 
| Stairway headroom shall not be less than 7 
| feet and means of egress shall not be less 
| than 6 feet 8 inches. 

| 
I 

| 

fT pmb 

} 
| 
l 

: 
| NIA N/A NIA NIA 

| 

7 Fifth and 
: above v v



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Compl 

| SECTION 51.165 Basement NIA N/A N/A N/A 
| STAIRWAY IDENTIFICATION 
| All stairways serving 4 or more floors 

| shall have floor level identification signs. | 
I | 

Ground NIA N/A NIA NIA 
| 
\ 

| 
i 

dl = : : ‘sea ia ave a _ 

| | 

ee fo 

| Fifth and Stairs do not have floor level identification signs. Signage will be addressed. : 
ie above v v 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1996 | | CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| 
| SECTION 51.24 Central Portion lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual pull | | FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 1, Manual pull stations (vandal concern). stations installed. | Interior fire alarm systems required under v ov vv 2. Smoke detection. 

| ss. ILHR 54.17. 56.19 and 57.17 shall be 3. Adequate annunciation devices, horn strobes . | designed and constructed in conformity 
: 

| 
| with the following requirements: 

5 a i ae 
Ground Central Portion lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual pull 1) All alarm systems shall consist of v v v 1. Manual pull stations (vandal concern). Stations installed. | operating stations on each floor. 2. Smoke detection. - | | 2) Every fire alarm system shall be 3. Adequate annunciation devices, horn strobes . ; | 

| electrically operated or activated by 
- | Setecomustible mnonioxicieas, Central Portion lacks: Will compl i | f ply, except there will not be any manual pull | 3) coded fire alarm system shall be eg z o 1, Manual pull stations (vandal concern). stations installed. provided in buildings more than 3 2. Smoke detection. 

stories in height. 3. Adequat jation devices, hi trobes'. a) Cpersting ations shall be equate annunciation devices, horn strol | 
| prominently located in an accessible 

- : | Position at all required exit doors and Central Portion lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual pull | required exit stairways. v ¢ v 1. Manual pull stations (vandal concern). Stations installed. 5) All alarm systems shall be tested at 2. Smoke detection. 
least once a month and a record of 3. Adequate annunciation devices, horn strobes . 
the test shall be kept. 

| 

Fifth and Central Portion lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual pull || above v v v 1, Manual pull stations (vandal concern). Stations installed. i 
2. Smoke detection. : I 
3. Adequate annunciation devices, horn strobes . | 

Suit icorhciehaitatinininiietelinistevonienit pin laemnnssipenis tata liitiibeie inesd Sc deccasesstea che i sca ald = 5 eee ane!



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

[ 1996 1996 1999 1999 
I Does Docs will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 51.245 Central Portion lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
| SMOKE DETECTORS v v installed. 

| All required smoke detectors shall be 

| approved by the department and shall 
|| comply with the provisions of NFPA 72E 

or NFPA 74, - . : A \ Central Portion lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
| v v installed. 
| 

i 

} 
| First Central Portion lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
I v v . installed. 
| 
{| 

| 

Second Central Portion lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 

v v installed. 

Fifth and Central Portion lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
above v v installed.
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BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Docs Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1996 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 52.01 Automatic sprinklers would not be required in this The use will not change. 
HIGH RISE BUILDINGS v v Building, unless the use was changed, since it was 
Automatic sprinkler systems are required built prior to 1974, 
in high rise buildings (more than 60 ft. in 
height) built after July 1974. 

Ground 

v v 

First 

Pons v 

Second 
v v 

Fifth and 

above v v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements : 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built Afier 1991 

i 1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

1 Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 52.012 1) v 2 1) Rotunda does not have window openings as 1) Rotunda will not be sprinklered. 
INDIVIDUAL ROOM specified, it is not sprinklered. 

| Limited area and partial automatic fire 2) N/A NIA NIA N/A 
| sprinkler systems. 
: 3) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

1) Windowless floor level, automatic fire 

| sprinkler system protection shall be Ground Ne Ne ne nea 
| provided in all basements and floor levels 

| where openings are specified in s. ILHR 2) NIA ens men ne 
} 52.02 t provided. 
| STGE ateroopinicesl 3) NIA | NIA N/A N/A 

| 2) Laundry or trash collection rooms, 2 First 1) N/A N/A NIA N/A 
} automatic sprinklers shall be provided in 

}| all laundry and trash chutes and terminal 2) NIA N/A NIA N/A 

| rooms. 

| 3) N/A N/A N/A N/A 
|, 3) Automatic sprinklers systems shall be 

provided in all storage areas exceeding Second 1) N/A NIA NIA NIA 
100 sq. ft. 

| 2) NIA | NIA NIA N/A 

3) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Fifth and 1) v ee 1) There are no window openings as specified, it is 1) Fifth Floor and above will not be sprinklered. 

above not sprinklered. 

2) NIA N/A NIA N/A 

3) v v 3) Storage rooms are not sprinklered. 3) Fifth Floor and above will not be sprinklered.



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 52.02 Basement v v No exterior access available. Exterior access will be made available from the 
WINDOWS adjacent wings. 
Fire department access is required to 
every floor or basement not protected by 
an automatic sprinkler system. The 

minimum requirement for access is to 

have openings on at least one side of the | Ground a “i 
building. 

Fifth and No exterior access available. Exterior access will not be made available. 
above v v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 

CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements i 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built Afier 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will - Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
SECTION 52.24 The Central Portion does not house the recycling The Building will have designated space somewhere 
RECYCLING SPACE v v Space, although there is a space within the Building. in the Building. 
All buildings under the scope of Chs. 
ILHR 54 to 62 shall provide a separate 
room or designated space within or 

i] adjacent to the building for the separation, Groind 
temporary storage and collection of 
recyclable materials likely to be generated N/A NIA NIA NIA 
by the building occupants. 

First 

N/A NIA NIA N/A 

Second 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Fifth and 

above N/A N/A NIA NIA



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 52.07 - Atriums 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
? Does Does will will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION $2.07 Basement N/A N/A N/A N/A 

1, ATRIUMS 
A building fully protected by an automatic 

| fire sprinkler system may have atriums. 

2. MINIMUM OPENING AND AREA Ground 1) v v 1) Area is not sprinklered. 

According to table 52.07-1, any atrium 8 24 “ 
I stories or higher shall have 40 foot 3) e «1 
| minimum clear opening and minimum of 4) ae 4 

} 1.60059. 8. 2) 4 4 
First 1 Y ¢ | Arai inklered, 

3. SMOKE CONTROL SYSTEM ; 3 ¥ pepe oon spriek ere 
A mechanically operated air handling 3) Si Sf 
system shall be installed that will exhaust 4) & =, 
smoke. 5) v Z , 

4. SMOKE DETECTION SYSTEM Second 1) v v 1) Area is not sprinklered. 
24 v 

5. ENCLOSURE OF ATRIUMS 3) v v 
Atriums shall be separated from adjacent 4) v v 
spaces by minimum I hr. construction 5) v v 

Fifth and 1) v v 1) Area is not sprinklered 
above 24 v 

3) v v 
4) v a 
5)v v 5) No adjacent area. 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
: CHAPTER 52.07 - Atriums 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built Afier 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

I Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 52.07 Basement N/A NIA N/A NIA 

|| 6. OPENINGS IN ATRIUM ENCLOSURE 
| Openings in the atrium enclosure shall be - 

protected by sclf closing fire door 

| assemblies. Gieund 6) x fi 

} 7. EXITING 4 4 4 7) Distance is greater than 100°. 

| 100 ft maximum to exit. 9) a a 

| 8. OCCUPANCY SEPARATION 1 Z 
First 6) J Jv 

|| 9. STANDBY POWER 2) 7 v 

8) Y A 
10. INTERIOR FINISHES 9) f A 
All finishes shall be Class A. 10) / a 

6) vf v 
7) 7 A 
8) v v 
9) v v 

10) ¥ / 

} Fifth and 6) v v 
above 2) v 4 

8) N/A N/A N/A N/A 
9) v v 

10) ¥ v



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER §2 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 7 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 52.52 Basement W N/A N/A N/A N/A Toilet rooms are located in the adjacent wings. 

SEX DESIGNATION 
Each toilet shall be marked with regard to 
the sex which uses it; words such as MEN 
or WOMEN in letters not less than 1” M_N/A N/A N/A N/A : ; 
high or symbols may be used. A N/A Toilet rooms are located in the adjacent wings, PONS Ground W N/A N/A N 

M_N/A NIA N/A NIA 

First W N/A N/A N/A Toilet rooms are located in the adjacent wings. 

M_N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Second W N/A N/A N/A N/A Toilet rooms are located in the adjacent wings. rT esmecncen | 

M N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Fifth and W NIA N/A N/A N/A 
above 

Ni N/A N/A M N'A N/A 
coma |pnpirrsccnaernesecmmmerncincmenemmesel | 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 82 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
] Does Docs Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 52.07 
ATRIUMS N/A N/A N/A NIA The atrium portion of the code is complex 
and contains many interrelated 
requirements. Review of this section is in 
a general nature. 

9 
. Ground In general, the Rotunda and Grand Staircases do not | The Rotunda will not conform to the code due to it's at. v conform to the code. There is no smoke control or historic nature. I detection system, and no enclosure between the { 

Rotunda and means of egress do not exist. 

\ First In general, the Rotunda and Grand Staircases do not | The Rotunda will not conform to the code due to it's I 
v v conform to the code. There is no smoke control or historic nature. | 

detection system, and no enclosure between the 
Rotunda and means of egress do not exist. 

Second In general, the Rotunda and Grand Staircases do not | The Rotunda will not conform to the code due to it’s v v conform to the code, There is no smoke control or historic nature. 
detection system, and no enclosure between the 
Rotunda and means of egress do not exist. 

Fifth and v7 v 
above 

|



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

EUR RERPE RR emeeeeeemememmemmmmmmmmemnes pmemmemmmeeeeee semeeenseee ee ee 
: 1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.001 Basement 
SCOPE v v 
This classification includes office buildings 
including places where not more than 100 
Persons assemble for recreation, 

2 wnehi oe 
ee Worbin.gr dining, Ground v v During special events capacity is over 100 and falls Will not change. 

. under section 55 (Theater and assembly halls). 

First During special events capacity is over 100 and falls Will not change. 
v v under section 55 (Theater and assembly halls). « 

Second During special events capacity is over 100 and falls Will not change. 
v 7 under section 55 (Theater and assembly halls), 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A NIA 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
| Does Does Will Will 
| Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 54.01 v v 
|| CONSTRUCTION, HEIGHT AND 
|| AREA 
The building is of type -A- construction, 
has 4 strect exposures, is not sprinklered, 

is 4 stories and about 75 feet high (the G y 7 
dome is an additional 150 feet). From round 

table 54.01-1 the allowable area per floor 
is limited 29,500 sq/ft. 

| 

Fifth and v v 
above



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.02-1 4 exits 
NUMBER OF EXITS v v i 

Every floor must have two exits. i 

Ground 
v v 

First 
v v 

Second 
v v 

Fifth and 
above é a 

* Multiple exits available in adjoining 
wings. 

Se AMREP OAR a To insao a 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply |* Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.024 v ¢ Exit distance is more than 150 feet. The Basement Rotunda will not be sprinklered, 
EXIT DISTANCE 

therefore, it will not comply. 
Exit distance allowed is 150 feet. This 
may be increased to 300 feet if a complete 

sprinkler system is provided. 

Ground - ie Exit distance to wing is less than 150 feet. Exit distance to wing will be less than 150 feet. 
v v i | 

oo Exit distance to wing is less than 150 feet. Exit distance to wing will be less than 150 feet. 

To Exit distance is more than 150 feet. Exit distance will be more than 150 feet. 

Fifth and Exit distance is more than 150 feet. . Exit distance wiil be more than 150 feet. 
above v v



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 54.03 

| TYPE OF EXITS v v 
At least one half of the exits required shall 
be stairways or standard exits to grade. 

Re Exit are standard exits to grade. Exit are standard exits to grade. 
v v 

First Exit are stairways. 
v v 

Second Exit are stairways. Exit are stairways. . 
v v 

I Fifth and Exit are stairways. Exit are stairways. 
above v v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 
| Comply Not Comply Not 
|_ CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
I SECTION 54.06 - Sanh, Doors are too narrow. : Doors will not be replaced. 

EXIT DOORS 
Every exit door shall be a standard exit 
door. Exit doors serving over 25 people 

| shall swing in the direction of egress. All 
| exit doors, other than the principle 

entrance on the main floor, shall have exit | Ground N/A N/A NIA N/A 

signs. 

I 

Fifth and v v Doors from the sixth level do not swing in direction Doors will not be replaced. 

above of egress and are too narrow. 

|



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 

CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.145 Basement v v There is no extinguisher within the public area. An extinguisher will be located in the public arca. 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS There is more than 75 fect travel to a fire 
Fire extinguishers shall be provided as per extinguisher, Extinguishers will be provided to meet the 75 foot 
NFPA 10-1981. Tequirement. 

Ground v v No fire extinguisher is located in rotunda. Due to historical nature of space, no extinguisher will 
be provided. 

v v No fire extinguisher is located in rotunda. Due to historical nature of space, no extinguisher will 

: be provided. 

v v No fire extinguisher is located in rotunda. Due to historical nature of space, no extinguisher will 

be provided. 

Fifth and There is more than 75 feet travel to a fire Extinguishers will be provided to meet the 75 foot 
above v v extinguisher. requirement. 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.15 : Standpipes are a wet system not a dry system as Standpipes will remain a wet system. 
STANDPIPES v v required. i 
Dry standpipes shall be provided in 
buildings over thrce stories in height. 

Ground No standpipes in rotunda. None will be added. 
v v 

First No standpipes in rotunda. None will be added. 
v v ; 

Second No standpipes in rotunda. None will be added. : 
v v 

Fifth and Standpipes are a wet system not a dry system as Standpipes will remain a wet system. 
above v v required,



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

en eis Basement e : A manual fire alarm system does not exist. A manual fire alarm system will not be provided. 

A manual fire alarm system shall be 
provided in buildings four or more stories 

in height. 

Ground 
v v 

First 
v v 

Fifth and 
above v v 

aa a reir iis ieee —_ ce a 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION . 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

——————————— ooo a 

\ 1996 1996 1999 1999 

| Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 54.19 This type of signage does not exist in the Building. Signage is planned for the Building. 

SIGNS v v 

}| Signs indicating the maximum number of 
| persons on cach floor for whom stairways 
| and other exits have been provided must 

| Be Batten Sees Ground = This type of signage does not exist in the Building. Signage is planned for the Building. 

| v 4 

: aa This type of signage does not exist in the Building. Signage is planned for the Building. 

v Z 5 

| eee This type of signage does not exist in the Building. Signage is planned for the Building. 

| v z 

Fifth and This type of signage does not exist in the Building. Signage is planned for the Building. 

above v v
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BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 = 

Does Does Will Will 
som Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply. Comply 

SECTION 55. 02 Basement v v 
Class of construction 

Type | construction 
No capacity limit 

Fifth and v v 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code “ 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 03 N/A NIA N/A N/A 

Exposure and Courts 

I 
| Every hall which accomodates more than 

600 persons shall have at least 3 walls 

: apUttiegion streets: Ground v v Exit through adjacent wings. 

} 

Po i . 

: Eo oo Lo ae 

: Fifth and NIA N/A NIA N/A 

| above 

ei ge ee



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER SS - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built Afier 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1996 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 5 

SECTION 55. 05 & NIA N/A N/A N/A 
Separation from other occupancies, 

Seo cme S| 

Pea cme ele 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Docs Will - Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 06 NIA N/A N/A N/A 
Capacity 

Assembly Hall is 7 sq. ft. person. 

Dining Room is 10 sq. ft. person. 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 
above



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 

CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Docs Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55.07 Basement N/A NIA N/A N/A 

Number and Location of exits. 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

a ———___ LrrrnenEEEEEEEEEEEE 

| 1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 08 NIA NIA N/A N/A 

Type of exits. 

| 
| First v v 

| 
| 

| . Bee tei 
\ 

| 
Fifth and N/A NIA N/A N/A 

| above 

a



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 

CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built Afier 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1999 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 10 Basement N/A NIA N/A N/A 
Exit doors and doonvays. 

All exit doors are within the adjacent 
wings. 

eS 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

I 1996 1996 1999 1999 
‘| 

Does Docs Will. Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 11 N/A N/A N/A NIA 

Exit Lights | 

Pebhe st eaee) 8 

ee - a 

Bee co 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 

above



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Docs Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1999 
CODE SECTION Comply Comply 

SECTION 55, 12 Basement N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Exit Width 

Exits are within the adjacent wings. 

eet et | 

| First N/A N/A N/A N/A 

I 
| 

Fifth and N/A NIA N/A N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built Afier 1991 

[ 1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 13 N/A N/A N/A NIA 
Seating 

| 

Fifth and N/A N/A NIA N/A 
above



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 

CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1996 1999 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 14 Basement N/A N/A N/A NIA 
Width of Aisles 

Pe Amen oy. 

Ee ee Pe 

Sooo 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION’ 

CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Docs Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1996 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply “| Comply 

SECTION 55, 15 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Lobbies and Foyer 

Ground v v Main corridor of adjacent wing is large cnough to hold 
required number of persons. 

First v v Main corridor of adjacent wing is large cnough to hold 
required number of persons. 

v v Main corridor of adjacent wing is large cnough to hold 
required number of persons. 

Fifth and N/A NIA N/A N/A 
above



\ 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 

CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION $5, 31 Basement N/A N/A NIA N/A 
Sanitary Facilities 

Ground N/A N/A NIA N/A All toilet rooms are accessible through the adjacent 
wings. 

First N/A NIA N/A N/A All toilet rooms are accessible through the adjacent 
wings. 3 

Pa a eo fo 

wings. 

Fifth and N/A N/A NIA N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 

CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Docs Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply: Comply 

SECTION $5, 33 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Fire Protection System 

Fifth and N/A N/A NIA NIA 
above



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 21 Basement N/A NIA N/A N/A 
Stage Separation 

2 hour construction required. 

ae Lo 

See 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 

CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will. Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 24 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Automatic Smoke Outlet 

Ground N/A NIA N/A NIA Because there is no fixed stage or proscenium curtain, 
no automatic smoke outlets are required. 

| 

I 

| N/A N/A N/A NIA 

| 
| Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 
| above



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Docs Docs Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1996 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION $5.19 Basement N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Decoration | 

Fabric decoration uscd in theaters and halls 
shall be flame proof. 

Fifth and N/A N/A NIA N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
* For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION $5. 20 Basement N/A N/A N/A NIA Elevators are in adjacent wings. 
Elevator and Vent Shafts 

2 hour construction required. 

ee ee 

(eos 

eiee eS 

Fifth and N/A NIA NIA N/A 
above



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 55 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
SECTION 55. 17 Basement N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Obstruction 

All passageways shall be kept open. 

Fifth and N/A NIA N/A N/A 
above 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 5S - Theaters and Assembly Halls a 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 55. 18 N/A N/A N/A NIA 
Mirrors and False Openings 

Fifth and NIA N/A N/A N/A 
above



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 

CHAPTER $2 - Theaters and Assembly Halls 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

—————ann nnn SS SSS ——— —— 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 55. 34 Basement N/A N/A NIA N/A 
Fire extinguisher 

Soe oii 

Fifth and N/A NIA N/A N/A 
above
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AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
> Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.2.1 Passagewayss do comply. Passageways will comply. 
WHEELCHAIR PASSAGE WIDTH v v 2 
Single wheelchair passage at a point is 32", v v Existing stairs limit access. Ramp to be installed. 
continuously is 36". 

v vf 

First Passageways do comply. Passageways will comply. 

v v ; 

aaa ge 

v v 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A Entire floor (5 - 13) is not accessible to wheelchair 

above 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 5 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.2.2 v v Stairs limit access. Ramp to be installed. 

WIDTH FOR WHEELCHAIR PASSING t , ; ‘ 

| Minimum width for two wheelchairs v v Public corridors comply. Public corridors will remain the same. 

passing each other is 60° (5'-0") 

Se Public corridors comply. Public corridors will remain the same. 

pa Public corridors comply. Public corridor will remain the same. 

etal Public corridors comply. Public corridor will remain the same. 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A NOTE: Entire floor (5 through 13) is not accessible 
above to wheelchairs.



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion’ 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.2.3 v v Stairs limit access. Ramp to be installed. 
WHEELCHAIR TURNING SPACE. 
Minimum 60° (5'-0*) diameter required to v v Large arcas available for turning. Area to remain unchanged. 
make 180° turn. 

Ground v v 

v v Arrangement of information desk limits turning Information Desk will not change. 
behind desk, 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A Entire floor (5 through 13) is not accessible to 

above wheelchairs, 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT : 

ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 
Analysis for Central Portion 

Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply _Comply 

SECTION 4.2.4 v v Fire extinguisher cabinets comply. Fire extinguisher cabinets will comply. 

CLEAR FLOOR OR GROUND SPACE ® 
FOR WHEELCHAIRS (Around Objects) 
Minimum 30° by 48" clearance for 

i “hi i itioned cith : ray ie 5 eis 
eee pean Bee acl eae Information desk complies (public side), Information desk will comply (public side). 

eae smn ee 

Fifth and NIA NIA N/A N/A NOTE: Entire floor (5 through 13) is not accessible to 
above wheelchairs



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.2.5 v v Fire extinguishers comply. Fire extinguisher will comply. 
FORWARD REACH 
Minimum low forward reach is 15". 

Maximum high forward reach is 48”. 

SECTION 4.2.6 j : a : - ee SIDE REACH Ground v v Information desk complies (public side). Information desk will comply (public side). 
Minimum low reach is 9°. 
Maximum high reach is 54” 

* Drinking fountains to be covered under 

42152 First / v 

* Telephone to be covered under 4.31. 

Fifth and N/A N/A NIA N/A NOTE: Entire floor (5 through 13) is not accessible 
above to wheelchair. 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.3 Passing Space 
ACCESSIBLE ROUTE 

| 7 z 
| 4.3.1 GENERAL 

All accessible routes shall comply with 
4.3, 

4.3.2 LOCATION* Ground 
Location refers to exterior routes. All 

exterior information will be found in Ze Z 
another book. 

4.3.3 WIDTH 
Minimum clear width is 36", except at 

doors. x 
*Refer to 4.2.2. ee 

4.3.4 PASSING SPACE 4 “ 
|) If route is less than 60° width, then 

passing space shall be provided, intervals 
not to exceed 200. 

4.3.5 HEAD ROOM 

Refer to 4.4.2. 
7 v 

4.3.6 SURFACE TEXTURES 
Refer to 4.5. 

4.3.7 SLOPE 

Refer to 4.8. Fifth and NiA N/A N/A N/A | NOTE: Entire floor (5 through 13) is not accessible 
above to wheelchairs. 

4.3.8 CHANGES IN LEVELS 
Refer to 4.5.2. 

4.3.9 DOORS 

Oa a a ae



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1996 1998 1998 

Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply: Comply 

SECTION 4.3.11 Basement v v Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through five. No areca of assistance is planned in the Basement. 
AREAS OF RESCUE ASSISTANCE 
ASE 

LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION 
Rescue assistance of one of the following: 
1) stainvay landing within smokeproof 

enclosure. 
2) Enterior exit balcony adjacent to Ground v v Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through seven. Will not comply. 

stainway. 
3) Rated corridor area adjacent to 

stairway. 

4) Rated vestibule adjacent to stairway. 
5) Stairway landing vented to exterior & 

Sitar ee eee ru vou First v v Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through seven. Will not comply. 

6) Room which is separated from other 

portions of building by a smoke barricr. 
Room shall exit directly into exit 
enclosure. 

7) Elevator lobby which is pressurized as 

required for smokeproof enclosures. Second ¢ v Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through seven. Will not comply. : 

A312 

SIZE 

435.113 

STAIRWAY WIDTH 
Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A NOTE: Entire floor (5 through 13) is not accessible to 

AGA above wheelchairs. 
TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION 

ASALS 

IDENTIFICATION : 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES é 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.4 1 v v 1) Fire extinguisher cabinets protrude too far. 1) New cabinets will be installed. 

PROTRUDING OBJECTS 2v v = 
3 N/A N/A N/A N/A fs 

4.4.1 4 oe v 4) Fire extinguisher cabinet does reduce accessible - 

GENERAL route. 4) It will comply. 
1) Objects projecting from walls with their 

leading edges between 27° and 80° Ground 5 Vv 4 4 

A.F.F. shall protrude no more than 4". a0) v 3) Marble columns do not overhang. 

i 2) Objects projecting from walls with their as ¢ 

| leading edges between the floor and z : : 

) 27° A..F. may protrude any amount. | First 17 v v 1) Fire extinguisher cabinets protrude too far. 1) New cabinets will be installed. 
Marble drinking fountain is within compliance. 

1 3) Free standing objects on posts or et v 

| pylons may overhand 12” maximum 3 NIA N/A N/A N/A - 
H from 27° to 80° A.F.F. 4 Si A 4) Drinking fountain does reduce accessible route. 4) It will comply. 
l 
f 

4) Protruding objects shall not reduce Ly ¢ 

clear width of accessible route. zv 4 
3Vv v 
47 v 

Fifth and a Fire cabinets extend into landing at floors 5 and 6. Structure prohibits recessed cabinets. 

above



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.4.2 Various piping, conduits and ducts are in violation. 
HEAD ROOM 
Circulation spaces shall have 80" (6'-8") v v 
minimum clear head room. 

Ground 

v v 

First 

v v 

Second 

v v 

Fifth and 7 v Sixth level fire doors are less than 80 inches high. Original fabric to remain. 
above 

v < Fifth level complies. 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will * Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

|| SECTION 4.5 1 v v 1) Areas of marble surfaces. Original fabric to remain. 
| GROUND AND FLOOR SURFACES 27 v 

3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
} 4.5.1 4 N/A NIA N/A N/A 
|| GENERAL 

|| Accessible Toutes, rooms and spaces shall : ao 5 f | be stable, firm and slip-resistant. Ground ; - v J v 1) Area of marble surface. 1) Original fabric to remain. 

4.5.2 3 N/A NIA N/A NIA 

CHANGES IN LEVEL ax NIA Nie Be 
0° to 1/4” may be vertical. 

nee to 1/2" shall be beveled with slope < First 1 v v 1) Area of marble surface. 1) Original fabric to remain. 
— 2v / i 

1/2" and up shall be ramped per 4.7 or 3.N/A N/A N/A N/A 

| a8: 4.NIA N/A N/A NIA 

| 4.5.3 

| CARPET Second hid: 7 
Must be securely attached, if pad is used. aa. & 

it must be firm. Maximum pile thickness 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
shall be 1/2". Exposed edges shall be 4 NIA N/A N/A N/A 
fastened to floor surfaces. 

4.5.4 Fifth and 1) v v 1) Area of marble surface. 1) Original fabric to remain. 
GRATINGS above 2) v v 2) Entire floor is not accessible to wheelchairs. 

Maximum 1/2” wide spaces in one 3) N/A N/A N/A N/A 
direction. Elongated opens shall be placed 4) N/A N/A N/A N/A 
perpendicular to dominant path of travel.



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Docs Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Compl; 

SECTION 4.6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

PARKING AND PASSENGER 
LOADING ZONES 

4.6.1 through 4.6.6 will be addressed in 
Book II: SITE ~ Ground NIA N/A NIA NIA 
SECTION 4.7 
CURB RAMPS 

4.7.1 through 4.7.11 Will be addressed in 

= See | || 

See | 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 

above 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code ; 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Docs Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.8 N/A NIA N/A N/A 
RAMPS 

4.8.1 

GENERAL 
Any accessible route with a slope > 1:20 
shall comply with 4.8. 

Ground N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.8.2 

SLOPE AND RISE 
Maximum slope shall be 1:12. Maximum 
tise for any run shall be 30”. 

4.8.3 
CLEAR WIDTH First N/A N/A NIA N/A 

Minimum clear shall be 36” 

4.8.4 
LANDINGS 

| 4.8.5 

HANDRAILS Second NiA | NA | NIA | NIA 
4.8.6 

CROSS SLOPE AND SURFACES 

4.8.7 

EDGE PROTECTION 

183 Fifth N/A N/A N/A N/A 

OUTDOOR CONDITIONS 

NOTE: Exterior ramps will be addressed 
in Book II: SITE



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Docs Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.9 Basement 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
STAIRS i v 

3) v v 3) Marble treads & nosing abruptly join the riser. 3) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 
4.9.1 4 v v 4) Stairs do not have 2 rails, extensions, or 1-1/2" 4) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 

MINIMUM NUMBER clearance and are not at the correct height. 

Stairs required to be accessible by 4.1 
shall comply with 4.9 Ground NIA N/A N/A N/A 

4.9.2 
TREADS AND RISERS 
Uniform risers and treads. Treads 
minimum shall be 11”. No open risers. NIA N/A N/A N/A 

4.9.3 
NOSINGS 
Undersides shall not be abrupt. 

4.9.4 N/A N/A NIA N/A 

HANDRAILS 
Stairs shall have continuous handrails on 
both sides, shall extend 12” beyond both 

top and bottom tread, 1-1/2" between wall 

om railvheight of.34 a avove: aikte Fifth and y v v 1) Stairs do not comply. 1) Stairs will not comply. 

bets ttl dette Na above 2) v v 2) Stairs do not comply. 2) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 
Rep ears ‘ 3) v v 3) Marble treads & nosing abruptly join the riser. 3) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 

BOVE: Bate elaine ws lhe auiresscaid 4) v v 4) Stairs do not have 2 rails, extensions, or 1-1/2" 4) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 

Book I: SITE. clearance and are not at the correct height. 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Docs Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.10 N/A NIA NIA NIA Elevator access is through wings. Elevator access is through wings. 
ELEVATORS 

| 
} 4.10.1 
| GENERAL 5 

| 
} 4.10.2 t 

| AUTOMATIC OPERATION 
| Automatic openers and self-leveling with 
| 1/2" tolerance. 

| Ground NIA N/A N/A N/A Elevator access is through wings. Elevator access is through wings. 
4.10.3 

HALL CALL BUTTONS 
Centered at 42" A.F.F., visual signals for 
each register and answer and 3/4” 

minimum dimension. 

i 4.10.4 

| HALL LANTERNS 

Height at centerline minimum 72” (6'-0") 
A.F.F., 2-1/2" minimum dimension N/A N/A N/A N/A Elevator access is through wings. Elevator access is through wings. 

visible from the call button. 

| 4.10.5 

RAISED AND BRAILLE CHARACTERS 
| ON HOISTWAY ENTRANCES 

Provide on both jambs, centerline at 60° 

A.F.F. and minimum 2" high letters. 

| 
4.10.6 ; 
DOOR PROTECTIVE AND Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A NOTE: Entire floor ( 5 through 13) is not accessible 

REOPENING DEVICE above to wheelchairs. 

} 4.10.7 
| DOOR AND SIGNAL TIMING FOR 
HALL CALLS 

] 4.10.8 

| DOOR DELAY FOR CAR CALLS 

ee ec cs ecient eee nee



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Docs Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.11 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
PLATFORM LIFTS 
There are no cxisting lifts nor are there 
plans for lifts. 

ee eel 

Pe | rere 

Fifth and N/A N/A NIA N/A 
above 

: AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 

ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 
Analysis for Central Portion 

Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 “| 
Does Does Will Will | 
Comply Not Comply Not | 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.13 1 v v 
DOORS 2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

3 N/A N/A NIA N/A 
4.13.1 4 N/A NIA NIA N/A 
GENERAL 5 v v : 5) Double doors leading to Rotunda do not comply. 5) Automatic opener to be used. | 
Doors required to be accessible by 4.1 6~7 v \ 
shall comply with 4,13. TNIA N/A N/A N/A | 

8v v | 
4.13.2 | REVOLVING DOORS AND Ground 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

TURNSTILES 2. NIA NIA N/A N/A a : 
Shall not be : f : 3 v v 3) Gate at information desk i all not be only means of passage. ANIA NIA NA NIA 

4.133 5 N/A NIA N/A N/A ; 
GATES 6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

7 NIA N/A N/A N/A 
4.13.4 8 NIA N/A N/A N/A 
DOUBLE-LEAF DOORWAYS First N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Two independent door leaves at least one 
shall meet 4.13.5 and 4.13.6 

4.13.5 

CLEAR WIDTH 
Clear opening 32°. 

4.13.6 Second N/A N/A N/A N/A 
MANEUVERING CLEARANCES AT 
DOORS 

18° minimum at latch side when on pull 
side with 60° clear behind, 

4.13.7 
TWO DOORS IN SERIES 

Minimum 48° plus width of doors Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A No wheelchair access to these floors. 
swinging into space. above 

4.13.8 

THRESHOLDS AT DOORWAYS 
1/2° maximum height.



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

A Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.13 Basement 9 v v 9) Historic knobs do not comply. 9) Historic knobs will not be altered. DOORS (CONT.) 10 v v 10) Door closers do not comply. 
11 Jv 7 11) Doors are too heavy. 

4.13.9 12 N/A NIA N/A N/A 
DOOR HARDWARE 
All devices shall not require tight 
grasping, tight pinching or twisting of Ground NIA NIA N/A N/A 
wrist to operate. 48° A.F.F. 

4.13.10 
DOOR CLOSERS 
From 70° open to 3” away from latch First N/A N/A N/A N/A 
shall take minimum of 3 seconds. 

4.13.11 

DOOR OPENING FORCE 
Interior doors maximum 5 Ibf. 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.13.12 

AUTOMATIC DOORS AND POWER 

ASSISTED DOORS 

Comply with ANSI'BHMA, 

Fifth and 9 7 v 9) Historic knobs do not comply. 9) Historic knobs will not be altered. 
above 10 v v 

I v v 

12 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

en a ———————————————— 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Docs Will Will 
Comply Not Comply | Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.14 ENTRANCES 
4.14.1 
MINIMUM NUMBER 
Refer to 4.1 and 4.3 

Ground 

* Will be addressed in Book II: 

Exterior 

Fifth and 

above



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.15 DRINKING N/A N/A N/A N/A 
FOUNTAINS AND WATER COOLERS 

4.15.1 

MINIMUM NUMBER 

Shall provide one for wheelchair and one 
for people who have difficulty bending. Ground NIK NIA NIA NIA 

4.15.2 
SPOUT HEIGHT 
36° A.F.F. 

First N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.15.3 

SPOUT LOCATION 

Minimum 4° high spout of water. 

4.15.4 
CONTROLS Second N/A NIA N/A N/A 

Comply with 4.27.4 

4.15.5 

CLEARANCES 
27" hi a . * de 27° high, 30° wide and 17° to 19" deep. Fifth and NIA NIA NIA N/A 

above 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion ‘ 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.16 
WATER CLOSETS 

4.16.1 through 4.16.6 

There are no water closets. 

Fifth and 
above



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 

ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 
Analysis for Central Portion 

Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.17 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
TOILET STALLS 

There are no toilet stalls in the Central 
Portion. 

ee el | 

Pe ee 

a ee 

Fifth and N/A N/A NIA N/A 
above 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT ; 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.30 
SIGNAGE 
4.30.1 through 4.30.8 

| No signage is present. 

Fifth and 
above



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.31 Basement 
TELEPHONES N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.31.1 

GENERAL 

4.31.2 

CLEAR FLOOR OR GROUND SPACE Ground v v Telephones do not comply to any specification. 
30° x 48° clear floor space. 

4.31.3 \ 

MOUNTING HEIGHT 

Highest operable part shall comply with 

4.2.5 or 4.2.6. First 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.31.4 

PROTRUDING OBJECTS 
Comply with 4.4. 

4,31.5 N/A NIA N/A N/A 
HEARING AID COMPATIBLE AND 
VOLUME CONTROL TELEPHONES 

4.31.6 

TELEPHONE BOOKS 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A NIA 
4.31.8 tbove 
CORD LENGTH 

4.31.9 

TEXT TELEPHONES 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for Central Portion 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1996 1996 1999 1999 ee ee era 
Does Docs Will Will 

Comply Not Comply * Not CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
SECTION 4.33 N/A N/A / 
ASSEMBLY AREAS 

Ms 4.33.1 

MINIMUM NUMBER 

4.33.2 
SIZE OF WHEELCHAIR LOCATIONS | Ground NIA NIA NIA N/A 
Provide 48” deep x 66" wide. 

4.33.3 | 
PLACEMENT OF WHEELCHAIR 
LOCATIONS ‘ ; 

. Integral part of fixed seating. Provide seat ae Be Na nie. na 
for companion beside chair. 

4.33.4 

SURFACES N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Comply with 4.5. 

Fifth and N/A N/A N/A N/A 
above 

SERRE eee = a



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 160.001 The Existing Building Code applies since the building 
BUILDINGS AFFECTED v v was started in 1906. 
The existing building code shall apply to 
all buildings crected prior to the effective 

date of the first building code, October 
1914. 

Ground 
v v 

First 

v v 

Second 

v v 

Fifth and 

above v v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will * Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 160.02 
FIRE RESISTIVE CONSTRUCTION v v 
Walls, partitions, columns, floors, 
ceilings, roof and stairs are of 

incombustible material and steel is 
ted. 

a“ Ground 

v vf 

First 

v v 

Second 

J v 

Fifth and Some structural elements are not protected. 
above v v



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 160.24 lv lv Doors from wings have knobs which require turning. | Due to historic nature of hardware, no changes will 
STANDARD EXIT DOORS be made. 
1) Every standard exit door shall swing av 27 
outward or towards the natural means of 
egress. 

No revolving door shall be considered as a Ground NIA NIA N/A N/A No doors exist in rotunda. 

standard door. 

2) A standard exit door shall have such 
fastenings or hardware that it can be 

opened from the inside without using a First N/A N/A N/A N/A No doors exist in rotunda. 
key, simply by pushing against a bar or 
plate. 

No doors exist in rotunda. 
N/A N/A NIA NIA 

Fifth and lv lv Doors from wings have knobs which require turning. | Duc to historic nature of hardware, no changes will 
above be made. 

av av 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply |" Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 160.27 lv v 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS si 
1) Where fire extinguishers are required, 
they shall be of a type approved by the 2) There are not enough extinguishers. Location 2) Number of extinguishers will increase. Locations 
department. 2) v v should be improved, will be obvious. 

2) Extinguishers shall be conspicuously Ground ) f #. 
located where they will always be readily 
accessible and so distributed as to be 

i diately available i of fire. ‘5 f 
_ fae Ms ue He meee pe a a 2) v v 2) No fire extinguishers are installed. 2) Due ie historic nature of space, none will be 

brackets or shelves so that the top of the provided, 
extinguisher is not more than 5‘ above the | Firs, 1) v v 

floor. : 

v 2) No fire extinguishers are installed. 2) Due to historic nature of space, none will be 
2) v provided. 

1) v v 

2) v vf 2) No fire extinguishers are installed. 2) Due to historic nature of space, none will be 

rovided. 

Fifth and Iv v 
above 

2) There are not enough extinguishers. Location 2) Number of extinguishers will increase. Locations 
2) v v should be improved. will be obvious.



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR CENTRAL PORTION 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1996 1996 1999 1999 

Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 160.29 Currently no fire alarm system is in place. Fire detection/alarm system will be in place. (Not a 

FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS v v manual pull alarm.) 

The section goes into detail of the 

location, sounding device, electrically 
operated, operating stations, testing and 
wiring of fire alarms. 

Ground 
v v 

First 
v v 

Second 
v v 

Fifth and 
above v 4 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1996 1996 1999 1999 
Does Does Will * Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Compl; 

SECTION 160.37 

COMBUSTIBLE DECORATIONS N/A N/A N/A NIA 

All drapes, curtains or other combustible 
decorations shall be flameproof. 

Ground ‘ 
N/A NIA N/A N/A 

First 
NIA NIA N/A NIA 

Fifth and 
above N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Chapter Ten 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

: : ‘ he Wisconsin State Capitol, like all edifices of the past, has created its own history. Through 

4 f | the years the building has undergone many remodeling and alteration projects, especially in the 

A E private spaces of the wings that earlier housed governmental departments and later, legislative 

: i offices. Post’s design of a structural system that enclosed the mechanical chases and his use of a non- 

i E load bearing clay tile wall system allowed for modification of the interior walls without difficulty. Building 

S if : changes have reflected the needs of the occupants as technology and government have evolved. The 

Sah: : Ll ae o Rotunda, however, as a public space, has been maintained with virtually no alteration through the years. 
Te a 3 oH ¢ “T. : a & This grand space, as the crown jewel and defining element of the interior, provides the grandeur, detail, mies Rs = Ho age: a ee and symbolic artwork associated with the American Beaux-Arts style of architecture. The lack of alter- 

: : : : , F pee | ; i I s ro ation to the Rotunda reflects the respect and appreciation generations have shown for this magnificent 
fe a ; ee ee ct — architectural space. 

— my i a : i : = aa — — e Atthe same time, the general perception of the Capitol has changed as a result of the nation’s increasing 
oS ae [ | ae "a Se - = eel - awareness and appreciation of the past. A preservation mind-set is more evident than at any previous 

oo — s eae ‘ | : EF i eee i = B time. The Wisconsin State Capitol is undergoing a comprehensive restoration and rehabilitation project 
: pe aa ™ se. ro sea Lt aoe that will take over a decade to complete. The Central Portion Restoration and Rehabilitation Project is a 

2 a = a bt t ee i os ej Ee a Se, Wee Se continuation of the comprehensive project that began with the North Wing Project (1990) and contin- 

A s Seree a be Ik a pee ee om oe Battal, ued with the West Wing Restoration and Renovation Project (1993-95) and the South Wing Restora- 
Beer 4 on | { i : Fa ] ae : & C = Les : cues Bseiea= rE tion and Rehabilitation Project (1996-98). Restoration and rehabilitation of the Central Portion is impor- 

Poe oe ay : = 2 ey ae ime 3 & tant not only because of its elegant interior, but also because all HVAC, plumbing, and electrical systems 
Te en rie — - al re eS . ow ‘eo in this space are extensions of the systems located in the wings. Although the Central Portion has not 

fl nas eel : gigs ¥ ims BE undergone remodeling that required heavy restoration, as have the wings, it is important that the restora- 
: : Soe pe Pa ie F ae ant sa Sp tacitanee, z tion plans for the entire Capitol be understood so that the preservation recommendations are consistent. 

ee | ee Guidelines for Restoration 
a sa Pras ae go ene oe 6 | : ; 3 Se nye aota Remodeling projects from approximately 1916 through the mid-1980s significantly altered many interior 

———— wail. gait _ a eS ee private spaces. These projects introduced elements not in character with the building, such as acoustical 
Pa eee i es! eee a Se ee dropped ceilings, metal partitions, and suspended strip lighting. Skylights were covered, large office 
a el ae a spaces remodeled, and paint schemes changed to suit current trends. Original light fixtures were re- 
Figure 10-1 i ni te moved, original furniture sold, and window air conditioners installed. By the late 1980s the entire build- 

Ti he Wisconsin State Capitol is seen through the windows of the Fi irstar Bank Building, which is ing was showing significant signs of age; in particular, the mechanical, electrical, and telephone systems 
situated across from the Capitol on South Pinckney Street. Designed in 1974 by the Chicago : . c : a ; 
firm of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, the reflective glass surfaces of the bank mirror the Capi- were becoming obsolete. As a result of a building review by the Division of Facilities Management in 
tol, creating an illusion that juxtaposes Beaux-Arts classicism with modern architectural form. consultation with Architect Shinji Yamamato of Madison, Wisconsin, the Department of Administration 
Photo: ©Historic Photo Service-Madison, WI. developed Guidelines for Restoration in 1980. This document outlined criteria for the potential use of 
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public and private spaces, suggested architectural considerations for the interior and exterior, and rec- 1. Assure that the organizations to be located in the Capitol would have sufficient and appropri- 

ommended further study of the mechanical and electrical systems. High priority for preservation and/or ate space for current and future personnel and equipment needs, and that these needs would 

restoration was given to the public spaces, chambers, and exterior because these components charac- be met ina manner compatible with the high standards of restoration/renovation work befit- 

terize the building to most people. ting the building. 

The distinction between intact public spaces, modified private offices, and support spaces was noted. It 2. Locate only those organizations in the Capitol that are required to be there. 

mo Agena fat the private office and support spaces be rehabilitated to accommodate changing 3, Minimize the frequency and/or duration of disruptions from the construction work associated 

Denn Ans IeCRRAlABIeE: with restoration, installation of air conditioning, asbestos abatement, and functional changes. 

. key ate - pag ra ed aadeetlaccaainn os oe Ce cea me ee = 4. Proceed with the construction work in the manner most economically possible and consistent 
upgrading the ee mec cal systems. — volume terminal reheat air system was with the functional and operation needs of the building, 

recommended. In addition, an Electrical Power Capacity Study assessed the future power needs of the 

building. Because the Capitol has always been intended to house the Executive, Legislative, and Judicial branches 

of the government, the committee’s goal was to develop a plan that would incorporate the contempo- 
v nea : : tol 

The C ‘apit ‘ol Master Plan rary space needs of those branches a ensure ei the nae ieee anys working Capito ae 

; nota museum. On 4 June 1987 the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization adopted the Capitol 

oe the late 1970s and early 1980s, many small remodeling projects took place in the ations. These Master Plan.' Envisioned as a working document, the Plan served as a guide for the evolving restora- 
projects did not ascribe to the broader set of objectives regarding the preservation of the building and tion of the building by offering principles for developing more specific plans. The committee realized that 

generated a considerable amount of noise, dust, and disruption that inconvenienced occupants for additional studies would be required. 

months. Asa result, policy makers began discussing the need for a comprehensive Capitol plan in late 

1982. ene, the informal ames = to formal == cede a building ee Summary of the Capitol Master Plan 

and egiaatiye leaders and agencies. Building on the principles in Guidelines for Restoration, the work The sixty-page Capitol Master Plan included written information and proposed schematic floor plans 

group established these key goals: for each wing and the Rotunda Basement. The Plan acknowledged and adopted the 1980 Guidelines 

1. The needs of a historic structure and a modern functioning seat of government would be bal- for Restoration, the 1985 Air Conditioning Study, and the 1986 Electrical Capacity Study. The 

anced. Plan referenced the 1980 Guidelines for Restoration in supporting the restoration of public spaces to 

5 iy goins 4 tion/rehabilitati 4 apauna original conditions and indicated that all non-public spaces should be rehabilitated to conform to the 

aaa Gas Gun ee ee proposed configurations and space utilization. Private office spaces for 132 legislators would be pro- 

3. Significant historic spaces, such as the Governor’s office and adjoining spaces, Supreme vided. The Plan discussed present building occupants, proposed occupants, and probable locations for 

Court, Senate Chamber and adjoining spaces, Assembly Chamber and adjoining spaces, specific departments or entities. 

and North Fearing Rone ovine aa All mechanical, electrical, communication, and plumbing systems would be renovated to contemporary 

4. Allrenovation/rehabilitation would be compatible with the building’s theme. standards, and air conditioning would be added. Hazardous materials such as asbestos would be re- 

5. Technology would be integrated to the fullest extent possible. mages ea ea, 

: ; ; : : i i i ide to define th 6. Each Basement in the wings would house support functions, mechanical equipment, and flex- Since the late ae the Bs Master Plan has avid as an overall preservation guide ae ie the 

ilegaes scope of work in the Capitol. Although the overall objectives were to balance the needs ofa significant 

; historic structure with those of a functioning seat of government, additional investigation and analysis be- 

7. All Master Plan work would be carried out in an appropriate sequence and would coordi- yond the Capitol Master Plan’s direction have been required because many sections of the Plan 

nate with legislative sessions. lacked specifics. 

Asaresult of these goals, the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization began to develop the formal The Plan provided minimal information regarding the building’s interior in terms of decorative finishes, 

Capitol Master Plan in 1986. A legislative charge included these directives: artwork, and architectural details. However, all artwork was to be conserved. Specific instruction was 
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not included concerning probe work to document the chronology of decorative finishes or the conditions tions were made.’ Additional reference was made to a 1986 conservation study commissioned by the 
of existing building components such as grilles, hardware, doors, wood trim, marble, and lighting fix- Department of Administration to assess the condition of the outside architectural ornamentation, includ- 
tures.’ Prior to the publication of the Plan, the Department of Administration had contracted with manu- ing the Dome statue. This study recommended a variety of treatments, protective coatings, and other 
facturers of two light fixtures. These fixtures were to preserve the architectural integrity of the Capitol, remedial actions that were subsequently analyzed by the Department of Administration.!° 
provide an acceptable level of ambient light, reduce the amount of reflected glare from video display ter- 
minals, and be energy efficient. A fter the fixtures were tested, those to be used in the next restoration Electrical System 
phase would be selected.* However, after a review of the lighting above the leaded glass work in the The references to the electrical power distribution system included concems regarding the transient fluc- 
Senate Chamber, it was recommended that a safer and more aesthetic solution be considered. tuations affecting the power and grounding systems. A study was recommended to determine the 

Furnishings, original or proposed, were mentioned minimally in the Plan.‘ It was suggested that cabinets system’s current capacity and the feasibility of installing new electrical feed through an underground fa- 
function primarily for storage and that clothing be hung on metal clothes racks or wooden coat trees re- cility."" Minimal mention was made of the need for permanent receptacles in the Rotunda. Due to the fre- 
sembling those originally found in the Capitol.” Addressing furniture in a cursory manner, the Plan re- quent usage of the Rotunda for public events, it was recommended that permanent electrical conve- 
ferred only to making improvements to existing desks.* The disposition of original and non-original ma- nience receptacles be installed in each of the four niches that access the First Floor Rotunda space. 

terials and the reuse of materials were not addressed. Photographic documentation or architectural 
drawings, either original or existing, were not mentioned. No provision was made for assembling infor- Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
mation on the history of the building, past projects, and past occupants. The section of the Plan relating to heating, ventilating, and air conditioning addressed only air condition- 

ing. It referred to the 1985 Air Conditioning Study, which recommended that the building be air condi- 
The Plan discussed the exterior in respect to artwork, lighting, and doors. However, no information on tioned to help preserve the decorative finishes and artwork. The study evaluated various alternatives, 

ie actual exterior surfaces or components of the building was included, nor was any provision made for using the criteria of reliability, acoustics, maintenance, appearance, occupant comfort, and humidity con- 
initiating any studies. trol. The Plan also referenced the United States Capitol, which has a constant volume reheat HVAC 
The need for a comprehensive report on the Capitol, such as a historic structure report, was not per- system and reportedly has had no problems with deterioration due to temperature and humidity fluctua- 
ceived. Subsequently, the North Wing Restoration and the West Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation tions. It was recommended that the Rotunda be air conditioned to provide more consistent temperature 
took place without the preparation of comprehensive reports. However, for the restoration of the South and humidity conditions throughout the entire building, which would minimize damage to omamental 
Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions, a Historic Structure Report was written to guide the ar- plaster work, frescoes," and other decorative finishes due to rapid temperature and humidity fluctua- 
chitects, engineers, and restoration professionals in making decisions. Due to the vast amount of infor- tions between adjacent areas of the building.'* 
mation gathered and the resulting recommendations for the South Wing Project, it was recommended 
that a Central Portion Historic Structure Report be written. In this way all historical research, space Sanitary Waste and Vent Systems 
functions, architectural plans, and survey and documentation reports could be completed ina timely The Plan identified the need for additional toilet facilities to support the many events that attract large 
fashion to guide restoration decisions. Following is a summary of the 1987 Capitol Master Plan rec- numbers of people on the Capitol Square, but did not address sanitary waste and vent systems, domes- 
ommendations for the Central Portion, an assessment of preservation, and the proposed 1996 recom- tic hot and cold water systems, chilled drinking water, or storm sewer systems. The Plan discussed the 
mendations for the Central Portion. lack of an alarm initiating device as a primary concern, but did not address the fire standpipe or sprin- 

Kler system. 

1987 Capitol Master Plan eaten 
: . ire Protection 

Recommendations for the Central Portion In addressing the fire protection devices that service the wings, the Plan indicated that a single manual 
Artwork pull alarm and annunciator was located at the Ground Floor information desk. The lack of an automatic 

The Plan referred to the Art Work Inventory and Condition Survey performed in 1986 by the Mil- alarm initiating device was the system’s drawback. The system was triggered by pulling the alarm handle 

waukee Conservators of Art, who recommended examination, maintenance, and restoration of the manually or turning on the water ata fire hose cabinet—actions that were dependent upon a physical 
decorative ornamentation of the building’s interior. No further recommendations for individual composi- check of the Capitol by maintenance or security staff. The Plan recommended that the fire protection 

system be modified to provide automatic fire indication coverage.'® 
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Cafeteria analysis included the original design intent for each space, the original and transitional function of each 
The Plan recommended that the Rotunda Basement, originally designed as a cafeteria seating area, be space, and original and transitional materials. 
restored to its a function and configuration as nearly as practicable." It was determined that the Using a numerical rating scale of one to ten, architectural significance, architectural integrity, and archi- 

ee a ae eee arte meee Winrar Ne —— wing Basel, Besedesigued tectural context were evaluated. Historical significance used a numerical rating scale of one to five. A 
to a full-service cafeteria. The routes for ingress and egress to the seating area in the Rotunda Basement ; 2 . er pe : ; i ait composite score for each space was calculated. Three levels of composite scores were established to 
a "a Tee hein ae — eat ee een nee categorize and clearly define the spaces that must be preserved/restored/conserved, those spaces that 
- aneers west storage room and a kitchen and serving area in the Basement of the Northwest Pavil- would be saved if possible, and those spaces that would be considered for saving if it conformed to the 
— desired plan. The composite ratings revealed that all the spaces were extremely important and should be 

‘ preserved/restored/conserved. 

Assessment of Preservation The next level of analysis involved assessing the implications of the proposed Capitol Master Plan. The 
Due to the limited scope of the Plan, a more detailed assessment of what should be preserved in the implications were so slight that it was possible to go directly to the development of preservation recom- 
Central Portion required comprehensive survey and documentation, research, and analysis of the spaces mendations for each space. Also, factors were examined that affected the proposed preservation of in- 
and their uses. These three methods would be used codependently to develop accurate preservation dividual spaces, such as the removal of hazardous material, placement of existing and proposed me- 
recommendations. As the comprehensive survey was undertaken, preliminary analysis refocused the chanical/electrical systems, structural system capabilities, coordination of mechanical and electrical sys- 

tasks to maximize the results. tems with architectural systems, and potential restoration of decorative finishes. 

The comprehensive survey focused on gathering information on the existing conditions of the Central The final phase was the development of preservation treatment recommendations for each space. The 
Portion. This process included recording written and graphic information on custom designed forms, recommendations and alternatives that followed were separated into major categories: comprehensive 
taking photographs, and examining materials. Spaces were also field measured where practical, and recommendations, specific interior architectural recommendations, interior mechanical and electrical rec- 
these measurements were verified against the original drawings to ensure accurate drawings. ommendations, exterior recommendations, structural recommendations, and a brief summary with rec- 

Architectural and historical research included examination of the original Post plans and archival sources ommendations for further study. 
such as correspondence, specifications, contracts, and photographs. In addition, the research brought 

together materials that described the cultural and architectural history of domes and the nationally known 1996 Recommendations 

artists who contributed to the building's iconographic scheme. The comprehensive recommendations presented in this historic structure report include the development 

An evaluation of significance, the key transitional step between collecting data and developing a preser- of drawings, surveys, historical documentation, and space treatments, which are defined as follows: 
vation treatment plan, began when most of the survey and research was completed. This step entailed 1. Detailed drawings of the Central Portion as presently existing, including plans, sections, and 
an analysis ofall the spaces, which resulted from a familiarity with the spaces and a knowledge of the details, are to be developed. 
research and survey documentation. 

2. The building’s interior should be comprehensively surveyed and documented. Specific com- 
Appropriate diagnosis and evaluation that would result in solid preservation recommendations centered ponents to be included are ceilings; decorative finishes; doors, door hardwaré, and trim: fur 
around four factors: historical significance, architectural significance, architectural context, and architec- niture; grilles; lighting fixtures; marble; mosaics; mural; utilitarian stairs; windows and window 
tural integrity. Historical significance addressed the history of important events or individuals occupying entacre aniawoed te 

the Capitol spaces. Architectural significance analyzed the manner in which the finishes, details, materi- 

als, and spatial configuration were designed and implemented to make the spaces unique. Architectural 3. The history and activities relating to the Central Portion are to be documented. 

context examined the significance of each space relative to its original setting, especially its recognizabil- 4. Interior space treatment should include the restoration of all public spaces to their original 
ity to the original building and original use. Architectural integrity examined the historic and transitional condition or the replication of original conditions, and the restoration of the utilitarian Inner 
building fabric in regard to the remaining original finishes of the interior. For each of these four factors, Dome space. Alterations to the public spaces should be limited to lighting, sound system, and 

power distribution. 
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5. A disposition policy should be developed in regard to all original and non-original materials 6. Although a 1989 window restoration project dealt with all windows above the Fifth Level, it 
with potential for reuse or salvage; this policy should include documentation, tagging, re- is recommended that all windows be restored as necessary. 
moval, and storage designation. In addition, a policy should be developed in regard to all 
original and non-original materials with no potential for reuse or salvage; this policy should : Inner Dome 
include documentation and site removal procedures. (A preliminary policy appears at the end The general recommendations to preserve the utilitarian Inner Dome space include the following: 

nbiigcintten 1. Restore the metal stairs and railings (Sixth through Thirteenth Levels) by repairing, cleaning, 
6. Allinterior building systems that relate to HVAC, plumbing, and electrical should be consis- and repainting. 

tent with previous restoration projects because the systems serving the Central Portion are ae vii 
extensions of those located in the wings. The Central Portion does not have any significant 2. Restore the plaster walls of the Inner Dome by repairing and painting. 
noise producing mechanical equipment; therefore, acoustical treatment for the mechanical 
systems will not be needed. All fire alarm systems of the wings should be extended to serve Specific Architectural Recommendations for the Interior 
the Central Portion, and exit lights should be provided in accordance with applicable codes. The following specific recommendations for the interior spaces are the result of an analysis of the infor- 

Public address speakers should be provided throughout the Central Portion for voice instruc- mation in Chapters Two through Nine. 
tion during emergency situations. 

Public Spaces 
In the following sections, these comprehensive recommendations will be expanded to include a discus- , 
sion of the general interior architectural recommendations, specific recommendations for all spaces, and Rotunda Basement 
recommendations for the Interior Building Systems. The canvas ceiling panels should be repaired, cleaned, and conserved. Repair of these panels is defined 

as removing the panels, re-adhering them where necessary, and infilling tears if necessary. Cleaning con- 
General Architectural Recommendations for the Interior sists of gently removing the dirty layers and removing urethane coatings if necessary. Conserving in- 

cludes inpainting lost areas, consolidating where appropriate, and protecting the panels by applying a 
Rotunda Basement and Rotunda reversible coating. The missing panel, if not located, should be replicated. The original coloration of the 

The general interior architectural recommendations to preserve the Rotunda Basement and Rotunda composition plaster capitals on the marble piers should be determined by exposure and replicated. If the 
space are as follows: original drawings can be located, the original restaurant furniture should be replicated to correspond to 

1. Restore all plasterwork by repairing and painting to the original color. the planned room configuration. Ifno drawings are found, furniture should be designed similar to existing 

original furniture. Additional serving counters and accessories for food distribution also should be con- 
2. Restore all original grilles and light fixtures from the Rotunda Basement through the Third sidered in the design of the space. Drinking fountains should be implemented with at least one fountain 

Floor by repairing, refinishing, and reinstalling. Where grilles and light fixtures are missing, it is meeting ADA requirements. Trash receptacles should be similar to those designed for the Passage recommended that the components be replicated. Lighting fixtures should be appropriately (Sixth Floor/Museum). 
upgraded on the Fourth through Tenth Levels. 

Ramps meeting ADA requirements and harmonizing with the character of the spaces should be installed 
3. All decorative moldings should be restored through repair, cleaning, and touchup. in both corridors leading to the North and South Wings. Treatments to solve inadequate acoustical con- 
4. Dueto differences in existing conditions of the painted decorative finishes of the ceilings, ditions, such as area carpets and wall banners, need to be considered. Requirements for improved ven- 

some panels in the Rotunda Basement through the Second Floor may need only conserva- tilation will also need to be considered. 
tion, whereas others may require restoration through repairing, cleaning, and repainting the 
artwork. It is recommended that each panel be treated individually to determine its conserva- Ground Floor 
tion or restoration status. Rehabilitation of the information desk should include repairing, refinishing, and adding contemporary 

5. In general, the marble, stone, and granite throughout the Central Portion spaces are in excel- ae ess esi a _ ye Niisihaste reaerae pie ian — ve 
lent condition. The floor stones show the most wear. It is recommended that the columns, nn 
walls, and floors be conserved by cleaning, patching, and regrouting where necessary. 
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be utilized in another space. A replication of a Post original office desk should be designed to fit the be restored by repairing where needed and re-creating the appropriate color after determining the origi- 

space. nal coloration by exposure. The existing incandescent and fluorescent light fixtures should be replaced 

Current display cases, freestanding and attached to the wall, should be removed and replaced with rep- Wi cchivaa Sewanee 

licas consistent with the period of the building’s construction. The bronze directory should be restored Scent wana 

by cleaning it with a non-ionic soap and applying a light coating of micro-crystalline wax. Trash recep- 

tacles should be replaced with custom designed receptacles like those in the Passage (Sixth Floor/Mu- The scagliola columns should be restored by cleaning and conserving. Cleaning of the scagliola columns 

seum). Wooden telephone booths should be rehabilitated. The metal telephone wall units should be re- is defined as the application of a non-ionic soap solution. Any conservation method will need to be de- 

placed with units that meet ADA requirements. The seven stone benches should be cleaned and con- termined by an on-site examination. All cathedral windows should be removed and surveyed. As much 
served by the same process used for the bronze directory. of the original framework as possible should be retained. All wooden pieces needing replacement 

should be replicated. Broken and discolored panes should be replaced to match the original glass as 

First Floor muchas possible. Because the four interior windows adjacent to the Stair Tower Bays have both metal 

Memorial pieces should be cleaned and conserved by the same process used for the bronze directory. erilles sadgiasenepeitis seco Abaishe ranes and sashes Bt mestared. Giang apener a 

Decorative canvas panels in the Pavilion Corridors should be cleaned, repaired, and conserved. Clean- snag be meds ager The erdating labt fixes should be replaced with enerey efter lonertife 

ing the canvas panels should consist of a gentle removal of the dirty layers and removal of urethane an 

coatings if necessary. Repair is defined as infilling tears if necessary. Conserving includes inpainting lost . 

: areas, consolidating areas where appropriate, and applying a reversible 6 ates coating. Se See eee 
It is recommended that the plasterwork on the dome coffers from the Eighth through Tenth Floors be 

Third Floor repaired and repainted. Repair of the plasterwork is defined as filling all chips and cracks. The original 

Tis via asi 2 ahead pdna ebiould betestneed boy vepeibing, oleate aull paluting, Repais bf the color should be determined eee and the coffers spanned original ee The gunet tid Te- 

entablature is defined as re-creating missing elements with molding plaster. Cleaning involves the use of a Sara nein be seme an ae ai "P. oe ne ae inex a ene “geal 

light non-ionic soap solution. Painting includes the replication of original colors. All gold leaf on the col- ee ee ra he unAPI EER IP r dads on : 

umn and pilaster capitals should be restored through repair, cleaning, and minimal touchup. For the capi- ee Sour cr ; i 
els ct Ns an ei ats Ren tinty nae laying writin gold lent existing, should be removed. Minimal man manne be done as nee - pecan nay be 

Cleaning involves the use of distilled water on the existing gold leaf and a light soap solution on the Ne ‘sip vee a . et eee Hecenge unify Siehins BAER ae 

painted areas. Touchup includes relaying gold leaf and glazing to match existing leaf. The existing fluo- icatolingg int lcs aaa Rape ae pre R NNT 

ae ae on in the coves and the existing television lighting should be replaced with energy effi- Delitarian Buacce of the Tunee Dame 

Sixth Level 

Fourth/Fifth Floor The metal stairs and railing assemblies that start at the Passage (Sixth Level/Museum) and continue to 

The four mosaics should be restored by cleaning and conserving. Cleaning of the mosaics involves the the Lantern should be restored. The chain link fence on the Upper Sixth Level does not require any 

application ofa light mixture of non-ionic soap. Conserving includes determining if urethane coatings ex- work. 

ist and, ifso, removing the coatings with the least amount of intervention. Tiles should be touched up 

where appropriate and reattached if necessary. Ninth Level 

The existing non-original doors should be repaired and repainted. 
Sixth Floor 

The original decorative pattern should be determined by exposure and the drum wall’s original color and Tenth Through Thirteenth Levels 

stencil pattern should be restored in appropriate colors. The metal railing encircling the balcony should The metal stair assemblies should be reviewed and evaluated. The assemblies should be repaired where 

needed. 
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Eleventh Level West Wing Project, and the North Wing Room was temporarily air conditioned during the North Wing 

The antenna should be renovated. Project. As the air handling systems serving the associated wings are replaced, the remaining two rooms 

; will be air conditioned. A permanent supply air register from the East Wing installed during the East 

Thirteenth Level Wing Project will facilitate replacement of the North Wing Room’s temporary air conditioning unit. 

The existing non-original plaster should be restored by repairing where needed and painting. The exist- Sixth Through Fourteenth Floors 

ing non-original windows should be cleaned and touched up where necessary. The access doors should The hot water coil contained in the heating system in each Passage ceiling soffit heats the air in the 

be rehabilitated by cleaning and refurbishing the hardware. ductwork that connects to the grilles at the base of the cathedral windows at the Seventh Level. All nec- 

essary work was completed during the West Wing Project. The discussion of the Hot Water Heating 

Recommendations for Interior Building Systems System may be referenced. 

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Hot Water Heating System 

The Central Portion is served by extensions of the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems origi- Rotunda Basement and Ground Floor 

nally located in each of the wings. The recommendations for the Central Portion are influenced by the New hot water reheat coils should be installed in all of the supply air grilles serving the Rotunda Base- 

restoration projects for the North and West Wings, which have been completed, and the South Wing ment and Ground Floor. All reheat coils should be located in the Rotunda Basement, and only supply air 

project currently in progress. Some of the work regarding the constant volume reheat systems has al- ductwork should be extended to the Ground Floor. 

ready been executed, and future work should be integrated with these systems. First Through Fourth Floors 

Because the First through Fourth Floors of the Central Portion consist primarily of internal spaces, hot 

Air Handling Systems aa water will not serve these floors. However, it is recommended that the piping, which will pass through 

The original ductwork routed to the Rotunda Basement will be replaced in the same configuration with ee oranda Bapenese to the Fit Poor benew. 

new ductwork with appropriate sealing and insulation. Because supply air comes from the North, West, Ring Course (Fifth Floor) 

and East Wing air handling systems and return air is delivered to the East and West Wings, it is recom- It is recommended that the existing steam radiators located at the Ring Course (Fifth Floor) corridors 

mended that three control zones be provided. These should correspond to the three supply air sources and in the Ring Course Rooms be replaced with hot water convectors. In the corridors the convectors 
to accomplish temperature control. should be enclosed in quarter sawn white oak cabinets of similar character to the architecturally de- 

signed convector cabinets found throughout the office spaces in the wings. All convectors in the Ring 

Ground Floor Course Rooms should be enclosed in sloped, top-painted steel cabinets because these spaces will be 
Supply air will be provided through the original grilles located around the perimeter of the Central Por- aa ‘ : : 
ion, Tha supply ait ductpork Wanteng to (oar ofiMm Glatt ales eres teplacnt tate sens om iain used only for storage. The original steam radiators located on the walls in the stairways from the Fourth 

, i ; : 2 ; f { i Floor to Fifth Floor should be removed because the skylights they served have been closed and the roof 
with new ductwork with appropriate sealing and insulation during the North Wing Restoration/Rehabili- : : Sere, ¥ 

’ : As E : : : penetrations are being used for outside air louvers as part of the HVAC upgrade for the wings. 
tation Project. New ductwork to the remaining four grilles will be replaced, in the same configuration, 

during the South Wing Restoration/Rehabilitation Project. The supply air from this ductwork will not be Passage 

returned to the air handling system, but will contribute to the pressurization of the Rotunda to offset infil- The convection heaters located on the walls and in the ceiling soffit of the Passage (Sixth Floor/Mu- 

tration caused by the Rotunda’s significant natural draft. Air conditioning of the Pavilions is currently be- seum) were replaced with hot water convector coils during the West Wing Restoration/Rehabilitation 

ing evaluated. Project. Because the Sixth Floor level will not be air conditioned, no additional HVAC work is recom- 

mended. 
First Through Fourth Floors 

No supply or return air will be provided for the First through Fourth Floors. Because these spaces com- Plumbing 

prise public spaces of the Rotunda, they will be ventilated by the natural draft of the Rotunda. 
It is recommended that the plumbing systems, including waste and vent, domestic hot and cold water, 

' Fifth Floor chilled drinking water, storm sewer piping, and fire protection be maintained with minimal changes. 
The four Ring Course Rooms at the Fifth Floor will be air conditioned and heated through supply air 

from the associated wing air handling systems. The West Wing Room was air conditioned during the 
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Sanitary Waste and Vent Systems Communications 

The waste and vent systems in the Central Portion should be changed to accommodate an additional It is recommended that telephone lines serving the information desk and the public telephones at the 
line to service the drinking fountains in the Rotunda Basement. The only waste and vent piping originally Ground Floor be checked and replaced as needed. During the West Wing Restoration and Rehabilita- 

included was in the kitchen, which was located in the East Wing Basement. tion Project, several telephone jacks were provided at the Passage Level guard stations for monitoring 

public use of the displays at the Passage Level and Observation Deck. 

Domestic Hot and Cold Water 

The only domestic hot and cold water originally included in the Central Portion was in the kitchen. It is eee ae 

recommended that a cafeteria seating area be reopened in the Rotunda Basement and the accompany- The fire alarm system of the wings should be expanded to cover the Central Portion using heat detec- 

ing kitchen and serving area be placed in an adjacent Pavilion or Wing space. Therefore, no additional tors. Itis recommended that no manual alarm pull stations be installed due to the possibility of false 
domestic hot or cold water should be needed in the Central Portion. alarms by the public. It is recommended that the existing public address speakers located in the Rotunda 

be checked to assure proper functioning and audibility throughout the Central Portion. Additional 

Chilled Drinking Water speakers should be provided where audibility is poor. For example, public address speakers may be 

Itis recommended that drinking water be provided at drinking fountains in the Rotunda Basement seat- tae en oe ibe GON, seireAys seep inee etterinner Dome aaBiavisliine meni Keele} 
ing area, At least one drinking fountain should meet ADA requirements and the other fountain(s) should assure es of voice eae in the event of an emergency. Exit signs should be provided in ac- 

be at standard height. Itis further recommended that the drinking fountains be fabricated of polished ee ee eee 
brass to complement the historic character of the space. 

Structural Recommendations 

Storm Sewer System Scattered patches of damaged plaster occur throughout the Inner Dome, and localized areas of dam- 

Jide eeccarenersiod that the aiccm pining cnn! guatiane! Ge miaee aemnmeammnsmcnmioes Che ox- aged plaster exist on the south side of the Dome’s ules half peat the Ninth Level. It is recommended 

feriar storm diaind and interior roo? Wanduttdes Weretestell" Glbaned. and repaired as needed during the uaa the caenere pe on the terra cotta be repaired and repainted. A new access door see oF 

: i : é installed in the opening that was made near the southeast corner of the Dome for the 1993 inspection by 
1995-96 Observation Deck Replacement and Dome Maintenance projects. However, the internal gut- Wee Sache, Elstner Tied der should eaenain fir Ritts inane tink ated hubves two Hea lintitea fire 

ter, located at the Tenth Level where the base of the Inner and Outer Domes meet, is laden with debris, ait i : 

which should be removed. ae : 

Visual inspections of the Dome’s interior and exterior should be made on an annual basis. A thorough 

Fire Protection visual inspection, using field glasses to examine sealant joints, flashings, water damage, and so forth, 

It is recommended that the existing fire department valve cabinets located in the Basement through the should be conducted every five years. Every twenty years a visual inspection of the internal dome 

Fourth Floor and in nearby areas of the adjacent wings continue to serve the Central Portion without the trusses should be performed. 

addition of any valve stations. All existing fire valve cabinets should remain at the Sixth Floor and Tenth 

Floor (Oculus), with no fire valve cabinets added to the Central Portion. Exterior Recommendations 
The Capitol Master Plan did not address the exterior surfaces of the Capitol. A summary of the exte- 

Electrical rior is contained in Chapter Four, and the exterior will be addressed in detail in Book VIII—Exterior, of 

> the Historic Structure Report. 
‘ower 

It is recommended that a group of power receptacles be provided at the Ground Floor for the special Disposition List 

aciivilics thet take place there. A power foodenpeanay in the floor should be investigated to determme The Capitol Master Plan did not address the disposition of any materials. At the end of this chapter is 
whether it can be incorporated without compromising the integrity or appearance of the marble floor. a disposition list for the Central Portion, which includes the following: 

1. Original materials/equipment to remain in place and be reused. 

2. Original materials/equipment to be removed, rehabilitated, and reused. 
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3. Original materials/equipment to be removed and disposed. TTbid., 23. 

‘ ci ani maeals/opigeet tobe tennvedand saved. : ‘ * Legislators suggested the center drawers be redesigned to open farther, and staff members requested 

* Non-origniat seeders, Vaud Saieeeble Me —_ to be removed and disposed, the addition ofa center drawer and reconfiguration of existing drawers (Ibid., 23). 

6. Non-original materials/equipment that resemble the original to be removed and stored. 

7. Non-original materials/equipment that resemble the original to be reused.  Ibid., 24. 

8. Non-original materials/equipment that are contemporary to be removed and disposed. 1 Thid., 26-27. 

9. Non-original materials/equipment that are contemporary to be reused and stored. ae 

10. Miscellaneous information. Ibid., 29. 

2 It is probable that the niches referred to are the Pavilion Corridors because no niches exist in the Ro- 

Summary tunda (Ibid.). 

Although many remodeling projects have taken place throughout the years in the Capitol, the Central '3 Research has not found any frescoes in the Capitol interior. Perhaps the writers of the Plan used the 

Portion has been virtually exempt. The spaces have retained original configurations, and minimal loss of term “frescoes” when “murals” would have been more accurate. 

the a historic — has eee Asa em, the ——— an focus primarily on restoring, 4 Capitol Master Plan, 30. 

conserving, and replicating finishes. Recommendations for building systems revolve around renovation 

because the majority of these systems are hidden behind finishes. Although the Central Portion Historic * Tbid., 31-32. 

Structure tos is ames and extensive, it was not possible to ae Soe, eianiana omer or ‘6 Dale Dumbleton, interview by Joyce Rae Inman, 7 November 1996. The main electrical switchgear 

component. All information panae Te presales * facts —— sons the time —— for the currently operating the East Wing was relocated in the original kitchen area during the Capitol’s transfor- 

study. Addendums and appendixes to the report will contain additional information as it is discovered. It mation from DC to AC power. The switchgear was updated in 1989. 

is recommended that additional historical research be conducted on the Capitol Competition, including . ; 

the relationships of the Capitol Commissioners with Governor Robert M. La Follette, Lew F. Porter, Capitol Master Plan, 24, 33. 

and Daniel Burnham. Of special interest is Daniel Burnham’s previous working relationship with George 

B. Post. The activities occurring in the Rotunda throughout the decades also need to be documented in i 

depth in order to have a more complete understanding and knowledge of the space’s historical signifi- 

cance. 

Notes 

' The Capitol Master Plan willbe referred to as the Plan. 

2 Joint Committee on Legislative Organization, Capitol Master Plan (Madison, Wis., 4 June 1987). 

The Plan recommended that the white walls in the Governor’s Conference Room be returned to their 

original color (p. 3) and that the Assembly Parlor be restored (p. 12). 

3 It was recommended that the lighting alternatives for the Governor’s Conference Room be examined 

to provide adequate lighting levels (Ibid., 3). 

*Ibid., 22. 

STbids 23° 

® Consideration should be given to providing different furnishings in some Assembly areas to reduce 

clutter and improve efficiency (Ibid., 12). 
re ea 
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Original Materials/Equipment to Remain in Place/Reuse Third 
Mosaics 

Materials and equipment in this category are those original to the building, possessing a very high degree 

of integrity, and are in very good condition. These materials are usually of the finest quality stone, metal, Plaster 

or wood. These will remain in place and be protected during the construction project and cleaned or 

conserved as part of the final stage of the project. Sixth 

Metal railings 

Basement . Wood doors and frames 
Marble walls 

Door hardware 
Marble floors 

Plaster walls 
Marble stairs 

Staircase handrails Sixth Upper 

Plaster ceilings and cornices Metal stairs and railings 

Plaster walls 

Ground 

Marble walls i Seventh 

Marble floors Metal stairs and railings 

Plaster ceilings and cornices Plaster walls 

Scagliola Columns 

First 

Marble walls Eighth 

Marble floors Metal stairs and railings 

Plaster ceilings and comices Plaster walls 

bintbie railings Wood electrical panel enclosure 

Exhibit objects Ninth 

Metal stairs and railings 
Second 
Marble walls Plaster walls 

Marble floors Tenth 

Plaster ceilings and cornices Metal stairs and railings 

Marble railings Plaster walls and ceilings 
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Mural Ground 
ute Dhas Original brass grilles and frames 

Original light fixtures 

Eleventh Marble benches 
Metal stairs and railings 

Metal Directory 
Steel structure 

First 
Twelfth Original light fixtures 
Metal stairs and railings 

Steel structure Second 

Plaster walls and ceilings ee 

Thirteenth ae 
Metal stairs and railings 

Plaster walls Sixth Upper 

Plaster ceiling NA 

Seventh 
igs Z 4 Wood triple hung windows and frames 

Original Material/Equipment Pees ee 
Double hung windows an es F To Be Removed, Rehabed, and Reused 

Materials and equipment in this category are those that are original to the building, possess a high degree Eighth 
of integrity, and are in good or fair condition. Typically, these must be removed to facilitate the restora- Wood access doors to rotunda 
tion and rehabilitation project or to facilitate restoration or rehabilitation of the component itself. These Deorhad 
will be inventoried, tagged, removed, and stored and later restored or rehabilitated and reused. Much of i or 

this material is reused in original locations. ; 
Ninth ; 

Basement ne 
Original brass grilles and frames 

Tenth 
Original light fixtures NA 

Original door hinges and hardware 

Eleventh 

NA 
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Twelfth NA 

Wood access doors 

Door hardware Sixth 

NA 

Thirteenth : 
NA Sixth Upper 

NA 

Seventh 
Original Materials/Equipment NA 

To Be Removed and Disposed Of : 
: y iC} Ee 2 Eighth 

beteriall  pahijamcacaps in this raeeny are a that hd original to _ building, usually never good Wood soceandboes tu pipe chases 
level of integrity remaining but are in poor physical condition. These typically are no longer serviceable 
or are not compatible with new equipment being installed with the restoration and rehabilitation project. Door hardware 
The items in this group have no significant value and may be disposed of. Unique items may be saved 

for the Capitol archives. Ninth 

NA 

Basement 

Mechanical Equipment Tenth - 

Electrical Equipment Hipeusel ene 
Duct Work . Eleventh 

Wood doors (Dutch) NA 

Door closers Twelfth 

Wood alcove seating NA ‘ 

Ground Thirteenth 
NA NA 

First 

NA e 2 2 e 

Original Materials/Equipment To Be Removed and Saved 
Second Materials and equipment in this category are those that are original to the building, usually have a good 
NA level of integrity remaining but are in poor physical condition. These typically are no longer serviceable 

or are not compatible with new equipment being installed with the restoration and rehabilitation project. 

Fifth These will be inventoried, tagged, removed, and stored. The items in this group have some value and 
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will be saved for later use, saved for use by others, or sold as surplus. Unique items may be saved for NA 

the Capitol archives. : 

Twelfth 

Basement NA 

NA 

Thirteenth 

Ground NA 

NA 

First ate ° ; 
‘ae Nonoriginal Materials/Equipment That 

Resemble Original To Be Removed and Disposed Of 
Second This category includes materials and equipment added to the building through the past remodeling 

NA projects (approximately 1950 through 1986). These items may look similar to original but lack detail or 

quality. These are typically items that are in poor physical condition and/or cannot be removed intact. 

Fifth : These items will be removed and disposed of. 

NA 

Basement 

Sixth NA 

NA 
Ground 

Sixth Upper NA 

NA 
First 

Seventh NA 
NA 

Second 

Eighth NA 

NA 

Fifth 

Ninth NA 

NA 

Sixth 
Tenth NA 
NA 

Sixth Upper 
Eleventh NA 
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Seventh NA 
NA 

Second 

Eighth NA 

NA 

Fifth 

Ninth NA 

NA 

Sixth : 
Tenth NA 

NA 
Sixth Upper 

Eleventh NA 

TV antenna 

Seventh 

Twelfth NA 
NA : 

Eighth 

Thirteenth NA 
NA 

Ninth 

NA 

Nonoriginal Materials/Equipment That Tenth 
Resemble Original to Be Removed and Stored NA 

This includes materials and equipment added to the building through the past remodeling projects (ap- 
proximately 1950 through 1986). These items may look similar to original but lack detail or quality. Eleventh 
These items are generally in good to fair condition and have some value. They will be removed and NA 

saved for use by others or sold as surplus. 

Twelfth 
Basement NA 
NA 

Thirteenth 
Ground NA 

NA 

First 
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Nonoriginal Materials/Equipment _ 
That Resemble Original to Be Reused Taal 

This includes materials and equipment added to the building through the past remodeling projects (ap- NA 

proximately 1950 through 1986). These items look similar to original and are complementary to the 

original. These items are generally in good condition. These items will be repaired and reused in place, Eleventh 

or removed, repaired, and reused. NA 

Basement Twelfth 

NA NA 

Ground Thirteenth 
Information desk NA 

Display cases 

First N aed 1 : i 
ae onoriginal Materials/Equipment That 

Are Contemporary to Be Removed and Disposed Of 
Second This includes materials and equipment added to the building through past remodeling projects (approxi- 

NA mately 1950 through 1986). These items are contemporary in nature and use and have no significance 

to the building. These are typically items that are poor physical condition and/or cannot be removed in- 

Fifth tact. These items have little value and will be removed and disposed of. 

NA : 
Basement 

Sixth Wood protection 

NA a8 
Temporary Lighting 

Sixth Upper Metal Doors and hardware 

NA Electrical 

Seventh patent 

NA Door hardware on dutch doors 

Eighth Ground 

NA Wiremold 

i Electrical outlets 
Ninth 
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Trash containers Eleventh ; 

Wood and glass display case NA 

Wood protection at south wing Twelfth 

NA 
First 

Trash containers Thirteenth 

Speakers NA 

Second 
NA sie ° r 

Nonoriginal Materials/Equipment That 
Third Are Contemporary to Be Reused and Stored 
TV Lighting This includes materials and equipment added to the building through past remodeling projects (approxi- 

mately 1950 through 1986). These items are contemporary in nature and use and have no significance 
Fifth to the building. These items have some value and will be removed and saved for use by others or sold 
NA as surplus. t 

Sixth Basement 

Florescent light fixtures NA 

Sixth Upper Ground 
NA Phone booths 

Seventh First 

Metal screens Display items 

Eighth Second 

NA NA 

Ninth Fifth 

Fumiture NA 

Wood 
Sixth 

Tenth oe 
Electrical panels 5 

Sixth Upper 

NA 
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Seventh 

NA 

Eighth 
NA 

Ninth 
: 

NA 

Tenth 

Fire hose cabinets 

Eleventh 

NA 

Twelfth : : 

NA 

Thirteenth 
| 

NA 
f 

a ee ee 
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